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INTRODUCTION.

The work which I now laY' before the public ia correctly styled
oF LEcTUREs." It is an attempt to present in a concise
manner the fundamental ideas of the System of Anthropology which
I have taught in my lectures since 1842, and thus give to the reader
a periscopic view ·of the science, preparatory to publishing works of
ampler dimensions upon its different departments, in which the sub·
jects might be more satisfactorily illustrated.
The concise plan necessarily adopted, diminishes the fitness of the
present work for popular circulation, as it can be properly apprecia·
ted only by those who are interested in the study of man and who
would avail themselves of the present work as a text-~book to be
carefully studied. The reader who hastily skims over pages, ex·
pecting only to retain a few leading ideas or principles from a long
chapter, will 6nd the present work not adapted to such hasty reading.
By delaying until 1864, the work which should have been puli·
lished in 1842, I expect the advantage of a large and more appre·
ciative circle of readers, embracing many who ten years since would
have tumed aside with contemptuous incredulity from every wonder·
ful fact in reference to the bram or the spiritual nature of man, but
on the other band, many of those ideas which I might have been
the first to introduce to their notice, have been received through
other mediums, and often inaccurately imparted.
The fact of the impressibility of the brain, upon which rests the
demonstration of a true and thorough Anthropology, bas been made
quite familiar in Europe and America by Mesmeric operations, in
which, my own discovery being entirely out of view, the public
have been familiarized with the fact that cerebral organs may be
excited by Mesmeric procedures. The legitimate reputation due to
my priority of discovery, was thus nearly lost by the notoriety of an
analogous fact, and the erroneous impression was substituted that
all operations upon the organs of the brain were of that Phreno·
Mesmeric character which rendered them exclusively dependent
upon the operator's will and independent of cerebral localities.
With this impression, the interest in experiments upon the brain be·
" 0UTLUIES
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came trivial-as they were (considered merely an amusin~ nriation
of the familiar fact of the power of the operator over his subject. For
nrious reasons, I have taken but little pains to make known abroad
the fact that although Phreno.Mesmerism resulted in little of any im·
portance, there were in my own original discovery veritable and im·
portant processes for the development of the functions of every por·
tion of the human brain.
Many who have become familiar with the experiments of animal
magnetism, and Phreno.Mesmerism have become so confirmed in
the imprPssion that all experiments upon the mind are identical in
their character, and ditfer in no respect from the familiar facts of an·
imal magnetism, that I would have some difficultj in convincing
them of the possibility of applying any nervauric experiment to tbe
discovery of cerebrallunctions. The sincere objections of this class
of enquirers constitute in reality the only serious and important objection to the validity of the new system. In answer to these objections, I would su~gest several considerations which are to my
mind entirely conclustve.
1. The Neurological System, aside from all e~erimental nervauric
demonstrations, is mathtmatically demonstrable in itself as a system
of Science, by the principles and facts of pathognomy. This dem·
onstration may not be appreciated by merely reading a brief sketch,
but a full and accurate peraonal representation of the facts of pathognomy, in gesture, attttude, countenance and voice, is so complete
and satisfactory, that I deem it proper to pronounce the pathognomic
Tiew of the subjeet a complete demonstration.
2. A satisfactory demonstration of Neurology is within the reach
of .all who possess an adequate degree of sensibilitl in the head, by
means of which sensibility they may learn the locahties of the organs
from the peculiar sensations which their excitement, over-action or
painful conditions, produce at the cranial locality which they occupy.
3. The Neurological System is perfectl1 demonstrable as a system
of Cranioscopy and Physiognomy. In thiS respect, it rests upon the
same foundation which was considered sufficient for the Galban system by its followers. An appeal to observation is entirely conclusive with those who have time and opportunity to observe what Nature offers, and there is no one who may not in the circle of his own
acquaintance meet with sufficient evidence of the truth of the Neur·
olo~cal system. A careful study and comparison of the Neurologtcal and Gallian Systems, in their application to the beads of
marked characters, cannot fail to satisfy any honest, unprejudiced
observer of the truth and accuracy of the former. · I could refer to
at least five ardent devotees of the Gallian system, skilled in its
practical application, w:bo have been convinr.ed by the study and
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applicatlon of Neurology o its nat superiority u a system of Cranioscopy to the doctrines of Gall and Spurzbe1m.
4. The Neurological System alone is compatible with the facts of
pathology, comparative anatomy and vivisection. This proposition
I hope to make manifest in future works.
5. In the experimental demonstration of the principles of Neurology by exciting the organs, the objections drawn from the Mesmeric
sympathy of the operator and subject, are not really applicable, beeause it is not necessary that either operator or subject should have
any knowledge or any preconceived idea of the functions of the
organs upon which they experiment. It is only requisite that the
operator should with a candid, unbiassed mind, conduct llis experiments in a philosophical manner.
6. To all of that large and respectable portion of socif'ty who
possess the impressible tem{»erament, amongst whom we find much
of the highest refinement, nrtue and genius, the facts of Neurology
when properly presented, are living personal truths, of which they
may enjoy the most vivid consciousness. To them, the organic
functions of the brain may be as clearly demonstrated by their superior perceptive ~ensibility as the facts of anatomy to others by the
•nse of vision, It is useless to argue with any individual upon farfetched hypotheses of aelf-deception, when he enjoys as distinct and
independent a perception of tae powers of certain regions of the
human brain as of the light and heat of the sun or the fragrance o£
a flower. He can see, feel, and smell correctly, by his own senses,
unassisted by the presence or suggestions of anotlaer, and with equal
independence and precision he can perceive the nervauric influences
of the cerebral organs, with a truthfulness which enables him to discover the real character of the person before him and the tidden
conditions of his moral or physiological life, while his &ensitive perceptions have so much force and reality as to produce a powerful
reaction on his own constitution, often atlecting both his feelings and
his bodily health.
With such evidences, the calm, di~assionate student of Nature,
supposing all mankind as willing as htmself to recognize the truth,
would anticipate a speedy recognition of the true Anthropology by
the scientific world as well as by the mass of disinterested observers.
But the Utopian anticip~tion that any great truth~ would be received
at once, merely because they had been logically or practically dem·
onstrated, is speedily annihilated by experience and observation.
Under our unphilosophical systems of education, pure reason is but
little cultivated, and in the daily course of life there is so little dispusionate reasoning, compared with the great number of acts proceeding from habit and the impulse of feeling guided only by simple
perception, that ltn appeal to pure reason is well known to be a very
mefficient mode of guiding or convincing mankind. Prejudice, as-
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sociation, eftmple, aad a misconceived self interest, wiD blind the
leading classes of society to the moat palpable truthl. The facta of
animal magnetism, and especially elairroyance, after being demonstrated before scientific medical committees in Paris, and before tens
of thousands if not millions of intelligent obserYers throushout the
civilized the world, are still contemptuously ignored or rejected by
the leading medical authors and reviewers, without any conscientious
inquiry into the reality of such facts. They are simply dismissed
with a sneer, without bone11t argument or inquiry, with a nhement
acorn of human intelligence and human veraci'1, which might be
appropriate in a convict steeped in vice, but wh1ch it inexcusable in
the membera of a scieatific profession, and still more in those who
aspire to be the leaders of human thought. That demoralizing and
soul-hardening philosophy which treats the human race as a vast
assemblage of knans and fools from whom no word of truth should
be expected, and whose testimony is utterly inadmissible in science,
has so long ruled the bi~h places of tile medical profes,jon, that it i1
vain to expect its abohtion in the present generation; and under
such a system it is vain to expect in the authoritative quarters of the
profession the recognition of any wonderful facts when their supporting testimony is rejected, and the parties who reject conclusive
testimony either totally refuse to make any investigation themselves,
or enter upon it with a dogmatic and stubbom party spirit, determined
to sustain their own foregone conclusions. I have had some expemnce of the character of scientific committees of eminent medical
mea, which justifies my remarks. 'The first, composed of three professors of the most flourishing and eminent medtcal college in the
western half of the United States, (located at Louisville,) was composed of persons who had soml! knowledge of my personal character and associations, and who knew that they were honestly invited
to the fair investi~tion of the most wonderful and important facts
ever brought withm their reach. Yet so far from seeking or embracing readily an opportunity so attractive to any candid seeker of
knowledge, where nothing in the least objectionable ofl"ered any discouragement, their association in a committee for this purpose was
involuntary, and was only procured by an appeal on my part to the
authorities of the University before whom I made such demonstrations as to induce them to appoint this committee of the Faculty. As
no coercive power was exercised by the Board, the investigation
was dropped, as it was impossible to procure the action of the committee, but one member of which, the venerable Prof. CALDWELL,
was disposed to engage in the investigation, frankly informing me
that I need not expect the co-operation of his colleagues. He, with
the moral courage by which be was enr distinguished su.,sequently
prosecuted the investigation himself, and arrived at a knowledge of
the essential truth of the science.
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The •cond committee appointed tt my own instance by the Bo&ton Academ1 ot Sciences, and c.mprising their most eminent melll·
·hers, preferrmg that the investiga~on should prove abortive, pr_.
scribed such precautioury regulations as necessarily made the inquiry
tedious, and then, in couseqnence of this delay, suapend~ the iavestigation jult as decisive facts were about to be developed.
The third committee, comprisin~ several physicians of emine~ce
iR Boston, took up the investigation abandoned by the Aoademy,
and in a few sittings witnessed a complete clemonstration of all that
I proposed to prove. I demoastrated upon one of their number,
Dr. L., the fact that the pulse could be controlled and modilied
•ccording to my written prediction, by exciting with the band the
various organs of the braia-tbat the various organs aonld thus be
excited 80 as to modify the emotions of the suqject in a mannw un·
aaticipated by himself, and that an individual more impressible than
Dr. L. could feel the iatbaence of the dia"erent organs of the brain
without knowing wbat part of the head was touched, the iniueoce
being truuitted through a metallic conductor to the hand of tbe
eubject from the bead of one of t,he companr. The demenstration
of 1uch facts by experiments which were consulered unobjectionable
and which were recorded as facts in the min11tes of tb\t collUilittee
which I eubsequently obtained for publication, did ao~ prompt th
committee to draw any inference or express any opinion. The fai
ure of experiments would have produced a ready decision of th
fiillacy of my propositions, but perfect success procured only perfec
lilence, 80 far ae the expression of any opinion was concerned, nor
bad I sufficient reason to believe that any number of conclusive ex·
periments would have procured a distinct and public avowal of the
truth of the science demonstrated.
With committees composed not exclusively of medical men, I have
never failed to demonstrate the truth of Neurology, and to procure a
atisfactory reeognition of the truth of the science, if not a cordial a~
preciation of its value, interest and prospective utility. The report of
the first committee of investigation appointed at New York in 1842,
of which Dr. Forry was an active member, announced after a brief
inveltigation, "that they have had sufficient evidence to satisfy them
that Dr. Buchanan's views have a rational experimental foundation,
and that the subject opens a field of investigation second to no other
in immediate interest, and in promise of important future results to
acienee and humanity." Such are the conclusions, I believe, of all
candid, unprejudicetl enquirer&, before whom I have laid the evi·
dence upon which the science rests. The present brief volume may
not be so conclusive with all its readers, as it was. no~ designed to ..
embody the evidences of the science, but rather to guide the honelt
enquirer, and instruct those who are prepared to learn.
In the more extensive publications which I contemplate, the truth
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of Aathropo1ogy will be rendered more evident by a foller present·
ation of the subject, a full knowledge of which is almost identified
with the perception of its truth.
·
I feel reluctant, however, to make any definite promises as to my
future publications, since experience has shown me that the duties
of ll medical professor in a flourishing school, with the editorship of
one or two periodicals, are not compatible with extensive scientific
and literary labor. I must therefore refer those who may feel a lively
interest in the progress and illustration of Anthropolog;.r to BtrcBAK·
Alf's JoClllfAL Oi' MAx, a monthly periodical, which will receive m7
asSiduous attention, and form the principal medium of my communt·
cation wl\h the public. At the publication office of the Journal, in
the city of New York, I shall ever welcome the candid scientific in·
quirer, con&elous that with such, truth needs but to be faithfully pretented.
To physicians, medical students, and the thorough students of
Anthropology, I would mention that I am now engaged in the preP.:
aration of a system of Physiology, the second volume of which Will
develope the principles of Neurology in connexion with Anatomy,
Physiology and Pathology, more thoroughly and minutely than they
·
can be presented in a popular treatise.
CntcllQfATI, 1864.
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LmER TO PROfms6R G!TCIIELL.

To Houno P.

GATCHELL, M. D., Professor of General and
SpecW Anatomy and late Professor of Physiology in the
Western Oollege of Homeopathic Medicine, Cleveland, 0.
Dua Sm: Bringing forth at this late period, a work upon Anthro-

pology, thirteen years after those remarkable discoveries which laid
the fouBdation, and ten years after the public bad been led to expect
from my pen a systematic sketch of the science, I feel tempted to
exchange a few thoughts with you, as an early friend, cognizant of
my first movements toward the refonnation of· Phrenology, familiar
wtth the developements to which those labors finally lead, and one of
the earliest to adopt and carry out the new philosophy.
I remember the promptnes:i with whichlou repeated my experi·
ments upon the brain, when you first hear the facts announced, and
the remarkable fact that, when operating upon the coronal region of
the brain-as you subsequently informed me-you carried the impression so far as to annihtlate the pulse in the radial artery-carry·
mg the experiment to a greater length than I had dared to attempt
Your thorough comprehension of the subject, and the intuitive faciJ.
ity with which you grasped its principles and details,' gave me froar.
the first the highest respect for your judgment and criticism.
Since that period, when we were animated by the first glow of enthusiasm belonging to a new discovery, we have been engaged in
other pursuits, which might give the opportunity for factitious enthusiasm to subside to a normal condition, and which would prompt
and facilitate the dispassioBate criticism of a science so rapidly denloped by the comparison of its details with the anatomical and
pathological fact» belonging to the science of medicine. Our close
attention for several years to physiology, anatomy, pathology, and
materia medica, necessary in the performance of our duties as med·
ical professors has given us the opportunity of criticising from every
point of view, a system of Anthropology so beautiful and harmonious
Jn its perfect simplicity, as to prompt the frequent inquiry whether it
was not a theoretical construction of the human mind, rather than a
faithful portrait of the complex and mysterious constructions of nature,
in which we generally fiad something that appears arbitzary, from
being beyond the reaeb of philosophical explanation.
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As f'or myself, I can freely ,declare that, after ten years' delay,
hoping that I might find something hasty, crude, or unphilosophic81
in tbe system-anxious to eliminate every error before committing
myself to formal publications-I have been unable to detect any
v'ery material deviation from the truth in the doctrines which I taught
in 1842, at which time you were thoroughly familiar with their details. On the contrary, [find in every work upon pathology, which
in any manner elucidates the nervous system, beautiful and· forcible
confirmations of tha~ which I have lE>arned from ne"auric experiments. In the study of mankind by cranioscopy and physiognomy,e
eve~ head that I meet appears to afford additional, minute, and
striking demonstration of the details of Anthropology. While the
acience is thus confirmed by daily obse"ation and critical researchby pathology, by human and comparative anatomy, by craniolo~,
and by the incessant language of the passions and faculties, acting
· in obedience to mathematical law, I have been sti11 more gratified
in finding that, whenever I have adopted the science of Anthropology as a solid basis for reasoning, and boldly projected therefrom a
~stematic ratiocination, to elucidate any of the numerous problems
ia pathology and therapeutics,-in political, social, or educational
philosophy-in pneumatology and craniology, I have never fhlled to
·find a gratif}in~ result,-the inferences from the science, not enly
proving to be JUSt and true, but so harmonizini with oilier truths,
and interlocking with adjacent facts, as to constitute thereby one of
.the highest demonstrations of the premises from which the inferences
were drawn.
I believe you fulJy sympathize with and enjoy that luxurious intellectual pleasure which anses from the consc1ous possession of fundamental central truths, which point by millions of radii to the
realities of the univel'Se, and which enable us to stand upon the
mountain summits of philosophl, and discover with mathematical
precision the existence and JlOsttion of a universe of truths. You
have doubtless, like myself, 1n your physiological and pathological
innstigations, often obse"ed how obscure and unsatisfactory were
the phenomena recorded by scientific men, for the want of the illutnhlating power of Antluopology to designate the relations of their
various facts, and to indicate where to look for such additional truths
as might give to their obse"ations completeness and harmony. No-~bere, perhaps, does Anthropologr more satisfactorily remove that
unsatisfied feeling-that sense of darkness, vagueness, and incompleteness of acience, than in the department of pathology and pharmacology. The effects produced by medicines upon the human
•I woeld bele remark, in refemnee to physiO@IIlomy, tbat a more extenah•e
and critical observation would be desirable, to enable me to .,.& positi,.,q
of the uniYersal accUJacy of its indications.
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constitution ean neTer be satisfactorily appreciated, bowtftr great
the industry and research employed, until the sympatbetie relations
of the constitutioa itself are understood, and the paraDel actioa 01
mind and matter satisfactorily traced.
·rn ·
As I am now about to publish in a systematic form the Anthropological system, I should be pleased to receive from you a deliberate
expression of ,-our matured news, and of your present conceptions
of the science in its relations to collateral branches of knowledge,
and its bearings on the progress of science and humanity. Moreover, in bringing my work before the great world, I shall &e pleased
to associate your name with its publication, as the first philosophical
mind with which I enjoyed the pleasure of an intimate mtercoursean intellect, to which, in profundity and perspicuity, I have yet found
no superior in personal intercourse-the eo-operation and approbation of which furnish one of the liveliest pleasures incident to my
peculiar investigations.
In reference to the future progress of the science, I have been
perhaps more hopeful than yourself, and more disposed to rely upon
1he natural receptivity of the human mind for truth, as a promise of
the rapid dift'usion o( the highest truths, when clearly and distinctly
stated. Moreover, all truth is so harmonious, that he who has J?OS·
aession of one portion, is thereby prepared to receive an addition,
and, like one who has taken bold of an endless chain, he is tempted
to go on, drawing in the remaining links. Thus it is in the science
of Anthropology ; all parts are so related and connected with the
whole, that he who recognizes any of its simple and easily demonltrated facts, is strongly attracted, if he has any reasonini capacity,
to embrace in succession all parts ot·the entire system.
A word in reference to nomenclature. Seventeen years since, I
endeavored to familiarize the public mind with the term AnaaoPOLOGY. It bas now become sufficiently familiar. Ten years since,
I endeavored to &miliarize the public mind with that grand and
eomprebensive scientific term, NEt71lOLOGY. But I presume you will
agree with u:.e that, in using that term, we have not been very successful in impressing the pUblic mind with an adequate conception
of its dignity and scope. Hence, you perceive that in my present
work I have made less use of the comprehensive term, constdering
Alml:aoPoLoGY, though more limited tn signification, sufficient for
my ·present purposes, and decidedlf more practical. There is but
one iaconvenien~e in the use of th11 term-that in its popular currency, it bas sometimes been freely applied to fragments of Anthropolo~cal science, such as discussions of questions in morals, and
J>hySlological, phrenological, or even sexual subjects, antbropologiclil in their charaoter, but DOt coaatituting a scieace of Anthropology.
My little volume comes before the world as the first 8vsTEM Of
AimmoPOLOGY wbich bas enr betn published, and it legitimately

•
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de.tes, 110t from 1854:, but from 1842, the period at which you recollect the irst Neurological map was published, and the doctrines,
philosophy and details of the science publicly taught by you as well
as myself, as they have since been propagated and now are offered
to the world.
That I should have so long withheld this publication, has been
due partly to caution, and the desire to see what changes time and
criticism might suggest, but has mainly been owing to the fad that
at the time these discoveries were first announced, they appeared too
incredible, and too antagonistic to the existing mood of the public
mind, to admit of their having a candid reception. The editor of
one of the leading medical journals of the United States, the fublication of which commenced soon after the announcement o my
discoveries, was informed by an old and prominent member of the
profession, that if he dared to introduce into his journal the science
of Neurology, (which he was known to have recognized as having
a s11bstantial foundation,) it would be the tkath knell of hia journal. In vain did I challenge the criticism of medical colleges and
learned societies ; inert as they were from prejudice and habit, and
eften defective in moral courage, the most.perfect demonstrations
that could defy scientific criticism, would have· been but lifeless and
still- born affairs, incapable of leading to any important result. To
diffuse the scienee by personal propagandism among the masses, did
not suit me ; but to establish it by the highest species of scientific
demonatration, before scientific committees, appeared to be either
nugatory and useless, or difficult if not impracttcable, from the abaence of the desire t.o co-operate with an honest explorer of nature,
'in submitting her arcana to a ficid investigation. •
Among the more eminent literati and sa vans of the profession, you
know I found but one, the venerable Caldwell, the father of PhreDology in America, from whom I could receive the candid and patient
attention, or the philosophic interest, necessary to comprehend and
appreciate such a science, with the moral courage necessuy to recogi
nize and honor it publicly. I have much reason to regret that the
death of this venerable patriarch, prevented him from communicating to the National Medical Assoctation, an account of the new science, in connection with his report upon Phrenolo~tf and its collateral
subjects. After being appointed to perform that 1mportant office, by
the association, he o:anifested not only the candor of the philosopher
but the ardor ef youth, in the pursuit of scientific inquiry, by making a journey to Cincinnati, and ~ending some days with me in the
investigation of my then unpubbshed discoveriea, with a view to
their proper presentation to the National Associatiou.
•In these remarks, I refer only to medical inatitutiooe. The ~eport upon
the Science of Neurology from tbe membets of the Faculty of the Unit'emitJ
of Indiall& wu as truthful, frank lUll! liberal, as I could desim.
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In alluding to the distinguished intelligence which smiled upoa
my first labors in the developement of human philosophy, I should not
omit to mention a younger but no less liberal and manly scienbfic
friend, the late Dr. SAMUEL Foa:av, of New York. To his candid and
generous appreciation of truth, I was greatly indebted in my 6rst
visit to New York, for the public presentation of the science. Accustomed to ~nt and candid scientific and literary research, he
recegnized wtth intuitive readiness the truth, and the value of the
facts which I laid before him, and I cannot but regret that his early
death deprived our co~~ntry of the benefit of the labors of such a
mind, devoted to truth and to the welfare of humanity.
To CALDWELL, Fo.aay, and· YOVBs:u.r, I owe a grateful recognition
of your early ud ~nerous appreciation, not merely of myself, but of
truths impersonaltn their nature and imperishable in their destiny.
I have met with many since, whose generou appreciation I highly
es&eem; but 1 deem it just . and appropriate to make this persoaal
and grateful reference to the three gifted individuals who hailed
with pleasure and with kindly co-operation the advent of a syste!D*
atic NzUBoLOGY.
In conclusion, permit me to hope that you may not be cut down
. prematwel1like Forry, but may liTe like Caldwell to witness many a
revolution 1n scieace and philosophy, and to stamp your own thoughts
upon the passing age by the use of your much neglected pen.
Cordially, yours,

JOSJ R. BUCHANAN.
Cutourtr£1'1, July' 1854.
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D.ua Sta : With your letter announcing the approaching publioation of your long-proposed work on Anthropology, and alluding to
our early efforts toward its diffusion, a host of memories crowd upon
llle-OUr earJr-formed acquaintance OD the threshold of manhoodthe keen dehght of intimate communing- with a mind which, overflowing with philanthropy, bent all its philosophical powers towards
the science ol man, which, c!'Paciously receptive of truth, yet acknowledged no master, and whicll, while admiring the achievements
of Gall, yet boldll and discriminatingly criticised the imperfections of
his system-the Intelligent friendship consequent upon that acquaintance, which bas continued undimmed now for nearly twenty yearsthe interest with which I have watched your labors, the admiration
which I have felt·for {our courar, in holding on your way unditcouraged, conscious o being fre1ghted with the weightiest truths,
and calmly awaiting the time when their worth should be acknowl·
edged-all these, ~d ten thousand other thoughts of the past, mingle
with anticipations of the final triumph of a genuine science of mana triumph Imperfect it ma1 be in our day, and yet as certain to ar·
rive as that the human mmd predominantly loves truth.
When I formed your acquaintance, I had long, indeed from boy·
hood, been familiar with the current metaphysical authors, and had
delighted in their vigorous display of thought, with the fine powers
of analysis and generalization, exhibited by the abler minds of this
class. But I ever felt unsatisfied from their want of scientific basis,
and had leamed to regard with pity that blankness of intellect which
retained, as text books in our colleges, the meagre and but little
more than verbal discussions of Locke, the superficial platitudes of
Dugald Stewart, and the narrow crudities of Reid, with his so-called
common sense solution of all the profaund mysteries of the human
mind, as if common sense means anything more than that mode and
degree of perception which are common among men, and as if it
were not in virtue of a very uncommon sense that men become discoverers and elaborators of profound truths. Nor did it require any
great acumen to rerceive or courage to predict that the exceedingly
French metaphySics of Cousin, then culminating, were destined to a
ipeedysetting.
The great German metaphysicians, from the limited knowledge
which I was able to obtain of their works through historical notices or
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traalations, while they imprested me with the patness.-ol the apeo.
ulative intellect, left me as unsatisfied of their having uy permaneDt,
scientific value, as did their feebler French or English competitors. •
I had also made myself acquainted with Phrenology, as developed
by Gall, togetlaer with the adilitions by Spurzbeim and application&
by Oomlte. And I hailed in Phreaology the first movement towards
placing the philosophy of man upoo a scientific buis. But, in common with every thoughtfal mind, I felt in the current system a waat
of profound peaetration and of pbilosophic breadth. I found rather
the raw material of a pbiloaophy of mu tban the finished fabric.
The genius of Gall, great u it wu, proved inadequate to the double
tuk of diecoveriDg aad perfecting. Hi• labors are magnificent ia
their 80JlR41Ue&ces, but they fumisll the seeds of things, not the
ripened harvest.
In the science of the nervoaa system as developed by younelf, I
found a relief from that aease of want which I experieaeed in tbe
study of the more elementary results of Gall. I found there a lleauiae science of man, ramifying iato his entire relationa 11Dd destiny,
affording ample scope for the range of the most J(ifted mind in its
capacity for speculative philosophy, as well as a firm experimental
reltiDg-place for the cultivator of thte more euct scientific methods.
I then regarded, and after the lapse of some dozen rears, do still
regard it as the most profound ·and iotereatiag of sc1ences, to any
one who combines reflective oapaoity with sympathy for his nee, ae
far esceeding other science• ia dignity as man does other creatures.
That its developemeat should have taken place towards tbe
close of the first half of the nineteenth century, ready to enter full
ftedged upon its second, is worthy the character of that century and
the relations of its former and latter portioas. It i$. peeuliarly fitting
that its developement should have been synchronous with the in.
creasing sense of the real and destined fraternity of maa, with the
various social movements designed to realize that fratemi~, and w1tll
the artistic and mechanical advancements adapted to suata1nin~ those
moftments-a scientific unitary view of man synchronous Wlth aad
auxiliary to a conceived harmony of interests and co-operation of
action-a view which by presentin~ upoa the surface his profounder
capacities-ca,-eities which ever g.ve impulse to loftiest aspirations,
atteats the magnificence of man's nature, and indicates the high
promise of his future, eve!! in the midst of his present crudities aod
basenesses.
Possibly, I have underrated the receptiveness of the human mind
as to grand, strange and startling truths, though the past is eloqueot
enough in illustration upon this point, now familiar to every aellool
boy ; '«bile, familiar as they are, every present generation blindly
repeats the •ncestral error, though condescendingly deploring the
aneeetral folly. Not that lam iuenlible to the dail1 iacreaaiDg reo
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M
eeptinaesS' of the human mind-1 am not blind ; not that I have
aay doubt all to truth's final triumph and complete dominion-! b~
fteve in God.
Ia the mighty and incessant struggle between the two fundamental elements of the uniftrse, rude, inert, ·intractable matter, and
subtle, energizing, informing mind, mind must in the eveat assert
a perfect, as it is ever asserting a partial supremacy ; and in that
perfect supremacy must disappear all the erils incident to the existmg struggle. That this is the tendeacy, is evident from the history
of our globe as traced b1 the geologist, from its earliest chaos up to
man-a history from wbtch it appears that the method of the divine
mind, in its dealings with matter, is eYer towards the denlopement
of higher forma illuminated with superior minds, in long series from
the lowest inhabitant of the waters up throu~h the whole bestial
creation, with their perishable minds, to the dtvine image in man,
with a mind capable of meetin~ and enduring the shock of death.
Nor is the lesson which we denve from tlte geological record without confirmation in the variety and progress of the human race, u
learned from imperfect annals, dim traditions and anatomical &truetore.
As in the different animal races, so in the nrieties of the human
race, do we discover different capacities for truth and goodness,
which indeed are but modes of influx of the divine and which are
to the mind measures of dignity and conditions of its life, eon~
quently determining causes of its durability-its continued existence.
We see this cJearly enough in comparin~ tbe character and destiny
of the human with those of the bestial mmd, which latter from Jack
of ·Capacity for vitalizing truth and goodness, is unable to sustain its
individuality after losing the support of organization in the act of
material dissolution. That all human minds are above this contin,ney, is not incontestibly shown by either nature or revelation. Nor
18 it be7ond the range of possibilitr or even of probability, that deteriorating minds which survive thlS act may, in the process of deterieration dependent upon din:inished reception, at length Jose their
consciousness, and with it their individualicy. If this apparently
logical consequence of the dependence of mind for individual existence upon the reception of truth and goodness is the real one, we
have, in the intense self-hood of the human mind as compared, not
with the lowest but with the most advanced bestial-and in the
CODSeqeunt strong desire for life and action, a powerful inducement
to the hearty and generous reception of the vital conditions, as the
constant basis for and direct measure of the duration of individual
existence.
·In the absence of an intel1igent perceptioa of this relation, a certain instinct of the mind is ever impelJing it tawards a constant11 in- ·
creasiQg reeeptivene88 of the elements of mental life. This IB so
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apparent at the present time, that the dullest does not fail to perceive
the accelerated and accelerating movement of the human mind towards the divine center of radiation. Appreciable progress has
been made since I co-operated with you, some twelve years ago, in
the effort to indoctrinate the public mind with a knowledge of its
own relations. That the present time, therefore, with all its mental
immaturities, and with all the obscuring mists of old opinions, coming up out of I know not how low an estate of undefinably ancient
barbarism, is far more favorable for the propagation of a genuine
science of man, is sufficiently apparent.
For though our age is still mechanical and commercial rather than
artistic and philosophical, it has reached a higher point than any
preceding age. Commerce is, in pursuit of its own ends, becoming
subservient to the fraternity of the race and to censequent interest
in its science. While the multiplied and multiplying facts of physical science in their indefinitely varied relations, and constant and
constantly increasing occasion for the assumption of forces, which in
their nature are imperceptible to the senses, and cognizable only by
the higher intellect, are giving a due predominence to that higher
and philosophical intellect.
I anticipate, therefore, for your forthcoming work, a warm reception from a large circle of generous minds; and regarding, as I do,
a genuine anthropology as affording the only subStantial basis for
10ciety, education, and government, (the latter I trust ere long to be
resolved chiefly into an educational machine,) regarding it farther as
essential to a regulated aBd scientific movement of the race; I bail
its publication with profound pleasure and exultant hope. Nor
should I neglect to state a conviction of its importance to a just estimate of the detaiJs of that great chapter of society known under
the name of morality, as well as to the separating of fungous superstition from divine religion. In fint>, I J:egard the science which has
resulted from :your labors in anthropology upon the phrenological
basis, as constituting the noblest scientific developement of this prolific age ; and I take {>Ieasure in thus recording my mature and well•
considered judgment 1n its favor; a record, more a source of gratification to myself than of importance to others.
As to terms, like definitions, they are sometimes difficult things.
But the two that you have selected are certainly well chosen-A•THBOPOLOGY, a comprehensive term, including all that concerns t1le
science of man, is hence fundamental to society, education, and
government-and NEuaOLOGY, as expressive of the relations of Mind
and Life to, and indeed their engrossment in, the brain and nervous
system. In its anatomical, therefore, which is its fundamental scientific relation, and in its zoolo~cal bearin~, NEOBOLOGY is the preferable term, as ANTHaOPOLOGY, IS in the social, moral and intellectual
relations.
.
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As te tile value of Neurology i.a ,erfecting our physiological~ei
rendering our therapeutics more philosophical, you are
familiar with my viewt, and aware that the present letter would
scarcely aftord the neceaary space for their statement. Nor will
time and opportunitf _Permit me even to sketch the numerous nervauric aud psychometric experiments with which I have subataatiated
the truth of your discoveries, and their superiority to the Gallian
system-or to refer to the more perfect correspondence of your di&coveries with the anatomy of the brain. I have little to add to your
own exposition of your views, but the decided approbation of one
whose opportuntties aa ai:a anatomist and anthropolo~t have given
bim every facility .for tile ddection oi error.
Of the three uames that you mention, a.ssociated with aa early
knowledge of your laboa, mine is the on\y one that remains except
to memory. Forry went in the full vigor of his manhood and Cald)Vell at a patriarchal age, which he bore with patriarchal dignity.
With me, too, it is past hip noon, the shadows begin to be projected eastward. The time is aot remote when I too shall launch upon
that river, which thoup its fountain is in th~ house of death, yet
Bows through realms of day. But in the future, as in the put, it
will ever be to me a grateful memory, that I co-operated Wlth you
in your early labors, and a pleaainJ COilsciousnea that lam honored
with your discriminating friendsh1p-a friendship, however, which
hal expressed somewhat too strongly in your Jetter to me, the philosophical value of an old coadjutor and friend.
· Ever among ray most cherished recollectioas will it be that I have
witnessed and aided the early struggles of the noblest science of
them all, one that has man, with his grand capacity, grander prom~
ise .and iD6nite relations, for its subject. And I shall be pardoned,
if in this OODJlection I express my admiration of the patient tranquility and magnanimous cheerfulness. with wbich you have regarded the
stolid indifference and sometimes bigoted intolerance that so sublime
a science baa beea compelled to encounter. Equally venial, too,
is it that I indulge a Rational pride in recognizing in y.,u a countryman as well as friend, and another added instance in which America
has vindicated her capacity for the llighest efforts of genius as well
as. for pioneer dariD(, mechanical inienuity, and commercial entere~es,. and

pate.
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REVIEW OF THE

GALLIAN SYST.EM OF PHRENOLOGY.
The system of Phrenology founded by Dr. Gall, contains important truth, but is so incomplete a~ a phrenological system,
that I have thought it expedient to make a review of its doctrines, indicating the errora and imperft>ctions which. have been
discovered in them by means of craniologcal observation and
nervauric experiment upon the the living brain.
The system o( Gall, 88 taught by him~elf, recognizee in t.he
brain twenty-seven organs; 88 modified by Spurzheim it recognizes thirty-five or thirty-seven, which differ in their nomenclature
from those of Gall. In consequence of the labors and succel's of
of Sporzheim as a propagator of the .science, his own works ha,·e
superceded those of Gall in popular estimation ; and the system
of Phrenology taught in England and Amflrica has been substantially that of Spurzheim.
A coru:iderable part of Gall'!' great work i!:l occupied by illustrations and arguments to which it il' now unnece&<ary to allude.
Jt would be more respectful to the reader of the pre:~ent day
to lake it for granted that he is aware that the brain is the organ
of the mind, and that all the different portionl! of the brain do
not exercise exactly the same functions.
Without regard then to the preliminary matter, I will at once
proceed to the organs of the Gallian etystem. In comparing the
views of Gall and his disciple, we observe that the former adhered more closely to nature, simply observing th{l dispositions of
men and animals in connection with theh· cranial developments
and narratiag without modification whatever he observed.• He observed, for instance, propenl'ities to theft, to murder, to kindness.
or to religion, and designated in the most direct language what;
he bad observed. He observed thel'e and other propen11ities to
be conaected with prominence of certain regions of the ct·anium,
produced by the greater develupment of a1ljacent portlons of the
brain. He accordingly indicates the locati<J,ns at which th~
prominence occurs-without giving a pred~e fOrm to the organe,
or determining absolutely the functions of the whole brain. .Bat
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in the mapping of the head by Spurzheim, we discover that the
whole surface of the cranium is divided by certain geometrical
lines, which convey to the observer the impression that all the
convolutions of the brain have been critically surveyed, and the
boundaries of the organs accurately determined.
This difference, which is well calculated to commend the system
of Spurzheim to popular favor, over the less pretending system of
Gall, would of itself suggest to the philosophical enquirer the
probably greater truthfulness and fidelity to nature of the latter.
Tbe nomenclaturt: of Gall refers sirnply to certain acta and
characteristics observable among men ; while that of Spurzbeim
with more pretension, philosophizes upon these acts, and undertakes to explain the essential nature of the faculties or propensities, from which the particular actions proceed. Where Gall
speaks of attachment and friendship, Spurzbeim speaks of" Adhet<iveness." Where Gall speaks of the inclination to murder, or
Carnivous Instinct, Spurzheim speaks of" Destructiveness." The
Instinct of Generation with Gall, is with Spnrzheim "Amativeness."
Gall's love of Offspring becomes in Spurzbeim's nomenclature
" Philoprogenitiveness," and his organ of Religion or Theosophy
bcomes, with Spurzheim, Reverence.
If then there are errors in Gall, they are errors of observation and induction ; in Spurzheim there may be also errors of
speculative philosophy. The assertion by Spurzheim, sanctioned
by the Edinburgh Phrenologists, of a higher degree of philosophic
&('curacy than his master, would not be confirmed by the compari~on of their craniological developments. The bead of Spurzheim presents, indeed, a fuller development of the perceptive
faculties, but is not equal to thatofGall in the organs which produce philosophical profundity and originality. The pre-eminence
of Gall, as the true philosopher and founder of the science, has
been somewhat ob,.cured by the adroitne11s with which his pupil
Spurzheim has placed himself before the public As its great
teacher and improver. The development of the head of Gall,
plainly indicates, aecording to phrenology, that he should rank
among the world'" great master minds. It is rare indeed to find
an organization so favorable to profound and originalfhilosophy.
The head of Gall al:~o indicates a large development o friendship,
cautionHncss,conccntrativene~~~ and combativeness, qualifying him
to be a bold and judicious leader in real progress, and a champion
of truth, while that of Spurzheim indicates less force of character, with a greater amnunt of popular addresf!l.
I have been tempted to make tht>se remarks becau9e we observe
in the writings of Gall, a certain bold, naked presentation of
facts ; and in those of Spurzheim a certain modificatioh of the
promint>nt peculiarities of the science which might favor its currenc-y. The present wide diffusion of phrenological science, is
partl.t due to this fortunate combination of original talent in
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Gall, the founder, and of popular address in Spurz~eim, the propagator.
The following catalogue presents the nomenclature of the Organs adopted by Gall and Spurzheim :
GALL.

SPURZHEIJ{ .

2. Amativeness.
1. Instinct of Generation or Reproduction,
Instinct of Propagation, &c.
3. Philoprogenitiveness.
2. Love of Offspring,
4. Adhesiveness.
3. Attachment, Friendship,
6. Combativeness.
4. Instinct of Self Defence, Disposition to
Quarrel, Courage.
5. Carnivorous Instinct, Disposition to Murder. 1. Destructiveness .
7. ecretiveness.
6. Cunning, Trick, Tact,
8. Acquisitiveness.
7. Sense of Property, Instinct of Providing,
- Covetousn~;ss, Propen8ity to Steal.
12. Selfesteem.
8. Pride, Hauteur, Loftmess, Elevation,
9. Vanity, Ambition, Love of Glory.
11. Approbativenese.
10. CautiousneRs, Foresight, Circumspection.
10. Cautiousness.
11. Memory of Things, Memory of Facts,
)30. Individuality .
Sense of Things, Educa!Jility, Perfectibility. j22 . Eventuality.
12. Sense of Locality, Sense of the Relations 27. L•cality.
ot Space.
13. Faculty of Distinguishing and Recollecting 23. Configuration.
P ersons.
14. Verbal Memory-Faculty of attending to~
33. Language .
and distinguishing Words.
15. Faculty of Spoken Language, Talent of
Philology, &c.
26. Coloring.
16. Faculty of Distin~1ishing the Relation!
of Colors, Talent for Painting.
32. Tune.
17. Faculty of perceiving the Relations of
Tones, Talent for Music.
29. Calculation.
18. Faculty of the R elations of Numbers.
19. Constructiveness.
19. Faculty of Constructiveness.
34. Comparison.
20. Compamtive Sagacity-Aptitude for
Drawing Comparisons.
S5. Causality.
21. Metaphysical Depth of Thought,
Aptitude for drawing Conclusions.
22. Wit.
20. l1irthfulness.
23. T alent for Poetry .
19 Ideality.
24. Goodness, Benevolence, Gentleness,
S13. Benevolence.
Compassion, !\lora! Sense, Con8cience.
ll6. Conscientiousne!HI
25. Faculty of Imitation, Mimicry.
21. Imitation.
26. Religious Sentiment-Sense of the exist- 14. Reverence.
ence of o. God-Propensity to Religious W orship.
27. Firmness, Constancy, Perseverance,
15. Firmnass.
Obstinacy.
5 . Inhnbitiveness.
17. Hope.
18. Marvellousness.
24. S ize .
25. W eight, Rt:sistan ce.
2 . Order.
Sl. Time .
(Alimentiveness nnd Desire to Live are recognised by Spurzheim as probable.)
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To one accustomed to study the element. of human natarf'
in actual life, the foregoing list present. a remarkably meagre ap•
pearance. Various acte will occur to the mind, which could not
be satisfactorily accounted for by the system of organs here presented. Various emotions, paesions, and trait. of character might
be enumer~ for which we should seek in vain an adequate
origin in the table of organs. The scheme is marked and marred
by &·lack of completeness and symmetry. To the philosopher accustomed to the precision of physical science, it suggests the idea
of an incomplete system arrested in the midst of its progreea.
While utterly inadequate to satisfy the practical man, who looks
for a full · estimate of the facts of human nature-it bas not on
the other hand the merits of being such a philosophical analysis of human nature as would satisfy the man of metaphysical
mind. To such persons, it would seem deficient in analysis. and
overladen with arbitrary incongruous details. But Phrenology
claims to be apractical,not a metaphysical system. Letus then
teet its practical cbaraeter. If we should ask, how ifl the act of suicide accounted for in the Gallian system, -wte are referred to Cautiousness and Destructiveness ; but " Destructiveness," which
implies a propensity to destroy or kill, does not indicate that state
of mind which gives me to suicide. And as Cautiousness is a
very different inclination from suicidal pusion-the latter is referred to the morbid condition of the former. But if it be a morbid cond\tion of another organ, our list of organ• is too large.
Cautiousnen, which is considered the organ of Fear, might be dispensed with, and Fear referred to a morbid condition, or unpleasant affection of Hope; Destructiveness might be referred to an
excited condition of Combativeness; and thus the whole system
might be simplified.
If we ask what is the source of Hatred or Aversion, we find in
the above table no distinct explanation. The terJDB Combativenel1s and Destructiveness do not convey the idea of a fixed aversion, or a settled purpose of revenge. Doubtless, in the practical
application of the science, the various pastdons and impulses
would be referred to the organs with which they have the greatest analogy; Hatred would be referred to Combativeness or Destruetiveness ;-but, surely, Hatred differs from Combativeness
and Destructiveness as much as either of those impulses from
the other.
However easy and convenient it may be, in practical applications, to extend a principle over more ground than it legitimately occupies, such a course is inconsistent with the character
of a philosophic system ; and, regarded as such, it is obvious that
the Organology in question does not depict all the aspects of
human nature. In the organ of .Marvellousness, for example, it
recognizes a credulous Jove of the wonderful , and supernatural ;
but the opposite inclination-to disbelieve and deny-hae not ita
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special organ. Now it ~ obviou. that tbe luunan ~ ia atot
formed in such a half-way and one-sided manner, but is capable
of deviating from symmetry in every direction, presentmg in dif·
ferent individuals the opposite excesses. U one penon is marked
by eneeeive credulity, another is equally remarkable for excessive
meatal .tabbomnees and disinclination to receive a truth which
is beyond his own experience.
Sparzheim distiqguishes an organ Gf "Inhabwvene&S "-pro·
duciog a propensity to become attached to particular placesbut he overlooks the opposite propensity, one at least equally
active in the human race, which gives us a .restless love of loeomoti.on, and unwillingness to be confined to any •pot. He speak,at
of an organ of "Secretiveness," which uadoubteclly infiueAces
tllose who take delight in concealment; but he presents no ergan
which may account for the opposite trait of character-the stroqg
desire to communicate and sympathize with OW' fellow beings.
The mere absence of Secretiveness could not produee th.e oppoaite propensity te e.xpress and CQIBDluni.cate OW' tboughtll and
feelings-a propensity so swo~ with many as to be very diftieult
ef control. If Secretiveness or Reserve requires its special organ,
Fraakness or Expressioll is oo leu eatitJed to a separate cerebral
J,ocation.
CaiHiousness, which is an important elemeat of our nature, ia
recognized by :Spurzheim, and assigned its appropriate organ ;
but Rashness and Carelessness, which are equally cooepicuous
and common as traits of character, have not been tltought worthy
of a cerebral location. Pride, or Self-Esteem, baa i,ta appropriate
position on the head; but the incliuation to be hamble and ser·
vile hae been overlooked, as it it were not also a promiuent trait
of human nature. Mirthfulness baa been recognlZed ; but Sad·
ne811, Grief and Melancholy, which ha~ equal claims to a place
in the system, have been rejected. The capacity for Imitation
has been recognized by assigning it an appropriate organ ; but
th3 equally remarkable (though not antagonistic) capacity for
Originality, which enables ua to disJ?81lSe with. example, bas not
been recognized. The love of soctety is recognized under the
title of Adhesivenees; but the love ot' solitude and retirement, o{
which history !umiahes u so many striking e.xamplea, has uo
phrenological expression or recognition.
In these and many other instan~, the syste.m of Gall ano
Spurzheim aeem• to proceed upon tbe eu.ppoaition that positil"e
traits of character, which are aot represented by any particular
organs, may be produced negatively-merely by tbe absence ot
the other organs ; that, for example, our dispo:titioe. to skepticis~
may be produced merely by the deficiency of Marvellousness ;
that Restlessness and aver•ion to any fixed location may arise
from the lack of " lnhabitiveness ;" that Sadness and Grief may •
arise from the absence of Mirthfulness, &c. Such suppositions
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are contrary to the eBSential principles of the science ; no poeitive effect can be produced by a negative cause-(i. e. by no
cause at all)-by the mere abeeuce of organs. A positive effect
or trait of character must ariee from a positive organic development. The abeence of organe may enable other orga011 to act
with greater freedom, but cannot beget any new ineltaation or
.power. It wowd be strikingly absurd to omit the organ of Benevolence, and to affirm that benevolent conduct resulted merely
from the smallnen of Destructiveness and Combativeness!
Equally absurd wou)d it be to omit Destructiveness, and to affirm
that murder aroee from the absence of the kindly propensities, or
fret other selfish AleliDgs acting upon Firmness and Self-Eeteem,
Acquisitivenese, and unrestrained by Benevolence.
It is manifest then that the phrenological system cannot be
coasidered as complete until every decided or distinct tendency
of human nature-e\'ery impulse or power inherent in our natural constitution is referred to a definite cerebral source. So long
as ·we are satisfied to account for acts and passions, by attributing
thern to the absence of certain organs, we are dealing in philosophical errors; so long as we thus explain one-half of the faculties we investigate, by reference to organs. and leave the other
half to negative explanations; so long we shall have but a hatf
way knowledge of the subject of our study. No tendency to any
one manifestation or excess can exist without a corresponding
capacity for the opposite manifestation or excess; and for each
of these opposite tendencies a cerebral organ mwrt exist, if the
mind acts through the brain as its organ.
·
We may therefore say that the first essential fault of the phrenological system is, that it is one-sided and unbalanced--in not
recognizing distinctly the opposite or antagoni~tic traits of character ; and, consequently, is as unphilosophieal as would be an
attempt to account for all the movement. of the human body
without recognizing all its antagonistic muscle:>.
In the second place, the phrenological system, in consequence
of its incompleteness, is inconsistent with itself. A large number
of the propensities and traite of character, whieh belong to man,
not being provided with a distinct location, are explained by the
Aupposed various modes of action of the organs, and by various
coraplex combinationtS of their functionl'. If any particular factdty bas been omitted in the phrenological catalogue, the phrenologist who considers that catalogue complete, regards the faculty in question as arising either from a particular mode of action
of some one organ, or from the combined action of several.
Tl111e, out of the pbrenologieal catalogue of the primitive faculties, by these con\·enieat suppositions, any number of compoli'ite
faculties and traits of eharacter may be manufactured to meet
.any emergency.
To illustrate this fundarnertal error of Phrenologists, I would
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refer t10 "-e orpn of ConecientiOUHtees. Spurzbeim recognizes the
existenee ot such an organ; and in this he is sustaineu both by
philosophy and by observation. Gall, not having made such ob·
servation!, and being unwilling to admit upon speculative grounds
a special organ for this trait of moral character, supposed that
Consei81lce was but a higher manifestation of ·the organ of Be·
nevoleoee,-tbus setting tbe pemicioUJ example of explaining the
different and distinct elements of humaa nahue -by a recou~e tG
dtiferent degrees and modetl of ae.ti&n of the primitive organs.
The error whieh Gall in this instanee·sanctions, was the very error
of the old Metaphysics, against which the whole l'hrenologiaal
sylftem was a pro&est. If a few primitive faculties aud organs
are made susceptible of many esse.ntially different modes of action
as well u many different oombina.iioJlS of action, for the .production of widely dHferent I'CSUlts, the whole Cnoiologi<.'fl.l system ie
saperfiuous. We should, at once, w be consistent, go back r.o \lie
dectrines of the Metaphysicians ; and affirm that the Utind of
JDan posses>'es but a few "simple primitive powerto, "-.s&t (to
take one of tile eoldest of these doctrines,) it has but the powers of
Perception, Association and V olit:on ; and that by means of these
three powers, in all their variations of action and combination, all
the complex faeultie~t and traits of character obaervable among
IBeft are produced. ·It is no very difficult matter for the ingenious Metaphysician to show how this slight 6t:-to show how, by
mP.ans of Perception, which apprehends the qualities of varioua external obj eets, and the power of Association, (which connects the11e
qualities with each other, and with the various acts of Volition to
which they gi \'e rise,) the whole of our complex tae1,1ghts, put~ionP,
emotiolls and habits are produced.
But such a system is barren of aU practical results. It givu
us no index to the actual varieties of human character in the
world; and leaves us, with all our study, profoundly ignorant of
human nature. From the barrenness of a~uch a system, Phrenology bas made its Exodus, by adopting the rroposition tbat each
of the characteristic tendencies. p&Nions an faculti~s of man, is
associated wi: h a definite portion of his brain. lj thu proposition
he true al all, it u tnte to tJu: uL~t; either we IJUI.'It go back to the
old Metaphy=-ical ground, and deny that our pusions and faculties are connected with particular portions of the brain, or with
matter in any shape ; or we must adopt the Phrenological doctrine
fvli!J and uncquivocallu and carry it out to its legitimate re~ultto.
This is what the Gallian system hae failed to do. It hfls commenced t&e application of its great principle to the Anal)Isis. of
Man, (by means of the invc~stigation of his brain,) but frotn the
intrmsic difficulties of the undertaking, it has stopped short of ite •
legitimate goal. The pa.eeions and faculties which Phrenology
Juu located, with a respectable degree of correctness, present by
no means a complete catalogue oC the elements of human chru·-
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acter. When we look at the twenty-seven organa reoopised
by Gall, or at the thirty-five recognized by Spurzheim, we may
easily recall to mind as ma~•y more elements of obaracter whiob
have an equal claim to be considered elemental and to receive
an organic looati~ ~h.t are excluded from the list.
It ie neceeeary, then, thM our Crantological ecienoe ehould be
a full philosophical Pbreno}Ggy ; and not a mel'e embryo, half.
developel system. We should open our eyes to the clear perceftion that there is no hal£-way ground between the Craniologi·
ca and the Metaphysical poeition ;-that we must either deny to
every faculty of maa aoy specific cerebral location; or, if we
admit the claim of ooe, must admit the claim of all. We muet
lay down, as the very foundation of the •cience, the broad principle,-That e\•ery separate faoulty of the mind, every peculiar
emotiott, every passion that is dietinct in kind, must be referred
to a distiact portion of the braia ; in short, that M fibre of tbe
brain can be competent to the manifestation of a plurality of
functie•.
This principle is already, in an iladeciei.ve manaer, recognized
by the Phrenological system. What we need is to carry out the
admitted principle, logically and practically ; and thus render
Phrenology consit'tfont with itael£
I do not contend ~r any specific sub-division of organs ; or
for any one particular nomenclature. We may adopt tenne
which will cover large regions ofthe brain and a variety of mental manifestations ; or we may adopt terms of a more specific
individual character, which will apply to smaller regions of· the
brain, and to more sr.ecial forma of mental action. Our object
should be to give ful ness and precision to the science, to include
in its philosophy all the thoughts and feelings of man, and to
give ita orgMology true locations. This task I have undertaken
in the Lecture& on the Phrenological functions of the Brain, to
which I would refer the reader.
With these remarks upon the general deficiences of the Gallian
eystAm, let us proceed to consider its special organs.
The first three organs of the system of Gall, are those which
are now commonly called Amativeneee, Phlloprogeuitivenees and
Adhesiveness. These organs are all placed in the occiput, in
th•-groop of animal and selfish propensities!
To any one who has been accuswmed to take correct views of
human nature; and whose modes of thought have not been modi·
fi~ by the e~~aniological technicalities, it muet appear strange
tha& the pal't'st and tenderest aB'ections of our nature have no
repreeen~tives in the phrenological system, except..three animal
organs, located in that portion of the brain which is generally
:regarded as opposed to everything elevated, moral or intellectual.
The GalliftD doctrine, in this particular aspect, is not only inade ..
quate and imperfeet,-it is really degrading. For lo\'t: it eubsti-
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tutea the venereal inatinct ; for friendship, the gregarioUB propenaity-the "Adhesiveness" of sheep and cattle; and for parental
affection it offers the organ of Philoprogenitivenees, located in a
pottion of tbe brain remote from everything noble and excellent.
In fact, it may be said that the Gallian system almost ignores
some of the brightest and moat elevated elements d human nature,vaod substitutes animal instincts or propensities for true affections. Love, in its better human acceptation, is ~xcluded from
the science. Its observations were at finlt as much upon animals
u-upon men; and the bumble ideas, derived from the animal
character, have been transferred to the human. The protuberance at that part of the hettd above the cerebellum furnished a
strange problem to. Gall, until, while lecturing, at a happy moment, as he said, it occurred to him that this protuberance was
equally remarkable in women and in monkeys, abd that both
were characterized by their fondness for children ! The description of Philoprogenitiveness, u manifesWd in WOJnen, gives it
indeed a more elevated character thaa the mere animal inst.inct;
but the elevated eharacter which i.e then ascribed to the organ, is
so flatly contradicted by its position in the brain, and by tbe natural language proper to that locality (see Lectures on Pathognomy,) that it is obvious that neither the faculty nor its organ hf:'&
been properly understood.
The Love of Offspring is thus placed in immediate connection
with fierce and hoatile passions,-as if there were any natural
affinity between the tender cares and sympathies of a mother and
the angry passions of a warrior !-·-as if portions of the brain im ·
mediately adjacent and continuous could exercise functions so
radically distinct and opposite as those of mater!lal loye .and the
passion for quarrelling and fighting ! It has sometimes been
suggested, in defence of these incongruities, that pal'f'nts will
fight more promptly for the defence of their children than tor
anything else, and that matemal love is especially courageous.
But this does not indicate that the passions thus related are
them8elves congenial and located in contiguous fibres. Religion
bas been one of the most prominent causes of war throughout
the history of the world ; yet no one would, on that account contend that religion wae necel!sarily allied to the warlike spirit ; or
that the organ of Religion should be located between Combativeness and Destructiveness. True religion is antagonistic to all
hostile passions ; and so is parental love. They are both gentle,
subduing, heavenly emotions, the very reverse of everything that
is harsh or violent. These elevated emotions cannot p088ibly be
located in convolutions, where they are in continaous connection
with organs of a totally opposite character: for if such were the
case, the whole brain would be constantly liable .to great irregularity in the circulation of the blood, since the ordinary action
of one portion of a convolution would habitually paralyse and
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suspend the action of the immediately adjacent fibree, which ere
supplied from the same blood vesseliJ, and which, from a physieal
necessity, must become active at the same time, under ordinary
circumstances. It is impossible that elements of character diametrically opposite, each calculated when excilP.d to resist dae
other, should be so locatecl in the brain, as to render it necessary
that they should be excited in conjunction. It is therefore contrary to reason, contrary to physiology, and to our experiment&
on the brain, to assert that the highest affections of man can be
looated in the oeciput, in contact with his woret aad mo.t d~
diag passions. Not only is this contrary to reas on,and to the
principles of physiology, but I can also say, from the reeult of my
last sixteen ye81'11' observations, that it is as contrary to the actaa.l
facts of Craniology. It was the observation of skulls an.d the
etrikihg discr~ancies which I often found between the developement of the head and the eharacter of the individual, which fil'llt
informed me of the important errors of the Gal.lian system. That
which I learned by Craniologieal observation, I have since confirmed by the more direct appeal to nature in nervauric experiments
upon the brain. I consider it clearly established that the pure
affections are connected with the anterior instead of the posterior
regions of the brain.
To thePe conclusions I have arrived by three ltlethods of iaveatigation, either of which I have consideted sufficient for· their demonstration. First, by observations upon persons whose characters I knew, or could aicertain, I have become convinced that the
aft'ections do not depEnd upon the occiput, but may exist in great
intensity where the occipital organe are deficient; and that they
can he determined by a reference to the superior portions of the
brain, where they are located in connection with congenial functions. Secondly, by experiments upon tire living brain, 1 have
aecertained the locatio 1 of the aft'ections upon the superior region,
and the non-existence of any genuine love in the occipital region.
Thirdly,-There are certain principles or laws of expression, by
which the position of any organ ia indicated. The natural language, or pathognomie movements, of the organs, aa e all made
in aecordanoe with their position. Now it is utterly impossible to
reconcile the gestures and movements of the affections with the
supposition that their organs are located in the occiput. The
gestures of the lower occipital organs point backward and downward ; their influence upon the muscular t'ystem is exciting and
contractile. Their influence upon the pulse tends to produce frequency and hardness. Their influence upon the whole system
tends to give it a rigid, active and restless character. The affections, on the contrary, exercise a soothing influence; diminish
the animal excitement : tranquilize and relax the muscular system ; and soften tht? pulse. It is impossible that the aft'ectioM
sbogld be located in the occipital organs, which produce the very
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opposite condition. The natural language or gestures of the oc•
cipital organs are incompatible with the acts of nursing and careasing which arise from the atfections,-incompatible with the
gentle tones and movements of true love. All movemehts connected with duinterested affection have an upward and sustaining
tendency. The great labor of maternity, the carrying ot the child
in the N"Jns, is a direct exercise of the supporting powers. Gee·
tnree wbicb point downward and backward, are aU indications of
violence which ie incompatible with love. Love subdues, moderates, and ultimately in excess, enfeebles the mu1:1cular system.
When unduly predominant it exhaust8 the strength, dimnlishea
the appetite, and subdues the temper. In short, if we observe
individual., under the influence of tbis emotion, we find that their
animal nature is restrained ; that their moral stntiments are elevated, and even their intellect receives an additional brilliaucyand softness. The pathognomy of lovtl, as expressed in the face, '
is utterly incompatible with an occipital location. It elevates
the reatures in accordance with the direction of the coronal Ot"g&ns,
and shows, in every instance, a tendency incompatible with that
of the occiput. It is true that a certain attractive tendency which
belongs to the occipital organa of AdhesiveneN, and which is
manifested in a nearly horizontal line, favors the idea that true
affection belongs to the occiput. But Adhesivenells or Attraction
ia not disinterested love: all occipital attraction partakes largely of selfishness.
The subject of Pathognomy, or the science of the Natural Language of the organs, has been so little attended &o by Phrenologists, that they have not become aware of the eoatradictions
which it gives to eome of their loetJtilm.l. In tact, Pa$bognomy,
or the Natural Language, has been regarded rather as a matter
of incidental obeervation than as a science. (For the further illustration of the Pathognomy of the aflections, I refer to the
Lectures on Pathognomy in the latter part oi this volume.)
Let us now cont~ider the special organs.
. ·
J. .Amativeness.
The eexual impulse. Was referred by
Gall and his followers to the whole cerebellum. My own experiments indicate that it is located upon the median line and does
not occupy the whole of the cerebellum. Pathological observations in European hospitals confirm my experiments, by showing
that in cases of apoplexy, or inflammation with erotic phenomena,
the seat of the inflammation, congestion, or irritation was generally the central superior portion of the cerebellum, on the median
line.
2. Plailoprogenitivn.ess,-When located upon the lnwer portion of the occiput OQ the median lint', oecupies a region of the
brain more fully de,·eloped in carnivorous than herbivorotts animale, and manifesting extraordinary activity and growth in the
akulls of criminals. I have never obtained the skull of an indi-
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vidual, notoriou,s for acts of violence and cruelty, in which thia
portion did not present trace• of extraordinary activity and
growth. Men who have been cruel to females, and those who
have been concerned in the murder of children, have manifeetecl
by their skulls the most unequivocal ascendency of this portion of
the brain over the anterior and superior organs, not only in itl
large developement, but in the marks of its intense activity. I do
not deny that there may be, in a portion of the region, marked
as Philoprogenitivene-s, animal propensities which would be
gn\tWed by the society of animals and even of children. Tbue
are propensities which delight in the exertion of authority over
aubordinate object&, and which better qualify the individual ~
control them. Thoae who have a large developement of this
J'e8ion, have a great amount of animal life themselves, and are
much better pleased to. have animal life around them, than tltoee
in whom it is defective. On this account there may be some
geaeral accordance between tbie region and that sort of Philoprogenitive feelipg. But true parental affection b1 an emotioa of a
very different character.
That the lower part of the occiput ou the median line may in
Mesmeric experiments yield a Philoprogenitive manifdstation ia
doubtletiS true. But in a great portion ofthe Mesmeric OJ.leratioAS,
the result is produced solely by the general •ympathetic eonVol
of the operator over his subject, and he can produce any result
that be pleases with or without contact with a11.y portioa of the heed.
Hence JUch experiments are entirely useless as a means of
Phrenological iavestigation and scientific discovery. Indeed a
· great number of those who have made Mesmeric experiments, are
so well aware of this sympathetic coutrol, that they doubt the
poasibility of any nervauric experiments in which it does not exist
and henoe disregard all Phrenological experiments on the brain.
It is a1w true that even judicious scientific experiments on the
brain may apparently lend countenance, under some circumstances to the old Philoprogenitive theory, When the amiable organs
have a very decided ascendancy in the brain, all of the basilar
and occipital organs are elevated in the character of their manifestations by the predominant influence. In like manner the predominance of the intellectual organs tends to change our active
and violent passions into mere sentiments. In a delicate and
amiable female no occipital organ would give the same strong
and coal!Se manife-tatioa as in a muscular, coarse and violent
male. In many iadividuals of weak passions, with great predominance of the amiable and gentle faculties, it is ~ifficult to obtain any distinct and pure manifestation of the occipital organs.
Hence we sometimes fiad the combative region, nnder such circumstances, producing merely a disposition to contend in argument, and the arrogant and authoritative region operating in the
way of parental authority, tp.nd a disposition to associate with such
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objecte of control as children or animals. Yet even in the same
individuals a more intense excitement of the occipital organs
will generally produce the more violent manifestations. I wish
it to be understood, also, that as each organ undergoes modifications of its leading tendency in the lateral fibres of the convolutions, there may be in the arrogant region, as in other portions of
the brain these special modification•, which may approximate the
.
Philoprogenitive character.
It has commonly been supposed that the organ of Philoprogenitiveness was one of the most certain and best ascertained in the
Phrenological sy:5tem ; but to this proposition I cannot assent; I
have too often seen a large developement of the organ without
any strong attachment to children ; and a small developement
accompanied by great fondness for children, and by remarkable
tact in winning their affections. When we contrast the character
of Doctor Spurzbeim, in whom the organ called Philoprogenitiven6158 was small, with that of Margaret Gottfried, a woman in whom
this organ was decidedly large, we are surprised that Phrenologists should have over-looked the flat contradiction which their
characters gavt~ to the doctrine. Spurzheim, in whom the true
organs of the affections were well developed and active, (as I
know by the inspection of his cranium,) was remarkable for his
kind and pleasing manners with children. Margaret Gottfried,
notwithstanding her so-called organ of Philoprogenitiveness, attained ht'r infamous celebrity by poisoning not only adults, but
her own children, and by wanton attempts to poison those of her
neighbours. The fact upon which Phrenologists have mainly relied, and which has passed unquestioned to the present time, is
this, that the organ called Philoprogenitiveness is larger in the
female than in the male head. This assertion has passed current
and undisputed, simply because Phrenologists have not been suf·
ficientJy diligent in ascertaining the truth by strict and careful
measurement. I have carefully measured a large number of
heads, and I aver, with confidence, that I have never detected
this supposed extraordinary developement of the occiput in the
female. In point of absolute developement, the measurement of
the organ in both male and female skulls is much the same. It
is easy for those who merely examine the head by the touch, with
their minds strongly prepossessed as to the form which they
shonld find, to discover the very form which they are looking for
-but when we resort to the rigorous test of measurement by accurate instruments, we find how easily imagination may mislead.
The eommon opinion of the superior developement of the occipit·
al bone in woman, which was announced by Gall, and which has
been passively received by his followers, proves to be a material
error.
The true difference of the male and female head is that the
~rmer is broader and fuller in the basilar organs ; and that the
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latter, in consequence of its greater narrowneee, thus appeftl'll in
comparison more decidedly prominent on the median line. In
other words, the so-called organ of Philoprogenitiveness appears
larger in women because the neighboring organs of Combativene~~ and Destructiveness are relatively somewhat lees developed.
Thi~ 1 have ascertained by, many careful measurements ; for in a
matter of such importance merely manual examination is alto·gether too inaccurate and inadequate a method. The .-liffereneee
in the positive measurement of the male and female heads is eo
small in reality, that I should doubt the accuracy of even the best
practical phrenologists in any case, in which their prepossessions
could possibly influence their judgment; nor would I trust even
to the craniological admeasurement, unless taken by persons of
known accuracy and fidelity. The slightest negligence in the
obser~,er may produce important errors in his statement. I have
·aeen tables of measurements of heada, professedly drawn up by
scientific per~ons, in . which were contained the most palpable
errors.
3 . .AdkesfveMsa. That a gregarious propensity, a species oC
blind attachment, exists in the occiput, near the location assigned
to" Adhesiveness," I do not deny. But I am not willing to confound this physical impulse with the exalted sentiment ofFriendship,-a disinterested emotion, which seeks the good of others,
and which in its character is nearly akin to Benevolence. It is
strange that phrenologists should have the thought of so widely
separating these organs. A developement in the region of" Adhesiveness" may impel us to seek society, and may give us a disposition to seek the friendship or attachment of others ; but it
cannot origim~te any disinterested affection. It may lead us to
cHng to others. not for the sake of benefiting them, but for the
sake of the direct pleasure and benefit we receive from them.
That selfish spirit which demands everything from its object, and
which is jealous of the slightest attention to others may indeed
belong to the occiput; but that affection which serves its object,
from disinterested motives, has a higher location ; the tender regard and deference of a lover come from the coronal regions ;
the pertinacity of the social bore or designing intriguer comes from
the occiput. The occipital organ of Adhesiveness is, in its char·
acter, somewhat akin to Acquisitiveness; while the coronal organ
of Friendship is similat·ly related to Benevolence. If we thus
discriminate properly between " Adhesh·eness" and Friendship.
we may still retain the former among the occipital organs.
Even if we could overlook the fact that the Gallian Phrenology
has merely given us animal impulses in the pll,ce of true affecoons, we cannot find in it a full recognition of the ditferent classes
tif affections. Man has not only an afft~ction for special objects
of attachment-he hat5 also an affection for his whole race,
which often leads to the noblest deedla and to the devotion of a
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life. In the domestic circle, net only have parents an afl'eotion
for their children, but children havt' also an affection for their
parenta. Each of these affections has equal elaima to phrenological recognition as an element of human nature. Why should
parental affection be recognized and filial affection overlooked?
Another important element of human nature is the Love oC
Country, the impulse to deeds of J!atriotic devotion. This Love of
Country or Patriotism is distinct from general Benevolence, and
also distinct from special parental attachment. It has been entirely overlooked by Phrenology. Spurzheim had indeed suggested an analogous organ-that of Inbabitivenees. In this he
stands alone, as the organ of lnhabitivenes11 was not reoogniad
by Gall or by the English Phrenologists. The tmggestion of aa organ of Inhabitiveness originated like many other phrenolog~
suggestions, from the habits of animals. The propensity to dwell
in particular places and to become attached to a single spot was
ascribed to an organ on the median line between Self-Esteem
and Pbiloprogenitiveness. It is easy k> refute tbe cranioiQSical
doctrine of Spurzheim, for we may fin•l a great number of peNon&
who, with this region depressed or deficient, have nevertheless
a strong attachment to places. In the Choctaw Indians, inhabiting the Southern portions of the United States, this is remarkably
deficient ; yet as a race they are by no means deficient in local
attachments. Although mistaken in the craniological location of
the organ, Spu_rzheim wao undouhtedly right in asserting that
such an organ existed. Nor could phrenologists have denied entirely the existence of such an organ, had their minds been impressed with the fund a mental principle of the scieace,-That
every distinct trait of character must have a distinct cerebral
organ. The true location of the Love of Home and th.e Love of
Country will be found upon the parietal bone immediately anterior to Sanity, between Cautiousneas and Love; at which point
we find the true inhabitive love of home, and the patriotic love of
country, lying in close proximity. In describing character by
cranioscop) these locations will not mislead us.
Let us now take up the selfish department of the head, from
which originate acts prejudicial to the welfare of society, In this
region we find the four organs, Combativeness, Destructivenet's, Secretiveness, and Acquisitiveness; to which four organs,
according to the Gallian phrenological scheme, all our crimes and
social eviltJ are to be exclusively referred.
As to the existence of these four organs in the location assigned to them, I cannot deny that such organs exist eomewhere,for no propensity or passion can be named, which has not its
peculiar cerebral organ;-but as to the question whether \heae
organs are appropriately located, I might speak with some degree
of certainty, from years of craniological and pathognomic observation, even ifl had not resorted to the tests of actual experiment
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upon the brain. The poeitiou of Combativeneu and Secretiveness are nearly correct. That of Destru.etivenen is higher upon
the side of the bead than it should be, and tbat of Aequi5itivenees
is located by Spurzheim altogether too high, being entirely above
and anterior to its proper location. . The location of the organ or
Destructiveness above the ear, does not coincide with the facts or
cranioscopy. That organ lies upon the petrous portion of the
temporal bone, and its development is indicated behind the cavity
of the ear, by the breadth at the mastoid process, and greater
depth of the occiput. The development indicated above the ear,
produces a petulant, excitable character, but does not produce
aay violent or formidable passion.
The true location of Acquisitiveness is farther back and lower
opon the bead than phrenologists have ever yet placed it. It is
remote from the moral organs, and connected with the violent
and eelfisb propensities.
•
In my craniologital obnrvations, I made great efforts, during
the first year or two, to eustain the doctrines of the European aystem upon tbia point, by every ingenious explanation that I could
soggest. But the numerous and glaring contradictions to tbe
system which I found in nature, compelled me to seek another
location for Acquisitiven~, more in accordance with the facts.
When we look at the phrenological sy1tem as a pbilo~ophy of
human nature, and observe that, in the department of the brain
from which the misfortunes and crimes of mankind proceed, it recognizes but four organs, we are tempted to ask whether this
professes to be a system of mental philosophy, or merely contributions to assist in forming a system. Tbe11e four propensities,
recognized by Gall as the propensities to fighting, killing, covetouaeas, and cunning, are certainly not all the pl'Opensities and
passions which militate against the happiness of society, or
require control. A great number of evil propensities and traits
of character might be named, which do not coincide with the four
propensities ot' phrenology, but which are equally prominent as
elements of human nature, and equally entitled to their appropriate cerebral locations. For example, DISGuST is as decided a
feeling as any of the four which are sanctioned, and more distinct
from each of the four than they are from each other. The propensity to be disgusted, is one that plays an important part in
marring the harmony ol social and domestic life; and it exists in
· different individuals in different degrees, by no means proportioned to the development of any other propensities. Whenever
this proJ>ensity is conspicuous, the feeling is so unequivocally
displayed as to render the manners intolerably offensive and
disgusting to associates.
The disgustive propensity is not so active or violent as the combative; but it is equally pemicioua in ita effects upon the
individual and npon society. There are ·those in whom Combati•eness, Destructiveness, SecretiveneBB, and Acquisitiveness, are
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atrongly marked, wbo are nevertbeleaa entirely flee trom diague.._
who are not repelled by personal deformities, ·who are not easily
diegusted by mean or absurd conduct in their associates, and who
look upon every object in nature, however offensive it may be to
others, with an eye of complacency. The .omission of Disgust, u
oae of the elements of human nature, is a t.ttriking defect: any
other organ in the phrenological system might have been omitted
with as much propriety as this.
Another important trait of character is that of CARELESSNESS, or
RASIII!fESB.
It will not do to say that this arises from the abeeRCe
ol Cautiousness; for we might as well say that Destructiveness
arises from the absence of Benevolence. Rashness, Impulsivenees, or Hecklessness, is a distinct trait of character. One may
have very little Cautiousness, and be quite incapable of displaying
prudence, and yet be without any propem~ity to rash or hasty ac• tion.
Another element of character overlooked by Phrenology;is that
of ANon. This passion is not identical with Combativeness and
Destructiveness. There are those who murder without any feeling of anger, and who indulge in pugilistic contests without any
really hostile feeling. Anger is surely as distinct from Combativeness and Destructiveness as these are from each other. Each
of the three propensities may exist alone or in connection. Generally they coexist, though occasionally we may obl'erve striking
exampks of their distinctneee. We see persons of effeminate
dispositions capable of violent bursts of anger, who are harmlees
as to ac:tion, and careful to avoid collision-who would be boa-orstruck at the sight of blood. On the other band, we see men of
desperate habits, who are ready to fight with the fist, the knife, or
the pistol, from the pure love of fighting, without any real anger\Vbo will shake hands with a friend, fight him the next moment,
assiet him if be has been injured, and consider the whole an agreeable interlude.
Another distinct trait of character, which bas an important
influence, and which is overlooked by the Phrenological system,
is that of MELANCHOLY-a state of feeling which displays its maximum effect in the act of suic~de. Suicidal melancholy is not
accounted for in the Gallian system of organs.
Melancholy is ascribed by Spurzheim to the organ of Cautiousness. But it is very clear that ca4.ltiousness is easentially distincl
from melancholy; for one may be intensely melancholy and at
the same time desperately rash. Even if we regard the organ of
Cautiousness as essentially the organ of Fear, it would still be
distinct from melancholy. Spurzbeim believes that melancholy
does not coincide with the function of any Phrenological organ,
and ascribes to it the excessive and morbid activity of the organ of
Cautiousness.
If we should resort to 11ueh explanations as this, the Phrenolog-.
2
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ical system might be very easily simplified: it would be very easy
to say that Destructiveness was but an e.xc~ssive, or more violent
action of Combativeness, and that Philoprogenitiveness was but
the special exercise of Benevolence towards dependent objects;
that Vanity was but a slight modification ofSelfesteem; and Firm·
ness, but a calmer action of Combativenesas in conjunction with
the moral sentiments. In short, we might reduce our Phrenologi·
cal catalogue of organs to a very small Dumber, if we adopt the
principle that any portion of the brain can manifest functions that
are essentially distinct. Spurzheim rejected this principle when
he insisted that Conscientiousness was distinct from Benevolence,
and Phrenologists generally have sanctioned the distinction. In
like manner I would insist that Melancholy is distinct from Cau·
tiousness, and the dis~nction is certainly as obvious in this case
as in the other. All Phrenologists have concurred in the distinc·
tion of Combativeness and Destructiveness, (which is less obvious
than many of the distinctions I would propose,) and if we ever
gain any accurate knowledge of human nature, it is essential that
we should make such distinctions between faculties and propensi·
ties that are manifestly distinct, and not assign to any organ a vari·
ety of distinct elementary tendencies. We mu8t bear in mind at
all times, the principle, that every distinct trait of character,
or faculty, demands a distinct location. In proportion aa thia
principle it1 carried out, our knowledge of man becomes accurate
and specific; in proportion as it is slighted, we relapse into vague
generalities.
I am aware that the subdivision of propensities and facultie8
may be carried to excess, and that there is no fixed or accurate
limit to subdiYision. Bu.t in this matter we should be somewhat
guided by the structure of language, which is necessarily in bar·
mony with the laws of the human constitution. It may be diffi·
cult to find terms which shall indicate exactly the functions of any
portion of the brain, independent of all reference to the function•
of other parts-in fact it may be said that no such terms exist, for
all of the organs are so connected with each other-so dependent
and mutually modifying, that the proper manifestation of any
organ implies the existence and co-operation of others, and each
would be incapable of fulfilling its destiny alone.
The subdivit~ion of our organs is therefore not a matter of abso·
ute and exact science, but a Matter of convenience and approxi·
mative truth. It should be our aim, as nearly as possible, to speak
of faculties, emotions and propensities, connected with circum·
scribed portions of the brain, and to seek those terms which best
torrespond to the functions of special convolutions.
The reader who expects to find in Phrenology a science of a
ew separate, distinct and well defined elements, has a very inac·
turate conception of the constitution of man. All the elementa
o~chara,pter conr ~with and modify each other. No one of them
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is totally distinct: each presupposes, fo1· it3 manifestation, the existence of t;L human being, with numerous faculties, .wants and inclinations. Destructiveness, for example, presupposes a muscular system with all necessa1·y physiological powers-perceptive
faculties to recognise the object to be attacked, and some degree
of firmness, to sustain and continue its own action.
Absolute distinctions of function cannot be displayed by the
organs of a single unitary mind, which constitute portions of the
same structure, and are continually modifying each other in cooperative acts. Yet there is sufficient di11tinctness in the f\lnction
and 11phe•·e of operation of each convolution, to enable us to divide the brain into different organ~, to de11ignate them by appropriate names, and study their dive1·sified action. For practical
purposes it would be unnecessary to distinguk;h organs, the namea ·
of which were nea1·ly synonymou11, and the function• of which
would be exercised by neal'ly the ,;ame portions of the brain.But whenever we can find cxpre,:,:h·e term~, essentially distil,\et in
their meaning, we shall find that the function~ they repreBcnt arc
equally distinct and separate a::~ to location in the hrain. The
impulses of Combativeness and Destructiveness, thou~h distinct,
are nearly related in their nature, and the convolutions which
manifest these functions are closdv connected in the brain. That
portion of the brain which manil~t!t>~ anger is also 8ituated near
that which manifests destructive violence. But the tendency to
suicidal melancholy is widely dillercnt from true cautiousness;
and the locations of their re.. pective organs are several inches
apart.
The propensity to CcttSoriousncss or Slander is not among those
recognized by Gall and Spurzheim. It is true that practical
phrenologists in explaining the \'arieties of human nature, have
been compelled to refer every clasR of actions to that portion of
the brain from which they would be most apt to proceed ; and,
accordingly, the four original organs of Gall have been made
responsible for every variety of mischief. Having been made the
sca.pe-goat3 of the phrenological faroily they have been made to
bear the blame of all the crimes and bad practices of which man
has been or e\•er can be guilty. In fact the«e organs have been
so overloaded by the great val'iety·of actions for which they have
been made responsible, that they have scarcely retained a distinct character of their own. Like over-darned stockings, the
original thread of whicb they were composed i8 sadly obscured by
the patch-work which has been added. Such are the unphilosophioal expedients which are rendered necessary by the failure to
recognize fully the true original elements of human nature.
If we cam ascertain the exact tenrlency of any portion of the
brain, let us.adhere to a just conception of its function; and when
tendencies of an essentially di:3tinct character are to be accounted
for, let Ud seek their source in other portions of tbe brain. It~
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however, we find the cerebral region, to which we have given a
dietinct name, capable o( originating a great variety of actione
and producing effect11 so various that no single term could well
deecribe its character ; then we should clasl!ity the different functions which we find, and sub-divide the organ eo as to give to
each itt~ nppropriate location. Let us not suppose that Justice
and Benevolence come from exactly the same cerebral source,
hut give to each it.<t own especial organ. Let us not touppose the
propen11ity to fight, or Physical Courage, and the propensity to
censure, or Slander, are necessarily from the same convolution.
Surdy there is a greater difference between the impulse of the
man who slar.ders hill neighbor and that of the man who assaults
him, than there is between the impulsett of the man who assaults
aRd the ntan who killlf!
1t ill necessary, th<'n. if we wit>h our Phrenological sy~<tem to be
anything more than vague gt>neralities -if we wil!h it to be an
exact and i!pecific de~cription of human nature,-to recognize ·
many propensities, emotions and tendencies of character, which
Gall and ~purzheim have overlooked. Certainly the four animal
organs, which they have reco~nized, do not represent the third or
even the fourth part of the distinct piUlsions and propen,.ities
which impel men to acts of crime or immorality and degrade their
moral nature.
In accounting for the various crimes and evil passions of men,
phrenologists have been compelled to violate the principle of the ·
Gallian system. Instead of retaining for their organs the
functional character of the l!imple pa~>sionll, faculties or propensities manifested through them, they regard "the organs" as motitv:s ; and ascribe to each organ all the acts to which as a motive
it might have prompted,-no matter bow different the act may be
from the true function of the organ. When, for example, the act
of suicide is ascribed to 'he iufluence of the organ of Cautiousness, they forget that an organ which originates the propen~ity to
be cautious cannot possibly, at the same time, exercise so differt"nt a function as to originate a propensity for self-destruction in
lieu of self-preJervati(Jn, which is allowed to be its proper office.
fo be cautious and to commit suicide, are as widely distinct as
to be benevolent and to hang a criminal. If we can thus (ttfl
phrenologists have been accustomed) ascribe to every organ all
those acts which it may be supposed incidentally to have induced
or favored, ~n Phrenology has already gone too far in the I!Ubdivision of organs, as metaphysicians have supposed.
lt would be unnecessary. 1f this fanciful system of organology
were tolerated, to have n:I'""P. than four organs. An urgan o(
Perception and an organ of Memory, with one for the sentiment
of Love and another for Hatred or Aversion, would be entirely
sufficient for all phrenological pm·poses. Perception and recollection would be entirely snfficient to account for all the Intel-
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leetDal phenomena. The organ of Han.M or Avereion in
ita different modes of action, would account for all our radically
evil propensities ; und the organ ot' Love iD its various modes
of action would account as fully for all our good qualiti~s . To
one who had been trained to think according to such. a scheme,
it would be very e~y to show that " Combativeness" was the active manifestation of the organ of A vertJioa,-tlaat ~· DestrucuvenePs" Wa& its most violent manifestation,--that" Secretivenell&" wa& its most mild and intellectual form of manifestatioo,and that " Firmness" was a stroAger though calmer mode of action, excited by the contemplation of difficulties ;-that " SelfEsteem" was but. the consciousness of our own merits operating
in connection with the disposition of Hhtred to depreciate others.
In short, it would not be difficult with these four organs to esplain
all the phenomena ot human nature satisfactorily to· tl\ose who
bad been accustomed to the system. The far-fetohed constructions and distorted views which would be necessary in ~cb. a
system, would not very greatly surpat~s some of dte distortions
and misconceptions to which we have become accustomed in the
system of Gall and Spnrzbeim.
·
In the philosophical treatise of the latter author we are told
that Contempt is "a disagreeable affection of Self-Esteem"!-that Griet' is " a state of dissatiilfaction of every fundamental
faculty" -Jealousy is '' a compound affection of selfishness and
various fundamental powers" !-and that Hat.reoi ia " a compound affection, it results from oppoM.tion w our srlfoh views whilst
benevolence and justice are inactive"!
The follewing attempt of Spurzheim to explain various trait,.
of human nature according to his conceptions of the Gallian system, are fair illustratione of its utter inadequacy : " GuiUs, the highest degree of activity of the individual facultiee."
" Aaooua, great activity of every fundamental powel'.''
"DBSIU, a result of every faculty in action."
•
"htAGINATlolf, the spontaneoW1 and great activity o( every·
faculty,"-" Activity of Ideality."
"IMPETUOSITY, great and quick activity of the fundamental faculties."
'
"INSTINCT, the effect of spontaneous acti,·ity of every fundamental faculty.''
"PAssioN, the highest degree of activity of every faculty."
"T.BMPTATION, the effect of every active faculty that excites to
action."
'' tTNt:ASINESS, the effect of great activity of every faculty."
According to this curious specimen of philosophizing, Genius
is n.othing but. great Uneasiness! for uneasiness is" the effect of
great activity of every faculty," and genius "the highe.et degree
of activity of the individual fd.O~ties." Genius and Passion are
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also precisely the same, both being produced by" the higheet degree of activity,. of oul' faculties. "The spontaneous activity
of eveJ'Y faculty " constitutes Instinc' ; " the spontaneous and
great activity of every faculty" constitu~es Imagination; Imagination, therefore, is but a vigorous or active Instinct; Instinct
t.hu~ appears to be a moderate action of Imagination; and lm·
agination itself tQ be the activity of Ideality. Ideality, Imagination and Impatience appear, in this system, to be about one and
the same thing; foJ' •· the activity of Ideality" constitutes I magi·
nation ; Imagination itt:elf i~ defined as " the spontaneous and
great activity ot' every faculty;" and Impatien<'e is likewise defined as " the great activity of every fundamental faculty ." Ardor has also the same stereotyped definition-" great activity of
eve1'Y fundamental )lQWer." 'l'hus it would seem that Ardor,
Passion, Uneasiness, impatience, Genius, Imagination, Ideality,
Instinct, Temp tat ion and Want, or Desire, • are all substantutlly
th(• s.ame thing.
'l'he monotony aa:l meagreness of the Gallian system are stri·
kingly displayed in this attempt at the explanation of philosophical expressions. The palpable absurdity and intmfficiency of
!!Uch explanations are too great to require much comment. Notwithstanding the rt'putation of Spurzheim, as an Anatomist and
man of learning, we are compelled to admit that, as a philosophical writer, he displays a great deficiency of critical acumen .
But it would be impossible to escape absurdity in attempting
to explain all the ,·aried elements of human nature, with so meagre a system as the Gallian Phrenology. This system is pecu·
liarly calculated to introduce philosophical confusion and habits
of inaccurate thought. It sets out with the doctrine that the different elements of human nature are each derived from a different portion of the braia ; but after tracing a few of our passions
and laculties to their appropriate locations, it repudiate!! its own
principles.-refuses to locate any more, and cxplain11 the rest of
our faculties.and passions by the process of derh·ation, which it
eo strongly eondellUls in the metaphysician. The metaphytoical
philo!<ophers would easily derive all our evil acts from un original
principle of Self-Love. The phrenological system, while loudly
repudiating such a course, is guilty of the same fault in a different degree, by deriving all our evil conduct, not from one organ
of Self: Love, but .frem four organs of particular vicious tendenciet~. The fact is, the true essential principle of Phrenology has
not yet been fully and clearly conceived; the old methods of
thought have retained too firm a hold upon the minds of mf'n to
be entirely cast asi~le; and phl'enologi!lts have never yet ventured
t.o admit boldly, and carry out fully, the fundamental principle
... Drshoe. a wsult of every faculty in action," and " Want-in the
Desire-t!tt eiect of every active fac11lty."
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tltat every distinct elementary tendency of character belongs to
a distinct portion of the brain.
Among our elementary tendencies of character may be mentioned the passion for gambling-as distinct and as universal an
element of human nature as the passion for fighting, or " Combativeness." The only organ of the old phrenological system,
which could plausibly be a;~upposed to have originated such a
passion, is that of •• Acquisitiveness;" but the passion for gambling is distinct from the love of money. Men are frequently
devoted to gambling, who care but little for money, and would
make but little exertion to obtain it in any other manner ; while
those who are the most intensely devoted to the acquisition of
wealth are frequently averse to gambling, or any species of risk.
The passion for gambting is certainly as distinct from the love of
money, as the passion for killing from the propensity to fight. It
is an element of character which has an immen!le influence over
the destiny of the world, being displayed not only in games of
chance, but in hazardous speculations and commercial enterprises.
The commercial world is constantly excited by the fluctuation~;~,
bankruptcies and convulsions to which it gives rise.
To an impartial reasoner the necessity for distinguishing tbt>
Gambling from the Acquisitive Propensity would be sufficiently
obvious; but to one whMe habits of thinking have been formed
in accordance with the old system, it might be difficult to recognize an organ for Gambling, in addition to an organ of Acquisitiveness. To such individuals the objection will readily occur,
that if we require a diRtinct organ for all the different hahits and
passions of society, there will be no end to our f'Ubdivisions, and
we shall lose all philosophy in a mass of inco~gruous details. It
is true that we may easily run into errors in our subdivision of
organs, if our divisiontl are made by mere supposition, and not
by accurate experiment upon the distinct regions of the brain.
But when we have found, by actual experiment, the functions o(
the various po'"l.ion~ of each convolution, no matter how minute
our subdivision~. they agree with the laws of nature and produce no confusion.
It may be difficult to recollect a great number of analogoul!
organs, produced by the subdivisions of the convolutions; but it
will be an easy matter to group our subdivisions under certain
general heads, and give to the different regioRs of the brain such
dirDensions and such names as may be most convenient for philoi!opbical purposes. For the purposes of an accurate science,
it would be difficult to carry our divisions too far. For the con·
Yenience of the student, however, or for popular instruction, our
subdivisions should be grouped in an appropriate manner. But
even for this purpose a much greater number of organs is re·
quired than has been given by Gall and Spurzheim . Our system
of organs will be lacking in coo\·enience and general utility, if it
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does not present all the remarkable paseiou, emotiou aad teadencies of man.
Another propensity which has played an important part in the
history of mankind is that of INTEMPERANCE or intoxication. In
all nations we find a desire for some species of stimulus, which
is gratified by alcoholic drinks, tobacco, opiwn, coffee and tea,
and by various spices and condiments. This propensity which.
when within its legitimate limits, may conduce to health by indicating the proper selection of food and drink, has caused throughout the world an immense amount of devastation and moral injury; to counteract which has required the most strenuous efforts
of government, temperance societies and churches, with school•
and other means of elevating man above his sensual appetites.
Intemperance is not an accidental circumstance, but springs from
an·appetitc, which, when inordinately indulged, becomes as un·
controllable as the rage of the murderer. A system which omit&
the organic source of Intemperance, omits a very la~.rge chapter
of the science of man. Having located the organ of the Lova
of STIMULUS anterior to the ear, I have found it practicable not
only to ascertain its general function, but by means of cranioscopy,
to determine its strength for practical purposes. It is easy to
distinguish the naturally intemperate man, (who inherits a predisposition to drinking from his ancestry,) from the naturally
temperate man, who dislikes the taste of bl'dent spirits, and who
iRherits the peculiar conformation produced by a long course of
temperance in his ancel!tors.
Another quality overlooked by phrenology is that of RESTLESS·
NBSS,-the aversion to confinement or quietness, and fondness for
locomotion. This propensity when conspicuous in the character .
on account of E,reat development of the basis of the brain and
~'pinal cord, is antagonistic to the higher faculties which produce
calmness and power of application. It gives the desire for an
active, enterprising life, and a distaste for the calm pursuits of the
student. It gives both to the mind and body an energetic but
hasty and unquiet action.
Another quality unexplained by phrenology is that of BASHFULlf£85, a feeling very distinct from timidity, as it may exist in individuals remarkable for their courage.
The emotion of HoRROR has no expresgion in the Gallian system; yet an ingenious Phrenologist might, perhaps, dedve _it
from several organs by ascribing to them a sufficient variety of
modes of action. It is easy to account for anything, when we
lose sight of specific functions, and give to each organ a sufficient number of modes of action to enable it to originate functions or actions essentially distinct from each other.
It is rather remarkable that so great a number of conspicuous
t-lcments o( human character should have been overlooked hy
craniology. For example, the propensity to be loquacious on
noisy, has not been properly accounted for. The orgau of L-
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page ie not the organ ef Loquacity. The most profound linguist
may be perfectly taciturn, while the most loquacious gosPips are
uequently scantily supplied with words, and remarlMble for the
barrenness of their phraseology. We find in society men equally
endowed with intellect, language and ideas, of whom some are
habimally gr,ave and taciturn, while others are continually occupied in talking whenever they can find a human being to listen
to them; if they have no information to communicate, nor any
subject of importance to discuss, they will manufacture conversation from the most in:;ipid and common place materials, and
talk for hours of their appetite, or of their health, satisfied if they
can only have the pleasllre of exercising their lungs and larynx,
and hearing the sound of their own voice. ThiR propen~;ity, when
we have nothing to say or 1aobody to talk to, is gratified by t~ing
ing, t~houting, or making any unmeaning noise. It is entirely
distinct lrom Intellect, and from the faculty of Language.
Another propensity, which is commonly considered universal,
but which craniology has ignored, is that of Indolence. We often
meet with individuals in whom this propen11ity is so strong, that
with all the efforts of their will-admonished by their judgment,
and impelled by ambition-they are unable to overcome their
constitutional inertia. On the other hand, we find those who are
always occupied in the pursuit of some useful object, and who
dislike exceedingly to be out of employment.
I might go on to a great length in specifying the remarkable
omissions of phrenology in the analysis even of the animal nature of man ; Lut, as I do not propose to give a full philosophical development of the subject, or to do more than to indicate
the deficiencies of the old system ; I would merely subjo.in the
following catalogue of a few elementary vicious tendencies o(
human nature, with which all men are acquainted, which exert
an important influence on society, and which are expressed in
1JUitable terms in all languages. This catalogue of interior propensities, which have not been philosophically explained by the
old system of phrenology shows, when contrasted with the Gallian
11ystem, the very rudimental condition in which the science w.as
left by the labors of its founder, and has hitherto been allowed
to remain by his successors :
1. &-Uisbness.
2. Moroseness.
3. Jealousy.
4. Stubbornness.
r.. Lying.

6. Gambling.
7. Profligacy.

8. Irritability.

9.
10.
11.
11.

Anger.
Revenge.

Hatred.

Disgust.
13. Melimcboly.

14. Suicide.
16, Turbulence.
16. Insanity.
17. Arrogance.
18. Love of Power.

19. Ambition.
20. Coar!eness.

21. Skeptici~m.

22. CE-nsoriousness.
23. Grief.
24 . Anxiety.
~-

IndeciliOD.

26. Horror.
Z'l. Bashfulness.
28. Sensitiveness.
29. &>_stlessness.
30. Loquacity.
31. Drunkenna>S.
32. Rashness.
33. Wastdulness.
34. DeFJM'ration.
35. Sen·ility.
36 Indolence.
37. Envy.
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Each of the foregoing propensities I find, by experiment, has a
definite location in the brain ; and the number of organs which
we thus recognize is not too great for examination by cranioscopy.
In the moral department there is also a large number of elements of character overlooked by the Gallian system. To discuss
this subject fully would require a volume, and, therefore, is not
my purpose at present :
1. Sympathy.
2. Fa1th.
3. Sincerity.
4. Expression, or Communicativeness.
6. Pliability.
~. Politeness.
7. Admiration.
8. Spirituality.
9. Modesty.
10. Love.
11 . Patience.
12. Tranquility.
13. Gratitude.

14. Temperance.
li'J. Hardihood.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
21'J.

Health.
Restraint.
Sanity.
.Revere11ce (as distioguished &o.
Religion.)
Philanthropy.
Playfulness.
Energy.
Industry.
Moral Ambition.
Patriotism.

Having thus briefly indicated the immense deficiencies of the
system of Gall and Spurzheim, let us look further at the organology of the system, to observe its degree of approximation to the
truth.
The only organs which it offers (below the moral and intellectual
range) in addition to the three affections and four selfish passions,
already mentioned, are Cautiousness, Approbativeness, Self-Esteem, and Inhabitiveness, or Concentrativeness.
The region assigned by Gall and Spurzheim to Cautiousness,
corresponds remarkably well with its actual locality-the true location of Cautiousness being in the centre of the region to which
it was assigned, while the anterior and posterior parts of the
Gallian organ of Cautiousness, manifest functions quite distinct
from Caution in their character, yet sufficiently near to be included in a group with it. Immediately posterior to the central
part of the Gallian organ, lie the organs of Restraint and Coldness, the general tendency of which is decidedly cautious. In
the most superior part of the organ we find Sanity, which is the
perfection of true caution, or prudence; and in its most anterior
portion we find Tranquility, Love of Home and Country, Sublimity, and a portion of Reverence-a group of organs which
powerfully reinforce the cautious inclinations. Thus far, the
Gallian doctrine of Cautiousness, though imperfect, is not absolutely untrue ; but in referring to this organ, the passion of Fear,
which Mr. Combe makes itll essential fnnction, an important error
is committed. Fear is distinct from Prudence or Caution. The
latter is calm and self-possessed, the former timid and impulsive.
The latter co-operates with Courage, the former destroys it. The
prudent man is widely distinguished from the coward, and timid-
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ity or fright, in many instances, destroys all prudence. The organ of this more violent pasl!lion of Fear is located farther down
upon the side-head, in front of the upper margin of the ear-a
region which, in the old phrenological busts, bas been Msigned
sometimes to Secretiveness, and in other instances to Acquisitiveness and Destructiveness.
In recognizing an organ of Approbativeness, or L<~ve of Approbation, the old system was substantially correct, although its
precise mode, of description was not entirely accurnte, and it
overlooked the influence of the lower portion of the occiput upon
·
egotism, \-anity and ambition.
In recognizing the organ of Self-Esteem, the Gallian phrenology described correctly functions which it concentrated in too
1mall a space, not having observed the fact that the ambition&
and authoritative organs descend low upon the occiput, to blend
with the harsh and destructive impul~es of the basilar organs.
The nice distinction between the dignified pride of the higher, and
the offensive arrogance of the lower occipital organs, was unknown to Gall, in consequence of his erroneous location of parental affection.
While the errors of the Gallian system in reference to these
organs, are such as seldom mislead its student far from the truth,
its errors of omission in entirely overlooking their antagonists, are
much tr.ore fatal to its practical accuracy. He who judges of
Cautiousness by the developement of the cautious region alone,
is continually liable to error, by overlooking the rash and carelen
region, which is developed through the base of the brain, and
manifested on the neck. Finding a small organ of Cautiousness,
he may suppose the individual rash and heedless, when in fact,
having a thin slender neck, and a large organ of Fear, he
would be considered by his friends, a remarkable example of cautiousness and timidity. On the other hand, to the broad head,
with an enormous protrusion in the region of Cautiousness, he
would ascribe excessive caution, running into indecision and
cowardice, when in fact from the deep basis ofthe'skull, and the
broad neck, there would be an amount of impulse, capable of
leading to frequent acts of rashness, or of desperate daring.
In pronouncing upon those who have large Self-Esteem, a.
excessively proud and egotistical, he might fall into a signal error
from his unconsciousness of the fact, that this large organ of SelfEsteem was overruled by the breadth at the temples, indicating
Reverence, Humility and Modesty. Equally decisive would be
his mistake, in reference to those beads which are narrow across
the region of the temples, and are, therefore, governed by the
egotistical and arrogant organs of the occiput. Finding no remarkable occipital development, he would suppose them to indieate modest and unobtrusive characters, when in reality, the individuals were notorions for self-esteem, arrogance, and \·anity. I
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have in my mind at this moment, several conspicuous gentlemen,
among the ~ultivators of scienee, whose egotism, vanity, and
arrogance, can be accounted for only by their deficiency in the
modest &nd submissive organs of the temples. Even where the
organ of Self E11teem or Pride is of moderate developement, and
not overruled by its antagonists, it would be a great mistake to
suppose that the individual was so unconscious of his own worth,
at~ to give up his position and yield undue deference to his competitors. On the contrary, if sustained by the lower half of the
egotistic region, be may, although destitute of true dignity, be
forward and rude in asserting his own claims and merits in the
faee of his superiors.
In reference to Concentrativenel!s and Inhabitiveness, Gall,
Spurzheim and Combe, are equally at fault. These traits of
character belongs not to the occiput, but to the Inhabitive aud
Patriotic region, anterior to Cautiousness, and to the region of
Iadustry and Energy, which lies uterior to Firmness. The latter
ia the source of resolute concentrated application, and the former is the source of that quiet and sedentary adhesion to our
pursuits, which belongs to a tranquil temperament. Even if tbe
theories of Spurzheim and Combe, had correctly located the concentrative and inbabitive elements of character, they could not
have led to a correct cranioscopy, for want of a knowledge of antagonism. The sedentary inhabitive application, and perfect
self-control, which lie along the centre of the parietal bone, corresponding to its angular protuberance, are antagonized by the
restless, passionate, rash, and insane impulses, which are recognized through the side of the neck, lying beneath the lower jaw.
The resolute application, which lies adjacent to Firmness and
Htt.rdihood, is antagonized by tbe basillar organs of Indolence
and Intoxication, which lie a<ljacent to Alimeotiveness.
The errors and inaccuracies into which practical phrenologists
H frequently fall from a want of knowledge of these antagonisms,
may be easily detected by those who scrutinize the common applications of the science ; yet the signal accuracy of the phrenologist, when his conclusions are not affected by some unknown
antagonilome, is generally sufficient to atone for his errors.
In the moral region of the brain, equally fatal mistakes may
occur, in consequence of the fact that the moral organs recognised, have no specific antagonism in the four vicious propensities.
The head exhibiting large Conscientiousness, and small Acquisitiveness and Secretiveness, would be interpreted to indicate a
strictly moral and honorable character, when in reality in consequence of an equivalent developement of Baseness, the moral
character would be exceedingly doubtful, and the temptation to
fraud, would, under favorable circumstances, become too strong.
Equally erroneous would be the conclusion ofthe craniologist, who
in obael'Ving small Conscientionsness, and well developed animal
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organs, would consider kna•ery, or looseness of principle, a necee·

•ary consequence. In such a case, if the region of Baseness were
defective, the probability of his stooping to an act of deliberate
fraud, or meanness, would be but slight, for the organic motive
would be deficient. He would be passably honorable, because
incapable of a very mean or knavish impulse.
The same error from the ignorance of antagonism, would run
through the whole survey of the moral character. The true
strength of Finnness could not be appreciated for want of a
knowledge of its antagonistic region of Fear. The estimate of
Religion, could not be correct, until that organ was compared with
its antagonist- Profligacy. Hope could not be justly appreciated, without reference to ittt antagonist-Desperation. Benevolence and Liberality, could not be justly appreciated, without
comparison with Selfishness and Acquisitiveness. Mirthfulness
and Imitation, would require to be compared with the stubborn
and morose tendenci~s of Combativeness. Ideality would re·
quire a comparison with the region of Coarseness, and Marvelousness with the region of Infidelity or Skepticism.
To say nothing of the numerous omissions in the moral region,
which have heretofore been alluded to, this signal omission of
the basilar antagonists of the moral organs, must vitiate the prac·
tical accuracy of Gallian Cranioscopy.
In the intellectual region of the brain, the errors have been
fewer, because the organs are more accessible to accurate obser·
vation. Yet it was a serious error to designate the lateral part
of the upper region of the forehead, as the organ of Wit and
.:\firthfulness. Wit and Mirthfulness, really lie on a vertical line
above the pupil of the eye ; but the organ in question belongs to
the scheming and imaginative group, and manifests a high in·
tellectual power.
Setting aside the errors of location, in Tune, Constructiveness,
Language, &c., the most important error of the Gallian system, in
reference to the intellect, consisted in its overlooking the cerebral
organs of the e~:ternal senses, and the more wonderful organs
which manifest intuitive powers, or the capacity of grasping truth
independent of observation or induction. The intnitive region
of the brain, the source of clairvoyance, thought, reading, prevoy·
ance, and mysterious sympathies, is too important a portion of
the brain to be overlooked; and ignorance of its powers, might
lead to 11 very erroneous appreciation of the intellectual capa·
cities.
The capacity for planning, the subtle and inspiring faculty of
Spirituality, the literary power of the organ of Composition, the
dl'eamy capacities of the organ of Somnolence, from which arise
the me:;met·ic phenomena, and the equally wonderful power of
gaining a knowledge of nature through the functions of the organ
of Sensibility, constitute together, an amount of positive knowl-
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edge essential to the just applicatioa of phrenology to the inveatiatation of character.
In reducing the phrenological sysiem to practical utility, it is
equally necessary to understand the nuJUerous organs which exert
their influence upon the body as well .as upon the mind ; and
which occupy an intermediate position between the physiological
and phrenological. The organs of the external senses, Sight, Hearing, Touch, Taste, Smell, and General Sensibility- the organs
of Digestion, Nutrition, Locomotion, Life, Death, Sleep, Excitability, Passion, Insanity, Disease,&c., &c., aa well as the various
cerebral organs which govern the action of the different organs of
the body, constitute an immense mass of knowledge, all of which
has a direct bearing, both upon the mental and physical constitution of man, and all of which is esseatial to the proper understanding of his constitution.
These brief remarks are but hints to indicate the defects of the
Gallian system, which can be fully illustrated only by an ampler
expoei~on of the conlrtitution of man, which I must reserve for a
future and more elaborate work.
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LECTURES ON THE NEUROLOGICAL SYSTEM
or'

ANTHROPOLOGY.
LECT. I.

INTRODUCTORY.

My life baa been devoted to the study of man, his destiny and
his happiness. Uncontrolled in education, I learned to brook no
mental restraint, and thrown upon my own resources in boyhood,
difficulties hut strengthened the passion for philosophical know ledge. Yet, even more formidable difficulties were found in the
limited condition of human science.
Anthropology had no systematic developement, and ita elementary sciences were in confusion. Mental philosophy waa too
limited in its scope, and had too little of the practical character.
In studying medicine it seemed that I had wandered through a
wilderness without compaas or cardinal points. Phrenology
promised much and I examined it cautiously. It struck me as an
unsatisfactory system of mental philoso~hy, but one worthy of
investigation as a natural science, and mtensely interesting. I
compared the heads of my acquaintance with phrenological drawings, and found many .triking coincidences- thus waa I satisfied
of its substantial truth.
My interest increased with extent of my observations until
1 abandoned practical medicine for the exclusive study ol
Phrenology in the great volume of Nature. It was my object to
detect the defects of the sy.atem of Gall and Spurzheim. Hence,
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by critical reasoning, by the stady of character and of living
heads- of skulls, and of the brain. I teated ita accuracy.
Several of ita defects and errors became conspicuous in my
earliest observations. There appeared w be something defective
in the doctrines of Mirthfulness, Acquisitiveness, Adhesiveneu,
Constructiveness, Tune, Ideality, CombativeneBB, Destructivenea,
and C11.utiousness. The functions ascribed to those localities were
evidently, to some extent, misunderstood.
The external senses were omitted from the catalogue of cerebral
organs, and the physiological powers of the brain, as the prime
mover and most important portion of the whole constitution, were
almost entirely neglected.
Following the old route of Cranioscopy, I sought to snpply
these defects. I found the supposed Mirthfulness to be a power
of planning and reasoning character-and the true Mirtbfulnes•
to be located more internally. Acquisitiveness appeared to be
located further back. The so called organ of Adhesiveness appeared to be entirely incapable of manifesting true friendship, and
tts absence was frequently accompanied by strong capacities for
friendship of a disinterested character. Constructiveness ap·
peared to be located too low and too far back. Tune did not
appear to correspond to musical talent. Many of the higher
functions ascribed to Ideality were conspicuous in heads which
had that organ small, but a strong developement just above it.
Combativeness bad evidently less influence upon physical conrage than was supposed, for it was sometimes large in cowards,
and small in brave men. Cautiousness was evidently not the
organ of Fear, for the bravest men bad it in predominant developement, and in the timid it was sometimes moderate or small,
Destructiveness was frequently a characteristic of narrow heads,
and the broad developement above the eal'8 waa frequently accoatpanied by a mild gentleness of disposition. The height of the
bead above the ears did not prove a correct criterion oi moral
chwacter, nor did the breadth indicate correctly the amount of
the selfish and violent passions.
1 observed that the violent and selfish elements of character,
were connected with the occipital depth and elongation-that tbe
affections were connected with the coronal region-that the sense
of Vision was located in the brow, and the sense of Feeling in the
temples, near the cheek bone-that the upper occipital region waa
the seat of energetic powers, and the lower of violent or criminal
impulses, and that the whole cerebrum was an apparatus of
mingling convolutions, in whieb the functi<nis gradually changing
from point to point, presented throughout a beautiful blending
and connexion.
Observing daily the comparative developement of brain and
body with their reciprocal influence, I traced the outlines of the
true physiolov and the laws of sympatbeti.o connection, or oor·
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respondence between the body aad the e11aephaloa, b)· wbidrl., in a
given constitution, I would determine from the head the dev·elopement of the whoie body, the p.e culiar distri.buti'Oild Of tlae
circulation, with the con~equent rnorbld tendeDcie~, tbe relative
perfec&icm of the different aeDses, and the charac~ of the ~rn·
peraraeat.
Seeking colltinually for tbe fundamental law:~ of A11.thropologs,
criticising and rejectiag all that appeared objectionable or incwtai~tent, I acquired pos;:;e~sioa of numeroo:~, sound aDd compreh~n
~>ive principles, which, while they were wuchstouet1 for trutla, wero
also tlte best instruments for deeper research. Each fact or p1 inciple suggeating other facts or priaciplea, and thu:~ leading to
farther ob:>erva.tions and criticisra, a system of pbilosoplly was
formed, aDd mathematical law:~ were tiscovered to be tbe basis of
Anth;·(lpology. These principles being weed ia conAectiOII with
cerebral a:latomy, mu~cula.r movement aDd natur.al language or
expression-in llbort, being ba.~ed OR a.aatomy arlCI pathognomy,
Were styled the PATJIOGNOIUC SY~7EM.
Regarding this pn.th•)gnoraic system (the et~sential fea.tu~ of
which have proved to lie tr11e) a;~ an approximation to the true
Anthropology, the author was pr~paring to publi:;b ill se\·eral vol·
ames, tb.e expot~ition of tlai:~ ~y:~tem, when his cour~ was cbangeJ
and his highe::;t hopes more than realized, lty a brilliant aod a:;·
tounding disco\·ery.
Ha.ving for some time perceived that the difficulties of Craniology
oppot~cd an in;~urmountable banier to a minute kn :nvledge of tht>
brain, perceiving, too, that phrenological prog;·e:;s mu~:~t be exb-emely ~low, au.! that no new sy·:<tem, relying upon Cranioscopy
for its evidence, could gain a firm c:;tablish:nent in much le:;~
than a centut·y, the ilC.;(.':!,:ity of better methods of inwstigation
for the pt·ogre:!s and for the demont!tratioa of Antbmpology. sugget!ted a,; a po::~i'ibility t.be excitement of the b:·ain by extt~rnal
means to develope its function~.
t
The doctrines of Animal .i\Jagnetism hnJ never a!tractcd my
ser~ious attcntioa. KRowing litth~ of it:; phenomena, I shared tho
vulgar prejudice aga.in;;t it : hut the power of galyauisRl could.not
be doubted The dilliculty of applying gahanism to a cercbJ·a.l
convoluti(}n c01upelled me to seek another agency. Belicdngthat the nerrous fluid, or ncn aura, wa~ closely analogous to gal··
va.ni:lm, and wa:i continually radiated hy the human con,.;titution,
I applied thi:-:~ inllnence by touch to the head of a highly impt't':<s·
iblc and cu !ti\·ated lady, (in the Spring of 1841 ,) with the successful rc::~ult of exciting ev~ry point that 1 touched, and Oe\elopin~
functions sometimes tli\cordant and sometimci! harmonious with
my previollil doctrines.
Sati:died now that I had discovered the key to Anthropology. I
expl01·ed the brain, made phrenological disc'Jveries, coutrolled the
body through the b::ain, tmd applied this phy~clogioo.t poy;er k
3
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the relir.t' of the diseased. As new examples and higher 1onn•
of i.mpr~ssibility were presented, the di~coveries were enlarged
and corrected until in the wmter of 1842-'4.1, the drawing of tb4t
organe wa11 prepared ttnd published.
The in.vestigation of the ecience and testing of its truth tty
lea.n~ed associations and medical teacher11 was invited and in·
deed 8011gbt. In most insta.ncf!s the effort was fruitless. The
n~:ry respectable and very inert class of men to whom I appealed,
manifested gf1nerally a timorous conservatism, and a fear of being
placed in any position which mwht cauee their scientific orthodo~y to be for a moment suspected. Finding thus that the lovtr
()( 'rllth for its own sake was a much less promine11t element in
the eharacter of: fublic men and conspicuous members of the
))rofessions than bad supposed, I became indifferent to their
o()pinioll8, and left them undisturbed in tbeir favorite position, ir..
lbe rear of an enlightmed public Pentiment.
A• honorable exceptions to these remarks, I might refer to a
.few promiMnl medical and lit~rary gentlemen1 whose moral
worth and unclouded. sagacity have rendered them the manly
frieJids. of truth. The Yarious judiciou~ reports of committees at
New York, Albanv and Boston, and in the We&t and South, havegive-a suffiCient evidence that whf!rever the science is fairly presented, impartial and judicious men appreciate it justly.
TbiB scieooe comprehends a minute system of Phrenology, the:lonne:J;ion~ corre!!pondence and l!ympathies between. the mind and
>ody; the science of cerebral physiology, or the exposition of th4t
l
eat of each physiological power in the brain ; the science of the
c . xtera.al relations of man, or the influence of fooJ, medicine, and
n toral ca.uses,-and psychology or the doctrine of man's spiritual
e. dstence, powerA and relations. It solves with beautiful simpJici . ty 1be problems of Anthropology-animal magnetism, insanity
nr. 1d pathology. The various doctrines of metaphysics, the doctri nee of dietetics, m·d the various contradictory systems of medici. te 11.0 longer bewilder the mind when ,·iewed in the light of this
11e1 7'1 phl.tosophy. By thoroughly understanding man, we are en·
nbl ed to understand with greater facility all things which are connee ted with· him, and by understanding the individual man, we
are enabled to appreciate truly the principles of society, educationand government.

LEC T, D'.-THE PROFER MODE OF STPDYING MAN.
Life
belon:,.

i•not eq~ally diffused through all the tissues to which it
1t has a special residence in the nerYous r:ubstance,

:e-
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&om .which it extends its infttlence and jurisdiction throughout
the subordinate apparatus of bones, ligaments, tendons, musel~,
membranee, circulating \'essell!l, viecem. and fluids. Animal life
commences in its lowest forms with the existenee of nervout1
matter, increases the amount ofnervous.matterisincrea!lt>d-become• varied and complicated with the increase and complication
of the nervous system-is rendered capable of intelligence, pas·
sions and affections, as this nervons system prest>nts a greatt>r
aggregation or brain, and throughout all classes and species of
the animal kingdom, corresponds in its progress or grade with the
developernent of nervous matter. Hence the nen·ous developement gives the true character or rank of the animal, and consti'tutes the proper basis for the classification- of the animal
·
·
kingdom.
Nervous matter is the fountain of conscious life, and of all the
phenomena of life-of mentality, health, disease, the senseto, tht>
muscular powel'S, the circulation, secretions, growth and decay of
all parts f1f the body. The subordinate tissues of the body
may therefore be regarded as the chemical materials, to be developed, moulded or changed by the plastic vital power of the
nervous substance.
To study man in his subordinate tissues, neglecting the nervous substance, must be considered an unphilosophical proceeding-it is a study of effects instead'of causes-of machinery iQstead of its moving power-it is a-gross mechanical and supt>rficial mode of viewing man. The vital powel'8 must be studied
in their true seat, not in their remote dependencies-they must
be studied in the controlJing nen·ous matter to which they belong. Neurology or the science of nervous matter, implies the
whole science of life.
In studying the nervous matter, we should examine the eontrolling, in preference to the subordinate parts. The brain is the
controlling portion, being the source of tbat influence which by
transmission along a motor nerve, produces muscular action,
and of varioua influences which modify or control every vital act.
We must then go to the brain as the primitive Peat of power, if
we would stody causes rather than effects. This brain is not only
the controlling power of the body, bot the seat of all our conscious
existence. It is now scarcely doubted by any one that it is the
organ of the mind.
It the brain be compreesed by a fracture of the skull and depression of the bone, we are totally unconseions or comatose
while a sufficient pressure is continued. If this pressure be produced by an etfusion of blood (as by the rupture of a blood vessel) or by a morbid determination, the same unconsciousness or
arrest of mental action ensues. If the brain be exposed by injury of the skull, we may at pleasure arrest all thought by a slight
pressure. If we observe the brain when thus exposed, we shall

as
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find that when the mental excitement is moat vivid, it ltecomes
expanded in volume ; and. wheR mental excitement diminishee,
it subsides to its previous limits. It is well known that under
mental excitement tbere.is an increased arterial determination to
the brain, and that the increased arterial flow to the brain p"oduced by passion or by the influence of fever, exalte the mental
powers. In short, it is well known that the mental powers arc
dependent upon the conditions of the brain as to circulation, and
are modified by its changes from health to disease, or from a firm .
to a soft structure, and vice 11ersa. Throughout life-from infancy to mfUlbood and old age, the changing states of its white
and gray substances correepond to the changes of the mental
powers in their progressive development and decay.
Man's real existence is in his brain--every passion, emotion,
aensation, perception, thought, impulse, or volition, is arrested
when we interrupt its action by pressure. We have muscular
motion, (by the limbs) sensation and perception, (by the external
senses) apparently exterior to, and independent of the brain; but
if we divide or compress the motor nerves which transmit the cerebral energies to the muscles, they are paralyzed-if we compress
or cut any sensitive nerves, the impressions made on the corresponding parts of the body are no longer felt-the sensations do
not exist, because the brain in its normal state does not create
them when the impressions do not reach it. It is obvious then
that sight, bearing, smell, taste, touch, hunger, thirst, feeling, the
sense of pain and other forms of sensation and perception, are,
physically speaking, but cerebral action, excited by external influences operating through the nerves, which are the cbannels of
access to the brain. The brain is alone competent to create any
of these sensations or perceptions without external ~sistance
hence various optic and auricular illusions are produced by its
disordered action, and pains sometimes felt in the body which
have no existence but in the brain, as when we apparently feel
pain in a limb that baa been amputated. All parts of the body
which may be deprived of nervous communication with the brain
are as entirely beyond the circle of our consciousness, as if they
constituted a part of the body of another individual.
Since then, our real existence is in the brain, since it contains
all our intellectual and affective faculties with the organs controlling all the physiological powers, there can be no other satisfactory ~ode of establishing a true Anthropology than the study
of the brain ; for if we can reveal its functions, we leam all the
powers of the mind and of the body-we learn their mutual
relatio,ns, sympathies, connections, anta.gonisms1 and all their
laws of action.

'
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LECT. Ill. THE PRINCIPAL METHODS OF STUDYING
THE BRAIN.
In what manner ehall we proceed to study tha brain? All
must admit the necessity of a thorough study of its an~tomy;
yet, unleas we learn something of its functions, this anatomy is
profitless and uninteresting; hence cerebral anatomy languished
until, in the hands of Gall and Spurzheim, it a.Jsumed a more
philosophical character and became connected with a doctrine of
the cerebral functions.
For the study of these functions three principal methods have
been adopted by eminent savana: lat. The method of Crani·
oscopy, practised by Gall and his followers. 2d. The study of
Pathological Anatomy. 3d. The mutilation o( the brains of
living animals. But neither Cranioscopy, Pathology, nor Vivi·
section ha. given satisfactory demonstrations, nor does the whole
•cope of the alleged re~ults of either embrace more t~an half of
the cerebral fwtctions.
The results of Vivisection have been the most un!!atisfactory.
But it has shown that slicing away the anterior and upper parts of
the brain of an animal produces a state of partial stupor-a lo~s
of itil intelligence and mental characteristics, without producing
any great detriment to its muscular and physiological functions ;
while injuries infiicted upon the basilar parts of the brain produce
evident derangements of muscular action, and are more aangerous to life. Vivisection is generally condemned and abandoned .
as equally cruel and fruitless.
.
Pathological Anatomy, too, has been extremely unprofitable.
"The results of Pathological Anatomy (say"' Muller) can, however,
never have more than a limited application to the physiology of
the brain. We are unacquainted with the laws according to
which the different parts of the organ participate in the functions
of each other, and we can only, in a general way, regard as ccr·
ta.in that organic diseases in one part of the brain may induce
cha.pges in the function of other pa.rta; but from these facts and
t 11e results of Pathological Anatomy, we cannot always draw
certain conclusions." Mr. Solly, after commenting on the general
failure of Vivisection, remark•, "(rom pathology we might natu·
rally expect sorer evidence; but even here the phyflliologist who
carefully examines its records is doomed to disappointment. As
will be proved hereafter, no certain light has yet shone on physiol·
ogy from this source." Cerebral pathology will not continue to be so
barren a. study when we have a true cerebral physiology to guide us.
The method of Dr. Gall-studying the growth and develope·
ment of the different parts of the brain, as indicated by the cranium-is the most simple, rational and successful of all the
methods adopted up to the present time. In bis hand11 it hu
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elicited a valuable and practical, though rude system of phrenology. Craniology, or akull-stody cannot perfect, nor ean it
positively demonstrate the scieuce.
The. observations of the craniologist are continually liable to
error. The irregular thickness of the skull constitutes a great
difficulty in the way of exact observation!§. By great expertness
arid accuracy of ol>servation, he may overcome this difficulty in
some degree, but whenever the brain is subject to any remarkable
influence, increasing or diminishing the activity and size of particular organs, the external form fails to indicate the internal
condition, because it can change but slightly, and with slowness after the skull is fully developed and ossified. Were the
skull composed of -more pliable materials, cranioscopy would be
more accurate in its facts, but while it preserves a uniform exterior, the interior often undergoes remarkable changes. Convolutions that are frequently called into action become bett: r
supplied with arterial blood, expand and grow, while the adjacent portion of the inner plate of the skull becomes absorbed,
and presents a remarkl.ble indentation. Convolutions that are
seld.om' in action shrink in size, and the adjacent bone grows in
upon them. Thus the skull becomes thinner at the site o( every
active organ, and thicker over every convolution that is inactive.
The translucency or opacity of the different parts of the skull,
when a light is placed in its interior, generally indicates the
active aud inactive organs. Hence. many skulls of fine exterior
reveal upon interior examination a degenerate character. Criminal heads generally present remarkable opacity, and thickne8"f
in the region of the moral organs, with distinct digital impressions
from the convolutions of the lower organs.
Thus all craniological observations are liable to inacuracy
even &a regards developement, and much more in regard to functional power. The activity, power and predominance of an
organ may be essentia.lly changed, without making any perceptible impression upon the interior of the skull, for an indefinite
period. Changes in excitement and circulation that revolutionize
the character, may leave but a slight impression upon the interior, and none upon the exterior of the cranium. The external
configuration of the skull is therefore not a true criterion of character when the influences of education, society, food, drink anJ
disease have greatly changed the natural bias.
Organs which easily expand laterally by encroachment upon
their neighbors, which i:~ a common effect of local excitement,
must be slow to make any impression upon the superjacent bono
of the cranium. Cranioscopy, moreover, is incompetent to indicate the developement of small regions or portions of a convolution; it gives but a rude survey of developement. Being thu:i
incapable of minuteness, accuracy and certainty, it cannot be
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.considered a proper and sufficient basis for cerebralecienoe. In
the banda of Gall and Spurzheim, it had already very nearly
.attained its limits as regards the subdivision of organ:i.
To what, then, can we resort, when the failqres of Pathology
and Vivisection are admitted, and we perceive. the limited exten'
of the uncertain results of Cr.aniotogy? Shall we not he compelled to resort to the same methods of investigation in' the
brain, which have been se successful in -establishing the phyl'iology of the nerves, viz: direct experiment in eKciting a!ld arresting the action of the various masses of nervous fibre. Every
sound physiologi.et must :perceive that we are compelled to reE>ol't
to experiment, or else to rest contented in ignorance of the true
.cerebral physiology. Muller perceiving this. remarks, ... the p•·indple for the advancemeat of the physiology of the nen·es then
remains tlae same, viz: experiment on the living ner\·es."
We therefore experimeRt on the living brain in that class of
persons who are susceptible of being thus influenced; hence
arises the last and most perfect method of -cultivating Anthropology, by Dl~R8 (1{ BUMA·N IMI'a£S8l81IA'l'Y.

LECT. lV .-IMPRESSIBILITY.
Our system of Anthropology relies, for its demoastratiOil, upoa
human impressibility. Impressibility in its ~eneral sense, or the
power of being affected by external.ages~ts, is proportional to the
<levelopement of life. Inorganic matter is affected only mechanically or chemicaUy-vegetation is powerfully affected by cauttes
which would have no perceptible influence -on stoRes or metal~.
and animals .are affected by remote objects, by sounds, by the
voice, aad by other influences which do not 11ffect vegetable ...
Animals of a higher grade are affected 1>y many moral influences
which produce no effect on the inferior clas$es, aad man, having
the fullest developemeut of an, is continually receiving a \'&ricty
of influences from nature and society, to which animals are
wholly inttensible. As man is superior tQ animals in impressibility, so is the man of ~enius, or the man of superior moral
sentiments more easily afl'ected by e\'erything that acldresses the
intellect or the sentiments, than the igaorant and selfish cla!!sea
of society. Superior impressibility is then the result of a superior developement of the organs which feet the various impressions.
For the purpose of anal)1ical experiments upon the human
functions, we require the developement of an organ which shall
CeP..l tlle ioftueoces ·W\6 use. We look w tl.e various forms oi
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Sensif>i1fty. The organ of physical seneiWiity is sitaated in the
tf'mples, immediately over the che~k bone. 1t feelt1 tlte influences
of tb.e various objects which aB'ect the eftlse of feelinl' in all its
modi6cations. Heat and cold, moisture &nd clryness, sound,
tight, and all the imponderable fluids produce their etfects upon
this region, and the more it is developed, the more powerfuHy are
we affected by such agencieP.
The porti9n of Sensibility which feels the influnces of the
human nerva1.1ra, is the highest portion of the organ, where it
eonnec\8 with Modesty, Somnoleace and lde~&lity. This we regard
as the Ppecial organ of Nervauric Impressibility, bec&UIIe it
renders the system so seneith·e to the nervaura, as to he strongly
affected whenever it is applied. This is the organ of Physical
fmpressibitity.
Mental impressibility is dependent upon higher intellectual
organs, which feel the influences of mind. · The power of recognizing mental action is w·pendent upon the intemal part of the
front l-obe, located- just above the root of the nose. This orgaa
gives physiognomical talent, and a ready tact in apprP-eiating
expre~sion of mind through the eye, countenance and gestures.
lt i.s the organ of Mental Sympathy, as diPplayed in the intercourse of l"ociety, and in the experimenu of animal magnetism.
Dy mt-aM of this organ a general relation is established between
the mind 'Of 1he operator and that of the ~object, which may exist
without the capaeity tor local impres8i.olli', which would de\·elope
particular organs. This organ, however, is devoted to active
perception rather thaa to passive impression. The faculay Qf
being mentalty impressed depends chiefly upoa the region of
Spirituality and 1\larvellousness.
.
Mental and nervous impressibilily being dependeat upon these
organs, it fOllows that a large develope~Mnt of the iront lobe
favors lmpressi~Hity, and that tbe occipital organs tend to diminitah it. lmpresl'ibility lies in a ~up of organs which sustaia
it, and may be expeeted t& accompany its developement. Sensibility, Somnolence, Dreaming, Ideality, Modesty, Humility,
Di~ease, Relaxation, &c., are its na•ural accompaniments; hence
it will be found most abundantly in those classes of society whicl!.
are most remarkable for refinement, eensitivene!'e, modesty, diffid"ence-, humility, or submissiveness, di~casf!, languor, debility and
inteltectual excitement. Religious excitement, love, mirthfulness,
thooghtfnlness, imagination, benevolence, sympadty, sincerity,
faith, philanthropy, hope, epicurism, intemperance, ardor, spirituality, effeminacy, imitation, romance and, in short, all amiable,
l'ensttive, intellectual, refining, relaxing influences may be
regarde-J as promotive of impressibility, ~nd their opposites as
calculated to destroy it.
It is fortunate that disease promotes impressibility, for it enables
the sick t;o. be·relieved. by manipulation, and it causes medicines

t"
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to operate more efficiently upon morbid constitutions. But impressibility does not imply dit~ease, although it may make the
fly stem more accessible to slight morbific agencies. We find individuals occasionally, of the highest tone of health and bodily
vigor, who are highly impressible. Nor doed it imply mental
weakness, for it is highly congenial to intellectuality, and is
occasionally found among the strongest and most cultivated
minds, Ner,·ous Impresasibility iii that condition in which the
nervaura has a powerful influence-in which the action of the
brain and all the \·ital functions of the constitution may be controlled and indefinitely changed by the application of the hands
of another individual-in which we are susceptible of bein~
totally revolutionized in character by application of the fingert~
to the various organs, so as to become, for the time being, miserable or gay, philosophical, felonious, murderous, angry, stupid,
insane, idiotic, drowsy, hot, cold, credulous, skeptical, timid, courageous, ,·ain, indolent, sensual, hungry, diffident, haughty, avaricious, &c; and in which the muscular strength, secretions, circulation, pulse, respiration, sen:<cs, and morbid or healthy conditions
of the frame may be caused or controlled by the nervaura
emitted from the band of the operator acting upon the brain of
the subject.
The number of individunld who can be thus affected is different
in different places. In southern climates they are more numerous
than in northern-in the pleasant weather of summer more than
in winter-in lecture roomi, ball rooms and places of fervid
religious worship, more than in the street and market place,
where the intellectual and moral faculties are less predominant.
In the southern states of the Union, thirty or forty per cent. of
the population will give at once distinct evidence of impressibility. ln the more northern, about ten per cent. will give indications of an influence from the hand.
Impressible subjects may be selected by the developement of
the organs of Impressibility, and the general predominance of
the frontal and coronal regions of the brain over the occipital.
The qualities already mentioned as favoring impressibility may
be studied in the character, or observed in the developement, as
they occupy the entire anterior half of the head, giving breadth
to the temple~. with height and projection to the fol'ehead. An
enlarged pupil of the eye will be one of the be~t symptoms, and,
in connection with a calm, spiritual, gentle expression of countenance, rarely fails to indicate impressibility.
To test impressibility apply the fingers upon the organ of
Somnolence, an inch horizontally behind the brow, with a very
gentle contact; your subject, after a few minutes, will mQ.nifest a
sensitiveness of the eye, and will wink oftener than usual-his
winking will be repeated and prolonged, until his eyelids droop
or remain closed-he is now somnolent and dreamy ; touch tho
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organ of f!lleep, and you will deepen his slumberous coftdition to actual sleep by an influence which torpifies the intellect
--or brush the exeitement from the spot touched and the effeda
are removed.
Let your subject stand erect before you, if you would have the
most delicate test, and apply both bands gently over the forehead
and moral organs, or upon the temples; then very slowly withdraw them, and continue tbiB process until you perceive that as
your hand is withdrawn, the head seems inclined to follow it as
if attracted; some will move thus but an inch or two, others will
be drawn forward and compeJled to follow you wherever you go,
or may be drawn down and prostrated upon the floor. You may
accomplish the same upon the back of the head or body-the
band, or any other part which is free to move ; but the foreheacl
is the best region, becau!ile the front lobe is the seat of Impressibility, and the operation cultivates that quality, by drawing
excitement into the brain, and especially the front lobe, thus
debilitating the muscular system and power of resistance.
Apply the fingers upon the organ of Relaxation, below the
cheek bone, and your subject, if standing, will become enfeebled,
unsteady in attitude, and incapable of supporting as great weight
as before in his extended hand. This will be counteracted by
touching the region of Energy.
The moat painful experiments may be made by placing the
hands upon the temples, and face, so as to cover the regions or
Senl!ibility, Disease, Relaxation and IITitability-the effect of
which would be to produce bodily weaknest~, l!ickness, pain, distrees and geaeral prostration; a condition which, if not relieved,
might result in severe diseaee, but which may be counteracted hy
dispening the excitement upward and backward, and by stimulating Health, Energy and Hardihood.
By grasping a metalic rod firmly in the hand while the other
end oC it rests in the relaxed hand of an impressible pel'!!on, you
may transmit a current of nervaura, which he will recognize
gradually entering hi11 arm at the hand, passing slowlJ up to the
shoulder, and then diffusing itselt' over the body.
One rna) test his own impressibility by placing the palm of
the hand in contact with any portion of the hPad or body of a
vigorous constitution for about twenty minuteP, and ob!'ervin;
the different impressions imparted by different local.tie:>. If the
band be held in contact with an individual suffel"ing from somn
active form of disease, resting upon the forehead or the pit ot'
the stomach, the morbid symptoms will bP. very pt>rceptihly tranPferred to any one of an impressible constitution; but I would not
recommend the experiment to any but those who are embarTa!ilt~ed
by a conl!titutional skeptici!•m, which hinders their believing anything which is not impre!lsed upon their own Fen!!es.
An easy method of te~ting our I!UI!ceptibility is by holding !!orne
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active medicinal substance between tbe . haods while sitting at
ease (without knowing what the prop.erties of the substance are,)
and holding other active substances at different times, to compare the effects which they produce upon the constitution. After
such experiment, if the effects should in any case be greater than
we desire, the in6uc:nce should be removed by dispersive passes
on the hands and down the arms.

LECTURE V.-IMPRESSIBILITY CONTINUED.
Having aacerta.ined the impreesibility of your subject, you may
experimEnt pusively or actively. In the passive method he sits
at ease and you apply your fingers upon the organs you wish to
excite; he feels the effect and reports his sensaUone in convenation. In the active method he places his fingers upon your own
head, or upon the head of any one who may be selected, and
feels an infloe~ce or Nervaura passing from the point of contact
into his system, reproducing in himself the characteristic influence of the organ touched. Touching Mirthfulness, he feels a
pleasant but rather debilitating sensa.tion, passing up the arm,
which diffuses through his system, producing a bright happy fuling, or perhaps even producing laugbter-touching Viseast', he
(eels a debility and pain diffusing through his system, developing
latent morbid symptoma. and seriously iJUuring his health. Laying his hand on the region of Firmness and Health, he receives a
etl'engthening and beneficial infiuence-an influence which I have
myself distinctly perceived, and which I have felt more decidedly
hours after the experiment than at the time.
In the passive method, you revolutionize his character, and may
make him do acts the most contrary to his natural dispoeition.ln the active method he is more independent and repl)rte his perceptions for your instruction. He feels the exact character of
eacll organ. He determines its strength by the influence it imparts-he arrives at a correct knowledge of the Cunetion of each
portion of your brain and the degree of excitement, power, activity and cultivation in each organ,. He thus etfecw a sympathetic diagnosis of the whole character and bodily condition, for
he determines the physiological and morbid conditions as easily
as the mental; he ttympathizes with the states of your circulation,
digestion and muscular system when touching the appropriate
organs, and may even feel your morbid conditions so as to produce serious injury to his own health. Of this I have had satisfactory evidence recently in my own person after contact with
patients. At this moment I am sutferiQg from the etfecta of my
operations for their relief.
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~ The ~·mpathetie diagnosis ia an almost infallible test of char-

acter-a good subject will disco,·er the moat concealed and mysterious traits-he will also manifest an astonishing power of understanding, and describing the disease of the patient with whom
he is properly brought into contact, upon touchmg the appropriate
organs. If possessing the higheit impreasibility, he should observe well the autagonistic organs, that be may be properly hal·
anced and not too mllch aJfected by any one influence. He may
accomplish this diagnosis of character simply by touching the organ of Consciousness on the forehead, from which he will obtain
a general idea of the individual, or even by touching the inside of
the hand, or the median line of the body along the chest and as
low as the epigastrium.
He has a still more wonderful power-he can place his hand
upon a letter and feel from it the nervaura imparted to it by the
writer as if he had been in contact with his hand or head, and
thus make an accurate sympathetic diagnosis of the character.
Yon will find many persons who are capable of feeling the influence of any 11trongly marked letter which you may place upon
their foreheads, and of discovering the difference between one or
pleasant intellectual and moral influence and one of violent 01·
gloomy passions.
There is another striking display of Impressibility in the use of
medicines. Without swallowing, tasting or smelling the medicine-simply by holding it in the hand or upon the L'urface of the
body, its whole effects may be realized and accurately described.
But even contact is not necessary I A medicine en\·eloped in folds
of paper will exert its medicinal influt'n•e upon the conl!titution,
in a decisive manner. The subject, knowing nothing of the contents of the paper, will describe with accuracy its characteristic
effects as be feels them. This power is valuable for the exploration of the materia medica. It will correct the errors of old sys·
terns, and add much new knowledge by the discovery of ,·aluable
medicines. This is the use to which I intend to apply it.
The sympathetic diagnosis of the constitution is of great importance in explaining its condition, and this diagnosis of disease
i~ of great value, especially when the patient, being an infant,
comatose, or deranged, cannot explain his owp case.
The diagnosis of character is invaluable as a test of its present
condition and especially in watching over the progressive development of the young. The invel!tigation upon autographs opens
n wide range of knowledge, and may enable us to know much
more of history and biography than at present we can attaia.
But the greatest result of human impressibility is the tlynamic
anatomy of man-the developement of every organic function,
nnd establishment of a true anthropology by experiment upon the
brain.
To the imprestoible class there is the great benefit of having
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disease and pain removed.by manipulation without medicine, and
of using medicine in a safer and more manageable style exter·
nally.
Impressibility also contributes to the general harmony of society and bappinesa of domestic life by allowing the various eharaeten \o exert a mutual influence, which produces adaptation and
similarity of diaposition. It i8 an important source of sympathy.
In the experiments just described, if the operator £rbould be impressible, he will be affected as well as the subject, and if more
impressible than the subject, he may feel a stronger inftuenoethe subject not being usually so much affected by an impressible
operator. Two impressibles may affect each other, but usually
the excitement is most conspicuous in the one m.o st impressible,
and slight in the other.
In some eases the operator's temperament does not impart any
excitement to the subject, but rather enfeebles the organs which
he touches, and diminishes sensibly their manifestation. There
are rare cases, too, in which the individual experiences these benumbing influences from almost every one with whom he comes
into contact. The effect i8 just the revene of what is expected.
Touching Mirthfulness makes him morose, and touching the region of relaxation and disease bas a bracing effect- -touching the
intellectual region stupefies-touching the moral region is un·
pleasant.
The operator should use his hand deliberately, making but a
alight contact with the organ to be excited. A slight touch and
withdrawal is generally the best method; pressure is very objectionable. All excitemenu should be removed as soon as practi·
cable, unless they are such aa we would wit•h to remain. In dispaning the exeitell)ent from any organ we should be careful not
to manipulate toward the region of Disease. It is best at the
close of our experiments to remove the various special excitements, and to excite the region of Health as the best permanent
influence. By repeated excitement of particular organs, their organic strength may be materially increased and the character
modified as in the usual course of education. The time may ar·
rive when a large portion of the human race shall be trained up
by these gentle influences, in the best possible physiological and
moral conditions. At present, not more than one or two in a
hundred can be perfectly and readily controlled in this manner,
without previous preparation, but a very considerable number may
be rendered impres!ible be a proper training, and a very large
number may be beneficially affected, who cannot be absolutely
controlled.
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LECTURE VI.-IMPRESSIBILITY-CONTINUED.
The excitement of the brain by the application of the fingers
to the head, is owing to the attractive influence wMch the hand
exerta in e\·ery portion of its inner surface, and the peculiar exciting power of its NervaQJ'a. The cerebral excitement and circulation being thus attracted to a particular apot, that organ mnat
be increaaed in power, and if its aupply of blood is increased,the
.-upply of other organs must be diminished-hence its absolute
predominance.
No mental effort is o11ed, no attention is necessary-the Mesmeric formula are entirely discarded. It must be remembered
that all of our experiments are made without any Mesmeric preparation or somnambulism, and that both operator and subject are
equally awake, intelligent, conscious, independent and self-possessed.
Every organ influences the whole temperament, and every organ partakes of the influences of the other organs ; consequent·
ly the hand, or any cerebral organ, or any part of the body may
impart the characteristic influence of the whole temperament, as
in the sick a morbid influence will be imparted upon contact with
any part of the system whatever. Impressible persons should
therefore be extremely cautious, not only as to being operated
upon, but as to contact with other persons, and as to their Bociety.
Those who are acquainted with the wonderful facts of animal
magnetism, and know the powers of mental sympathy would be
tempted to imagine our wakeful operations to be also illustrations
of the power of an operator's wishes and thoughts over the subject. To test this, I select persons totally unacquainted with the
subject, or at least unacquainted with the special organs, and direct them to experiment upon each other-they produce the same
results without my agency, or in my absence, which are produced
in my own experiments. Those who can feel the influence of
any medicine wrapped up in paper, or any mental influence attached to a letter, are not dependent upon me for the exercise of
such powers any more than tor the exercise of sight, smell or
taste. They make such experiments without my presence, for
their own satisfaction, and exercise such faculties in my presence
when I am not aware of what they are doing. The perception
of the mental influences attached to each cerebral organ is equally an independent power, which they can exercise upon any individual at pleasure, and the truth of which they demonstrate by
the accuracy of their results.
These powers require to bE~ cultivated by pleasant society or
calm intellectual pursuits. Hardships, coarse labor, violent or
stern passions, intense selfishness, daily collisions and the incessant pursuit of money, are the great opponents of impressibility
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Like every other quality, it may be cultivated by contact or asaociation with the impressible. SmaU parties of impressible per~
sons present extremely interestin@ phenomena, this faculty being
then heighteud by auociation with others who po81!ess it. A
sympathy may thus be established between two impressible persons,
which will go to great lengths. Operators become more impressible by contact with impressible patients, and especially by touching the organs of impressibility. The letter of an impressible
person applied to the forehead also tends to promote impressibility,
if its inHuence can be felt.
The increase of impressibility from contact with the impressi·
bte, I have sensibly experienced in my ownrerson . At first I
experienced no perceptible effects, but now, if continue long experimenting upon any organ or class of organs, I am sure to experience some effect, which may not be perceptible ir, its access,
but which is ultimately obvious upon comparison with the previous condition.
The phenomena of impreseibility are aU in harmony with experience and physiology. It presents simply exalted sensibility
and excitability-a great capacity of being affected by the im·
ponderable fluids-and the influence of one constitution upoa
a:tother which i• demonstrated by the facts of contagion and the
mental sympathies of social intercourse.
We may be certain that the effects of oar e:aperiments are not
the effects of imagination, because lhey are coincident in cllil'erent persons and obey regular laws-because, too, they are independent of. and sometimes contrary to, the previous opinions of
both operator and subject. If the operator slightly mistakes the
location of an organ, he fail• notwithstanding his bet~t effortsthe subject being independent of his wishes and opinions, whether
expressed or not. Moreover, the power of the impressible constitution to develope the truth is beyond a doubt. He who can
fee) tho influence of an enveloped medicine, and accurately describe it-who can feel and portray the mental influence connected
with any Jetter, and who can describe correctly the power of any
of our faculties by touching upon its organ, must be regarded as
highly capable of portraying the character of any organic influence with which he is brought into contact, and thus revealing
the true cerebral functions, since this is but a simpler exercise of
the same power.
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LEer. VU.-MENrAL OR IMAGINATIVEIMPRESSIBII.ITY
A species of Impressibility h8.3 been recently employed by the
cultivators of Mesmerism, which I have always studiously avoided in experimental enquiries. The ideal and marvelous state of
the mind, which renders one a passive believer of whatever he is
told in an energetic manner, makelf us liable to be played upon
by the assertions and manners of a vigorous operator. In this
passively credulous condition, whatever is impressed upon our
minds produces 8.3 much elfect upon us as if we believed it from
the force of satisfactory evidence. Thus, powerful effects may be
produced, for when we positively believe anything, the belief
has a great power in the way of making us realize that which we
believe. The belief that we are about to be injured, inflicts a
preparatory injury, and causes us to succumb more readily to the
infliction, unless our energies have been roused to rel'ist it. The
belief that we are about to receive a benefit confers a preparatory pleasure, and enables us to realize the benefit in advance.
Hence, those who possess a great defll of Mental Impressibility,
or who, in other words, have a predominant developement of
Marvelousness, Spirituality, Ideality and lmagihation, may be
greatly benefitted or injured by mental impre<'sions upon their
unresil'ting faith. Such experiments demonstrate the power of
imagination, and the wondel'ful facility of mental impressions,
when the credencive faculties are in ascendancy. But as these
propositions were old and familiar truths, there was nothing new
in the demonstration, but the facility with which such results
would be produced, and the extent to which they could be carried,
by means of a preparatory process to develope impresl.'ibility.
The processes for producing this condeneive condition were the
same as those for producing nervous impre:.o~<'ibility, and the two
species often accompanied each other in their manifcstatiou,
(see cut on modes of experimental inquiry.)
The imaginative form of impressibility has pro,·ed very valuable in the way of healing disease, and may be made very ttervice·
able indeed in the reformation of the moral character. It fur
nishes too, the most striking displays for popular exhibitionillustrating the power of the mind of one, over the minds and bodies
of others. But for the purpose of scientific investigation of the
brain and constitution of man, it is of no value, as it controls all
the functions of the constitution wiihout pointing out the loca·
tion of any.
Imaginative impressibility may exist in a high degt·ee, when
the nervous impressibility is not sufficient to permit the !.ocal ~x·
eitement of the organs of the brain, or the performance of delicate experiments upon impressibility. On the other hand, nervous
mpressibility may exist in high perfection, with but little of
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·. imqomative impressibility although the individuals may be competent to mahifest it after a proper preparatory pr~el!ll . ·
The impmtartce of Imaginative lmpt'e:51!ibility is very great ill
the education of the young, and in forming the character of a
nation. Doctrines which .w~ are taught to belie,,e, exert a. tteady
and powerful influence upon the character. Society alld the objects which we habitually ob11erve or contemplate insensibly
.ohape our own character ana conduct. The influence of natural
scenet·y is felt and ackno wledged by aU. The examples of leaders,
kings, nobles, teachers, prie$ta, &c., are continually operating
upon the popular mind, and modifying the national characteristics.
The popular idea of God exerts a powerful influence over natioa.a.l character. The freq uent contemplation of his supposed a\tributes tends to reproduce them in the minds of his zealous wor"'ltip pers. The character flscribed to any individual by aociety
operates upon him in a like manner, and he ia vety strongly
tempted to become i.n reality what he has been styled.
Those who are treated as criminalt~ are not apt ro refbrm wbile
· .nRder the influence·-of scorn and hatred, and while tbe piotnre of
their own baseness is continually held up before them. But when
they are made aware of the innate capaeities of humanit~', and
a better career held up befbre taeir mi~a, tbe inftuence of such
pictures, insensibly refornas their characte».' When an impres:;i, -.ble subject is placed in a passive credenciv& cotldition, those impressions may be made on his mind which are best for his moral ·.
and phyl'lical welfare.
The illusioas comrftonly prvduced by
public exhibitors, such 8.tl making him fancy a ca.11e a snalte-tbe
floor before him a river or lake-a chair a cQaeh-hiniself a
king, a clergyman, or a drunkard--and- making the persons
around him represent various charactcra to pl'oduce an amu:5ing
.scene, are demonstration:5 of a po\\"er that sbould be applied ~
good purposes. . It baa already been shown that it may in many
cases be applied to the cure of disea.oc, aid I have no doubt that
our state prisons, and houses of refuge may furnish examples of
criminal~, and every city examples of drunkards who might be
placed under the influence of this treatment, for the cure of crime,
intemperance, and other serious evils, in the character and constitution. Indeed, under existing circumstances, I deem it the imperotive duty of our state go\·ernments and prison superintendt'nts w
make a fair and thorough trial of the practicability of thu11
reforming criminals.
Experiments upoft mental impres~ibility possess this great
advantage over other Mesmctic proceedures, that the operator is
not required to be in frequent and prolonged contact with his
.subjects, and need not, therefore, suffer from the injurious influ- •
ences upon his. body and mind, to which depraved and disea;ed.
Ol"ganizations gh·e rise. The operator merely addt·esses his
statements and commands to his prepared s~;bject, and occupiee
an indepcndeat position, fre& from IUOrbid sympathies, and
l'equiring no exhac.stiar tabor.
4
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LECT. Vlli.-THE BEST METHODS OF CEHEBRAL L'\"VEST1GATION.
\Vhen the resources of Pathology, Vivisection and Cranioscopy
haYe been exhausted, we still ha\·e the best methods of imcstigation left-method., which do not depend upon the study of the
torms of bones, o1· of pathological, obscure and abnormal phenomena-but which !;tudy directly the vital fuuctions of nen·ous
matte1·, and may; therefore, be collectively designated as the
Ncuro/Qf!.·i.l·a lmodc d inve:stigation.
These are the SeNSITIVE, the bTUITivE, the CoNcENTRATIVE, and
the SnJPATH£1'1C metlwd:s.
1. l:ii:NSITIVE 1\I.~:.Tuon-watching the various sensations of the
he!ld produced by mental excitement. lly oLserdng the fullne:;.s,
ten:;;iun, heat, aching, pain, throbbing, weight and ,-arious other
f'.ensations, with thei1· exact localities, we may leai'D the exact
location of the organs in the head, and the kind or degree of excitement to which they have been subjected. This method which
I lune been practisi11g for yeari!, has gi,·en me much additional.
certainty in rcfercnG.e to the cerebml organs, and i~>, I bclie,-e,
in many respects equal to Craniorcop~·, as a means of determining their locution:>. I \\·ould mention a few incillcnt:> of my per.aonal expericm·e, to encourage others to engage in investigations
by the sensitive method, which may become very ,·aluable when
a sulficient uumbcr of competent observers ha\'e given us their
report:~. The exe1·cise of the perceptive organs in crnniological
obo:erv at ions upon a con.t<i~erable number of heads has ghen me
the daaracteri«tic sensations resulting from cerebral fatigue, in
the brow, and particularly at the location of the organs of Form
and ::;i:;.e. The same sensation, though less intense,has been
producf'd by other excrci:;cs of the pe&·ceptive organs. The delivery of an argumentative lecture generally leaves me with a marked l'ensation in the upper portion of the forehead, not such as
indicate:» fatigue, but suHicient to indicate a strong local excitement of the brain . A lecture dealing less inprinciples and moro
in the simple narration of facts,, by means of the memory,
makes less impression upon the upper portion of the forehead,
and leaves the impressions upon the middle and lower portion.
The exercise of the moral emotions by means of social intercour~:~e or by appeal,. to the higher sentiments in public lecturing,
produces a very marked fullness in the upper region of the head
and on occa.... ions of strong excitement, not only a fullness, but
a vcht:ment throbbing. The excitement of Combativeness by its
manifestation in an opponent, has produced a very distinct tense,
brbtling sem~ation, accurately indicating the position of that
organ in each hemisphere. The excitemen.t of Irritability and
Anx.iety has produced a marked sensation at the localities oC
those organs, which if increased would have amounted to an
...
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~e. By such observations as these I have c;>btained a positive
hwwledgc of the localities of the greater portion of the cerebral
organs ; and I can at any time, by giving clo~ attention to the
sensations of the head, determine from what I feel, what is the
oondition of the various portions of the brain, and w~1at is the
amount or character of mental action which the various organs
have undergone. The absence of mental excitement is shown
by the entire absence of sensation. Mental excitement, which
is, or has lately been, in · progcese, i.e manifested by sensations oC
alight fullness, tension and warmth. When carried to excese, it
produces a sensation resembling an ache, but not decidedly painful-corresponding rather with the sensation of fatigue in the
limbs. When the impressions to which an o~a.n has been sub-:
jected have been of an unpleasant character, the eiect is shown·
by a slight superficial tenderness at its locality, which usually
does not attract attention until it bas been, pre\!sed upon. The
study of these sensations is highly instructive-showing the
character of the mental imp~sions to which we have been subjected. A more intense, painful impression may leave a local
ache or a chronic fullness and ten~rocss, and will often cause
the hair to turn gray at the site of tire organ. The hair is most
apt to turn gray on the temples near the ear, because that i:; the
region of anxiety ; but painfol impressions especially of a feaJ'o
ful, anxious character, may ~biten the hair of any portion of the
head, and inte!lse aJarm, by affecting the whole brain, may cause
the whole hair to turn gray in a very short time.
2. Tru: brorrtvE MeTaoD.-This method consists of determining the mental functions and localities by direct perception.
There is an intuitive or clairvoyant power in the human mind,
which is competent to the direct perception and determination of
truth. The clairvoyant sees distant objects-recognizes eventa
now in progreM-·penetrates the hidden qualities and traits of character, and even recognizes events which have happened or which
may happen. Clairvoyance or Intuition ia therefore competent to
the revelation of the functions of the human brain as well as other
mysteries of science. A clairvoyant of a well disciplined philosophical mind, free from the errors of imagination, is the true
telescope and microscope of Phrenological science.
.
3. CONCENTRATIVE ExciTEMENT.-This is the scientific demonstration of the cerebral functions-the method which I discovered
,in 1841, of exciting the cerebral organs to compel them to man, ifest their functions. The application of heat and cold to the •
various parts of the body and head-of galvanic currents and of
medical stimulants and sedatives may concentrate the nervous
excitement to any one spot, and diminish the activity of othel' parts so as to produce a decided predominance of the stimulated orgaa. By Car the beat method for such purposes is to use
the stimulus of the nervaura by applying the hand. The finger
or hand applied to any portion of the head excites the 1111bjacent
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organs by an attractive inOllenee, and in highly impreseiWe pereons will:produce an immediate and striking effect. Thus, anger,
joy, avarice, mirtll, pride, imagination, memory, fear, or any otb·
er faculty may be aroused by touching its locality for a few moments, and by a series of such experiments the functioll8 of every
organ in the brain m~t.y be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the
experimenter and his subject. Since this discovery we no longer
need to occupy ourselves in calculating the probable functions o(
the brain from a vast number of indefinite facts in craniology-a
aimple and easy experiment place$ cerebral science upon as poe·
itive a foundation as chemistry, anatomy or physiology.
4. SYMPATHETic DIAGNosJs.-The best method for accuracy and
convenience-is that modification of the concentrative method
known as the sympathetic diagnosis; accordingly I rely chiefly
upon ~is method in the investigation of nervous fUnctions. Tha~
this method furnishes accurate and scientific information may
easily be shown in the follo\ving manner. Let an impressible
person hold in his hand a packet of enveloped medicine, (unacqllainted with its contents), until he feels its influence. He will
be able to describe its true physiolo~ical influence and
tendency. Let him place his band in contact with the epigastrium, the forehead or rnm the btlud of a patient with an active
disease, he will be able to describe sympathetically the morbid
phenomena or sufferings of the patient. Let him place his band
for twenty minutes upon any part of the bead or body of a healthy
individual, and closely scrutinize his own mental and physical
condition, after he has been .thus in contact with different parts of
the head and body. He will perceive a distinct and peculiar impression from each point of eon tact, corresponding to the mental
and physical influence or function of the part touched. Let him
dms examine. carefully the various portions of the brain, and be
will discol'l!r the whole syste~ of phrenological functions. Lea
him touch the different parts o( the head with Pome conducting
medium, receiving the impression for example through a pencil
or metallic bar, and he will discover that the nervaura is actually
transmissible, and produces the same influences as when in absolute contact. Having thus made a complete diagnosis or survey
of the brain, and felt in himself all the emotions or faculties of
the various organs with an intensity and variety corresponding
to their character in the brain examined, he will need no additional evidence of the functions of the brain for himself; but fow
others he can afford a perf6ct demonstration of his accuracy,·
8howing that he is not liable to be misled by his imagination.This will be done by an experiment requiring great accuracy of
perceptio~ in which any imaginative influence would necessarily
eause a fatlure. If a letter is placed on his forehead and subjected to his scrutiny by means of sympathetic impressions he
will derive therefrom a correct impression of the entire mental
and physiological cbaraeter of the writer, of whom he knows
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oothing, and eoaceraing whom the exercise of his imagination
would inevitably mielead him &om the truth. According to the
mathematical.doctrine of chances, purely imaginative conjectures
must inevitably lead to error. After this poeitive demonstration
of the sympathetic diagnosis of the entire mind-the demoRstration of a special analytical diagnosis may be made equally ell:·
aet. He may touch and describe the different region• of the brain
without seeing or knowing the part with which he is in ·contact.
Or if a small strip of paper is placed in contact for a few minutes with any portion of the head, especially of the forehead, o(
a person of active brain, and then transferred at once to tbe
centre of the fol'flhead of the impressible rmbject, he will recognize in a few moments an impression not of the whole character
as from the autograph, but of tbe &pecial organ with which the
paper bad been in contact, and will deseribe the functions.of that
organ, as satisfactorily as if be had been in iinmeJiate contact
with it by touching the bead.
What farther ,or more perfect demonfltrationl'l can be requh-ed
to prove that Neurology thus developed is an exact and positive
science? There are many unfOrtunately organized individuals,
who have too little logical acumen, too little mental liberality or
pliability, to receive and accredit the best demonstrations of new
truths. But certainly all honorable scientific m~n, who profea
to teach or to understand the principles of anthropology, owe it
to themselves and to mankind not to overlook a thorough demonstration which gives us access to a world of new truths. h will
not be very creditable to any twen of the humblest preten!Mons to
science-far lees to its aspiring teacbera, if in the nineteenth century they repeat the conduct of the Italian professors, who, after
Galileo had determined by a public experiment the true and
equal rates of movement in falling bodies, continued as before
to teach the faneif!s of Aristot~, unconscious of the probability
that in a more enli¥htened age the self complacent fully of their
course might be remembered only because too absurdly ludicrous
to be forgotten .

.

"

LECT. IX.-THE TRUE SYSTEM OF ANTHROPOLOGY:
Our experimental developement of the functions of the brain ,
must constitute, when completed, the science of man. That science has not at present any systematic existence. The only WOI'd
in our language which indicates such a science is seldom d,isturbed
from its repo.e in the dictionary, because there is no system to
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which it eM be applied. • Now we are compelled to use thit
term ANTlfllotoLOoY, becaua~ the study of the brain is the study
of man.
HeretoforP., in place of one system of Anthropology, we have
bad four or five partial sketches of man.
From the earliest periods men h~ve speculated upon the human
mind, consulting their own internal consciousness, and the facta
of daily observation, for data in their reasoning. As each
philosoph&" differed in character, the consciousness of each was
ditrerent; aod, consequently, the doctrines. But when the conect
data have been obtained, metaphysical reasoning upon our
faculties traces their relations, and analyzes· each compound·
faculty into simple(elements. The more rigorous the analysis,
the fewer simple faculties are recognized. One admits Memory
and Reason as distinct faculties; another analyzes them into a
simple power of Association. One may recognize twenty
elements of character, another may reduce them to ten, and a
third may reduce them, by a more rigid analysis, to two. He
may prove that we have but the powers of perception and of
association; and out of these simple elements he may construct
all the compound faculties of will, memory, reason, fancy, and all
the emotions and pas ·ions. The same process of reasoning
carried one step farther, simply results in this: that we have a
primitive power of mind, from which all the various faculties
arise, and here we are at the end of the analysis. The metaphysical plan, therefore, results in nothing; applied to the determination of our primitive faculties, it is more perfectly nugatory
in proportion as it is more perfectly carried out.
Phi'enologists, avciding this destructive analyeis, look at human
nature as it is, instead of looking for a theoretical substratum.
They are in advance of met~bysicians, as chemists are in
advance of the alchemists. Th~ recognize certain faculties aRd
passions as essentially distinct, and like the simple bodies of
chemistry, not to be confounded, and not composed of the same
ultimate elements. They seek to locate theie faculties and
pa:>sions in the brain, anti in the general results they are 1.1ustained
by the common sense and common observation of mankind.
Yet it is impossible, by craniology, to forlJl an acC'Ilratc science,
on account of the irregular and uncertain thickness of the skull,
and the varying conditions of the brain. Craniology, thus far,
has mlide but an imperfect survey of the organs-has not de,·el·oped the functious of the concealed base of the brain, and has
gtven its phrenological without its physiological powers. It is,
therefore, but a partial view of the human constitution.
·
Physiology and Anatomy explain our bodily constitution and
functions, but without explaining the source or moving power of
• This sentence was written nearly ten years since, and was thon strictly true. Since
that period the public mind hu been mnch ar~ued from iu torpor on anch anbjecta, and ti.J.e
word ia no longer 10 unfaDiiliar.
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all these functions. While they refer everything to the- brn.fn anJ
nerves as the llOW'Ce or seat of every function, they tell u;; almo;;t
nothin~ of the power of tbe brain it~elf, which i6 the ma,.ter of
all. They deal in facts or etfectd wiLhout causes; and until they
me to a recognition of tbode cause.;, they cannot he philosophical
or ~atisfactory.
1
The natural history of man, !\\l(l hi:~ general t!Ocial history
furnish a vast magazine of materials, but they do not . f.trnish
the ~»hilosophy or explanation of tllt~ir facts.
The experimental operationd of Animal Magnetism have
furnisheu us a stock of very wondet·ful facttt, withrmt any explnnation-sheddina; a meteoric light o\·er the constitution of mall,
but leaving us enveloped in night and mydtery.
X either of these is a system of Anthropology; nor clo all of
them put together make a complete science of mn.n. Tlwy are
unconnected, partial surveys of ,the human constitution. History
offers us a store of matet·ials; l\Ietaphysic::~, a mental alchemy;
Phrenology, a comparison of the mind with the brain; Physi·
ology, a survey of' the body; Animal .i.\lagnctism, a collection o(
wonders.
These f•·agment:t of Anthropology, uncombined as they are,
resemble the planets of the solat• ~:~ystem, void of a :;un, wander·
ing in lawle;;,; orbits, and often in collision with each other. The
brain is the sun-the centre of the true Anthropo•ogy. Physiology is its downward influence, or manifestation iQ. the body ;
Phrenology its upward inlluence, or manifestation in the mind;
Animal ~Iagnetism is the di~play of a few of its most remarkable
faculties, and all history is tmt an extensive display of it~
capacities .
.Neurology, taking the brain as the centre, and tracing therefrom the subordinn.te sciences of its effects, unites them into one
harmoniou» system-a full atHl perfect .Anthropology-tracing the
relations of man upward to his Creator and tbe spil'itualworlddownward to inorganic matter, and all that atfecttt his physical
life-inward to his O\Vn con~<titution and consciolld life, and
around to his fellow bflings-it enables us to comprehend his
true position, and the laiVs of his life and growth.
.
Not only does ~.eurology com;>lete, connect, and unitize the
fragmen!f of anthropological science; it supplies a great bin.tus
in the circle of sciences relating to mao. The broad foundation
of Anthropology hai been carefully laid by anntomiots and
physiologist~:~, itl descrlhing the structure and operations of the
body. In the regular progrnds of science, they should have next
d~vefoped cerebral physiology. But this !!Uperstructurc has not
been reared upon the anatomical foundation. The abortive
attempts of vivisectord and pathologists have let\ the physiological edifice in an unfini"hed and unsightly coodition. No one
has appeared to complete this undertaking.
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The: ~ise architeCt&·l'lhO build. from above downwards, baYe
ereeted a misty and exotenaive su~rstructure above this unfinished
work, but· have not yet reached· doli\'D to its solid walls, or el"tabli.&hed any connection between .themt!elvcs and the anatomists .
.Metaphysicians and p11ychologisb have given us a vast deal of
phil~sophy, science, and speculation concerning the mind, but
have contemplated the mind entil'f\ly apart from the body.
Whether the edifice erected from below will unite with their airy
atructure above, and recognize it ae a part of one great whole,
remains to be seen.
·
In this state of progreas Gall perceived the immense void, nnd
attempted to establish a connection, by building upward. He
built up t~ unfinished department of CEREBRAL ANATOMY, and
upon that solid foundation erectetl a system of mental philosophy,
which thrust W!jde the misty sytttems of his predect>PsQrs. They
scoffed at his creation as a rude unfinished work, without systP.m
or architectural ornament, and without the necessary elevation
"r m an's. spiritual dignity. NeYerthcless, his work was well
done, although unfini::>hcd and rude, and the greatet• pot1.ion of
IDs consti'Uction will permanently endure. .
But Gall did not finish the anthropological edifice. He demon~trated the con.nexion of the mind with the several portions
of the brain, but he did not demenstrate tlte relations of the hrnin
to the body as its phyl:'iological govcmot·, nor did he demonstrate
the relations of 1,he mind and brain to the higher realms of Pneumatology. Be demon1:tratcd CEREnR,\L PuR.ENOLOGV alone; omiUing
CEREBRA L PnYSlOLUGY and CEREBRAL P TcuoLoav. Thus he occupied
an intermediate position between Physiologists and P:,;ychologi~te
without coming into actual contact with either-there being an
intermediate unde,·eloped science on either hand, separating him
from the Psychologists above aDd the Physiologists below.
J.t now remains for us to fill these vacancies-to trace the functions 9f the brain in connexion with th'.: body, and thus establh•h
CEREBR,\L l'uvsroLocv, which completes the liltructure of anntomicophy:;iological scieRce. To thia we must superadd a true CEREBRAL
PuR ENOLOGY, by correcting and completing the discoveries of Gall.
And upon this we must erect a system of P~ycb8logy with a scientific cerebral basis, which shall give us the laws and natural hietory of man's !!piritual nature.
,
Thus it is necessary to creat.. two new departments of sdence. ·
CEREBRAL Puvs1ot.oov, toward11 whicll we ha\'e but a few facts furnished by vivisection, by pathc>logy and by inference from the
discoveries of Gall, and CEREBIAL PsvcuoLoGY, for which we have
a \"cry liberal supply of materials furnished by historians, metaphysician~, psychologi~ts and magnetil'ts. Thus will the unconnected labors of the Physiolo~i::!ts, Gall and the P~ychologists be
brought into connexion and unity, while the laws of harmony in
the great unitary structure re~ulting, will enable us to correct th.e
errors of its o\!everal part!!.
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LECT. X.-CRANIOLOGY.
The developement of the skull corresponds in general to the
developement of the brain, and where the brain h1 uniformly active in all itd parts, the outline of tbe cranium will indicate the
true outline of the character, but in proportion as t:pecial orgaM
have been over-active or torpid, the character will depart from
the outline of the cranium. This is most often observed in criminhls, in the uneducated and vicious, in the very old and diseased.
In the young and healthy, in those of active "'·ell-trained mind:~,
who have not been placed under any influences which might distort the natural character, we observe the most perfect accordaoee
of the skull and character. Wherever the organs become inactive through lac1c of exercise, they shrink in size, the bone thickens
by gi'Owing inward, and the skull becomes opaque .. When organ~tt
me very much exercised they increase in size and the adjacenc
bone recedes by ab orption. until the inner. surface is indented
with a digital impres<:ion and the skull is made at that spot
1ran lucent. Hence a light placed within the cavity of the ekull
reveals the relative aetivity of the organs and the probable couree
of the individual in life. Upon this method I have mainly relied
in the examination of ~;lmlb. Many heads which present a fine
contour externally, exhibit by this method, the predominenee of
the basilat· organs in the character of the individual. One of
t.he finest crania that I have e'er obtained is the skull of a murderer, and remarkably thick in the moral region .

. ..
1
The position of the brain in the skull is entirely above the face
and neck. The front lobe lying upon the vault of the eyel!ockets Ol' super-orbitar plate of the frontal bone, is a little lower
internally O\·er the nose than externally on the outside of the
forehead. The brow will ill the main indicate the line of its basis
-upon which le\'el it continues on the outside of the forehead u
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far as the batk of the sockets, a little more than an inch. Then
behind the sockets there is an abrupt descent in tae temples to
the margin of the cheek bone which constitutes the lower boundary of the middle lobe. A. line running back horizontally from
the upper margin of the cheek bone to the occipital spine or knob
on the back of the head will give the general course of the base
of the cerebrum. If, from the occipital knob above mentioned,
· we -extend a citcular line to the lower margin of the ear, we ,;hall
indicate wry nearly the lower boundary of the _cerebellum, which
occupies .the space behind the cavity of the car. The organe
which we locate below these boundaries belong to the inferior
surface of the brain and occupy much less space in reality than
their expanded localities upon the face and neck would indicate.
The skull consists of th~ frontal, parietal, occipital, temporal
and sphenoid bones, indicated by the letters F. P. 0. 'f. S. The
ethmoid bone tindemeath the frontal in the cavity of the nose, need
not be regarded in the study of Craniology as it is invisible in the
living head. The coronal suture is the junction of the frontal
and parietal bones, running f1·om the centre of the upper surface
. of the head (the fontanelle or soft place of the infants' head) toward the sphenoid bone in the temples. The right and left
parietal bones unite on . the ~nedian line by the sagittal suture,
which runs from the coronal ~;uture back to the top of the oceipital bone, on the back of the head, half way between the
vertex and the base. From this point the occip1tal bone descending ·and occupymg all the space betwe£'n the parietal>3 becomes
much wider to the base-then rnnfting forward and upward between the temporals forms its junction with the ~phenoid in the
central base of the skull. The foramen magnum or large opening through which the brain connects with the spinal cord, is in
the base of the occipital bone, and the condyles upon which the
head is balanced are in the occipital bone on each side of the foramen. The tem:poral bone constitutes that portion of the r;ide of
the head, which 1s at and around the ca,ity of the ear. The
mastoid process, a large knob of bone just behind the enr, is its
lower portion.
·
The junction of the temporal with the sphenoid and parietal
bones called the squamous (or scaly) suture, is not perceptible in
the living head, hut the coronal suture can easily be felt; the sag- .. ·
ittal suture or junction of the parietals is quite conspicuou::~, and'
the lambdoid suture or junction of the parietals with the occipital may .also be traced but less distinctly.
The examination of the skull for the discovery of its anatomi- . ...
eal divisions or organic developements should be made with
gentleness by laying the hand upon the scalp, and then by n ~light
vermicular motion causing the scalp to move upon the bone.Developement is not to be ascertained by the ends of the fingers,
nor by friction upon the head, but by a full contact and by feeling
the bon' through the integuments .
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All very mark:ed, abrupt protuberances or "bumps," -mu::st be
omitted from our calculation when we would estimate the developement of the brain. These bumps belong to the osseous
structure alone. The forms which are produced by the developement of the brain are curvel!near and never abrupt, hence, developement of the brain must be infened from the general contour
and not from bumps or small irregular pr·ojections.
Craniologists who attach great importance to small, sharp angular projections of tht bones ma.ke ridiculous blunders in cranioscopy.
There is a marked ridge of bone which constitutes the brow or
superciliary arch corresponding nearly to the eyebrow. The
temporal arch runs from the external margin of the brow upward,
then backward O\'er the temples, parallel to the median line o{
the head. The cour~:~e of the sagittal and lambdoid suturei is
frequently marked by great irregularity. The mastoid process
snd occipital knob, as well as the preceding ridges must be allowed for in an examination.
The temporal at·ch is wort~ of attention as a landmark, assisting us to judge of the intellectual organs before it, and the
moral organs above it. It is also memorable from the fact that
it runs parallel to the median line of the head, and that the organs
on these two lines are sinstU. ly parallel or correspondent in
their functions.
The superciliary arches at the base of the forehead cover a
cavity in the bone adjacent to the root of the nose called the frontal sinus, caused by the separation of the outer and inner tables
of tho skull. The inner table of the skull corresponds to the
cm·vingoutline of the brain-the outer table departs from it. All
or nearly all of this bold projection beyond the curving outline
of the forehead, should be excluded as mere osseous prominence. 'Ye may also perceive by examining a skull that about
half an inch of the bone in the brow must be excluded from our
estimate of cerebral developement. The most prominent developement of this ridge is at the extemal orbitar proce,;s conesponding- to the organ of Order and just above the site of Language.
The frontal sinus is found chiefly in adult males. In young
children it does not exist. In females it is smaller than in malet~.
This cavity sometimes separates the plates of the ft·ontal boac
alf an inch or more, and extends more than an inch on each
eide of the median line. Usually, it is much smaller. 'Ve may
be sure of its existence when we see a bold projection of bone
along the organs of For·m, Distance, \V eight, etc., (see fig 4 for
the appearance of the frontal sinus).
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LECT. XI.-ANATOMY OF THB BRAIN ..
The entire cavity of ~e cranium is filled by. the brain or encephalon, consisting of a mass of eonvolutions or cerebrum; the
cerebellum pons and medulla oblongata (summit of the spinal
cord) from which spring the fibres which constitute in their full expansion the hemispheres of the cerebrum.
In fig. 3 we have a front view of the brain
and spinal cord in their natural position.SC the spinal cord terminates below the letter C, in a brush of nerves called the C4'Uil4
·quina or horsetail, and gives off in its colll'8e
thirty-one pairs of spinal nerves. The summit of the spinal cord M, is the medulla ablongata and the transverse fibres P, are the
pons varolii which connects the hemisphere•
of the cerebellum C. The two hemispheres
of the cerebrum H. H. are se}larated on the
median line by the fissure F. The upper portion of what is presented to the eye is the front
lobe. In the lower and lateral portions of the
engraving the middle lobe is visible. The origin of the' olfactory nerve is seen at 0 ; of the
optic nerve atOp; of the eye-mover or ocvlomotor at Om. The cerebellum C,lies beneath
the tentorium, a membrane stretched horizontally across
the basilar
rc gi o n on
the le,·el of
the occipital
knob, and
just over
the cavity
of the ear.
The c erebrum r ests
3.
(posteriorly)
upon the
tento rium,
rthis portion
being called the posterior or occipital lobe
0] upon the temporal and sphenoid bones fthis portion being called
the middle lobe M] and upon the orbitar plates of the frontal boae,
(this portion being called the front lobe F.] The hra.in appears exernally of~ pale reddish brown hue, presenting to the eye a soft and
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very vascular !!Ubstauce, in which it is difficult to recognize a ftbl'ous
texture. This browni h or cineritious [ashy] substance cove die
exterior while the interior of each convolution c~msists of white
fib1·es which may be traced into connexion with those of the medulla oblongata. 'l'be two substances of which the brain is composed
areessential tofhe performance of its nervous functions. These
substances, commonly called white and gray or medullary and
cortical, are found developed and co-operating wherever the brain
Md spinal nen·es exist. The gray substance ties at the surface
af the brain, where we suppose the psychological functions to be
principally performed, and is supplied with a much greater quantity of blood than the white substance in the interior. 'Vhen
carefully examined by the anatomist it presents au intricate and
delicate mesh of blood vessels with a fine globular and granular
nervous substance and delicate filaments connecting with the
white fibres of the medullary substance. These white fibres haV'e
the appearance of cylinders or tubes containing a soft or semifluid substance and present enlargements at intervals which are
supposed to arise from the mode of manipulation by the anatomist. It is supposed that the mental functions are perfot·med in
the soft granular and globular substance at the surface of the
brain and that the white fibres conduct or transmit this nervous
influence to the body. Tlte mental functions are more influenced by diseases at the surface of the brain and the muscular system by affections of the medullary substance.
FIG. 4.-In this figure we ob.:;erve th~
relative position or
the various orga~
upon the median line
as displayed by a
vertical section oC
the head. Below
observe in the neck
the vertebrm of tha
spinal column divided, and the spinal
cord lying in their
canal ; in front of
which we see the
th1·oat, the tongue,
the lower jaw at t~
chin, the bony roof
of the mouth and
the interior of the
nose. Above theee
we h ave the outline
of the cranium and itt; subdivisions. Oc, the occipital bone; Fr
the frontal bone; Pa, the parietal bone 8J!d Sp the sphenoid; Qt,;
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LECT. lC:I.-AJIATOliY OF Tp£ BRAIN.

'tli~ cerebellum divided on the median lin~; Me; the meduUa oblongata ; P, the pons varolii; Th, the optic thalamus ; S, the septum lucidum, a thin nervoul:l structure on the median ·line which
prevents our l!eeing the striated bodies beyond. Cc, the corpW!!
callosum which connects the hemispheres, beneath which ~
smaller commissures or transverse nervous fibres. (One is seen
upon the thalamus, one before and one behind it.) Between the
thalamus and cea·ebellum is seen a pair of rounded bodies belonging to the quadrigemina. Extending from the cranium toward
the corpus callosum we observe the membrane called the falx
major, FF, which seplU'ates the hemispheres, and which posteriorly connects with the tentorium Te. Between the falx and the
corpus callosum we observe a portion of the convoluted surface
of the left hemi$J>here LH. The whole brain is a double stmotw-e ; its right and left hah·es, which are nearly E~ymmetrical are
separated for the greater part of their internal surface by a
membrane called the falx, (llee fig 4,) which extends from the frontal to the occipital bone and tentorium along the vault of the
cranium on the median line.
The right and left hemispheres of the cerebrum are for a
'space of three or four inches connected by a trans\·erse band •
of white fibres, which we observe crossing the median liQe, when
we pull the hemispheres apart and look into the space between
them. This commissure is called the corpus callosum or hard body
from its firm fibrous ~xturc.
Fig 5.-In this figure we have a view
of the corpus caBo·
sum from above.Looking down upon
the hemispheres, we
pull them apart as
far as possible, uritil theirinternalsurf a c e is presented
upwards. We then
observe CC the corpus callosum, the
tibres of which run
out laterally into
the hemispheres,
and CF CF the converging fibres from
the hemispheres to
5
the corpus callosum.
F F, indicates the
position of the front lobes, and at C we notice between the separated occipital lobes the upper surface of the cerebellum.
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If we look at the front surface of the cerebellum, which is toward
the face, we observe another commissure-a body pi \vhite fibres •
connecting the hemi::~pheres of the cerebellum ~~ the ]KJTU
varolii, or bridge;ofval'Olius,as the fibres pa s like a brid e act·oss
the ascending.
fl'Om the medulla oblongata ( ee
3). This
pons and the
daeent medulla are so situated as to be mt rsected
by a line pa ing through from ear to ear at and below tlie meatus
auditorius (or opening of the car).
From thi;; spot we observe the ner,·ous fibres after pasf'ing up
through the pons, separating to the right and left to constitute the
erma or legs of the cerebrum. Each crus, which, by its expansion
forms one hemi!:lphere, may be compat·ed to the footstalk of a
flower, of which the convolutions coMtitutc the leaves or petals.
The fibres of each cru~ extending outward and forward, expand in
the swelling, called optic thnlamw and corpus striatum (see fig 9
T; fig 10 TCS; fig 11 S; fiO' ~2 TS.) in which they mingle with
Fig. 6.-In this figure we observe the brain laid upon its
,
surface and the radiating course
of the fibres from the medulla
oblongata as shown by Gall
and Spurzheimdemonstrated by
dissection. In the right half of
the encephalon we obser,·e the
cerebellum C undisturbed. In
the left half we observe a nearly vertical section displaying
the radiated appearance called
the abor vilce from its resemblance to that shrub. In the
right hemisphere we observe
fibres radiating into the convolutions. The optic nerve 0, passes round the radiating fibres.ln the space between the optic nerve 0 and the pons varolii P,
they are called the crura or thighs of the brain. The right crus Cr
appears to proceed from the pons varolii P. On the' left side the
tJ·a.ns\'erse fibres of the pons have been cut away and we are enabled to perceive the whole course of the radiating fibres starting
from the anterior part of the medulla oblongata [where the fibres
eros., or decussateJ and continuing through the pon!:'l as indicated
by the figures l,l,l,l,l,] into the substance of the bemisphere.•-;81;-..:.~·· The anterior fibres of the medulla oblongata from which this ~tad
iation is traced, are called the pyramidal bodies Py, exterior to
which the olivary bodies 08, occupy the lateral portion cf the
medulla. The origins of several nerves are shown in this draw,_,1"1C,_. ing, viz : the trifacial or sensitive nerve of the face T, the facial
muscular nerve and the auditory 7, 8, the oculo-motor or eyemover Oc, the optic 0 and the olfactory 01.
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the brown ot· cineritious ~;ub ·tancc, and beyond which they arc
prolong d into an extensive neiTous nwmbrane, brown external! •
and whit internally, which, growing more yoluminous, become
convolutell, o1· folded together, above the thalamus and striat d
body, and lca\·es an exten:>i 1·e cadty or ventricle, within or beneath.
the convolutions, and above the former bodies, ( ·cf· flg. 11). The
fibres of the convolutions in continuation run to the median lin ,
to connect 1\·ith the corresponding fibres of the opposite hcmi phere and thus form the corpus callosum, [fig 5, CC ; fig 9 CA ;
llgs. 10 and 11, C.]
Fig 7 .-In this outline view of the mature brain divided on
the median line, we
observe the apparatus of union CC, the
corpus callosum; Ce
the divided sudace
of the cerebellum;
P, the pon!' \'arolii ;
a, m, p, the anterior
middlcand posterior
commissureii. lu audition to these con·
nexions, there are several structures below the corpus callo~=um
which increase the connecting links of the hemispheres-viz: Sl,
the septum lucidum between the right and left ventricles ; F, the
fornix ; Cq, the quadrigeminal bodies, and PG, the pineal gland.
(The optic nerve is shown at Op, and the olfactory at OJ.
The optic thalamus and stri~ted b~dy are connected with thei:
fellows across the median line by the anterior middle and posterior commissurcs-nervous connexions which are small and oft~u
torn in dissection. The hemispheres of the cerebellum connect
directly in their middle lobe and are also united by the white fibr~
f1l their commissure the pons varolii. (see fig . 7, P.)
If we cut out one of these convolution~.< from the mn.~s we shall
find that it is a fold of the two species of cerebral matter, which
may by a slight pressure be opened out as a book so as to pre·
sent the white fibre on one surface, and the browni:sl:t substance
on the other.
The principal lesson to be learned from a glance at the cerebral
•tructure is this: that the convolutions are formed around n caYity
or ventricle, which is to be regarded as the central region of the
brain, around which in every direction the convolutions are developed, and from which their developement should be estimated ··
instead of estimating from th~ medulla oblongata, which is not
the centre of dcvelopement, but the point of origin for the fibrct1
ol each hemisphere, {eee fig. 8).
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Ae the cerebnam •prinp from the fibres which pass through
the po11.1, the cereltellum may be said to originate from the fibres

which ariae from the po~terior part of the medulla oblongata or
reetitorm bodies, and as these fibres in the cerebrum finally unite
in the corpue callo1um 10 in the cerebellum the converging fibre.
unite in the poDB varolii.
This hasty view of the cerebral anatomy is sufficient for craniological purpo1ea, without ~ttempting a de1cription of less important parts or appearances which would not interest the general

reader.

•

The abeurdity which hu crept into phrenological works f and
which baa been pbpularly taught as the true anatomy of the
brain] of regarding the variou1 organa as radiations from the
medulla oblongata like inverted cones, with their bases agai11st
the inaer plate of the ekull, and their apices at the medulla, hu
no foundation in anatomy. The central region of the brain
coDBiets of the ventricle•, around which the hemiapheres are
formed, aad become convolutf'.d. The measurements of organs,
which have been made by phrenologists, from the cavity of the
ear, upon the supposition that they extended from the medulla
oblongata to tbe skull, are quite fallacious. There are no such
organa; they could not exist without passing through the ventricles, and disregarding the facta of anatomy. The medulla
oblongata is neither anatomically, physiologically, nor mathematically the centre of cerebral developement. There is no
Bingle centre, as there are two distinct hemispheres, each complete in itself, and possessing ita own central region. When we
select the ear as corresponding to the medulla, for the central
point, we take a position which, instead of being central, is
entirely bP.low every portion of the cerebrum, and is therefore at
the circumference of the circle. Taking that point as a centre,
our circle would contain on one aide, the brain, and on the other
merely the face and neck ; nor would the outline at all correspond to the outline of the cranium. But if we take a position
in the temples corresponding to the region of the ventricles, a
circle described around that centre would correspond accurately •
with the outline of the cranium• (Fig. 8), and the centre of that
circle would be a central region from which to estimate cerebral
developement.
• There are portiou of the cnniom concealed bT the neck aud face, which wollld fall
within \he circle, becallle they COTer organ• which are designed by Nature to be remarkably
IIHll,u they moat be io nery well formed head. If the lower half of the cirele were filled
by bnio like the opper half, there woold be u moch of ml u of good in the conatitotioa
of mao- moch or marder u of kiodn-, u mach of the wildest illtlllity u of ntioaal
condoet, u much of malignant aod fatal di.aeue u of healthy action-in abort th" human
nee wonld be a failure. Nature redoee1 th- element.e of the homan cooatitotion withill
limite ao amall that they prodoce only -'ooalaatl not eontinoal ml ; while i1a the bel&
orgauiaed cooatibltiona t.hey operate like certain melallic poiaona, which io amalltloaea .,.
elficient tonicl.
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When we estimate developement above and below this
central region, we arrive at
correct concluaions; but when
we aasume the ear as the
position correspondiJlB to the
centre, and meaaure the upward
developement aa indicating the
size of the moral organa, we
are really measuring both upward and downward develope8 menta at once·. Hence aome of
the most violent and murderous
felona have been aupposed to
have large, predominant moral organa, beeause, by this method
of measurement, height and depth were confounded, and the deep
developement of the buis of the 1.1kull was estimated in connexion with the upward developement of the coronal organs ; thus
assigning the whole moral and animal force to the moral organs.
At the same time persona of full moral developement, and
!!hallow basilar regiontt, with perfectly virtuous characters, measured less frrm the lu\ ity of the ear upwards, and were therefore
Fupposed to have ~maiJer moral organs than the violent criminals.
In my firet craniological <'bservationa, I was mi1.1led by these
erroneoua viewa of craniologists, until, by reference to cerebral
anatomy, I corrected the error.

VIEWS OF THE FOBMATJON AND GBOWTH OF THE BBAIN, ILLUSTBATINQ
LKCTUBES XI AND XD.

Fto. 9.-In this figure we observe
the embryo brain divided on the meilian line and the internal face of the
left hemisphere di1.1played.
Sp spinal cord and medulla oblongata;
C, Cerebellum; P, Pons V arolii; Q,
Quadrigeminal bodies ; T, Optic Thalamus ; Ca, Corpus Callosum ; LH,
Left Hemisphere.
On the internal surface of the left
hemisphere, we observe certain incipient furrows destined.;to separate the
convolutions.

a.
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Fm. 10.-ln this figure we h&ve a
view of the same embiJ'O brain
of the 4th month lying upo11 its
basis, while we have puHed the
hemispheres apart · to look down
between them from above and
behind. The left hemisphere iN
cut open on its internal face to
display its lateral ventricle.
.LH. Left Hemil•phere; RH,
Right Hemisphere; I; Its internai
.. surface beginl'.ling to be convoluted; V, The ventricle of the left.
hemisphere ; S, spinal cord ; C;
cerebellum; Q, Quadrigeminal bodies; 'TT, Ute optic thalami;
CS, the corpus striatum; C, Corpus callosum; P, Pineal gland.
F10. 11.-In this figure we view the
upper surface of an embryo brain of
twenty-one weeks. The hemi"pheres
are slightly separated, and the right
hemisphere opened in its 'whole length
to display the ventricle. LH, left hemisphere; E, divided edge of the right
hemisphere ; S, CQrpus striatum at the
bottom of the ventricle; C, corpus callosum; T, optic thalamus; P, pineal
gland ; Q, Quadrigeminal bodies ; Ce,
cerebellum; M, medulla oblongata. ;
M
Sp, spinal cord.

.Sp
Fro. 12 ......-ln tbia figure we have
a simple view of the course of
the fibres which proceed from
.the spinal cord Sp, tkrough the
medulla oblongata M, in front of
the cerebellum C, through the
thalamus T,and the sttiated body
S, to radiate in the convoluted
hemisphere.
R presents th~
couNe of the radiating fibres, and
B the border of the divided hemisphere in whioh the exterior fibre11
radiate to the surface. The striated body (corpus striatum S,) has
been cut from its position exterior to.the thalamus &nd thrown
back eo a.s to expose its inferior surfa.ee and the .passage of the
raiiating .ibres through it.
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•
LECT. XII.-C.EREBRAL DEVELOPEMENT.
The general theory of"'tW cerebral structure may be learned
from the process of developement in the embry9. In the original
fmtal formation of the brain there is a succes111ive developement of
partl!l, aR in the successive gradations of the animal kingdom :
the inf~rior organs appear first, and the organs of the higher powers are last perfected.
It cannot, however, be affirmed that the higher. powers and their
organs belong to the higher classes of animals alone, and that in
the lower animals these higher faculties and their organs are entirely abt'ent. The elevation of an animal above its inferiors in
organization (of the same great division of the animal kingdom,
does not consist of the addition of peculiar organs and peculiar
powers, of which its inferiors possess no analogue, but rather of
the expansion and perfection of those organs which are merely
rudimental in the inferior, thus giving .to the higher powers a nobler and more elevated habitation. The faculties which in insects
and \Yorms are lodged in email masses of nervous matter scattered
through the body called ganglia, are in fish (which belong to
another division called the Vertebrata) located in the brain and
spinal cord. In the very imperfect brain of the fish the parts
adjacent to the summit of the spinal cord are distinctly developed,
viz: the cerebellum, quadrigeminal bodie111, thalami and striata,
but (the principal portion of the human brain} the convoluted hemispheres are but a rudiment, or small nervous structures not connected with each other. In the ascending scale of birds, quadrupeds, and man, the parts possessed by the fish all receive additional developement and expansion; but the highest portion, the
hemispheres, being vastly more developed in man than the inferior portions. overwhelms them by expansion. Yet, notwithstanding the great developement of the human brain in contrast
with that of fishes (the lowest of the vertebrated animals), we
cannot but regard the hemispheres of the fish as the rudimentary
form of the hemispl1eres of man, possessing 11imilar essential
organs. All the essC'R.tial psychological powers of a voluntary
being are possessed by the humblest intelligent creature. Fishes
manifest affection, aversion, destructive, combative and acquisitive
propensities, firmness, fear, hunger, caution, anger, kindness, perception, memory, reflection, etc. In man, these powers (1.10 poorly
lodged i.n the fi1.1h) are placed in similar but ampler organa, and
have a more powerful and diversified manifestation.
The same progressive developement and improvement of the
cerebral structure, which we find in the ascending ranks of the
animal kingdom, occurs in the formation and growth of the embryo brain of man.
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In the first stages of distinct developement, in the latter part
of the second month of the embryo brain, we observe rising from
the posterior part of the summit of the spinal cord, two small
unconnected rudiments of the cEREBEL.LUM, about a seventh of an
inch in breadth. In front of this are the two unconnected rudiments of the quadrigeminal bodies, about a twelfth of an inch in
length and breadth. In front of these quadrigeminal bodies, the
crura expand into ." two rounded protuberances," called the optic thalami; of similar dimensions, and immediately adjacent to
them, we find the rounded form of the corpora striata, about a
twelfth of an inch in length, from the outer margin of which the
nervous matter rises in the form of a membrane, curving over
backward and inward, being the portion destined ultimately to
form the hemisphea•es. Here we see the five essential portions
of the brain, common to nearly all vertebrated animals, viz : the
cerebellum, quadrigemina, thalami, striata and hemispheres, exist·
ing all in imperfect developement-the greatest deficiency being
in the hemispheres.
In the progress of developement, the rudiments of the cerebel1um, during the third month, unite on the median line, forming a
hollow convex body or smooth nervous sac. In the fourth month,
its hemispheres connect by transverse fibres in front or the medulla oblongata, forming the commissure called the pons varolii.
In the fifth month its ner\·ous matter becomes folded or grooved
upon its surface, and these grooves or foltlings progressively increase until it presents the .a rrangement which is exhibited as the
arbor vita when its substance is cut by the knife (fig. 6, A; fig. 7, Ce.)
The rudiments of the QUADRIGE.\flNAL bodies like the cerebellum,
unite on the median line, forming a convex nervous vesicle about
the end of the third month, resembling the same bodies as seen
in fish and birds. In the seventh month they assume the form
characteristic of quadrupeds-by the separation of the anterior
and posterior portions forming the four quadrigeminal bodies
(figs. 9, 10, 11, Q).
The oPTtc THALAMI (figs. 9, 10, 11, 12, T,) -in the second month,
are seen in front of ihe . quadrigemina, each about the fifteenth
or tenth of an inch in length,. becoming at the commencement of
the third month, the eighth of an inch long, and by the commencement of the fourth month a fifth of an inch. During the latter
part of the third month, they form a connexion with each other
called the posterior commissure. In the fourth month they
measure a quarter of an inch by a seventh ; in the .fifth month,
they measure nearly a third by a fifth, and in their subsequent
developement they expand with the growth of the hemispheres
becoming over half an inch by a fourth in the eighth month, and
tbree-fo.urtbs by nearly a half in the ninth, in which moath their
internal . faces unite across the median line in the commumra
mollu or middle commissure. The developement of the thalami cor-
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responds- whh that of the cerebral hemispheres, not only in
the growth o(lhe embryo, but generally ia their comparative
11ize in different . animals, those of man being the largest, and
those of 'reptiles being so small as to.have been formerly overlooked by anatomists, while in fish nothing corresponding to the
thalami was observed by Tiedemann.' Hence we mq regard the
thalami like the striata, as rudiments or roots or the hemisphere!:!,
containing, probably, an organic apparatus of which the hemispheres offer an ample developement. The thalami being largely
composed of· the gray substance and very abundantly supplied
with blood, we may presume their functions important and active,
and as they receive fibres from the crura .o f the hemispheres (originating in the medulla oblongata) which are reinforced by new
fibres in the thalami, thus transmitting an augmented mass to form
the convolutions of the hemispheres, we are constrained to connect the tha.lami with the cerebral organs to which they occupy a
Pubordinate relation, their position being between the hemispheres
and the expansions of the spinal system in the body. The fact
\hat the oppc nerve · :partially originates from the thalami (the
principal origin being 10 the quadrigemina) confirms the idea that
the thalami corre~;pond to the hemispheres and are competent in
their absence. t<~ receive and act upon the visual intelligence supplied bY. the optic nerve.t Another fact supporting the same idf'a
is that the thalami are believed to be connected with the sensith·e
tract of the !"pinal cord und middle lobe of the hemispheres, while
the striata are connected with the pyramidal bodies or motor tract
ancl the front lobe or intellectual region. Hence, we might infer
that the th'alami are especially ~onnected with sensibility, emotion and p~ssion, or in other words, with our affective organs, and
that the striata are especially_ connected with voluntary action
and manifestation.
This doctrine to which anatomy gi\·es some plausibility, is further sanctioned by our ex~riments up.~n the brain, which demonstrate organas of voluntary manifestation immediately behind the
iatellectual organs, and organs of sensibility and excitability lying
behind the organs of manif~station.
TuE couou STJliATA, which in the second month each measure
about the twelfth of an inch, are, in the third, a fifth long by a
twelftli broad, and are overhung by the nervous membrane which
grows from their external borders to form the hemispheres of the
cerebrum. In the sixth · month each becomes fully half an inch
long, with a breadth of a fifth in front, and an eighth posteriorly.
In the s&Venth month their length is three Jourths of an inch; in
the ninth an inch-and a quarter. At this stage of developement,
(although they are called the. striated bodies· from their mixture
• The dolphin, which beloofill' to the clue ef mammalia. and hu a OODToluted brain, laaa
a large developement of \he thalami-larger than \he striated bodies.
t The olfactory nerTe ia aliO in coonexi.on with the thalami.
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of white and gray neurine in the mature brain), we do not necessarily recognize that distinction of white and gray substance in
the infant or fcetal brain. They have a more pulpy and vascular
character than exists subsequently when the fibrous structure is
more distinctly developed.
The striated bodies in fish are liable to be confounded with
their small hemispherea; hence, Tiedemann denies their existance, which others affirm. In reptiles theae are developed as in
the human embryo of the third or fourth motnh. Their magnitude, Tiedemann affirms, is proportional to the developement of the
hemispheres; being quite small, proportionally, in the frog and
toad, which have very small hemispheres, and more fully de·
veloped in the serpent, tortoise, and crocodile, which have muc~
larger hemispheres. In the dolphin (an exception to the general
rule), the thalami are much larger than the striata.
They do not, however, follow the developement of the cerebrum
so closely as do the thalami In man the thalami and striata are
nearly equal, but as we descend in the scale the striata gain the
ascendancy, until in fish the thalami disappear, and the striata
alone are seen.
The corpora striata take their name from the fact that in man
they present a white nervous fihre, pa1sing througll the gray substance, and when cut, present a striped or striated appearance. In
the infant or embryo brain, this distinction of appearance is not
observable, and in lower animals there is not much diilplay of the
white.
From the relations which the thalami and striata bear to the
convoluted hemispheres, they are called the hemispherical ganglia, being regarded as the sources of the nervous fibres of the
convolutions. And from their anatomical relations to the spinal
cord the striata are regarded 8i the continuations of the anterior
and the thalami, as the prolongations of the posterior column of
the cord. Pathology, however, does not sanction the idea that
the thalami are the organs of sensibility, as diseases of the thalami, like those of the striata, have been observed to paralyze
the muscular sptem without affecting sensibility.
Pathology, however, has not given us any reason to deny that
the striated bodies are the especial channel of volition, by which
the intellectual organs of the brain hold an active relation to the
muscles with which they connect, through the stril\ta, crura, and
·
spinal cord.
Tu£ APPARATus oP UNION between the hemispheres of the encephalon is developed about the end of the third and beginning of
the fourth month. The right and left halves ol the cerebellum unite
on the median line during the third month, and their union by
their commissure, the pons varolie takes place during the fourth.
The quadrigeminal bodies unite on the median line about the end
of the third month. The corpus callosum, which connects the
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convoluted hemispheres, commences its evolution about the end
of the third month, at its anterior extremity, and advances during
the remaining six months, with the developement of the hemispheres, extending backwards. The anterior commissure, which
connect.! the corpora striata, appears during the third month, and
the posterior commissure, which connects the thalami, ie de,,eloped
about the end of the third ; but the union of the thalami by tbe
soft commissure of cineritious subatance, does not appear until
the ninth month, at which time the corpus callosum attains its
full developement. The corpus callosum being the bond of the convolutions, is of a higher grade than the commissure& below it, and
ie not visible in the brains of animals without convolutions--as
fishes, reptiles, and birds.
The hemi~pheres of the cerebrum first appear in the second
month as rudiments-a nervous membrane springing out tA.Dd
growing upward and backward from the edge of the striata, which
they cover during the third month. During the fourth month they
cover the thalami. During the sixth they have co\·ered also the
quadrigeminal bodies, and advanced to the margin of the cerebellum. A considerable cavity or ventricle is thus formed between
the hemispheric membrane above, and the thalami and corpora
striata bel«?w. This cavity diminishes as the membrane accumulates and becomes folded into convolutions. The smooth sac
which it forms, begins in the sixth month to become folded, by
exhibiting depressions near the median line. In the seventh
month the hemispheres extend over the cerebellum, and in the
eighth and ninth months they extend beyond it as in the adult.
The growth of the hemispheres of the cerebrum thus appears to
progress from the margin of the striata backwards and inward..,
covering successively the striata, thalami, quadrigemina, and cerebellum. This course of developement in the human embryo corresponds to the progress in the successive gradations of fishes,
reptiles, birds, and quadrupeds.
Thus the posterior and interior portions of the brain are the
last in obtaining full developement;. while the frontal and basilar
organs take the precedence. According to Prof. Retzius the poaterior lobes do not exist at all, until in the course of the fifth
month. The front lobe being developed during the first three
months, the middle lobe during the fourth and part of the fifth;
after which the developement of the poaterior lobes commences.•
•The poeterior margin of the hemispheres in the third and tonrth month, do not, u Ret&ina
aftirma, correepond to the potf.erior Iobei which are anbeeqnently denloped. A notch 11r
farrow appean in the latt.er part of the fonrt.la mooth, abon and behind whieh the poateriQr
lobe ia de,.loped. The diB'ereoce between Retains and Tiedemann, howenr, ia not yeq
e;reat u to the facta. And I think there ia no reuon to donbt that the part posterior tha
eeparating fnnow, aiated preriona to \he aeparatioa llld wu thea the rudiment of the JIOI•
tlrior lobe.
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-But, according to Tiedemann, the

furr~>w separating the middle
aod poeterior lobes is viaible in the fourth month, and the developement of the latter must have commenced much earlier.
These fade do not well han:nonize with the phrenological doctrines of Gall aDd Spurzbeim, but they are eatiafactorily intelligible when we have discovered the true functions of the brain by
experimental analyeia. Comparative anatomy shows us that
when the higher facultiea of the mind are not provided with their
proper organ•, they deecend ·to a lower position in the ne"ou
eyetem, ae from the brain to the spinal cord, from the cord to the
aaaglia. Hence, when the cet-ebral convolutions are defective,
the non-convoluted parte of tlae brain become their enbstitutea;
the thalami and etriata, ae the higheet developemente, contain the
bigheet powers that exist; but in proportion as the convoluted
hemispheres grow, the faculties become localized in them. Their
higheat developement is confined to man. It is only in man and
in a few of the monkey tribe which moat nearly resemble him,
that the poeterior lobes are eufficiently developed to cover the cerebellum. The posterior and interior organs, which are last developed, are those which give the highest developement of greataesa and force of character, qualifying the individual to aaeume
an eminent rank among his fellow beings. In theee respects, man
vaetly ezceede aU animals, as well as in the general developement
ef his brain; and this diiference corresponde well whh the fact
that he baa ampler and more numerous oonvolntione, aa well ae a
epecialeuperiority in tile region wbich givee commanding strength
of character.
Tbeee facts, in embrYology, are fatal to the doctrin_,. of Gall
and Spurzheim, concerning the occiput, to which they ascribe
philoprogenitive, adhesive, and inhabitive propensities ; but perfeclly consistent with the true function• of the middle occipital
organs, which give to man tho11e ambitioua, domineering and
conquering pauiona in which he excels all animals.
•

LECT. XIII.-CEREBRAL FORMS.
We observe a great variety of cerebral forme. Convolution•
may be numerous and thin, or few and broad; they may be characterized by projecting length of fibre, or by breadth; the different
superficial developements may be prominent or depressed, broad
or narrow. These various forme must be significant.
The length of a fibre (including its adjacent and connected portion of the gray substance), indicates its power and (ceteris paribtu) the longest fibres are the moat powerful. The repetition of
1imilar fibres would be but the repetition of similar functions,
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and would not increase the range of power. Broad convolutioaa,
therefore, may give greater copiousness, or amount of mental
action without increasing the intensity or grade of the manifestation. Hence we have the rule that length giu• pmoer, or range
of action, and breadlA give• copioumeu, or adivity of ~a
tation. There are additional reasons for this. Organs exercise
a checking influence over their antagonists ; and tend to convert
their direct and powerful into an indirect and perverted or modified action. Thus each tends to make the collateral functions predominate in its antagonistic convolutions, and to give their
breadth a predominance over their length. Hence this breadth
indicates modified forms of action, in which the legitimate aetion
of the organ is restrained and modified by the influence of others.
[In the mathematical or pathognomic lectures these principles
will be explained in detail.]
The remark that length give• power, and breadtla copiourne3• of
action, is applicable not only to the convolutions but to the general developement of the brain. Thus a prominent but narrow forehead indicates intellectual power, but it also indicates lese intellectual activity than would be found in a broad forehead, in whieh
the region of Ideality gives activity to the difFerent ranges of intellectual organs. The lower portion of Ideality gives an activity
to the perceptive organs, which not only enables them to conceive with more creative power, but may even produce optic illusions. The middle portion gives activity to memory in the way
of contemplation and reminiscence; hence the great literary
power which it bestows. Persons with a small organ of Memory
and really deficient in that faculty are sometimes enabled to display a copiousness of reminiscence in consequence of the contemplative influence of their Ideality, which might lead to the impression that their memory was very strong, activity being mistaken for power.
The breadth of the coronal regioD indicates the activity of the
organs of'virtue. This breadth gives a •levelopement of the organs of Reverence and Sublimity, which mantains an elevated
train of thought and feeling. The respect for our fellow-beings
keeps our kindly feelings continually alive towards them. We
never approach them with indifFerence nor neglect any duty from
its apparent insignificance. The opposite spirit of scom, on the
other hand, renders us reckless of their feelings, rights, interests,
or even life. Thus the breadth of the bead, at the temporal arch,
indicates an activity of the virtuous faculties, and a copiousness of
manifestation which does not occur in the narrow bead. Breadth
a little lower indicates general activity of the temperament, as it
developes the region of excitability. llreadth still lower indica~s
the activity of the basilar organs, as it developes Irritability, the
general source of all bad pa!sions.
ln the occiput also we may perceive that breadth increases th6
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activity. Breadth developes Combativeness, a more active but
leas inten.ee element than Hatred. Pride and Love of Power, on
the median line, are less active than Ambition and Coarseness,
which are farther o~
In the neck, the organs indicated at the front and back give
rather a sluggish temperament, while the organs which give
breadth produce the highest degree of muscular activity, excitement, fury, and even raving madness.
The forms of the brain are almost infinitely nried now, and
will continually chan ge hereafter. As each fibre of a convolution
exercises a different function, different portions of a convolution
will be exercised in different individuals; consequently, the convolfitions must ass ume different forms under different circumstances. Hence there may be certain national forms of developement, and peculiarities in the different classes of society. The
peculiar influences of each individual's life produce peculiar
forms in his brain, and to tlus diversity there is no end ; even the
two hemispheres of the same individual present striking differences, arising probably from the difference of the two sides of the
body, and the impressions which they yield.
The developement of the interior surfaces of the convolutions
(the surfaces of the sides looking towards each other) is remarkabl" ; as I believe that in this region a great variety of subordinate or modified functions will be found. I have in my experiments found such modifications: and it is in this way that each
organ becomes susceptible of all the various modes of action
which may be imposed upon it by surrounding circumstances.
Hence it appears that the apparent confusion of cerebral
forms is in reality a matter of endless scientific interest and
beauty. The laws according to which different forms are ast!Umed by the convolutions and different .functions are manifested by different portions of a convolution, belong to the mathematical science of pathognomy, and are elucidated in the latter portion of this volume. [It will be well to recur to this lecture after
reading through the volume.]

LECT. XIV.-DUALITY AND DECUSSATION.
The brain is double, like other parts of our body and might be
considered as two complete brains-the right brain and the left
brain. The hemispheres of the cerebrum are separated by a
firm membrane called the falx, except where they are conDeeted
by commissures. All organs are, therefore, double ; those on the
median line consisting of separate halves with an intervening
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membrane. The organll of either llemispbere are sufficient alone
to manife&t the faeultiee ; hence il\Juriea seldom obliterate any
partienlar power or passion.
The unity of mind or single conseiou.eu with the double
brain, must be connected with its apparatus of union-the corpus
callosum, the anterior middle and posterior commissures, the
pons varolii, the junction of the hemispheres of the cerebeltum
in their middle lobe and the junction of the lateral halves of the
quadrigeminal 'bodies, emra eerebri, medulla oblongata and spinal cord.• Of these unions, the corpus callosum is probably
highest in rank, being situated higher in the brain, and being the
bond of the convolutions. It does not exist in the greater portion of the animal kingdom, being peculiar to the mammalia, and
absent in birds, reptiles and fishes. The junctions below the
level of the corpus callosum, are probably more physiological
tlba.n mental in their functions in man ; but below the class of
mammalia, the corpus callosum being absent, the other commie·
BUI'es effect all the mental and physiological union. If we operate upon the apparatus of junction we produce astonishing effects.
The excitement of all the organs along the median line tends to
protlnce a great and powerful character-it gives the highest enqy of will, thought, and sentiment.
If we pass the fingers along the entire length of the median
-ine from befote backward, rapidly, we disperse the excitement
of these higher organs, and destroy the unity of mind, the coneentrated will and the clear intellect. The whole of the functions
located at the median line must be arrested to produce the full
eft'ect. The operation may be lDade backward, forward, or both
ways-the movement forward is more debilitant, but more intellecmal, dte movement backward is more exciting but less intellectual. The effect of these operations is to produce a diminution of our physiological unity. The subject cannot concentrate
his vision upon any object-his eyes turn apart, his limbs do not
seem to obey his volition, or rather his volition is confused-he
cannot perform any ·concerted action, be cannot stand or even
bring his hands together, the muscles of the body do not properly
balance each other, and he cannot sit erect, but falls to one side
or vibrates between opposite forces. I have never carried this
experiment far or continued it long, as the appearances are
rather alarming to a spectator.
The independence of the hemispheres and the fact that they
are often in different conditions corresponds with the independence and difference of the two halves of the body in which we
ubserve, most invariably, a difference of develo~ement if not of
health. The diseaees of either side often termmate on the mei:lie1! liae.
•Tiie pine~! gland and mammillar.r body, wi,ich are IIDall ~I &ant~. are 1-·
upon the llledill\ line llid llilliJOaed to tJ!lrFOI1n a oo~utal fUnction. The HDIII re·
marb apply to the fornix aod NpiWD lutidum juat below the oorpua cell0111111.

~
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The unity of our will and consciousness originates, perhaps,
from the unity of the mental power rather than from the cerebral
apparatus ot union
which the two halves of the brain and of
the whole body are a.ssociated. The mental power may reside
in the region of union-we cannot positively say that it resides
iu dte corpus callosum, or in any particular adjacen~ convolutions,
but that this inter-hemispherical region i11 the seat of the spiritual ·
or conseioas power in man, I consider established by my experiments on the &ont lobe. In the absence of the corpus callosum its
functiou doubtless descend to lower structures, as in the case of
an idiot woman described by Reil, in whom the corpus callosum
was absent from imperfect developement of the br&n.
The connexion of the braia with the body, is diagonal-each
hemisphere· controlling the opposite half of the body. This is
owing to the decuasation or crossing of fibres in the medalla oblongata, which can be very distinctly shown upon its. anterior
face, about an inch below the pons. A decussation of the greater
portion of the nervous fibres is also shown in the optic nerves at
their junction, bat anatomists have not yet detected a thorough
and complete decaBSation of all the nervous conne:dons between.
the brain and body. • Anatomy, therefore, seems to indicate a
p&rtial connexion of each hemisphere with its own half of the
body and a more decided functional connexion with the opposite
half.t Pathology sustains the doctrine of decuasation, and was,
in fact, the origin of the idea ; lesions on one side of the brain
having been observed to be followed by paralysis on the opposite
side of the body. Anatomy in this, as in most instances, baa
rather followed than preceded phyaiology, in indicating funetiona.
Experimentally, we find that each eye is affected by operations
upon the opposite front lobe, and that the muscular power is invariably controlled by the opposite hemisphere. If we excite the
organ of Relaxation in the left hemisphere with the organ of Energy in the right hemisphere, we weaken the right arm, while we
streagthen the lett. We might thus even convert a right handed
into left handed person, after the lapse of considerable time. Excite the organs of Light, Shade or Somnolence in the left hemisphere, and the right eye will show the effect. I have a skull in
which the left perceptive organs appear to have been very sensibly diminished, in consequence of the loss of the right eye. The
atrophy of the optic nerve in cases of blindness of an eye has
been traced by pathologists to the opposite hemisphere, but I do
uot know that a corresponding atrophy of the visual organs in
the superciliary arch has everoefore been noticed.

.-r

• Mr. Solly and others affirm that the poeterior llOl~ of the~~~ doc-.~ .ia
their ucending eonne behind the poD1 Y&fO!ii.
·' ·
·
The hemispbem of tile eerebellnlQ beins connected 1fith the re~tiform bodies or JICIIterior upeet or the mednUa oblongata ate ild& afien to the law of d~n, eRep&
perllape, whlll iallGMced bJ t.beir COIIUiioa wttk,tllle...,. JU"ii. ·
· .
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LECT. XV.-ORGANS OF MANIFESTATION AND SUPPRESSION-CONDUCTOR ORGANS AND ORGANS OF
RESTRAINT.
The transmission of the influence of the brain iato the body
enables the former to act physiologically. Connned within the
cranium, its action can be only psychological. Tllere being no
organ or faculty which does not exert some influeace upon the
body, all portions of the brain must p081ess distinct and peculiar
physiological functions, and as there is no portion which does not
influence the mind, each portion has its pecnliar psychological
function. Every organ, therefore, has its mental and corporealits psychological and physiological function-both usually manifested together-either capable of assuming the predominance.
Tbe tendency to corporeal manifestation, or power of acting
upoa .the body, depends upon a special apparatus-this apparatus
is necessarily in the basis of the cranium, as it is only the basilar
organs which tend to act directly upon the body, and from ita
semi-intellectual character, is necessarily in the anterior region.
Experiment shows us that it is located just beneath the intellectual
organs at the junction of the front and middle lobes. This power
being one of the essential or fundamental, is necessarily placed
Rear the medulla oblongata,.as it belongs to the whole of the animal.kingdom. The organs which
. it occ)lpies .are among the first in
tbe order of formation, being at
the edge of the striated bodies
which are the channels for the
transmission of volition to the
muscular system. Tbe location ia
such that we mark these organa
externally upon the face, through
which they ma_y be excited as
easily as others are through the
cranium. The most remarkable
. fact, however, upon this subject,
is the eoincidence between the de. velopement of these organs and
the developement of their locations upon .the face which serves as
the foundation of a very interesting system of physiognomy.
(See Lectures on Physiognomy.)
The region antagonistic to the conductor organs located above
and behind the centre of the parietal bo~e tends to destroy the
free manifestation of the facultiea and 18 called the organ of
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Restraint. The impressible individual who places hia hand upon
the organ of Restrains in another, finds a benumbing influence
imparted to his. arm, . the muscles move slowly and stiffty, and
finally he loses all control of them and is compelled to remain in
a fixed position. This rigidity is usually experienced directly in
the muscles of the arm which are in contact with the organ of
Restraint. It may happen that the impressibility of the brain is
greater than that of the arm, for we find that the principal effect
of such experiments may sometimes be produced upon the opposite side ; the nervaura in thia case makes its impression upon the
side of the brain nearest the arm which is used, because it is the
most accessible, and by that hemisphere affects the opposite 11ide
of the body.
The organ of Restraint gives a quiet steadiness to the mannel'B
and in excess produces a stiffness which has sometimes been at·
tributed to Firmness, but which really belongs to its co-operative
organ, Restraint. Both Firmness and Pride are co-operative orgaas of Restraint, (see Lect. on Co-operation) and hence each of
those qualities is generally associated with stiffness of mannel'8,
when the upper occipital region is too large. Yet no such asaociation necessarily exists when Reatraint is small. The proper
function of Restraint is to produce atability and self-control, to
concentrate excitement within the cranium, and keep it under
control of the will-assisting its neighboring organs of Firmness,
CGnseientiousness and Cautiousness to control the character.
Its developement is increued by situations which hinder the
freedom of our action. Its predominance produces a calm, dry
and rather negative character.
The ·Conductor Organs, or organs of manifeatation, tend to
produce a continual overflow of cerebral excitement into the body,
hence, although compatible with mental activity, they are incompatible with quietness and steadiness of mind. They predominate
in childhood and are indicated by the remarkable fullness of the
chilclish face-hence the excitability of children, their incapacity
for self-control and their unfitness for legal responsibility.
(Would it not be just to look upon adults in a similar light-as
subjects for reform instead of punishment, when they are defici~nt
in Restraint and thus left a prey to unbridled impulse.) A very
prominent developement of the conductor organs produces an
excitable, restless and morbific state of the nervous system of the
whole body. A very defective developement of the conductor
organs is associated with a dry, passive, lifeless manner. We
often find the conductor organs deficient in pel'Bons of sedentary
habits, but generally larger in those of active o11t-door pursuits,
and larger in pel'8ons of stout frames, but smaller in those of delicate constitutions. They are rather more uniform in the female
than in the male, and throughout life, from infancy to old ace
1here ia a progressive inequalny as the organs which are most ex-
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ercised become most prominent while those which are leaat actn.
decline. Thus we recognize in an irregular strongly-marked
countenance the indications of a marked and peculiar character.
The business of self-cultivation and developement lies in the
exercise of the organ• of Restraint aad Conductor organs. The
tr-aces of this developement are obvious in the face . A great
amount of vigorous exertion of all our powers leads to an ample
developement of the whole person, which is accompanied by a
corresponding developement of the face. Hence a large face
conveys at once assurance of a strong character, although the
strength rruzy be of a low order. A small face may be accompanied
by mental energy, especially when it developes the more efficient
conductor organs, but it would be entirely out of harmony with a
well-developed person, unless the organ of Restraint was more
than proportionally deficient.
The region of the Conductor organs extends from the brow to
the lower jaw, occupying the space in front of Alimentiveneee
and Disease. In this space, we find for every distinct organ of
the brain a distinct channel or organ of manifestation--the
entire organs of conduction representing the whole brain aad
every special portion of one corresponding to a special portion
of the other, in accordance with the general law of the nervous
system, that every organ is distinct from all others, and that every
channel of nervous power leading to or frem the brain--every
nervous fibre-is entirely distinct and independent in its couree,
having no anastomosis or connection with any other channel or
fibre.
Psychologically speaking, the Conductor organs are the organs
of manifestation or expression, and might, without impropriety,
be called the organs of natural language, being the next neighbors of the organs of artificial Language and Music, and being
really the organs of vocal expression ; for the physical power of
speech depends upon the respiratory portion of the Conductor
organs.
Physiologically speaking, the Conductor organs are the organs
of innervation, by means of which mental excitement, or motives
acting through the brain, may operate upon the body and stimulate its various organs. Hence, they may serve for indices of
corporeal developement, as well as of mental manifestation.
A large developement of the Conductor organs, indicated by the
face, requires a corresponding developement of the antagonistic
region of Restraint, as the predominant action of the CondtJetor
org-ana for any considerable length of time produces ·great exhaustion, fatigue, disease, and mori>id excitability; resulting in
fever and inflammation, which are usually the effect. of und. .
ex~rtion aRd excitement. Hence, it is not judicioas to excite the
Conductor orgaas very often, or to a great extent, in &ll impreai~
ble eubject. The facility with wbiob, in a highly i~apl'eMible
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person, all the various cerebral excitements may be produced, by
operating on the conductor organs, is marvelous and beautiful ; as
the finger passes. over the various portions of the face, the different faculties and passions are evolved, as in sweeping the strings
of a harp.

LECT. XVI.-THE GALLIAN SYSTEM OF PHRENOLOGY,
COMPARED WITH THE NEUROLOGICAL SYSTEM.
The system of Phrenology established by Gall and enlarged by
Spurzheim, :which I shall call the Gallian system, from the founder, contains the rudiments of a great and t.rue science. It
recognizes organs of thirty-five faculties. •
The defect of this system as a mental philosophy, consists in
recognizing so small a number of faculties. All the powers,
passions, emotions, etc., that have ever been observed by men
of the world-historians, philosophers, dramatists, etc.-are entitled to recognition, for every peculiar trait or faculty requires a
peculiar organic apparatus.
The faculties above mentioned,
are not sufficient to constitute a portrait of human nature.
Itt- defect as a cerebral science, arises from the fact that an arbitrary division into a specific number of organs ia contrary to
anatomy. The cerebrum is, in one sense, a single organ, but
is composed of associated or blending parts, not of entirely distinct independent organs, for it has none. The doctrine of eere•The uomenoJatare of Spursheilll haYing beea followecl 'b7 Ellslleh Phraolopu lau
beea taken u tbe repreeeD.tatins of ~e c11m1nt Phrenological ~Jitem. The uomeuclatwe
of Gall, u well u we can arrins at it, b7 a liberal translation, ia u followa:1. Iutiuct of generation.
16. SeniC of Colora, Talent for Paiutiq.
i. Lon of Offlpring.
17. SeliiC of Toue1, Talent for M.Diic.
3. Attachment, 'Frieadahip-·
18. SeuiC of Nambera and tbeir relatiou,
4. Counge, Solf.Drfece, Qu.rrellomeSenH of Time (uudetermiuecl.)
19. Coll8trllcti•e-.
5. Carui90JOUI1Ditioet, Murder;
20. Comparatin Sagacity.
511. MelaphJaical Deptb, Taint for In.
6. Couuiuf, Trick, Taot·
ference.
1. s- 0 Prope!tJ, lattiuct of Proridiug, CoYetoDIDC8, Theft.
512. Wit, Facolty for H111110r, Satire, etc .
8. Pride Hauteur, Loftin-. Elefttion.
~. Talent for Poet11.
'f. Vauit7, Ambi&iou, Lo•e of GloJ1.
!U. Goodu-, · Bene.olence, Oomp.ioa,
C.ntiooao-, Cin:llllllpfCtiou, Forelloral Seoae, Couciftee,
light.
25. Imitation, MimicJ1.
llfemoJ1 of Tbiop or 'hctl, Ednoa- 'hcolt7 of Viaio01 (not named.)
516. Religiooa Sentiment., Belief in Oocl,
~ PerfectibilitJ.
ty, s - of Belatiolu of Sp~~~e.
Belipal Worahip.
.3. 8eme of Penoo1.
!11. Firmo•, Collllaaey, P.........,
14. Seoae of Worda, Verbal MfJIDOI')".
Oblltiuc7.
.
15. Lanpap. Talent of Philologr.

••·
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bral unity is true, and the doctrine of i&a plurality is vue ; but
the former was not true, as understood by anti-phrenologiata, 801'
the latter, in the limited senee of Gall and his immediate followere. The phrenological principle of eubdivision has no very
obvious limtt. Two convolutions (of one hemisphere) cannot exercise the eame function ; neither can two portions of one convolution ; nor can two fibres. There is no repetition of function
in the right or in the left brain. As evory fibre has a different
organic power from every other fibre, the number of fllDctiona,
or modes of manifestation, is innumerable.
Adjacent organs blend or approximate in function; thoee
more remote, differ more widely, and those in opposite poeitiol!llt,
have antagonistic functions. We may group the fibres and
functions as we please, to form a system of organology. Such
arrangements are merely arbitrary.
The faculties recognized by Gall and Spurzheim may be demonstrated generally in similar localities, but occupying much lea
epace. Form, Size, Locality, Weight, Color, Order, and Calculation, occupy almost precisely the same locations which were
assigned them. Tune is situated lower. Language a little more
exteriorly; Conl'ltrnet:yrnese, or Mechanical Invention, Wgher,
and more antcl'iorly, Individuality, Eventuality, Time, Causality,
and Comparison, nearly as before. Wit and Mirthfulness more
internally, in distinct organs. Imitation, Marvelousness, and
NoM&MCLATUD oF SruazaiWII.
21. Imitation.
DestructiveneSI!.
INTELLECTUAL.
Amativeness.
1. Perceptive
Philoprogenitivenen.
22. Individuality.
Adhesiveness.
23. Form.
lnhabitivenesa.
!4. Size.
Combativeness.
26. Weight.
Secretiveness.
26. Color.
Acquisitivenese.
27. Locality.
Constructiveness.
28. Order.
II. SBNTDmiTS.
29. Calculation.
Cautioueness.
30. Eventuality.
Approbativeneee.
31. Time.
Self Esteem.
n. Tune.
Benevolence.
33. Language.
Reverence.
II. &jl«tiw.
Firmnese.
34. Comparison.
Conscientiousneae.
35. Causality.
Hope.
Ill. ProiMIIJitJ.
Marvelowmeu.
Deeite to live.
Ideality.
A&imeativeaeu.
Mirthfulneu.

I. hoP&M81TIES.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
)0.
)1.

12.
)3.
)4.

15.
16.
17.
18.
11.
iO.
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Hope, occupy less space, in eimilar locations. Benevolence,
Religion, Self-Eateem, and Conecientiousnese, occupy almost exactly the positions assigned them. Ideality occupiee the anterior
part of ita former location. Cautiousnese, Adhesiveness, and
Approbativenese, occupy a portion of their former eites, and the
same remark may be applied to Combativeness and Amativeness; Destruetiveness and Alimentiveness are lower than they
'"ere located; Acquisitivf!ness lower, and farther back; Secretiveneee still farther back; lnhabitivenees in the upper part of
the space which Spurzbeim gives to Aequisitiveneee ; and the
love of life nearly the same situation which be aseigned it.
The elose approximation to the truth in 1his system shows the
masterly genius of Gall. His name will stand in & solitary preeminence. My own researches in Craniology have given me
a h•gher respe~t forhis labors. The new system reaches the goal
at which Gall aimed, but which could not be attained by Craniology. It perfect& the doctrine of cerebral sub·division ; increases vastly the area of the science; places it on the foundation of experiment and certainty, and establishes new doctrines
of organology, modality, antagonism, co-operation, unity, and
duality ; manifestation and suppression; pathognomy and mental
derangement.
1. OaGANOLooY .-We recognize every fibre, or group of fibres,
as an organ. We may, theref3re, divide the brain into two
regions-into six-into one hundred-into fi\'e hundred, or into a
thousand. From one hundred to one hundred and fifty, will
be found neceSBary to convey a proper idea of human nature.
We recognize every important element of human nature, 88
belonging to a peculiar orgatt, and endeavor to give the subdivision a convenient and practical character.
2. MonALrrY .-We do not recognize a few specific faculties 88
IJelonging to organa, and ascribe other faculties to peculiar mode• of
action in tbese organs. Theee modes of action are really the display of distinct powers, and are produced by specific organs.
These specific organs modify the modes of action in all other
organs in accordance with the lawe of mutual influence between
the organs.
2. ANTAooms.n-In · recognizing. an organ for one trait
chftracter, we do not leave the opposite trait to be produced by
the mere absence of an organ, or, in other words, by no cause
whatever.
We recognize, for every. organ, an antagonistic
organ, producing opposite effects, ancl· between the two opposite
orgRns, the character is determined by their relative power
modified by the· associate organs. Each organ acta in proportioll
to ita developement and excitement, and each ie reetrained by ita
oppoPite, according to their relative. energy at the moment.
4. Co-orzaATION.-While the Gallian system recognizes no
relations among organs, except euch as may be inferred from the

or
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.compatibility or incompatibility of their several acts, the Neurological system recognizes relations of a precise and accut·a.tely
defined character. The entire sphere of human faculties is
divisible into a hemisphere co-operative with any given organ
and another hemisphere, antagonistic. Those of the co-oper~
tive hemisphere have various degrees ot' co-operation, which are
accurately estimated, while those of the antagonistic hemisphere
have various degrees and modes of antagcmiSin, which are .aJso ·
accurately defined by a mathematical law.
5. UNITY AND DuALITY.-While the Galliao system makes no
explanation of the mutual relations of the hemispheres of the
brain, the Neurological syst.em e.xplains their harmony and di.Js.
sonance, their pouible separation, their systematic mutual reaction, the various relations of specific organs in one hemi:;phere
to different organs in the other ; their diagonal decussatiug
relations to the body, their .difference of .developement, with its
cause, and the final cause or purpose of their peculiar relations
to the body and to each other.
6. MANIFESTATION AIJJ) SuPPJlBSSlON.-The manifestation of the
varioWI organs by the action of tile br.aln through the nerves,
and the suppression of that manifestation.....,.the.influx ofcerebral
infiuences into the body, and the arrest of that process which are
left unexplained by the Gallian system, .are fully explained by
the Conductor and Restraining organs of the Neurological
•ystem.
7. PATHOGWOMY.-The science of &pres~ion or Natural Language of the faculties is described by Gall, as an observer of
phenomena, which could not well be overlooked. But the true
mathematical de\·elopement of thi~t science was not effected by
Gall and Spurzbeim. They speak in a rather indefinite manner
of movements being made in the direction of the organs, without
ascertaining correctly what those directions are-without looking
to the Jact, that the brain is double, and that the patbognomic
lines are alae double, being different on the two sides of the
body-without, in abort, establishing a clear, simple, a.nd universal law of mathematical correspondence between the line of
direction of nervous fibPes, and that of the movements which they
produce, without carrying this law throughout physiological
organic life, and without classifying and correctly understanding
the numerous com1>lex and antagonistic motions of life. The
empirical or inaccurate condition in which this department of.
anthropological science was left by Gall and Spurzheim was one
reason why it bas not advanced since their publications. In the
present work, the outlines of the great mathematicai science whie)l
pathognomy establishes, are briefly sketched.
8. TEMPEilAMENTS.-Gallian Phrenological science made no contribution to our knowledge of temperaments, for the very obvione
.reason.that it studied the brain only as a pbreuological.tllld not ..u
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a physiological organ. Hence this cardinal principle of the dependence of temperaments upon cerebral developement was not
announced, and the old crude arrangements were preserved. Neurology, by ahowi.ng the temperamental influence of every orga11,
developed att infinite science ef temperaments e(payohe-physiological modes of being.
9. MurAL DEJLAlfGBMENT.-The Gallian system regarded mefttal derangement as a disease of the brain, belonging to one or
more of ita organa, and having no definite organic cause in the
brain itself; being entirely produced by external, unfavorable infl.ueneea. This was a vast advance upon the previous ignoraoee
of philosophers and physiologists, but was only an approximation to the truth. Neurology shows that mental derangement ia
not a disease,. but a functional depravity of action, depending
npon erganic developemente, which may be ascertained by inspection, and whieh may be iocreased or diminished by an appropriate coune, like any other peculiarity of cerebral developement.
Beside thus changing the fundamental philosophy of the science in eight essential characteristics, the neurological system
adds twe important classes of mental faculties which were singularly overlooked by GaU and Spurzheim.
1. Tuz ExTERNAL SeNsES.-Neurology gives to these their definite location in cerebral organs, thus supplying a singular hiatus
in the Gallian system.
2. THE HIGHE.R O.R MORE.SUBTLB POWERS" OF TIJB MJND.-Neurology
recognizes, e~plains, and locates those wonderful powers which
maintain our relations to the subtle influences of nature, which
give nee to- the phenomena of animal magnetism, and which
bring us into- contact with the sphere of what is called spiritual
and supernatural. The importance of these powers to the progress and elevation of' mankind can be appreciated only by the
more advanced students of anthropology.
Jn additioR to these new classes of cerebral organs, a great
number of faculties. or organs of the more familiar species,
which have heretofore been overlooked: are demonstrated by Neurology.
Moreover, the Neurological system of investigation establishes
three distinct and important contributions to mental science-PsYOOMETttY, PtiYBIOGNOMv, and SA.acooNOMY.
PsvcnOMET.av.,..-The J>sychometry, or mind~measuring of the
Gallian system was merely a rude system- of craniology, eketehing
boldly and roughly the profile of a character appropriate to the
skull, which the individual often failed to realize practically from
the want of full and systematic mental cultivation. The . Psychometry of the :Neurological system determines the actual powe~·
of the organs by the impret~eion which they give of their vital
energy to an impressible and intuitive person. Hence the new
Psychometry differs from the old Cranoscgpic sketching as much a.
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a cut or daguerreotype of the face di6en from a penciled profile. Our Psychometry baa also the advantage that it is entirely
independent of the cranium, and applies with as mnch facility to
the absent, the dead, or the ancient, as to the present. (See leetare oa Psychometry.)
2. PumoONOIIY .-The Neurological system differs from the
Gallian system in the fact that while the latter gives us only a
limited Craniology, the fonner gives ua, in addition to a very extensive and minute Craniology, a system of facial and corporeal
Physiognomy, which enables us to determine even without the
sympathetic Psychometry, the general character and coildition of
the brain, as they are distinctly indicated in the countenance and
penon. A reference to Physiognomy is often as important as
the examination of th~ craaium, in detennining the actual character.
3. SucooNoMY.-The laws of sympathy between the mind and
body, of which the Gallian system offered no explanation beyond
the location of the mind in the brain, may now be uncleretood.
Neurology, by showing that every individual portion of the brain
sympathizes and is connected with a corresponding portion of the
body, explains all the sympathies of thP. mind with the body and
th~ body with the mind, both in health and in disease. The ttympathy, connection, or correspondence between the cerebral and
corporeal organa, is such that we make a Psychological map of the
body corresponding to that of the brain, in all its organa and subdivisions. In the study of these new: relations and correspondences we obtain a large amount of psycho-sarcological knowledge
of the relative developement of mind and body. This Sarcological knowledge being principally exercised in discovering the mental sympathies and characteristics connectP.d with the different
parte of the body, may be appropriately called SARcooNOMY. By
this name we give it a position by the side of Physiognomy, which
interprets the character of the face as Satcognomy does of the
body, revealing laws, connections, and sympathies of immense
importance to the physician, the artist, and tile teacher.
The above nine changes in the fundamental philosophy of the
science, and five new departments of science wliich are added belong to the Phrt7Wlogicol division of Anthropology; hence, in these
respects, the Neurological system has been compared with the
Gal)ian system. But in reference to diseases, health, life, death
sleeping, waking, respiration, calorification, circulation, secretion
and aU the various normal and abnormal states of our physica ·
constitution, and actions of the viscera, these belong to the pbysi·
ological department of Anthropology, and require a comparison
of Neurology, not with the Gallian system, but with the doctrines
of the writers on Physiology.
In reference to the action of mind on mind, the mutual relations
of mankind, the philosophy of morals, education, society, and gov-
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emment, the Neurological system views all from a different et.andpoiot, relies upon diJferent facts, and comes to different concluaione from the greater portion of our philosophic teachers.
FnrALLv.~As Neurology embraces more than mere Anthropology, it gives us new views of Zoology and comparative Phrenology. Nor ie it limited to human and comparative Psychology
and Physiology; for it developes the relatione of man to the material world, and takes cognizance of materia medica, dietetics, medical geology, and meteorology, physiological and psychological chemistry, aetronomy, cosmology, and UNIVUSAL 01fTOLOGY.

LECT. XVII.-ORGANOLOGY-HEMISPHERES OF GOOD
AND EVIL.
Our system of organology regards the brain not as a maas of
organs radiating from the medulla oblongata, as their centre, to
the skull, (in which case they would cross the ventricles,) but as
two cerebral masses, each of which is de\' eloped as the radii of a
sphere, around the great ventricle. It rejects the measurement
from the cavity of the ear upward as a criterion of moral developement; for that measurement includes the basilar depth, or
downward developement of the brain, as well as the height or
upward developement. Thus, in the following outlines, two
heads which have the same height from the cavity of the ear upwards, have an essentially different moral character-the one
presenting a greater developement of height and the other of

depth. For moral and intellectual excellence, we compare the
region above and before the oblique line with that below and behind it. It is equally convenient for practical purposes to draw
a horizontal line back from the middle of the forehead and compare the developement above and below it. In reference to each
individual organ, we estimate the centrifugal extension from the
central region of each hemisphere.
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Ournomenclaturer~ecta the uee oCtechnical telJDI. Whatever
eft'ect an organ produces when acting in entire predominance is
regarded as the function of that organ and is expressed by ita
name. Hence the name may sufficiently express the function
without the neceasity for a long commentary or explanation. To
obtain this result, we must adapt oar nomenclature and claaaification to the pre-existing arrangements of language, and our
nomenclature will be deficient just in proportion as language itaelf is imperfect. There are so many idaas -so many emotion•
and traits of character which language but poorly conveys, and
which cannot be expressed by any word in our language, that the
best nomenclature we can devise moat be deficient in fullneas and
precision.
Bearing in mind that divisions are mostly arbitrary and designed
merely for convenience, we may arrange the cerebral organa in the
manner beet adapted to facilitate their study.
The organa of good tendencies may be separated from those of
e vii tendencies by a dividing line, to run from the upper part of
tbe face or outer canthus of the eye, toward the regton of Selfesteem and Firmneas, terminating generally at the spot around
which the hair radiates as from a centre. This line will run
through the regions of Sensibility, Humility, Caution, Coldneu,
Restraint, Hardihood, Moral Ambition and Dignity. Passing under the eyes it will descend upon the median line, through the
organ of Calorification and complete the circuit through the interior of the head. The organa above and before this line may be
considered decidedly good, and
those below and behind it decidedly
evil in their ultimate tendency. The
upper clasa in predominance produce happiness, and the lower, in
predominance, produce misery.
They are not only injurious to
others, but decidedly injurious to
the individual in whom they act,
whene\·er they control the character. An impressible subject in
placing his hands upon the upper
organs feels a delightthl influence
-he feels as one doee toward
whom friendly and aft'ectionate
feelings have been manifested.
When those organa are excited in himself by touch, a
similar pleasure is experienced. But when touching any of
the inferior class of organs, he soon feels an influence which becomes decidedly injurious to the mind and the body. The organs
anterior to the ear being injurious to his physical frame, and
those posterior to the ear being more especially if\jurious to hie
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iotelleetual and moral enjoyment. If theee inferior organa are
ueited ill himself
t01acbing hie head, he feels the varioue
angry, gloomy, morbid, stupid, hanh and proetrating influences,
when they are fvlq e:leiUJ, aad will be very reluctant to repeat
the ezperiment. These faota demoJMtrate the opposite tendenoiea of the virtuou aad evil elements of our constitution.
Bu& it baa been 110ppoeed that all ourorgana are good, and that
evil ariaea &om llliaapplieation or misdirection of their powen.
Thie view, which ie a favorite one with many, need not be entirely
Jt9eeted. Our inferior facnltiee are good and useful in their
proper •phere, but thil!l •phere i.e very limited-it consists of acting
as mere inatnunentalitiee in the bands of the higher powen.
Whenever they become sufficiently powerful to rise from the rank
of I!IUV&Ilts to thAt ofmaaten, and compete with the moral faculties
for the control of our eonduot, they may be considered as perverted
from their legitimate purpoae in man. In other words, eyiJ
ariaea &om their large developement and powerful influence.
Oon•equendy their tendeaey is to evil aa their ultimate goal.
But that a moderate action of the inferior organs is legitimate
•d beneficial, i.e proved by the fact that if you excite some of
them in one but moderately impressible, or by placing your band
aroand the back of his head from ear to ear (especially when
tlaese organa are •mall and inactive) you will produce a alight
invigoration of hie system, which will be agreeable and beneficial.
A moderate action of the inferior organs is necessary for certain
physiological influences upon the body ; but a predominant action
reduce• man from a moral to a physical existence-from happy
and serene emotions to turbulent passions-from health to dieease, from aanity to insanity, from intelligence to stupidity and
bmte force.
The superior organa tend entirely to good-the greater their
power, the more noble, lovely, powerful and highly gifted is man
-they tend to make him perfect and God-like. But in their excessive action, they subdue too much the animal foreea, and ezhauat vitality. Hence their exceesive action producee physiological evils or the destruction of our vital powers.
Experiment upon the superior and inferior regions demonstrates
the important proposition that happiness arist's entirely from the
exercise of our higher faculties, and that consequently it is our
interest as well ae our duty to restrain the inferior faeultiea and
to obey the dictates ofthe highest sentiments:
Thus the laws of nature attach to virtue ita reward, and to vice
ita punishment, in such a manner that there is no possible escape
from the punishment when merited, or the reward when due. All
who are happy,enjoythereward of obedience to law, and all who
autfer are paying the penalty of ita violation. They have either
neglected the proper cultiuation of intellect, and therefore acted
unwisely, or have failed to cultivate their moral nature up to the
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atandard of happinei8-0r else have neglected that proper cultivation of Industry, Energy, Firmness and Health which iB eseential
to the moral, iatellectual and physical perfection of man.

LECT. XVIII.-ORGANOLOGY-SIX GREAT REGIONS.
The most convenient division of the head for practical purposes will be into the regions of Intellect, Virtue and Power,
occupying the frontal, the superior, and the upper posterior regions, to which we add their antagonists, the regions of Animality, Violence and Relaxation, occupying the occipito·lateral,
occipito·basilar and antero-basilar regions.
[I. Intellect; G. Goodness or~Vir
tue; P. Power; A. Animality; V.
Violence and Crime;R.Relaxation.]
(It must be borne in mind that
precise divisions haYe an arbitrary
character. There are many organs
near the dividing lines, which are
connected by natural affinities with
each of the adjacent divisions. We
might with great propriety trace a
neutral zone in the temple!:!, bordering upon each of the six great
regions and, possessing an intermediate character.)
The comparative size of these regions will determine their predominance in the character. But it is to be home in mind, that
our organs are not characterized by a democratic equality of influence upon the character. In the nonnal developement of the
brain, the superior organs have a decided ascendancy. The organ of Consciousness or Wakefulness has usually from 16 to 18
hours of predominance, and its antagonist, producing profound
sleep, has hut 6 or 8 hours of full indulgence. The region of
Health predominates habitually over that of Diseaee. Honesty
and Philanthropy predominate habitually over Fraud and Felony.
Abstinence yields but occasionally through the day to the influence of Alimentiveness, and it would seem that .the lower
organs of the brain are more and more deprived of a controlling
influence upon the character in proportion as they are inferior in
rank. Yet in proportion to the size of their developement, it
becomes probable that they will assume and maintain an ocoasional control of the character.
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The inferior organa are to be regarded aa the physiological
antagoaists of the higher, standing related to corporeal functions
as the higher do to the mental. The constitution of man may be
compared to a tree, the higher portion of which expanding in the
sunlight and atmosphere is dependent upon its subterranean portion rooted in the soil. As the roets are to the tree, so in their
legitimate range of action are the inferior organs to the superior,
which are able to exist in man only when they have a physiological support.
The different regions are named from their ultimate tendency.
The region anterior the ears producing disease and feeblenessthe region posterior to the ears producing various crimes and
'Vices, when acting unrestrained-the frontal organs producing
various forms of intelligence, the coronal organs various species
of virtue-the upper occipital producin~ various efficient energies,
and the occipito-lateral tending to d.inllnish or destroy the intellectual action, and keep man in a condition of stationary barbarism.
The region of Animality is so named in consequence of its
being the antagonist of intellectual action. Its predominance
would produce entire mental vacuity and incapacity for thought.
Its most predominant action is during our nocturnal sleep, although
during our waking moments it frequently produced a heavy lethargic influence and mental inactivity. It produces an aversion to
deep investigation and continuous exertion of mind. Doubtless
one of its most important effects is to assist the power of me11tal
self-control by enabling us to arrest any mental faculty, and
thereby discharge from the mind thoughts of which we wish to
get rid. Hence it sustains the region of Power in a negative
manner, by rendering us lese impreuible mentally, and more ca·
pable of resisting surrounding inftuences addressed to the mind.
It diminishes all the intense and wonderful phenomena of mind.
The enthusiasm of genius-the wakefulness of the student-the
intensity of thought, when hope, rage or remone disturb the mind
are all quietly restrained by the uninteJligent region when predominant. This influence is to some extent desirable or ne.ces ·
aary to health, for extreme devotion to intellectual pur&uits ia
debilitating if not positively morbific.
We determine the intellectual developemeo.t by projection of
the front lobe--not by the apparent height or area of the forehead. A forehead may be receding or even narrow, and yet
.contain much intellect-it may be vertical, higb and broad, with
A great intellectual deficiency. Thus the forehead of A B E C,
·which is less elevated, is far more intellectual tban the high forehead A F G, because it is much more projec.ting. On the other
lla.nd the vertical forehead of A B C is far leBS intellectual tha.n
the receding forehead C D E. In inteJlectual heads the forehead
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often projects semibty over the face, making the eye sockets apparently deep.
D

l,-

The organs of Virtue are developed upwards, so as to give a
height, fulJness and roundness to the upper part of the head,
which rises above the forehead and above the temporal arch.
The organa of Violence and Crime give falJneas, roandnesa
breadth and depth to the lower part of the occiput. The organa
of Relaxation, Debility and Disease, whichjroduce a feeble, inefficient, morbid character, give breadth an depth to the middlelobe, indicated by breadth in front of the ears.
The organs which produce an efficient commanding charactergive elongation upward and backward.
The region of Animality produces breadth and roundneu
above and behind the ears.

LECT.

XIX.-ORGANO~OGY

CONTINUED.

Oar cerebral organs should he regarded as instruments to be
used, or as embodying capacities to be developed. Surrounding
circumstances impress an organ and develope ite functional activity. Disease, for example, cannot display itself without some
morbific influences ; intellect cannot be displayed without impressions upon the senses, to excite and develope intellectual action ; nor can the moral faculties attain their full developement
and activity without the proper objects to excite oar kindly
emotions. This view enforces the importance of education.
Education changee the form of the head by increasing and diminiahing the various orgaus. It also changes the form of the
convolutions, by developing particular portions of a convolution
at the expense. of others. The brain ia thus auaoept.ible of an-in·
definite number of'modifications,and will become adapted to any
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situation in which mao ia plaoed. The future baa iD store couMless varieties of humanity.
Every organ exerts an influence upon the whole constitution
and character ; consequendy each organ is modified in its action
by the character of the whole brain; and the same organ, acting
iD diJferent heads will impart materially diJferent impressions to
an impressible penon.
Every organ directly cheeks its antagonist, and at.o cheob, to
a greater or less extent thoee which are nearly aseoeiated with
the antagonist. It stimulates and enstains those which are connected with itself by lying in the same region, and modifies sensibly all the other organa, imparting to them a portion of its own
character; as when dae organ of Energy predominate•, all the
organs have a more energetic action ; or when Ideality predominate&, they are more refined.
Every elemen' of human nature has a particular locality, at
which it is manifested in the highest energy, around which location the functions partake of that character, and from which they
gradually change to an opposite. Hence we may aay that evf!fty
faculty culminates to a particular point, where it is manifested in
the highest energy.
Around every organ will be lound grouped th011e which are
congenial or connected with it, and around its antagonist an opposing group. Hence we may divide the brain between any two
antagonistic organs into antagonistic hemispheres. The organe
around each principal organ, partaking ot' its character ; and
hence the hemispheres • opposing each other, as the hemisphere.
of Light and Darkness, of Good and Evil, of Health and Diseaae, etc., etc.
[In this sketch we present the
oppoaite centres of healthy and
morbific influences. Organs lying
nearer the centre of health have a
healthy tendency in their action.
Organa lying nearer the centres of
disease are liable to producing a
morbid and debilitated condition.
Thus, for example, ideality, Sensibility, and Alimentiveness are
much more capable of producing
morbid effects than FirmQe88, Energy, and Patience.]
Thua we dewmiDe how far aa Ol'pll ia to be regarded u inuilleotual or uain&elleohlal, u nrtuoae or Yioioaa, .. heakhy or
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morbid, by ita poeition in tbele herailspheres, and ita relation to
their centres.
Finally, no organ in aad of iUelf makes any manifestation. No
organ can be manifeated without dae co-operation of the greater
portion of tbe other orgaoe ; for whbout f.he majority of the organs we cannot UnBfJine a human being to ex.iat. Such a conception would be a monatreeity. How, for example could any organ
manifest itaelf without the intellectual faculties? Abolish them,
and there would be no lleMee, ao mental impressions, no conscious existence, no thouchts, IW object for any emotion or pasaion, and consequently no trait Gf ~acter could exist. The
function of any organ oonai.ts oC bringing the cerebral excitement to a particalv resion of the braia, in which are the various
powers necessary to co-operate in evolving a.certain trait of charaeter. The group acting uader fhe.control of its centre, evolves
a particular power, which power..,- be said to reeide in tAe central or~an, but requires the IIClbsidiary support of ita neighbon for
ita evolution.
Thus there are no radically ~ct oreana in any one regioa,
as each organ participates in tlae ollaraeter of ita neighbora, •
the color green participates in the character of ita aNt n~
bon blue and yellow, ot which it may be considered a combination. Radically distinct orrans will be foud in oppoeite l'egiCIItl
as antagonists. As organa approximate they may be considehMI
members of one family; as they aep!U'Me the relatioDthip becomea more~-

LiiCT. XX.-INTBLLilOTUAL ORGANS, CLASSIFICATION.
The intellectual '"IJ&DII occupy the anterior surface of the head,
-the space which is usually free from the hair. The upper surface of the front lobe, which is covered by hair, contains tlie organs
of moral faculties which approximate the intellectual. .Even the
anterior aurface of the middle lobe contains a lower speeiee of
intellect, and the upper .p art of the faoe (which is not OGvere• by
beard) co.tre~ponda to or1an1 o£ an. intellectual tendency.
The intellectual nsion m&J be divided into &bree pel-
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tiona by nearly horizontal linea, thusthe lower portion being the regionofaenaation, and perception, the middle, the
region of memory or retention and repetition of impreseions, and the upper the
region of reflection or judgment. By
the lower stratum we live in contact
with the external world, and hourly receive many impreasipns from it. By
the second stratum we are enabled toretain or accumnlate these impressions, to
acquire experience and a fund of knowledge-to live more independent of the
present-to be guided by the past, and
.
to retain the materials for_investigation
reason, analysi• and invention.
As dle middM range is supplied by the lower, so the upper or
thirG range ia supplied by the middle with the materials for 111
action. This range gives penetration, soufldnesa of judgment,
depth of reason, forecast, originality, genius and grandeur of
conception.
The lower ruge anpplies observation, which renders our knowledge positive and exact-the middle gives learning and the upper
talent.
We may divide the forehead by three vertical lines, thus : into
the interior, middle and exterior
ranges, (Active, Deliberate, Contemplative). The interior gives
a.n active, prompt,clear intellect,
the middle a more deliberate
power aod more solid judgment;
the exterior gives a profound
contemplative talent,capable o(
producing very elaborate and
perfect reauJts. We may style
them the active, deliberate, and
contemplative departments o(
the intellect. The active department is developed .especially in
aocial intercourse, in busineu
life, in military a1fairs, in oratory,
and we may say in all action. The deliberate being slower, and
acting upon more extensive data, is not so well adapted to sudden emergencies, but prescribes a generally jftdicious course,
guided by experience. It gives a sound and penetrating rather
than a capacious or original mind. The contemplative is adapted
to philospby, literature and art-to a thoughtful, rather thau an
active life-to originality rather than learning-to men~ crea·
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tion rather than to the reception of impressions through the senses
-to the general spirit and relations of the flxternal world, rather
than to its special facts and forms.
The broad forehead, therefore, (cmteris paribus) indicates literary, pbilosoph~cal or inventive ability, as the prominent, yet narrow one indicates a strong, penetrating, practical mind. As the
broad forehead is apt to be found associated with Modesty, and
the other tranquil restraining organs of the sidehead, which give
breadth, we perceive why the philosophers, inventors and literati.
to whom the world is most indebted, are seldom men of any commanding force of character, and are often neglected. The true
voice of Reason is generally, "a atillsmall voice."
The frontal organs when viewed from below upwards, appear
to be physical below-but progresaively more and more remote
from the physical a,bove. 'fhey are higher in rank or character
as they are higher in position.
When viewed from within or outward, they appear internally,
to originate simple conceptions, and externally to give the power
of combination. Thus, Form, SiLe and Distance supply the simple .eonceptions which the organs of Order and Calculation, Syatem and Invention, arrange and combine; Foresight and Sagacity supply the elementary conceptions, which are combined by
Reason, Ingenuity and Scheming.
Above the upper margin of the forehead, the organs of Liberality, Sympathy, Sincerity, Expression, Imitation, Mirth, Admiration, Vivacity, Imagination, Marvelousness, and in the temples,
Ideality conatitute the boundary of intellect, the intermedium between thought and emotion-a sentimental ranie contributing
by refinement, equally to the virtues and the intelligence.

LECT. XXI.-INTELLECTUAL ORGANS-LOWER RANGE
ORGANS OF THE SENSES.
The external senses, for which no cerebral organs were recognized by the old system of Phrenology, have each an appropriate
cerebral location. This subject early attracted my attention, and
by means of Craniology alone, I approximated the true location!'
of the senses of sight, hearing, touch, taste, smell and feeling.
Experiment has corrected the errors of Craniology, and enabled
.me to give the true seats of the senses. Of these we may recog.nize Vision, Hearing, Taste, Smell and Touch, which are usually
recognized as the five external senses, to which we may add the
Psycho sense or mind-sight, a power of mental recognition independent of the eye-metric which has beea so often dAmonstrated
7
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in Mesmeric experiments, and of which my own experiments give
evidence.
We must at.o recognize the sense of Feeling as chiefly an
external sense, since it furnishes many ideas of the exterior world.
But as the extt>rnal and internal senses are very closely blended,
the distinction between them is rather arbitrary. Using the term
Feeling in its most enlarged senee we may recognize nine subdivisions, viz: the Respiratory sense, the senses of Hunger, Thim,
Fatigue, Pain, Common Feeling, the Thermal sense, the Hygro·
metric sense, and the sense of the Imponderable agents. Finally,
we must recognize the sense of Force ; a power which perceives
our own muscular action or exertion. Thus, besides the usually
• recognized five senses, we have one psychological, and, at leaet
ten physiological senses or modifications of sensibility. Each of
these sixteen is quite peculiar and distinct.
The sen&Je of Vision occupies the brow-its especial or primary seat being that point in the superciliary arch which is imme..!iately above the pupil of the eye. This organ gives a sense of
the impression of light, and is, therefore, named Light. The conceptions of the appearances of objects are formed by the adjacent
organs. Form gives distinctness, and Distance extent of vision.
Color, the perception of their colors, and Shade of their darknese.
The organ of Light adapts the eyes to light, the organ of Shade
to darkness. One alone would produce day-sight, the other alone
night-vision. Deficiency of the latter would produce Nyctalopia
or day-blindness. Deficiency of the former would produce He·
meralopia or night-blindness.• The organ of optic sensibility ia
the temples, gives the eyes a very sensitive constitution-in which
-re•pect it resembles the organ of Shade, and predisposes them
to irritation and inflammation. A portion of the region of Som·
nolence tends to derange the visual powers and produce optic
Wuaions of various kinds.
The sense of hearing is located at the anterior portion of Senability, in connexion with the organs of Language and Music to
which it ia directly tributary. Its connexion with general senmbility explains the influence of sounds, voices or music over the
feelings.
Immediately behind the organ of H-earing, we flnd the region
if the perception of imponderable agents Galvanism, Magnetittm,
Electricity and Nervaura. These organs being full, we are powerfully affected by tho•e fluids ; whence arise different species of
imprenibility. The Thermal sense or sense of heat ana cold, is
located lower than those just mentioned, and optic sensibility or
aensitiveness of the eyes to the influence of light is in the midst ofthe arch formed by these organs. The deficiency of optic senlft·
bility tends to produce amaurosis.
.

•1

•I han here und the te1m Nyetalopia to aieaif1 a e011ttitatlon ol the eytt, ad~ tD
aoctvnal naion al011e, and Hemeralo,pia, to lignify the eondkion adapted onl7 to naion
U,JiP*, They are aometim• llleclua tile oppoaite MUe.
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The Thermalaense, the Hygrometric t~ense, or aenee of moisture
and dryness, and the senses of Touch, Taste and Smell, are arranged illsuceesei.on from behind forward, at the upper margin of
the cheek-bone. When the Thermal and Hygromeh'ic senses are
conspicuoua, there is a great eenliibility \o the variations of the
weather, and much tact in estimating its condition. The Hygrometric sense in morbid e~citement, produces the condition of
hydrophobia.
Th~ 11enae of Pain we recognize as distinct from the eense of
Feeling, and this distinction bas been recognized by aome physiologie\8. The sense of Fatigue, which is lower, baa a very debilitating tendency. These two are very morbid in their tendency,
and the whole region of Sensibility tends to foster disease.
The Respiratory sense creates a demand for respiration, and
is the source of that terrible feeling of suffocation which ia prodaeed by the arrest of breathing.
Thts organs of Hunger and Thirst will be meationed under the
head of Allmentiveness, to which they belong.
These are not all the subdivisions which may be distinctly re·
cognized, but are sufficient for any practical purpol!e.
We may add that the upper margin of senl!ibility is the source
of &mitivcneaa. This producea a character in which the feelinge
are easily touched-it is the source of mental sensibility.

LECT. XXII.-PERCEPTIVE FACULTIES.
LrouT and SnADE are the bllflis of all vit~ual knowledge. For
all object&! may be represented by light!! and ahades (upon a plain
surfac~) except as to their colol'lt. These organs lie at the baeis
of the intellectual group, connected with those which they supply.
At the inner end of the brow we have the organ of Four, which
conceives all object&!; different portions of the organ beiog appropriated to different classes of oluecte-persons, being recog·
nized by its inner portion, places by its exterior fibres. • The
continuation of this organ backward underneath the front lobe,
is reached through the nose, upon which we mark its locality
under the name of " Dmzcroa OaoANS." These portions of the
organ of Form, are emplo)ed in determining or controlling the
• muscular movements-whence the name.
Distance and Size may be regarded as one organ of Magni.tl.lde ; the upper portion of which, devoted to larger objects or
• There ean be DO great differeDee betweeD the orpu which recopile pJ.cee •
a map, &Del pbiCe1 • l-**111p0D the nrfloo of the -.nla.
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distances, produces in conjunction with Form, the function called
Locality, or the sense of places.
The functions of D18T ANCE, SizE, W EJGDT, and CoLoR, are perhaps
sufficiently expres&ed by their names, as they are perceptive faculties directed to tbol!e objects.
WEIGHT, as a sense of gravitatioR and external powers, should
be distinguished from the SENSE of FoRcE, which gives the sense
of our own muscular energies. Tbe organ of Weight, to an impressible subject, imparts a rather oppressive influence, while the
organ of the sense of Force bas an invigorating effect.
The organ of CoLoR does not produce a fondne~s for a great
display of colors, but produces a tine pe1·ception of colors, which
is gratified by more delicate tints.
The "rgan of ORDER perceives the symmetry or exactness of
physical arrangements. and desires rE'.gularity.
Co\I,CULATION or NvMBER, perceives the mathematical relations
of forms, numbers, and magnitudes. At the outer angle of the
brow, Order occupies its anterior and Calculation its exterior
aspect.
LANGUAGE is located by experiment behind the outer angle of
the eye-a locality which is nearer to its true position in the brain
than the location in front.
Mus1c or TuNE is located abo,·e Language, and posterior to
these we find the o1·gan of SENSIBILITY. These locations will be
easily confirmed by craniology. The projection of the eye, to
which phrenologists have looked as the indication of Language,
is not, however, entirely fallacious, for it indicates the Conductor
Organs, the organs of .Manifestation, by which the intellect is
tlisplayed. It has, indeed, a more loquacious or active character
than Language itself.
The range of organs marked PHENOMENA, above those of sim·
pie phy&ical perception, apptars to take cognizance of changes
in those things which the organs below perceive. For example,
the organs above Weight recognize thollle changes or phenomena,
produced by the di,tm·bance of equilibrium. Here, we find all
perceptions of Dynamic Pcience, mechanical powers in action,
wind:~, tides, waves, and ull the phenomena of pneumatics and
hydraulics are perceived by thi" organ. It!! highest portion, situated between Di.-tancc and Time, concei\'es the facts of AP·
tronomy.
The phenomena of Geology, are conceivt'd by the organs above
Form and Di:;tancc. Changes of form on a smaller scale, in
which no great !!pace is occupied, belong to the fibres above
the organ of Form alone. These phenomena constitute the science
of ChemiPtry. The still subtler changes or phenomena, which
belong to Botany, Zoology, Phy.-iology, and Psychology, helong
to Organs, which in succession approximate the median line and
lie above the organ of Form. \\' e ha\'e, then. in the space be-
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tween tbe brow nnd the organ of Memory, " range of organ"
which we term PHENOMENA, because they perceive the phenomena·
of Attronomy, Natural Philoaopby, Geology, Botany, l'bysiology,
and Psychology. 'fhid organ of Phenomena accountli for th~
taste and capaci~ for these sciencc11, which may exist wheu t.be
reasoning or reflective organs are small. The developement of
the different portions of the organ determined the taste nnd relative capacity in theee sciences. The fondne11s tor mental science,
is by no means proportioned in aU cases to the reasoning iacultie.!.
The point of the most dvid mental action, is the centre of the
forehead-the organ of CoNSCIOUSNESS. This region-·-the seat of
observation and attention-the focus of thought and conscious
existence-is included in the perceptive department, because it id
absolutely necessary to perception, and when large, invigorate11
greatly all the sensei!, perceptions, and thoughts. 'l'hia region
produces prt:sence of mind, and consciousnesa of things about
us as well as of self. Its action being neither recollective nor
reflective, neither deliberate nor contemplative, but in.stantaneous. It mUJtt be considered a perceptive power, yet at the t!amc
time it is iuternately connected with Mf'!mory and the retlectin:
faculties, to all of which it imparts consciou.sne68.
The minute examination of these organa in their various modifications of function, is highly interesting, but would exceed the
limits of the present synopsis. I must not omit to mention that
the organ of Color blends in ascending with a sense of universal
vibration or pulsation, which becomes, as it ascends, a sense of
intervals, times, and seasons, as it approached the organ of Time.
Some of tbe fibres at tbe margin of the organ of Color, gh·e a
perception of \'itality, or vital conditions.

LECT. XXIII.-RECOLLECTIVE FACULTIES.
Our phrenological system differs f1·om its predecessors in reeQg-'
nizing a special organ of Memory. In this we but carry out the
fundamental principle of Phrenology-viz., that every peculiftr
mode of mental action connects with a specific portion of the
brain. Rttject this pl'inciple and Ca·aniology is destroyed-there
is but one mind, and all its modes of action use the whole brain
alike-the whole brain being one indivisible organ ; hut adop1
this principle and it requires us in consi~tency to recognize an
organ for every peculiar mode of thought and feeling. Memory
as a mode of mental action, is as distinct from all the faculties
recognized by Gall and Spurzheim as any of their intellectt:a
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faculties are from each other. Therefore it is equally entitled to
" a local habitation and a name." By the Gallian philosophy it
is recognized as a mode of action of the intellectual organ1.11 ; but
it is just as easy to consider Comparison and CausaJity mode! of
action as Memory. The eompari8on of faces, for example, is but
a mode of action of Form-and Constructiveness, but a mode of
action of Form, Size and Weight, etc. Indeed this mode of rea·
aoniog was adopted by Gall in considering Conscientiousness
only an exalted manifestation of Benevolence-not perceh·iog
that the same mode of reasoning carried out would have led
him back to the old metaphysical philosophy-to the unitary
mind and indivisible brain.
We carry out coneistf'ntly the phrenological principle, when we
recognize an organ for each particular mode of mentality, and
when we have recognized an organ we determine its modf'S of
action by reference to other organs. Thus Form, in conjunction
with Memory, has great power of repeating its impre11sions -in
conjunction with Imagination, baa great power of conceiving or
mentally cre·1.ting forms-in conjunction with Invention, it batt
great power o( conceiving forms in new combinations-in conjunction with Energy it acts with great vigor and continuance-in conjunction with Indolence, its action is feeble .
In Jike manner the organ of MEMORY acting in conjunction with
other organs produces with, Rtason a memory of reasons and
philos.pphy-with Form, a memory of fonne or objects-with
L mguage, a Memory of words-with Het\ring, a memory of
a~ounds, etc. It lays up a store of sueh materials as the various
organs supply.
The organ of MEMORY runs horizontally across the middle of
the forehead, coinciding with a depretasion which we often observe
in the beads of persons who have a bad memory. The outer
portion gives the highest degree of retentiveness and a greater
mental range. The inner portion gives the least retentive powf'r
and blends with mere con~ciousness or knowledge of the present,
from which there is a regular progression in the organ-the more
exterior fibres running farther and farther back in point o( time.
The inner portion alone, indicates prompt acquisition and brief
' retention of knowledge. The outer, alone, indicates slower acquisition and more permanent retention. This permanf:'\nt or farreaching Memory connects with the organ of Time, the functions
and location of which wea·e tolerably well given by the old sy~
tem of Phrenology.
TtME lies below the organ of Reason between Memory and
Sy~tem, Reason and Color.
The organs of SvSTEM and INvENTION, with the inf(•rior portion of
IoEALII¥ ha\'e a recollective character, but att they belong to the
contemplative group or group of combination, that tendency is u
conepicuous as the reeollective . .
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The organ of SYS'ru enables us to arrange in order all our
engagements and proceeding., so as to avoid confusion or neg·
lect of any duty. It makes us punctual and methodical-it may
be aaid to produce a regular and correlative memory, a power of
acquiring knowledge with proper consecutive arrangement, and
oCreproducing.:with the proper reJations of time and place.
The organ of mBn"ION perceives that mutual adaptation of
forms and of movements, which fits them for combinations.
Hence it enables us to unite together many substance:J and vari·
ous apparatus eo as to produce the most complicated works of
art. In doing this it necessarily exerts a high degree of recollective power, as it is necesaary to retain many forms and move·
ment8 in the mind to produce this combination or to conceive an
invention when executed Where INVENTION runs into Ideality,
the combinatione become delicate and abstract. At this point we
find the talent for literary CoMPOSrrloN-the power which makes
the forcible writer, pnet, etc. When this organ predominates
there is a greater power to display talent by the pen than in any
other method. Henoe one may be a remarkable author and a
very insignificant person. The mere literary facility which this
developement gives, however it may be admired by a vitiated
taste, cannot produce works of the highest order, which require
other large intellectual organs and strong feeling!!.
Behind this literary location, we find a tendency to reverie,
reminiscence, contemplation, day d~aming, aud all the indi&~tinct
species of intellection which belong to the region of SoMNOJ.ENCE.
This region cooperates with Memory and tends to give habitual
activity to that organ. Hence there is more thoughtfulness, and
dwelling upon the past, when the forehead is broad.
.
To recapitulate-the middle horizontal range of recolle~tivl'
organs prodaces
1. At the centre of the forehead, a CoNsciousNESS of the present
moment-a vivid wide-awake mentality.
2. Immediately exterior to the centre, a BatEP Mz:woav-a com·
mand of, orfower of recalling, that which has just transpired-a
command o recent events, running through days, weeks and
months, adapted to an active business life.
3. In the middle of each front lobe (between the organs of
Weight, Reason and Wit) a more PERMANENT MEMoav running
through our whole lives and through the whole range of history
and science-adapted to scientific and literary pursuits.
4. At the outer margin of Memory, between Reason and Color,
a perception of TIMs or chronological succession, running down
(near Color) into a perception of shorter periods of time.
5. Exterior to Time, a perception of SvsTE.'I or harmonious
chronological arrangement and mutual adaptation of actions and
events-necessary to the management of business, and the guidance of military movements, or the comprehension of history and
business transactions.
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6. Exterior to System-a perception of the adaptation of parts
and mo\·ements, giving a power of bvonos or construction, a
talent for the arts which depends upon the command or simultaneous recollections of many particulars in their mutual relations.
7. Exterior (or posterior) to Invention, a power of COMPO!ITioN,
or perception of the mutual relations of words a11d of ideas, capacitating for writing with facility in prose and poetry.
8. Posterior to composition, a faculty for REVERIE or DaBAMUCG
-a mode of mental action so indefinite and so abstracted from
•urrounding objects as to produce absence of mind, and a condition bordering on sleep which may be termed SOJfNOLE!ICB. A
somnolent or dreamy condition being the mo~t rt>markable phenomenon presented by this region, the term SoMNOLENCE is used to
express its aggregate character of dreamy or somnolent intellectual operation. FTom this region proceed the SoMNAMBULISM of
natural or mesmeric sleep-walkers, and their SoMNJLOQUENCB or
sleep-talking, as well as the ordinary mental activity of Dreaming.
This organ cooperates with the INTUITIVE or clairvoyant powers,
by transferring the attention from surrounding objects to the in·
terior world of thought.

LECT. XXIV.-REFLECTIVE FACULTIES.
The organs of the upper portion of the forehead, formerly
called Comparison, Causality, and Wit or Mirthfulness, possel!s a
retrospective, prospective, and penetrative, or discriminating
power. Their conceptions are more abstract and elevated, more
comprehensive and judicious than those of the inferior organs.
The lowest organ or organs of the external senses enable us
merely to recognize the impresl!ions upon our nerves, and refer
them to the external sources. The perceptive range recognizes
external objects as they exist at any moment of time.
The Recollecth·e range combines with matter, time, and motion.
It dwells upon the phenomena or changes which are presented
by Nature, thus originating historical and descriptive sciences.
The Reflecti\'e organs recognize (in addition to matter, motion,
and time, organized into events) the relation which those events
. and material conditions bear to the past and the future, tracing
backward the line of causation into the past, and recognizing in
existing facts the powers and tendencies to bring about future re·
sults-thus scientifically understanding the world as it is, and
wisely comprehending how to act for the remote future-two
powers in which man pre-eminently excels all animals.
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Neither reasoning nor observation enabled me to determine the
exact character and distinctions of the refiective organs anterior
to experiment, excepting on the outer portion of the forehead.
The power of planning or scheming, and the critical synthetic
power which I found aesoeiated with breadth, of the reflective organs really belong to the locality at which I found them by cranioscopy.
The reflective functions, like the organ of Memory, are arranged with reference to time, and comprehensiveness. The
fibres above the internal portion of the organ (which merely conceives passing events), act upon those brief conceptions, and decide promptly in that method which we call SAGACITY. The fibre.
which supply a greater amount of material, or greater range of
Memory, minister to a more deliberate action which we call J uoeMENT. Fibres still more exterior, minister to the analytic power
called WtT, and those of the greatest range of recollective power
minbter to the organ of REASoN. INoENurrv appears to be based
upon Time and System ; and Scau!No appears to be derived from
System and Invention.
.
Thus each inferior organ ministers to its superior. The Sense
of VJSION as the basis of intellect, ministers to the physical perceptive powers. These supply their scientific or casual conceptions to Memory, by which they are retained and supplied to the
higher reflective organs. In like manner, at the exterior of the
fore-bead, the various delicate senses of feeling, contact, odor,
taste, and sound, with the sense of the nervaura, and other imponderables supply to Ideality the hu:nrious delicate fragrant, harmonious and pleasing impressions which sustain its purity and
refinement, while Language and Music supply it the materials of
literature, beauty, sentiment, and harmonious exhileration ; which
materials (elaborated in the region of reverie or contemplation
and combination) originate the higher forms of Ideality-the
mystic depths of thought, the brilliant originality, the vast and
indefinite range of Spirituality.
Perhaps the most important of the reflective organs is that of
FollEStGHT, which enables us to determine the prospective tendency
of every object or act, and which is always ready to decide
promptly as to the best course to pursue in any given emergency.
It gives a prophetic forecast, and is the source of presentiment
and prevoyance in which it co-operates with Ideality and Spirituality.
The functions of FoRESIGHT, SAoAcrrv. JuDGMENT, WrT, REASON,IxO£NUITY1 and ScuEMINo, are correctly indicated by their names.
The term Wit, is used in its proper sense to indicate a power of
penetration and anolym. REASON is the organ of theorizing, philosophizing, and forming opinions from numerous, though imperfect data. Causality, or the perception of causation, belongs to
the inferior junction of Wit and Reason. These two organs are
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the source of analytic investigation. Synthetic reaaonin«, ariees
from Reaso,ning, Ingenuity, Soheming, and Ideality. The more
intt:rnal organs act upon simpler data-the more external upon
more complicated-e. g. Foresight perceives the bearings of any
objelt or power-the tendencies which it may develope in the
future. Scheming, Ingenuity, and Reason perceive the bearings
of many which co-operate, or tend to produce a certain reaul~
abe exterior organll, therefore, gh·e more ingenious views and
greater philosophical ability, for the comprehension of complex
relations.
The most exterior and elevated range-Ideality, Marvelouaneu,
Spirituality, and Imagination, give a degree of expansion which
may render us visionary when in excess. The broad forehead has
more genius, originality, and eccentricity than the narrow, and it
ia generally broad foreheads which originate systems of philoaophy
and science. Gall and Harvey, Bacon and Kepler, Laplace &Dd
Cuvier, required broad foreheads for their profound thoughts.
PRACTICAL APPUOATION.-A large organ of FollBSJoHT indicates
a man of deep intuitive wisdom, who foresees the future. He
readily anticipates your aims or objects, foresees the result of any
enterprise, and chooses the wisest course in any emergency. He
is, therefore, eminently calculated to be a leader.
Large SAGACITY qualifies for the display of intellect in reference to passing events, giving a power of penetration which it is
difficult to deceive.
Large JuDGME!fT indicates a comprehensive and critical view of
any subject brought before us-differing from the conceptions o(
Sagacity, in embracing a more comprehensive reference to the
past or to illustrative knowledge.
Largfl WIT indicates still greater ability to investigate a subject
in a shrewd and thorough manner, going back to first principles
and surveying an extensive range of facts. The analytical
ahrewdness of this organ, enables it to arrive at re11ults which are
etartling and brilliant, because unexpected. The greater pgrtion of the organ has merely a reasoning character, but its upp"&
portion which blends with the organ of Mirthfulness, is the source
of those shrewd and smile-provoking expressions which justify
the title of Wit in its common acceptation.
LARGE REASON indicates the highest degree of comprehensiveness of thought, embracing in its range of probabilities and [106lihilities, as suggested by Imagination, its neighboring organ, as
well as facts supplied by the organ of Memory. Reason, supplied by the organ of Memory, with the accumulations of systematic knowledge, and prompted by the active suggestions of Im$gination, continually tends to enlarge the sphere of thought,
by recognizing in that which is known, the evidence of what is
yet unknown. The power of passing accurately from the kno\vn
to the unknown by a strictly logical process, peculiarly belonp
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to this organ. Unlike the organ of FOI'ellight, it doee not at a
glance perceive a remote or future reeult, but by an elaborate
aorvey of all which hae a bearing upon the future, determine•
the probability of any reeult. In like manner it reaeons back to
the causes of existing states. In detennining the truth or falsehood of any propoeition the faculty of Reason is the higheat
power known, and the organ is so eituated ae to avail itself of
all the resources of learning (in Memory) Imagination, Invention
and other intellectual powers, while it maintains a peculiar cooperative relation with the region of Sanity. Reaeoning capaoities may be displayed when the organ of Reaeon ie moderate or
small, as learning may be displayed when the organ of Memory
is but moderate, yet the re8t!loning in such caaes will not be profound, or in all cases logically precise.
Large ScaBMIHo or Planning, indicates a power higher than mechanical invention, and similar to Imagination, with which it connects, co-operating with the organ of Foresight it combines a
diversity of means to accomplish its results. It m~t.y be occupied,
either in "castle building," or in great and beneficent enterprise~~
requiring the highest wisdom.
INoBHUJTY, intermediate between Reaeon and Scheming, dieplays its power chietly in philosophical doctrines, systems of philosophy, paradoxes and brilliant tums of thought similar to thoae
of Wit. It differs from Reasoning by ita more ingenious character, in which it bears a strong resemblance to Wit and to Scheming. Ingenuity connects above with Vivacity and Versatilityfunctions which give a mental brilliancy very similar to the faculty of Mirthfulneaa, located by Gall and Spurzheim in tJU.
region.

LECT. XXV.-NATURE OF MEMORY AND THE REFLECTIVE FACULTIES.
Memory is surely a distinct mode of mental action and baa
therefore a just claim to a diatint organic apparatus. This claim
is rejected by the Gallien System of Phrenology, on .the ground
that Memory is not a faculty capable of producing a distinct claea
of ideas, but is merely a mode of action of our perceptive or
knowing organs, a repetition of their ordinary action in the ablt.nce of the objects by which their action is first excited. Aecording to this plausible view, Memory is not a dietinct faculty,
but merely an attribute or essential mode of' action of the ideaforming faculties. To this very rational 1•iew I could not directly
object ; but perhaps by looking deeper into this subject we may
obtain a more comprehensive vie\v.
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I will admit that Memory is merely a mode of action of the
knowing organs-that it consists merely of the repetition of their
conceptions according to the laws of association. But the European phrenologists have admitted an organ of Comparison, and I
cannot perceive that comparison has any higher claims to a d.i.etinct organ than Memory. Each organ, it is true, reco/Jecu or
repeats its previous conceptions, but does not each organ also
compare its impressions at every moment? Can the organ of Form
recognize and di1:1tinguish two individuals in any other way than
by comparing their forms and discovering that they are different?
How can we affirm that a certain color is red except by mentally
comparing the color with that which we conceive to be red ?
How can we perceive different colors in the spectrum or rainbow,
without an act of comparison among these colors, to perceive
their contrasts and distinctions? How can we perceive that one
man is larger than another but by a comparison of their magnitudes ? Indeed, how could we exercise the organ of Size at all
without comparisons? When I perceive that a man is six feet
high, is not my perception a comparative idea-an idea that bia
height is six times that of the measure called a foot ? Can I poesibly perceive the magnitude of a multitude of objects such as we
find in crowded sb'eets of a city without innumerable comparisons
between them or perceptions of their relative dimensions ? In
short, is not comparison as much as memory an essential mode of
action of each of our perceptive organs-Form, Size, Locality,
Weight, Color, Order, Number?
.
If then we reject Memory because it is & mere mode of acti.)n,
we must for the same reason reject Comparison, from our list of
faculties and organs.
But in truth the reason for the rejection of these organs is not
sufficient. If any capacity arises from a peculiar mode of action
of certain organs, it does not follow that those organs alone are
concerned in its production. The art of fighting is merely a peculiar mode of exercising the muscular system, but it does not depend
solely on the muscular organs ; on the contrary, organs of Combativeness at•e superadded to induce us to use the muscular system
in that particular manner. The calculation of areas, triangles,
etc., is merely a peculiar exercise of the organs of Form and Size,
but it is not limited to those organs. The organ of Calculation
gives us the disposition and capacity to use the faculties of Form
and Size in geometrical investigations, instead of using them
merely in simple perception as they are used by animals, which
have them perhaps in equal develtlpement. The labors of the
painter are exercises of Form, Size, and Color, but the organ ot
Invention or Construction is also requisite to induce him to exercise those organs in an artistic manner in producing a certain
effect by the combination of forms and colors. The vigorous and
continued exercise of our intellectual powers would enable ua t.o
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attain eminence in scientific pursuits, but to enable and induce wt
thus to exert these powers requires not only the intellectual organs
themselves but also the organ of Firmne88. In short it is an established and indispensable doctrine of Phrenology that when any
organ is to display conspicuomly a certain mode of action, there
must be a cerebral organ to give rise to the propensity and
capacity to exert itsell in that manner.
Thus it is that without the organ of Memory there would be
perceptions by the knowing organs but not repetitions of their
impressions or a capacity to repeat impressions which occurred
many years ago. 'fo produce this tendency or capacity is the
function of the organ of Memory.
The act of memory itst"lfis simply the repetition of conception•
which had previously been entertained by the mind. This repetition is not an arbitrary or accidental etfort of the mind, but
arises entirely from the laws of association. When I think of the;
city of New York I immediately recollect certain scenes and incidents witnessed in that city. In this case a certain locality for.IIUI
a part of my conception of the city and also forms a part of the
conception of certain incidents connected with that locality.
Whenever that locality occurs to the mind the entire mass of conceptions of which it forms a part is revived with more or JestS distinctnel's. In this manner, incidents, persons, opinions, scenes,
etc., are brought to the mind, and as each of these incidents, persons, opinions, etc., constitute a portion of other classes of associated ideas they also are revived, and thus the train of thought
continues, forming a series of recollections.
If in this manner we recaH a number of ideas which are associated merely by an identity of locality, (as when I think of circumstances connected with a city) or by an identity or succession
of time, (as when I review .chronology and history), or by an
identity of person, (as in biography) this mode of mental exertion
is calletl memory. Memory, thereforP., appears to be the power
of repeating thoroughly and correctly any previous conception of
the mind whenever any portion of that conception bas been repeated. In other words, memory is a spontaneous activity of the
intellectual organs, which perfects or completes every idea of
which any portion has been conceived. It is the function of the
organ ofMemory to give this intensity to our conceptions, which
completely revives the entire chain of which a single link has been
conceived. Memory is thus a power of association-a power
which brings in all parts a complex conception.
When this activity exists in a much higher degree, not only are
the ideas fully devP.loped of which we have had a. partial conception, but even a glimpse of any object, or of some of its features
recognized in other objects is sufficient to awaken the entire conception. Thus when an orator denounces his enemies with unusual power, the force and splendor of his eloquence awaken in
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dae mind the recollection of other objects in which force and
_,!endor exin-we think offtaabea of lightning or of the Philippic
of Demosthenea, and &tate that his eloquence reminds us of them.
Thus by a more intense effort of the intellect we have com- .
parison instead of simple memory. Comparieon and memory
thus appear to differ mainly in tbeir degrees of energy. Comparison being the power of holding any object, relation, or quality
before the mind, and recalling all the objects, scenes, etc., in which
daa\ quality, relation or object may exist. From these conaiderations it is obvious that Memory and Comparison are connected
with different degrees of cerebr.al f'nergy . A steady e1tergy oC
action produces that revival of impressions which conetitutea
Jrlemory, while a more intense and more actively excited condition
produces the manifestation of Comparison by reviving the entire
trains of ideas of which a single fragment bas been conceived.
Memory, therefore, is favored by the developement of those re~ons of the brain which give energy, application, and concentration, (the superior posterior region)-while Comparison is favored
by the lateral region which gives excitability and activity or eopiousness of manifestation. We .also observe that in the forehead Memory is displayed when the front lobe ia prominent
(which developes the organ of Memory and its associates), while
comparisons and figurative illustrations arise from the breadth of
the torebead which developes the region of Ideality and literary
power. A retentive memory we know has an intimate.oonneetion
with firmness and stability of chataeter, while copiousness of
thought and illustration are connected with general cerebral
activity.
Simple perception thus appears to be the .lowest grade of mene&l energy, in which our faculties passively r.eceive the impressiona
of surrounding objects. Memory is .a n internal effort, of which
we are conscions, which gives us a train of thought, independent
of the presence of the external object. Comparison is a still
greater effort which carries us still farther from mere perception.
Aa .Memory acts upon the perceptive organs, producing a more
extensive range of thought, so do the reflective organs act upon
Memory and produce a still higher range of meditation.
Reasoning is also a process similar to memory, but requiring
a more energetic exertion of the intellect than even comparison.
In exercising Memory, we simply repeat a series of ideas connected together by the identity 4)( some object, act or attribute
which constitutes a comparison of each ; in exercising the power
of comparison, we repeat a series of ideas connected by the identity, not merely of a simple object, but of some condition, relation, quality, or other peculiarity that pervades them all, and we
eepeeially recognize the identity. Comparison, therefore, depends mainly upon a perception of conditions, relations, or qualitiee which it recognizes with facility, and recalls from every situ-
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arion in which they may be found. Thus, when we say " be
looked like a rogue;" " he is as rich as Crmsus," we perceive a
condition or expression in the countenance which recalls the
rogoe in whom we have previously seen it-and we recognize in
the other a cGndition of wealth which reminds us of Crmsus ~
whom a similar condition of wealth existed. In reasoning we
conceive a positive proposition-a declaration that sometbing
exists or is true, ·and we seek to prove this proposition, by
recognizing ita existence in other propositions, which we
know to be true. In other words, a certain proposition beintf
stated, as for example, "honesty is the best policy," we endeavor
with this proposition in our minds, to recall all the known fa~te iD
which this identical proposition is contained ; we form a conception of an honest character, exerting a beneficent influence upoa
one's success in life (which is the proposition) and retaining tbi.
conception in the mind, make such exertion to energize our thinking faculties as to recall all the instances in which we have ·~reen
this identical proposition existing as a fact-as in the lives of
individuals and history of nations, or in the inevitable operation
of honesty upon ourselves and others. In other words, this frag·
ment of knowledge being given, w:e exert ouraelve~ to establish
it firmly by connecting with it . the scenes or facta of which il
forms a . part. Reason, therefore, is but a etill more vigoroua
form of Memory, sustaining the same relation to propositions or
affirmations that comparison does to qualities and conditions.
There is another process of reason and comparison in which.
the condition or proposition is not so fixedly retained before the
mind. When our efforts upon a proposition do not recall the
facta in which it may be found established, we frequently yield our
minds to the current of simple asaociatiO'D or memory, carefuliJ·
reviewing our conceptions as they pass, to detect something a.
alogou&J to, or identical with the proposition that we seek to establish. In the same manner the poet to whom a simile has not
readily occured, follows for a while the most convenient 8815ociations of ideas, keeping himself on the alert to detect the analogous condition or relation of which he is in quest.
The imperfect reasoner fancies that he has obtained a proof
(or identical proposition in something known) when he has really
only found an analogy ; but the perfect reasoner seeks an identity, and can not be deceived. Reasoning, therefore, depends
upon the perception of identity. He who can determine positively,
whether two proposition• are or are not identical, is an accurate
reasoner. But the copioumess or facility of reasoning depends,
as above shown, upon the intensity or activity of the intelle~
recalling every idea connected with the propoaition under investigation.
Comparison, in like ntanner, dependa for ita correct performanoo upon a peroeption of limited identities-identities of con~
dition or equality, not of absolute propositions concerning epecifio
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objects. For: its copiousness or facility it dependa upon the intensity or power of the recollective effort ; but the effort required
for the purpose of comparison, is generally less than that required
for reason, as ,identical conditions are more easily found thall
hlentical facts.
J have thus far spoken of comparison as a discovery of analogy.
Bot in a more accurate sense this term should be usetl to signify
the investigation, both of analogy and of difference. Perceptions
of analogy and difference are as necessarily associated together
as perceptions of light and shadow, or equality any inequality.
We are now prepared to classify philosophically our intellectual
faculties and their organs :
1. Simple perception, in which the smallest amount of cerebral
• • energy is requisite, but which requires an incessant variation of
objects, belongs to the basis of the front lobe, where by position,
.a is associated with the animal organs which give restless activity, without the capacity for vigorous cerebral action or profound
reflection.
2. Recollection or memory is a form of mental action less restless, more prolonged, and accompanied by greater cerebral
energy; it requires the assistance of those superior posterior organs, which diminish restlessnt>ss, and give our excitement an
upward tendency, transferring its seat from the brow to the mjddle
range of the forehead.
3. Comparison or perception of. analogous relations of similarity or difference, arises from a more active and excited state of
the intellectual organs, which is sustained by the lateral portions
of the brain, and which is manifested by the organs giving breadth
to the front lobe. The tendency to comparison, which results in
classification, system, invention, composition, and literary illustration, belongs to the entire external intellectual range of contemplative organs.
4. The term rfllectiw is really more appropriate to the meditative organs just mentioned, than to the upper range of the forebead, since the products of the mathematical, inventive, literary
and artistic powers are really the results of extensive and
prolonged reflection.
5. The supc1·ior or~mu of the forehead lying above the organ
of Memory, have the same superiority over Memory, that Memory
bas over the perceptive organs : i. e. the mental action is more
vigorous and prolonged, more quiet and concentrated, and the
range of ideas evolved far more extensive.
The true relations of the three horizontal groups of intellectual
organs appear to be as follows:
1. All that exists at the present moment is perceived by the
lower range of intellectual organs.
2. As the present becomes the past, it belongs w1th ihe progrella
qf transition or series of phenomena, to the organ of Memory.
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3. As present existences and their relations with pQ.St .event.
and conditions constitute the entire'source of human knowledge,
excepting that which is future, it is obvious that this rema.i!ling
sphere of knowledge belongs to the superior group of t,b.e forehead. Its principal function is to guide man in his course ofti~,
by giving hhn that forecast which animals possess in a very inferior degree. To arrive at this knowledge of the future, requires
a perception of the inherent nature and tendencies of things as
they now exist, and a clear understanding of causation·. The soperior organa then discover the' relation of cause and cffccl, and by
means of this relation they tra'}e the future from the past, and
the past from the present. For causation is the aole link by
which the present is connected to the pMt and to the future. The . •
superior organs, therefore, are the source of comprehenBivenese
of mind, as they enable Uil to grasp the past and future, in connexion with the present, and to perceive those relations by which
all results are produced. Their function is to comprcl~e7Ul, or give
a compre/,cnsive mind, and comprtkension would, therefore, be a
more appropriate name for their function than the old name, if.eftection.
•· .
The difference of function in the comprehensive prgans corresponds mathematically with their locations. On the median line,
they give a clear insight into nature, and recognize readily the
the numeroua:~ characteristics and tnukncita of wbatev~r is brought
before us ; while in the phenomena of nature they recognize the
influence of exten11ively operating causes. This region, there·
fore, gives an excellent practical judgment, with a compreb.ensive,
bot not very thorough or critical 'philosophy.
The exterior region of the superior organs makes a more extensive comparison, and more critical survey of the facts. It baa
less facilitr in recognizing a~ once the numerous results arising
from present conditions, but it hM greater power of bringing together, from ampler knowledge, those various resources and tendencies which may accomplit~h any given result, or of di~covering
in any existing result or condition the numerous influences concerned in its prod11ction. The former would tend to recognize a
deity or central agency in the universe, while the latter would
trace the conditions of nature to these innumerable causes. Tht'
interior portion gives the readiest practical truidanct' in life, but
the exterior produces the most wonderful results, and the higb.eat
developement of philosophy and wisdom. The most exterior
or:gan, ScHEMING, which gives the highest power of philosophical
combination for the accomplishment of any result, co-operate.
with the interior organ of Foreeight, and becomes the highe.a \
gui!ling power for society.
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I.ECT . XXVI.-PRESClENCE, FORESIGHT,
MENT, PREVOY ANCE.

PRES&~TJ

The power of foreseeing the futurP- according to the dictatetl
of Rea~on, belong~ to all, and jg the most important faculty of
the mftl!ter minds that rule the world. Hut there is a more remarkable faculty produced by the combination of Foresight with
the intuitive and spiritual powe~, which enables us to see _the
future dit~bnctly, and realize it 8.d we do the present. This power
il5 often displayed in refe~·ence to matter" ot importance-especiallv in reference to death . All who are familiar with miscella• • · neOti<' literatnre, ot· who hav·e ev·en had an extensive practical
knowledge of life in it:~ mo:;t interet-tting scenes, can recaU examples of this wonderful power-instances in which a l'trong preeentiment of death at a certain time has filled the mind, and iD
which this presentime.nt has been fulfilled with perfect accurucy.
}~ten now while 1 am writing, an example is occurring among the
."Cherokee Jndians,• nnd it is but a short time Pince the death of
ll young naval <'fficet· illut:trated the truth of his presentiment.
As pt·el'entiment nri,cr~lrom a high degree of power or activity
in the intuitive organs, it is to be expected that it will generally
be found to occur in wonexion with clairvoyance, sympathy and
flpiritual vit~ion. Consequently the forel'ight will often he conllt~ ctcd with a distinct pt•t·eeption of ditttant places-with a die·
tinct consciowmcss of the condition of distant friends, and f'pirit·
ual commuuion with the dead. Jt h~ to be expected, al11o, that it
will be display<'d under exalted and true religious excitement
-und~r the influPnce of benevolent actions-in the ~>late of
tranc~-in deep rev-eriel4-in dreams and sleep-walking; for tbf'
organs of the8e phenomena are clotoely conncct~d with the region
of Pre><cience. Such we find to be the Jact. The subjects of
animal magnetism, often utter truthful predictions in refercnet·
to theml'elves and others-d1·~ams have often been propheticreligious cxeitcmentfl or trance, hav-e often 01·igina.ted tme pre•lictions-the 11ympathi•·s and atrections of Ji-iends ha\'c often
called forth prophetic ltnowledge in reference to each other, and
meditation alone has often been the source of pt'Ct11cntiment.
•· All IHDIAI'I raorunr.ti9.-Tbc Cherokee AdvO<·atc tnys, a young girl of the Creek
nation recently ft·ll into a trance, null '""' >ince been propht"·~·iug to tbt· t1iLc. Sbe "'-.
thN while in tbi• inanimate •tate Pbe hl'ld communion 111tb iuvi>ible Fpirits, 11·bo leanaed
her a &on~. wbicb •be siu!(• with great beanty aud eCft·ct. She b.. JH-edictcd oue oc
two deaths which have couw to P"""· and told from her own feeling> of n murder, at
the Ycry Fame time it ""-' •·o,um•Ued at a distance of Hvcml lni)c:; from her bom~.
Sbe ha. aloo purcb&Bed h•·r '"" "'l clothes , foretold at what time ber death •mnld take
J•lat·e. and ecnaiu ~ign• "ti.-!1 would then be seen, ond f.11111 which the world eoul4
Judge •·f tbe fiocrdty of lu-r p:of.,.,;iou• and the troth of her rcvelatiouF .
··l'cople fcum oil fectiou• ••c fl<>cklllft tn Heber. 'rht·111 Rrc ruauy "ho roMid~rher
u•e•a 1emarhble one, and who. believing in htr io~pirutioo, han> become alarmecl
a~~d foiUkto the error of thtir 10aya."
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Disease, which connects through Sensibility lvith Somnel~ce, is
rather favorable to extraordinary mental manifestations. VeJf interesting· phenomena are, therefore, often furnished by persons of
feeble and morbid constitutions. We cannot fail to find examples of Prescience, if we look among those of active, clear intellects, of deep meditation, strong affections, enthusia!!m, refinement, and acute sensibility, in whom the brain predominates over
the inferior apparatus.
The son of the famous Capt. Riley, communicated to me (in
'46) the following account of his father's remarkable previtlion of
death:
Capt. Riley having settled in Willshire, Ohio, was engaged •·· •
during the winter of 1826-7 in making a lock round a dam which ,
he had erected on
river. He was struck with a sudden
and violtmt pain through the head, from ear to ear-so violent
that he exclaimed he was shot, and fell; but in a few minutes
was restored. He was again struck down in the same manner,
and appeared to be in some danger from this attack. · On the
13th of March about 10 o'clock in the morning, be apparently
drew his last breath in the arms of Judge Wolcott. As his wife
brought some wine to restore him, Judge W. told her it was too
late, but as she knew that he bad in his t:arly life been once gh·en
out to die in a similar manner, she ~aid that he was not dead,
and gave him the wine while Judge W. held his head. Herecovered from his trance, and told them that be seemed to have
left his body and this world, entering a higher region and beholding spiritual beings, one of whom came to him and told him
that he was to return to earth-was not to die for thirteen years,
and would yet visit France and Africa. After this revelation he
fell asleep. It was regarded as the wanderings of delirium, and
it was supposed that when he awoke he would renew the topic,
but he never again alluded to it, nor was it ever mentioned to
him by any of his family, although it became to them a matter
of painful interest and of an occasional conversation or letter.
Capt. R. had no idea at this time of going to sea, yet this was
fulfilled, and be visited France on account of a painful affection
of the blad ler, which be contracted on a ,·oyftge. He underwent
the care of the most celebrated surgeon~ o( this country, and ot
Lallemand of France without relief. lie was also induced to
visit Africa on account of being at Gibralter, within four days'
sail ''f Capt. Willshire, his deliverer (at Mogadore). There he
was cured by the medicine of a negro woman. Finally, he
went to sea March 4, 1840, on a voyage to St. Domingo, much
against the wishes of his family, who feared he would not return
alive, and when nine days out, breathed his last, as quietly as if
he had fallen asleep, on the morning of the 13th of March, about
ten o'clock-thirteen years from the prevision,--in ita strict fulfillment. Hi! son regarded his parting with him at New York
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as a fareweil, and it appeared that a s\Jntlar imprenion rested on
the mind of the Captain, as he was seen by his son taking a prolonged farewell of a gentleman when about to embatk, and it
was afterwards leame4 that he expressed to him the thought that
he would not return.
Rev. Mr. P---, of MiE~sissippi, informed me (in '46) that he
had frequent illustration11 of presentiment in his wife.
He fltated that his wife being on one occasion a little unwell,
they had taken a ride and made a visit to a neighbor. While
there some oppressive influence suddenly came over her and made
her quite sick at the time. On their return home the idea that
:• their gin house would probably be burned arose to her mind with
t
auch force aa to lead her to suggest it to him and ask with great
earnestness what he would do in that case. As the loss of hia
cotton crop would be apt to embarrass him seriously, she wae
anxious to know what he could do if deprived of it, as she feared
he would be. He endeavored to mitigate her fears, but in vain.
She repeated the question and expressed her npprehensione.
There had been nothing to excite her apprehensions, and as there
wu no reason that either of them knew, to expect Puch a catastrophe, and none were suggested by her, he disregarded her
warnings, an4 endeavored to 1elieve her mind, but in vain. The
aame apprehensicu still weighed upon her and at night kt"pt her
eo excited that she could not go to sleep. She sat up in the ann
chair, and whenever she looked at the gin house the conviction
lbat it would be burnt was undiminished. About daybreak ehe
fell into a doze and the cry of fire was heard. Instantly she called
to her husband that the gin house was on fire, and as soon as he
could go to see, it was discovered to be in flames, having been set
on fire by incendiaries.
This lady, although not at all impressible, had trequentdisplaya
of clairvoyance and aympathy in her dreams. Her neighbor,
Judge - - - , to whom she looked up with filial affection and
reverence (a man of active mind and strong presentiments), was
abe oQject of her actil·e sympathy. In his attacks of cholic, etc.,
ehe would have a most vivid cont'lciousness of his condition and
•offerings--and even on an occasion of high social ef\ioyment
ebe perceived in a dream at the time the manner in which he wu
engaged.
A volume might be filled with recorded and authentic examples
of predictions, but the aversion of scientific men to this class of
facts has been such that an immense number of interesting examples have been lost. When they are referred to at all it is in a
careless or contemptuous manner.
Brewster, ia his life of the great astronomer Tycho Br.abe, says :
" When be lived at Uraniburg, he maintained an idiot of the
pame of Lep, who lay at his feet whenever he eat down to dinner, and whom he fed with his own hand. Persuaded that Ilia
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mind when moved was capable c:rf foretelling future events,
Tycho carefully marked every thing be said. Lest it should be
supposed that this was done to no purpolle, Longomontanus relates, that when any person in the island was sick, Lep never,
when interrogated, failed to predict whether tlte patient would live or
die. It is stated, also, in the letters of W ormius, both to Gaseendi and Peyter, that when Tycho was absent and his pupils became very noisy and merry in consequence of not expecting him
soon home, the idiot, who was present, exclaimed, "}unchcr zaa
/aUdit," "Your master has arrived." On another occasion when
Tycho had sent two of his pupils to Copenhagen on business,
and had fixed the day of their return, Lep eurprised him on that
day while be was at dinner, by exclaiming, "Behold your puJiils
are bathing in the sea." Tycho suspecting that they were shipwrecked, sent some persons to the observatory to look for their
boat. The messenger brought back word that he saw some persons wet on the shore and in distress, with a boat upset at a great
distance. These stories have been given by Gassendi, and may
be viewed as specimens of the superstition of the age."
The most definite, wonderful and well-authenticated prediction
on record, is that of M. Cazotte, who at a. dinner party in Paria
in 1788, predicted the French revolution, and the fate of many
persons who were present.
.
What is the philosophy of those wonderful powel'B ?
Mentality is that power which is the subtlest and most expansive
io the human constitution-which in consequence of its expansive subtlety is at once brought into comprehen11ive relations with
every thing around. In proportion as our faculties are intellect·
ual they are thus diffusive-in proportion as they are unintellectua.l, they act more exclWiively upon self and are lees capable of
radiation.
The intellectual organs have, in different degrees, this power of
grasping the exterior world. The region of the purest mentality
on the median line is not limited by those formula of observation,
recollection, and reasoning, which are necessary with the more
exterior organs, but grasp·intuitively, or instantaneously the truth.
The highest mental power is irrespective of the conditions of time,
as well as of place. As the highest powers are located on the
median line, or internal aspect of the front lobe, it follows that
their developement is greatly favored by the firm, serene, religious
and benevolent sentiments, while ill-temper, avarice, selfishness
and combativeness are calculated to contract the range and power
of the truth-revealing intellect.
These are benignant arrangements, which render evil influences self-limited in operation, and give to the benevolent faculties a diffWtive and progressive power.
The diffusive and receptive power of our subtlest intellect, ren.
ders it competent to receive impressions from the minds of others,
and even from that mysterious sphere of mental power, the spir-
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it-world. Although all intellectual power is capable of perver-·
sion, the tendency of this class of powers is essentially and
necessarily toward the elevation of mankind, and the introduction oi new truth. The highest intuitive or spiritual power, whicb
is ft·om its nature in close alliance with the moral organs, may be
regarded as the centre of our being and the legitimate guide of
our livett.

LECT. XXVII.-ORGANS OF INTUITION.
A great number ofwell attested facts in the history of mankind
demonstrate the existence of powers in the human mind, which
transcend the ordinary processes of sensation, perception, and
reasoning.
The existence of such powers has been demonstrated more
clearly and made more familiar by the experiments of magnetizers, which have proved the existence of clairwyance, prevoyance,
and mental sympathy, as powers common to the human race in
the sleep-waking .condition. There are thousands of wonderful
facts of the classes of dreamil, visions, presentiments, sympathies.
impretosions, etc., which, if they had been collected, would have rendered this a rich and thrillingly interesting department of anthropology, but which have been superciliously ueglected because our
learned men could not explain them and would not encounter the
ridicule which always aisails the wonderful.
We need no longer hesitate in the belief of these well attested
wonders, for we have found their cautoea and therefore need not
be astoni11hed at the effects.
The wonderful powers of humanity lie at the junction of the
spiritual and material. There physiology blends with psychology,
earth with heaven.;_there man is connected with God and the
universe-the limited and gross with the limitless and immaterial.
This junction we have discovered ! Mind does not connect
with the whole body in mass directly, but communicates with it
through the brain ; it communicates not with the whole brain in
mass directly, but with a particular central portion from which it
irradiates the whole. As the brain is to the body, so is this region
to the whole brain-the source of its mental life-the sun which
illuminates the whole. Thus the spiritual nature illuminates the
brain and the brain the hody.
We arrive at this fact by perceiving that the functions of the
organs as they approach this cen1ral spot become more purely
intellectual, and as they recede from it become more void of mentality, until at the farthest point they descend to a mere vegetative
torpor.
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If we excite and develope the functions of this most intelledual
and spiritual region, man becomes a more perfectly spiritual
being. When we excite these organs in a subject he manifest!!
in proportion to their excitement a t·efined elevation of thought,
and becomes a being of more unlimited mf'ntality. He carrie•
on an intercourse with others by direct mental contact, indepen.
dent of eye and ear, knows their thoughts, thflir emotions, their
sensations and physiological conditions. He observes di,tant
places and perceives distant eyenti!, M a fire, u. death, etc., at the
instant they occut·. At the same time be has such a knowledge
of the past and the future, independent of reason, that it t>eem11
necessary only to direct his mind to any subject to. have it distinctly known. These wonderful poweri! cannot be exprei!t~ed by
any more fitting name than IN·rm-rroN, under which we may in·
clude all exerct.e.s of pure mentality.
In out· craniography, which is based upon experiment, the region of Intuition is loc·tted on the median line of the forehead,
extending from the root of the noi!c to the region of Foresight.
The lowest portion is the region of phy.-ical clairvoyance, the
highe::~t portion is the region of prcvoyancc or prescience. lmm<'diately above the region of phy11ical is t!lat of mental clairvoyance, interior to the region of Phenomena. In this we find the
power of recognizing mental condition~ or mental action-the
power of thought-reading. When these powers H.re exercised in
the somnambulic condition, the lower organ capa.citates for the
description of places or pr.rsons-the middle for the perception of
character, detoign or emotion, and the upper for prediction. The
power of tracing the past history of an individual or event is located near the organ of Consciousness. which is on the level of
Memory. This mental exerci~e in reference to self sometimes
developes a Yague sentiment of preexistence. The indh·idual
consciousnet~s may be traced hack to the commencement of
life, but beyond that there is nothing more than a vague notion.
Although the individual con:'!ciO•l:mess may he thus limited, we
can see no reason why the intuitive faculty ~.~hould not a:tceml the
line of ancestry e\·en up to remote antiquity.
If the::~e wonderful powers exit~t, as I think I have demon::~trated.
in the whole human race, why not at once make use of them and
let in upon humanity the light of Bcience, aud of uncloude1l truth?
The ordinary sphere of Intuition is a familiar affair. It enlightens
our perception and judgment-it enables us from the visual image
on the retina to perceive external existences, and gives to the
reflective faculties theit· insight and truth. It gives us the power
of penetrating the countenance and knowing the character at t~
glance-of anticipating coming events and forming true opinions.
for which we perceive no definite foundation. It give:~ ::~ocial
tact, and a high capacity for corn·ct and successful action in all
emergencies. It b the source of presentiment and prediction-
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the <hannel of ttpiritual impressior.1.1, of the inspiration of religion
and the inspiration of genius. Phrenology has heretofore been
defective in the recognition of these transcendent powers. These
higher manifestations have been aPFigned to the department of
Marvelousness, or regarded as delusive.
We now perceive how little intellectual developement is necesFary to intelligent action . If the occiput be narrow and Intuition
fqll, no deficiency of the other intellectual organs can produce
idiocy or anything like it. We need no longer be Furpriecd at the
high degree of intelligence which may be manifested by small
bead.,.
Intuition supplies a defect in our mental philosophy. Reason
alone does not authorize us to predict the 1uture from tbe past.
In doing this--in believing that a stone will fall, or the st.n \1\·ill
rise to-morrow, we proceed upon the undemonstrable as&umption
that the future will be the Fame as the pa~t. \Ve know nothing
t>C the 'future, we cannot I< gically infer a single effect; but we
bcliroc or trust in the continuance of the external world and its
laws, and we act on that belief-the product of Intuition. Logically, the existt nee of the external world remains unproven, and
transcendentalists may deny it, as we are conl'cious only of impressiont~ and ideas-not of the things which they represent. Intuition supplies the defect, and renders us certain of the objective
reality of that which we see.
The wonderful perct'ptions and knowledge furnished by onr
intuitive powert<, need not be regarded as arbitrary unintelligible
occurrences. 'fbeir modus opc7·andi, 1 believe, may be explained
by the following conttiderations.
Every caut:e tends to infinite diffusion or continuation of its
action or effect. Every impul!.1e in any given direction tendM to
eternal progression in that direction. Hence when an impul~e is
in existence, the motion by which it is di:!played must continue in
the same object or be tran~fused to other objects by which it may
bt- arrested. In case these other objects ~:~hould have precisely
opposite motions, the two opposite impulses would arrel!t and
neutralize or de~:~troy each othet·. This is the only case in which a
motion can cease to exist or be destroyed, i. c. when it is destroyed
by union with an oppo~<ite motion. With this exception, every
motion or impulse is eternal under the present laws of nature, and
is in continual progress in a manner corresponding to the character of the medium in which it exists. And perhaps if we examine
the exception, we will find that it is more apparent than real.
That perfect union ot opposite impulses ret'ulting in re1.1t probably
never occurs. In collir.&ions there iR a reaction from elasticitv and
continuation io the ultimate particles of the motion or ·force
which previousty occupied the whole masses of the bodies. Ht'nce
we may assert that motion has the same imperishable exi11tence
as matter.
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Every particle in motion has a continual tendency to impart
the same motion to all other particles, whether they be situated
laterally, before or behind its position. Consequently every particle in motion has a continual tendency to impart its motion to
the whole universe. In other words, every .motion at any given
point is the source of a motor influence which ditfoses itself towards the utmost conceivable limits of the universe. For, however trivial may be the amount at any one spot, when it has
become extensively diffused, we can no more suppose that its
dispersion or division bas destroyed the motion, than we could
suppose matter to become annihilated by its divisibility. Hence
all motions being diffusive and no motion ever lost, it follows tba t
every particle of matter is affected by all the movements or occurrences of the universe, and, that perfect sense which could
recognize the infinitely or indefinitely small action or motiori of
atoms must be competent to feel in them the traces of everything
that occurs in the world, and thereby to know all that trant!pires
as certainly as our grosser faculties could recognize the explosion
of a pistol or the concus;;ion of the earth from a falling stone.
1'bis being predicable of ponderable matter, the fullness oftbU
explanation is increased by the fact that caloric, electricity, magnetism and light, or their hases, and other imponderables or theft
bases (i. e. the ~ubtle medium in which they exist) are diffused
everywhere aod form the media of a vast variety of motions or
subtle phenomena, and consequently are media through which
the subtlest conceivable phenomena may be rendered appateM
or make their impressions upon our subtlest senses.
In thos higher media (beyond any that have been recognized)
of which I believe there may be an infinite series, it is probable
that the phenomena of life and mind are as diffusive as those of
matter, and therefore that the requisite subtlety of perception
would almost give omniscience. What possible progress can the
human mind make in this direction? Where is its limit of knowledge? If that limit could be assigned to the man of the present
century with his present imperfect brain, where will it be when
we have improved hiA cerebral structure by those physical and
moral influences which Neurology indicates?
The time is coming, when at every spot upon the habitable
globe we may enjoy an all-comprehenl!ive and all-sympathetic
intelligence of all that exista upon its surface. The approach of
this era of universal intelligence will, l trust, be accompanied by
an elevation of sentiment and benevolence which will establish
universal harmony and brotherhood.
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LECT. XXVIII.-PSYCHOMETRY.
The power o( meuuring mental manifestations, and mental
powers, is of great practical value. Craniology aimed to obtain
this power by studying the forms of the bead produced by organic
developement--thil! was the only attempt worth mentioning, and
was extremely defective as a test of actual power. The impressibility whi~h feels the influence of another's constitution, and
the intuitive intellect which appreciates its force, give us the
power of appreciating the actual capacity of organs and the intensity of their action at different times.
A convenient method of estimating the power of the faculties
of any individual, is for the impressible person to touch successively the various organs which are to be examined, taking care
to touch antagonistic organs so as to keep himself well balanced.
Another method is to examine the whole together, by touching th~
intuitive organs of the forehead, through which a knowledge of
the whole may be obtained. The organ of Consciousness yie.lds
a conception of the entire consciousness of the individual, and
by touching that point, one of delicate intuitive sympathies may
even determine the very thoughts at the moment.
But, it is practicable to investigate the chn.racter and faculties
of those who are absent a!! well as of the present, the dead as
well as the living-we may thus challenge the records of history
and determine correctly the characters of those who have figured
conspicuously before mankind. This power is derived from the
fact that in the act of writing, the mental influence of the writer
is in some way imparted to the writing, and may be afterwards
recognized by an impressible person who comes in contact with it.
To demonstrate this, let the impre£<sible person sit at perfect ease,
and if not in a very clear and susceptible mental condition, let
the intuitive organs and the impressible region be excited by a
light touch of the fingers, or rather by a close approximation and
withdrawal.
If we would investigate the character of an absent individual,
a specimen of his writing 111hould be selected and placed between
the hands of the subject, which at·e kept at rest, in contact with
the writing. Contact, however, is not indispensable. I have often
enveloped a letter in blank paper, so that it could not be seen or
touched by the subject, and although this impedes the experiment, it does not necesearily pt·event its succel's. The subject
should keep himself in a condition of repose, and watch his most
delicate impressions, carefully reporting cttery tlting, no m~tter
how trivial or accident~tl it may appear. He nt firet perceives a
slight warmth in the hands, e£Opecially if the writer be a person
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of ardent temperament, or perhaps some other slight indescribable sensation, appropriate to the character of the letter. The
sensation felt, gradually progresses up the arm. 1t is recognized
along its course until it reaches the body. Soon a peculiar
influence is recognized upon the brain. If the letter possesses a
strongly marked character, or was written under some strong
feeling (and no other should be used for the first experiment), the
subject will feel the same traits of character, or the !!arne state
of feeling, and although they may at first appear too 1.1ubtle or
slight to be real, he may soon learn to recognize their reality with
the utmost confidence. The power of perceiving these impressions belongs to many person8, and the principal difficulty in itAI
display arise::~ from the fact that the subject doe!'! not always plB.Ce
himself in a sufficiently pa.sive recipient condition, and that he
looks for some strong inesi::;tible impression , regarding the impressions which he actually receives as merely trivial or accidental states of mind which are not ,...,ot·th mentioning. Hence, it ia
often necessary, at first, to question him closely, until he learns to
investigate his own consciousne s and report his observations
fully. A letter of no marked character or tate of feeling would
not be correctly described unless by one who had been practised
in the investigation-but one written under violent grief, anger,
bodily suffering, fear, mirth, love, etc., would easily be felt. Sometimes the effect of a letter may be produced on the subject, hut
so gradually, that he will not perceive it, or will ascribe the effect
to his own thoughts-to sitting still, or to any plausible cause.
In this case, by substituting another of very distinct or opposite
character, he will be made to recognize the difierence. The deecriptions which he gives at first ·appear to him to be mere guesswol·k, unless the letter be one of very strong character. I have
one that has frequently produced tears in the firi!t experiment,
though made upon persons quite incredulous.
The description of character by the suQject will at first require
a systematic cross-examination to bring it out, but after a little
practice he will require few if any questions to draw him out.
Holding the letter between the hands is a slower method of
p1·ocedure than necessa1·y; hence, 1 generally apply it on the
centre of the forehead, where its influence will reach without delay the perceptive powers. It is necessary that it should be applied lightly, without pressure, which would tend to arrest the
mental action and produce an unpleasant effect.
Thus prepared, the operator should direct the attention of the
subject, by judicious questions, to the matters most important to
be investigated, or at least propose such questions as may give a
systematic form to the description. The questions should be
merely suggestive and not in the sli~htest degree leading. After
a few examinations in this way, the subject will be enabled to
describe character without the o.asi.Btance of questions. Yet, it
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is beet to ha.ve a certain general form of questions, thus : 1. What
i:a the leading impression or predominant iaftuenee? 2. What
do yoa say of the intellectual powera? 8. What of the moral
faeultie ...? 4. What of the energies and impulses? 5. What of
the sphere of life and pureaits to which be was inclined, and
Chose which he actually pul'llned? 6. What of his relatione to
IOCiety and reputntion? 7. What were the principal faults and
principal merits of the character?
The fullness of the description wiU be in proportion to the pow·
ere of the subject ; in some cases he will merely catch the predominant emotion of the letter, without perceiving the general
aspect of the character-but generally the character also will be
perceived. Some wiU even be able to state the external relatione
of the individual, as, for example, the specific office that he holds,
eaying that he was judge of court, that he was a general, or that
he was a President of the United States ; his reputation and pollition in society are often described, and aometimes the outlines
ol his life are sketched. Those of high powers will even sketch
the future course of hi11 life, or if he is deceased, recognize him
a8 he is, and speak of his present condition in the world of spiritual fife.
The investigations are not limited to mental phenomena. The
physiological and pathological condition!! may thus be described·
with accuracy. The letter of a distant patient may be the means
of an accurate investigation of this condition. We should be
cautious in this matter, and not request impressible persons to
describe the characters or constitutions of persons in bad health,
or having any serious infirmity, without some urgent reasoo, for
we may thus inflict serious injury upon their health. They acquire headaches, neuralgias, rheumatic pains, temporary paralyais, etc., etc., from contact with morbid specimens, and although
the effect may not at once be dangerous, a repetition of such
e.tperiments would produce serious and pennanent injury.
The impression produced by any autograph, may be removed
by dispet'sive passes from the part by which it was touched, aa
tbe forehead or the hand. Thus we get rid of a disagreeable impression, and prepare for another experiment. When the autograph has been held some time in the hand, its influence having
penetrated the system, should be withdrawn from the arm and
even from the 1\ead.
The mental and physiological influence imparted to writing,
llppears to be imperishable, as the oldest specimens which I have
investigated gave their impressions with a distinctness and force,
Httle, if any, impaired b)' time. Old manuscripts requiring an antiquary to decipher tbetr strange old pennmanship, were easily
interpreted by the psychometric power. The decomposition and
dispersion of the substance of the manuscript, appears to diminieh or deetroy its psychometric impression.
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The property of retaining the impress of mind is not limited
to writing. Drawings, paintings-every thing upon which hum~
contact, thought and volition have been expended, may become
linked with that thought and life so as to recall them to :the 1nind
of another when in contact. A drawing or painting will glve
not only a conception of tbe artist, but his conception of the subject, enabling us thus to describe both in touching the canvass unseen. This discovery in its application to the arts, ~ to history will open a mine of interesting knowle~. It has alJo,
important practical bearings. It will enable us bet~r to honor
virtue and detect vice and crime. No criminal aot, or even criminal passion, can escape the detection of Psychometry, when iU
powers are pl'operly brought forth.
·
Thie startling fact will have an immense moral influence.
When the principles of Neurology are recognized and. acted upoo
by govern ments, crime will be checked by the certainty of tkttJction. Few will dare to rush upon certain punishment. FQI' t..M
sure .detection of guilt by psychometry (no matter how secret the
act), will nullify all concealment, and the prompt detection aad
arrest of the criminal by means of clairvoyance, assia~d by the
magnetic telegraph, will render puni hment so prompt and sure, ·
as to prevent all great crimes which are not the result of an un·
governable impulate.
All men will find additional in~entives to virtue in the fao\,
that their lives will be passed as it were in sunlight, .and t.ha&
they are continually leaving behind a permanent and perfect
r~cord of their lives and thoughts.
The influence of Psychometry will be b4ghly valuable, alao,
iD the . selection from candidntes for appointments \0 iruportaD&
offices, and in the judicious arrangement of matrimonial

um.a..

LECT. XXIX.-CRANIOLOGICAL PSYCHOMETRY.
The same susceptibility which ie competent to detect mental iaiuence• a"ached to paper is equally competent to discover tiM
mental influences operating in the living brain. Perhaps oneteath of the entire human race are capable of becoming conscioae
of the functions of the brain, by simply placing \Jleir bands upon
.the dUferent regiona of the head, and patiently awaiting the mental and physical impressions which arhte. These impres~
.iaapart.ed at tint to the fiogera io contact, gradually pervade tile
whole peraon, and impresa the mind with a eouciousnese of di(e
iniuence which ia operating. The ann is perceived to be
e&rengthened or weakened aceordiDg .to the .physioiogical cb~ao
ter of the organ touched, aad the same e1feot ia gJadua.Uy cli.Jtw.ed
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through the pereon, while the corresponding mental processes are
going on, and the emotions of the subject are modified.
The knowledge which we gain of the action of the brain in this
manner il5 as positive as that which we obtain of the heat and
light of a lamp by the exercise of our ~tenses ; and it is not a Jittle
remarkable that the world sh6nld have been groping in the dark
eo many centuries for a knowledge of the function"' of the brain
and the laws of the human constitution, when of all subjects of
eoientilic investigation there are none so easy of access, so full
of demont~trable certainty, and so widely spread before the race
of man iu the most temptingly fascinating form. The labors of
Gall and Spurzheim and their followers were unnecessary-the
truth which lay just at hand required no long and tedious exploration for itd discovery. The toils of anatomists and comparative
physiologists have in vain been applied to the elucidation of
mysterie11 beyond their reach, while vivisectors and pathologiet.
·have still continued the hopeless labors of Sysiphus, rolling up
the heavy mass of observation and experiment to surmount no
diJiiculty And reveal no new truth.
Even mesmeric operators, although possessing the key to the
constitution of man, have used it only to display some of its more
beautiful relations, without any proper systematic effort to learn
its deep interior .structure. And finally when 1 ha\·e announced
dle possession of the key and the opening of the inner chambers
·- when 1 have shown bow the simplest processes of enquiry re·
veal the whole interior man-when 1 have proved my assertions
by public teaching and demonstration, challenging the strictest
scrutiny, the profound and stolid apathy which 1 have witnessed,
and the signal absence alike of that honest love of truth which
leads to investigatitJn, and of that moral courage which never
hesitates, waiting for the multitude, have deeply impressed me
with a sense of the necessity of a revolution in education and in
public seutiment which a~hall render the leaders of mankind candid, honest, and fearless in the pursuit of truth. For ten years
past, l have almost ttuspended the labor of endeavorit•g to introduce knowledge for which the mass of mankind have no desire
and to which their leaders entertain a decided aversion. After
&en years of almost suspended animation in my anthropological
pursuits, 1 now renew by the publication of this work the demand
that this New Wot·ld of science shall no longer be shunned and
lett unknown to mankind.
The entire system of cerebral and corporeal functions lies exposed to our observation-nothing is necessary but to place t.he
hand in contact with any part which we wish to explore, and
passively scrutinize the impressions which it yields. Almost any
one may cultivate his ·~~eneibilities sufficiently to perceive tbea~e
impressions and recognize a ditlerencein the effects ofthedilferent:
regio011 ~f the brain and body. For some years l did not perceive
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any very decided effects upon myself, hut during eight or nine
years pa:~t I have enjoyed frequent personal demonstratioqs of
the transmitted influence of the brain. For example, while
placing my fingers upon the forehead of Mrs. J. (a lady of highly
cultivated poetical mind,) for the purpose of preparing her intuitive faculties for a psychometric experiment, I perceived a sudden
flash of intellectual brightness and clearness imparted to my own
perceptive power:~-giving me aconsciousne1J!I of that intellectual
brilliancy or lucidity displayed in her writings and in the mild
spiritual radiance of her eye. At the same time I perceived a
few minutes later that certain rheumatic pains in the shoulder
had been transmitted, which bei ng entirely foreign to my own
constitution, were referred to her and corresponded to a rheumatic
affection from which she had sutfet·ed considerably. In experimenting upon the basilar organs of an impressible subject through
the neck and occipito-basilat· region, I have several times found
that as the excitement progressed my own pet·ceptive and . reflective powers were manifestly diminished, until after an hour
or two spent in that way, I would find myself incapable of cleaTly
understanding what I wa~ about, of drawing philosophical inferences from the expet·imeuts, and of conducting my investigations
to any satisfactory result.
When placing my fingers upon the pulmonic region of the brain
of a very impre:Jsible subject, I have recognized very clearly its
characteristic effect upon my own lung!'!, and indeed my fir11t very
clear conception of the functions of that region WM derived from
my own sensations.
From touching the regions of Health and Vitality I have many
times received the m?st marked and palpable benefit in the increase of vital force, the removal of ob~tructioras, etc., the regularity, clearnef',, and perfection of all the bodily functions, giving
a feeling of perfect and vigorous health, delightful to enjoy.
When exciting the moral organs I have of\en felt the characteristic genial, calm, and elevating influences of tho~ organs,
and on one occal'lion after contact with the upper part of the head
of a Swcdenborgian clergyman, I experienced a strange elevation
and expansion of the spiritual sentiments.
When attempting to debilitate th~ muscular system by exciting
the region of Rela:mtioti I have frequently found a portion of the
intluerice transmitted to myself and ob.ierved my band and arm
to become more tremulous and weak. An experiment of that kind
upon several members of my class in 18.W, produced effects so
unplea!'lant and debilitating, that I afterwards dil'lcontinued tbe
practice of illu!!trating the science by such experiments.
Persons who have a good psychometric capacity recognize almost instantly the impression from the organ which they touch,
and are enabled to determine not only its characteristic tendency,
but it:~ power and cultivatic·n in the individual, and ita peculiar
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temperament and habits. The painful er pleasant impressions
to which any organ has been ubjected are stamped upon its org~tion and may be detected by craniological psychometljt.
lf the psychometer be excessively impressible, he may be carried
~P.way by the force of the impression which he receives, and, los- •
ipg his mental balattoe, may 8e unable to determine correctly the
exact significance of his impre..-sions. In such cases it will be
necessary for him to understand the cerebral antagonisms, and
by exploring antagonistic organs in conjunction to preserve his
equipoise.
. ,
When it is desirable to determine the aggregate character,
~ithout e1Cploration of individual organs, a complete impression
may be obtained from the organ of Consciousness in the centre
of the .forehead and the space between it and the nose. A general
impression may also be obtained. from the body by exploring the
localities along the median line of the chest from the summit of
the sternum to the epigastrium. The inner surface of the band
may also answer a similat· purpose, as a general impt·ession of
~he per11on may be obtained from it, especially for physiological
objects,
Ca·aniological Psychometry is vastly superior to mere cranios·
copy as a means of exploring the true character, mental, physio·
1ogioal, and pathological. W bat a pity the illu11trious Gall did not
avail himself of human impressibility, and thus at once introduce
to the world an accurate science enforced by decisive dcmonstra·
lion! However it may be that a more strenuous resistance would
have been made against this higher developement of truth than
was made against Craniology.
Minute explorations of the brain may be made by using con·
dueling media ~nstead of the fingers. Thus through a small
_metallic rod or a pencil case, the influence of the smallest portions
of the surface of the brain may be obtained, and a minute survey
of all the convolutions accomplished. We may thus map out
upon tbe external surface of the living bead the boundaries of the
convolutions of the brain.
· By using a transferable medium, Craniological Psychometry
may be made an admirable demonstration of the organic func·
tiona. Thus by placing a small slip of paper, metal, or other
suitable media npon any organ until it has become charged with
the aura of that organ, it becomes capable of yielding the psychometer the same i~pression which he would have derived ti·om
direct contact with it, and by this method we escape any fallacy which might arise from his knowinK' the locality of the organ and following his imagination. Such experiments constitute
~ perfect demonstration, and as Craniological Psychometry must
henceforth be the basis of a true Anthropology, it is important to
~der its demonstrations thuR decisive .
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LECT. XXX.-MORAL REGION-INTELLECTUAL '\~IRTUES, OR SENTIMENTAL I~TELLECT.
The organs of lo&ALITY; MAnVEI.Ot:SNESs, SrtRITUALIT>Y, htAGtst.TION, PLIABILITY (with Versatility and Vivacity,) Ao)JIIt.ATION, MtRTII·
FULNEss, h1ITATION 1 PoLITENESS, FAITH, SINCERITY, Exr.RESSION, Sn1·
t'ATHY, AND LtoERAI.ITY, constitute the intermediate ground betwe('n
Intelligence and Virtue, and might with propriety be ·assigned to
either department.
The region of intellectual virtues bas been divided into tht
truthful, social, and ideal departments-Tat:THFt:LNEss is th1·
name given to Exprel'sion, Sincerity and Faith; Socu·oiLIT\" i« the
name given to Mirthfulness, Pliability, Imitation, Politeness,
Friend;;hip, and Admiration ; and the ideal region consist.;; of
. Imagination, Spirituality, Marvelousne:Sil, and Ideality .
.LrnEHLITY, the anterior portion of Benevolence, produces le:;:,.
emotion than its middle and po~tcrior portions. It is the source
of the generous desire to give, and produces a free, open diPposition. It gives to the mind an expansive character, and it;
opposed to a\·arice. bigotry, :::ectarianism, clanni:::hncss, sclfi,-hness, and all contrncted modes of thought.
SntrATUY, ~,·hich i11 next exterior to Liberality, produces a facility in conceiving the ideas or entering into the feelings of others.
and is thu:~ both benevolent atid iutelligent. It gives tQ the eF
u. soft, muist appearance, and i:! the principal cau;;e of shedding
tears. It seem11 to hold a phyt1iological relation to the lachrymal
gland, as l have excited it and brought moisture to the eyes, e\·en
when the subject was unconsciou:> of any distinct mental influence.
The organ of ExrR.I:SsiON is the source of a di:Spo!!ition to bt>
communicative-a desire to convey our ideas to others, and in
connexion with sympathy produces a strong de::ire for mental
communion. It i:; one of the chief causes of an open l'peakinb
countenance.
This communicative impul:;e changes posteriorly itO a stronger emotion, which makes us not only communicative hut thoroughly frank, candid, and sincere. This we call SINCERITY. Pot5terior to,.8incerity, we find a I:' till more bene\·olent and religious
faculty, which we call FAITH. This is the source of confideDl:e in
persons-of a belief in their truth and goodness. It gives a
necessary support to Benevolence, Friendship, and Philanthropy
It prevents suspicion or jealoul'y, and keeps up our pleasant relations with society-makes us reluctant to accredit any thing
evil of another, and enables us va,;tly to enlarge the circle of
our knowledge by enjoying the entire benefit of the knowledge
9.
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po~~e,.r:cd by otht·r·,.:. D<'priYed of this faculty, man would be
rt>duccJ to the circle of hi:~ own experience and observation; but
\\" ith it, hi,; tory, ~:;cicnce, and pror;t'l'I:'Si Ve di:;covery are all within
his grasp. The three organs, .Expression, Sincerity, and Faith,
have been grouped togother under the common title of TRuTn·
Fn.NEss, because their aggreg&te tendency is to truth-to giving
fully and fr·eely the truth to others, and receiving it as freely from
them. The meagre cultivation of these faculties in the more in·
iiuential clas~E's of society constitutes one of the _great causes of
the ~;low progretas of now truths. Men are not thoroughly sincere
-are not lovers of truth, and do not know how to attach a pro·
per value to truth in otlM!rs; hence they do not discriminate between
faithful reporters of truth as it i:~ in nature, and the ostentntiou~J
seekers of fame, the narrow-minded theorists, and cunning char·
lntans by whom thv.y are deluded. It has often been to me a
matter of surprise that intelligent persons should be so reckle~s
of the truth in reference to the most important statements which
could be laid before them, when t!iosc statements had no direct
bear·ing upon their l.'elfhh interc.:t;,. Important propositions are
decided in the most frivolous and wayward manner. The l.'ouree
of information is not scrutinized, the capacity and sincerity of
the witness are not examined or not regarded, definite informa·
tion is not sought, and in this careless and profligate manner are
quP,ot.ions of the greatest moment decided.
·
r:xterior to Exprc,.:sion, \\"C find the organ of )fiRTJIFIILl\1:§,
which is ju~>t above Wit, and vertically abo\·e the pupil of the ,
('\"C .
This is the source of the sentiment of the ludicrous, and of
the laughter to which the humot·ous and ludicrous gi\·c ri,oe. The
act of laughter rs a muscular act, dependent upon a portion of
the n •::piratory or·gans, which may be reached by the outer an·
gle of the mouth (sec Phy~'<iological Lectures).
[I ha\·e known impressible persons, who were acquainted with
the old phrenological localities, to be much surpri:;t•u that they
1\"Pre enlivened by humorous emotions, and made to laugh, when
I touched the true location of l\lirthfulncss instead of tbc position
flll'merly assigned it.}
hHTATION lies behind .Mirthfulness, and exte.rior to Sincerity. It
produce~, 8.i! its name inrlicatel', a facility in adopting the charac·
ter and mannet·::~ of others-in profiting by example, and in ha~·
111•lllizing with the fashions or institutions of society. Jn thea.trt·
cals, in oratory, and in acquiring the manners of social i'htercourse,
it give~:~ a ready talent. As an element of character, it gives a
tendency to assimilate to the society in which we arc thrown.
The more posterior fibres which connect with Philanthropy.
Hope, and Friendship, assume the charaoter of Pot.ITENf:ss-a
faculty in which the interc8ting mannerism of Imitation is asso·
t:iated with the happy and kindly emotions of the organs behind
it. The pleasant and elegant manners of refined society are due
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to this organ, which is often cultivated at the expense of the neighregion of Truthfulness. l'oLITE)IESS connects exteriorly
with FRIENDSHIP, AmnRATJON, and SENTTME:O.'TALISM, which are intermediate between Imitation, Imagination, and Love.
PLIABILITY. or facility of changing, yielding, and adapting our
conduct to circumstances, or to persuasion, is found just above
the organ of Reason. It produces a muscular as well as mental
pliabilit):. A distinguished physician informed me that when he
had magnetized his niece into a state of muscular rigidity, he
·easily relaxed the arms by applying his forehead to the hand in
such a manner that I perceived he touched with the organ of
Pliability. Exteriol'ly, above Ingenuity, the pliable tendency becomes more intellectual or ingenious, and may be styled VERSATILITY. This is the source of the readiness with which some
individuals turn from one pursuit to another, and manifest a
variety of talent, having the power of adapting themselves with
great facility to different ~:;ituations.
VrvACITY, which is found ah:>vc Ingenuity, is a faculty very
similar to Mirthfulness, but less ludicrous in its conceptions. It
produces a sprightly mind ; connecting with Fancy or Imagination, and with Admiration, it produces a rather brilliant effect
upon the character and mannerR.
ADMIRATION, which connects with Sentimentalism, leads to general eulogy and approbation. Its expression is pleasing and
brilliant. It is opposed to all cen;;ure or fault-finding, and deals
in complimentary thoughts or cxprP.ssions. It gives us a liberal
and kind appreciation of .all excellence of character, as well as
of works of art and the bcautiei of nature.
.
htAGINATIO:N, l\IARVE!,OUS:->F.;;S, and Jo~;ALITY ha\·e a highly moral
chara.cter, in consequence of the relinement and elevation of
thought which they produce. They also produce a brilliant originality-and expansiveness of mind which entitle them to a high
rank as intellectual powers. Imagination give a creative power
which acts in connexion with sentiment as well as thought.
Posteriorly it blends with Love through the intermediate gradation of Sentimental affection, or Senf?mentalism. Imagination
is the chief source of fiction, and one of the chief sources of
poetry. It is an essential element of a profound, original, and
creative mind. It contributes materials to reason in the form of
· hypotheses, and enables us to embody the results of Reason or
. Scheming in a vivid conception.
lnB.>.LTTY is the source of refinement, delicacy, and copiousness
of thought-of deep and subtle speculation-of generalization,
abstraction, and dreamy reminiscence-more vague in its action
than Reason, depending upon subtler analogies, and more remote relations of things, it arrives at re:mlts less demonstrable.
It tends to mysticism, to dim allusions and to thoughts very far
removed from matters of daily observation. In the lower portion
its anterior fibres are literary, giving the power of CoMPOsrrwN~oring
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the posterior producing the senses of BEAUTY and PuaJTY, blend
with the organ of .1\fooF.STY. The whole together would prod'\ce
a high order of literary power and refined taste.
MARvELoUSNESS, which lies between Ideality and Imagination, is
the source of a love or capacity for the wonderful an<l supernatural. Whilst the wonderful and supernatural exist, it must be
considered an essential element of a well-balanced mind. It
leads us to seek new truth, to recognize rare and wonderful phenomena, to study the Divine relations of man, and the wonderful
powers of his soul and body. As there are departments of
knowledge which are lees accessible to ordinary observation, and
therefore less known, or, in other words, more extraordinary, our
views would be limited indeed, if we were unable to appreciate
these departments of truth. Could we attain a perfect knowledge
of man, and of the universe, we should no longer need the faculty, &ft there would be nothing wonderful or mysteriouf.l to be examined. Our forehead might then be formed as the ancient
aculptors formed the forehead of Jove, narrow and projectingthis would be a proper form for divine knowledge, not for divine
creation. The form of humanity requires greater breadth of developement of the lateral organs for our progress in the new and
wonderful.
[Subsequent reflection requires an amendment of these suggestions. Although Marvelousness, Ideality, and Invention are
especially necessary in the progressive condition of man to make
him familiar with the mysteries of nature, and to lead him on in
the progress of art and philosophy, they do not cease to be necessary when art and philosophy have been developed ; on the
contrary, they are still nece11sary to prevent our retrogression to
barbarism. The common conception of Divinity involves an
immense endowment and exercise of these faculties beyond human conception.]
.
In the posterior margin of Marvelousness, Ideality, and Imagination, we have the organ of SrtRITUALITY, which leads to the
contemplation of mind or soul apart from matter, and under the
highest excitement of which we recognize spiritual beings or believe that we hold intercourse with them. On the side of Imagination, this connects with the organ of SPEcraAL h.LustoN, the
results of which are entirely fanciful and extravagant. This
apectral imagination is the source of superstitious illusions.
SPIRITUALITY is the source of more rational and connected visions.
There are many spiritualists in the world, and many to whom
this organ gives a strong confidence in their enjoyment of communion with their departed friends and with other spiritual
beings.
[Since my discovell' of the organ of spiritual intercourse, and
aince the above was written, communication with the spirit-world
has been rendered familiar by sounds, movements, and communicaaione through mesmerized subject. and mediums.]
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LECT. XXXI.-ORGANS OF VIRTl'E OR GOODNESS.
For the superior functions I prefer the term VIRTUE or GOODNESS
to MORALITY; the latter has too cold and uninteresting a meaning.
According to common usage, it refers rather to puritanical restraint than to positive excellence of character. The coronal
organs make a good, warm-hearted, fascinating, lovely, substantial, and noble character. In addition to the intellectual virtues
of the last lecture, we may recognize REsEVOLENCE, RELIGION, PATIENCE, INTEGRITY or CoNSCIENTIOUSNEss, PHILANTHROPY, HoPE, LovE,
FaiENDSHIP, and PATRIOTISM.
To these may be added the MINOR VIRTUEs-CAUTIOUSNEss, SuBLIMITY, REVERENCE, and Moo~;STv, which occupy the side of the head,
(M. V.) and which while they check the selfish passions and energies, cooperate efficiently with the moral and intellectual organs.
In the absolute division of the head into six great regions, the
minor virtues are divided between
the adjacent regions above and below-the upper portion being given
to the region of Goodness and the
lower portion to the region of Debility or Relaxation. The upper
portion is the efficient cooperator
of the moral organs, while the
lower portion diminishes the morl\l
force of character, producing a diffident, submissive, and servile disposition . The intellectual virtues
are divided-Ideality and Imagination br-ing assigned to the intellectual depa1tment and the rest to
the region of virtue.
By adopting minor sub-didsiom•,
we may illu~trate more fully the
natural grouping of the organsthe tl'uthful, social, Eentimcntal,
ideal, spiritual, and fanciful regions
beingcla;<sed as intellectual virtues,
(LV.) intermediates between pure
virtue and pure intelligence. Stl'ictly speaking, the organ of Idt>ality
should be divided in the middlethe anterior portion being a;.1signed
to the intellect, and the posterior
portion, containing ideas of purity
and beauty, being cln,.toed with the
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intellectual virtues. As the semi·virtuous region thus merges into
the intellectual and feeble regions, it also connects with the
energies-the anterior portion (If the energetic organa being really
minor virtues, or virtuous energies.
BENEVOLE~ce is sufficiently defined by its name. ·The functions
of this organ are more intense in itt5 posterior than its anterior
portion ; hence the former may be called DevoTEDNEss, being an
entirely disintere11ted feeling, producing much self-sacrifice or de·
votion to a good object. Further back, the benevolent sentiment
becoming still stronger, produces PnlLANTHJlOPY, a love of the
whole human race, a feeling closely connected with enthusiasm
and moral heroi~m, producing great moral elevation of character
-it is a firmer or more energetic, less yielding, less sympathetic
feeling than Benevolence, being intermediate between Benevolence and Integrity or J ustiee.
RELIGION is the appropriate name of the sagittal organ which
has been rather inappropriately called Veneration. Gall's ideas
of its function, when he called it Theosophy, were better than
those of his followers . It appears to be (if such an expression
may be allowed) a swtimcnt of universality-that element of the
mind which delights in Nature or the Vniverse, and which recognizes in creation the creative power. It is not, therefore, so radically distinct from Benevolence as has been supposed, being the
widest expansion of the benevolent or devoted feeling-a love of
all--of the boundless universe and the mysterious power or life
which we recognize in it-a reverence and love for the spiritworld, the Divine power, and the highest moral obligations-a
feeling necessarily more t~erene and lc,;s sympathetic or excitable
than that which relates to man alone. It is decidedly opposed to
all narrowness, bigotry, or sectarianism, and is frequently large
in those who avoid sects, and small in the most zealous sectarians
-nevertheless, it is the t;ource of true religion, for in .conjunction
with philanthropy it enables us to obey the two highe11t command:> of Christianity-love to God and love to man. Its aspiration ill to unive1·sal harmony. Its large developement in the
American Indians is probably owing to their wild life in the forest,
sustaining their daily relations to the earth, the forest, and the
sky, instead of the walls, machinery, and institutions of an artificial society.
PATtENCE or Serenity is the intermediate between Religion and
Firmness. It produces a calm and elevated state of mind, capable of resisting all the annoyances of life, and gives great gentleness of temper aml control of our Irritability.
INTEGRITY or Conscientiousness is the source of the love of
justice, of fidelity to obligations, of gratitude, honesty, and honor.
The sense of honor belongs to the internal portion of the organ,
connecting with Firmness and :Mortality. This is the sentiment
which leads us to sacrifice life in maintaining our ground and
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our duty. lt i;; a sense of ob!io-ation connected 1\ith
high courage and disregn.rd of life, rather than with the lndu~try,
Tmnquility, and Sclf·eontrol which connect with the exterior·
portions of the organ.
Con::;cientiou:me:;s ot· Integrity is connected laterally with Lo1 t~,
Reverence, Tranquility, and Energy, at which junction ari,:e:-< the
~entiment of PATRIOT! ·~1.
"C'ndm· this name I bn.ve included the
LovE oF llo:~rE, (which hn!' been called lnhabitirenesH,) the Lon;
OF ovn CouNTRY, ·both soil and people, and the di,;po~ition to uphold its in~titutiono and pro,;perity. The Love .of Home, which
produces an inhabitive, domestic di~position, lies in the inferior·
portion of the organ, connecting with Tranquility and Cautiou!:>ness . The regard for the government or institutions is located
between Justice and Hevcrence, and the regard for the 1wople
conneL:t>:J 1rith the genf'ral sentiment of Love. Patriotism o1· Lol'c ·
of Country is a moral faculty but not of the higlw~t grade ; in
point of energy, it is nearly equal to the Bcnsc oi .hu;tice, being
stronger than Love, Friend::;hi p, and Bene\·olence, which cxrrt a
rather f'Ubduing influence.
Lon, if not the noblest, is the most pleasing of all our .,(•ntimcnt:l. The name fully cxp:·esscs the character of thi>:J orgnn .
lt i:l subdivided into the parental, filial, conjugal, and ~ocial departments. The parental is connected with Hope and with Integrity, the filial with Gratilude and Reverence, the conjugal
with Imagination and Modesty, the :;:ocial with Friendship and
l'olitenes;;. The difference between Love and the le:;s personal
sentiment:,:. of Philanthropy, Religion, and Justice, is that the
former is connected with a greater amount of per:;onal deference
or respect, with Ideality, Spir·ituality, Imagination, and Admimtion as well a:l with Integrity, whiclt insures fidelity to duties and
gagcment!:'.
lt is thuo connected by the juxtapot:ition of the
organs, while the former lc::s pen:;onal sentiment.; arc leEs influenced by Imagination and Modc:::ty, and more clo8cly connected
with the impartial intellect and with Serenity or Patience . lienee
Love i:< more excitable and fanciful, but less uniform and calm in
its action.
The name Hot•t.: has been retainetl for the organ between Love
and Phih nth ropy, fmm deference to the old nomenclatur·c. Yet
perhaps the word which would most nearly express ito functions
isH \l'l'INESS. vVe find that there are various de&r·ecs of hap pine~;.;
or pleasure attending the excitement of different organs, tho~e
nearer the base of the bmin are le::~s and less plea:;:ant as we
descend-those more remote from the base are more and more
pleasant. The maximum of unpleasantness o1· unhappiness is
found lreneath the occipital and middle lobe::, while the maximum
of pleasure is round in the middle of the uppet· surface-the
highest dcgr c of happinc8s is found between Love and l'hilanth••.opy. Tltis organ may be called llope, because it make:o the
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future Appear entirely pleasant. But it lends its own hrigllt
happy influence to the present and past as well as to the future.
It leads us to think well of mankind (both friend• and enemies),
to be pleased with nature and with Fate, to rely upon Providence.
and ever to see in the far future enough of happiness to compen.;ate for present ills. It points to a spiritual existence and gives
os firm assurance or Immortality. It makes death even a pleasing
p:-ospect.
To the gentle influence of this organ is assigned the task of
t!eYering the ties that bind us to life. Its posterior portion bears
the name or MoRTALITY, because its tendency is not only to extinguish the de~> ire for animal life, but to extinguil'lh the life itself.
Jts habitual influence is to lower or tranquilize the animal powera
-diminishing the energy of circulation, digestion, muscularity,
etc. A more exalted manifestation produces extacy or trance,
and its absolute predominance arresting the animal forces entirely
produces death. Hence great culth·ation of thP- intellect and
higher sentiments, or great excitement of the affections and
highest benevolent faculties tends to produce a delicate or frail
constitution and is very injurious to children in whom the animal
forces !<houfd be developed before the highest facultiet1. The
most perfect lovoliness is too apt to be associated with physical
frailty.
1\~oRTALITV greatly elt~vates the character-giving a heroic disregard of death-subduing the animal passions and gi\·ing the
entire ascendency to the intellectual and moral faculties. Its
"trong excitement dimini,hes the action of the heart and produce5
a feeling of sinking of the vii al powers, failing of the senses and
impending death. Its influence explains many ca:<es of sudden
death, and the sinking of the Yital powers \'rhich sometime:> occurs
without apparent cause. It explains, too, cases like that of Col.
To\vnsbend, who could Yoluntarily tm!lpend the action ofhis heart
and lie apparently dead . The fact that delieate female:o~ swoon
when their emotions arc powerfully excited, rather than when
thei1· basilnr passions are di,.turbed, is owing to the location of
thi,.: organ. We should be cautious in experimenting upon the
brain not to excite too forcibly this region.
FRIENDSHIP, ·the truly benevolent, t.<ympathetic, and confiding
feeling, which seeks another's welfare and which has uo taint of
:<elfish!less in its composition, lies immediately anterior to Lo,·e
in company with its natural associates, Admiration or Esteem,
Jmitation., Politeness, Faith and Hope. With thi:< location we
can understand why Friendship contributes so greatly to the cultivation of all the finer fpeJings and why, e"pecially it produce~
not only pleasant manners jn social intercour:>e but sympathe:ic
imitation and warm devotedne::1s. The location of such a sentiment in the occiput, in connection with organs of hostility and
cont.Pr.tion, as arranged by the Gallian system, would be entirely
•;ontrary to the laws of cerebral ~ssociation .
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LECT. XXXII.-REGION OF POWER, ENERGY, AND
HEALTH.
The energetic faculties are located at the upper and posterior
part of the head between the virtuous and the selfish or vicious
tendencies in such a position as -to cooperate with either. The
virtuous and intellectual organs have a spiritual or psychological
character, while the vicious organs are decidedly physiologicC!l,
or tend especially to physical effects. The energetic are so situated as to produce the requisite developement an.l combination
of the physical, moral, and ment11l powers for the best efficiency.
The organ of HEALTH is situated at a central point among the
different classes of organs, which produces a proper balance between the intellectual and unintellectual powers, and which
rightly evolvea the sentiments and passionl', giving a decided ascendency to the former, and also giving a more decided and complete predominance of the invigorating or tonic elements of the
constitution over the enfeebling or relaxing. The character produced by the organ of Health is firm, hardy, energetic, efficient,
upright, steady, and disposed to practice the stern or manly virtues, rather than milder ones. It has not a great deal of Ideality,
Fancy, Modesty, Reverence, Fear, or Sentimental Love, Sympathy or Mirth. and has a great deal more of Justice, Honesty,
Philanthropy, Patriotism, and love of borne. These qualities it
combines with Caution, Restraint, Ambition, Pride, Vigilance,
Hardihood, and Firmness. In short it produces a character in
which the strength, self-possession, and self-control are sure to lead
the individual in a healthy course of life, unless he should be
tempted by his conscious health and vigor to encounter too great
exposure.
Near the most prominent point of the parietal bone, on the
conspicuous ridge which it presents between the lateral and superior organs, is the organ of SANITY : from this point running
toward the median line, we tt·ace the organs of PlayfulneBB, Energy, Industry, Temperance and Firmness.
The organ of PLAYFULNESS is the source of physical and mental
activity, animation and gaiety, which are entirely distinct from
Mirthfulness, being independent of the sen!'e of the ludicrous.
It has more vigor and serves to prevent depression of spirits or
melancholy, as Mirth prevents Moroseness. Mirthfulness without
Playfulness t'eldom produces much gaiety of manner. The social,
ple8.l!ant, humorous sentiment which belongs to the organ of
Mirthfulness, does not prevent one from becoming melancholy.
A joyous activity and lively interest in every thing is produced
by Playfulness.
ENERGY is tbe source of resolute and efficient exertion. It gives
strength to the muscles and force to the mind, producing not only
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a strong will, but a continuous activity and efficiency-a disposition to exert our powers without any relaxation.
brouSTav and ArPLICATION are found at the internal portion of
this organ, and nearly in connexion with Temperance. They
are simply a steadier and calmer form of Energy.
TEMP£RANCE, the antagonist of Alimentiveness, gives us control
of the appetite, with an unlimited power of abstinenoo, and arrests the action of the stomach-it tends to sustain our Fortitude,
Health, Hardihood, Firmness, lndustry,and Energy, which belong
to its neighboring organs.
·
HARDmooo, situated behind Industry and Temperance, is the
antagonist of physical sensibility, and of both mental and physical sensitivenes:!. It gives wonderful powers of endurance and
insensibility to pain. It diminishes the power of all external
agents over the constitution, increases our energy and health, and
enables us to resist the depressing influence of wounds, blows,
malaria, poisons, medicines, surgical operations, etc. It also
enables us to resist nervauric experiments, and to repel the influence of mind or manner in another-in other words, it renders
us less impressible.
FntlWNEss presents in its anterior portion the character of Fortitude or Moral Courage-in its exterior portion connecting with
Integrity it becomes PERSEVERANCE, and in its posterior portion
INTREPIDITY or Courage, the antagonist of Fear. The posterior
internal portion upon the median line produces DEctstox of char·
acter. Thus the anterior portion of this organ cooperates rather
with the coronal organs, and the posterior portion with the occipital. The functions of the middle of the occiput, extending downwards from Firmness, Hardihood, and Health, may be indicated
by the general term AMBITION. They are all impulsive and very
efficient elements of the· character. They differ from the energies
already mentioned in being less disinterested, less amiable, more
active, authoritative and egotistic. The upper portion of this
region manifests self-complacency, or Dignity, PamE, and an
honorable virtuous ambition-the middle manifests more selfconfidence and boldness of action, more general and less ele,•ated
ambition and vanity, greater aver:;ion to restraint or Love of
Liberty, and greater desire to control others, or Love of Power.
The lower portion manifests ARROGANCE, and becomes more harsh,
domineering and reckless, more combative and tyrannical-thus
it blends with the criminal region in Combativeness and Hatred.
For convenience in classification, we may separate the range
along the median line, which gives us Pride or &lf-Estrcm, &1(Conjjdence and Love cif Power-leaving the term Ambition confined to the next exterior range. This Ambition is exhibited in
the highest portion of the organ, as Moral Ambition, leading to
great enterprises for human welfare, and giving the dcl'ire to
achieve an honorable position by ~oble means. The middle
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portion gives a general ambition, emulation, desire to excel and
to acquire reputation and influence. The lower portion is bold
and overbearing, aims to conquer, and may be called the military
or criminal ambition, although it may be equally active in civic
life. The LovE oF L1i1EB.TY belongs to the middle region of Ambition, and VANITY to its lower half.
Exteriorly, the functions assume a ruder character, giving a
fondness for physical rather than mental action and display.
This region of CoARSENESS (parallel to Ambition and farther from
the median line) impels to bodily labor, active business, hunting,
athletic sports, agricultural and past01·al, or savage life, and produces an averlliou to luxury or refinement, study, art, science,
literature or philosophy, and to every thing spiritual, wonderful,
or supernatural. The latter aversion belongs to the lowest portion
of Coarseness (where it blends with crime) and is called INFIDELITY
or SKEPTICISM.
The organs nearer the median line are of a more refined character, and more favorable to intellectual action. The narrow and
elongated occiput is therefore a more respectable form than that
which is broad or round-the latter being inclined to triumph by
physical force, and the former by force of character. Woman
being less muscular, more refined, and less accustomed to the
coarse pursuits of life, has generally rather less rotundity and
greater narrowness or sharpness of the occiput than man.
The outer margin of the Region of Power, near the centre of
the parietal bone, presents us the organs of Cautiousness, Sanity,
Manliness, and Restraint. The upper portion of Cautiousness
may be considered one of our sustaining powers, but the functions
of its lower portion are more anxious, depressing, and debilitating.
The upper region may be included in the region of the minor
virtues.
REsTRAI!'iT gives a power of self-control and suppresses our excitability, thus sustaining our Firmness and restraining excesses.
If too large, however, it tends to produce a etiff, cold, and negative
character.
SANITY, the antagonist of Insanity and Idiocy, is an indispensable power for sustaining the mental energy and correctness of
thought. Its predominant developement indicates that the individual will never yield to the deranging influences of feverish
excitement, passion, or misfortunes, but will preserve a sound
mind under all circumstances·.
Co71fcnlraLion or ConccntraLivencss is an attribute ..of the region
ofSanity, which might be noted as a distinct division of that
organ if necessary.
l\'IANLINEss, lying just behind Sanity (occupying but a small
space), is the antagonist of Childishness, and tends to develope
the mature adult character. Manliness implies soundness of
mind and selt: control, hence it is appropriately situated between
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Sanity and Re~traint. Its predominant developement indicates
an early manhood or maturity of character.
Behind Hardihood, at the upper margin of Coarseness, we find
the organ of VtoiLANCE (the antagonist of Somnolence), which
produces an alert, active state of mind, incapable of abstraction,
and attentive to surrounding objects. Its conne.xion with Hardihood shows why we become almost unconscious of pain or of
physical injuries when intent upon any interesting transaction in
which we may be engaged.
CLASSIFICATION.-The organs of FIRMNESS, TEMPERANCE, INDuSTRY,
'ENERov, PLAYFULNESS, SANITY AND HEALTH. which are adjacent to
the region of Goodness, might well be classed among the minor
virtues or the virtuoua energies.
The regions of PRIDE or Self-Esteem, SELF-CONFIDENCE, LovE OF
PowER, AMBITION, HARDIHOOD, and CoARSENESS, may be regarded
as the selfish energies.
AnooANCE and Skepticism, or INFIDELITY, may be appropriately
assigned to the criminal region, to which I would refer for their
description.

LECT. XXXIII.-REGION OF ANIMALITY.
In the brain of man I find a region peculiarly difficult to describe or comprehend-a region which has resisted more than aJI
the rest, my efforts to obtain a satisfactory and philosophic comprehension of its nature . This is the region antagonistic to the
intellectual, and consequently in its own nature entirely unintellectual. Hence (in accordance with the great philosophical law
that every organ carries its own tendencies into every sphere of
its influence) this region makes a sturdy resistance to the jurisdiction of our intellectual powers.
It is true I have been able to excite this region of the brain like
all others, and to note the result-but the results had not that
clear and satisfactory character, or those intelligible relations
which belonged to the other organ£~.
It was difficult to conceive what could be the nature of organs
antagonistic to the intellectual, as the opposite of intelligence is
simply ignorance-the opposite of reason is absurdity-the opposite of wisdom is folly-the opposite of memory is vacuity or
imbeci1ity. But to give such names to a group of organs---to
name them negatively as organs of ignorance-organs of the
absence of something supplied by their intellectual antagonists,
would be entirely unphilosophical, as every organ is the organ of
a positive function-not of a mere negation or absence of something else. It is true that ignorance and imbecility are among
the effects of these organs, and that I have often referred to them
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as the organs of ignorance, yet they possess a positive as well as
a negative character. But the principal positive manifestation
that I could obtain from the ignorant region was Adhesiveness,
and this did not appear at the first glance to be the antagonist
of any intellectual function. The word Adhesiveness would seem
to contrasl; with Repulsiveness rather than with intellect, and it
was no easy matter to discern the antagonism of intellect and
adhesion, or the identity of Adhesiveness and ignorance or imbecility. Nevertheless this dark and vacant region, so void of
ideas, would not give me any better positive response, and after
trying over and over again to obtain more l!atisfactory results, I
was compelled to yield and digest the facts as well as I could in
the cauldron of philosophy .
.After nine years suspense and postponement, no satisfactory
mode of grt>uping, considering, ot· naming this region occurred,
as no word in our language could serve as an adequate representative of its character, competent to convey a clear idea of its
positive and negative relations. The expression which I have
finally adopted for this region of darkness, viz.: ANIMALITY, baa
the merit of indicating distinctly that its functions relate not to
the manifestation of intellect, but to the support of the functions
of animal life, which proceed independently of intellectual developement, and to which intellectual action is decidedly unfavorable.
This region :is tributary to what physiologists call organic life,
(that which is independent of our consciousness or will), and in its
psychological bearings it sustains those elements of character
which are antagonistic to the free and correct action of the intellect.
Adhesiveness or the concentration of attachment to special objects, from which we are unwilling to part, is radically opposite to
intellectual action which embraces everything and is confined to
nothing. The former dissipates-the latter concentrates our
energies to self. The former seeks additional knowledge and
opinions-the latter adheres with the blind tenacity of habit and
the stubbornness of bigotry or superstition to traditionary ideas.
The intellectual organs are most powerfully excited by novel
o!rjects. The continuance of any impression exhausts the sensitive
and perceptive powers which take cognizance of it until it is no
longer recognized. If the eye could be held pefectly still, the optic
nerve would become perfectly paralyzed by the exhaustion of its
sensibility. If we continue the use of any medicinal substance
without intermission, the sensibility becomes diminished to such
an extent, that doses which would previously have been poisonous may be taken with impunity; but if we then substitute a poison of a different character, a formidable effect is produced, in
consequence of the novelty of the impression. In like manner, if
any particular opinion or doctrine is presented with unvarying
monotony in a public discourse, unrelieved by illustration of any
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kind, the hearers become stupefied or drowsy. Thus it a.ppea~
to be true of our whole sensitive and intellectual apparatus, that
uniformity or monotony diminishes its activity, and that change
is essential to thought.
Hence the intellectual organs desire a continual succession of
new objects, new event.", new facts, new principles, new philosophy, new truth of every species-while, on the other band, their
antagonists dislike every new doctrine or developement of truth
and every change of surrounding objects. The anti-intellectua.l
organs prefer to remain among accustomed scenes, to meet the
same faces, to sustain the same social relations, and to render
the monotony of life as perfect as possible. Hence their tendency
is essentially adhesive, and contributes to maintain the stability
of society, opinions, institutions, and modes of life 11
The existence of organs antagonistic to the intellectual enableg
us to exert a controlling power over the latter, restraining their
activity and compelling them to confine themselves to a single
object of attention, instead of following their natural inclination
for variety. Hence they are of material benefit tO the student
and artist, enabling them to persevere in monotonous labors from
which the intellectual faculties recoil. Those who are accustomed
to the excitement and mental activity of a stirring life become
dull and drowsy when they attempt to confine themselves to
reading or writing,.in which the perceptive faculties are limited to
a narrow range of objects. Their predominant perceptive organs
are benumbed by fixation upon a single object, and mental torpor
is a necessary consequence. In persons of literary habits, although a similar soporific influence is felt, it is counteracted by
the intellectual activity of the organs of Language, Memory. and
Reflection, which are continually supplied with new impressions
from the language of the author or from their own meditation in
the act of \\>Titing.
When the subject of our study, labor, or investigation becomes
intellectually barren in consequence of our having learned a.ll •
that is perceptible, the intellectual organs desire a change to escape the benumbing monotony of familiar conceptions. Here
the anti-intellectual organs come to our assistance and enable us
to endure the monotony which would otherwise be insupportable.
Not only in darkness and sleep, but in the monotonous course of
daily labor does the unintellectual region find its sphere of action.
Its function appears to be to sustain the organic life and muscular
action, which proceed independently of consciousness. The antiintellectual region, therefore, must cooperate directly with those
basilar organs which control nutrition, muscular action, digestion,
secretion, circulation, etc.
Their connexion with nutrition and digestion is shown in the
fact that after a hearty meal we become dull and sleepy, and that
daring that portion of our life when we grow most rapidly and
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digest most vigorously, we also sleep sounder, longer, and more
frequently.
·
Their connexion with muscular action is shown in the fact that
we become quiet when we meditate-that profound thought requires some degree of tranquility, and that the intellect is suatained in steady healthy action by the organs of the tranquil region on the parietal bone.
Their connexion with the secretions is iHu.trated by the fact
that the secretions are controlled by the ganglionic or unconscious
nerves, and that they go on as well during sleep as during wakefulness.
Their relations to the muscular syAtem we further show in the
unconsciousness which occurs during epileptic fits, and in the close
connexion of coma and convulsions in morbid states of the brain.
The psSchological tendency of the anti-intellectual organs appears to be attraction or adhesion. This coincides with their
physiological influence in nutrition and muscularity, the former
of which consists of attracting and retaining foreign substances
to become parts of our body, and the latter of an attraction or
contraction among the particles of muscular substance.
The tendency of the anti-intellectual organ11, therefore, would
be to the nourishment of whatever portion of the body or brain
should have the ascendancy.
If the attractive tendency of the anti-intellectual region operates
physiologically, it must of course favor the reception of food by
the mouth, its digestion and deposit in the tissues, and the absorption of oxygen and nitrogen by the lungs, but as this attractive
tendency would not favor the discharge of carbonic aoid, this absorption of oxygen would not animate so much as usual, in consequence of the accumulation of carbonic acid. (Sleep, we know,
is the period of growth, but not of excitement or action.)
This tendency to absorption by the lungs corresponds with the
fact that the corporeal location of the unintellectual ot:gans is upon
the lower posterior portion of the thorax, where occur the most
minute ramifications of the air tubes, and in which the absorption
of oxygen chiefly occurs.
The position of the unintellectual organs indicates that they
excite and sustain all our desires and blind impulses which ent!lave the judgment. We know accordingly that the bodily organs
which this unintellectual region sustains-the digestive, muscular,
reproductive and sensitive apparatus-are the sources of our
strong desires and ruling passions.
.
The necessity of the anti-intellectual organs, and the general
character of their functions, may be P.erceived by reference to the
extreme effects of the intellectual organs which are counteracted
by their antagonists. The unrestrained action of the intellect
(especially of Consciousness, its central organ) produces excessive
wakefulness. This exhausts and destroys the vital powers,
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bringing on premature old age and death, if it should not develope
Disease or Insanity. The brain is an anti-vital organ, and its excessive action, produced by the intellectual organtt, under which
we cannot sleep, exhausts the whole vital force. The exercise of
Consciousness and Reflection is accompanied by Sensibility and
Relaxation ; hence purely intellectual action soon becomes morbific, as it excites the regions of the brain adjacent to the organ of
Disease, and at the same time maintains too much activity of the
brain at the expense of the body. These excesses or evils are
necessarily counteracted by the anti-intellectllal group, which
sustains its immediate neighbors in action, and thus cools, tranquilizes, hardens, and invigorates the constitution. Thus the generation of heat and waste of the tissues are diminished, the excretions are less active, the nervous excitement and restlessneBS
subside, the muscular system recovers tone, the healthy stamina
of the constitution is restored.
The position of the unintellectual region-on the one side, Hardihood, Health, Ener~y, Playfulness, Restraint, Sanity, Coldness;
on the other, practical working Energy or Coarseness, Combativeness, Secretiveness, Acquisitiveness, Destructiveness and Vitality-shows that it is designed to give support to the whole constitution, and although during its extreme action its neighboring
organs are paralyzed (in sleep) its general tendency is in some
respects such as would be expressed by their character in combination.
Hence the great importance of sleep to those engaged in intellectual pursuits and to those whose minds are disordered. Those
engaged in physical labor do not have so much concentrated
action of the front lobe, and hence do not require so much of its
antagonist to restore them.
Occasionally we see persons in whom the unintellectual region
is moderate and who do raot require much sleep or sutTer much
from its loss. In such cases, the vital power is greater, and the
energies are competent to resist the drain upon them which is
made by the intellectual organs. Those whose pursuil.ll require
them to lose much sleep should have a large developement of the
superior and inferior occipital organs, to give the requisite tone
and endurance to the constitution.
The melllal charatteristics of the unintellectual region may be
gathered from its positioa. Starting from cold insensibility and
rigid restraint, it connects with organs of a stirring, practical,
muscular activity, with stubborn Combativeness, Secretiveness,
Acq_uisitivenesa, Selfishness, and Violence; 'it may therefore be regarded as a steady, collected, and general impulse-an earnestneas to attain and ret.aiD iu o]Uecta-giving a feeling of interest
and eagerness which Ulldts- stronger excitement would become a
blind and powerful impulse or desire.
To these effects the intellectual organs are opposed, they feel
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The unintellectual adhesive region gives a healthy concentr..
tion and limitation to 'OUr feelings-maintaining our active ·aad
exclllBive interest in the things abou' us, connected wi~ ouraelv..,
our friends, anti our families. Within ~ia circle the feelings lJ'&J
be intent~e, but as all beyond is excluded, there ie Ieee waste and
eshaustion, and our moral force is not dis111ipated and lost.
The unintellectual region, therefore, coiperaqs strongly with
the Love of Home and with all the various contracted and clannish
feelings. It is the source of the common aversion ., intellectual
progress, and in conjunction with Combativenees and Arrogance
produces ~e most intolerant bigotry.
We find one of its impulses (when acting normally, not exce•
aively) to be .ADuBBIVBNESS or attachment. Tbis is entirely different
from Friendship and Love, being merely a gregarious or adhesive
impulse as applied to persons, which is decidedly aelfish in it.
tendency. It give• a blind partiality, which ruakea us go with our
friends and our party right or wrong, and renders us incapable of
candid, dispassionate investigation of their merits. Tbia party
spirit or clannishness comes very appropriately H-om the neighborhood of Stubbornness, Secretivene11s, Selfishness, and Acquisitiveness, for it gives a feeJing towards our friends much more akin to
the sense of property than to benevolence.
This .ADuBSlVBNBSS desirel!l to attract, possess, and control all
with whom we come into contact-to attract, notice, to be remembered, to be sought and visited, to enjoy a local notoriety,
and live in the eye of the public, and to be the special objeot of
interest and attention in company. Hence it produces in the adhesive person apparent cordiality of manners, frequent invitation•
to visit him, a great horror of being forgotten or neglected by
fashionable society. He is prolific in suggesting little presents,
mementoes, and unnecessary act:'! of civility---begs to receive letterl!l, and writes many which contain nothing but idle gossip, per·
sonalities, and professions. He shuns all philosophic or elevated
subjects of thought, but is very fond of local news, of which he
has enough to entertain company ; and sometimes he rises to the
dignity of admiring paintings, or taking delight in natural
scenery, and even the less philosophical portions of natural
science. He is a great sight-seer, and never realizes any new
truth until it is brought to his own neighborhood and placed in a
visible shape. His beau ideal of the pursuit of knowledge is w
travel and see illustrious persons and remarkiLble places, though
he understands them less after his return than an intellectual man
who has remained at home. He is the invariable opponent o£
men of profound intellects (becallSe he cannot comprehend them)
until they have attained success, when he is very desirous of securing their nouce and getting into their society. He praise.
10
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men of established reputation, ru11s with the multitade after the
lion of the hour, and enlists among the followers of di.,tinguishe4
men of past timel!l, for whose opinions or· influence he fights resolutely against more enlightened men of the present day whom be
will not comprehend, and believes tbat they aim at the subververeion of every thing that is true.
In hi1l religious and pbiio1.1ophical faith be is irresistibly attracted to the largest multitude, the moat aaeient 88aoeiation, the
most wealthy and powerful organization. In religion he is a
eeetarian, blindly devoted to the enlargemeat or defence of hie
sect, deprecating the discussion of principles 88 fanatici1.1m, but
8CI'Upulously careful of appearances, forms, and ceremonies. Ju
polities he seeks to be with the majority, and takes great delight
1n mingling with the people or electioneering to secure his objects.
He adheres Rtrietly to pany discipline without regrnd to abstract
principles, and regards 88 eccentric, crazy, and unbalanced
characters all who ·follow principle, and separate from partiee
when they go wrong. In professional life, he.follows closely the
dicta of colleges and societies, and looks with decided hostility
upon all who deviate from orthodoxy in medicine, religion, or
philosophy. Jn science he has great veneration for collections of
1tbells aod stones, for naturalists and mathematicians, linguists,
mllBieians, and artists. Men of mere physical research and
learning he considers preeminently great. Philosophy he ignol't'e,
and the highest departments of science he considers non-entities.
Even when be has been astoni1.1hed out of his infidelity by seeing
demonstrations of a satisfactory character, he feels no interest
and makee no farther progress in the philosophical direction.
How very abundant art' thet1e adhesive characters in all classes
of society I What a mob do they form around public celebritiett,
and how generally do they rnle in public gatherings t How fully
does this anti-intellectual influence explain the madness of armies
and mobs, the blind and fierce bigotry of sects, the partizan strife
and absurdities of legislative bodies, and the entire frivolity and
silline88 which characterize fashionable social assemblies I
AJ an important practical deduction from the philosophy of the
adhesive region, we may infer that the progretos of truth will be
greatly facilitated by the dissolution of parties and ~;ects, v.hicb
are of no utility except for the accomplishment of important
objects by cooperative strength. The friends of human improvement should beware of appealing to party spirit or strengthening
party ties.
In the upper portion of the animal region we find above Adhesiveness the region of Approbativeness-a region antagonistic
apparently to the perceptive organs. The latter extend our
knowledge throughout nature to a vast distance from self, and
_consequently diminish the importance of self, as in the sphere of
ov attention self becomes entirely minute and trivial, in eom-
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parit'on with the immensity of Nature. The perceptive organs,
therefore, necessarily teach humility, modesty, and reverence in
the most effectual manner, by fixing those sP-ntiments in the
mind as truths, and removing entirely the foundation of vanity.
On the other hand, the antagonist of the perceptives, rendering
ue unconscious of the existence, the grandeur and importaMe of
what is around us-confining our knowledge to the narrow sphere
of our personal consciousnese and the adjacent objects which we
ean control, givel! us false ideas of our relative importance in the
world, and induces ue to pase by, with euperciH .us contempt,
exterior objectll which we neither understand nor consider worthy
of notice. While Approbativenees thus renders ue unconscious
of that which should teach us humility, and fostei'S a false seWimportance or vanity, its phy!!ical influence also is oppoeire to
that of the intellectual organs, and imparts a self-possessed
energy, similar to that of the neighboring organs of Health, Energy, Hardihood, and Restraint.
On the lateral region of the occiput, above and behind the ear,
we find the region of the unintellectual organs or faeulties. Their
developemP-nt produces breadth, roundness, and fullness of this
region. Their deficiency leaves it flat and narrow. The necessity for the existence of such organs arises from the fact that every
organ requires a counterpoise to restrain its excessive action and
to give it repose. The intellect must be arrested fonr, six, or eight
hours daily to give us rep•lile or sleep, and it is by means of these
organs that this is accomplished. They enable us to sleep, to enjoy
a life of intellectual monotony, and to continue by force of habit
that which has been transmitted by our ancestry without enquiring
into its propt·iety or truth. They enable us to act without reference to consequences, without any definite consciousness of what
we are doing, and without recollecting afterward what we have
done. Hence all violent exertion again:i diffi·mlties i.; accompanied by blind, absent-minded impul11e; for Energ)· and Combativeness lie above and below the region of Animality-hence
they excite it and arrest the intellectual action. When struggling
with our utmost force against our enPmies we become blind to
the consequenct-s-we disregard death or defeat and rush upon
our certain ruin. The position of these organs and their coonexion with others show what faculties (beside Animality) are apt
to mislead us and to hinder the proper exercise of intf!llect or
narrow the mind. These 'are the neighboring organs, Coldness
Restraint, Hardihood, Coarseness, Infidelity, Stubbornness, Moroseness, Secretiveness, Selfishne88, Avarice. These organa
deaden the intellect, and although they do not prevent cerebral
action or deprive the brain of blood, they promote the impulsea
and check the intellect.
The power of concentrating and controlling the mind requires
that we should be able to check the intellectual activity and to
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dismiss the trains of thought which are called up by auociatioa .
The multitudinous ideas which at.rise to an active mind would
soon create so vast and diversified an amount of thought as to
. render any special investigation or examination of one subjeet
entirely impracticable. Study or investigation, therefore, requires
the power of dismissing theae trains of thought, and this power of
regulating intellectual action, so aa to direct it to some practical
result, is greatly ueil!ted by the anti-intellectual organs. Hence
the organs which enable us to play the student or observer are
situated near the region of Animality, viz.: Vigilance, which
makes an observer, Application at the posterior part of Industry,
which euables us to connne the mind to our vocations, and the
power of Concentration which (lying in the region of Sanity aad
Tranquility) enables us to keep the mind with quietness and ill a
aound, clear manner, fixed upon our subject of thought.
Experiments upon the Ignorant region, when fully carried out,
produce mainly negative results.
SLEEP is its most decisive manifestation-which is produced
by the anterior portion of this region-the special antagonist
of ConsciousnePe. We find in the lower portion varioua
species of stupidity-in the middle various states of childi~h and
senile Imbecility, and in the upper portion various forms of men·
tal confW!ion and insensibility when excited to excess. Coma,
etupor, prolonged sleep, convuMons, etc., may perhaps be regarded as excessive manitestation of this region, for it has in ita
posterior part a decided tendency to muscular action, al!d may
perhaps be regarded as the source of our unconscious movements.
Additional investigation of this region is requisite.
'fhe region of Imbecility which antagonizes Memory, presents
in its posterior portion the Imbecility of childhood, and in the aD·
terior portion the Imbecility of old age. Thus from the region·of
Coarseness or Barbarism to the organ Sleep or unconscioueneae
extends a range of organs singularly corresponding in their char·
acter to the whole range of human life from birth to death, death
being represented by Sleep.
The ignorant being the antagonist of the intellectual region, it
follows that when it is small the latter will be more active and
powerful and will more decidedly control the character. Hence
those in whom Animality is small, will manifest ceteri8 parilru
greater activity and power in their intellectual organa, while large
intellectual developement controlled by the occiput will fail to
produce profound or philosophic thoughts, and be restricted to more
familiar· and practical subjecta.
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We may delineate as follows the antagonistic tendencies ofthe
frontal and the oeeipito-lateral organs :
Wisdom, knowledge, and pro· Ignorance, shallowness, and unfundity of thought.
willingness to reMon.
Impartiality, truthfulness, and Eagerness, prejudice, and blind
meditation.
impulse.
Sensibility, excitability, and de- Stubborn, hardy energy, and
bility.
ambition.
Love of new impressions, new Love of old impressions, avertruths, and changes.
sion to change.
Clearness, accura~y, system.
Confusion, absurdity, passionate, and convulsive impulse.
Genius, originality, eccentricity. Dogmatism, coMervatism, habit
monotony, devotion to fashion.
Precocity, maturity, old age, ex- Stupidity, animality, muscular
haustion.
v1tality.
·

•

••
~
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LECT. XXXIV.-VIOLENT OR CRIMINAL

REGION~

The organs ofthe occipital base of the brain being antagonistic
to the virtuous organs of the superior surface, may be considered
as ultimately criminal in their tendency, as they all tend either to
acts of crime or to those things which sustain and foster crime.
The organ of CuNNING or Baseness, the developement of which
is indicated by the breadth at the cavity of the ear, produces, when
predominant, a cunning, treacherous, dishonest, and infamous
character-who prefers indirect, secret, and cowardly methodswho is very plausible, but destitute of truth, fidelity, stability, or
any kind of honesty-who is capable of any meanness, but who
is incapable of any kind of honorable conduct under temptation.
In his pecuniary transactions, his friendships and domestic ties,
he is faithless and despicable-in his revenge he would be an
assassin or a poisoner. In manner he is smooth, cringing, feeble,
and melancholy.
The organs posterior to Baseness produce greater strength of
cbA.racter, and a more rt~spectable clue of crimes. They are
more violent and wicked as we dedcend ; hence if we should draw
a horizontal line from the upper edge of the meatus auditorius
(cavity of the ear) around the occiput, this line would divide the
criminal region into two portions-the upper of which (contained
between the line just drawn and another drawn from the top of
the external ear) migh~ be considered of the same grade of character and violence as Combativeness, and the lower as of that
grade which we have associated with the ~rm Destrnctil·enese.
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In the upper half we have laiUTABIIJTY, horLJOACY or Moral Recklessness, SECRETIVENEss, CoMBATIVENESS, INFIDEIJTY, and AaaOGAJICB,
with AcQUISITIVENESS and SEU"ISHNESS in its anterior portion, near
the top of the ear. In the lower portion we have DuTRUCTJVENERS
or Felony, DEsPERATioN, HATREO, and TuRBULENcE.
IRRITABILITY (the antagonist of Patience), immediately over the
meatus auditoriue, produces a state of irritation or annoyance,
and in conjunction with the organs below and behind it, produces
a very bad temper--alone it produces a very petulant, uneasy,
impatient, dissatisfied, excitable, and troublesome disposition.
Such a disposition finds annoyance everywhere, and is quite
troublesome or provoking to those who are brought into contact
with the individual. The other organs will determine the principal objects or cauPes of this irritability.
PROFLIGACY or Recklessness, just posterior to Irritability, is the
antagonist of Religion. It is the source of a general moral recklessness and disregard of right. Religion tends to guide oor
conduct by pure intelligence and virtue, based upon the loftiest
views of Humanity and Divinity. Profligacy leads us to scorn
all elevated, noble thoughts, and follow blindly every impulse of
passion or de11ire-hence it produces dissipation, gambling, Jiceutiousnet~s, intemperance, etc., as its direct effect, and brings on
quarrel11, jealousies, frauds, falsehoods, robberies, and homicides.
The action of one criminal organ necessarily induces more or lese
action of ita neighbors-as for instance, Combativeness Acquisitiveness, or Irritability may inducP- one to lie, in wnom the
lying propensity is moderate, and who, aside from such excitement, is entirely truthful. Cursing and swearing, gan.bling,
rowdyism, intoxication, licentiousness, obscenity, dissipation, etc.,
are among the effects ofProftigacy. The 11pecial organ ofGAMB~n~o, which I have demonstrated in thi11 rf'gion, produces a Jove of
rash, hazardous courses in the pursuit of wettlth, which, if not displayed in what is commonly caJied gambling, displays itself io
the h11zardous career of commercial Hpcculation. The gambling
propensity may be recognized by the developement at the upper
part of the mastoid process.
ACQUISITlVEMERS, the organ of the love of getting and keeping,
extends along the top of the ear, being located farther back than
Phrenologists have heretofore supposed. Its anterior portion is
conservative, producing carefulness of property and frugality ; ita
posterior portion leads to traffic, and the most posterior produces
avarice.
SELFJSHNESS (the antagonist of Benevolence) extends below and
behind Acquisitiveness. It produces a selfish regard for our own
interests and disrt'gard of others, accompanied by the most repulsive manners, unless controlled by ita antagonists. Of these the
higher intellectual organs detotroy ita offensiveness by teaching us
that our aelf-interel!t is identified with the general interest of
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humanity. The neighboring organ ofSecretivene88 seeDUI to be
provided by nature to conceal our selfish feelinfi!J.
Selfi11hness usually makes us reserved, covetous, and suapicioue;
'ut if Secretiveness and Acquiaitiveness are small, it may be
shown in seek&ng the gratification of Ambition or of appetite.
S£<,-&BTtVB)IE8S, the antagonic~t of Truthfulness, is an aggregate
of JsALOUSY (the ant&«onist of Faith), DscEIT (the antagonist of
Candor or Sincerity), and the morose propensity to Ruun or
concealment. which is the antagonist of Expression. These elements naturally connect with Combativeness, the hostile impulse.
Hostility necessarily make11 us reserved and jealoul', ae friendliness makes us communicative and confiding. Contention or self:.
interest usually dimini..bes our candor, ae we observe in political
strife and affaire of traffic or litigation. A secretive tendency ia
found in the middle of Cautiousl\eiiS, but does not require a special
notice. It is higher in ite character and less moroee and deceitful.
The inferior portioa of Secretiveness or Jealousy (antagonietic to
Faith) is the natural associate of Combat.iveneil8 and Se-lfishneee.
Thu11 selfiMh and vicious people are punished by thei.r incapacity
to recognize anything good in others.
Co)JBATtV£nss, the propeRdity to contend, resist, or overcome
difficulties, renders us stern, insolent-harsh and repulsive ia
tRanners. It extends from Secretiveness to within an inch and a
half or two inches of the median tine. It is the antagonist of the
entirt'i region of Sociability, and violent opposition is its aggregate
tendency. The upper portion is le88 vehement, and baa a stem,
atubborn, morose, gloomy character. This is the real eource of
obstinacy. The stubborn portion is that which antagonizes Pliability-tile gloomy portion is the antagonist of Mirthfulness. The
lower portion oC Combativeness if' the source of more vehement
or violent conduct, and is shown in society by quarrelling or
fighting, and by those acts which tend to produce qoarrels or
fights. This portion connects with Felony, Desperation and Hatred. The middle portion produces active but less violent opposition. It is manifested in debate, in sarcasm, slander, litigation,
party-spirit, and every species of strife. This portion being the
special antagonist of Imitation and Admiration, produces opposition or eonteation, and Censorioosness, the abusive propensity.
hrPtDEI.ITY (commonly but incorrectly called Skepticism) lies
between the combative, stupid, and domineering organs. Ita
tendency itt to deny everything new, wonderful, profound, spiritual, or extraordinary, without reason, and to treat with stupid
stubbornneas, ridicule, and denunciation, or violence, every attempt
to penetrate the wonders of Nature or the depths of philosophy.
Ita tendency il! unjust and slanderous towards individuals as well
as that of Combativeness-but i.a..even more adverse to human
improveanent anti the general elevation of society, as it is hostile
to importaat truth$. Tile term lntidelity is popularly applied to
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a di.belief in the national system of religion-whether Mohammedan or Christian~ but this application of the term ia incorrect, for
Infidelity is a trait of character-$ lack of faith-a disposition to
disbelieve and deny ; bu' the disbelief of any prevalen' system ol
religion, whether Christian, Mohammedan, or Pagan, IJJ8.l be owing, not to Infidelity or lack of faith, but to the fact that the faith
which is abundant attaches itself to some other doctrine. Thus
among the Mohammedans the man whom they call an infidel is a
believer in christianity-among christiana he may be a believer
in some form of tra.Dscendental philosophy or some marvelous
theory of the universe.
1'he true Infidel, or man void of faith, diacards everything new,
wonderful, and spiritual, limite himself to the ideas of his five
senses, and to a rigid materialism, and btsliel·ing every man to
llave his price--,...regat·ding human virtue as a fable-looks upoa
all the movements of society as fraught with humbug and knavery.
The greater portion of dishonest, selfish, arrogant, domineering
people have a liberal share of Infidelity. Those who are lacking
m siDcerity are not disposed to trust in the trutbfulnel!s of others.
Thoae who are lacking in originality and e.lpansiveneRB of
thought cannot readily receive new and l'trange truths. Hence,
notwithstanding the gullibility produced by ignorance, there is at
all times a great deal oflnfidelity in society. A lack of faith in
humanity is produced by the organ of Jealousy-a lack of faith
in the highest material and t~piritual truths is produced by a
narrow aod dogmatic Jnfidelily. There is a certain degree of
odium ju11tly attached to the term Infidelity, for it is one of the
unjust, illiberal, harsh, domineering traits of character. It is freq:uently found among those who consider themselves entirely free
from any such tendency, and is at the pret~ent time one of the
moAt prevalent vices of society. Skepticittm, aa the word etymologically implies, is merely a careful observatioo and scrutiny.
sueh as would be prompted by the organ of Cautiousness, and
does oot lead, Jjke Infidelity, to dogmatic denials, bigotry, and intolerance.
In all races and creeds, religious oppressors and persecutors are
generally infi.dels. They adhere to the religion or superstition of
their ancestors in consequence of Adhesiveness and ignorance;
hut they refuse to believe any improvement in their ~upertJtltion,
or to tolerate any new and wonderful revelations in positive
science, unless assured that the new truths cannot possibly disturb
the old errors which they cherish.
The region of AnoGANCE and Tyranny,just above the occipital
knob, produces an assuming and dogmatic manner, at.d dif'lposi1ion to domineer over everything around us-treating our
euperiors with insolence, our equals with contempt, and our in·
feriors or dependants with severity. It is apt, like the selfish,
ncretive, combative region, to produce an unpopular character
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-one who speaks contemptuously of others and of society in
general. The ]ower portion of lhia region is tyrannical and
severe. The upper portion is more disposed to be mild with inferiors.
Below this we find the region of HATRED, which, near the median line, is manifested in the form of cruelty. This is a violent
impulse, which produces a very harsh and misanthropic character.
The manners and appearance are gloomy and repulsive. The
intellect is contracted and chiefiy perceptive, the mind has but;
little of imagination and the social graces. The man is malignant,
revengeful, gloomy, treacherous, miaanthropic, and incapaale of
friencidhip and social or domestic happinees. He mars the happiness of all connected with him. He is resUess, quarrelsome,
and fierce, but shrinks from exposing his life, and gratifies biB
revenge in a dishonorable manner if an opportunity is aft'orded.
The slighter manifestations of this organ are seen in our antipathies and prejudices. The normal influence of Hatred is shown
in our opposition to evil and aversion to evil or degrading associates. It disqualifies us for &880ciating with enemies or those
whom we scorn.
DISGuST, which belongs to this region, is located on each side of
Amativeness.
DEsPERATION, the antagonist of Hope, produces a ieree, gloomy,
restless, miserable character-one who might rightly be called a
wretch, or a desperado. It invigorates the vital powers, but diminishes the mental clearness and foresight. The stimulus, however, which it imparts to the vital forces,· when predominant, is
not of the kind to give a healthy, equable, and pleasant action,
being too exciting and harsh.
The region of DESTRUCTIVBlfBSS or Felony, upon the mastoid
process, is the region whence originate those high crimea which
profligate, base, and desperate men commit, such as robbery,
pi1·acy, arson, murder, etc. The region of Murder is nearly at
the lower end of the mastoid process. The ordinary manifestation of the felonious region corresponds very nearly to what
Phrenologists have heretofore described as De8tructiveneas.
TuasuLENCE, below Desperation,· Cunning, and Hatred, is the
antagonist of Patriotism (including the Love of Home) and
Tranquility. This organ connects anterio1·ly with Insanity, by
the intermedium of rage or frenzy ; below it presents a restless,
vagrant, or wandering disposition, the antagonist of Love or
Home and Tranquility-thus producing a degraded, vagabond
character-and below Insanity it connects with RMhness and
Carelessness. Posteriorly in connects with the most degrading
tendencies, ending in mere brutality, located low on the back of
the neck.
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LECT. XXXV.-REGION OF FEEBLENESS AND DISEASE.
The organs of the anterior half of the bead are generally void
of energy and impulse. They direct, cheek, and control the powers generated by the.occipital half of the head, but they de not or
themselves produce any decided force of character. Those which
occupy the middle lobe, and are manifested in the temples and
face, may be designated as the region of Debility and Disease, an•
tagonistic to that of Power, Energy, and Health. They make a
languid, inefficient, morbid, sensitive temperament, and, in their
full display, destroy the powers of both mind and body, as they
stimulate functions of an exhaustive character-giving the wasteful a predominance over the appropriative functions which sustain
life. S~:avunv, FEAR, SustBIUTY, DISEASE, RELAXATION, MsLANCHOLY or Sullenness, M.arrAL DERANGEMENT, CAREJ.EsSN888, the
Abdominal organs and Conductor organs constitute the principal
divi8ions of this region.
The organ of SnstBILITY is as well entitled to rank in the intellectual as in the feeble department, and bas been described in
Lect. XX. 1\fooBSTY and RE\·uucz have equal claims to the regions of Virtue and of Feebleness and should be divided, assigning
the lower portion to the latter, under the title of Servility.
SoMNOLUCE bas some claims to the intellectual character, particularly in ita anterior or dreaming portion. The CoNoucroa
organs also approximate the intellectual, and may be divided
between the Intellectual and Feeble departments. The antagonist
of Cautiousneas might, in its posterior portion (Rashness), present
some claims to a place in the violent or criminal department.
In the lower part of the temples the region of SERVILITY destroys
the proper manlyself-respect,and produces a very servile dependent feeling, which connects with the cowardice resulting from
Fear, and renders us fit for inferior stations or for slavery, and
averse to any higher position. The connexion of this region
with Impressibility explains the remarkable influence which those
in high rank exert over the sentiments and habits of the community.
FEAR, the antagonist region of Firmness, produces great excitability, timidity, and feebleness of character. The lower portion
makes an irresolute, dejecte J, fretful, complaining di8position,
void of Fortitude (sometimes displaying bypochondria)--tbe upper portion connecting with Cautiousness produces an an:riou
#ad«:Uive mind. The middle and upper portions produce the
feeling of alarm or terror. A point just above the centre of Fear
may be coP.sidered the centre of excitability. The general excitability of the character aDd temperament may be judged by
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the breadth just in front of the upper margin of the ear. Above
and before this locality, the excitement is rather emotional and
moral; below and behind it the excitability belong11 to the violent
passions the organ being callt>d Irritability.
The organ of DJS&ASE or Morbidity, which tends to produce a
sensitive, sickly constitution, is indicated by breadth and prominence at the cheek honea. If it i11 predominant, the ordinary incidents of life will be sufficient to produce severe disease-if
defective, the constitution will have great power of resisting morbific impreilsiona, and we will be incapable of any very intense
• form of diae&lle.
The ABLIOMllfAL OaaANS preside over the functions of the alimentary canal, etc. .They contJibute, therefore, nothing to our
energies. They extend from the cheek bone near the ear, along
the lower jaw to within nearly two inches of the chin. The organ
of AuMENTlVENESS in front of the cavity of the ear, near the
glenoid cavity which receivel! the jaw bone, presents the subdivisions of TantST, HuNGER, and LovE OF STIMULus, the sources of
gluttony and drunkenness, which are the true manifestations of
this organ when excited to entire predominance. The drunkard,
therefore, is indicated by the posterior portion of the organ nearer
to the ear, just in front of the meatus or cavity. The position of
this organ indicates the destructivE'! and debasing effect of giving
predominance to our appetites, as their organs are connected with
Baseness behind and with Ui!!e&se in front, thereby indicating the
destruction of the constitution and of the moral character. The
Love of Stimulus is not confined to alcohol, but seek11 condiments,
tobacco, opium, and other stimulants. As Hunger produces a depression which is only relieved by food-the Love of Stimulus
produces a deprel!sion which is relieved by powerful !ltimuli,
which it enables us to bea1· without being excessively affected.
In proportion to the developement of the Love of Stimulus is the
danger of acquiring an intemperate thirst for alcoholic stimulants
unle:~s it should be controlled by an adequate developement of
the regions of Temperance, Restraint and Firmne11s.
Between Disease and Hunger, we find the sen~:~e of FATIGrrl'!,
just below the sense of Paiu . This Fatigue connects below with
INDOLENCE, and that with general RELAXATWN, located betwe~n
the cheek bone and lower part of the ear. The upper posterior
part of Relaxation manifests that peculiar form of relaxation and
excitement which is produced by alcoholic drinks, a.nd may be
called lNTOXlCATlON. By means ot this organ au impressible person may be made to stagger, and to manifest the effects u~:~ually
produced by alcoholic drinks.
RELAXATION, the antagonist of Energy, produces a di~<position to
resign all active occupations, and a phyt~ical ae well as mental
dit~ability to make exertion--hence it is the organ by means of
.which we dimiuish or destroy the muscular strength of the oppo-
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site sid~ of the body or (by operating on both sides) of the whole
body. The predominance of Relaxation over Energy destroys
lhe efficiency of eharacter.
INDOLENCE, the antagonist of Industry, produces a sluggish inactivity of body and mind. It is by no means a mere absence of
impulse, but is &.'J positive and decided a state as industry itself.
MELANCHOLY or Sullenness, which we find at the lower angle of
the jf\w, is the antagonist· of Playfulness. It produces a very
gloomy character, void of energy, application and interest in life;
its tendency is suicidal-Suicide being produced by its posterior
part, just behind the jaw near the end of the mastoid process.
Below Melancholy we find MsnAL DERANGEMENT, lying below
the jaw and upon the carotid artery and jugular vein, the developem~nt of which is shown by the depth of the lower jaw and
breadth or fullness of the adjacent part of the neck. Its posterior
portion is more intense or exciting, and manifests the more violent
fonns of INsAMITY ; anteriorly it degenerates to lmocv and CnlLD·
ISHNESS, These indications are quite useful in application to
character- A broad, deep developement of the region of Insanity
indicates, especially if Sanity be small, a tendency to become deranged, which will be manifested by delirium in every high fever,
and perhaps under the influence of strong drink or of passion.
The anterior part of the organ being developed, the same causea
would produce fatuity. The most extreme anterior portion under
the chin (above the Adam's apple of the wind pipe) produces a
state of torpor or mental lethargy similar to sleep. CuiLDISBNESS,
the antagonist of Manliness, may be excited, even in the adult, to
the extent of completely reproducing the boyish character.
The region of Hysterical excitement is between the organs of
Ardor and Torpor under the chin.
The region of Idiocy and Insanity connects below with CARELESSNEss and RASHNESS which are indicated by the prominence and
breadth of the al'terior part of the nesk.
The region of cerebral derangement extends on the median
line under the bat~e of the cranium, and reappears on the back of
thA neck a little below the cranium. This locality is highly important for counter-irritation, cupping, etc., in head-ache and
cerebral disorders.
CuEL£SSHEss, adjacent to Idiocy, and RASHNESS, a little farther
back, connecting with Anger and Turbulence are the antagonists
of Cautiousness. Reckless waste, destruction, folly, and dissipation, and crimes of hasty impulse or negligence are their tendency.
Cautious, prudent, economical men of well governed pas~>ions
selrlom have a large developement of the anterior part of the neck.
The tendency of the Conductor Organs to excessive manifestation or action, and the general nervous excitability or activity
which they produce, entitle them to a place in the region of De·
bility as they thus tend to exhaust the vital force.
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LECT. XXXVI.-NEUTRAL REGIONS.
Whatever mode of grouping the cerebral organs may be
adopted, the dividing lines are somewhat arbitrary, as there appears to be but little difference between the functions of the
adjacent fibres which are separated by the line.
Wheu the brain is divided into two regions of Gopd and Evil,
the dividing line runs through a group of organs of neutral character, not tending decidedly either to moral good or to moral evil,
such as Sensibility, Humility, the lower por·tion of Cautiousness,
Restraint, etc.
'Vhen we would separate the regions of Intelligence, ViJ·tue,
and Power from those of Animality, Crime, and Debility, there
are several intermediate organs which appear to belong naturally
to two or more of those divh·ions rather than to one alone.
Thus MoDEsTY and REVERENCE, while clo;:ely connected with the
strictly moral organt.<, assume in their lower portion a deprel!sing
humility, running into the region of Sensibility and Debility, and
antagonil!tic to the power and energy of the Ambitious region
SuoLIMITY and C.wTtousNESs have a highly moral character, but
are located farther back, and connected therefo1·e with the occipital energetic organs. They excite and energize the whole
brain, but especially the occipital, intellectual and coronal organs.
CoLDNESS lies between the regions of Power, Animality, Crime,
and the neutral organs; consequently its manifestations are calculated to sustain our selfish energies, but have a somewhat negative and unintellectual character; as it can not be very clearly
assigned to either of the six great regions, it may appropriately be
classed among the neutral organs.
The neutral region, therefore, may be defined as the !!pace
occupied by MoDESTY; REvERENCE, Suou~uTY, CAUTIOUSNESS,
and CoJ.DNESs-a region which, if subjected to partition, might
be annexed to the neighboring departments as follows : the upper
portion ofModesty, Reverence, and Sublimity may be annexed to
the moral organs, as the region of the minor virtues. The lowest
portion of the same organs and the lower margin of'CautioUtmess
may be annexed to the region of Debility. The upper portion of
Cautiou:!ness • and Coldness may be annexed to the region of
Energy-while the lowest portion of Coldness may be annexed to
the region of Crime. To describe the organs of this regionMoDESTY is the sentiment which produces a refined avert~ion to
everything indelicate, presumptuous, or arrogant, and which leads
us to sur~ender rather than to assert our rights, and to seek a
•. The upper portion of ;caution belonga about equally to the moral ud the energe'lc
ft810U•
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situation of privacy or retirement, shunning the pnblie gaze
and everything of a discordant nature
It is the antagonist of Ambition and
Vanity. Modesty is the source of
blu~hing and baenfulness as well ae a
refined deference to the feelings and
wishes of others. The lower portion
of the organ blends with the mental
sensitiveness which connects with Sen•
sibility. Anteriorly its manifestations
run into those of PuRITY-superiorly
into effeminacy. The organ of Puam,
int.ermediate between Ideality and
Modesty, may be conMcted with the
former as the antagonist ofCoarseneBB,
but properly belongs to the neutral region. This organ is the
source of the sentiment which seeks the pure and shuns grosl!ness
or impurity . It is shocked by exhibitions of obl'cenity or vulgarity and gives the feeling of horror for gross and revolting ·
offences. It is generally much more cultivated in the female than
the male. The manifestations of Purity are sometimes con·
founded with those of its basilar counterfeit~!, Fastidiowmcss and
Disgust, which lead to an affectation of refinement, a prudery of
manners and language which are essentially vulgar, and a tena·
cious maintenance of puritanic restraints as well as a fierce
denunciation of the trivial errors of generous, impulaive and
amiable characters.
REvERENCE, in its upper portion, manifests a high and a1fection·
ate regard for the be::t and noblt>st characters, as well a:~ for the
institution;, and opinions of society. Its middle and lower portions produce a respect for things less noble-for rank, power,
and wealth-a disposition to honor the powerful rather than the
meritoriou!!. Its lowest portion produces an abject sense of our
own inferiority and unworthiness in comparison with others, and
Re\·erence is
manifests itself as HuMILITY and SERVILITY.
essential to the dignity and good order of society. The ret>pect
of man for man, the submission to law or authority, and the
surrender of our arrogant, domineering propensities, depend upon
Reverence. It contributes much to sustain the activity of the
brain, especially in the moral organs. The upper por'tlon of
Reverence cooperates with Religion ; the lower portion produces
an obt~equious worldly character, and gives an abject superstitious
sentiment which is often mistaken for religion.
SuBLIMITY is the source of an elevated excitement, producing a
magnanimous character and a lofty tone of thought. ln conjunction with Reverence it cooperates with the organ of Religion
in its upper portion. The lower portion of Sublimity produces a
more intense and exhilerating excitement, such as we derive from
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the grand and terrible operations of nature. It is connected
po~teriorly with Anxiety and Fear-anteriol'ly with the lower forma
of Reverence. The lofty mental influence of Sublimity, like that
of its cooperative organ Religion, is highly favorable to int~p!ra
tion or the influx of ideas from the highest spiritual sources.
Sublimity, however, is actually promotive of atmosplleric inspiration, and gives a very free, pleasant respiratory influence to the
lungs. h is marked upon the physiological diagram ~s the pulmonary region. In accordance with this fact, we know that in
elevated situations, which excite Sublimity, there i$ a greater
freedom and pleasantness of re:~piration
The upper portion of
Sublimity has a very calm, contemplative influence, and blends
with the organ of Tranquility. The npper portion also originatea
a feeling of lightness, and a portion is marked as the organ of
LKVITY or lightness. This is a feeling which suggests the idea of
soaring, which makes us disregard the influence of gravity, and
which produces lightness of carriage as exhibited in dancing arrd
other light gt·aceful movements.
'!'he function of TRANQUILITY is expressed by ita name-it is the
antagonist of the region of Restlessnell's and Turbulence. It produces physical and mental quietness ami cooperates with Patience.
The organ of CAUTIOUsNESS in its upper portion connects with
Tranquility and Sanity. Its tendency is to be calmly prudent in
all things. Lower down it becomes more excitable, apprehensive,
easily alarmed, anxious and indecisive, running into Fear. The
region of Anxiety producew a depressing, disagreeable influence,
tending to bring on debility, exhaustion, and premature old age.
A secretive tendency exists in the middle of Cautiousness, but
this is merely a cautious impulse to seek safety, distinct from the
stern, jealous, and deceptive functions of the organ of Secretiveness.
CoLDNE&S, the antagonist of Ardor, diminishes our spontaneous
activity and copiousness of manifestation. Ita effect is therefore
sedative to the brain, although it may be favorable to the contractility of the muscular ll'ystem, and therefore has a somewhat •
tonic or invigorating character. It cooperates with Pride and the
group of selfish hostile organs, all of which produce coolness or
coldness of manners and sentiment. Ardor or warmth (according
to the established usages of language) is connected with kindly
emotitbs, such as friendship and love, or with 2eal, resolution,
and passion, while coldnet1s is associated with selfi11hness, indiffel"ence, and self-possessed quietness. These things are explained
by the relative positions and connections of the organs of Ardor
and Coldness. Coldness cooperates with its neighbors, Acquisitiveness, Cautiousness, Animality, and Restraint, thus inCl'easing
the stiffnes11 and repulsive selfishness of the manners.
Physiologically, Coldness tranquilizes nervous sensibility and
excitement, but in excess it tends to produee a chill or rigor, in
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which it cooperates with fear. Its tendency is anti-inflammatory
but congestive.
In addition to these five organs, the organ of Restraint, although
classed with the energetic group, might with almost equal propriety be assigned to the neutral region.

LECT. XXXVfl.-ANTAGONISM OF ORGANS.
The brain may be ·divided into two gN"&t e.ntag~nistic regiou
of good and evil tendency by a dividing line extending from the
face to the crown, thus

or into tbe antagonistic regions
•

INTELLECT.

-

-

GooDHESS.

-

-

Powu.
The antagonisms of special
1. Intellect 2 . Benevolence 3. Truthfulness 4 . Sociability
5. Religion 6 . Philanthropy 7. Hope - 8. Love - 9. Patience 10. integrity 11. Firmness 12. Temperance -

ANIMALITY.
or VIoLENCE.

CaJME,

- FEEBLENEss oa RELAXATlbN.
organs may be arranged as follows:
- Animality or Gregariousness.
- Selfishness.
- Secretiveness.
~ Combativene~s.
•
• Profligacy.
• Felony or Destructiveness.
- Desperation.
- Hatred.
- Irritability.
- Baseness or Cunning.
- Fear.
- Alimentivenees.
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
~4.

25.
26.
27.
28

·

29.

ao.

J6l

'

HardihoodSenaib'ili~.
Health-- - Disease.
Energy- - Relaxation.
Playfulness
- Melancholy.
Sanity - • Mental Derangement.
Patriotism- Turbulence.
Inhabitiveness, Tranquility-Vagrancy, Restlessness.
Chastity - Amativeness.
Cautiousness -.. Recklessness.
Coldness- Ardor.
Sleep
- Consciousness.
Restraint
- Conductor Organs.
Coarl!leness
Ideality.
Ambition
- Modesty.
Pride
- Servility.
~Self-confidence, Love l Reverence.
l of Power, Arrogance~
Infidelity,
- Marvelousness, Spirituality.
Sublimity
•

•
...

•

11
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The doctrine of antagonism is a simple and almost self-evident
truth, the recognition of which at once simplifies mott remarkably
eerebr~&l science.
Every movement or aet produces a peculiar state or result,
which re~ult would oontiuoe permanently unlet~s destroyed by a
cobuteracting force. For example, when the arm is ·bent by ita
flexor lllUlWies, that position would continue until an adequate
mechanical force has overcome it. Therefore extensor muscles
are indil'pensable to restore its straightness, and these two classes
of muscks are about equally important and well developed.
It is not neceesary that the opposing forces should be equal,
for one may be much more important than the other-the latter
being introduced chiefly a.e an antagoni~t to restore the parts ia
statu quo. In cerebral antagonisms the antagonistic organs are
.sometimes nearly equal in power; in other cases one of them appears to be little more than a mere restorer from the effecta o(
action, like the elasticity of a willow twig which brings it back
when gently bent. It is evident that every organ, then, requires
its antagonist, unless it is so arranged as to operate against some
fixed law or power in nature, which becomes its antagonist and
which must be so arranged a8 precisely to counteract its effects.
Whatever tendency or passion may exist in human nature, an
oppotlite tendency must necesl'arily exist, and i11 at once Puggested
to the mind; as the existence of an upward implies that of a
t downward direction, or as a North implies a South.
1. The antagonism of the INTELLECT to Animality or Gregariousness i£1 not very clearly understood. '{he region ofConscio\111' ness antagonizes that of Sleep. The upper portion of the intellectual organd is antagonized by Adhesi\'eness which in excees
becomes stupidity, and the lower portion by ApprobativeneSB
which· in excess produces vanity (literally emptiness), and a
supercilious unconsciousnel's or indifference to surrounding
objects. Personal vanity often degenerates into silliness, and the
excel.'ll'ive cultivation of the Adhc11ive, Approbative faculties in
• females is one of the principal causes of their intellectual«ficiencies. at pre..ent.
2. BENEVOLENCE, antagonized by Selfishness-has in its anterior
portion, the organ of Liberality, !ln antagonist to selfish Acquisiti\'eness or Avarice. But the anterior portion of Acquisitiveness,
producmg economy and financial management, antagonizes the
region of W astefulnet>s and Carele~>l.'lness (marked on ~ n~k),
which ,latter antagonize11 Cautioutones!l.
3. TRUTHFULNESS having three 1mb·divisions, Expres11ion, Sincerity, and Faith, its antagonist, Secretiveness, bas three corresponding sub-divisions, Re11erve, Deceit, and Suspicion or Jealousy.
4. SocJABJLITY, the antagonist of CombativeneBS, has several
di~tinct sub-divisions, which have their exactly correllponding
antagonists in the sub-divisions of Combativeness. The general
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.,r aggregate tendency of CombAtiveness is hostile opposition.
The tendency to contend or oppOtle belongs especially to the
middle portion of the organ, the l!pecial antagonist of Imitation.
The lower portion, antagonizing l)olitenees and Friendship, has
a decidedly hostile character. This hostile. and quarrelling
character, in the posterior portion of the organ, ascends into a
spirit ofCensoriousnesa or scornful depreciation, above which ia
located Stubbornness or Sternness (the antagonist of Pliability,)
adjacent to which at the upper anterior mat-gin lies Moroseness,
the antagonist of Mirthfulness, an organ which under: circumstance!'l eliciting sympathetic feelings exhibits itself in the form
of grief.
.
5. RELIGION antagonizes the region of Moral Recklessneu or
Profligacy.
6. PutLANTHROPY antagonizt.s a still more violent impulse to
felonious offences, which may be called Destructivene!'le, as it
leads, among other acts, to the destruction of life by murder.
7. Horz or happiness antagonizes Desperation, thA one pro·
ducing quiet and content from the fullness of enjoyment-the
other producing misery . and gloom with desperate struggles
against difficulties or opposition. The posterior portion of Hope
(Mortality) teftding to arrest all physical life is antagonized in the
region of Desperation by Vitality.
8. LovE, with its sub-divisions &f Parental, Filial, and CoJ\in·
gal, is antagonized by the region of Hatred and Dis~t.
D. PATIENCE or serenity of temper antagonize15 Irritability, the
eource of ill-temper and restless fretfulness.
10. INTEGJUTY or Conseieatiousness is antagonized by Cunning
or Baseness.
11. FtLWNESB anta,onizes the region of Fear, (fur which it Ll
difficult to find an appropriate name). The several portions of
Firqtness and their special antagonists may be <listingukhed.
Thus, tbe posterior portion, Decision, on the median line, corres·
ponds to Indecision at the upper/osterior part of Fear. Intrepidity, lying fartlter forward an exteriorly, antajfOnizee tl&'
region of timidity and terror which, lying near the middle, gives
name to the whole organ. Fortitude, lying in the most anterior
portion of the organ, antagonizes the region of complaining and
petulance, which borders on Irritability.
12. TEMPERANCE, or abstinence and self-control, is antage.nized
by Alimentiveneds, which leads to gluttony and Drunkenneas.
13. HARDIHOoD an'tagonizes the organ of Sen~ibility, and gives
that firmness &f organization which endures and resists pain, and
diminishes to the utmost our capacity of being· aff~ted by exter·
nal objects.
14. HEALTH antagonizes Disease, and the group to whicla it
belongs sustains a steady invigoration and regulation of the vital
(oi'CE'.s.
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15. ENnoY, impelling to the efficient and constant exertion of
our powers in an iadustrious and zealous manner, antagonizes
the region of Relaxation, the source of languor and indolence.
16. PLAYFULNESS, the source -of superfluous energy and gaiety,
antagonizes the region of Melancholy or gloomy depression.
17. SANITY, the source of a calm and steady mental action,
antagonizes the region of Mental Derangement. The portion of
the latter producing Childishness is antagonized by a sub· division
producing Manliness.
18. PATIJOTJSM, or Love of Country, antagonizes the turbulent
and treacherous spirit which would prostrate its institUtions and
destroy its peace and prosperity-Turbulence.
19. INRABtTIWENESS, or Love of Home, and TRANQUILITY, with
which it is closely connected, lie at the upper part of Sublimity
and Cautiousness, and antagonize the wandering restless region;
marked in the neck as the region of V a.grancy.
20. CHASTITY antagonizes Amativeness.
21. CAUTIOUSifESS antagonizes the reckless region manifested
through tht' anterior part of the ncck...:....(anteriorly CareleBSnesa,
posteriorly Rashness) adjacent to Mental Derangement.
22. CoLDNESS or Refrigeration, antagonizes Ardor or Calorification.
23. SLEEP, which produces an unconscious state, ia the antagonist of Consciousness, the intellectual source of wakefulness.
~4. RESTRAINT, which suppresses manifestation, and gives the
power of self-control, is antagonized by the Conductor Organs,
which produce spontaneous excitability and display of the feelings.
~5. CoARSENESS, which leads to muscular but unintellectual
pursuits, and destroys the taste for refin£ment, is antagonized by
Ideality, which leads to a refined, quiet, intellectual life. The
somnolence of the lower portion of Ideality is antagonized by the
vigilant character of the upper portion of Coarseness.
26. AMBITION, which gives enterprise, activity, boldness, and
love of display, antBgonizes Modesty, which gives a dispositioD.
ito seek a private humble sphere, and unfits one for public life
and egotistic enterprise.
27. SELF-ESTEEM, or Pride, antagonizes- the lower region of
the temples which produces Humility or Sen·ility.
28. AnooANCE, LovE oF PowER, and SELF-CONFIDENCE antagonize the region of Reverence and upper part of Modesty.
29. INFIDELITY, which closes the mind against the wonderful,
new, and Spiritual, is antagonized by Marvelousness and Spirituality.
30. SUitLtMITY antagonizes a basilar organ marked upon the
neck •, which belongs to the rudimental conditions of emb"!;'OJt.ic
i.e-velopement.
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LECT. XXXVIII.-REACT10N OF ANTAGONISTIC
ORGANS.
Do our organs all lead us to the sphere in which they will beat
display themselves and increase their develofement? Or do
they tentJ to reach a sphere in which they wil be checked and
their excesses regulated ?
•
Does Fear prompt us to a career in which our fears will be
strongly excited and displayed? No-it seeks safety, while the
organ of Intrepidity places us in situations which excite our fear.
Thus unchecked Firmness rushes ou until its: antagonist Fear ia
called out for a check-and uncontrolled Fear drives us away
from danger, until a perfect security renews our steadiness and
selC-possession. Thus every organ drives us on, until its antagonist is roused and cht>.cks our career. Caution and Fear itnpel
us to seek secure positions and surround ourselves with protecting
forces, until our pride and courage are rou!ed to prev&nt farther
retreat. Pride and Firmness impel us to take . conspicuous positions and pursue bold courses until Fear ia roused and forbids our
going tarther. 'fhe natur~ action of Alimentiveness is hunger,
as that of Fear is alarm, but their de111ires are to appease these
excitements-one desires food, the other security. Hence, u
Fear leads us to seek power and safety, until their possession
tranquilizes fear ~nd arouses our fir~ness and courage-eo Alimentiveness seek$ food and stimulus, until their nourishing e1fect
bas soothed Alimentiveness and aroused our Energy and Temperance, etc., which again become active. These again by absti-.
aence and laborious exertion, soon place us in a condition which
coro,pels our Alimentiveness to be again active.
Pride leads us to aspire to lofty position, until our Humility is
pained and induces UcJ to shrink back to an hu{Jlbler car~er.
Humility leads us to ~lower sphere of society and pursuits, until
Pride is roused by a consciousness of superiority. If Pride be
greatly predominant we may rise very high-or if Humility be
predemiuent we may ~ink very low-before we shall bechecked by
the antagonist organ.
Acquisitiveness and Selfishness lead us to accumulate, as Ali·
mentiveness leads to eating, until from the repletion of wealth our
Benevolence is roused. Benevolence goes on to give until Acqui<:~itivenecJl1 becomes hungry for means and poverty checks us.
Hatred indulges in malicious if\jury, until, the object of Hate
being crushed and prostrate, compassion and kindness are
roused by its helplessness. Love i8 exercised upon the cherished
object until it encounters qualities which can not be loved, and
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which excite aversion, hostility, and disgust. Loven under the
excitement of strong affections go great lengths-love and admire
even where personal deformity or unamiable qualities exist. To
the lover the person of his mistre!:'s is sacred-every portion of
her body is lovely, no matter how rt'pul:<ive it may be to others.
But the raptures of lovers do not excite the ttympathy of cold
spectators, in whom the organ of Love is less developed and ac..
tive-on the contrary, they excite dittgust and aversion. If the
lover himself be not very etrongly develnped in the organs of
affection, be soon encounters l!lomething, in the way of unan1iable
selfish characteristics, petulance, ignorance, or personal dt>fects,
which checks the. progress of his affection and rouses the opposite
faculties. Parents who have a good deal of parental love are
warmly attached to children who are wayward and disagreeable,
but strangers, having less affection for them, their love soon
reaches its limits, and a reaction ofseverity and dislike commences
to which the loving parent ie not liable, but which often occurs in
the 11tep father or step mother.
When the object of our anger ·bas been crul!lbed by misfortunes
or by our violence, our hostility is appeat>ed, and love and compassion are aroused, unless our hot>tility be so intense and predominant as to require continuall!luffering. In a rightly balanced
human being, the sight of suffering and misfortune promptly
aroOBes the organs oflove and.kindness.
The lowest range of occipital organs desires to see mankind
erushed, ·degraded and wretched, imprisoned, tortured, and murdered. Despotism, war, and pestilence are to these organs the
natural and appropriate destiny of man. If they are L"mnll, a
very slight amount of human suffering is too much for them, and
rouses a philanthropic struggle against these mit>fortunes and
the severe legal punishments and atrocious crimes of society.
1'he range of philanthropic organs struggle with devoted love
~for the elevation of mankind, but unless they are largely developed they soon attain their limits. and the l!lellishness, ignorance,
and brutality of mankind checking philanthropy, arou.. e a ho~5tile
and $Cornful spirit. How many are there who would be actively
benevolent, but for the stem and selfish feelings roused in them
by the discordant life of society. A greater amount of philanthropy strnggles on against every discouragement and seek:! to.
redeem the lowest outcafilts of society, who are regarded by the
multitude as fit only for extermination.
The combative and arrogant region tyrannizes over its victims,
reducing them to passive submil'sion, poverty, and helple~s inferiorit,y. When victims are thus reduced to lilla\·ery, and manifest an entire submittsivenf'ss, the domineering organs are pacified,
and benevolence and sociability are enabled to renew their kindly
offices. Hence the kindness of lords and masters towards servaata ·and dependents, which ceases when they rebel. Thus, too,
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the eat becomes playful and indulgent to. the mouse when it is
entirely subdued and within itd power.
The social tacwties yield until our good nature is exhausted,
and the consciousness of our own rights being encroached upon
rouses to resistance. Our liberality gives until the consciousness of
poverty and want rou11es our own Acquisitivenel's, and when that
has been satisfied, Lij>erality resumes its sway. '1'hu11 \\e alternately obey opposite impulses, each organ carrying us farther in
proportion to its own organic power, and yielding at a certain
point to the reflux produced by it.~ antagonist.
The tendency of every organ, therefore, is to manifest itself,
and by its· extreme action to irritate and rouse i~ antagonist.
This important law will assist us greatly in the study of man.
HEALTH and DisEASE rouse each other in this alternate manner.
The over action of the region of Health must rouse Disease, as
that of Firmness rouses Fear, by the situation in which it places
us. How is this ?...:...there is an apparent contradiction in the production of Disease by Health-but it is obvious that as Firmne811
places us in situations which it requires great Firmnes11 to endure,
and which are calculated to arouse Fear, so Health may lead us
to a course of life which requires great Health to endure it. The
associates of Health are Hardihood and Energy, which, when
acting unrestrained, lead us into destructive exposure and exces·
sive labor, which exhaust and injure us, or bring on disease, unless the organs of Hardihood, Health, and Energy are large
enough to withstand the trials to which they Pubject the constitution. When the healthy group runs into these excesses, it is
checked by pain, fatigue, anrl debility, which are the first stages
of disordered health, and if this does not check their activity, disease ensues. Thus are the excesses of He~lth productive of
Di:~e8.15e.

On the other band, can it be said thaot the excesses of Disease
are productive of Health? Disease leads us to discontinue exertion, to seek repose, to shun unpleasant irritations, and allow the
organs to restore themselves by repose. It demand11 quietude
and a protection of those delicate sensibilities, which it engenders,
from all rudenea~s. It demands knowledge, skill, and profound
philosophy, Cor it brings into play those organs which originate
philosophy, science, and art. In other words, Disease demands
and promotes the healing art. It demands specific therapeutic
agents-it requires minute doses for exalted susceptibilitiesit requires genial agencies-air, water, and nervaura, nnd, as it
compels us to rettt in quiet meditation, it assists us to master
philosophy and the mysteries of nature. When we have thus
removed the irritatioM productive of disease, and placed the
proper soothing influences about us, the demands of that organ
are gratified and it ceases to act, leaving Health in undisturbed
predominance.
·'
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Hence the faculty of Disease ma.y be considered (externally)
as a demand for harmonious or Panative physical conditions.
Internally it would appear that the legitimate function of Disease
is, in addition to promoting the action of the contemplative intellect, to increase our sensibilities-to restore the predominance of
the cerebral over the corporeal functions, and put a check to those
extreme acts of Hardihood which would deetroy the body if they
were not arrested, or which at least would deaden the eensibilitiee
ofthe nervous system, and diminish the refinement, Ideality, and
intellectual activity, reducing us to barbarism, f1·ee from nervous
sensibility and nervous complaints ; but free ai~So from the
luxuries and refinements, the literature and arts of civilization.
Disease may, therefore, be regarded as an effort of Nature for
the restoration of the nervous sensibilities, the contemplative intellect, and the sympathies, physiological and moral. It is a
consequence of irritations of the nervous system by the coul'8e its
antagonists adopt-an irritation which rousep it into excessive
though unpleasant activity, in which condition it overrules our
vitality and establishes a feeble. disorderly, painful action of the
organs corresponding to the character of the impression upon
itself. In other words, Disease is a necel!sary consequence of
nervous endowment which receives disorderly or injurious impressions, and is thereby irritated and roust>d to such an extent as
to impart its derangement to the whole system. [It may be remarked, in illustration of this position, that the capacity for inflammation (according to Macartney) diminishes as we de11cend
in the animal scale, (being very slight below the class of Mammalia) and disappearing among cold-blooded animals.]
From the foregoing considerations it appears that every organ
in its legitimate exercise, checks or regulates its antagonist, but
in its extreme exertion compresses and overpowers it, and thus
generates a reactivt' force, just as a piston confined in a cylinder
may be propelled by the power of steam admitted on one side
until the vapor on its opposite side is so compressed as to generate
a powerful reaction. The more intense the propelling force in
any one direction, the more ,·igorous the reaction which checks it.
The fact that antagoni~Stic organs thus become mutual irritative
stimulants, assists in explaining much of the philosopy of mind.
For example, the excesses of the organ of Sanity are the causes
of mental derangement, as the excesses of Industry are the eause
of the succeeding indolence and relaxation. How is this? Sanity is the region of mental concentration-the region which cooperates with Firmness and Restraint, compelling the intellect to
vigorous exertion upon a specific subject, maintaining a prolonged
attention and resisting all disturbing excitements. Sanity, like
Firmness, qualifies one to go through scenes of passionate excitement without being alarmed, agitated, or confused. It is well
known that continued, intense study and exposure to exceBSh·e
mental excitement are great causes of insanity.
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The law of antagonistic reaction, studied in detail, expia.ins
many interesting phenomena of human character-showing how
the reformed profligate becomes a religious zealot, and how the
treeh convert of a revival is liable te relapse to profligacy ; how
the spendthrift becomes avaricious, and the generous man, after
sacrificing his own interest, becomes cautious and acquit>itive ;
how the disappointed lovf\r becomes misanthropic, and the repentent murderer a pious philanthropist ; bow the credulous dupe,
after being deceived, becomes a hardened sceptic, and the stubborn disbeliever, convinced of hie errors, becomes a fanatical
believer ; how the depressed and degraded are roused to asaert
their manhood, and the ruler of a nation surreaders his power
surfeited by i.ts possession and desiring only humble privacy ;
how betrayed friendship and <'onfidence are followed by confirmed
jealousy and misanthropy, intense study by dissipation, frivolous
gaiety by pensive thought, prolonged· abstinence by gluttonous
intemperance, etc.

LECT. XXXIX.-CRANIOSCOPY-PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF PHRENOLOGY.
The vast number of distinct organs and functions belonging to
the brain, and the apparent complexity of cerebral science, are
somewhat discouraging to students who wish to enjoy the practical benefit of this knowledge; and especially to those who have a
slight famUiarity with the meagre and limited details of the Gallian system, and who have found some difficulty in becoming
skilful in the application even of that system. But I can assure
them that the difficulty and mystery in the present calle, are more
imaginary than real. So far from finding the new Anthropological t~ystem more difficult of application than the .G allian theory,
we shall find it actually easier of comprehension and application,
to all clear and philosophical minds. An intellect which looks
only to details, and can not grf\.qP general principles, is not well
gifted·for· appreciating or applying the Anthropological system ;
but those who prefer the study of principles to the arbitrary
memory of details, will find the plan of the human constitution
remarkably in accordance with their own modes of thought.
Let us now proceed to the consideration of tho£<e law::~ and
principles wh1ch simplify cerebral science, and render Cranioscopy
an art of easy attainment, when properly taught.
The first great simplifying law lo be noticed, is the law of antagonism. Every organ hat1 an antagonist, exactly opposite to
itself in its fundamental character, its course of conduct, its
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pathognomio line, or mathematical tendency, and ita position in
the brain. Hence, if we know the position of one organ, we mey
calculate by the law of antagonism, the position of another organ
of diametrictilly opposite function ; and whenever we ba,·e learned
the position and functions of one half of the organs of tbe brain,
we know by the law of antagonism the positions and the functiOIUI
of the other half.
The relative positions of antagonistic organs are not alw&!"•
such as we might conjecture, from a superfcial examination.
For example, an organ in the most prominent part of the forehead, will not antagonize an organ at the most prominent part of
the occiput, which is diametrically opposite in ita potoition in the
head. Nor will an organ above the ears on the right side, antagonize another organ lying above the ears on the oppot'ite side.
We can not-calculate these antagonismg on the whole head, bot
must recollect that the head consi~tts of two distinct and complete
hemi~pheres, each containing all the organs, and, con~quently,
that antagoni~ms must be located on the opposite sides of the
same hemisphere. We mul't, therefore, in imRgination, reduce
th~ entire brain to a. sirgle hemi!!pbere, around which we must
calculate the antagonisms of organs, as well as we can, considering
the irregular elongated shape of the hemi>•phere. As a general
rule, the anterior organs antagonize the posterior, thP- superior or
coronal organs antagonize the inferior or• · b~ilar, and organs
which approach the median line antagotaize the organs which are
farther removed from it.
When we have a11certained any two locations, which are in
direct antagonism, we may readily trace other antagonism~t from
them, by ob~erving the rule that, as one po11ition· moves forward
its antagoni~t mu~<t move backward-as one goe~ upward. its antagoni.•t mu~tt go downward-and so on through all changes of
position, the a ttagoni~tic organs keeping at the -greatest di:~tanoe
from each other, like the opposite extremitifls of a bar revolving
around its middle. If, fc,r example, we find upon our map or
bust, the organ of Benevolence anlagoni~tic to that of St>lfitobneas,
and move from Benevolence backward to the organ of Religion,
the antagoni::~t of the latter mu~t be found by going forwanl (rom
Selfi~hnetts to Profligacy.
If from Religion we move backward
to Patience, the antagonist of the latter will be found by owving
from Profligacy to lrl'itability. When from Patience we move
backward again to Firmne~"• the antagonism move~ forward to
Fear. When from Firmne~s we descend the occiput, through the
range of Pride, Setf.Confidence, Love of Power, and Arrogance
to Hatre~, the antagonism is found asc~nding on the side of tbe
head from Fear, through Servility and fteverence to Love. The
various p01·tions of the temporal organs corre11pond to and antagonize vadous portions of the occipital organs ; t.h~n, as we run
ftum the upper portion of Reverence, through Love, to Philan-
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thropy and Religion, running toward the median line, we find the
antagonistic group, running from the median line, in the basilar
rf'gion of Hatred, Desperation, Felony, and Profligacy. Thus,
throughout the entire brairi, we may trace an exact arrangement
of antagonit~ms ; but in many eases, the positions of the organs, in
accordance with the Jaw of antagonisms, would not be readily intelligible to one who was not acquainted with the anatomy of the
brain, or who did not understand how the organs upon the face
and neck are located upon the concealed basiiar surlace of the
brain.
While the doctrine of antagonism thus relieves us of one half
of our labor in Cranioscopy, the doctrine of affinity and cooperation among the organs, is equally instructive and satisfactory.
Whenever we know the function of any organ, we know that
functions of a similar or congenial character will be found in its
neighborhood, and that any neighboring organ has a similarity
in character, ~reater in proportion as it is nl'arer. Hence, if we
know correctly the functions of any two locations upon the brain,
we can very nearly determine the function of an intermediate or,gan, since it must posPess an intermediate character, capable of
blending with each of its neighbors ; and when w'e know the
functions of a group of organs, lying iA a circle, we can determine
almost positively, the functions of the organ lying in the centf'r of
that circle, since its functions. must be cent1·al- as well as its
position, and in harmony with those lying around it. In other
words, it must be very similar to the result which would be produced by the communi'on and blending of the entire group.
Whenever, therefore, in the study of cerebral science, we wish to
know what portion of the brain contains the organ of any partieular faculty, we may be guided to thfl locality by looking among
the organs with which we are acquainted, for those to which it is
most nearly allied, and with which it must necessarily cooperate.
I think it may be safely affirmed, that no faculty i~ located in
the b1·ain in such a manner as to ,·iolate these harmonious principles. There are, it is true, additional explanations to be given
of the peculiar relations of neighboring organs, but the additional
principles involved, are not incompatible with the harmonious
la\v which is now stated. In carrying out this law, we may
readily infer that any organ will expres11 the general character or
tendeney of the group to which it is central, and const>quently,
that we may describe around each organ a sphere of cooperative
org~tns, a~ large as we pleMe, those more remote having less and
and letos affinity, until we have reached the margin of its hemitJpbere, a11d enterl'd into the. circle of tho;;e of an oppo~ito hemisphere, cooperating with its antagonist. The brain may thus be
dh·idf'd betwce~ any two antagonistic organs, into two hemispheres ;-one eoiiperatiug with each antagonist, as the opposite
hemispheres of Health and Disease, of good and evil, etc. And
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when we would determine the position of any unlocated faculty,
we might determine in which of any two opposite hemispheres ic
should be.placed, by inquiring into its affinity with the opposite
organs ;-whether, for example, from its moral character, il
should go into the hemisphere of Philanthropy, or into that of
Felony-into that of Serenity or into that of Irritability-into
that of lndolf!nce or into that of Energy-into that of Intellect, or
into that of Animality. If, then, we should retain in our memories but half of the positive locations of organs, we might still
be able, from the localities which we recollected, to determine the
positions or the locations of the various .organs which we had not '
learned.
·
A little practice in determining the locations of faculties, upon
general principles, will remove our doubts of the facility with
which Cranioscopy may be practiced. We observe that the organ
of Philanthropy, lying in the upper central region of the head, ia
surrounded by a group of organs which partake of its generous
and loving character, while its antagonist, Felony or Destructiveness, lying in the basis of the cranium, in the bottom of the middle lobe, is surrounded with a group of hostile and evil organs, in
accordance with its own character ; hence, we learn that the
h~hest portions of the brain contain the highest elements of
character, while the lowest or worst traits of character are found
in the lowest organs. If then, we desire to know the location of
any faculty, we should ascertain its moral character, and determine its latitude in the higher or lower regions of the brain, as it
belongs to the group of good or evil. At the same time, to use
the expressions of a geographical map, we must determine ita
longitude by the inquiry whether it contains the strength and
force of character belonging to the occipital organs, or the delicacy and feebleness belonging to the frontal half of the head. lC
by these two quest_ions, we can satisfactorily determi~e the cerebral latitude and longitude which it should occupy, a locality is
ascertained.
Let us now take a head 1\nd bust, or a map, and discarding all
previous ideas of Phrenology, determine the location of the various traits of human nature, in accordance with the general principles which have btlen just laid down. Let us, for example, inquire into the origin of the practice of slander. There ean lie no
doubt as to the question whether it belongs to the hemisphere of
good or evil-all consider it evil. Some may consider it a moderate evil,-others a crime of the deepest dye,-but general consent
will place it not more than half way down in the evil hemisphere.
This would give it a latitude about mid 'way between the meatus
auditorius aod the top of the ear. And if we run a horizontal
line, upon this range, the locality of Slander upon that line, mast
be determined by the question, whether it is a practice marked
by the feeble and yielding character of the frontal half of the
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head, or by the violent and conquering energy of the occiput.
As the slanderous act is not at all of the friendly, submissive, or
passive character, we must place it in the occipital half; yet, as
there is nothing very great. powerful, or triumphant in the character of a slanderer, we can not give the propensity in que~tion a
location very far back ; about half way back from the ear to the
median line, id as far as it could possibly go. This would place
it in the Combative region, at the anterior edge of which, we find
in Secretiveness, the region of Jealousy or S1,1:ipicion, which leads
us to attribute base or unworthy motives and designs, and thus
perpetrl\te a slanderous injueotice. Farther back, in the organ of
Combativeness, we find in its posterior portion, the region of
Censoriousness, :the antagonist of Admiration, which leads us to
depreciate, find fault, abuse, and censure with slanderous malig~~

.

.

Again, we observe in persons of a refined education, and
natural delicacy, a sudden flush whenever the sentiment of
modesty is disturbed. From what portion of the brain comes this
delicate sentiment which produces the blush ? Doe11 it belong to
the good or the evil group ? Certainly not evil ; there is no harm
in modesty, so nearly akm to innocence. Neither can we regard
it as a virtue of the most elevated aud Ulleful character ; though
it is certainly closely akin to virtue, and might occupy a bumble
position in the virtuous hemisphere, a littl~ way above tae line
dividing the good and evil. In determining its longitpde, we find
that Modesty has no claill)s to a position in the occipital half of
the head ; on the contrary, it is a gentle and yielding influence,
which impairs the force of character. It must, therefore, be decidedly in the front of the head, and yet it is not sufficiently intellectual to oc'cupy a place in the forehead. We shall, therefore,
be compelled to assign it a place in the temples, at the posterior .
margin of the intellectual organs, and high enough to communicate with the virtues of the coronal organs. Such is ·the position
which the organ of Modesty actually occupies ; and when we shall
have developed the mathematical laws of the brain, (see Lectures
on Pathognomy,) it will. be perceived that there is no other
position in which it could exert its peculiar influence upon the
muscular system, upon the character, and upon the circulation in
the face.
Let us now seek the source of the propensity for lying. This
we would readily locate in the basilar region ; and yet, as there
a~e many greater crimes, it will not occupy the lowest position.
The ca'lity of the ear is as low as it should be located; and its
longitude antero-posteriorly, must be determined by its strength.
As a trait of character, lying is decidedly feebler than slander,
and is indicative of weakness rather than strength. At the same
time it indicates a trivial amount of hostile energy, and does not
indicate a'passively submissive disposition. As it has, therefore,
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no decided claims to a position either before or behind the ear,
we shall not be surprised to find that it is located just at the ear,
in the organ of Bat~eness.
Let us next inquire the source of sympathy. As an amiablt
trait of charaeter, we at once recognize to claim to a position ia
the region of goodness, among the higher attributes of humanity:
and in giving it a place among the virtues, we can not &.'l8ign it ,
to the neighborhood of the tttemer qualities of firmness a1td jus- I
tice, but will be required by its gentle and yielding nature, to plact
it as far forward as possible, while its coCioperative affinity to the
intellect would indicate it as a neighbor of the intellectual organs. .
Accordingly we find that sympathy i:S located at the anterior edecre
of Benevolence, adjacent to the organ of Sagacity, and the group
of pleasant social sentiments.
Where, in accordance with these principles, should we look for
the love of money, or Acquisitiveness? As an element of char·
a.cter, it possettses some degree of strength, yet nothing of the
heroic or commanding nature. The tradesman and the miser are
often timid and feeble characters, except in a pecuniary way.
The organ of Acquisitiveness, therefore, must be locatf>d c)o~
behind the vertical line, which divides the frontal and occipital
halves, and as low as its moral character indicates. This would
not place it among the decided crimes, as Acquisitiveness in it8elf
produces nothing more than selfit>h and gra..~ping avarice. The
position in which we find it, is about an inch above the cavity of
the ear, extending between the organs of Cautiousness and &I·
1

~hnen.

Upon these principles, where can we locate the Love of Children? Being one of our most virtuous and amiable faculties, we
shall be compelled to assign it a high position in the coronal region, with the other affections. In th~s region it will require aa
intermediate position conesponding to the organ of Love, as it iJ
not sufficiently yielding to be brought forward with the organ of
Sympathy, nor sufficiently stern to occupy the positioa of Integrity.
Tht18~ we perceive, by a very simple application of general
principles, we may determine the latitude and longitude of any
organ upon our map ; and if we still have any doubte of its exact
position, the calculation of its affinity to the neighboring org8lls,
and its relatione to antagonistic regions, will guide us correctly,
and enable- us to locate any organ within an inch or half an inch
of its exact location, even if we have forgotten the special land·
marks and subdivisions of our Craniological map.
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LECT. XL.-SLEEP.
Sleep is a state of mental inactivity, and consequently of cerebral quietude. The cerebral circulation must, therefore, be in an
inactive condition, the venous predominating over the arterial
vessels in the cerebral convolutions. Sleep especially implies
repose of the mental functions, and of all functions in proportion
as they are cont~cious_.:._in other words, it is a special suspension
of consciousness. Hence we find that it belongs to an organ
which is the exact antagonist of the organ of Con~ciousnese.
This organ produces, when excited, a perfect arrest of mentality.
The repo:Je thereby produced is consequently very restorative,
and, in our experiments for the benefit of health, this is the
species of sleep which should be given to the invalid who has
been deprived of rest.
,
Before the discovery of this organ I had supposed the occipital
organs to be entirely wakeful in their tendency, but having attempted to rouse a somnolent patient by ope1·ating upon the
lateral occipital region, I was surprised to find her, contrary to my
anticipations, becoming more sleepy. Theory led me to regard
the frontal ·o rgans as those of sleep, on account of their reflecth·e,
quiet, sedative influence, whicn I supposed to abstract us from
surrounding objects, and bring the system into a state ofrepose.
Expt>riment showedJ however, that this sleepy tendency was to be
found only in the organs of' Somnolence and Clairvoyance, by
which an intellectual sleep or sleep-waking condition is produced.
This condition apparently resembles sleep, but is accompanied
by extraordinary mental powers.
The region of &mnnlence, the connecting link of Ideality, Sensibility, and Music, produces a vague and delicate mental action
of the inventive, speculative character. To this region belong the
phenomena of reverie a.nd abstraction, or absence of mind, day
dreaming, and night dreaming. A large organ of Somnolence
indicates a dreamer:....one who will become absent minded if not
well developed at Consciousness, and who may be liable to Sontnambulism (sleep walking) or Somniloquence (sleep talking).
The sleep produced by exciting the organ of Somnolence is not
so profound ~r refreshing as the true sleep of the posterior organ
-it is in truth sleep-waking, not sleep, yet may become sleep if
the organ of Sleep is large or active. It is often desirable to produce sleep gently by the combination of Somnolence and Sleep.
Patients in whom the organ of Sleep is too predominant are
less fit for the experiments of animal magnetiiJm, as they pass into
the natural or torpid sleep, instead of the sleep-waking condition
-whereas those who have large Somnolence and small Sleep may
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develope, spontaneously, the pbenomeal(lfmagnetic experiments,
tiUch as somnambulism, aomniloquence, otairvoyance, prevoyanee
and sympathy. Such are th• persons who in their dreams exercise physical clairvoyance, and become excited by occurrences
taking place at that time at a great distance-a fact which is now
incontestable. Sometimes they have prophetic dreams and clair·
voyance in combinatioo-a circumstance probably more common
than we suppose. How else can we account for the fact that we
so often experience in the midst of a conversation, or in any in·
teresting and peculiar scen.e, a strange sense of familiarity-a
sudden recollection that we have seen aU this before-that we
have heard these identical words from this very person-that we
have witnessed the whole scene previously. Some experience this
consciousness very vividly and not only recollect what hae already
tran11pired as having been previout~ly in their memory, but even
recollect the unfinished remainder of the scene which is just trail·
spirirtg, and anticipate the words not yet uttered. • Those wio
are deficient in Somnolence have no mental activity during sleep
-no insensible gradations between sleeping and w~J.king-they
pass from m~ntal day to night with no twilight of the mind. They
have no absence of mind ft·om depth of thought, and indeed have
not an adequate power of abstraction. Their intellect is contino·
ally cognizant of surrounding objects, and hence, if not supported
by Firmneis and Sanity, liable to sympathizing too much with the
scene about them.
The antagonist of Somnolence, lying at the upper part of the
occiput, is called from its functions, Vigilance ; it belongs to the
group of healthy, hardy, coarse, energetic organs, and tends to
render the eye hardy, the musclei firm, the character practical
and rather ave~e to unprofitable reveries.
It appears that we have two organs concerned in producing
sleep-Somnolence and Sleep ; but every organ which contributes
to mental dullness aml abstraction or bodily quietude, may in
persons predisposed to sleep produce that effect. Hence an in·
cautious or unphilosophical enquirer might easily mistake other
organs for the true organ of Sleep. The organ of Tranquility
produces eo perfect a repose as to bring on sleep or at leaat sleepwaking in some cases. Restraint or a portion of it may do the
same. The antagonist of Sublimity (developed through the lower
part of the neck) may produce a similar result by means of men·
tal inactivity. Indolence and Relaxation, which are closely con·
nected with Alimentiveness, have also a drowsy tendency. The
organ of Shade, at the inner canthus of the eye, is very apt to produce sleep or sleep-waking, as it disposes us to clot~e the eyes,
and calls up the mental associations connected with sleE!p. Tbe
organs of ' Clairvoyance and Spirituality are apt to produce the '
sleep-waking state. and the organ of Mortality-the greatest se-

'--

•.In onE! case, a gentleman ofMissiasippi had 10 much confidence in hie reeolleciiOII of
the remainder of a ecene just tnnspirin&, u to make a wager upon it, which he won.
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clative-ml\y prodooo tlie deatb-lill:e trance. Perhaps tb'e organ
modt nearly resembling Sleep in its efl'ects, is that of Torpor, atthe anterior portion of Met\t«l Derangement, (just tlbove -1h•
larvnx.)
The antag:lDiilts ef the sleepy class of organs are favorable to
wakefulne11s. Heoee we have the following contraats :
SoMNOLENt' OacANS.
· W AKUIIL OaoANS.
Sleep.
- • .Consciousness.
Somnolence.
Vigilance.
Tranquility.
Restleilsness.
Rest•·aint. - • Oonductor Organs.
Patience. lr•·itability.
Mortality. Vitality:
Indolence and Relaxation.
lndu~try a.nd Energy.
The external cau"'es of sleep are all things which dimiqish the
activity of Consciout~ness and its neighboring organs. E,·ery
thing occurring around Ui5-every thing which h~'i recently occurred, 8.il during the day-every thing which excites anticipation
or Foresight. every thing which addres.:tes the psychoJogical sense,
(as the disiihlycof mind or f~eling in others) and every act we
perform (wbi~:h involves the action of the Qonductor Organs and
of Foresight) go to sustain wakefuluel!l!, while stillne:-\s, mo,notony,
absencn of external objects and of recent events of importance,
are the principal causes of sleep.
·
.
Other influential caudes of sleep are found in the neighboring
organs of l\lu~ic, Ideality, and Ser;ts.ibility, wbicb are closely CODnected witb Somnolence ; hence quiet meditation, low or distant
mu~ic, and gentle impressions upon the serues are apl to p~oduce
sleep.
.

-

-

--·--

.....

LECT. XLI.-MENTAL MECHANISM.

.•

In ex'ptaining the mysterious correlation of the mind with the
· braio and of the brain with t~e body, we are tempted to ~;eek not
only the channels of this relation or special ol'ganology, but the
nature of the action which takes place in those channels. The
following suggestions may contribute to the solution of thia
mystery.
Each organ diffuses its influence by direct radiation from ita
cranial locality, and thh! influence 'imparted to another constitution, produces the same effect in the one who receives it, which
the organ regularly produces in the indh·idual to whom it belongs.
Jt opel'atel!l not simply by goading a corresponding organ into
increaaed action, and thus exhausting it, · but actually impartll
12
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.additional power. and a powe1 poeaessing all the peeuliaritiea

or

its source. Thus an imprenij)le peNon, whea touching the organ
. of .Aliaumtiveness i~ anotller, will receive a. decided gastric stimulus. which will positively increase the amount of his dlgeetion
aad rerider him very hungry. But at the aame time be wiU receive the; peculiar gastric power which beloap to tde ooutitution
l'ti&h which be has been in contact. For example, be may receive, if the digestive organa are deranged, a state of dyspepsia
er gastrodynia, from the experiment, ~ut if they are healthy and
vigprous. he will receive great additiona1 \'igor in his own digeetion, and in either case he will receive an amount of gaatl'onervous excitement foreign to his own cont~titution.
Similar remarks being.applicable to all the organs. it may be
inferred that each organ is the source of a. mental and physiological influence or seereuon which pervades the whole tryt~tem,
and ia every ,part of the Pystem ()perates as do our medicines, by
means of its epecific relation to the part. Thus the inftuence of
the gastric organ, or Alimentil'eness, when difful'ed through the
system, produces (whether it originate in the individual's own
brain or whether the inftuence be absorbed ii·om another) an increased secretion of gastric j nice in the stomach with some
increase of the hepatic and abdominal action generally--but a
great diminution of the power and activity of the muscular system, an enfeeblement of the intellectual energy, a congestil"e
tendency .of the eitcnlation, and a decided diminution of the moral
energies of the higher organs. The application of the gastric
nervaura directly to any of the organs of thel'e functions produces
such effects locally before it bas reached the ftomal'b. ThULl,
when touching the organ of AlimentiveneM, the band and arm
as they receive the influence become enfeebled before the influence has reached the atomacb.
In like manner, the front lobe exercises a soft, refining. t~piritual
influence, debilitating to the muscular l'ystem, and variou,.Jy in·
fluential to other portbns of the constitution, but highly fa\·orable
to the nervous functions. and calculated to-invigorate directly the
extemal senses.
The basis of the occiput traDemits an influence which directly
energizes the muscular system, &nd which variously modifiea all
the vital functions, materially impairing the higher powers ofthe
mental organs.
That the various cerebral organs do operate thus as cPntres
for the emission of peculiar infklences or peculiar species of Ne"aura, and that the effect of each organ may thus be explained
by its Nervauric emission is obvious at a glance. The fact that
the Nervaura of another constitution will produce the same
·effects, is ·a pretty conclusive evidence that this nervaura ia in
reality the agent of our psychological action. Additional evidence, however. may be derived from the fact that the nervaura

·~

of certain basilar organs is very analogous to galv&Dism, and that
a galvanic current supplied from without will produce very similar
effects to those of the basilar organs; as regards digestion, muscular ...,tion, etc.
If any additional evidence w~re nt·eded .that this is the true ·
theory of ptoycho-cerebral action, it might be furnished by our experiments upon medicines. In the~e experiments it is shown that
any substance, possessing a peculiar chemical constitution, possesses peculiar relations to the various vital processes of the
human.body, which relations do not require abeolate contact in
the interior of the body, as is commonly supposed, nor even eon,
tact at all, but may be demonstrated by merely placing a medicine in contact with the bands, while envelopt>d in any convenient
medium. This enveloped medicine, then, becomes the source of
a diffu~<ive influence, as do the cerebral organs-an influence
which in diffusion through the _system will stimulate one set of
organ!!, act as a sedative to others, and variou!'lly modify theremainder. In this respect the medicines remarkably correspond
to the cerebral org~ns-some of them resembling in their etfecta
the front lob~, anti some the po11terior, or the s?pe~or-generalll,
however, thetr effects resemble those of a combm~tton of organsm
peculiar proportions.
.
Medicines thus possessing !!pecifi·e properties act by vlrttle
of these properties, and not by means of any fluid which they
secrete. It would appear pos~ible, however, that they may emit
some imponderable portion of the.ir sub!ltance. The cerebral organs, however, have definite channels for the tMnsmission of their
influence in particular nerves. Whether this is the ease with ~·pect to medicines we can not say.
.
·
These medical experiments demonstrate that an inftuential
substance, sufficiently near to the human organism, will diffuse
an inRuence through all parts and produce specific effects in eaeh.
Sueh facts alone might tnduce us to believe that the cerebral organs ditfut>e their special influence throughout the system, each
producing specific elf'ects and having an adaptation to particular
parts, but each diffused in every part. Tho! the temperament
and vital action of each part are modified, or rather produced by
the composite influence of the whole.
As these influenc('s, like different medicines, have different de·
grees of energy and of diffusibility, it follows that the more
potent will control the others, and that the more diffusible will
exerci;~e an int>tantanMus inftuence.
The highest degrees of
potency and diffu:~ibility in conjunction will, of course, constitute
the dominant power of the hrain, which dominant power will be
TO£ WILL of the individual.
The in.tellectual inflnence is the most instantaneously diffusive.
but, Jacloing in energy, it can not control the inftuence of \he
coarser organs. If we eta.rt from the centre of the front lobe, in
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various directions, we may find the poiRt at wbicb the inte11eet,
by blending with the energif'e, may acquire the power of leading
and controlling. In the direction of Benevolence, Sociahility,
Imagination, LO\·e,ldeatity, Revert-nee, Modesty, DiPeaEe,J)eneibility, Fear, etc., it is ob\'ious little is to be gained in the way
of energy, thOlle·organs all producing a yielding tendency. Hence
we are compelled to look to the remaining boundary between
Dife&A!e anti Bene\'olence, for the junction of intelligence and
. energy. Accordingly, in this region, nearer the basilar and internal aEpeet of the brain, (the ff'gions of Ra11hness and ~irmnese)
we find the Conductor Organs, "hich are the immediate organa
ofmanifet<tation, by means of which our thoughts and designs are
e.zecuted by the muscular system.
On the other hand, if we look among the impulses for the most
intellectual by po~ition, and consequently mOI!t subtly diffusive,
we Fhall find the organ of Firmness entitled to the precedence,aa
beet adapted to coOperate with the inteltect. Hence when Firm·
nes11 is sufficiently large to p1edominate over all others, the con·
duct i~ guided by the intellect-the intellectual will is supreme.
But when Firmness is small, the intellectual will is overulcd by
various passion-. and every trivial excitement misleads us from
our predetermined course.
Finally, it becomes obvious, from the forrgoiag considerations,
that Firmnee:s, Impulsh·eness (or Rae:hnesot), Ardor, the Conductor
Organs, with the l'erceptive and Intuitive, constitute the group
which guide11 our acts or manifeptationtt of Will. The organ of
Ardor ef'pecially gives us the control of our limbs, by giving them
mobility aod energy,· which energy, guided by the intellect, sustained by Firmness, and impelled by Impulsiveness. or Turbu·
Jenc~, becomes the source of action.
The organ of Aaooa, lying between FirmneBtl, the Conductor
Organs, and the organs of locomotive impulsiveoeAMJ, appears to
be an important centre of the volitional proce88es, while its an·
tagonist, Coldness, produces a rigid, insensible, motionless con·
dition in which the limbs refutte to obey the will, but yield to
involuntary convulsive tendencies.
.
If then we seek the organs most immediately concerned 1D
voluntary actt,, we find the Conductor Organs, Ardor, Ral'hnt88,
an.d Tu1bulence to be the most prompt and ready in manifes~a·
tion, and to be also in intimate !'elations to the intellect "·hJCh
guides them. But in none of these are there the quiet colle~
energy, permanance of action, and power of selt~control "·htch
belong to the faculty of will; on the contrary, they rush int.o .ac·
tion and speedily produce exhaut>tion by their violent a.ctn·tl)'·
We must, therefot·e, look higher in the. brain for an influence
which may be sufficiently calm to restrain action, and at the "a.me
time sufficiently energetic to E~UIItain and impel in an end~nng
manner, our physical and mental powers. By going a little b.gher
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we reach the organ of ¥irmneu, in the posterior part of which
we find DscrsJ•lN, or the power of willing and determining in a
positi,·e manner. The region of Firmness relieves the will powt'r
from all liu.bility to be dit~turbed or alarmed by tt:are or t>xcitements, or overawt>d by superiors. and, combining in it&elf the attributes of Energy and of Re~;traint, (i~ neighboring organ.) it is
able with equ~l ease, either to arrea<t every act or to bring all our
energieg into tbe most violent yet collf!cted and controllable action.
This ma~ter organ of DscU!JON, or W n.L, ie guided every instant
by the diffusive influence of the intellectual organs, but more
pal'ticul«tly by the intuitive rt'g)on, the Pubtle centre of instant
communication with t).e whole. In this appreciative centre of
our consciousneas, all the impul ...es of the pn<'ttional organs meet
and stt·uggle for ma.-4tery, and the prt>dontiAant force or mixed
result ig communicated to the organ of Will, ·in connection with
intellectual guidance.
·
The region of Consciousness and> Intuition, being, from its ,·ery
nature, continually cognizant of all that is pas~ing in the brain,
becomes ne<·c~arily the ct>ntre of commt~nication and medium of
reactiGn . The inaction of this region in sleep leaves (\Ur organa
without mental impret'sions or mutual reaction, and consequentlr
without action or pal!'sion. ·
.
The intuitive faculties, by their pPychometric power, catch at
once the impressions of another mind or will, and thus render the
intercourt~e of two indh·iduals, oftf'n a trial of strength betweell
their will:<, in which the weaker pat'ty gives ~ay to a power superior to that of hi3 own organs, unle*" he previously exer~ his will
to re.. train hi:~ imprettsible organs and fall,. back upon hi!! Hardihood ami re.•ittting energies, which exmnpt him from 'feeling the
impreoz~ion. Those who cultivate the timid, re\·ereotial, l!'flnsitive,
and sympathetic faculties become habituftlly eubmiellive to
etrong~r wills, unless thf'y di ... ciJlline their fat:ultles and acquire
an energt'lic will to enable them to maintain indept>ndence.
To 11t Pngthen the organ of Will, the centre of our positive life
and the most J•owerful sout·ce of human greatness, abould be a
leadiug object in seU-developement or education. ·

LECT. XLII.-THE WILL.
Ha,·ing f'xplained the practical manifeetation of will, as an
emau11tion frnm the ffillst subtle, .-litful!'ive, and energHic of the
cert>b1·al organ>~. • we may Mk whether there i:~ any special cerebral lo.·ality in which the entire fun~tion can be found concentrated?
• Thi ' """" nee ofl'ord11 an excellent npportanity to any caYillen who deiiJe to minprethe aul!wr'• docuine or auriloule n.aleriali.ID.
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The subtlety belonp to the intuitive department of the brain
--the energy to the region of Power. We must look, therefore,
to the moat enerretic portioo of the Intuitive department-to the
moet subtle portion of the energetic region, or elee to the intermediate ground in which Power and Subtlety blend. Such an
intermediate region, combining these two qualitiee, appean
probable.
E,Jperiment shows that on the median line, in front, we have
the faculties in the Intuitive region which are e88eatial to will,
viz. : the perception of the present and the future. Volition il
Deceesarily perceptive-it arises oom the pe,rception of scJinethiug
to be accomplished, a motive or impultoe to accomplish it, aad
power to act. Will, therefore, arises from intellectual action, lxlt
does not consist of intellection alone, which poAil'eesee the requiaite ditfueivene•s, but not the requi.;ite power. On the other band,
the region of Power ha• not sufficient intellectual subtleiJ oC
action for the common conception of will, although it is a dom·
inant region, and manilesk<, in the organ of Decision, what may
be regard~d as the effective element of will. It' by will we simply
understand that ene~gy of purpose which decides upon and carriet
out a course of action, DEciSION is the organ of 'Yill. But if we
seek a more central power which decides intellectually as wellu
resolves, we should be compellt•d to seek this central soul power
intermediately .between Deci!ion and the intuitive l'f'gion.
The intellectual and affective elements of will approximate
upon the fl\edian line, for the orgfl.D8 of Firmne!la, Decision, In·
mition, etc., ue near aeigbbors upon the internal •urface of tbe
hemit~pheres. And the adjaceut organ of Religion opens tbil
~gion to the influx of higher influences, as it is al~>o open to the
influx of ~elti~b and pa~"ional influences from below. Betweea
thel'e localities, on the internal t:uti8ce of the hemit<pheres, a band
of fibres or comolution, demonstrated by Solly, which runadrom
the Intuitive toward the upper occipital region mMy probably bll
U.e region in · which in~elligenc~ and firmneee blend in the coli·
p<JFite ct>ntre of our being
The rf'gion of will. in the rightly conPtitutf'd br~tin. bas a predominant clevelopt'mf'nt, 11nd thus enables the indi\'idual to act
from conscious de,.ign instt>Etd of unconl!cious impul:<e.
The ah~:>encc of will is ~:>een in the movements which follow decapitation, and in the COOVUJr•ion~ which OCCUr in <'Om&tOl'f and
irritated condition!! of th~ brttin . and in Jte benumbed and ~bir·
ering condition producf'd by cold.
'J he location of will in 1he braitt, between the rf'gions of Firm·
neflB, Patif'oce, Religion, Renevolence, Intuition, Ardor, the Con·
doctor Organs, and thf' re~:>tlc ..a impult:es, indi<·atcfl that tbe
involuntttry impulses will be found bt>twf'en lndedl'ion, lrdtabil·
ity, J>rotligttcy, Acquisith enf'Ps, Sleep. Restraint, and Caution
and we know it to be true that convulzsive movements do ar e
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from eold, from irritation, from exceesive paasion, from coma,
and from terror. Indecision and apprehension paralyze ·the
power of will, and coldness destroys its power over the body.
The m«lu OJinYl1l.dj of Volition may be this. The organ of
Consciousness ·is in full communication with the whole brain.
The subtle nature of the intuitive faculties enables them to embrace the whole system and to receive impressions from every
region. In the organ of Consciousness, as in a convex mirror,
we find a delicate concentrated image of the whole being of the
individual. This concentrated image is indispensable to the
sense of pei'Bonal identity or individuality-were there no central
power or\his kind in which the sense of beiag might concentrate,
man would be but a bundle of impulses-not a human being-a
moral agt-nt. The subtle Ner9aura of the rt:gion of Intuition
supplies a medium by means.of which this concentration becomes
pot.Osible. In cerebral operations it answers such a purpose as
ligh• in the external world, by which all objects are rendered
visible, 'and sound, by which we become conscious of their movements and subtle oscillations. Consciousness thus not only receives impressions, but instantaneously transmits to the appropriate OfKans the influence which excites taem.
The organ of Consciousne~5s, thus receiving external objects
and phenomena through the perceptive fac\Htiee,-and internal
impul.;es from the cerebal action, presents to the org(Ul of Volition
&be motives for ita action.
Thus wh~n I look up an~ behold an enemy pointing a rifle at
my person, Foresight· instantly suggests danger, Consciousness of
danger rou11es the.organ of Fear, the inteUect under the influence
of Fear, suggests modes of escape with such intensity that all
other ideas are excluded, and the idea of escaping,- as the predominant idea, leads to the act ; or in other words, the eonductol'
organs, powe•·fully impret~tJed · with the predominant conception,
(acting as a medium) transmit ~hat impression to the appropriate
mu~eles for ita execution.
In the same method we observe the
imagiaati ve mesr:neric subject, under the influence of a command,'
perfonning the act commanded because it is impressed with irresistible energy upon the inteJleot, from which the conductor organs
transmit to the muscles.
Whenever an organ is excited, with sufficient intensity, that
organ (through the all-sympathetic, spiritual, intuitive po"·er
which bf'longs to Cont~cioullnf'ss) compels the intelled to evolve
thoughts in accordance witll its own nature, and if its excitement.
be suflbiently strong, the conception;~ which it produces supercede
all otheri!, and becorne the guide of volition. Thus large organs
habitually gnvern, b'.lt under suffi-ciently intense exei~emel'lt, one
organ may become for the time the controlling power, filling the
'lninJ with its own images and excluding $11 others.
·
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LECT. XLIII.-ON THE POWER OF THE WILL.

..

The organs of the human body are divided into voluntary and
involuntary . According to the common views of Phy8iology, the
Voluntary Power is limited to the brain and epinal marrow and
their n~rves. All portions of the body eupplied mainly by tbe
ganglionic nerves, (which ftre regarded as strictly in\·oJuntary in
their action)-the heart and vaE~cular 8ystem, the digestive organs,
the liver, spteen, pancreas, kidneys, skin, and all secreting surfaces are supposed to be entirely independent of the will, and
under the control of the g~tnglionic syst~m alone. But if we examine the matter critically, we shaH find thnt there is no such
exact boundary as is commonly supposed between our voluntary
and involuntary functions . F'or example, the act of breathing,
when we attend to it, is strictly volunta•·y, but wht>n our attention
is withdra:wn if proceeds, as in sleep, unconscionl"ly through the
influence of the Ppinal cord. Even when we are giving our entire
attention to the subject, any powerful impression upon the lungs
or htrynx will cause an involuntary action of our respiratory muscles. A pinch of snuff, the irrit~tion which causes a cough, or
the tickling which produce.,. laughter, may caut!e a convulsive action of the re!:!piratory muscles entirely in oppo11ition to our moet
determined efforts. Thus the re11piratory function appears to be
alternately voluntary and involuntary.
Oar locomotive mut~cles are usually entirely voluntary ; yet
under the influence of violent fear we can not restrain their movement, and in certain morbid states, as in tt>tanus o•· under the influence of cholera, our muscles are spasmodically contracted
against our will. Thus . there is no portion of our conetitution
which i:; perfectly and at all times voluntary. E\'en our eye-tida
over which we have so perfect a control, spasmodically close when
any object is thrust suddenly towards them.
As oar whole volul}tary system is thus more or leu liable to
involuntary action, so the whole of our involuntary organs, as
they are usually styled, are more or less liable to feel the influence
.. of volition. Thus the heart, which usually proceed!! entirely independent of qur consciousnees or will, is readily affected by our
emotions; and, by means of various traine of thought which we ean
readily assume, we may voluntarilx modify its motions. In the
celebrated case of Colonel Townshend, this power was exercised
to such an extent that he could completely arret!t the action uf
the heart, and cause an apparently complete t~uFpt>nsion of the
circulation, whenever he cho11e. 1'hi11 experiment, which be ~
formed in the prt>t~ence of Dr. Cheyne, and from which in P course of a few hours he gradually reeovered,-demonstra the

'
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power in the haman coo...titution which migbt be cultivated until
1t ~<hould occupy a much more extensive sphere than tht> pre,1eot.
The fact that such a power is not geuerally exercised does not
disprove its existence. Tht re are many who can not move the
scalp or the muscles of the ear; and it il'l quite probable tha
various voluntary powers of the human body which have declined
and almost disappeared, for want of exercise, might be exercised
and re"umed by syt!tematic cultivation.
In the mature and highly educated individual, the 11phere of
voluntary power is greatly increased. The organs which in ~he
undisciplined man are often beyond control, becomt> in the highly
disciplined mind,~<ouroes of power, applicable to all.the pur~()S'!S
of life. A man of undisciplined mind, on receiving in:~ult or injury, falls at once intQ a violent t~tate of excitefnt>nt or rage,
loses the power of rationally controlling his act11, an~ hi,. mn,.cular sy11tem is nearly thrown into convulsions by the uncontrc.llable
excitement. The man of matured mind preserves his calmnet~s,
has no convulsive gestures-, and performs no movements which
are not guided hy a systematic design to accomplltlh hio~ p01·po~es.
The well trained actor brings his whole constitution into htirmony
with the passion he ~xpresses, and rouses,the action of hi:! heart.
whenever necessary to a burst of pasPion.
In proportion as the mind is immatut·e and undi:0ciplined, the
whole class of voluntary acts partake mort' or lest~ of the involuntary character.. The mu!!cular sy ... tem is rec!tlt>sR, impulr•ive, and
inclined to convulsion; the pa~sions are tumultuous and fasi y
played upon by a detoigning operator; and under the influent>e of
these 11trong p8t1sions the actions are hurried and unconsciOU!l.
As in the immaturtl, the involuntary impulses enc1·oach urlf)n the
sphere of' the ,·oluntary action, so, in the highest maturi~y and
cultivation of man, the voluntary power encroaches upoa the
sphere of that which is u~ually quite invoLuntary.
Thus the Voluntary Power not only regulates the emotions and
the paRl'ions aB well flS the musculflr ~"Y~tem, but. even modifies
to a great extent thot'e functions which a1·e controlled by the ganglionic toytltem, and are t!lerefore regarded as strictly involuntary.
For example, the stomach and abdominal mut>cles in vomiting
are in motot persons t>nti•·t-ly in,·oluntary ; yet there are many who
have a perfect voluntary control of this operation, and are
capable of vomiting at will, or entirely suppres,.ing the act. The
peri.,.taltic action of the bowels is usually entirely bt>yond the control of will ; yt-t I have known per11ons in whom tht-re exi,.ted a
partial voluntary control of the whole alimentary canal. Thee
is goorl rea~on to believe that not only the ht>art, ~>tomach, and
olimentary canal, but the linlr, kidnt>y11, and all other internal
organ11 may, with equal facility be brought into more or le,..,. l:lubjection to the will ; for wa find that in a passh•e RUbject of mesmeric experiment, if the operator by will or by command, shall
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direct his iiHlueoee t& any particular organ, painful or beneficial
effects may be produced upon it with ease and certainty. The
mesm~ric patient under the control of a vigorous operator, is told
that in a. certain portion of his body be bas an intense paiD, or iC
he is in pain that he will wake up entirely free from pain. And
this mental impres88ion, in many cases, accompliebes the desired
result. Thus it is clearly possible for the power of the mind to
be brought to bear upon any portion of the human body ; and, if
this be poet~ible, there is no reason why these voluntary powere
allould not be cultivated until they cau be ~erci:red with facility
and precision.
'
The exercise of a voluntary control over our muscular system
is not in the fil'8t instance spontaneous and instinctive. It is &he
rtleult of a tedlbus education. The infant requires several yean
training before it acquires the perfect command of ita mwdet,
which at fil'8t it L5 unable to use in any l'ystematic manner. Why
then may we not hope that tbe human race will ultimately ~
come pMtially voluntary in all their functions ? The infant •
bom almost destitute of voluntary power ; slowly he acquirel,
and through a number of yeal'8 he is engaged in perfecting the
voluntary power over hie muscular system. If highly educated,
he not only attains a consummate ~!kill in the use of hie muadee,
but often also a control of his emotions and pas.. ions. U' still
farther matnrt>d in hie organs and hie education, might he not,
to some extent, obtain the power of controlling his circulation,
.aad hia digestive and secretory functions, and thus become almoet
entirely a voluntary being?
That such a goal may be attained is, I think, distinctly iodi·
cated by the effects of animal magneti:<m, 813 wen 8liJ illustrated
by comparative Physiology. The brain and spinal system alone
are commonly con ..idered as voluntary. Y t't there it~ no ~ufficieo&
reason why the ganglionic system should be excluded from the
sphere of voluntarily. Although the ,·oluntary power apptare ·~
man to bf' concentrated in the bt·ain, we find that, in inlt:aior 1\Dl·
mals of the vertebrated c)a... s, as the ~~~\·t-lopement . of the braiD
tlimini.. hes. .t~e voluntary power appears more and more inti·
mately connected with the spinal cord. A serpent or t011le after
the loss ot' its head appears to retain a great amount of distinct
voluntary power. And in thOI'e cJa,.!lf'S of the animal kingdom
in which no E-pinal cord exi~t>1, a~ in ... ect-3 and worm~, we tind that
all the voluntary power ha, de<\cended entirely from the cerebro·
spinal into the ganglionic toy .. tem. From this fact we may dra"
the inference that the ganglionic 11ystem in man it~ not entirel1
isolated from the !1phere of the will.
As the nervous 1!\'l!tem of mftn is more thftn commen!'orate
with the whole nervous rlevelopement nf the animal kingdom, it
is probable that in him the Power of Volition, although it h~s
chosen itt! principal rel!idence in the cerebral hemit~pberes, still
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oontinuea to maintain a connection with-its original home ia the
system,-whieh was developed prior to the brain, and
whtch was the primitiye seat of voluntary action. If this proposition be true, it followe that it is necessary only to cultivate
our voluntary power until it has acquired the systematic control
of the whole nervous B}stem, and thus render every function of
life in future generations, submissive to the jUJ'isdiction of will. ·
Such is, in fact, the present tendency of the human race. The
powers of the nervous system are increasing. Diseat~es of the
nervous system heretofore unknown are becoi.Jlingcommon. The
control ..r the intellectual over the animal nature is becoming
confirmed ; and it is therf'fore not too much to anticipate that ia
the 'fu II maturity of the human race, the sphe~:e of velition will be
greatly extended. Wllen such a condition shall ba••e ·been attained, the prevention or removal of disea... e& will be proportioaa,Uy simple-and eo far as volition is concerned, astlimple as the
avoidance of any obstacle upon the public hi~way.
In the full developement of Man ai he will be -hereafter, the
intuitive faculties will warn him of every deviatiou f~m health
in its fint indipiency, and if hy his volitionary power, he can·
rectify the dit.~order at once, he will el'lcape ·aiJ llf'rious attacka of
diseaa.oe by resisting their approach until he rt>movea the causes.
An example of tbe powe1· of the will, which is of very common
occurrence, is familiar to physicians. A pt'l'I!On in good health,
but of active imprel"l'lible mind, if convinced by bit.~ frit>ndlll that he
is really t~iclc or at least in the preliminary etages of some formidable dit•ea... e, will take to bis bf'd and have a real ·a:tte.ck. On
th~ othf'r hand, many an in\'alid bft'l!l been ltlllflh•ted in rt>eovery by
COD\ incing him that his dh·eat~e Wall about to depart', ana many of
stronger minds have I!IUI'tttined themeelve111 against prostrating
disea11es by tht'ir determinatiCin not to yit'ld to the attack.
As the t·ace is ad,•ancing the power of the brain is becoming
more ~tnd mm·e predominant over the organic function,, and if
we do not find the will power in aht~olute Ascf'ndf'ncy in· robullt
eoostitutinnto, we may at lt>ut t>:xpf'et its most wondf'l'ful dit•plays
among the more dt'licstely organized pt'rflone, wh011e physical
conz>titution is a pas11he dependent upon the brain.
ga~glionie

i.

LECT. XLJV.-RELATION OF MIND TO )fATTERPSYCHOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY.
The fact that a cf'rtflin mt'ntal influence connf'ctf'd with writing
remain!' pet m~tnt>ntly eonnf'cff'd with it-that thf' thoughtlll and
emotions of a ~ riter ~ ho has bten dead for centuries impart a
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living influence, and appear still fresh and potent to one who
touches the paper-indicates a permaQence of mentality as enduring as that of malter.
.•
Old manuscripts are still full of the ·mind and thought~ of the
author, and serve lt.8 a link to connect us with the still living
spirit of the writer. Does not thiil indicate tha.t mental emanations are indestructible, and that the mind h! linked forevf'r to its
past history. 1'he-aut(lgraph which leads us into commnnication
with the pres~nt condition of any mind mut~t be closely linked to
that mind. The ~ind bt>ing inevitably counected with its own
past hj,.:toe·y, the scenes of if.tl iite, it seems to follow that our good
aod edl deeds cling to us forever as a re1vl\rd or puni,.hment.
Yet is not this connexion between mind and the vi,.ible ohjectl
around ns inconceivable and impoll~<ible ? Can there be a p;oy·
chological chemil'try to explain the connexion bt>hveen Jiving
mind and dead material o~jects? If the nature of thi:~ relation
or connexion can be explained we attain thereby a solution of
one ·of the greateo:~t mysteries of our being.
The a~t~odation between mind and writing goes far toward
olucidating the mp•tery of human lite. Mind has the power ?f
uniting itself to matter by a proper procei'S, and the nature of tbiJ
process is deeply intf're@'ting. In the ordinary couJ'ile of nature,
subiitances comp~t>d ·of •~arbon, nitrogen, hydrogt>n, and oxygen,
in peculiar combinations, b~come connectf'd with the mind. far
more intimately than in the union which occul'l< in the ca11e of aa
autograph. Some of the elements ofa grain of .corn become in the
course of a f~w days, t~o intimately connec'tf'd with the mind as to
be under itll immediate control, and to he the direct organ of ita
manifer3tatiohl4. So intimate is the union, that certain material
philosophet·s regard the or~anized compound produ ··~d by these
farinnct~ou,o and other materials as tbe ·true and only source of
mental phenomena.
Jo this c:a:<e, thf' combination is f'ffected, after a mer.h11nieal
aubdivi,.ion and prf'paration of the corn at4 fond. hy introducing
its par·tides ("lightly modified by the chf'mical action of the
stomach) into the ma11!' of our circulating ftuitis. Thet'f' particles,
pasl'ing rapidly thrllugh the brain and e\"ery othf'r pot·tion ofthe
the l'ystf'm, receh e the imrwess of every 11pecie .. of vit~l force that
we pos.-'<t'l'R. The chemiclil elaboration achievecl oy the Rtomach,
by the lungs, by the various secretinll organ .. and nutritive cell~,
rendPrs the fi1rf'ign matter which has thus bf'en introduced ~if!1•·
lar in its c haraP.ter· to the ti .. sues of the hody and fit to umte
with them in the process of growth . They nnite by a chl'micovital uffinity . and the foreign material thu:< be ~omes an intima~
part of that complex machine whieh i:~ pen·a·led nncl affect-ed ~n
all ito- part" by mind. Perha.p£1 it ha,. become a part of the bratn
and the seat of the highe,.t facultie,. of man.
Jn this proced8 of vital union between mind and matter, what
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are the e11Pential stt'ps? A sligbt change of the chemical constitution and tf'xture of Lbr- forPign bodie:! is nece11stu·y, by which
they lilh&ll be approximated in constitution to the ti::<ttues .of the
body. Thi:! slight change effected, the foreign particles are at
once a part of tbf' body ; they constitute the blood, which is reg~u·ded by physiologists ·as a vital fluid, and which is not only
euPceptible of being gre"tly modified by the vital influt>nce, but is·
capable of becoming a part of any of ·our·nf'rvous, musculal', or
cerebral organs, in the mOflt intimate relations to mind. It
appears. then, that the combination between mind and matter
requires met·ely a very ttlight change in the organization of the
latter followed by bringing it in a convenit>nt form into cloFe
proximity with the ti11sues which are already the eeat of mind and
~.

.

In other words, the only truly essential ~>tep necessary to combine mind and matter, is to bring them together without any
circumstances to impede the union. Chemical changes, it is true,
do generally take place, to prepare the matter for the union, but
if it be already in the proper state of chemical combination, no
such change i" nece~ary and none occurs, the union is a t4mple
eflect of approximation. Water, albumen, and salt, and several
other t'lemt'nts re\ealf'd by chemistry, exist in our food, and pass
unchanged into the blood.
If, tht·n. approximation is the sole cause of union between mind
and matter (i. e. approximation of dead matter to that which has
already eo111binf'd with mentality) how near an approximation is
requisite ? Is contaC't 'with the brain neces... ary ? It msy be true
that all the particle~ of the body by means of the circulation have
passed tht·ougb the brain, before being d•·potoited in the tistlues,
but the phenomena o( aceph~leus organizations and many other
facts, demon11trate that this is· not at all et~sential. The only contact requi:>ite is with the living fluids, as in the g< neral circulation, or in combination with tissues already· formed.
But why is contact requisite at all? Evidently'for the purpose
that some peculiar influence may be imparted to the sub"tances
in contact, by th~ vital power. An influence exerted in contact,
or a subtle fluid imparted id manifestly the sole agency by which
the combination id effeeted between mind and matter.
Why, then, should absolute contact be requisite? May not
thi11 influence be exerted at an appreciable distance? May not
the nervam·a he transmitted by conducting substances? There
is no. obdon11 rt'ason (\•by the mental and physiological influences
of a living beio~ mAy not be exerted upon t<Ub<~tances which are
not in irtlmf'diate contact with the per11on, as medicines enveloped and bcloJ in the hand may exert a. powerful medicinal inftuenl'e, and. if an influence can thus be exerted by external
sub11tances upon tbe perl:'on, and that active result which is usually belie\'ed to require contact, it would seem unreasonable to
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doubt that the reaction or our psycho-physiological powers upon
external objects would also tran:!eend the, limits of absolute contact. The proce111ses of lite do not require ab~olute contact in
everything; the infiuence of the brain is felt at the extremities,
and medicinal or mechanrcal impressions upon any part of the
body immediately aflect the brain. In thi8 cl\8e, there is an organized medium , connecti ng the remote . parts-a nervous and
circulating apparatus ; but, as no such organized medium Pxists
between the body and the external medicines which do not touch
it, such a medium can not be considered necessary to vital reaction.
Moreover, it can easily he proved by experiment that the nervaura is conducted with facility by a great variety of s.ub:.<tancet.
In the act of writing, the nervaura is con,veyed by the ann,
hand, and pen, to the paper ; the highest or subtle.t species of
mental emanation is probably inclepenclent of such channels,
being fixed directly by the act of the mind.
There is a large field of p~ychological chemi~try open before
us. In experimenting with various substances I find that each
t~ubstance in nature bas a particular psychological affinity, and
ie beet adapted to retaining the influence emitted from a partico·
Jar region of the brain.
Jl:!ychological chemistry, when fully developed, will show what
simple and what compound sub4ances are adeqUI\te receptacle•
and sources of the various mental forces and faculties belonging
to man.
The problem of the union between mind and matter will be
fully solved by explaining their identitiett and affinitie8. In a
piece of manu~cript I find that the metallic element>~ are but
adapted to retaining the aura of the basil1r and occipital organs,
while the superior organs establish their ~nnection with the more
volatile, gaseous elements.
Thus it is in the human body. The various psychological and
physiological forces corre:!pond intimately in character with those
which belong to the element• of matter; and, in order to evolve
any particular mental or physiological power, it is neees11ary
that thol!le substances should be in the body which posse@s that
power or infiueuce.
What tbe psychological powers of the Yarious component elements of the human body are, 1 propose to exhibit in future publications.
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LECT. XLV.-THE NERVAURA.
Two of the moet diffic;uft and iAlportant questions of Physiology
and Psychology are these,...,-By wliat agency does the brain, with
ita nerves, conu;ol the.~..uculer syswm and the viscera? And by
what ,agency do the brain and nervous system of one individual
operate directly on the brain JlDd nerves of others, wii.Qout the
medium of llpee'ch, vision, or coutact?
It is well knnwn that an influence proceeds from the brain to
the muscles, along the motor nerves ; and, also, tnat a similar influence proceeds to the heart, lungl!, stomach, -and other viscera.
In fad that such a nervoua influence proceed1 or jlow1 from the
·brain or nerves, gives rise to the name "nervoU:s .tluid,''-an expression which simply meane, among pby!'iologists, that which
6ows through and from the nervous system. I>ersons ofmeo~ani
cal habits of thought IIJuppose that the " nervous fluid" necessarily
eignifies a liquid, a gas, or some more attfnuated form of matter,
capable of flowing through the pores of the system ; and idle disputes ha\'e been indulged in, as to the exi·stence or non·exi.stence
of such a substance. 1 would suggest ~bat the term " fluid" implies ·merely that which flows, without referenc.e to its material or
immaterial nature. And as all kdmh that a peculiar agent or
influence of s01ne sort proceeds from the brain through and from
the nerves, producing various important etfecte, thFe can be no
discus:~ion as to the exic~tence of such a nervous fluid.
But
whether this nervous Jluid resem\>les any of the forms uf ponderable matter-or whether it resembles any hnponderable agent
with w.\licb we are aequaiuted-is a legitimate subject of d~tlJ
sion.
It is a very eommon supposition that the nervous fluid resembles some sort of electricity or galvanism. This hypothesis. is. but
an appro.XimJLtion to the truth. There is indeed a striking analogy between the nervous fluid aud ~he imponderable agentl!; but
tbe1-e are also striking differencw. It is the office ofscience, not
to commingle or confound analogoue substances or agents, but to
discriminate a,s to tbe detail" of their variety.
The common conception that the material and the immateri~,
or the material or the spiritual, are things of an eesentiaUy
opposite nature, standing at an immeasurable distanee apat1, aad
that we find in nat.u're but these two entities, matter and spirit,
which are distin~otuished by the otter and total contrast of all their
properties-is a very lill\ited and inaccurate view. There is no
chasm or golf, nor even a clear dividing line, between the material
and the spiritual. .
As all the 'l'ealme o.f nature are connected by gentle gradations,
s_o are the extremes of dead Matter and living Spirit connected by
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a long chain of gradations, which co~ril:le all things that f'!xist
in all the <h·partmt>nts of nature. In tile block of stone, or in the
bar of iron, we obderve matter in · ~ prdytcr type, lifelet1s and
motionl~tls .
It had then no active force and is only eapable of
being acted upon. Jn tbis form the prt~perties that eon:<titute
matt~r uist in perfection.
It bas dim1·n::ions, l'olidity, and
weight or attraction. accom'pa.nied by a definite form and an
exact location. When the block of iren .or of marble bas been
di:.:in' egrated and reduced to dust, its dimension.-, solidity, form
and l()cality stiJl t'Xil't,-but not in so pt>rtf.ct and con!<picuous a
manner as before. If, by intense heat, solid ~"Ubstance is reduced
to a liquid, its manife,.tation of solidity it~ thereby impaired ; and
if by greater heat it a.... sumea the state of gas, its form, locatioa,
and dimen .. ion.- become exceedingls indefinite. Its solidity or
" imcompre.;sibility" still exi::ts, but is more difficult of demonstration. In the most attenuated gas yet known to chemistry, hydrogen, all the material propertit's,-solidity, weight, dimensions,
form and location,-have nearly dh-.appeared from our ttenses,
and require a philosophical experiment to demonstrate their existence. 1'here are many emanations from bodies "of a still rarer
and more attenuated materiality than the gase:<, in which the obvious properties of matter ha\·e t~till more completely dit>appeared.
The material emanations which constitute the odor of muo1k could
not be demon~tJ•ated to have any of the properties of matter,
without having an aparatus li!Operior in ddicacy to any yet invented. It is true that, in thi:~ extreme subtlety, whP-n the properties ,of matter have disappearf\d from evt-n scientific ob.5ervation, we conclude, from theoretical con"iderationP, that those
properties still exist, though in a more latent manner, or in a
degree inappreciable by our senttes or our instrumenttt. This
conclusion we form, because we can trace the connection between
the imponderable substancP.s and those eub.stahces which are
really and dearly ponderable, from which they originated.
B.ut whe{l imponderable substances can no longer be identified
with pondet·a.ble subetances, from which they have their source,
we are compel·led to admit a distinct class of imponderable agent8.
Whether the ..e imponderable a«ents be identified or not with ponderable substances, we can not at present determine ; ancl we are
compelled to recognize ngt>nts from u·nknown sources, !.'tanding
next in rank to the imponderable fm·ms of matter, the sources of
which have been ascertained. In tht>se imponderable agents,
substance .. , or emanation, we recognize the first class of substances above the positively material. in which all the properties
of ma:tter ha,,e partially disappeared and which, tberefore, we
can not c~lfidently pronounce to be material, unlel!s we can trace
their connection with ponderable mattf'r. This connection we
may in some instances detect so far as to coonect t,he apparent
imponderable with ponderable matter-in other cases we observe
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different degrees of connection between the imponderable and the
ponderable-a connection which diminishes, until, in the highest
forms of imponderable existence, it entirely disappears .
Having tlius fairly left the realm of solid matter, we find our-selves in a region of imponderable agencies, manifesting important
powers and properties, and related to ponderable matter by various
Ciegrees of connection and similarity. Of these agencies, Caloric,
Electricity, Galvanism, Magnetism and Light have been carefully
studied by natural pbilosopliers, and are believed to be the only
truly imponderable substances, if they are to be recognized M at
all substantial. Their analogy to matter lies in their having a
definite locality, a partially defined form, and a certain degree of
solidity or power o( mechanical action upon matter. If the tenn
matter be restricted to those substances which ~l!sess, in perfection, all the material properties of form, size, locality, solidtty and
inertia, these imponcferable agents are clearly not material ; for
their form and mze can not 6e ascertained with precision, their
locality is difficult to determine with accuracy, thetr solidity does
not appear to occupy any given amount of space to the exclusion
of other matter, arid their inertia or momentum can scarcely be
a-ppreciated. It would be difficult .to draw a tine of distinction
between that which is matter and that which is not-to say how
much these properties of fonn, solidity and inertia may be reCJuced,
before matter snail cease to be regarded as matter, and be pronounced unsubl!tantial.
Caloric, which partially occupies space, repels the particles of
matter, and, in the latent fonn, remains in permanent combinatton with a definite fonn and quantity of matter, would seem to be
decidedly material, alth~h its material pr~rtiee are·very im~
fectly defined. Electricity, though equalry imperfect in its material
characteristics, may be regarded as a form of matter, because it is
capable of producing deciaed mechanical eftects. Whether a substance like hgbt, of iDdefinite form, size and locaHty, w~ich produces
no rrompt and decided mechanical effects by its presence, should
etil be considered a ~cies of matter, because it can act upon matter in the j»roduction of chemical and physiological changes, may
weJI be dtscussed. Light is sup~ to be the vibration of some
tabtle, etherial medium, and thus takes raDk as a phenomenon of
matter rather than a substance.
Whether the invisible nervaura of our bodies is to be considel'M
material, depends upon the manner in which the definition of
matter shall be applied. If every thing capable of acting UJX?D
organized matter, shall be considered material, then even thought
• ana volition are either matter or mechanical movements of its J>&r-.
tieles. But as our consciousness instantly rejects the idea, that·
thought and sensation are either miNter or a motion of any subtle
form of matter, we are compelled to recognize them as entirely
immaterial, and consequently incapable of acting upon matter,,
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except by intermediate agenciee, which, having lost all tJle de&me
properties of matter, are. closely approximateCJ, in their eeaential
nature, to s_pirit or mind. What or how numerous these in~
diate agenotea may be, we can not at ~sent positively determine;
but as we perceive in the constitution of mao a very extensive gra.
dation between ~ely intellectual action and that ~odic energy
of impulse which most nearly resembles an electric force, we mal'
coneltide that an amp_!e intermediate asency exists to enable miiMl
to act upon matter. The nature of this agency is to be determiDed
by proper researches in the laws and nature of the Nervaura.
It is not probable that any single agent can .be at the same time
euticiently material to act UJX?n maUer, and sufficiently spiritual to
come into contact with mind. The ~nt in immedia&e couaa«
with mind, must be far more subtilized .than caloric or electrici~.
Mind is entirely destitute (so far as we know) of solidity, inertd,
physical form and si~e, and d~finite ~ality. . The o~ly fOiot of
analogy to matter whach remams, conaasta of 1ts locahzation ml
connection with organic substance. Disembodied mind has ao
definite or permanent localitr-iodeed it has very little relation
to any locality, and it is bebeved by many to be as iodeJltndeat
of time as of apace. It is probable that any medium thl1lllgh
which mind can act, must 6e void of the propt"rtiea of maUer,
and suaceptible of a very indefinite form ana location.
In the animal kingdom, we find that caloric and electricity are
evolved by the action of living form. · The ~lvanic and the mag·
netie forces, also, I believe to be evolved by the vital or~·
The action of the brain and nerves UP.On the muscular system, ia
eft'ected by an agency strikingly aimtlar tQ the galvanic. This
•ncy or fluid, which is evolved by the basilar portion of the
braiD, the spinal chord and the ga~lionic system, is one of tbe
lower specK-s of nervous fluids. Ttie nervous fluid or emanatioo,
which may be moat appropriately_styled N&avAuu, is e&aentially
dift'erent in the difi'erent organa. While the Nervaura or intluenoe
of the basilar portion of the brain directly and powerfully stimu·
lates the muscular syatem, that of the anterior region is io~e
of producing muscular contraction, and tends to soothe or arreat it.
The Nervaura of Ole basilar part of the middle lobe, in front of
the ear, excites the digestive 9rgans; that of the superior organs,
adjacent to Firmness, diminishes the pstric activity. Thus eve~
portion of the brain ori~nates a distinct Nervaura, producing 41if·
ferent and peculiar pbystological eft'ecta, and producing also ~
liar psychological results upon others. The ili8uence of the b&silar
and occipital or~ is chie1ly expended upon the constitution of the
individual ; that of the anterior and superior organa is more difl'u- .
aive. It ia by means of their power that an 1ndividual operates
upon a nation, and transmit& his mental influence through suooeedilll
centuries.
Whatever Dl4'Y be thought of the analogies between electricity
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and matter, or between galvUlima aDd animal magnetism, it would
be difficult to indicate any of the properties of matter in punt
thoURbt, or in the agency by which tlie clairvoyant communication
of in3ividuals at a considerable distance is established. Thas, whea
an impressible iadividual touches the forehead of an intellectual J)81'•
aon, he receives an infiux of intellectual power, and Jle!hape a C:tiatiDCt form of thought or idea, which may be at the time in the mind
of that ~rson, is transferred to his own. Wben we consider such
facts, and rigidly compare onr internal conscionaness and matter,
no one would attem~ to identify our conaciGua life with the uncon..
ecious stone. Yet, tn the vast interval between onr spiritual nature
and the solid forms of ino~c matter, we have traced a regular
gradation from aolida to Jiqutds, from liqUids to guea, from ~s to
Imponderable substances and agencies, from the imponderables to
the various species of nervaura; and from the various lower forms
of nervaura, coming from the basis of the braia to the higher forms
of mental emanation, ~roceeding from the anterior supenor portion
of the brain. That which is imparted from tWse latter o~ns, il
eonaciousness itself or tho~ht ; 8nd when, therefore, we mqui.e
whether imponderable agenctes are matter or only phenomena, we
reach the most difficult questiona 88 to the 4818Dtial nature of matter
&IHf. spirit.
Wllether ca.lorie, light and electricity are really subeta~a, or
only motions, phenomena, or conditione of salltle media, ia a queetion which, at preaent, can not be ~vely answered.• And
whether in the nervaura we have a subtle medium ca~able of
manifesting certain phenomena, whether tboaaht itself and senaation are lnit phenomena of certain eabtleet meClia, or whether tbey
are subetantialities, it is certain that in thought or consciousness we
may recognize a spiritual reality, with 88 poaitive an existence as a
bloCk of marble.
It appears, then, that positive Material E:detenoe and positive
Spiritual Existence-however far apart they seand, and liowever
striking the contrast of their ~ropertiet-are connected by grada.
tions oT almost inconceivable aehcacy ; and, being. thus connected
by these fine gradations, we may conceive that, although they are
so widely se~ted or contrasted at their extreme limits, each may
yet act and reach upon the other; and that BOTH may be subjecteC:t
to the same great system of laws, which each obeys in ita own

'

sphTehre.
• · 1 nature 10
· man, 1·f we do not diecard the authent1c
·
e aptntua
reports of thousands of rational and conaeientious observers, is
ca~ble of communi~ with spiritual nature e:rterior to itaelf,
ana of existing apart from matter-in other words, of perceiving
directly the ~lienomena of a Spiritual World.
Man, staDdi~ mid-w9 in the universe, perceins beneath him
the Lowest Form of Existence-Matter; and, above him, the
•It ill pnenl17 11ned that Upt ia aD undaJa&ion of u ethereal medl•m.
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Highest Form of which he can have any conception-SPI&I'l'. ·At
the lower extremity, he perceives that which n utterly powerlea
and perfectly material; at the summit, he perceives that which is
All-Powerful or Divine, and perfectly immaterial-unlimited by
~ce, form, or locality. And in the Rt'&dation between tbe two,
1i6 perceives that, as we approximate tne immaterial, we apf.ronmate power; but as we &{'proximate the merely materia , we
approximate mere passive existence.
Solid matter hal no change of phenomena. It merely exists.
If it is put in motion or at rest, it continues in the same condition.
Permanence is its law. Matter in a fluid form manifests more
extraordinary, active powers, and preeents phenomena, which are
the aubject of chemical science. It is only in co~uence of the
existence of fluids, that vegetable and animal life are possible.
Solids alone are incapable o1 animation, or even or~zation.
The superior power of Liquids-their capacity for presentinc
interesting phenomena-arises from their combination with I~n
tierable .A:~nts. In Caloric1 Electricity, Galvanism, Magrt4!tiam,
etc., we fiild the movi~ powers of the Physical World. Partly
in these, but chiefty in shlf subtler agencies-in the vital forces and
the ne"auras-we find the moving powers of the Physiological
World. The subtlest of these agencies, again conduct us into the
Psycholo~cal World. In other words, all physical phenomena,
all life and all tho~t-in a word, all Powu comes lrom immaterial sources. The Power which creates aad governs all being,
it so nbtly immaterial as to be inconceivable to man.
Thus, ia tJae vast chain of being from matter to God, it is obviOUB
that the lo-.ver deJIGads upon the higher; and that the further from
maUer our inquinea proceed, the nearer we approach the true source
of its phenomena in tlle realm of c&QS&tion, wliich is the true Sphere
of Pfiilosophy. A blind and heavy-footed philoaophy delights
itself in matter aloae, moving thereon, at anail's pace, tilroo,[h its
tediou 4 ' inductions." But the time is comiog when our fnfant
Philoeoplt,r shall DO longer crawl upon the earth, but shall stand
erect
climb into the ~ion of causes, from which all the movementa, de\lelopmenta aad varieties of life may be aeea.
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LECT. XLVI.-HUMANITY-UNITY OR "SOLIDAR.
ITY" OF THE RACE. ·
Having heretofore considered man singlb we may now regard
him as a fragment of the mass of humamty. Is the human race
unita~, or does it consist of isolated races or distinct individual.
ities?
At present we find a partial unity established by family ties,
t'riendsllip, business, J?atnotism, religion and philanthropr, but a
very great amount of Isolation produCed by war, national Jealousy,
business competition, quarrels, and the all-pervading power of self.
ishnees and avarice. What does the constitution of man indicate,
as to the natural and as to the proper constitution of society?
What does it indicate, as to the laws of social intercourse aDd
mental reaction? It is manifest that the social problem must be
solved by a true system of Anthropolo~it is also obvious, that
a true system of Anthropology must be the foundation of our ethics.
The stildy of a true and complete A.nthrop_DIOJIY would do more
to homamze the world, than any other effort for tts moral and inte).
lectual enlightenment which bas yet been made-it would indicate
a thousand ituties now neglected, and point out the proper mode of
attaining our highest aims.
As to the unity of the race, a true anthropology shows that the
frontal and superior organs all tend to harmony, kindness, mutual
intelligence and union among men, but the posterior inferior organs
all tena to discord, and prevent this unity. In proportion, therefore,
to the predominance of the better group will 6e the amount of
friendliness, concord and union amons men. Not only do the1
establish social harmony and co-operation-they render the constitution sympathetic or imJ?ressible, and thus establish both a psychological and a phyaiologtcal s1mpathy. This sympathy with the
emotions and physical conditions of others, com~ls us into intimate relations-we can no longer be indifferent, when we find our
own well being involved in that of others.
This sympathy may be evolved to an unlimited extent. We
may sympathize phystOlosicallf with the sick, not only when in
contact, but when merelym then presence, ae I have myself experienced, aod not only In their p~sence but in tbeir abeence, as
maay have verified. The psycliological sympathy may occur not
only in conversation with others, as every one has expeneneed who
oao laugh with the gay or weep with the sad, but wherever we
approacli them or look at them, as millions have experienced, or it
may be in abeence and at great distances. PenoDS intimatel1
connected by friendship or marriage, han often e~rienced th~e
mental and physiological sympathy, when hundreds of milet apart.
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The establishment of thi11 great sympathy is favored by both the
moral and intellectual organs-it is most complete, therefore, at
their junction, where the liighest depee of com6ined ~odnesa and
intelligence is found-in tlie intuitive region between intellect aud
religion.
.
This region of AN08LIC J:XC&LLENClll is the bond of universal

uni_t1!

WMI i• it. limit,

We perceive no nece88&ry limitation ! We pe~'<'.eive no reaaon
why these virtuous and unitizing faculties should not be aufficientll
developec:l in the human race, by a proper education, to blend their
separate lives, their tho118&nd million of diatinct physiolog!cal &Dd
psychological existences into one great stream of life aDd mind!
Sublime result! The race of man existing as one man ! with ooe
universal common intelligence-as the one soul, graod and almost
unlimited in its intellectual range, yet dwelling in many thousaod
millions of bodies. This would be the commencement CJf a DiviDe
Life on Earth I
All good influences, intellectual, moral or social, teDd to accelerate the advent of this condition-all evil influences retard it: which
will prevail ?
Tlie unity of the race is now demonatrated to be physiologically
po88ible, and to be the hipest condition of human progress. Mal·
tiplicity ia the present condition, and must continue while so many
evil influences are at work. Unity, as ther exist at present in the
midst of crime, disease and misery, is ne1ther desirable in itaelf
nor admissible by the laws of nature. It must be the result of the
highest improvement and maturity of man.

LECT. XLVII.-HUMANITY-SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY.
SYMPATHY OJ' CONTAC'l'-APPROJ:IH4TION AND SXP4RATI01'f·

•

The science of Humanity rests mainly on the lan of actiGO
and reaction between different minda-the laws of aoorAL Jl'fTII·
oouaaa.
Of these the first great law is the law of .,mpatllf.
Each organ, when excited, tends to diffuse its own peculiar style
of organic action throughout the individual's own constitution, iud
th~h all similar organisms within reach.
Tb1e law is common to both physiology and _psychology-it~
common to all active processes, either of orgamc or of inorga01c
nbatancee. Every cruidition, whether of motion, growth, seDJio
tion, volition, emotion or thought, ia diffilsive in the medium iu
which it exiata.
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Hence, every individual is a source of the continual diftbsion of
his predominant mental characteristics. This dilbsion is propor·
tioned to the amount of power existing in his faculties, and the
extent of a saitable medtum for propagating their action. · The
courage and ambition of Napoleon were aiffused through his
armies, because they were composed of a chivalrous nee ; but
they would have called forth no such display of prowess from a
race of cowards, who had not the firmness or the animal cou~
npon which to operate. In vain would the clown or comedian
operate upon an audience destitute of Mirthfulness, and in vain
would the philosopher address a commtm.ity deficient in Rea80D.
But where similar faculties exist in the betngs around one, ther
receive the impulse of every mental manifestation. The mirthful
man diffuses mirth everywhere-the morose man checks the flow
of good humor-the combative man creates strife everywhere
around him-the intellectual man arouses thought-the benev~·
lent man 2()0d feeling. Thus etJery man ir Bttf'lf'Otmtled bg Ai1
ot6n peculiar mora( almo,Jure, more ~istinet and extensive in
proportion to the amount o( his eowers, and the character of the
man ma1 be generally learned ftom the character of the {nft•·
ence ttthtcA 1ti laB imparted to somtg.
This sTIIIPATRit'I'JO LAW of mind is as simple and uniform as the
laws of caloric--the laws of radiation. and conduction. Every
mental faculty, emotion or impulse is diffusive, and every: organ
is continually like a coal of fire emitting its peculiar nidiation,
calt'ulated to excite similar organs and to check those of a different
nature.
But there are different degrees of this power of radiation in the
different organs. The different species of nervaura are not all
equally subtle and penetrating. The organs of soeial collision or
hostility, and of mental dullness, tend to diminish rather thaft
increase the mutual influence and mental intereourse of mankind.
They are, therefore, repellant, and not so diffusive. The higher
powers, in eons~uence of their subtlety, radiate their influence
instantaneously, hke light to immense distances. The inferior
powers, like calorie and electricity, radiate with less power, and
aepend more upon conduction.
Thus, in the histo!] of mankind, the influence of brute •force is
limited to its immedtate presence, but the sphere of the highest
intellect is limitless-it operates from age to age with a far reach·
ing P._Ower, proportioned to its exalted nature. The intellectual
mantfestations debased by selfish and petty influences, are destined
to a speedy oblivion; but those which come from intuition and
pure genius, are immortal. The region of hi~hest illumination in
the brain is also the re_gion of the most extenstve influence between
man and man--of unhmited mental intereourse and sympathy.
Benevolent law t evil is thus self.limited, good is eternal. The
faculties which point to self and to the earth, concentrate to a petty
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space; those which look to all humanity, to truth aud God, open&e
througb a vast sphere.
By the law of simele radiatioa, each organ tends to increue the
o~nic power of simllar organs, 88 coals of fire together increase
eaeh otlier's heat. Hence, the power of courage or of rage in a
multitude. The aggregw: manifestation of courage in an army, or
· of violence in a mob, 18 above the average capacity of the iodlviduals acting seJl&rately. So with reliBious excitemen&a in the time
of revivalS, which suddenly change rneligious men, and ~cs in
annies, which make even brave men falter. So in the ~litical
excitement of election days, and the social excitement of lialls and
parties-in such scenes we have much higher manifestations of the
Yarious feeli~ than solitude can produce. The midst of the
throng is the place for human passions, which glow like bumiug
coals. 111 sohtude the fires die out for want of mutual support.
Hence the vices and crimes of cities, and the com~ve tranquillity of the passiou in the coun~. Hence the demoralizing effects
of crowded prisons, and the advantages of solitude.
But why 18 sefiration favorable to virtue, instead of merely producing a genera inactivity of the faculties? Because the liigher
powers act through a larger aphere, while the inferior faculties
~uire nearer apProximation. Solitude is favorable to Love, Philanthropy, Relig~on and Philosophy. The course of true love
never is so smooth 88 when the parties are remote as ~ible.
A love like Petrarch's scarcely exists in habits of close familiarity.
High and hol.y philanthropy perishes in the daily busineu intercourse of the c1ty. Philosophy dies in the mixed multitude-folly
reigna in tht~ most crowded aaeembliea. If we would secure quarrels, urge men into the cloaest proximity-if we wor.ld keep the
peace, Jet them be separated. lf men are in an il -humor, the
nearer they approach the greater danger of collision. When far
apart, anger aDa fighting do not arise, yet a distant author or great
~ may excite the highest reverence and love of millions. Death
and the lapse of time remove &n individual from the limited sphere
of the bad passions; hence the rule, "de mortuis nil niri bo~atun."
The mace remote the more perfect the oblivion, unless some good
influence endures.
Corollary.-lt is necessary that human beings should have independent spheres, and the more the selfish impulses predominate, the
more complete should be their isolation ; hence the almost universal repugnance to communism. The more these impulses are
subdued, the nearer they should unite, and the better 8da~,>ted to
iorming one family. The worse men are, the more they are 10jured
by association, and the greater their rerugnance. Among the truly
good, association is merely a beneficia stimulant to all their faculties, and realizes their highest happineu. The best of men, however, may shrink from society in which they meet only their
inferiors, unlesa they go aa leaders and teachers to diffuse their
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own inBuem:e. Social customs aod inaiitutions w!Jich require the
close and ~anent contact of antagonistic natures, are prOductive
of endless discord, and necessarily result in the slavery of the
weaker party.
·

LECT. XLVIII.-HUMANITY-SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY.
IYIIPATBY AND UAOTIOJf.

Tu greater pnrt.of the history of human lifo is an illustration of
the law of sympathy. In consequence of thi& law, enry faculty
that we poness gives us the power of exciting the same faculty in
others, and not only the power, but a constant tendency to do so.
Our intellectunliaculties continually tend, when 11etive, to rouse
the same intellectual fncultiE's in other persons-if we calculate, we
addnss the mathematical faculty-if we make music, we address
the organ of music-if we reason, we exercise or excite the reasoning powers of our listeners-if we exercise the memory by narrating, the mental powers .of the listener will be exercised in the way
of recollecting what he hears-so of imagination, thought, ideality,
etc. Whatever faculties are exercised-whatever train of thought
indulged bv a speaker or writer, the same intellectual faculties are
called out..:..the same train of thought established in the mind of the
auditor or reader. Thua does every intellectual man propagate his
own intellectual action, and whenever he s~aks or wdes, and
wherever he appears, he rouses thought. Thought springs up around
him, for his influence unconsciously excitea it. Hence, whatever
he says or writes is immediately received by the public mind. He
is heard with an interest which other men can not arouse.
The benevolent man ia ·continually surrounded bv an atmosphere
of kindness-be easily finds f•·iends, and often receives evidences of
kindly feeling-his language is received with great liberality, and
he is tolerated in the expression of obnoxious sentiments, or in r..ersonal jests and witticisms which would be resented in others. fhe
entire predominance and strong action of all the virtuous organs,
renders the presence and influence of the individual delightful to
his associates. Such peraona are enabled to criticise and reform society with comparative impunity. Those reformers who are continually persecuted, and who find the angry passions of men ever
rising against them, should guard against concluding that human nature is entriely depraved, and should look for the defect in themselves which renders their labors unsuccessful. It is not merely
necessary that we should be good in design, kindly in feeling, and
just and truthful in all things-our goodness should be intense and
powerful-our E~motionll should have sutlicieut strength to rouse the
emotions of others. To attain this condition, if J>Of>Sible, is our duty,
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in discharging which we are repaid by the pleasant kindne!lS wbieb
is reflected back upon ourselves-a true reflection of our own fac~
ulties. If the faculty we exercise be friendship, we have friends ;
if love, we are beloved ; if humor, we are greeted with a smile ;
if reverence or personal respect, we are respectfully treated; if
refinement, we escape much rudeness; if frankness and sincerity,
we receive frank and truthful communications ; if patience, we are
received mildly, etc. Thus does \·irtue directly promote our own
interest. It is true the virtues are often exercised without much
apparent return, their return being only negative ; i.e, they prevent
the injuries to which we might, without them, have been exposed.
The virtues are often exercised without a suitable return, because
exercised without firmneM or energr. A feeble, sensitive temper·
ament, must necessarily f~til of maktng any strong impre11sion upon
more vigorous constitutions.
The energetic organs give us the power of exciting energy in
others, inspiring them with courage, perseverance, fortitude, ambition, etc. Hence the man of strong character makes a strong impression, and produces great, permanent effects. As a military, political, or intellectual leader, he rouses men to efficient action. He
is also capable of recognizing promptly the degree of energy or
force of character in other men, and thus selecting the proper agents
to accomplish his purposes.
·
As the int~llectual man instantly detects and understands intellectual capacity, so does the man of warm emotions feel instantly
the influence ot virtue in another, and the hero recogniz~s the hero.
Thus we arrive at the general principle that evet·y faculty enables
us not only to inspire or excite the same faculty in others, but to
recognize its force. Each man is therefore best ju~d and appreciated by those who most resemble him. They who differ too widely
in their own character from the subject· of investigation, can not
rightly conceive him. Hence every extraordinary man, in proportion ru he u eztrtlM'rlifiiD'J, u minlnder•tood. He must either live
in modest retirement or submit to slander. The misconception and
misrepresentation of men's t:haracters, arise from the fact that they
differ too widely from their contemporaries, even if this difference
consist merely of greater developement. As the mere tyro in arithmetic is incapable of comprehendifl$ the most abstruse mathematical problems, so is the man of inferaor intellect incnpable of appreciating the results attained by the most remn!'kable powers ; and the
man of inferior virtues is incapable of fully appreciating the dictates
of the most extraordinary excellence. All history ond observation
confirm this. Extreme and strange truths attained by an uncommon intellectual power, appear as falsehood, folly or insanity to
those who can not comprehend them. No man is truly great. iaUilectw.olly, who has not attained this position in reference to a
large portion of his fellow beings. Nor is he truly a grent philanthropist who has not attained a position which would render him
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a suspected, a dangerous, or an evil minded person in the eyes ot
the multitude. To the multitudes of any age, the .divinest virtue
and wisdom would be but horrible wickedness and falsehood. The
principles of civil liberty, which were once considered so atrocious,
have been gradually and imperfectly recognized by tM most enlightened nations, and this recognition is but 1M iftitialllep of their
mental progress.
The law of sympathy operating through the selfish and wicked
elements of character, enables the vicious to exert a powerful demoralizing influence over the young, • and to recognize readily the
most suitable victims. Hence the deleterious effect of the promiscuous associations of prisons, drnmshops, and all resorts of bad company. If we would discharge our duty to our children, ·we should
keep them from all society which does not present the proper models of character.
The contagious influence of the selfish faculties is such as continually to embroil the individual in difficuJties. He has many bitter
enemies ; he is badly treated, and suffers f1010 every conceivable
wrong, according to ·the peculiar cast of his cnaracter. He is malignant; his eQ.emies are rancorous; he iJ dishonest, and he suffers
from every species of fraud, intrigue, and treachery ; he is irritable,
and quarrels continually rise around him ; he is seffish, and he finds
that he has no friends; he is stubborn, and he meets with stubborn
opposition ; he is morose, and pleasant society avoids him : in short,
he finds the evil of his own nature continually reflected upon himself, and thus sees too mu~h of his own cha1'acte-r in society-the
only character he has any talent for detecting. Thm reflex ·action
tometimes prodoces aP.farent contradictions. Thus the man ot
strong, bad pnssions, wit have great power of exciting the passions
ef others, even when perfectly cahn himself, and sometimes avails
himself of this power to disturb them. The man who is entirely
amiable has no such power. No one feels very vind;ctive or angry
against him. Hence it may be that when a good and bad man come
together, the former may become intolerably angry aad use intemperate language, white the latter is mild and · ~en tie-there being
nothing in his opponent to call oot strong pass1ont or malice. SO
where a loving and an unlovely character meet, the fotme1' may
'trin the affections of the Iotter, and yet may manifest Mne, for lack
of a suitable object. Thos the dharaeter of every individual is
often reflected from society, and truly mirrored. Owing to these
causes, it is often difficult to determine in the quarrels of friends,
which party is in the wrong, and few are able to undel"'ltand a&rrectly the di8cords of 'wedded life. ·
·
Every one sees society in the light of .his predominant faculties •
• Vleeil ........ olllaat horrW ..U.,
Which, &o be ha&ed, Deeda bu~ to be .... ;
Yet eeea too oft, famillu with her face,
'We first ndure, then pity, then embraoe.-Pon.
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Even if be does not, by his intercourse with aoeiety, attaia a pecu.
liar experience, he has a pPculiar mode of viewing life, derived from
his own feelings, which give the exterior world the hue of his own
spirit. Hence those governed by the seUish or evil impulses, see
all things unfavorably-they think evil and speak flvil-lhey are
blind to the beauty and the merit which the world contains, and
void of the hope which brightens the whole scene. Those in whom
these faculties are deficient, and the better elements preponderate,
are rather blind to the evils that actually exist, ~nd inclined to see
good alone in the wol'ld. The man of ample developement recognizes both the good and evil, as well the progressively increasing
nscendency of the former ; but he who is not progressive in his
own nature, does not easily recognize progress in the human race.

LECT. XLIX.-HUMANITY-SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY.
LAW OJ' JNDUCTIOlf OJL ANTAGONI8H.

If we state the law of sympathy or radiation as the general law
of human nature, an ingemous observer will readily mention exceptions-for example, altliough kindness in another may excite kindly
feelings in ourselves, an exhibition of vanity will not certainly
arouse our own vanity, ~s it will be more apt to excite contem!l'Mirthfulneu, which generally excitea our own laughter, may exClte
our anger, if unseasonably obtruded. The display of courage,
directed against ourselves, may excite fear and submisaion-tbe
display of cowardice or alarm in an enemy, creates no fear in us,
but rather increases our courage.
What then are the limits of the sympathetic law, and what are
the laws of tbeae exceptions? Theae are important questions.
The proper conjunction of individuals in matrimoDy, friendship
and 6usinesa, depends upon these laws of sooial intercourse ud
mental influence. Will individuals of similar or of dissimilar
!lualities form the beat matrimonial union ?-should we seek oar
lakes or CHJr opposites ?-and again, what will be the ~le
result of any gaven combination as to the harmony and h&ppinela
of the parties? Science ehould be able to give an exact answer.
The prevalence of the law of sympathy (l~nds upon the auterior aiMI superior or~ which are sympathetic-as we leave this
for the inferior or selfish region of the orain, we find the law of
sympathy gradually giving way, and in the inferior region it is
gradually replaced by a law of antagonism; but there is no definite
point at wbtch we can percei'M the sympathetic destroyed irnmeaiately br the antagonistic law-every conceivable intermediate
gradation betwetm sympathy and a~tagonism exists in the organs,
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aDd this it a direct ·and necessary consequence of the nature of their
functions. The spirit of opposition or combativeness impels us to
thwart, op~ and reverse everything before us, as the spirit of
sympathy and reverence leads us to submit, coincide- and harmonize. We may, therefore, say that all the organs of the sympathetic
half of the brain act more or less under ttie law of simple radiation, and diffuse themselves direptly; but all of the anta~nistic or
combative half of the brain act more or less anti-sympathetically,
that is, instead of increasing the power and activity of similar
organs in other individuals, they hmder or diminish their action
wlien powerfully displayed. In other words, to illustrate by pby.
sical science they act not by radiation, but by induction. J!:ach
organ repels the same organ in another, and· thwarts its action.
Tllu., n positive electricity in one object repels positive electricitr
in another, so does positive Combativeness m one individual ~l
.OombatiYeness in another. Individuals highly chaf88d with Oombativene88, Selfishne88, Irritability, Vanity, Morosene88, Jealousy,
etc., are mutually repulsive and unfit to auociate. But as positive
electricity repels the positive and attraets the negative, so do theae
repulsive organs attract their ow_osites. Thus Combativeae88 quella
Combativeness in another,
compels the iDdividnal to submit
with every appearance of good will and reiptlct. Acquilitivenesa
aims to thwart the A~sitivenen of another, and endeavors to
make him to exercise hts Liberality in giving. Vanity and Arrogance endeavor to di~flay, at the e~nse o1 othen, whom they
would reduce to a poertion of Humility and Deference.
Thus each of these selfilh organs acta like a plate of positively
electrified metal, repeHing the positive eleetricity from circumjacent
lllJ'faces and placing them in the o~te or ne~ve eondition.
This explains wby individuals Of strong aDd active occipital
organs do Dot harmODise well, and can not me.e in the same
IJ>Ilere withoat collision, although each may be 11UT0unded by
many friends compoaed of amiable and fee"ble eharaeters, with
whom they hannoaise as eelfithneu harmonizes with beDevoleoce,
ftnnneu with weabele, avarice with liberality, fiercene• with
love, and politive electricity with nesative. .
. . .
The 6efoest ditturbel'l of IOCiety are aometimee bletled with
wives, whoee pndeneu and kindrieas sati~ their Serce selfish·
DeS&, aJKI whose occipital organa are oot suiicrerrtly aetive to admit
at any collision. The natural .tate of mankind, while the occipital o~ns are active, is a state of collision or eocial war· in which
the gratifleations of each are derived from &he o~on of the
other. Each desift.t to Ill¥~ the greatest possible amount of
power and wealth to himself, and leave the others aader his eon.
trol and inferior in weakh.
.
The proper mode of human action is that which bel~ to the
law of sympathy or ndWion---4t hu ~veo been. doobted whether
file method of action by iadnctiep lhould evtr be allowed. Good
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men act by sympathy, bad men by antagonism; oae is penuasive,
the other compulsory. The good man nullifiee opposition, by diffusing kiodneea aroimd him; others annul oppoution by the combative power, which overawes and paralyua -,be opponent.

LECT. L.-HUMANITY-SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY.
GBNBRAL LAWS

01'

SYMPATHY AND ANTAGONISM.

The laws of SYMPATHY and AIITAGONISK, or of RADIATIOB and
lNDVOTJoN, do not of themselves explain all the phenomena of social
intercoune, for it is not true that the kindly emotions intu~ri461J
diffuse themselves, or that the hostile impulses of different pei'IODI
invariably impede each other. A manifestation of kindDeaa or
respect may possibly be provoking, and a manifestation of animal
co~ is often diffusive or contagious.
The eft'ect of any facultr. or emotion upon others depends upon
the DIBBCTJo• of Its mamfestation, and the remarks which haft
been made upon the sympMhetic or antasonistic effects of organs,
are apPlicable to them oilly when they are directed to ourselvea,
and With a certain degree of power. When ther are directed
towards othen, the eftects may · be dift'erent. Kindly feelinp,
directed towards ourselvea, are necesaarily pleasaDt ana diffiuive
in their eftecta; but when directed to an enemy, or in any manner
of which we disapprove, they may even excite anger or contempt.
Combativeneas directed asainet otU'IItlves, r0Uie8 by an if'ritat•w
stimulus the same faculty m ua, and, if auJ&Qently powerful in ita
inftueoce; it overwhelms our own Combativenesa. Yet it does aot
always tend to overwhelm our pdwers of resistance. If we see it
directed against others, we may sympathize with its action, and feel
excited Mtll agailllt .our will. Thus tbe movements of an umy
diffuse a military spirit among ~rs, aod scenee of violence
generally pre~re ttie spectators iradually to imitate, them and to
partici~ ill the violence. In iLort, vice is contagioue as well •
virtue, and OOAitt.!J'!.M u IM gtflet'tU lsu of human oablre. The
antagonistic aa well as the aympathe&ic organs are continually diffusing their influeace.
Practically, then, we may ay that radia&ioa, sympathy or contagion ia the geoeral law Of human nature, aad that the law of
in3uction or aatagenism onl7 ot,t&ina in reference to the seliah clUI
of o~ns under certain cucumstancea-tbat is, when they are
directed against oae another. When not thus directed, they do
not prod~ the phenomena of induction, but act br tbe laws of
radiative diJI\Mien. Y e& in their power of radiative CiiftUeion, they
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are much inferior to the sympathetic organs, and in truth their diffusive power is altogether borrowed. Diffusion takes place by
means of the symJ;>athetic class of organs alone, which are always
sufficiently active m human beings to admit of sympathetic influence. Consciousness and sensibihty always maintain open avenues
for contagious impressions, unless, as in profound sleep or coma,
they are obstructed.
It is now clear, that when an individual directs against us his
selfish and hostile faculties, we feel their influence alone, and the
law of antagonism obtains; but when we merely witness their
manifestation, not directed against ourselves, we do not feel this
antagonism, but receive by the general Jaw of sympathy their diffusive influence. Hence those who witness scenes of vice, such as
daily quarrels, cruel punishments, abusive threatening language,
falsehood, fraud and theft, necessarily absorb some J;>Ortion of tne
demoralizing influence, and lose some portion of the1r own purity
of sentiment and gentleness of feeling. Our views may now be
summed up in this proposition: Every organ acts by the law of
radiation, diffusion, contagion or sympath'!j, excepting those
which are essentially antagonistic or l&ostile ·m their functions,
which act by the law of induction whenever they can 'be entirely
isolated from the influence of the sympathetic class, and made to
act alone.
This isolation, however, does not usually take place, for the sympathetic organs are always more or less active. It occurs only by
means of special efforts-that is, by directing our passions to bear
against individuals whom we exclude from the sphere of our sympathies.
Notwithstanding this decided predominance of the sympathetic
law, it is true that the inferior occipital organs tend to annul sympathy, and could their influence sufficiently predominate, the antagonistic would overrule the sympathetic law. Even in common
discussions or debates, we perceive this-the spirit of antagonism
between the parties is so influential, that notwithstanding the great
number of reasons which they adduced to make each other think
alike, their opinions often differ more widely in consequence of the
discussion.
But it is contrary to the general order of nature for the antagonistic organs to predominate so much in the cerebral constitution,
as to thwart the law of sympathy: they may curtail ita sphere and
prevent ita higher displays, but they do not destroy ita existence.
On the contrary, the inftuence of the sympathetic faculties (among
which the intellectual are prominent} is designed to spread througli
all the inferior departments of the brain, imparting to each a slight
portion of the sympathetic character. The legitimate course of cerebral excitement is from before backward, and from above downward-thus, from the centre of mental illumination in the forehead,
a mental life or consciousness is imparted to the inferior faculties.
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Man's l:igher nature thus controls and ~rvades his inferior, u the
sun controls and pervades the earth by Jts ditrasive influences.
The cause of tliis ascendancY. of the higher ~wers is inherent in
their constitution. Dift'usibihty is an essential element of their
nature, and hence their influence is more diffused through the brain,
as well as more diffusible to other individuals.
In addition to the foregoing general considerations, as to the laws
of mental sympathy and~ antagonism, we need a far more specific
and exact determination of the laws governing social intercourse.
This determination must be mathematical, · and belongs to tbe
department of PATHOGNOMY. The reader is, therefore, referred to
the lectures upon the mathematical J>Orlion of the Science, in tbe
latter part of this volume, in which 1t will be shown, that whether
an organ acts by direct sympathy, diffusing similar conditions to its
own; or by antagonism and induction, prOducing exactly oppos!te
conditions; or by some other law, producing results neither analogous nor antagonistic, still, in all cases, it obeys but one simple
law, which is mathematical, and which in all cases operates alike,
but produces different results, according to the diflerent relations of
other beings, whose position in relation to ourselves determines the
manner in which our manifestations may aftect them. This math·
ematical law determines all the relations of man to man, whether
as friend, enemy, competitor, subordinate, superior, teacher, lover,
slave, companion, papil, or in any other relation arising from buiDID
society.
·
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NEUROLOGICAL SYSTEM: OF ANTHROPOLOGY.
PART 11.-CEREBRAL PHYSIOLOGY

I.ECT. LI.-THE NEW PHYSIOLOGY OF THE BRAIN.

UP to the present period, cerebral science has been chiefly phren·
ological. . Cerebral Phrenology was developed by Gall, but Cerebral Physiology has never been organized into a science, nor have
the materials necessary for such a science been collected. But as
neigboring sciences necessarily commingle and connect in their
facts, it was impossible to cultivate se> thoroughly as has been done,
the sciences of Phrenology, Pathology, and Anatomy, without incidentally throwing Jight upon Cerebral Physiology, and developing
some of its important facts. Thus GaJI, for example, in teaching
the functions of the cerebellum, as an organ of sexual inclinations,
necessarily discovered the connection between the sexual passion,
its organ an the brain, and t~e sexual reproductive organs in the
body. Yet, it was not becaus-, Gall sought in the cerebellum the
governing power of the male and female apparatus of reproduction,
for he only sooght the orgnnic cause of th~ sexual passion, and
failed to trace numerous and important effects of the cerebellum upon
the procreative or~ns, because those physiological effects, and the
reciprocal connection, were merely incidental to his main inquiry.
In recognizing an organ of Alimentiveness, its physiological relation to the abdominal or~ns was appnrently but little regarded by
Spurzheim, the organ bemg regarded simply as an organ of an appetite, or trait of ch~tracter. And the existence of other organs 1n
the brain, connected with the internal viscera, appears to have been
entirely .beyond the philosophy and speculations of both Gall and
Spurzheam.
·
.\s to the existence of special cerebral apparatus for the muscular system, so far from recognizing any such organs, Gall and Spurz.
heim were decidedly opposed to their recognition-at least as regards the cerebellum, which they claimed to be monopolized by the
sexual p~ion. Among experimental physiologists, a considerable
effort has been made to looalize in the brain the source of the mut14
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cular powers, but with little sati11factory success. No portion of
the brain has been proved to be a special source of muscular power
for any part of 1he body ; nor has any thing •ery positive been
detenr.ined concerning the muscular energies connected with the
cerebellum and the crura of the cerebrum. This much, however,
has been generally agreed on, as the result of physiological and
pathological inquiry-that the superficial or gray portions of the
brain, adjacent to the membranes and cranium, are particularly
connected with the intellectual operations of the brain, while the
interior and basilar portions, lying nearer the medulla oblongata,
have a more intimate relation to the muscular system i the relation
being dingonnl, that is, hetween the right or left hemisphere of the
brain, and H\e left or right half of the body.
These few suggestions are nearly all that Gall, Spurzheim, and
the physiologists, have contributed to CerebraiPhysiolo~y ; and !n
constructing such a science at the present time, it is necessary to
advance, not ooly without the sanction, but in the face of the positive disbelief of anatomists and physiologists who have been accustomed to regard the brain as having in its convolution• only
mental functions, and even those altogether uncertain and indefinite
in their location.
In the outset I must remark, that the brain may be regarded as
necessarily and especially a psycholo~ical organ, being more than
any other part of the body the spectal residence of the spiritual
power. If the mental and physiological powers were to be absolutely and entirely separated, the former would undoubtedly be referred to the brain, and the latter to the body ; but as they are not,
and can not be separated in life, we must consider the brain a
physiological as well as a mental organ-since, as the governing ot~n of the body, it is continually modifying all the operntiona of
hfe. In like manner, as I shall show in the lectures on Sarcognomy,
the body is to a certain extent the seat of our spiritual power, and
posesses its psychological as well as physiological influence.
The relation between the brain anJ body is that of mutual sympathy and reaction. If either be large and powerful, while the
other is diminutive and feeble, the bnlance of their reciprocity is
changed. A vigorous and sensitive body, connected with a small
and feeble bru.in, would exercise a greater influence over the latter,
and would be less controlled by the power of the mind. On the
other hand, a large, active, and cultivated brain, connected with a
delicate and feeble body, would exercise a more absolute control
over the latter, the health or vigor of which would be greatly dependent upon the emotions, the will, and the imagination. We .
can not, therefore, regard all brains as having an equal amount of
physiological power, since there are many in which the physiologICal powers are defective, and others in which a strong impreui~D
upon the brain may be adequate to the relief- of formidable dilcases. With these prefatory remarkal would state the general law,
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That all paru ofthe brain have their physiological as well as mental
fonctions-that every or~an acting merely in the brain, acts as a
p~JcJw/ogical organ, but 10 proportion us its acts are transmitted to
the body, it becomes a ph!Jriolo[jical organ. In the infant, from the
predominance of the conductor organs, the influence of the brain
Js more abundantly thrown upon the body, and its physiological
.
power is more important.
'l'he basilar portions of the brain, which have a downward pathog·
nomic line, t11msmit their influence to the body, increasing the excitement and activity of every organ. A certain amount of these
basilar influences is necessary to the general activity of the corpor~al functions ; but in excess, they over-excite, derange. and destroy
the organism. Hence the most efficient organs in the brain are not
those which concentrate the entire basilar force upon the body,
but those which animate it with a proper amount of basilar ertergy,
regulated by higher influences.
The superior half of the brain, the aggregate tendency of which
is upward, diverts the influence from the body, tranquilizes all the
P.h vsical functions, and, in excess, permanently arrests them. Hence,
If We divide the brain into coronal and basilar halves, we have tWO
opposite classes of sedative and exciting influences, either of which
would be destructive by its excess. If the harmonious and healthful relations between the coronal and basilar organs be destro>.·ed
by the predominance of the latter, there is an excess of excitability
in the constitution, as well as an excess of passion in the character.
In the muscular system there is a restless and convulsive tendenc:yin the circulation, great violence and irregularity-the secretions
and evacuations are exct>ssive and irre~ular-the appetites enormous-the growth frequently excessive, megular and deformedthe blood abundant, but impure, and the health continually deranged
by irregularities-while the entire existence of the individual is full
of physical and mentn.l suffering. On the other hand, when harmony is destt·oyed by basilar deficiency and coronal excess, the
functions of life are languidly performed, the muscular system is
feeble, digestion and nutrition are imperfect, the appetites null, the
growth and developement of the body defectil·e, the circulation
feeble, and the life short.
The harmonious condition of developement is that in which the
basilar organs are sufficient to energise and impel every bodily function, while the coronal organs impart tranquility, regularity, and
pleasure to the course of constitutional excitement, and guide d1e
physical developement into fonns of beauty.
If we divide the brain into frontal and occipital halves, by avertical line from t~e cavity of the ear, we shall find all the organs
of the occipital half calculated to energize and sustain the constitution, while those of the frontal half diminish its capacities for
action, and are therefore appropriated to functions not manifested
through the muscular system, and npt acting upon external nature.
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The orgnns of the occipital half energize the constitution without producing the excesses of excitement, morbid sensibility, and
derangement, which are found in the basilar half. In other words,
we divide the .basilar half into an to a~terior .and P.?sterior porttons, at the cn.vtty of the ear, the antenor portton wiJJ contain the
exciting, debilitating, and deranging elements, while the posterior
portion, beling also a part of the occipital half, contains those vehement energies which are not of nn exhausting and destructive
character.
ExPLANATJON.-A, Anterior half
of the head. 0, Occipital half.
C, Coronal or Superior half. B,
Basilar, or Inferior half.
AC, Anterior Coronal Region.
r:-----J-.----10 OC, Occipito-Coronal Region.
AB, Anterior Baisilar Region.
OB, Occipito-Basilar Region.

if

It~ then, we divide the occipital
half of the head into two quarters,
the occipito-basilar and the occipito-coronal, the former will contain
the most intense and powerful animal energies which our organs can
bear without destruction, while the latter will contain a group of en·
ergit"s of more elevated character, in which the happy and sedative
influence of the superft>r regions is properly blendt"d with the oc·
cipito-basilar force, producing that kind of power which is efficient
but not excessive, and which is compatible with vi1tue and health.
In ~ well-formed head, therefore, it is essential that the occipitocoronal resion should very decidedly prodominate over the antero·
basilar regton, while the relative propottion between the antero.coronal and the occipito-basiJar regions will determine the tendency
toward the mild and amiable, or harsh and violent characteristics.
In the anterior half of the brain all is antagonistic to efficienc1
and power ; yet there are certAin functions essential to the constitution-certain moral, intellectual, and physiological capacities belon~ing to the anterior half, which render it necessary that the antenor region should have a sufficient developement to perform all its
duties without impairing and thwarting the the occipital action. The
duties of the anterior half of the head are, morally, to guide the conduct, repress the passions, and give us pleasant emotions; intellec·tually, to give us knowledge, and guide the blind powt.r of the oc·
ciput; physiologically, to make us aware of the. conditions of the
·body, so as to preserve it from disease or injury, and to carry on
the changes which are necessary, by secretion 'and exhalation, so
as to preserve the constitution in a state of purity and freshness, as
well as to protect at from injury.
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In other words, the anterior half of the brain contains organs
governing the sensitive and visceral systems-organs which render
us impressible to all surrounding influences of matter and '>f mind,
through which we receh·e impressions, and sm1tain our intercouse
with external nature, material and mental, while by the occipital
half of the brain we resist external impressions, establish our independence, react upon e~temal objects, and maintain the integrity of
our own constitution. Under the frontal influence, the constitution
is passive, yielding, and easily deranged or destroyed by external
agencies. Under the occipital influence, we are hardy, un-impressible,
and capable of making rather than 1eceiving impressions. Under
the frontal influence, the constitution becomes delicately adaJ>ted to
circumstances, having no resisting power or independence. Under
· the occipital influence, the constitution and character are incapable
of being moulded or changed, and exist in continual antagonism to
every surrounding influence. We therefore determine the stamina
or power of constitutions by the occipital half of the head-their
delicacy, beauty, and refint!ment, by the frontal half. If the frontal half be signally defective in breadth and prominence, the internal viscera-to wit : the brain, lungs, and abdominal organs, are
imperfectly developed and inactive, the sensitive nerves are imperfect, the secretions dry, the intellt>ct contracted, and the whole
constitution charar.terized by a wooden rigidity. The intellectual
organs are thus connected, by their frontal posttion, with tht> secretory system, and the intellect is clt>arest when the secretions are
all free and abundant.; hence the association between intellt>ctual
deficiency and dryness. A meagre harangue, in which the frontal
half of the brain is imperfectly displayed, is pronounced dry, in
opposition to the rich and juicy character produced by the affectionate, social, humorous, enthusiastic, and brilliant organs of the
frontal half.
The intellectual organs belong to the front lobe, while the visceral organs belong to tht> middle lobe, running up and down, near
the vertical line, from the cavity of the tar. These visceral organs, and the viscera which they govern, are, it is true, necessary
to the constitution-necessary to it:t excitement, ils renovation, and
its adaptation to external circumstances ; but in their ultimate tendency they produce exhaustion instead of power, and in their Immediate effects they diminish rather than increase the independent
sustaining power of the constitution. '!'he abdominal organs, for
example, dthough essential parts of the constitution, woutd· of themselves speedily frostrate and destroy its powers. Having no organs of externa motion, they are helpless ; and as appendages of
the body, they cause by their operation a waste of its substance, a
deterioration of the blood, a relaxation of the muscular sy:ttem, and
a depressing sense of debility and hungt>r. But it may be supposed that, although acting alone, they produce this prostration,
their normal action, when supplied with food, is highly invigorating.
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It is true that food, when obtained by our occipital energy, counteracts the debility and hunger which are produced by our abdominal organs; but if the amount of food be sufficient to concentrate
the energies of the constitution upon the process of digestion, the
effect is languor and partial stupefaction, foiJo,ved by partial relief,
when the activity of the abdominal organs diminashes, and then
followed by still greater prostration, when they display their activity again in producing hunger and exhaustion. Thus the influence
of the abdominal group is invariably prostrating and exhausting,
and the full energies of the cunstitution are enjoyed only while the
abdominal organs are in a state of comparative mactivity, and we
are left unconscious of their existence. The renovating influence
of food is derived from the function of nutrition, which operates in
all parts of the body. In like manner, the action of the heart, as
shown in the excess of fever, produces an ncitement throughout
the whole constitution, which ts rapidly destructive; and the most
powerful constitutions are those which have moderate excitability
and a pulse of but moderate frequency.
That the extreme action of the pulmonary organs is also ultimately an exciting and exhausting influence, may be shown by
reference to their mode of action. Respiration developes the general, cerebral, passional, nervous, and physiological activity of the
constitution. This it effects by the introduction of oxygen and the
removal of those materials which oxygen forms by its combinations
with the blood and tissues. The process is, therefore, essentially
exhausting or wasting, and at the same time generates an amount
of heat and nervous activity which are relaxing and exhausting in
their physical effects.
In other words, it appears that the visceral organs are calculated
to expend by their activity the energies which are accumulated by
the occipital half of the head, and to give the constitution that aetivitv and internal movement which are necessary to its manifestations. That the activity of the pulmonary organs produces an immediate increase in the chemical changes and general activity of the
whole constitution, we realize whenever we engage in animating
exercise, and breathe more rapidly. The increased exhalation then
occurring, produces an increased demand for food and drink, and
sometimes for stimulus. The real invigotation, however, arises
from the muscular exertion, and consequent nutrition, and not from
the respiration, which removes noxious materials and renews nervous excitability-not conferring power, but renewing the capacity
to display it. If we would determine this point, we might make the
experiment of simply respiring rapidly and deeply for a few minutes, without having taken any proportional exercise. Jn performing such an expenment we experience no real increase of strength.
Slight irritations, which concentrate excitement in the lun~s, or
more serious diseases, which render them the centre of physiological excitemE-nt, greatly detract from the physiological force, and
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indeed, pulmonary diseases, in the upper part of the lungs, are
peculiarly fatal. Public speaking, and other exertions of the
lungs,_ when not judiciously managt>d, so as to prevent an accu·
mulation of excitement in the thorax, are greatly exhausting and
prejudicial to health. But when conducted with so much vigor
as to drive the circulation from the lungs to the surface and extrem·
ities, the constitutional vigor is sustained und improved.
The remaining viscus, the brain, is decided! y antagonistic to
vitality in its general tendency. Any great developement and cui·
tivation of the brain in the young, is calculated to retard their
growth, and endanger their health or vitality. Of all species of
labor, there are none which so thorougly exhaust vitality as the
labor of the brain-the intense and prolonged exertion of the intellect and the finer emotions.
We may therefore regard the entire viscera of .the three great
cavities--the cranium, the thorax, and abdomen, at somewhat antagonistic to vital force in their character, being concerned in the
excitement and expenditure of our ent>rgies, and the waste of the
substance of the body. Hence we find the cerebral organs corresponding to the internal viscera, located upon the brain, immediately in front of the vertical division between the frontal and occipital halves. In this region we find six localities, corresponding m
succession to the brain, the lungs, the heart, the liver, the stomach
and alimentary canal ; which six regions extend from the temporal arch, near the organ of Love, in the region of Sublimity, dowftward by the front of the ear, and underneath the middiP lobe, toward the median line. In this range we have, in regular succession,
the CEPHALic, PuLMONic, C.utouo, HEPATIC, GASTRic, and hTES·
TINAL regions. The developement of these several organs in the
brain is indicative of the constitutional activity and power of the
corresponding organs in the body. The spleen, the kidneys, and
the bladder have their correspondmg organs in the intestinal region,
which are marked upon the face. The skin has its controlling cerebral influence interior to the abdominal organs upon the brain,
marked in the map upon the side of the chin. The muscular system, in gener.. l bein~ used by the whole brain for the'expression of
all its various condit10ns and inclinations, l'ustains a Jenera! relation to the entire brain 1 being invigorated by the occipital, and de-.
bilitated by the frontal region. Its special cerebral organ, or principal source of powPr, is found in the basilar region of VrTALITY.
The reproductive, or sexual orguns, are located in the brain, not far
from the abdominal, and occupy the superior surface of the cere..
bellum, on the median line, extending probably into the fibres which
connect it with the quadrigeminal bodies.
The entire aeuili11e 1lerW1U '!JBiem is represented by the organ
of SENSIBILITY, in the temple., immediately over the cheek bone, at
the anterior extremity of the middle lobe.:.
The EXTERNAL SI:NSES have their locations, as heretofore de
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described, at the basis of the front lobe ; VISJoK bein~ located immediately above the globe of the eye-the sense of HuatNG being
located in the temples, at the an tenor e1tremity of Sensibility, and
the SPIBITUAL SaNsB, or Sense of the Invisible, being located on
the interr:al aspect of the front lobe.
_
Having thus assigned governing organs to the entire viscera, to
the entire muscular substance of the trunk and limbs to the nervous
substance-the skin-the external senses, and procreative organs,
it is unnecessary, as yet, to t~peak of the remaining portions of the
brain physiologically, since they are devoted in various ways to the
regulation and management of different pat·ts of the body' already
mentioned-to the performance of various functions through the
bodily organs, and the regulation of the combined movemepts of
life, in a manner which will be hereafter developed.

LECT. LII.-THE ABDOMINAL ORGANS.
The direct innervation of the Abdominal Organs is derived from
the basis of the middle lobe, just above and anterior to the cavity
of the ear. At a position corresponding to the glenoid cavity,
whicb receives the head of the lower jaw immediately in front of
the cavity of the ear, we find the GAsTRIC organ, or organ of
Alimentiveness ;-the organ, phrenologically speaking, of hunger,
thirst, and love of stimulus-physiologically speaking, the source
of gastric activity, with the consequent vigorous digestion, speedy
exhaustion, and earnest demand for food.
From the position of Alimentiveness, in reference to the neiRh·
bori~ organs, its tendency is to produce an excitable, irritaDie,
morbtd, passionate, sensual, unprincipled, and la~id character.
Hence, tlie excessive cultivation of Alimentiveness 1s highly detrimental to the moral character, and equally destructive to the physiological stamina, and power of resistance to disease. Temperance
in the cultivation of the appetites, is essential to moral rectitude
and physical health ; but th1s temperance is to be attained, not by
arbitrary and violent restraint imposed upon Alimentiveness, which,
for the time bei~, increases its activity and its debilitating influence, but by gradUally diverting the activity of the brain into other
regions, by which the activity of Alimentivenetis may be diminislied. Forced abstinence, or arbitrary systems of diet, may produce a degree of irritation in the digestive orrns, which would
increase their predominance, and have an injur1ous influence upon
the character. The proper object iB to pacify them ;-first, by
pleasant indulgence-and second, by habitually and vigorouely cultivating the opposite class of organs-the energetic, industrious,
tranquil, and firm-the moral sentiments, aft'ectiol16, and pride.
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A large development of Alimentiveness indicates argent ~
tites and active digestion, but does not imJ>ly vigorous nutrition,
nor a plethoric condition; for the tendency of the abdominal organs
is to relax the constitution, to an extent which increases the natural
waste or decay of materials, and thereby creates a demand for
renewal. The heartiest eaters are often meagre in person, and the
corpulent are frequently moderate eaters. Growth depends, not
upon digestion, but upon the appropriation of material. In other
words, it depends upon the organ of Nutrition, belonging to a deep
basilar region of the brain, which is manifested in its external
development about the middle of the back of the neck, corresponding nearly, in its interior location, with the condyles of the occipital bone.
The external indications of the alimentary or intestinal organs,
are found in the breadth and depth of the face, their location being
marked along the course of the lower jaw-bone, nearly to the chin.
This region corresponds to the entire tract of the alimentary canal,
from the 11tomach to the rectum. The corresl?ondence may be
traced in ita successive portions-the lower portion indicating the
activity of the lower bowels, and the middfe portion that of the
small mtestines.
A marked deficiency of the organ of AlimeBttvenes• would indicate a tendency to gastric dyspepsia, or a deficiency of di~on.
A deficiency somewhat lower on theJ'aw, would indicate a 'defective action below the stomach, in the uodenum, je,Plnum, or ileum,
as the case might be. A broad development of the whole region,
would indicate general activity of the stomach and bowels, with
predisposition to diarrhooaz cholera, etc., while a narrowneSI and
defective development, indicating a lack of vital power in the
organs, might afso become a source of disease.
The l'o.int corresponding to the spleen, is a little lower than
Alimenttveneas. The e1feCta of its development, I have seldom
noticed.
The localitr corresponding to the kidneys, the RuAL region, i1
.till lower, adjacent to the lower portion of the ear. A broad
development, at this location, indicates a free, COJ>ious action of
the kidneys, producing a large amount of urine ; and the frequency
of its discharge deperids upon the CnTIC region, located upon the
lower jaw, a little behind the organ of Perspuation. This region
produces activity of evacuation, both in the bladder and bowel@,
being the region of urination and defecation. It is not unusual,
however, to find ·a large development of this whole reg; on snfticiently controlled above, in the region of Energy and Restraint, to
prevent any e][cesses; while a smaller development in heads defective in Firmness, Health, and Energy, may 1>e accompanied bl a
tendency to profuse evacuations. No mental or pllysiologtcal
characteristic can be determined, without a ~r reference to
antagonisms. The antagoni1m of the Abdommal region is found
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in the space extending from Patience and Firmness to Coldness,
through the region of Temperance, Industry, Energy, Playfulnees,
and Restraint. A Ia~ development o( this upper region enables
us, with strong appetites and powers of digestion, to control them
and practice abstinence with impunity, and ~vents our liability to
those irritations of the bowels, ltidneys, bladder, etc., which arise
when the healthful and energetic region is moderate.
The condition of the cerebral organs, concealed by the face, may
generally be determined by the appearance of the skin, as well as
byjrominence of development. Over organs that have been active
an highly cultivated, tliere is a fullness and florid appearance of
the skin, which does not exist over the inactive ones. On the
latter, the skin presents a pale and withering appearance, and a
gradual process of absorption produces a depression. Every one
ts familiar with the depression which occurs just below the organ
of Alimentiveness, producing hollow cheeks in persons whose incfustrious and energetic habits have produced partial emaciation, andwith the plethoric fulness of the same regiOn in gourmands who
lead a life of indolent sensuality. In the organ of Alimentiveness,
I have frequently noticed the decline of its posterior portion, the
region of ttie Love of Stimulus, or portion immediately in front of
the cavity of the ear,_adjacent to the tragus, in those who bad lead
a strictly temperate life contrary to their natural inclinations; and,
on the other liand, a remarkable fulness or red bloated ap~arance
of the same spot, in persons who were accustomed to daily indulgence in alcoholic drinks.
The HsPATIC region, govemi~ the liver, is found in the brain,
just above Alimentaveness, lying 1mmediately over the zygoma or
projection forming the cheek-bOne, above the place where it connects with the temporal bone of the cranium, extending an inch or
more anterO-JK>stenorly. A large development at this point, indicated
brea(ith and depth, (as toe organ ~ows outward and downward,) mdicates an acbve condition and full development of the
liver, producing a free biliary secretion, thereby increasing the
digestive powers, especially for oily food, and promoting the activity of the bowels. When this de,•elopment is lnrge, it qualifies the
individual, like the other abdominal organs, for a life of greater
indolence, as the excrementitious materials of the system being
removed bv the liver and bowels do not so urgently require the
depurating· influence of the lungs; on the contrary, when the
hepatic or~n is small, indicated by the narrowness and shallowness of thts portion of the middle lobe, the inactivity of the liver
diminishes the digestive powers, and prevents the removal of a
sufficient amount of biliary matter from the blood, leaving a greater
amount of duty for the lungs and skin, and requiring consequently
a more active mode of life. Hence, persons of small hepatic and
gastric developments. requiring an active mode of life to which
their constituttons are adapted, find themselves out of health-bil-
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ious and dyspeptic-when they adopt sedentary and inactive ha~
its, to whtch their constitutions are not adapted ; and frequently
resort to cholegogues and anti-dyspeptic medicines to accomplish
what might be better attained by a more active out-of-door liJe, and
by rousing the action of the skin and lungs. .
The moral tendency of the H&PA'l'tc organ may be di~covered by
its position in the region of Fear, Irrita&ility, Sensibility. Disease,
Relaxation and Melancholy. Its tendency is decidedly petulant,
sensitive, timid, and f5loomy. Hence, hepatic diseases-whether
connected with excesstve biliary secretion, or with torpor, congestion, and irritation of the liver-are invariably accompanied by a
depressing, melancholic, hypochondriac tendency, highly unfavorable to enet'SY of character and personal enjoyment. The word,
melancholy 1tself, expresses these natural assoctations between hili- '
ary disorders and depressed spirits, as it signifies, according to its
etymology, black bile. That a certain state of mental depression
should be called black-bilious, atrabilous, or melancholic, shows
how early in the history of the human race the psychological influence of the liver was correctly appreciated.
The depressing influences produced by the liver and other abdom·
inal organs, arise partly from the secretions by which they extract
important elements from the bl~>od, dimiuishmg our plethora and
• enfeebling the body, and partly from the noxious intlut>nces to
which the blood is subjected in the liver, spleen, stomach, alimen·
tary canal and kidneys; in which organs it circulates in a slow,
stagnant manner, degeneratin~ in its structure, deteriorated by the
contact with noxious matters m the intestines, and losing its vital,
stimulating elements, the globules and fibrin, which are actually
diminished while passing tht·ough the abdominal or8ans.
The antagonism of the HEPATIC organ is found m the portion of
Firmness adjacent to Temperance and Hardihood, which produces
a cheerful fortitude. From these facts, we learn the incompatibility of predominant Hepatic and Gastric ot·gans, with a high-toned
and vigorous temperam~nt. How absurd, then, must it be to speak
of n temperament of pre-eminPnt ener~y nnd firmness, as a lnliofu
temperament or temperament of hepatiC action, when directly the
reverse is the truth-temperaments of great firmness nod ene-rgy
having Lut moderate hepatic and abdommal action. The liver and
abdominal organs are really designed to mitigate the intensity and
continuity of our action, and qualify us for repose. When thev
predominate, as in the mollusca, we see the effect in the stagnant
life of the oyster. When they are defective, as in the artic&Jata,
we observe the effect in the ceaseless activity and strength of
of insects.
The nbdominal temperament, whether especially gastric, ht>patic
or intestinal, produces the lowest grade of vital energy, (although
compatible w1th acute sensibility) and is especially antagonistic to
the muscular and thoracic temperaments, in which the highest vital
force and actiYity are found.
1
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LECT. Llli.-MUSCULARITY-RELATIONS OF BRAIN TO
MUSCLES.
The muscular powers of man depend upon the muscular fibres,
and the nervous fibres from which they derive their stimulus. We
need not discuss the question, whether the muscular contractility
may or may not be independent of nervous influence ; we know
that both the voluntary and involuntary muscles are controlled and
impelled by their nervous filaments-the former by spinal nerves,
the latter by the ganglionic. The ganglionic system is subordinate
to the spinal, and has nothiug to do with voluntary movements-it
is distributed to the intemal viscera, heart and blood-vessels.
Over the spinal and ganglionic systems, the brain exercises a paramount power. They are capable of action independent of the
brain, but are continually put tn play or modified by the cerebral
influence, which is the source of all their voluntary and a portion
of their involuntary action.
The muscular influences imparted by the brain concentrate as to •
intensity in its basis, but all po1 tions of the brain exert a modifying
inftuence over the muscular svstem. The invigorating influence
may be said to attain its maximum at the depression behind the
mastoid process, half way between it and the occipital knob-the
location which we name VrTALtTY. There arc other points at
which we may excite a more frequent or a more powerful muscular action, and which might perhaps be considered the true region
of muscularity : for example, on the middle of the side of the neck,
below the mastoid process, on the stemo-cleido mastoid muscle, (a
locality marked Turbulence and Rashness) we find a greater muscular activity-we find here, near Insanity, a point which shows
the maniacal strength of Frenzy;and lower down, (sometimes farther back) we find impulses to walk, run, and move about, etc.,
which may be designated as Locomotion, Restlessness, etc. These
organs produce a greater amount and rapidity of muscular action,
but there is no ot·gan which produces a more desirable combination
of energies and influences to sustain the proper and powerful action
of the muscular system, and resist all adverse influences than that
of Vitality.
Its antagonist, Mo·RTALITY, on the upper surface of the brain, produces a total privation of muscular power-even while its subjects
(in cases of apparent death) are distmctly conscious of surrounding
objects, and developes an entranced or spiritual condition.
The regions of Energy, Industry and Health, by which we usually
invigorate the muscular system, might be supposed to rank as muscular regions; but their claim is based mainly on the fact, that they
invigorate the brain and supply cerebral power, instead of acting
directly on the muscular system.
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Muscularity may, therefore, be regarded as dependent primarily
upon the region of Vitality and its circumjacent organs-secondarily upon the region of Energy, etc., which gives both cerebral and
muscular force .
.Muscular action is also dependent upon the Conductor Orgaru,
located behind the face, by which the cerebral influence is transmitted to the muscular systt>m, and Restraint (near the parietal
protuberance) by which the transmission is prevented-the former
p!'oduces and the latter countNacts the voluntary control of the
muscular system. Restraint shows its effect in stiffness and slowness of motion.
The activity of the muscular system is also dependent upon the
inferior basilar region, which is reached through the neck-the
region of Turbulence, Restlessness, and Locomotion, as opposed
by that of Tranquillity upon the parietal arch. Broad and elevated
development of the parit>tal ridge indicates, unless the neck be proportionately broad, a calm .and inactive condition of the muscles,
and is genera.lly accompamed by a small development of the mullcular system, unless contra-indicated by the size of the neck and

.
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The organs adjacent to those already named, participate in their
functions according to the cerebral Jaws of co-oporation and antagonism; hence, we may indicate in every organ of the brain a tendencv to energize or impair the muscular system, and also a tendency
to modify or direct its action in a peculiar manner.
The occipital organs in general, (posterior to the regions of Restraint and Sleep) have a highly muscular character. 'fhey are
between the reg10ns of Energy, Firmness and Vitality, so situated
as to produce a great amount of moral and physical force-the latter ·predominating, lower on the occiput.
The anterior half of the brain, in general, is anti-muscular. It
contains the antagonists of the muscular organs, (Mortality above,
Relaxation and Disease below) with a great number of amiable and
gentle sentiments which have a soothing, debilitating eft'ecL
The intellectual organs are of the debilitating class, but they al110
serve to give to the muscular system a pliability and a power of
being contwlled by the mind. In this respect, they blend with the
conductor organs. The reflective organs are more debilitating than
the perceptive, and the outer part of the forehead more than that
on the median line.
Ideality, lmagi~ation, Reverence, Modesty, Love, Sociability,
Mirthfulness, Sympathy, Benevolence, Faith, Religion, etc., are mcompatible with vigorous muscularaction,and therefore require a calm
state and gentle action of the muscles. Allmde,heavy or:violent movements are incompatible with their inftuenc~e, and are unpleosant to
those in whom these organs are predominant. Hence, the aoft and
grac~ful movemer;ats of thc;»se whoae. ruo~l sentiments ~ll':e. gained
suffictent predommance-m whom tntelhgence and anua.oibty coa-
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stitute the leading traits. Hence, the harsh, stiff, heavy nnd violent
movements which characterize a coarse, animalized man. Henct>,
the necessity of being in repose when we would receive intellectual
or moral instruction. Hence, the significance of muscular restlessness in those who are listening-showing that they are exercising
the resisting rather than the amiable facullies. A little patting of
the _toot or biting of the lips, frequently indicates strong occipital
exc1tement.
The knowledge of the influences of the different organs on the
muscular system, gives rise to many valuable suggestions as to the
prope•· mental discipline for sustaining and invigorating the body,
and, on the other hand, a knowledge of the etfects of muscular
action upon its source, the brain, will furnish important runts as to
exercise.
The particular influence of each organ as to muscular motion,
producing particular attitudes, motions, gestures, etc., will be explained in the department of Pathognomy.
The aggregate relation of the whole brain to the muscular system
is antagonistic. The tendt>ncy of the latter is to intense vitalitythe tendency of the former is to a calm, spiritual mode of existence.
A truly cephalic temperament or temperament of cerebral predominance, is one of a low grade of vital power. Yet the posterior
half of the bcain has the power of rousing tbe spinal nervous system as well as the mental organs, and thus bringi~ the muscles into
active play. Hence, a brain of large occipito-basdar developments
has generally a large and vigorous apparatus of spinal nerves and
muscles, which it controls with vigor; but a brain of symmetrical
development, exerts a sedative and tranquillizing influence over the
excitability of the muscular system.

LECT. LIV.-CAWRIFICATION AND REFRIGERATION.
ARDOR AND COLDNESS,

The generation of heat in the human constitution ts caused and
controlled by vitality. Its immediate cause is found chiefly in the
combination of oxygen with carbon and hydrogen, effected by means
of respiration. Whatever be the 1110du opermuli, heat mlly be
developed in any part of the system where a circulation of red
blood and a distribution of nervous influence occur. These two
are, in man, the essentials. Physiologists have traced up this nervous influence to the brain as its source, and our experiments show
that the function is located in the basilar region, at or very near the
fltedulla oblongata. It may be higher up in the interior of the crura,
but can not be far from the median line and medulla. We escite
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LJ:CT, LlV.-cALOBIPlCATION AND BJ:I'RJOJ:BATION.

this organ through the chin, and consequently mark the chin as the
region of cALORIPICATIOK. It may be pnrtially excited from any of
the positions along the median line, as these localities are not very
far from Cnlorification, and the organs of the median line are all of
a warming tendency.
The exc:itement of the organ of Calorification by the application
of the hand, developes a heat which is apt to be most remarkably felt
in the part previously most excited. Hence, if any part of the body
is at the time inflamed nr subject to any irritation, the heating effect
will be most strongly developed in it. Thus, we may direct the
heat to any part of the body in which we wish it developed, by
exciting that part, at the same time applying one hand upon· tbe
chin and the other upon the neck, for example, if we wished to
warm the lower limbs, or on the temporal arch, if we wish to direct
it to the head. We may add, that the various portions of the organ
of Calorification have especial relation to the various parts of the
body, which may be shown by excitin~ them when no other local
excatement interferes.
The organ of Calorification not only evolves heat, but is the
source of all the imponderable secretions of the person. Electricity,
galvanism, magnettsm, nervaura, etc., are evolved by means of
its influence. These imponderables are generated by the human
constitution, and used for its internal purposes in carrying on the
wonderful processes of digestion, secretion, and muscular action.
The electric secretions of man, though less conspicuous than those
of the electric fish, (torpedo,) are sometimes sufficient to give frequent sparks. Among such cases we have a report from Dr. Mossey
and Dr. Hosford, of that of a lady in Vermont, who for thirteen
weeks was in a high state of electrical excitement, giving off sparb
to conducting objects.
Caloritication produces a warm or ardent temeerament; gives
great power of resisting cold; increaRes the senstbility, intellectu·
ality, and wakefulness; proouces a febrile, hot, or inflammatory
tendency,and is more f.'lVorable to observation or active intellect than
to deep mvestigatton or soundness of mind. It produces energetic
polsiveness and ardent emotions, diminishing that power of restraint
which we are nccustomed to ascribe to calm, cool heads, and which
will be found in connection with the organ of Refrigeration or Coldness.
Ureadth of the head above the ears and behind the organ of
Cautiousness, produces a calmer, colder temperament. The organ
of Refrigeration or Coldness, when excited, arrests the evolution of
heat and produces a chill. If it is predominant, it qualities us for
n hot cltmate ; nnd if small, we are less able to endure and rE-sist the
heal It has a deadening effect upon the perceptive, intuitive intel·
lect, but is lese unfavorable to literature, science, and the arts, which
belong to the elaborate department. The cool temperament is more
tranquil, and therefore better adapted to study. Its tendency to
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Melope the arts is rather necessary ; for th01e of cool tempera.
ment are more-dependent upon clothing, architecture, and fire, than
tbe ardent temperamem, which bas sufficient internal heat. AcoordinglJ.:, CoklDftl is sitaatf'd near the organa of Acqnisitivene11,
Traoqwllity, and Love of Home.
The organs surrounding Refrigeration or Coldne11 explain its
Datural adinities and eft'ects. They are Acquisitiveness, Cautiousnell, Tranquillity, Restraint, Sanity, Slt'ep, Stupidit)_', Selfifhness,
Irritability, Fear. Hence we perceive the source of that aftinity
which ~mpti the uee of such expressions as "a cool, cautious,
calm politician;" "a fiery. rash, and restless ~irit ;, ''a cold,
avarictou, eel fish nature ." "a warm, generous fnend ;" "a cool,.
deliberate opinion;" "the indiM~e&ioos of speech in the heat of
argument." Theee expre11ions indicate the connection of coolnen with Tranquillity, Sanitr., Caution, Avarice, and SeUishllt88,
and the connection of CaJonfication or Ardor, with Genl'rosity,
Benevolence, Restlessne111, Rashness, Insanity. In like manner, we
have such expressions aa '' the fei'YOr of devotion;" "the warmth.
of his zeal;" "coldaess of heart;" "a luk.Mrarm spirit;" "chill-ina the afteotiQ.oa ; " "warming the heart ; " "fiery ~rage ;" "cold,
anfJ timid councils;" "an arilent spirit and a brilliant mind;" "a
cold ~by;" "tbe chill of disappointment;" "the ldow at
auceesa ;" "the warmth Qf his aifectioos ;" "a coolness betweea.
friends;" "a warm and hospitable reception;" "a cold civilily ;:''
'" ais collltrained mannera pioduced a c. illing eft'ect upon our fee~
ings ;" "aa he grew wann and animated, his stiffness and conatraint'
disappeared "-1n which we perceive the aaaociation betweeo Ar-.
dor i.Dd Religion, Zeal, AJF.-ction, Friendship, Courage, Hope, Ac$Pive Intellect l.nd tbe conductor organs, as well u the conDeetioo af
Coldness with aP.athy. or mental inactivity, miserly ~elisboe.a,
timidity, iuensib1lity, and restraint.
The lenity with which we regard oft'enres perpetrated in "tiE
. lteat of pa•on," aDd the severity with which we condemn limilar
oft'ences committed '~in eold blood,' indicate forcibly tbe oomae.
tion of Ardor with Insa ity, which lesson" reeponsibiliqr. and of
coldne• with a de~ oC sanity which renders the iadividual fully
accountable.
Tbe philosophr of .the Calorific and Refrigerant functions explains tlie adaptatton of the human eonstitution to difterent climatet,
while tbe connection ot' Ardor and Coldn at with other orpns,
explains the eft'eets which varioaa elimates and seasons protlace
~ tbe human race JB character, constitution, health, etc. The
bmits of tbe present aynoptic treatise, however, do not permit an
aplanetion ot• the neurological laws of Climatology.
'rbe position of Calorifi..:ation indicates the utility of the beard
in proteding the contltitution againat cold, by sulltainmg its calorific
. eaergiea, ana also abowa the utility of a furry or woollen covering~
16
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eB'tQblallyU.

MJ' other appHca&ion ot' an equal amouot of olothln,.
The operation of the oqaa of Refrigeration in cliainiablnt tbe
beat of the body, ia by m.eau of reducing the lldivitr of t.M
brain ani nervous syalem, and the frequeacy Of RttpiratiOD. .A,.t
tbere is probablY. an oxidating induew:e, produced by the organ of
Calorification, &iving to the carbon and hydrogen Of the bfood. a
tendency to Reparate from tbeir ~unda, and unite with oxygen.
producing a slow combustion, while O'l the other haad the regio•
of Refrigeration tenda to conaolidate the anial&l JUUe.t e.nd per
vent ita comb111tion.

LECT. LV.- SENSIBILITY, EXCITABILITY, AND
IRRITABILITY.
· TRs ~neral e1reitability and activity of the temp"''ament, are
eoaoectea with the organs which give breadth to the middle lobe,
in accordance with the gE-neral law, that breadth gives aetiYit1, aad
tength power. The c~ntre of excitabiti ·y for the eonstitotlod, is
loratl>d on the temporal bone, ~at in front of the upper portion of
the ear. The peculiar exeitabtlity connected with this focality, is
·or a central character, and operates upen the entire constitution,
rousing the intellectual and muscular organs, actin~ with special
power and prom~ness upon the heart, and producmg, by ao increaeed activity of the circulation, a general aeceleration of the
~nomena of life. In this acceleration, even the sluggish abdom·
tnal organs participate; hence we find high excitement not only
·productive of subsequent relaxation and debility, bat calculated to
mcrease the appetites, and produce violent thirst and love of stimaht.s. Under exciting circwnancea, pat quantities of ~iritt are
eclll8IIIMd in eommuoitieain which their uae i.asbionable; alii iD
time of battle, thirst ie remarkably prevalent.
The teodency of excitement to act upon the abclom(B&l o~
precliapoaing to attacks of diarrhrea and cholera, ia pllter as tbe
seat of activity in the brain descends to a lower ~irioo. Fetr,
which attains ita maximum a little below the aeat of Excitability
just indicated, ia one of the stonseet prediapoaing c&Qiea of cbolm;
8od violelll fright will aometi.mes produce an almO!It immedille
evacuation of thtt bowels aod bladder. Paasing forwad from tile
eftntre of Ex.ci~bility, the function becomee more iatelleetual i
pataiog backward, it -..umea • greater degree of Yiolenee; puaiag
upward, it beeomea mon: mortl or emotiooal ; puaiag cJMiAwanl,

; QlO(reThdep~ng.b
.
E ··-L:t:.. • tbe appel! partton
. of
e locauon ere gaven
to JIChaUA.LM)', u
Ull8 fefionof Fear. The wQrd ear is a very imperftctupNIIiaa41f
· ·the character of .he o gan to which it is applied. J
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ei SentibiMt)r, Ju-t ia fi'Oftt ef EmtabiHty, ~ode"
... whole eonstitaticln eeu~ti•e to eYery speeiee of imprellrion, and
thua eaables tlight causes to act upon it with great power.
It is qaite imp«>rtant, in rererence to medicine, te undemand the
depe of sensitiility of the constitution, which may render a very
pall quantity of medicine eatirely efficient. A physici:1n should
carefully adjUat his dos~s to the sensibility, or medical impre88ibility of hts patient. The organ of Sensibility having been descri~d
ia the phrel'lologieal lectures, the description need not be repeated.
It ma1 be remar' ed that the upper portton of the sensitive ~on,
blencbngwith Modesty and Reverence, prodaces a moral sensibility,
or dehoaey or feeling which may be very disadvantageous by diminiehing our strength of character, and capacity for encountering
the ordinary incidents of soeiallife. This sen8ltive and blushing
region ~ly increases our dif&dence, and diminishes the moral, as
much as extreme Sensibility does the physical strength and stamina
ef 1be character. The one renders us more liable to physical disease, and the other exposes the mind to greater derangement from
anpleasant moral influences, and is a eommon predisposing cause
of melancholy and insanity. ·
·Extreme ~ensitiveness either physical or mental, should be re~rded as a semi-morbid state, and immediately counteracted by
fltorough, but gentle and g adual e' posure to tbe inclemencies of ch·
mate aDd society. 8teady exposure to cold while enga~d in active
exertion, is one of the most efficient modes of dimimshmg phys·eal
eensibility; and moral sensitiveness r. quires a similar treatment.
Remove the individual from the warmth and case of refined and
aft'ectionate society. and expose him to colder and sterner . associations while earnestly e~11ged in important labors; especially sach
as may be connected w1tho pride. ambition, and coura~.
A •eduction of sensil ility within moderate limits, ts very neces·
sary to our health; unless we are so situated as to avo'd any e~po·
sure to the inclemenciea of tbe seasons and the unhealthy influences
of the sick chamber. Yet, even if we should be apparrntly protected from morbific exposure, acute sensibility may find causes of
disease in the most trivtal changes of weather, clothing. and diet.
Acute sensibility to temperature-thermal sensibility-will make
us liable to taking colds, inflammations. and fevers, from very
slight causes. Hence the importance of judicious exposure to cold
in the winte , while taking exercise, and of \lathing 10 cold water
at all seasons.
Posterior to t1·e organ of General Excitability, is that of Irritability; wbich gives about the same degree of excitemen ·, but directs
it more especially to the muscular system and the violent passions.
The or an of Sensibilit.' appears tQ be necessary to keep up therelations of the constitution to physical impressions, e.nd cause the
p oper reaction from every intluen~ Qf di. t, cold. uposurtt etc.
The organ of Excitability e.o.ables ua to ar~~e tb~ ~rai«w ol tJle
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en•ire cODititut'on for every emereeacy N4f&iriag actiao, by me&DI
of the circulation of blood. But 1n audit on to this, we aeed a.,..
cies of eaoitabilitv,giving especial energy to the mUIICUlar sy•tem.
This is found in the organ of Irritability, whioh rouae11 aAd keeps
active all the basilar organa of the braia, aod which, when greatly
roused, stimulates the p1U18ion of a~ and cou.-. to a degree Of
fury which render• the individual far more formidable than whea
in his natural state.
When the organ of Irritability is large, it greatly detracts from
the capacity for happmeaa, by dutroying our aerenity and giving a
predominant activity to the builar organs. Under the ind.~DCe of
Irritability, we experience much unpleaaantne11 of fHiiag under
circumatancea in which a well balanced mind would be -extremely
happy. For the same reason, the physical constitution i8 remarkably liable to disturbaBCe, the organa be~ often in a state· of di.
order or irritation bordering on actual d11eaae, when there is no
&Mquate cause. Ani, in such constitutions, the medioio ..l meana
which we emplof, often fail to produce satisfactory reaul~ on account of the irratation which they produce. Where Sensibility,
Excitability, and Irritability, are predominant elements of the constitution, soothing and tranquilizing ~ents are often necessary, aDd
tonics nod narcotics,. judiciously apphed, prodtlCC the most. ~ati~fac
tory effects. Agents which dimintsh sensibility, tnm~uilize e~cite
ment and remove arritation, are obviously adapted to constitutiou
in which Sensibility, E~tcitability, and Irritability predominate.
Hence it is that so many become passionately fond of opium, tobacco, alcohol, and other narcotic ~ent11, which produce a tern~
rary pleasure by diminishing the anftuence of this coiLititutional
irritation.

l.ECT. LVL-RESPIRATION.
RuPIRATION is governed b7. the organ! located around the nose
and mouth. just above Calortficntion. The internal portion cootrots the function of upiration, and the external ,.ortion controls
the function of inspiration. The developement of these respiratory organs incficates a vigorous respiration, ar.companied by a
voice of strength and compass,. and as a proiJaNe con11equence, a
high temrerature. The latter, however, thCJugh a probable is by
no means a certain effect, as it depends upon the nei~boring or~an of Ardor. Respiration also tf'nds to impart vivadness to the
mtellect, excitement, warmth, consciousness and freedom of action
·to all parts of the l'ystem. Hence its arrestation destroys Wlll'mth,
voluntary action and consciousness-as we perceive fa·om its posi. tion between Ardor, Intellect and the conductor organs.
· The elltemftl indicl\tion of the respiratory organs corre!lponds
~ · -nry weD with ·their functional action, aad hence we may deter-
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mioe the reepiration of any indiYidoal by a glance at his face. The
upper portion corroaponds to the upper part of the chest, and thfl
lower portion 'to the lower-respiration by the diaphragm being
iudicated &JM>D the tower jaw. If the inspiratory region is large,
we may infer great expansion of the chest and demand for air.
Whether this expansion takes plaee in the bronchial region, or
nearer the diaphragm, we learn by examining the inspiratory tract
from the side of the note to the middle of the ehin.
The expiratory functions, are adapted in the upper part of the
organ to a gentle or moderate expiration from the upper part of the
chest, such as would become the acts of talking, whispering, etc.
Hence a prominence of the expiratory region adjacent to the nose,
illdicates a capacity for whispering, and a little lower, indicates a
tendency to lcquacity. A deep depression beside and below the
ale of the nose, with bold developement at the mouth, indicates a
voice adapted to loud speaking. Developement at the angles of the
moutb, indicates that the force of expiration would be adapted to
singing, publie speaking, laughing, etc. Hence the angles of the
mouth havE' been resorted to, to excite laughter, by many who bad
no knowledge of the philosopy of these funotions. More violent
expirations, as in shouting, sneezing, coughing, etc., proceed from
the lowest portion of Expiration, (upon the lower lip) which acts
upon the diaphragm through the abdominal muscles. By these developements we determine the powers of conversation, public
speaking, lauthter, coughing, singmg, nnd playing upon wind instruments. "l'o this rt'gion we refer the propensity for talking and
making a noise, which Js· a physical impulse, entirely distinct from
the faculty of language.
A predominanct- of the expira!ory functions, indicates a great
facility in all the expiratory acts, and a tendency ·to practice thema deficiency tends to make a silent character. The predominance
of Inspiration creates a necessity for expansion of the chest, aud
makes it difficult to contract it sufficiently for a free and continuous deliverr. Hence, such persons are frequ'.lntly surpassed as to
their speaktng powers by others of smaller chests, who have superior .Expiration, and who speak with facility upon a amaH quantity
of air, without pausing to take breath. .StammE-ring is generally
connected with a predominance of Inspiration and Expiration.
The lower or deeper respiration is, the more exciting and ,.arming. It exercises that portion of the organ adjacent to Ardor and
to the conductor organs for the basilar region. Hence, a loud,
strong voice, of great compass, is calculated to give warmth and
excitement to the passions ; while the feeble voice, of little depth
or compass, is neither impressive to others, nor energizing to the
speaker. Predominant Restraint enables us to hold the breath and
to eheck all expiratory acts. It is, therefore, useful in diving, in
controlling a cough, in preserving silence, and in diminishing pul-.
lllonary eJlcitability.
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A decided ~l"ect upon the reapitatory OIJilDI is produced .by . .
point below the chin, between Calorifi4ntl01l aiM Cbildiahoess, br
which l have produced the aymptoms of a common fit of hyaterice..
fThis ia at the anterior edse of the r~Jiotl of menw) 4eruge«Mal]
'l'he Respiratory eeMe, also, wl*h 11 aituated juet abo" Alime_.
tiveoeu in the poetemr por\ion of Sensibility, hM considerabl6
influence over the respiration as it produces a grut aeneibility to
the need of air, ud thus increaHS our fr«Hptncy of breathing io
the same manner that it is accelerated by mental ucitement or
distress.
One may recogDize in the character ot the voice the developement of the Respiratory organa.
Tbua, profile A ex.hibita the cooformation indicating a powerful
voice, 10 far, at leu&, •• full expansion and forcible delivery are
concerned. Profile B, on tbt
other band, indicates shallow r..
piratioP, and a lack of bo\b depth
and force. The former is much
more indicative of constitutional
vigor and activity, for the lower
.
portion of the lunp ia as'IOciated
wi\b vital and muscular power,
while the upper ~rtion sympathizes rather with the moral organa.
It is, therefore, highly importaat, especially to those whose cbea~
are somewhat shallow, to cultivate depth of respiration by active
exercises, such aa running, leaping, dancing, chopping, eta., and to
manage the voice so as to keep the chest as deeply inflated 1\S poasible when speaking, not contmuing the utterance of sound until
the chest is nearly empty. Speakin~ in the loudest and most forcible manner is beneficial to the constitutional vigor, while speaking
in a low or feeble Toice is rather inJurious. Shouting, laughmg and
singing are highly beneficial exerctses.
Another region, co-operating with the organs of respiration, is
the puhnonic region of the side he«d, (the organ of Sublimity,) the
dev.elopement of whi.ch efficiently co-operates in promoting freedom an4 ease of resptration.

LECT. LVII.-CJRCULATION OF THE BlOOD.

THIC mechanism of the Circulation is sufticientlv understood, but
our mechanical knowledge of the circulation deriVed from Hurvey
and his successors, does not give us the law of the distribution

or
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blood. The knowt~ of •• channels and hydraulic appara•
toe, withnut that of the forces which preside ofer the circu•
Jntion oud distribution of the blood, is compu-atively a meogrt
apecies of knowledge. Health requires an equilibrium of citctifa·
tion, white disease produces a disttubanc~ of the e41uilibriumhyperemla beihs an eesential element of inftammation, and every
hyperemia of one loeality indicating anemia of some other portion
of the sys\em.
·
The law of distribution indicating the telldeney of each part to
hyperemia, anemia or rectitude of circulation, would indicate the
tendencies of all parts of the system as to growth, health and d&
eue-it would gtve us the phitoeophy of pathology, and. would
eoatribute much lo rendering medicine an exact science.
We regard \he circulation as controlled or modified by tbe
brain, and alto cs reacting upon and reciprocally affecting the
brain in accordance with the laws of sympathy between the
brnin and the body. The facts of this inttuencf', when arrnnged,
!how that each organ of the brain ac~ts upon the circulation in the
direction of its pathognomie line, or m other words, in the direction In which it fibres pomt. Thos, the organ• of the external
lateral surface of each hemisphere point more or less laterally, and
did each hemisphere control the aame side of the body, might be
aid to r.»nt esternally ; but aa each hemisphere controls the opposite llide of. the body, its latel'al organs neceseariJy point ioter.
ully, or toward the interior of the body, and heoce tend to direot
the airoulat.ioa su as to determiae toward the internal viscera, ancl
produce that increase of their action which arises from an increuerl
IUJPly of blOQQ. and which also produces this increased st,~pply. ·
The range 01' orgal\lt lying just in front of the flar, runnmg from
the temporal arch downward along the jnw, indicates these determination•. The uppermost is the seat of the cephalic tendency;
and indicates a detel'mination toward the brain, increasing the activity of its orgnns. The location next lower, (the pulmonic,) ind~
cates the determination t.o the lungs. The next location, near the
top of the ear, indicates the determination to the heart, and thf
nest lower to the liver. Below the cardiae and hepatic localtties,
we find the gastric and intestinal-the former at the articulation
of the lower jaw-the latter extending along the course of the
lower jaw nearly to the chin~
The denlopem.ent of uy of these regions, producing a detertermination to the part, iod1cates a tendency to iw growth, devel~
opement and predominance. Hence, a local hyperemia ia a natural
oonaequeDCe of each of the..e organs in very predominant developemeat, as aMmia is of their absence, and the tendencies to disease
may be accordingly detennined, to aome extent, by their size.
When large, the dt.ea.es nre of an active hyperE'mic charaeter;
when small, the tendency is to a predominance of torpor or debility.
The determibatioD to the shoYlder and arms is suppoaed to be
(be
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controlled by the organs lying OA the median line of the occipilt,
commencing at Firmness and extending u. low as the neck ; ao4
the determittation to the lower limbe depends upon the 01gans of
the base of the brain, extencling from lhe jaw, mastoid proee11 and
occipital spine, down the neck. These determinlltioftS are inff'rred
from the sympathy of the different parts of the body with the brain.
The region of the neck sympathizing with the lower limbs; the
shoulder nnd arm with the median range of the occiput; the lower
part of the occiput or region of crime sympathizing with the lower
and posterior part of the body; th·' lateral part of the occiput or
region of Adhesiveness and Restraint, sympathizing with the upper
part of the back; the entire ubciomionl region of the budy aympa·
thizing with the anterior surface of the cheat, and the region of
\'irtue with its upper anterior and lateral aspects on each side of
the intellectual department. From these sympathies it is inferred
that the determin:;.tion of the blood must be to similar regions-so
that the laws of cerebral and corpor~al sympathy would come
very near indicating the exact routf's of sanguineous distribution.
These determinations are accompanied by a peculiar state of the
pulse, nnd as every cerebral organ has ita peculiar relation to tbe
circulation and pulse, it follows that the pulse may be considered
diageostic of the state of the mind and body.
The cardiac region produces a state of excitement, and is iudicated by an excited pulse, beating wtth rapidity and violence, but
not with great regularitv. If the excitement is continued the pulse
is apt to become feeble "and more unsteady unless the constitution
possesses great tone or vigor.
The re~ion of Health produces a full, firm and re(f81ar pulse ; the
region of Disease produces a small, feeble, ftuttering and irregular
pulse.
The lower occipital organs produce a pulse of ftrm, tense, wiry
character. The coronal and frontal organs produce a pulse of soft,
open character, which in the region of Pattence and Integrity a~
proaches the· steady fi1mness of Health ; but in the region of
Ideality approximat£>s the feebleness and variability of Disease.
The maximum frequenC'y arises from the regions of Ardor, .Ex·
citabil'ty and Disease ; the maximum slowness from Coldness, Sleep
and Firmness.
We may say that in proportion to. the resisting qualities of ~~
pul11e, it indicates occiptto basilar influence. As the entire oectpl"
tal half of the head is connected with muscular ene~, it gives to
our vascular system also n contractile energy, manifested by vigof
ous contractions of the heart, ancl a firm and teftse cohdition .o
the arteries. The anterior or visceral half, having the opposite
ch~traeter, gives to the blood vessels a soft, yielding c•ondition.
.
The ret~isting tonicity of the oecip:tal organs produce• ia tht~
upper portion the degree of firmness, steadiness and regularity 01
action, which corresponds to the standard of health; but ia the
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lower or occipito-beailar region thia resisting energy becomes excessive, and the arteries, contracting upon their contents, produce
the small, tense pulse, which is called tDirg.
The wiry J>Uise, which prevail~ among the basilar organs, becomes more frequent and excitable as we approach the lateral
region of excitabality, and also loses its regulurity and firmness as
we approach the region of Disease.
The full, steady and moderately compressible pulse of Health
becomes, as we advance forward upon the head, softer nod more
yielding, as well as more excitable and liable to variations.
In the anterior. half of the head, the antero-basilar is distinguished from the antero-coronal by its greater frequency and
irregularity.
In accordance with these views, we may infer from a full, steady,
regular pulse, of proper tension. the predominance of the superior
occipital, or occipito-coronal half. In (Jther words, n substantial
condition of mind and body.
A pulse of more contracted, wiry character, indicates the existence of oppressive irritation, either in the physical or in the mental
constitution. Hence, it is often found under the influence of disesse, or of bad p:1ssions.
A pulse of good character, excepting that it is rather soft and
slow, indicates the coronal influence-more anteriorly as it is more
frequent. ln other words, it accompanies a vea·y pleasant, tranquil,
happy state of mind and body.
A pulse of great frequency, indicates a temperament of more
excitability than (>OWer, and is more objectionable in proportion to
its irregularity. Frequency, combined with softness and fullness,
indicates an excitable but amiable character, of moderate force.
Frequency combined with hardness, indicates predominance of the
basilar region and n harsh character.
·
To apply these views to the philosophy of disease.
Persons of great pride, firmness, intcgriLy, prudence and selfcontrol, will have but little liability to disease, and their circulation
will be regular and tranquil.
Persons of violent and selfish passions will have great force of
circulation, especially in the limbs and lower part of the body, nnd
will be liable to diseases of active, sthenic character, in which the
phenomena of disease will be violent, but life will be seldom endan·
gered. Rheumatism, gout, inflammation, nnd convulsions wtll be
their tendency.
Persons of indolent and unprincipled habits-of but little integ•.
rity, self-cont.ro~ fortitude or industry, (.1 very large class,) wtll
have a circulation of but little regularity, and will be predisposed
to active disorders of the ahdominal region-cholera, diurrh(J)a,
dyaentery, congestion of the liver and typhoid pr011tration.
Persons of amiable, mild and feeble character, will have but a
languid circulation in the limbs and lower part of the body, and
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will be predisposed to ptrlmonary disorde.-eonsumption, brotl•
chitil', pDeomonia and pulmonttry congestion.
Persons of amiable and delicate temperaments, but of great fof'.
titude, firmness, perseverance, energy and ambition, will be liable
to chronic torpor and obstructions of the liver, alimentary canal,
kidneys, etc., which defects may be accompanied by the consumptive tendencies.
When this fortitude, energy, etc., are ar.companied not hy the
amiable, but by the basilar organs, we· have not only torpor of the
abdominal apparatus, but severe chronic irrilation connected with
that torpor.
·
When strong violent passions are associated with senaith·enesa,
timidity, indolence and melancholy, we have not only prostrating
diseases, such as dysentery, t:holera, typhoid proatratiun, but fevers
and inflammations of the greatest nriety and complication. W•
have profuse evncuatinns, severe suffering aod great deterioration.
of the whole mental and physical organism.
Hence, the physician finds in the lowest claseee of oommunity
the worst and most destructive forms of ditease. While in tbe
truly highest or most exemplary classes, he has lest practice, and
their disordere. if not neuralgic or coneumptivc, are generally some
foriR of cha:onic obetruction or torpor uf the visceral organa, requiring deobstrue>nt.and tonic remediee i or gefteral debility, ~uiriog
exercise, travel, fresh air, and a nutritio~o~s, tonio regirneo.

LECT. LyHl.-LIFE AND DEATH.
Tatt relations of the human constitution to the whole journey of
life, are indicated in our cerebral experiments. We discover an
organ ~f Vitality, producing life, an organ of Nutrition, to produce
the proper growth and developement of the person, and organs
.Manliness and Childishness, producin~ the ~harncteristic marks of
the ditft-rent Rges-as tht>y predominate tn variouw degrees. We have
also ''arious organs presiding over the circulation, and modifying
the growth of the person so as to produce the characteristic form
and size of the individual. The process controlled by the organ of
Nutrition, for example, tends to the indefinite growth of the pera
son, and would result in hypertrophy, corpulence, or monstrosity,
unless ehecked by the antogooittio region, which produces absor~
tion and checks growth. Thus we have the original mainspring Of
Viwlity-the powers that produce and modif1 the constitutional
developement and constitutional history through life-the power
that checks die lit.rther evolution of the person; and fiaally, the
power that arreata vitalit)' itseJf and pro4ucea dea&b.
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The o~ wbioh we call MoaTALlTl', ie situated io the depart·

meDt of Virtue, as the organ of VaTAI.rn, ita antagonist, is sitmtted

ia that of Orime-nn arrangement oaleula\ed w strike us with sur·
prile, as moet per110na astociate the most gloomy and unpleasant
feelings with the thought of death. and therefore might regard ita
loeativn among the virtues as painfully incongruous. Nevertheless,
we oltserve that when we 'excite a email organ at the posterior
margin of Hope, we produce, after awhile, great depression of all
the vital powen. The pulse dimioilhes and almost disappearsthe ten*e• become indlstmot, and a general sense of sinking produces a feeling of impending dissolution. This consciousnt>ss of
the approach of death, ha. hmdered me from carrying such experilhen\1 t,:, the greatest length. Yet otht>rs have reported more ex•
treme elects, produced without haYing any knowledge of this orga~
such na total disappearance of the pulse nt the wrist. and alarming
prostration of the whole srs~m. It happens, occasionally' that in
e•citing the region which ancludes Mortality, (with pe1'80na of mod·
erate builar 4evelopementa,) that the e8'ect becomes very generally
add decidedly enfeebling. Oo the other hand, if we excite the an· ·
&agonistic organ of Vitality, a general nnd powerful renovation of
the whole system is produced, aod a high degree of v~n- ia im•
parted, especially to the muscular ayetem, which is now in predom·
mance. and we have a coneciouaneu of vital power whicb could
easily resist the io8uences of disease. hardship, wounds, expoaure,
etc.-we hove n hi~ de6ree of animal life ; and if this excitement
i1 conDeCted with ibat ot the organ of Health, it gives us the hiah·
eet degree of pleuant personal vigor. The bett operation for the
reek)ration of feeble, in"alid constitutions, il the excitement of then
tWo organs.
Mortality being located above, and Vitality below, it would fof..
low that the indulgence of the harsh, selfish, animul facuhlea, would
increase our stock c>f animal life ; nod that the cultivation of the
most serene and lofty elements of character, if carried to elt•
ce~ts, would greatly daminish the vitnl staminn. Hence a life of
greM s~renity and happinesa is len calculated to develope a strong
vitality than one of great action and strong passions-many of the
trials which diminish our enjoyment in life, increase our physical
force and lon~evity. The loftiest sentiments of religion, and the
greatest loveliness of character, are oftP.n accompanied by great
constitutional frailty, and the loveliest of precocious children are
often the moat ahorl-lived.
When Mortality predominates ~eatly, diseases assume a fatal
character contrnry to our expectntaons, aod •udden deaths, without
apparent cause, are common. The deatha arising from exceasive
joy, are explained by the location of Mortality arRODg our mos&
pleasant and joyous facu!tiee. The state of extncy or tranct>, which
as so often produced by high religious ucitement, it the eft'ect aC
'Mortality ; for similar eonditiou can be produoe4 by its uperi-
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mental excitement. It would seem that 'a high e%dtemeot of Mortality may take place to the extent of completely arresting Vitality
in appearance, without completely extinguishing life. Thit is seea
in t.be numerous cases of apparent death, in which it has eometimes
happened that the unfortunate patient has been consigned to the
grave.
The case of Col. Townshead, of the British anny, would eeem
to indicate thnt Mortality may, to some extent, be brought under
our control as a voluntary fuculty. He had the power of apparently dying, to such an extent as to convince his friends that he wu
dead, hy the cessation of the pulse, breathing, etc., and then slowly
returning to life. The reports of those individuals who have beea
retstored from their trances, would indicate that this apparent
death is a state of spiritual activity and consciousness. May. not
this be an argument to prove that the death from which there is no
recovery, iR also the commencemPnt of -a spiritual existence 1 The
position of Mortality among our highest and hnppiHt powers, woulcl
seem to indicate that death was the highest function of humanity,
and was ealculated to elevate us to a state of being in which much
higher happiness could be enJoyed, while our physical functions
should entirely cease. It also tndicates that during the full indulgt>nce of our lower passions, we are not &n apt to die as when, in
the progress of life, the inferior powers have declined, and our
higher faculties have gained a decided ascendency. Thus death
comes as a friend to relieve us by translation to a higher ephere,
when the faculties which have their hold on this world have declined,
and the faculties which prepnre us for another have gained the ucendency. Ttms it may be that" to die is gain." -But a sudden
transition from life to death by violrnce, like a premature bh&h,
hurries the individual to a new sphue, for which he has not been
prepared.
The region of Hope and Mortality takes away the fear of dea~
and confirms onr confidence in the future spiritu!lllifP., for which Jt
qualifies us. The horror of death and dread of the life after death,
~tpriog from the basilar organs, and indicate a low stage ot human
developement.

LECT. LJX.-HEALTH AND DISEASE.
Taz existence of two such organic force& in the brain as Health
and Disease, constitutes one of thfl most startling discoveries-least
ia harmony with any of our pre-couceptions; yet, as a faithful reporltr of Nature, the true philosopher must record, without reserve,
her facts-nut waiting unlil his theories sustain his ob.ervations. .
We find that tbe org-d.Ds of the upper surface of the brain manJ-
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feet a pleuant, soothing, and happy inftuen'!e upon both mind and
body. If this tranquil enjoyment were favorable to the vigor and
hardihood of the constitution, we might suppose that the curonnl
o~ns would have the most healthy tendency; but as this tranqotllity and suppreseioo of the aPimal pnuions implies too great a
refinement and delicacy of the physical constitution, we must ex. pect to find more healthy tendencies in those organs which do aot
entirely suppress the animal passions, and which produce a proper
combination of moral and physical f.,rce. These we finJ in the
neighborhood of Firmness. The moral or virtuous or~ns become
more energetic as they approximate the occiput ; and we must
therefore look to tbe blend10~ of the coronal and occipital orgnns
for the best balanced combJDation of tendencies. This heulthy
combinatioa requires an organ somewhat more escitable and active
than Firmness, with a less decided bins toward any emotion. We
find, accordingly, that the healthiest tendency is devt>loped at a
point between Firmnen and Pride, on the one side, and ora 1he
· other, Tranquillity, Sanity, Restraint, and Coldness. This orgnn
lies in juxtaposiboD. with Hardihood, Energy, Temperance, and
Restraint or Self-control. Its excitement does not pa·oductt any
decided passion or impulse-it brings forth no predomsnont inclioa. tion or trait of character, of which its subject can speak-it does
not excite him, unless he has pre"·iously been in a state of dullness
or languor below his proper condition-it does not trunquillize him,
unless he has previously been under some unusual excitement. It
produces no unpl::.asant offect whatner, and its subject, if interrogated as to his sensations, will be very apt tn reply that he feels
entirely natural and very well qualified to attend to his busint>ss :
if a lawy11r, or physician, he feels tb tt he would like very well to
be actively engaged in the practice of his profession-if a bUBiness
mao, he feels prepared to enter upon hi>~ duily duties with alacrity.
The most decided effect is produced when he has previously been
laboring under some irregular excitement, or when his constitutiun
has been in any feeble, unhealthy, or unplensant condition : he feels
his troubles diminished or removed ; headaches disappear; the condition of th«; stomach is improved; the circulatinn as brought into a
vigorous and well-balanced condition ; the •·espir-.1tion is free, pleasant, and regular ; the external senses are clear and unembarrasaed ;
and thoughout the whole person a sense of ease, vi~or, pleasure,
and freedom from obstruction, imparts a consciousness of the highest perfection of health-a condition at once firm, trnnquil, vigoroUB, and self-possessed, with a decided desire fur action. Physiologically, this organ produces a st.ue of health. P:~ychologically
operating, it produces a geneul energy of chat·acter.
When we escite the rt>gion of Disease, which is reached th•·ough
the cheek-bone, a languid and sickly inttuence is usually uperienced ; but if there be at the time any slight dt'pJrture trom health
and comfort, that disorder .is immediataly aggravated; headache,
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fatigue, wenknees, nausea, inflammation of the e.yea, palpitatioa of
\he heart, affection• of the cheat,ete.,are immediately aggravate.&;
or if previously lying dormant and unnoticed, are made very eea·
tible. If the constitution has any aatural tendenciea to clia.easeany weaker portioa which would be suppoaed moet re.oily to auocumb, that portion il most sensibly atfec~d. In abort, if the ex·
perimE\Dl is continued, the patient beeomes really aick, as if frotn
some powerful morbid inftuence ; and if, wh.ile excitiag Disease, we
mo..ke other opere.ticms on the eonatitution at the sam. time, the
course of the morbid ezcitement mav be so controlled as to affect
particular portioas of the body, or develope particular dt.ea&M-U
by exciting Ardor we may produce a fever, or convert it into a
chill by tht' organ of Coldness.
The experiment of exciting Diseaae alaould be p~ticed with
~at caution. I have seldom carried it far, except for the purpoae
of convincing stubborn or prejudiced peraons, who required some
strong and painful impression on the aenses to arouee tbeir rePOD·
ing fiu:ulties. If tried upon penons of delicate oonstitution, we
thould be prompt in removing the diaegreeable eirect, and •~citing
the region of Health. Even those of vigorous health may be in·
jured by such expel'imenta, to an extent of ~·hioh they may oot be
a ware at the time. Within' the laal six or seven years I have foulld
such experiments react so much upon myael~ aa to compel 111e to
be very cautious, and to seek speedy relief from \heir e&ecu, er
entirely abstain from their performance.
These facts compel us to reeognize specific orgaM of Health aad
Dist'ase-which ideas are still further enforced by obserring that
the relative dtlvelopemt:nt of these two organs indicates the healthy
and morbid conditaons of men, so far as health and dilease df,peod
upon congenito.l endowment. Narrow cheek-bones, with that upward and backwctrd elonglltion which deve4opes Health, being the
sure indication of naturnl health, and vown of resisting diseaee.
We have heretofore rt'garded disease as no essential part of tbe
economy of man, but as a forced condition-a d11order and d~
turbance of the functions by injurious agents-a mere cripphn~ of
the machinery of life ; but this is a limited and unphilosophtcal v1ew.
All processes of the living constitution are forced conditions, result·
ing from external stimuli operating upon the vital forces, without
which esternnl stimuli the functions would not be developed, and
even life would not exist. E'·ery phenomenon of life is but a result 9f some external causes, which, as they impinge upon the sys·
tern, affect some portion of our fabric especially, and develope itl
srecial action. Thus the application of food excites digestion-of
aar, respiration-of lie,tht, vision-of ~erial vibration, hearing-of
threats, anger-of kindness, friendship-of odors, emt'll-of hooors,
pride-of humor, mirthfulness-of mistortune, sndne88-of diagut~tiag
substances, nausea-of intense and continued heat, debility-of al·
coholic drink~ intoxication-of narcotics, aleep-uf violent blows,
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pain-of peat danger, fear-of poiaona and unwholeaome food,

1:

eWe&se.

Eaoh of tbese conditions, thus induced by external agents,
to a speallll portion of the brain, and is manifested with
a vigor proporLioud to its developement. Aa the anger o.risifll
from injuries is ill different individual¥ prQportioned to the organs
of the violent passions, so the amount of disE'a$e arising from any
morbid inftueooea, will va"Y in diffe•·eot iodividuafs in pwportion to
the organio de,·elopement which gives the power of morbid ac:tion.
H.3nce we are enabled to pronounce an individual naturally
healthy, or but little sutSCPptible of disease, when his face exhibits
bQt moderate ~-codtb,. and at the re$io11 of the cheek-bones has not
the uaual promiaence, but presents mstead a uniform plane. When
ibe organ of Health is also large, and the deep oociput indicates
large Vitality, we bo.ve
best conditions for constitutional vigor
and longevity,
It ia self evident that the potion of the brnin which produces
the ~est degree of lftnsibility, if coanbiu.ed with debility, relaxation, and excitability, must also produce the ma«imum capacity for
diseuse, a.e excessive sensibality continually tends to suffering. Hence
the anterior, inferior port of the sensitive region, must be the seat
of tte morbific sensitiveness.
In Lhe structure of the body we find similar evidence of a nece•
~&ry capacity for morbid ~tion, viz : in the upp~r porLion of the
abdominal region, (a rei(ion as~iated with debility,) we fiod the
blood in its mon degeoerate condition. The blood of the portal
vessela, previous to ~~teri~g. the liver, is in !1 degenerote stat~, unfit
for the purposes of hJe untlltt h111 beeo. subJected to the actwn of
both the liver and the lungs. This is the region which corresppnds
exa~tly with the region of ll1seo.se in the brain. (See lectures on
SareQgnonay.)
ap.,..-~

the

LECT. LX.-SANITY AND INSANITY.
To~r dilleovery of on organ of INuNrTT, is no len wonderful and
startling than that of the organ of Oiaease. It produoes a radical
change in our psychological philosophy; and those who have habituated their minds to the philosophy of the old system, must necessarily look with doubt and perplex1ty upon thi. change. The or~nn
of lo!r.lnity, like that of Visease, i'l one which I had not nnticipated
by reason, but tl1e existence of which harmooizf's with tl1e most
extensive Yiews of Anthropology, and graatly enlarges the horiMn
of our knowledge.
It hae bE-eo aY,poaed that iD~nnity waa an afl'ectio11 of the brain,
or a mE'ntul disease-an ;;tfl'ectit~n of our spiritual nature. Phrenology discarded this latter idea, and regardPd it not only as a disease
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of the brain, but as a special dit~ense of the organs which were
not conspicuously displayed or perverted. The brain• of lunatiea
were therefore examined for evidence of the truth of this position,
but without nrty satisfactory result; and while the braint1 of lunatics
failed to give evidence of disease, diseased brains generally failed
to manifest lunacy. The ~reat number of autopsies in hospitals
and private practice whech presented inflammation, softt>ning,
tumors, and other disorganizations of the brain, were not, according
to the rt>port.ers, accompanied by anything called lunacy, during
life.• I h ·enology. therefore, threw but little light on the nature of
insanity, though it illustrated the fnct that insumty was often detel'mined as to it.~ symptoms by extraordinary organic developement..
and that it was closely akin to certain faculties or passions, which,
in their exct>ssive display, often produced a species of monomania.
The existence of a homicidallllnnia, arjsin~ fi'Om a great dnelopement of JJutructiveness. was particularly Illustrated by Gall.
These facts should have led us to recognize the inferior portions
of the brain as posses11ing insane tendencit>s ; since these inferior
or~ans, when rnan.ifested too conspicuollsiy. were regarded as dispinyin~ insanity. It is accordingly in this violent region that JnsaoJty is tound-where the organs are of such character as to produce
exciting, restless, exhausting, and depressing effects upon the rnind.
In the vicinity of Insanity, we find kngc, Melancholy, Restlessness,
and R tshness. In the same region we find Feebleness or Relaxation, Intoxication, Disease, Murder, Baseness, Fear, Irritability,
Profligacy, and Amativeness. Thus the developement of Insanity
by a particular portion of the brain, is strictly in harmony with its
general arrangement; for it~ in going over the brain, we find that
as we approach a ~ertain region, the organs approximate m.ore and
more nearh· to an msane character, we mnv conclude that an some
portion of that re~iun Insanity will be fully 'developed.
A review of the cerebral localities will show the student of Anthropology that there is no fJOrtion of the brain which could, ill harmony With general principles, evince an insane tendency, except the
middle busilnr region
If we should draw nn inference from the location of Insanity, it
would appear that it ilj famred by all those influences which powerfully excite, tlisturb, deprt>ss, and degrade the mi11d-thnt each
organ of the brain sustains n relation of c~peration or opposition to
• Wltbout m•renoe to the d~lon of luaatk'a, abOIIdan\ mdenee -r 1le
cu.hered to abow tbat 1111' ntal cJt.raugemeut j,. D••t. Dect--rUy depeader· t upcoD lui am•
matlon or tbe braiu. Dr. D.. •l't'e say-" lu one of th" mu~t. furluue o - of oellrium I ~•er • itue..,ed, aud wbicb bore the moRt un ..quiYOC'al mark~ of cer..bralinlam-tion, Dr. l'byaic aud mywlf fouud, the braiD, upon •z•n.luatlon, to lMs heahhy,
wbllto th,. .tom•c:b u:lribh..d th11 bigbeHt. grade of iulammatiou. Wbile on •be otber
baud, Wt:lia, Bulletus, Sruoonf', tote., hnu ob>er•t'd rulammatinn of the bralu willa·
oat. dtolirium b.vlr~ pl'tc.dfod d•ath." "We bue l•t.t-ly wi~ ftry ft'marll:able d~r•ul"n•.. nbl .,r tlola kind ut two children. who dit'CI unqlll!llcitt~tabl) From theee
aft'..c rona. Jn neither iroatlluee ••• tloere tbe ali~thtt1!t delirium; io one there wu a
al~bt atrabb.mu•; )el, ia bvtb tb4:re WfM marlla ol biJb preyluua lulamn.atloa."
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Insauity, .and that we may, therefore, caiculate in reference to our
various faculties, to what extent they should be indulged, if we would
promote or check Insanity.
Sanity, the organ which produces a sound and clear condition of
·the mind, lies on the arch of the parietal bone, closely connected
with Cautiousnea, Coolness, Restraint, Tranquillity, Love of Home,
Playfulness, Enugy, etc.-organs which make a calm, clear, selfpossessed, cheerful, prudent character. The breadth and height of
.this region indicate a mind always eound,steady,and aelf~ontrolled,
eapable of resisting the influences of passion or of misfortunes, and
capable of preserving its soundness, even in the midat of diaeue,
and to the last hours of life.
The developement of the OJ'R&D ·of Insanity may be determined
by the breadth and depth, or prominence beneath tbe lower jaw.
When this region is unusualIy full, and the region of Sanity it small,
we have a r.onatitution prediapesed to insanity, and reqUiring care
to avoid its predispoaing causes. Such persona, in a high fever,
invariably have delirium; for the organ of Ardor is very near that
of M~ntal Derangement. Under the various annoyances of life
their intellectual facoltiea suffer, and fhey feel incapable of clear,
vigorotl8 mental action. In disease they are incompetent to take
care of themselves ; and if they indul~e in the use of ardent apirits,
they are rendered wild and furious, stlly, idiotic, torpid, or perbape
eo an•ne u to reverse their natural character, aad make them assail
their friends, or do the acts from which they would naturally recoil
in horror.
The position of Insanity is illuatrated by the fact that injuries of
the base of the brain are often accompanied by delirium, and that
excitements io the region of the jaw, throat, and neck, Rre calculated to affect the 01eotal integrity. This il often illustrated in
diseases of the throat, but is most remarkably displayed in Europe,
by the (>heftomena of Orai~t..,.-we there see, in the valleys of
the Alptne mountains, large numbers, ia all stages of mental degradation, from &imple folly or dullness, to tbe most pitiable and
loathaome idiocy, limited to the animal inatincta and dependent ujlon
the constant care of those around them. Thia ia connected with a
goitrous eolar~ent of the region beneath the jaw, upon the ante·
rior portion ot the neck.
The posterior p6rtion of the region of Mental Derangement produces the most remarkable form of lunacy, running into absolute
frenzy-the upper portion presents the character of~;., as
it baa been called by writers upon the subject. It may be considered as an insanity connected with the virtuous organs, in which
the subject ia mild, sensitive, and easily affected by the conduct of
others. The anterior portion of the organ appears to affect the
intellectual faculties, as it produces idiocy, childashness, and torpor.
The location of Torpor is just above the protuberance of the
throat in the angle of the neck and jaw, or ChU.. The torpor is
16
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very similar to that which is produced by the heats of eummer il
reptiles. or by the organ of Sleep.
Childishness can scarcely be included in the definition of Insanity,
although it belongs to the Sllme class of functions. Its full oreration produces the character and general condition of tbe child, ope-.
ating physiologicnlly as well as mentally, and Ienders the mulcul•
action feeble and clumsy, ns the antagonistic organ of Manliness
gives ton·e and vigor to the mind and body.
MANLtNF.sa, in the region of Sanity, favors.the early maturity and
manly dignity or stability of the character. A distinct portion of
this region may be recognized as connected with d:e womanly peeuluarities.
The location of Insanity corresponds with the position· of. the
carotid artery and jugular vein-its external developement, therefore, indicates a predominance of the vascular system of die brain.
This exces11ive vascularity. a consequence of excessive excitemeat,
indicates a liability to cerebral irregularities, as excessive arterial
developement indicates extreme excitement and activity, while aa
excesstvely venous condition indicates a feeble or ledlargic action,
and a feeble. organic structure--a softness approximating that of
the infant. The anterior or idiotic portion of Mental Deru.a~ment,
is nearer to the vein, while the region of mania and frenzy 11 adjaeent to the carotid artery. The 1egion of Mental Derangement
e:lltends also upon the lower part of the bac~ of the neck-this locality bears a relation to the vembrnl ganglion on the lower vertebre
of the neck which controls a part of the cerebral circulation.
This locality is highly important in reference to the tr8il.tment of
cerebral disorders. Headaches are greatly benefitted by dispersive
manipulations on the back of the neck-epilepsy, and other cerebral disorders, are bent-fitted by counter-irritation at the same locality, and by cupping or bathing.
It is high! y probable thn.t counter-irritation upon the neck, and upon
the lower pelvic region of the body. will prove one of the moat
important means of treating this malady.
'fhe localities of Insanity upon the neck, correspond to the great
blood· vessels, ns well ns to the ganglia, which are supposed to exercise an influence upon the circulation. [The hi@best of these gan·
glia, the ganglion of Rihe8, lying upon ttie anterior commUDicating
artery, between the cerebral hemispheres where the circulation
supphes the most interior intellectual organs, cornmtmicntes below
wtt.h the carotid pleztU, in the region .of Insanity.]
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LECT. LXI.-THE CEREBELLUM.
h is not necessary in this work, designed for general circulation, to develope this subject fully, which may be left for my System of Physiology. The reproductive funct1ons may be !>aid to
be under the control of the cerebellum ; but they are greatly modified by the organs of the cerebrum. Of these the organ of Love
is that which has the most direct and i.nportant influence.
·
That the central superior portion of the cerelellum is the seat
of Amativeness, is demonstrated not only by our nervauric experiments, but by many pathological facts. The external location of
Amativeness is immediately beneath the occipital knob on the median line. The phrenological doctrine of Gall and Spurzheim, that
the whole cerebellum is the organ of Amativeness alone, has not
been sustained by pathological anatomy. Nor does it appear plausible that so large a portion of the brain should be devoted to one
function exclusively, and that one of so irregular and unfrequent
manifestation. The comparative weights of the cerebellum in the
ox and bull, gelding and .stallion, do not exhibit that inferiority in
the former required by the theory, of liall.
The doctrine to which my investigations have led, is that the
cerebellum sustains a subordinate relation to the cerebrum-that
it is not the seat of any distinct consciousness-that its functions .
are of a physiological chaucter, ' relating to the whole body, and
sustaining all the processes end powers of animal life.
The anatomical structure of the cerebellum indicates, according .
to the pathognomic laws, a great varit>ty of functions, similar to the
variety of the cerebrum. The position and anat6mical arranaement of the cerebellum, indicate that it is a subordinate and physio- ·
logical apparatus; and the fact is shown by Andral's pathologi.cnl ·
cases, that paralysis may be produced by lesions of the cerebenum,
or basilar parts of the cerebrum, but when both lesions co-exist,
the paralysis appears to follow the cerebral le1ion, nnd not that ,of
the cerebellum. The connection of the cerebellum with other functions than the muscular, is indicated by the nausea and vomiting
which so often accompany its lesions. Its general influence upon
organic life is shown in the constitutions of those who have n large
cert>bellum. They are generally stout, if not corpulent.
Pathognomy indicates that the relations of the cerebellum, like'
those of the cerebrum, nre universal-its pathognomic lines cones~
ponding to all parts of the body, and consequently that it should
be regarded as the physiological rttgulator of the entire constitu•
tion, acting under cerebral control and constituting a reservoir of
nervous power. The cerebellum in its relation to the body is not
like the cerebrum, governed by the law of decussation, but its hemispheres each maintain connection with the same side of the body,
and paralysis resulting from lesions of thE' cerebellum occur on the
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same side instead of occurring on the op~ite side as when the
cerebrum is affected. The hemispheres of the cerebellum thus
stllnd, in reference to the cerebrum, as a part of the body, each
governed by the opposite hemisphere.
According to thiS view, various and opposite physiological relations may be ascribed to the dift'ertlnt regions of the cerebellum,
corresponding to those of the cerebrum, and in looking for its pathological conditions, the foregoing principlea may elucidate its
appearances.
The sexual function, or Amativeness, which belongs to the central superior portion of the cerebellum, hu its antagonist in the
region of Cautiousness, Coldness and Restraint, the effect of which,
phrenologically speaking, is Chastity-physiologically speaking, it
• ampotence.

B -- - -..__
The physiognomic indication of Amativeness is found in the middle of the upper lip, the prominence of which indicates activity of
the sexual functions (fig. A)-the flatness indicates its restraint or
inactivity, (fig. B.) The tatter fonn is as .common amon~ the old as
the former among the young. It is especially characteristic of the
age of puberty. The former is indicative of the freedom or excess
of the catamenia-the latter of deficiency, restraint or difficulty.
The relation of the various orsans of the brain to the reproduc·
tive functions, will be developed m my Syatem of Physiology.
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LECT. LXII.-TEMPERAMENT8-FORMER. DOCTRINES.
Ooa popular systems of temperaments are crude and unphilosophical. 'Ihey are merely descriptions of the cQnstitutlons of men,
without reference to the physiological causes of their peculiarities.
These causes we may find in the brain.
A temperament may be defined to be a peculiar and habitual
condition of the huiiUUl constitution, arising from the combined
action of its organic forces. As theee organic forces present an
infinite variety of developement and activity, there il conaeqoeatly
an infinite variety of temperaments. The attempt has been made
to classify them by groupmg together those in which certain qualitiea predominate, thus we have the nervous, sanguine, bilious and
lymphatic, or phlegmatic. So far from this bei~ a fuU catalogue
of human temperaments, we might remark, that 1t is not even posaible to construct auch a catalogue-it would be endless. But if
we understand each of theae terms as the name, not of a temperament, but of a class of temperaments, we may use it with
propriety. We may affirm. chat there are many temperaments
which agree in havin~ a · conspicuous developement of sa~ine
characteristics-that m another class the nervous characterwtics
are more conspicuous, and we may designate these classes as sanguine and nervous, bearing in mind .that each of theae gJ:Oups, or
classes, contains innumerable varieties.
lf we con~ent thus to make olaaes of temperaments, as has been
Ule custom, the arrangement &lu~t we adopt is merely a matter of
convenience. If we understand the nawre and e&U8e of each
temperament, the study of temperaments may be a matter of some
utility.
The study of organology is the analytic mode of viewing anthropology-the study of temperament is the synthetic mode-temperaments present us the effects of the combined action of the
organs--the characteristics of groof.s. It is well, after studying
the characteristics of organs in aetai , to combine them in various
methods, for the purpotJ" of pPOducing a peculiar temperament or
character. When we understand the brain analytically, we may
combine its organs correctly in an infinitely diversified manner,
producing characters and temperaments, which we will thoroughly
understand, and each of which will nearly correspond to some one
actually existing.
Let us review analytically the temperaments commonly recognized. The ld7lgUine tempm.rment, as commonly descnbed, havhaving much excitability, yet neither very permanent nor morbid
in its excitement, having an abundant supplv of blood, vigorous
muscles, warm passions, a ready intellect, sensibilities neither acute
nor obtuse, senses good, complexion rather florid, spirits rather
lively, pen10n well bUilt and rllther symmetrical, is produced by a
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nearly symmetrical,head, in which the organs have equable devel.opement., and the basis of the brain is amply but not excessively
developed. 'fhcre is no excessive developement of any of the organs, and temperaments of this dass may be considered fair aver·age specimens of the human race. The characteristics of a S3nguine temperament, however, are more energetically displayed
when the head and neck present a greater breadth from r1ght to
left, on the range of the organs lying at and below the ear, and in
the occipito-basilar region. This region, therefore, may be oonsid. ered the source of the strongly marked eanguine temperament,
which, in its excesses, runs into violence, sensuality and crime.
The hilioU8 temperament, characterized by firmer fibre, n compact
frame, without superfluous ftesh, a strong, dark complexion, greater
powers of endurance, more intense but less evanescent feelings,
greater heroi:m and concentration of purpose, and a more striking,
rugged outline, is produced by a predominance of the occipital
organs over the organs of the temples. The temples and face being narrow, their lateral organs nre smnll, and the occipital organs,
which are their antagonists, overrule. Hence, we have all their
effects, which are easily enumerated, by reference to the neurological bust, viz: Grt>nt firmness, fortitude, hardihood, energy, industry, npplicntion, pt>rseverance, temperance, self-control, health,
Yigilance, decision. pride, ambition, love of power, arrogance, combativeness, etc. The intellectual organs may or may not be pr~
minent,.but even moderate ·intellectual organs will make energetic
manifestations in such a temperament. The intellect may be perverted and partially obscured by selfish passions, but always has
a forcible manifestation, rather than a simple and graceful diSplay.
The amiable sentiments are less easily moved than in the sanguine
or nervous temperament, but have strength in their manifestations.
Conscientiousness generallr predomioates over Benevolence and
.Love-Sugacity and lntuit1on over Ideality nnd the organs of the
temples. 'fhere is less tendency to sensuality than in the sant,ruine
. temperament, because Alimcnth·eness and Amativeness are relatively smaller. The inferior acuteness of sensibility, the strong
powers of resistance to disease~ and the strong motives which impel this temperament, produce intense and protracted exertions
under exposure and hardship, which stamp the person with unmistable signs of the energy which he has exerted. His cheeks are generally hollow, while those of the other temperaments may be fuU,
and his flesh is firm.
The name, hiliotu temperament, and the opinion that this temperament is owing to the biliary secretion, and its influence upon the
constitution, are singularly groundless, being rather the reverse of
.the truth. The bilious temperament has, in r~nlity, but a small
developement of the hepatic organ in the brain; it is rather dty,
and often liable to obstructions and chronic diseases, in consequence
of the inactivity of the secretions, and the hardy, perhaps careless,
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exposure. of the individual's health to injuries which lie dOel not
peroeive or regard. A very copious secreti&n has a prostrating
effect upoa the constitution, and a predominance of the liver, among
onr bodily orgallS, produces a yery inferior and wortblels tempera·
ment, deficient in all the desirable characteristics of t~e bilious tern.
perament. It would seem, therefore, that" the bitious temperament
ha& been named .on the lucu a 1101& ltlee71do principle, in exact oppc.•
sition to its eha.-acter. In this temperament large doses of cathartics, espeeiallr cholagogues, are often required.
· The 11nWu.t temperatnn&t, chnrncterized by ~renter excitability
end sensibility than the bilious, by mental activity~ by greater delj.
eacy of person, and lees muscular developement, is produeed by a
head of lf'ss occipital strength than the bilious, and lese basilar de.
'felopement than the sanguine. The predominant organs occupy
the lateral and frontnl regions, viz J the intelleetual o~ana generillly, Senlibility, Ideality, Modesty, Reverence, Excitalidity, Sublimity, Caationsness, Anxiety, etc. Irritability, and the ~na
hlnni.ng back on the same level to Arrogance, are ·the prinCJpal
.OUrce of the energetic impulses of this temperarneut. As the basilar or'g&DB are Bot vtwy deep,. the person is not very fleshy, nor the
mOBCUlar system stout. Not being strongly dnelopec! upward or
downward, it does not produce the ~eel e:ltremes of vice or virtue-of eensua.lity or passion. It is adapted to pursuits which require intelligence and readin888, with ~ctable ormoderate force
of character. It is much more ,easily affected by medicine· tbaa
the bilious temperamentt and ·much more liable to duease from
slight causes, out less liable, proportionally, to obstinate chronic
attacks.
The simplest definition af·tbe· nervous temperament would be to
sar, that it is the temperament produced by the range of organs
ly1ng between the eye and· the toJ? of the e•r·
.
.
.
· In the lymphatic or J>hlegmabc temperament, characterized by
feeble or sluggish fanctions, a watery blood· and pale complexion,
there are none of the marked develo~ments which belong to the
other temperaments. Energy, Vitality~ Muscularity, Excitability,
Sublimity, Firmness, Ardor, Combativeness and Ambition are
moderate, while Relaxation, Restraint, Sleep, Nu~rition and the
.auper:or lateral organs may be larger. The neck may be stout, but
if so, it is developed ·from before backwards, rather than from side
to side, and at tli1:1 junction of the body rather than the junction
with the occiptal base of the cranium. The lymphatic head is
.narrow above fhe ears, low across the region of Firmness, and moderate or small in the occiJ>ital organs. It may, howe\'er, be high
io. Firmness, (es~cially m its anterior portion, giving Patience
and Fortitude,) and low on each side of it, which would produce a
shu!:gish, melancholic tendency.
fn addition to these temperaments, there are others frequently
.referred. to. in c;onver~aation and literature, though less commented
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by physiol~ch aa the ardent, melancholic, gloomy,
calm, joyous, morbid, refined, sensual, etc. These are easily u.oderstood by reference to the principle& of Nearo~. The organa
calculated to produce such temperaments immediately occur to the
mind.
Temperament~ have also been very philosophically claaaified by
.Prof. Caldwell, and by Dr. Thomaa, with refe~nce to the ~
dominant portion of the body. Thia may be considered u the
first step which was taken toward the pbilosophieal ~ment
of this subject. Thit aystem would recognize the cephahc, thoracic, abdomioal and muscular temRf!raments, aa the (oar varietiee
of temperament produced by a pre(lominant developemeat of the
lllU8Cular system, or of the viscera of the cranium, thorax or abdomen. The brain. the lungs, the chylopoietic viscera, and the mu.
cles, are suppo~ to exert a functional in8uence, and stamp a
peculiar character Up()n the cODStitution, whenever either of diem
predominates decidedly. This theory onl7 needs the additioaal
propoiition which we advanee, that the bratn is the moat importaat
of these viscera, and aa the central controlling organ, indicates the
character of the whole temperament. A similar proposition wu
maintained by the distinguiShed French physiologist, M. Georget.
The Phrenology of the last fifty years baa not maintained ih.ia
proposition, because it was but a portion of the entire cerebral sci·
ence-it diecovered no physiological functions in the oerebnun
and regarded temperament•, as peculiar independent conditions of
the body, not controlled by, but controlling the brain.

LECT. LXIII.-TEMPERAMENT8-NEW SYSTEM.
N:&uaowov recognizes tem{>8raments as dependent upon the
relative develo~ment and phys10logical constitution of the different parts of the body, and tliese as dependent upon and indicated by
the cerebral structure ; consequently the temperament may be
learned from the brain, which indicates the conformation and
qualities of the whole body. A temperament being described, we
may:, from the description, infer the cerebral conformation-or, a
head bein~ described, we may thence infer the temperament.
This comcidence is owin~ to the fact that the brain moulds the
body, by a direct physiologtcal inftuence, giving it the form, constitution and ap_pearance appropriate to the cerebral organs.
Beside the direct nervous influence, there is the influence of ac.
tion under cerebral control. Thas, if Alimentiveness be the predominant organ, the intemperate indulgence in food and dnnk,
which it produces, stamps tlie whole bodi!J frame with ita charac;teristics. If the region of Firmness and Energy be very predom•·
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oaat, it will produce a constitution of the opposite character. The
iadividual w1ll exert himself with a persevering industry, and encounter hardship or e~sure, while he will control or stint his
~ites, and co111e~ntly he 1Vill have a frame of great muscalar
firmnea and power-of the dry, hard, com~t, bilious tempera•
ment, strikingly contrasted with the feeble, bloated organization
~roduced by the sensual organs. If the front lobe e.nd its co-opera.
tive organs, on the ~etar ridge ~dominate, the man is devoted
to intellectual purswts, and necesaarily becomes delicate and refined
in appearance, with less muscular developement and firmness of
.6bre; than would belong to one in whom die occiput predominated,
and who being averse to sedentary pumlits would lead a life of
action and excitement. Thus, particular cerebral cooformatiODJ
may produce the temperament- characteristio of the scholar, the
banter, the military hero, the glutton, dnmbrd, debauchee, the
lllicide, the coll8Umptive ~ient, etc., ele.
B t as we are Mlbject to foreign inftuenoea, as well aa to oar owa
phyaiolosical tendencies, we may be compelled to a course of ac.
tion at war with our natW"&l inclinations, and calculated to chaosoar natural temperament. This would, of ooune, tend to destroy
the harmony between the craniological developement and the bodily
constitution, until the inftuence bas continueCl so I~ aa to hriJ11
them on the same level. Thus, if one of a predomuaantly inter.
lectual organization should be compelled by want to confine himself to incesaant and severe bodily labor during fourteen or sixteen
hours daily, and deprived of intelhgent aoeiety and books, b's peraoa
would lose its delicacy aod beauty, until it would preaent a strikin~
contrast to the intellectual eharacter of his bead. NeYertheleu,
his brain would undBgo a similar degeneracy, which, although it
might not be fully shown by the exterior of his cranium, would
probably be sbown in tbe inferior intellectual deYelOJ>ement transmitted to his children. Agaiu, a temperate man who is led merely
by force of social examples into habita of drnnkenneu and gluttnny,
changes the character of his body rapidly, yet the functaonal ac.
tivity of the brain changes u faat under these inftuencea, and ultimately its ~evelopement becomes harmonious with the cha~
ebaracter of the body. True, we do not discover the extent of
these cerebral changes, without looking at the irattrior of the skull,
or at the bra.in itaelf, but still it is certain that such cb&Dges do occur.
Thus, the parallelism · of the brain and the body, and the faet
that the former indicate& the temperament. of the latter, are rendered
certain by the following reasons:
1. The brain controls all the voluntary, and modi6ea the involuntary functions of the body.
2. The entire brain and entire body have a correspondence and
sympathy which are exact; each {M?ttion of the brain having a corresponding portion of the body, w1th whieh it maintains a special
relation of sympathy.
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· 3. The acts to which each organ 1eads, produee a cbarecteristic
effect upon the body, and thus render it a fitting instrument to
execute and to indicate the inclinations of the cerebral organs.
4. When the execution of these inclinations is hindered, and external influences modify the constitution contrary to the cerebral
tendencies, these influences also modify the condition of the braia
ttself and bring both to a similar condition.
·
While these reasons establish a parallelism (in the long ron) between the brain and body, they also indicate that the frequent
thwarting of the natural inclinattons to which the condition of society gives rise, must often hinder the proper development in tbe
body of the tendencies which belong to the brain, and thus dimi•
ish the accuracy of the cOtTespondence.
·
It is manifest from has been said, that any cerebral Org&l! wbta
sufficiently predominant, produces a temperament or state of mind
and body essentially distinct from any ott-er; hence we have u
many temperaments as cerebral organs, and groups of organs; in
~hort, they are innumerable. It may be convenient to fonn a liat
·of temperaments in this manner, taking particular groups of or~ns,
and describing their characteristics as commonly manifested. Thua
we may un'old the philosophy and description of the principal temperaments, designated as foflows : the ardent, cold; restless, tranquil;
energetic, indolent; healthy, morbid; hardy, sensitive; ambitious,
-humble; abstemious, sensual; cheerti.tl, melancholic, etc.; "hich
are based upon particular organs and their antagonists. To thete
may be added the Cephalic, Pulmonic, Cardiac, He_patic, Gastric,
Hypc?gastric or Pelvrc, Muscular, Plethoric, Anemrc, and othetW,
based upon physiological developements.
· Or we may describe templ"'raments based upon larger rt'gioll8ls th~ basilar, coronal, frontal, and occipital temperaments.
· A large and interesting volume might be made of the desc•iptioo
of temperaments, or synthetic view of anthropology. Much of
the inte est and value of su•h a volume would tie denved from the
f!X&,Ct portraiture of the conjunction of cert .• in mental and pkyWllogictU characteri~t:cs in connection with certain manners, physiog·
nomy and ~entiments.
·
Corono-Frvmtlll Ttmperament.-Jn this temperament we have
generous nod amiable emotions, refined, delicate feelings, ~bilo~
phy, literature, spirituality, true religion, r·hifanthropy, :.na d liD•
serestedne:<s. The passions, deairet>, and appetite~ are mode. ate,
'he disposition )_'ieldins, and the character often lacking in energr,
while the conbtltution IS often defective in vitul force.
OocipikJ.Coronal Temperameru.-ln this temperament the character is strong and commanding. The intellect less receptive and
expansive, but more energet o and practical. The amb tion i& unbounded, and the energy proportional. The constitut'on is hardy,
nctive, firm, and enduring, the flesh firm and features strongly
marked. Integrity and the sensJ of honor are the leading virtues,
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Sui:::h men ·are dieieut in all their undertakings, and apt to be
leaders. The appetites are moderate and strictly governed.
Occipito-Basi1ar Temperament.-ln this temperament we have
violent passions, great physical force, strong appetites and desires,
great selfishness, and restless activity, which often lead to the ruin
of the individual and those connected with him. Of this temperament are our greatest criminals and wretches.
Antero-Basilar Temperament.-This is the temperament of the
feeble, morbid, miserable, and worthless. Without energy of mind
or body.such individuals are useless to themselves and burdensome
to society. The,r may be inte}Jectual, but their intellect produces
no important results. They may have good inclinations, but they
are not reliable. They easily fall a prey to epidemics, their constitutions bein~ relaxed.
.
The Basilar TemperamenJ is the combination of the anterobasilar and the occipito-basilar. It combines all the worst elements
of human nature, 6eing passionate, unprincipled, indolent, sensual.
It is the temperament oT crime, misery, and desradation, united
with sufficient physical force to render the indiv1d1,1al formidable
and give him some tenacity of life.
· The Frontal Temperament, composed of the corono-frontal all!i
antero-basilar, has the virtues of the corono-frontal, but in a passive
. condition, being too inefficient to display them vigorously. This is
the tem~rament of pure intellect, a(iapted to excelling in art, science, and philosophy, but unfitted to gain wealth, distinction, qr
influence. Such persons are sensitive, and often melancholic· and
morbid. In the present condition of society they are often neglected,·
and the benefit of their talents lost to mankind.
The Occipital Temperament, the union of the occipito~coroil
and occipito-basilar, is the temperament of action and passion. t
.combines the elevated tendene1es of the occipito-coronal with the
violent and selfish impulses of the occi.P,ito-haailar, and is only restraineJ from crime by prudential cons1derations and personal ambition. This is a character of great fore..•, restless, aggressive,and
domineering. As it prevails in a nation, they make war upon their
neighbol'"l and reduce them to servitude.
Tbe Coronal Temperament, composed of the corono-frontal and
occipito-coronal, combines all that is noble and admirable in manJ>rofound wisdom, generous virtuC!, and heroic action. Those of
thic; temperament are the exemplars and benefactors of mankind.
The basilar temperament is prevalent in the lowest forma of
savage life, and the lowest class of civilized society. The occipital
temperament belongs to the barbarous and semi-civilized society, Qf
which we see examples in ancient Rome and her cotemporary nat:ons. It is still the most inftuential temperament of the European
race of the present day. We observe also in society many examplea of the oocipito-coronal and the frontal temperaments. The
prevalence of the domineering, occipital temperaQient in men, often
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reduces families and the feebler members of society, to the frontal, or
basi Jar condition. The ocei~ito-coronal temperameot exerts a more
ennobling iDftueDce upon aociety.

LECT. LXIV.-PHILOSOPHY OF ANIMAL MAGNETISM.
HulfAN beings exert remarkable influences upon each other, in
proportion to their impressibility, by means of the nervaura or vital
emanation. · These phenomena collectively have been denominated
Animal Magnetism, because a species of v1tal attraction, resembling
the phenomena of mineral magnetism, constitutes a prominent portion of the phenomena. The name Mesmerism, (denved from Mesmer,) being convenient, has been generally used, and has even been
applied to the nervous agency employed, which we call the nen·
aura.
These phenomena mar be claaed under the heads of: 1. Atrae·
tion. 2. Sympathy. 3. Intuition. 4. Volition. 5. Sleep-waki~tg.
6. Therapeutic Applications.
1. Auractitm is nothing more than a vital -function, active in all
human beings, as well as in ma~etic subje~ts, and arising from the
organ of Adhesivenen. This mftuence holds together husband and
wife; relatives, fri~nds, familes, etc. In mngnetic subjects, this in flo·
ence is displayed physically, and thus appears mysterious, although
it is in reality but a more direct manifestation of the force which il
ordinarily displayed through the intervention of con.sciousness. 'rhe
mao of great force of ch ... racter and adhesive attraction, easily
establishes attractive J'elations between himself and others. These
are established by means of his attractive influence operatin~ upon
the emotions, intellect, and will of others, who, in proport1on to
their susceptibility to such influences, become more or less bound
to him and unable to escape from his fascination. It ia true their
acts are voluntary ; but nevertheless ther are in many instances
the irresistible effect of a superior menta power operating upon
them, often in spite of their resistance. In the magnetic subJect
this attraction is produced dirt'ctlv, without the intervention of any
of this play of emotion, because the mental inftuence, or nervaura
of the operator, controls directly the body of the subject. The
phenomena of animal n1agetism depend upon the imprenibility of
the patient, which renders him susceptible of those delicate infloences nnt felt by others. He feels the nervaura of another's coostttution with so intense a sensibility, that his whole coostituteon is
rf'ndered accessible to the mental and nervous inluence of anotber,
and hence when brought very near or in contact, his person may
be attracted without the intf'rvention of his own consciousness or
volition, on the same principle that he sympathetically feels ~
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palos or obeys the will of another. Attraetioa, then, is but a con•quence of impreaeibahty. The attrJ.ctive force exists in the operator's hand, the nervaura of which is that of Adhesiveness or
Attraction. The nervaura of other portions of the person. has some
portion of this attractive power, the origin of whi~h is in the attractIVe organs of the braiD. There are repulsive as well as attractive
organs, aad they have their eorpureal apparatu1. The back of the
haDd is decidedly repulsive-so are the elbow and the baek of the
foreann. The i11fer10r poeterior part of the body is repulsive, and
upper asaterior surface attractive. The power of attraction neceeaarily varies in different individuals, in proportion to their developement of the attractive orsans, and hence the amount of this power
may not be a criterion ot their power for other porpoees. The
power of energizing the stomach, lunga, brain, etc., is proportioned
to the developement of those physiological forces. and the power of
Nlieving diseaae proportioned to the developement of Health.
~ ~--The magnetic subject sympathizes with the
!hougbts, senations, emotions, aad entire existence of hi• mllfletizer. This is merely the consequence of his impressibility. ~Such
I)'IDpatby, in 1ome slight degree, is an every-day occurreace with
those of tbe impressible cooatitution, and oceuionall y it baa spo,..
taaeously gone 88 far as we oblerve it with thoae who have been
magnetized. A very intereatiog volume might be compiled of authentic narrative• of these cases. J have been acquainted with
teveral persona wheae mental sympathy with others has been activo
at the d11tance of many miles. Out of &his sympathy, auisted by
the r.gion of bttvilioa, neceeaarily arisea \be power of Diagnos•
or detection of character, of disease, and of tliougbts. The wonderful powers displayed bv 1leep-waking subjects, of knowieg the
thoughts of those in contact with them, visiting mentally the scenes
wbicb they visit, interpreting their unuttered wishes, recognizing
their state of health and describing their local pains, are merely
consequences of the sympathetic condition which is connected
witb the intuitive faculttes ; and I have often produced these experiments in the ordinary condition of the constitution, without resort
to any of the magnetic processes, in persons who had not been
Ipagnt'tized. Perhaps it may give an incorrect idea to say that I
have prodtu:fd ~~ouch results. I have merely taught persons, possessing t6is sympathetic power, how to eurt it.
3. Intuition.-Magnetic subjects display many forms of intuitive
knowledge. They are clairvoyant, or capable of seeing objects at
any distance, without even the assistance of sympathy ; they are
prlflogat, or capable of foreseeing future events; and they have
llave atso intuitive knowledge as to the thoughts and characters of
persons to whom they direct their attention, so 88 to describe the
Character and objects of distant individuals. In truth, there is no
definite limit to the range of their intuitive knowledge. In medicine, mental philosophy, theology, chemistry, geology, etc., they
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make remarkable disclo!!ures ; nnd yet it must be confessed the
results of their intuition heretofore have been trivial in comparison
with what we are authorized to expect, ond what we still beolieve
may be thus developed. 1'here has been too much sympathefc
reproduction of the ideas of those with whom they have been connected, nod too little original thought or observation. The explanation of all thf'se wonderful fncts is sufficiently obvious. They
are merely displnys of the power of Intuition. This region of the
brain foresees, penetr.1tes, discovers, reveals; the magnetic operator excites this region by the production of somnolence, in connection with mental serenity. The region of·Somnolence is the cooperative region, (see Lect. on Co-operation,) of Intuition or Clairvoy.ance, and hence these intuitive clairvoyant powers have been
mo~t highly developed in the somnolent state. But there is no
indispensable necessity for such a state. The intuitive powers have
all been displayed, independent of the processes of animnl mngnetism. They have been brought forth by disease, by mental excitement, by religious fervor, by love, and even spontaneously b) stroag
OJJZRnic developement. without nny extraordinary cause. Like
otlier powe~, I have found them car:ble of excitement by experiments upon the brain in the natura state, and in making experiments upon them, have often felt the delightful, luminors, intellectual
effect, which they produced. There have been hosts of clai voyant and prevoyant individuals in the world who never heard of animal magnetism-it is probable that to this class of individuals we
are indebted more thall we are aware. The delicate perceptions
of truth and beauty in many of our writers, have probably been due
to impressible, ideal, and intuitive facnlties.
4. Volition.- The power exercised by the volition of the mag·
netizer over his subject, controlling his act~, and even his feelings,
has many analogies in the ordinary influence of the strong mind
over the weaker. The (!Ower of voliton is necessa :ily capable of
controlling the limbs and brain of another person, when the im·
pressibility is so great as to destroy the distinct separateness of
the two individuals, and enable the organic powers or one to affect
the constitution of the other. Any highly impressible individual
will feel the influence of the mental cond ti. n of another who is
near, and of course is liable to be influenced or swayed by his will.
6. Sleep-waking, or Somnolence, is one of t:1e natural conditions
to which man is liable. Its production by the magnetizer is quite
intelligible when we understand the locations and laws of the organs.
The organ of Somnolence is closely connected with that of Sen:aibility, and thus, bythe sympathy of contiguity, they are associated
in action. Hence congemal1mpressions upon our Seusibility, which
excite its proper action and do not produce intense excitement or
pain, have a somnolent tendency. The most anterior supt.•riorportion of Sensibility! which recognizes the nervaura and ottier imponderables, is that wnich connects most intimately with Somnolence;
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hence the mo!t efficient ioftuence for the production of somnolence,
is that of the nel'yaura used by the m~netizer. The influences of
ealoric, galvaaism, magnetism, electric1ty, music, and other soQDds,
as well as various pleasllllt impressions upon the senses, are calcup
lated in various dej!rees to produce the somnolent state, in proportion as the organs which they affect are connected with Somnolence.
This ex(>lains the somnolent effect of music-of a warm day-of
murmunog sounds. The somnolent effect of electricity is often
experienced in certain electric states of the atm~phere, at the approach of thunder storms. Magnetic subjects are liable at such
times to fall into a spontaneous somnolence. The ~ost somnole.nt
of. our seUBibilities is tba.t which feels the influence of ~he nervaara,
aod whirb produces impressibility. Bein~ connected by imme,hte
oontiguity with the organ of Somnolence, 1t follows that we become
aomnolent whenever the influence of the nervaura of another con.IJtitution. is felt. Its application alone does not necessarily produce 800lnolence, for the effect of every agent is proportioned to the
organic ~ensibility upon which it acts. It is necessary, therefore,
that a sufficient impression Ahould be made, and also that the organ
Gf Somnolence should be sufficiently large and active. Under these
oonditions, the nervaur& received in contact or · J?roxia)ity wita
another constitution, becomes decidedly somnolent m its inftu~mce.•
'l he magnetizer imparts the attractive nervaura of his hand-be
applies it over the bead, arms, and body. A gentle warmth from the
hand and person, and a pleasant impres&ion upon the sense of touch,
oontribute to the-effect. Tqe entire quietude of the patient·produces
a repose of the basilar organs, ani gives the ascendency to tbe cerebral and nervous over the muscular and corporeal functions. The
kindly and submissive feelings which are encouraged or evro required, contribute much to diminish the resisting pow.·rand increase
.t he impressibility. Thus the subject i.s placed in the .conditions
best calculated to develope all the effects of the agencr. employed,
which being the sole object of his atten~ion, necessanly becomes
Clllite impressive.
In addition to these c~rcumlta.nees,. the ~&Fses of the operator have
a somnalent effect. H1s hands apphed often to the beaa; cbt-st and
anna, tend to draw exctt.ement towards the superior portions of the
peraon. The passes from the ~boulders to the. hands, tend to produce quietness and attraction by traosfetTing excitement fr()Dl the
vigorotW functions of' the arms to the attractive functions of the
hands. Especially on the o ter surface of the arm above the elbow,
do we find the coarse muscular influences which antagonize aornnolenoe, ani the dispersion of these by the downward pasaee, is ther&o
fore a rational course. The passes on the bead are made in the
aection from the eoergetic and vigilut re@'ion. tow4U'd the somnoleat organs .of the temples; or perhaps earned as far as the chin,
in which case they beCome not ooly somnolen4 but warmiog. The
puae• in trODt ef the pel'BOD, toward the epigaatric region, ate .ape-
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clficall:y calculated to prockce aoinnolenoe, as they eoncentrate to
the regtons of Somnofence and ~ensibility upon the body~
When, without any of these proceues, sleep is produced merely
by the fixed gaze of the o~rator, the aomnolence is ~need direetl!
and simplv 6y the subtlest nervaura of the intellectual organs, (aidecl
by the e~t of monotony, which suspends intellectual activity,)
which is radiated by the eye. The amount of intuitive intellectUal
influence thns imparted, generally renders the somnolence lucid «
clairvoyant, which may not be tbe caae in the other method at
operating, if not rightly condueted. In all cases, however, the
lucidity aepends, or course, upon the eapacitiee of the subject.
When sleep or somnolence bas been onee produced by the mag·
netizer, the laws of association are such, that it may be reprodueeii
even by thinking of the seene in which it oocurreC:l, the processea
used, and the penon or countenance of the operator, these conceptions having Deeome tu1ociatul with the somnolent condition.
-,•here is another reason for sleep ,which might indeed be theresu't of a fixed gaze at an1 other objeer, as well as at a humaa
being. Variety of action IS the law of the intellect. The more
the intellectual organs are develo~, the greater the number or di•
tinct ideas which they originate. To increase the numher of tbeee
ideas by diversified scenes and interesting objects, excites the highest
intellectual activity; to diminish the number by excluding all
cbange:-confining ourselves to one impresion, tendS proportionally
to paralyze the intellectual faculties ; in othet· words, to prodooe
sleep. lf, at the same time, the intellect of the patient is nther
ina.ctive, or the organs of sleep large, be probably yields to the
sleepy influence entirelr, and falls into tbe animal sleep; but if hie
intellectual activity reSists, being deprived of any new impreB'Ma
from the ~rceptive organs, he is thrown upon the re-80QJ'Cel oC
memory and its co-operative region of Ideahty and Somnolence.
Hence his mental action assumes a vague, abstract, dreamy chat·
acter, just as if he had closed hi!! eyes-perhaps even more abstract;
for in the latter case the perceptive organs may act more freely thlll
when they are riveted to one impression. The somnolence Pro:
duced by fixing the eyes immovably upon any object, may be rl
the lucia, clairvoyant character, althougn tbia is not so apt to be tbe
ease as where the mental and DerVOUI ia8uence of the o~
assists. Gazi~ apon the eye and watching the mental action of
another, brings 1nto play ow intuitive intellect, aa it ia a direclt
exf!rcise of the psycholo~ eense.
The variou proceues fnr somnoli&ing, are not at all neceasarytD
somnolence. The orpn of that function i• spontaneously active,
snd often manifests iteelf in the highest degree, aa in the feats of oatural aomnambaliata. It ia alao uncler our control and may be vo&.ontarily exercised. Thote in whom the organ of Somnolence ~
been much celtiva&ed, ~uire the power of using it at will, ~
a.uming the eleaMigbted, iotuitiYe co.aditioa whenever they d..,..
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Theraputic Benqits.-The relief of pain and disease by the
operatious of animal magnetism, is mainly dependent upon the
sympathetic relations between the operat.. r and the subj Get. If the
former be of vigorous heal th, he is continually elevating the subject
to hi own condition, and also receivin~J a mot bific in t'urnce from
his patient; in other words, an equilibnum is establishing between
th Pm. Hence operators generally uffer from the contact even more
than they are aware, and patients are benefited in proro ttion to the
ch·ua.cter of the constitution with "hich th ey come into contact.
The p oduction of somnolence, has in itself a soothing influence,
and the maintenance of that condition greatly increases the impres·
sibility. The passes mad over diseased organs serve to dispt> rse the
mot b:d influence: and it really appea rs that these morbid influences
are susceptible of dispersion and removal, as if they consisted of
some peruliar fluid. The effects of the various passes over the
body and h •ad are explained by a knowledge of the vatious functions of the parts over "' hich the passes a te made. The passes
remove, disrerse. concentrate and change the vital forces, according to thE' direction in which they are made.-(See Lectures on
Sarcognomy.)
The 1ower which the opPrator exercises over his subjects, is exercised in all cases, in which two beings conf, ont each other, for
friendly or for hostile purposes. If the relations are friendly, we
observe rema1 kable intimacies and sympathies, accompani Pd by an
affectinnate subjugation of the mo re impressible indivirluals, and
an adhesive union ~ hirh cannot be seve red without violence and
suffering. If the relations are hosti'e, the power of ench intensely
excite the other, and if greatly disproportioned, the stronger overcomes the \\ eaker, compelling a pass:ve submission. The same
remarkable attachment-the same conquest by nervous fo , ce are
observable among animals as among men. Do~Js, horses, cowa,
birds, s.,rpents, and other animals have been subJected to human
mesmeric influence, and human beings have been affected in return,
especially by serpents.
(A. W., a lady of highly impressible temperament, wa!l once
dangerously fascin·1ted by a snake, when a girl about ten years of
age. Passing with her school companions within about ten feet
of a log, they saw upon its top a large black snake, at which, the
others were fri~htened and ran off. A, was attract~d, at first by curiosity to remam and ~aze at the snake, but gradually became impressed by the eye of the animal, as it gazed in her eyes, movi~
Its tail, and occasiomlly, at first,jutting forth its tongue. Her
companions meantime had reache the summit of the adjacent
hill, on their way home, and loudly called on her to escape, but she
h1d no disposition to do so. The fascination appeared to suppresa
her powers of speech, and she s'owly approached the snake. Her
adopted sister ran back in alarm from the hill-top and sei ,ed her
when within a few feet of the serpent and forcibly dragged her oft'.:
17
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Yet so strong was the impression on her mind, that, even after ber
escape, she was desirous of returning, and disposed to quarrel with
her sister for dragging her away.)
Animals often exert this power on each other. Serpents and
cats are said to fascin:.te birds, and it has been stated that the faacinated bird is so completely under the influence of the snake as
to be affected by the blows which the snake receives. Mr. J. W.,
an intelligent and accurate observer, assures me. that he once saw
a large tilack snake fascinated by a cat. This cat, which wae
remarkable for its great size, was accustomed to catch and bring
home snakes, which it brought in a peculiar passive conditi•1n, the
cause of which, was not known. Once, when Mr. W ., then a
youth, was at work in a small shop adjacent the forest, a black
snake, six or eight feet long, crawlea by, and passed over his foot.
&eing his cat at that moment. he seized it and started in pursuit
of the snake, which he expected the cat would be able to catch or
destroy. Passing over an open field, the cat soon headed the
snake, and arrested its course, standing in front of it and turning
from side to side to arrest its progress. Gradually the cat approached
the snake, standing within two or three feet, its hair erect, and its
whole attitude and movements indicating intense excitement. The
snake, with open mouth and protruding tongue, appeared to be overawe~, and its movements became more quiet. The cat crouching
upon its abdomen, approached its subject, and at length put its paw
upon the head, thus asserting on authority, to which the snake
submitted. It then walked around the snake, closely watching it,
rolled over on it, and seemed to be quite at home with its pet,
which quietly submitted to its pleasure. By this time, Mr. W.
thought proper to interfere; he ~ulled the snake by its tail and it
made no resistance. He then aaministered a heavy blow, which
severed its body and killed it.

LECT. LXV.-NERVAURIC TREATMENT OF
DISEASE.
b the whole human race possessed the requisite degree of impre86ibility, the necessary sphere of drug treatment would be quite
limited. Diseases might be treated by manipulation alone, with
far sn;ater success than what at present attends the use of medicines.
As 1t is, there are many to whom manipulation is a far more beneficial remedy than medicines. The number is far greater in propc:lrtion to the mildness and warmth of the climate, the refinement
of character, the cultivation of gentler emotions, aod the eft'e&linacy of the mode of life.
In many cases, however, we find the impressibility so moderate
as to render it more tedious, expenaive and laborious to treat dis-
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eases in this manner than
medicines, and unless some measures
are adopted to increase the 1mpresaibility there would not be sufficient encot]ragement to induce one to persevere in manual treatment. The proeess~s commonly adopted by magnetizers are well
adapted to the cultivation of impressibility. The somnolent state
is one of a high degree of impressibility, and by its frequent production, or even by the approximation to it, the impressibility will
be g eatly increased; hence, benevolent and persevering operators
have frequently taken hold of the most unpromising snbjects, upon
whom at the first sitting, they produce scarcely any decided efTect,
and eontintted their efforts until they brought the constitution
entirely under their control. so as to efFect important cures. It is
highly desirable that we should have a class of operators devoted
to the manuel treatment of disease, which is often too tedious for
the practice of the physician. By encouraging this class as a distinct p ofession, a great number of cases will be successfully treated,
in which the ordinary medical treatment would have failed, or at
the best would have left the constitution greatly impaired. The
physician is so strongly tempted to resort to tlie easy method of
prescribing doses of meaicine, and to avoid the labor, or perhaps
ridicule c0nnected with a more genial method, that it is probable
he will often overlook the impresstbility which might havE' enabled
him to work magical cures; nor iS it p: obable that he Wtll persevere in cultivating impress:bility where it is very slight and 1eqnires
perseverance for 1ta de\·elopment.
As the number of impress ble e"nstitut:ons, at J>resent, is in
warm climatl's, sufficient to render one-half or three-fourths of the
p<!pulation subjects for partial manual treatment-as tbe progress
of refining, humanizi~ influences in society, contributes greatly to
the increase of impressibility, and as it may be cultivate(! greatly
by somnolizing J>roeesses, as well as by d:et and moral influences,
there can be no aoubt that the manual treatment of disease should
take a h 'g1 rank among the var:ous methods known to the healing
art. I have no doubt that manual trtatment, combined with treatment by water, neither of whieh requires a thorough med:cal education, would produce results superior to the avet age of our present
fashionable practice. A large port:on of the results of hydropathy
are duf', not to the water, but to incess1nt frictions and mampulations of the attendants, wh:ch are carr:ed to an extraord:nary extent
at the water cure establishments. The principle of Pr essnitz,
•'flesh to flesh," was the result of exper;ence.
The principles govem·ng the manual treatment of disease ate
simple and obvious. Wherever there is any accumulation ?f nervous excitement, of irritafon, or of sanguineous congeston, it
should be our object to disperse it, and to rell!'ov~ from the sys~em
entirely the morb fie tendency. When there 18 s1mply congestion,
accumulated excitement, or an inflammatory tendency, the d .speraive movements may be sufficient; but if there be much morbtdity,
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it will be · des:rable to d'spene and entirely eliminate from the
system the noxious intluence of the merbid parts. This may be
accomplished by passes from the morbid part toward and beyond
the extremities, or by the direct application and "ithdrawal of the
hand. The nervaura seems to follow the movement of the hand,
and the passage of the operator's hand from the person of his subject,
or from its central toward its extreme parts, appears to withdraw
• the morbid or irritating nervous intluence, and to subsftute therefore the more genial influence of the operators constitution.
The operator is in great danger of imb bing into h:s own system
a port'on of the malign influence which he receives, and henre ia
required to be on his guard. The fact of the patient being entirely
in a passive condition, renders h:s influence less potent, and at the
same time the resolute exertions of the operator g:ve kim the
power of res:sting the influence of his pat:ent. He is exerting his
Firmness, Vigihnee and Energy-his occip'tal organs generally
a··e active and the enfeebling temporal organs are inactive-hence,
he has less impressibility than usual while operating. His own
constitution, while emitting an efli:-ient influence. is too vigorous
in its own action to be much affected by the vital influences which
are thus yielding before him. It is desirable that there should be
a great disparity of impressibility between the operator and the
suoject. for the benefit of the former. He will thus work the
most astonishing cures, in a very impressible subject without perceiving any effed upon himself. But if the subject be not more
impressible than his operator, the latter will be hable to imbibing
as mu h morbific in8uen1·e as he removes, and will owe his safety
&o the precaut on of keeping h's system braced and at·tive, diminishing the necessary amount of contact, making rapid, dispersive
passes. and rel:eving h mself by the proper passes, after 01 erating
upon h's pat:ent. The hands, which have lieen used in contact or
proximity to anything n1orbid, are the direct recipients of the
morbid influence, wh t h is th ··nee diffused over the body; hence,
d:spersive movements down the brad and over the hands, may
w:thdraw the morbific influence d ·rivt>d from the patient.
The passes made for the reltef of the patient, opt>rate by the nervous influence, and do not requ:re contact. The h'gher the imprrssibil ty tha less ne(~essity for contact-the less ampressib;lity
the nearer the approach that is necessary-the least impreyible,
re9.uiring physical contact. In the highest possible grades of sens!bJiity, mental contact is alone sufficient w:tbout 1hys'cal manipoJation, and the mind of the op,rator imparts vigor to his subj ~ct.
In these cases the m:nd bas unl mited power over the body, and
be:ng controlled by another mind, which suppl ,es an energy not its
own, is enabled by th s imparted power to renovate 1ts t-nf,ebled
body. 'l he mental influences of the ope•ator may even be impartrd to particular substances, which may then bP. used by the
pat:ent advantageously. A ring, a book, or a piece of money, may
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be charged with any mental or physiological influence, as sleep,
mirth, nausea, etc, 110 as to produce these effects when touched;
but as these phenomena are prodU<:ed with equal facility, by imagination alonE~, in such persons, as by simply telling them that a certain object will put them to sleep, there is no accurate distinction in
such experiments between those which are merely imaginative and
those which depend upon a real nervous influence.

LECT. LXVL-LOCAL NERVAURIC TREATMENT.
B•sJilll the simple operation for the dispersion of morbid influences, there are many which require a knowledge of organic functions.
The organ of disease (in the body) being located in the hypochondriac region, it is important in operating for the bem•fit of the
subject, to disperse the vital excitement from this region, and diminish the acth>n of the morbific faculties.
Hence the most frequent manipulations, for the benefit of the
patient, will consist of dispersive passes from the region of Disease
toward that of Health-on the head from the cheek bones to the
crown-on the body from the hypochondria to the shoulders. A
brisk upward movement of this kind, upon the person, will be felt
by almost any one, as u rousing, bracins, refreshing operation.
The delightful influence of a cool brP.eze ts owing to the fact that
it operates in the manner just described-the cool air passes over
the cbeeks and temples, backward, toward the energetic organs of
the occiput, exerting a sedative and dispersive influence upon the
debilitatmg organs of the middle lobe. It is for the same reason
that we are so much refreshed by the application of cold water
to the face upon rising in the morning, and the knowledge of the
bracing influence of cold applied to the cheeb and temples, lead11
us to reaort to it immediately, in every case of fainting. Upon
the body the same principles apply. The breeze striking us in
front exerts its sedat1ve influence upon a group of debilitating organs, and is delightfully invigorating-it is therefore pleasant to
face the cool bree~, and for the same reason injurious to receive
the breezes upon our back. The remark is said to be true of quadrupeds as well as of human beings-horses and cattle, it is said,
pull better against the wind than with it. If a breeze be of higher
temperature than the body, its influence will be reversed, as it will
heat the parts upon which it blows. Facing such a wind, will,
therefore, be debilitating, as is well known in warm climates,
In bathing, we may observe that the application of hot water or
steam to the front of the body, especially near the hypochondriac
region, is debilitating and sickening, when upon any other part it
would be argeeable. The jet of cold wnter striking the person
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front is entirelv pleasaut and tonic. The dispersive paaes frem
the hypochondria may be made both upward and downward. In
a majority of oases, mvalids need botli movements-they require
the latter to arouse the animal forces. The manipulations should
extend upon the legs in such cases. and not terminate upon the
abdomen. The object being to throw the vital force from the ab·
domen to the shoulders and legs. To develop it more effectually
in those parts, we should &{>ply the hands, gently touching and
withdrawing, or lightly tappmg upon the organ of Health on the
shoulder, upon the front of the thigh and upon the calf of the leg.
The highest degree of muscular activity is imparted by the outer
portion of the calf. In operating UJ?on the head, the most beneli·
cial vigor will be imparted by touchmg at the same time the organs of Health and Vitality. This effect, I have often felt myself,
while making the experiment. (For Vitality place the finger upon
the hollow of the neck just behind the mastoid process.)
Besides this general restoration, we may concentrate the sanative energies ol the constitution upon the diseased organs. Thus,
by touching simultaneously, the organs of Health and Alimentiveness, we concentrate the sanative powers upon the stomach, or by
touching any other organ than Alimentiveness, at the same time, we
throw the sanative power of Health to a corresponding part of the

body.
In every individual case there must be a variety of operations,
adapted to its peculiarities. Or~ans which are torpid must be e.l•
cited ; those which are overexctted must be tranquilized; an equilibrium of circulation and of excitement should be established. (~e
Circulation.) Thus, in a great number of cases, it will be necessary to excite the hepatic organ to produce a sufficient activitv of the
liver-to E'Xcite calorification and perspiration to produce "warmth
and moisture of the surface-to excite Vitality to rouse all the phy·
siological energies--to remove the circulation and excitement from
the head to the extremities, by passes down the side of the bead
and neck toward the shoulder-to warm the lower extremitiet
by exciting Ca!orification and the organs of the lower part of the
neck at the same time--to relieve internal congestion of various
organs by backward dispersive passes O\·er the side of the headto 1elieve the oppressed lung" 6y exciting the organs of Respira·
tion. or to dimin1sh the disposition to cough by the organ of Re·
straint-to arrest a fever by transferring the excitement from
Calorification to the organs of Refrigeration, Perspiration and the
secretions--to quiet the excitement of the heart by the region of
Firmness-to clleck profuse abdominal secretion by the region of
Restraint-to relieve the buin by throwing the excitement to the
lower extremities, etc, etc. In short, there are a great number of
orerations to be made upon the brain and body, for the restorat~on
o disordered functions, m which we are to be guided by the stm·
ple rule of ascertaining which function is torpid, concentrating ex·
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citement upon its organ, and diminishing the exoitement of those
which are over active or highly irritattd, re~lating the bnlance of
functions in such a manner as to give a decided: ascendancy to
those of the region of Health.
The details of what should be done in each cnse must be derived
from a thorough knowledge of the functions, as developf'd by Neurology, and their exact location on the head, as well as the corresponding locations on the body developed by Sarcognomy; With
this knowledge of localities and functions~ we readily comprehend
the nervauric management of various disorders, by apJ?Iyin~ the
hands where we wish to concentrate excitement, and makmg dtspersive passes where we wish to dissipate it.

LEC'f. LXVII.-MEDICAL MANAGEMENT OF IMPRESSIBLE CONSTITUTION::).
b a lar~e number of impressible persons, it will be found impracticable or mjurious to rely entirely on manual processes for their
relief from disease. So few, at present, are sk1lled in these pro·
cesses, it may be impracticable to obtain the services of any suitable person. In these cases the patient, if subjected to ordinary
medical treatment, will be apt to experience, in consequence of
greater impressibility, more severe and prostrating effects from the
ordinary doses than his physician will have been prepared to
expect. A slight error in the choice of his medicine may be more
deleterious; and many inftuencta of diet, climate, clothin,r. atmosphere, etc., may effect him more injuriousty than others. Hence it
1s necessary that, if possible, he should convert this extraordinary
susceptibility, which renders him more liable to disease, into the
means of guarding against its attacks. The impressible person,
ceteri8 pariblu, is more liable to disease than the non-impressible.
But when he has been taught the nature of his impressibility, and
in what manner it is a quality of his own protection, he may be
more successful in guarding against disease and relieving .himself
from its attacks than those of less susceptibility.
A highly impressible person, by cultivating his powers, may learn
to avoid every influence and every article of food that would produce an injurious effect. It is not neces~ry for him to swallow n
dose and wait for hours to understand its influence. It is not necessary for him to have consumed his dinner and awaited the results to
know whether or not it was compatible with the state of his stom~
ach. Every article with which he comes into contact, diffuses its
influence at once over his whole person. The medicine which he
holds in his band exerts its medicinal influence almost at once over
his whole constitution. The foo:l which he takes upon hia \Ongue
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exerts its sympathetic influence upon the stomach, bowels, braia·
and nervous system, and he is &.t once aware of its tendency
He should, therefore, in regard to his diet, cautiously feel his way,
not going merely according to the dictates of a previously formed
judgment, but following implicitly the promptings of his sensations,
when the articles of food are placed betore htm; eating deliberately,
and consuming only those articles which, on first taste or impression, appear to exert a genial and wholesome influence.
By this experimental Pystem of diet he will be enabled to <'.boose
with more than seientific accuracy, the article which is adapted to
his physical condition for the time being.
..
.
The facility with which he receh·es medicinal impresaions, reo.
ders it scarcely necessary that he should take any medicine internally. By simply holding it in his hand, or .placing it upon the e(»igastrium, or on some other portion of his skin, he exp~riences Ita
entire medicinal influence, as thoro~hly as if taken interoaily, and
escapes the prolonged and often inJurious influences of medicines
administered in the ordinary method.
By th·s external mode of med:cation, he is enabled to continue
any medicinal ioftuence just so long as it may be beneficial-to discontinue the application whenever it appears to be expedient to do
so ; anJ to nndergo the influence of a dose of any magnitude whatever., with the safety which arises from the fact that it mny be discontinued in a moment. Not only may its action be thus su!!pended
by removing it, but by rapid marupulations over the point at which
the medicine had been applied, its influence may be to a great extent. if not entirely, w:tharawn from the system. By this external
method of medication, not only do we relieve the stomach and
spare the constitution, but we enable the patient to select his own
medicines, with n certainty and accuracy otherwise entirely un·
known in the healing a.rt. li, for example, his condition indicates
the necessity for a tonic, he may select ten or twenty that appear
best calculated to fulfil the indications of the case. In a few
minutes trial he rejects those which are pernicious, and selects
those which produce desirable effects, and informs us of the mental
and physiological results which the chosen medicine produces.
How simple and how beautiful the whole process I The constitution of man, when developed to its highest degree of moral and
. physical beauty and refinement, possesses the unerring senses, by
which it selects from the different kingdoms of nature, whatever Jt
- stands in need of. With an unfailing internal sense, he chooses his
appropriate nutriment with equal certainty. He avoids noxious
. plants and minerals ; and when his health is deranged, he needs but
to walk through the forest und exercise his finer senses, to find a
plant which combines in its leaves, its flowers, its bark or its seeds,
the power that restores him to health.
How beautiful and how benevolent appear the system and eir·
cwnstances of human nature-the relations nnd plan of the hwnan
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constitution, when fully developed in accordance with its divine
plan t Is it not a pleasing anticipation that, in a more harmonized
condition of society, that which as now true to a limited extent of
a few, may become true to a much ~tater extent of all?
The beneficial influence which Impressible persons may thus
derive from food and medicine, will also be derived from other peculiar sources. They will be able to perceive the eff~cts of peculiar
locations, and even of the position of the bed in which they lie,
and in all the measures we may institute for their relief, to test and
ascertain the propriety of our course. To this class of individuals
the social influence 1s of pre-eminent importance. If surrounded
by meagre, feeble, drooping, desponding, or irritable attendants,
they will feel a sympathetic depression or irritability ; but if surrounded by the robust, healthy, gay, and good-humored, they will
receive an elevating and sustaming influence from the moral atmosphere of health and happiness by which they are surrounded.
Hence the success of many a popular physician, who cheers his
patients by an imp'ersonation of vigorous, joyous health, and hopeful symp:1thy. Not only is the presence of such persons desirable,
but the conversation of friends should ever turn upon scenes of
health, happiness, and kindness. Such conversation is really sustaining and ~neficial to the sick. Those visitors to the sick room,
whose sallow and morb:d countenances reveal a life of little enjoyment, and whose convers:ttion continually runs upon disease, millfortunes, deaths, quarrels, and pecuniary troubles, should never be
admitted.
·
Not only may the mental influence of those who are present,
and of the scenes which they describe, benefit the p1.tient; 6ut even
the influence of a letter may be dec:dedly beneficial. Contact
with the letters of the healthy, robust, and cheertul, who have a
genial influence, is a moral medicine, of considerable value to those
of the highest susceptibility.

LECT. LXVIII.-BLETONISM.
Otn: of the most remarkable facts which has been neglected by
the scientific, is that which has been expressed by the term Bletonism, or Water Witchery. The familiar practice in Europe and
Americ:t, of determining the proper location of a well, and the
probable depth at which a stream of water will be found, has not
received the proper attention of scientific men. The custom is so
universal in our country, that there are probable none of my readers who have not witnessed or heard of some i.lustration of thi1
power. In many neighborhoods there are individuals distinguished
by their powers m this way, who, without remuneration, and with-
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out nny motive for deception, are accustomed, whenever a well is
to be dug, to survey the ground and determine by certain internal
percPptions, where the water can or cannot be obtained, and at
what d~>pth it will probably be found.
The prevalence of the custom, and the honesty and intelligence
of the p uties, entitle it to our respect. It is evident that the power
in question depends upon some enJowment of the nervous system
which exists to a higher degree in some individuals than in othen.
We observe that when the water-finder is going about, with his
switch or forked twig in hand, in pursuit of water, many of the
epectators are often tempted to try, through the t-'&me process, to
ascertain whether they poseess the power themselves. In aoy
considerable number of persons we generally find some who become expert in water-finding. It is therefore certain, that a peculiar
sense of endowment exists among a large portion of the human
race, sufficiently acute in its perceptions, and correct in its intelligence, to be available in determining the site of snbterranean
streams of water.
But when we examine the process by which the discovery is
made, we do not observe anything very rational or scientific. Tbe
water-finder proceeds over the ground, holding in his band a forked
twig of witch-haze), peach or some appropriate tree, which it is believed will tum down with considerable force and point toward the
subterranean stream, whenever he stands directly over it. Such is
the general opinion of water· finders; and some of them even declare
that the twis turns dows with sufficient force to twi!t it in their
hands, breakmg the bark. It is al~ believed that by holding a switch
or rod in the hand by the smaller end, leaving it in a position free
to move, it will adapt its direction to the course of a subterranean
stream and thus become a guide by which the stream may be
traced. It is believed that on the water witch holding a smnll rod
or twig in his hand above the site of a subterranean stream, it will
soon be thrown into motion bv a mysterious attraction, and begin to
vibrate vertically to and from the water.
In these opinions, although they may appear ridiculous to the
man of science, we observe the form in which a familiar fact presents itself and is received by the unscientific mind. As to any
attraction between the twigs and the subterranean stream of water,
when no human being interferes, we have not the slighest evidence
of its existence. The whole cause therefore, of the facts and pb~
nomena, must be found in the constitution, capacities, and peculi·
arities of the individuals who make the experiment. The forked
twig or didning rod is held in such a manner, compressed by the
hand, as to be very liable, if the pressure i! not carefully made, to
be thrown down by the force used. Hence its turning down, even
with apparent violence, is not at all surprising. But the waterfinder tells us, sincerely no doubt, that he makes no effort lo cause
the twig to tum down, but, on the contrary, wishes to prevent it.
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Nevertheless, we know that the twig can be maintained in its erect
position only by the judiciously balanced force which he applies to
1t, and that whenever, from any cause, his force is improperly applied, it must descend, whether he wills such a result or not.
So in the case of following the guidance of an elastic switch, it
is very easy, when it is held almost balanced from one extremity,
awiugmg to and fro in an elastic manner, to change its direction by
the unconscious movement of the band of the holder. And in the
cue of the vibration of the twig, which is supposed to play freely
in the hand of the holder, ii is obvious that a very slight movement,
however communicated, even the slight movements which are always
experienced from the impulse of the heart and from the movements
of respiration, will be sufficient to produce a gentle vibration of the
twig. By these means we can explain the movements of the divining rod of the water-finder, as bemg entirely caused by the action
of his own muscular system, independent of any anticipation on his
part, or any design to produce such results.
This reasoning, however, does not explain the wonderful fact,
which has been verified in thouaands of instances, that the true sit·
uation of subterranean streams may be thus pointed out, and even
the depth at which the water lies, correctly indicated. To t>xplain
this fact we must refer to the wonderful powers of the nervous sys·
tem, which recognize the influence of a medicine eveloped in a
paper, or hermetically sealed in a bottle. The powers by which
we recognize the influence of a medicine through solid media-by
which we recognize the mental influence belonging to the contents
of an unopened letter; and by. which we recognize the pathologi·
cal condition and feelings of a patient near whom we may be stand·
iny, are powers of a similar character to that which is concerned in
water-findio.g. It is a consequence of an impressible nervous syatem, that all substances around us, and at var1ous distances, are capable of exerting an influence upon us. Sensative persons may be
powerfull:y affected by a magnet at fifteen or twenty feet distance.
That so s1mple and harmless a fluid as water should exert a distinct
influence upon the human constitution at a considerable distance, is
not incredible when we have witnessed parallel facts as to operation
of other agents.
In order to explain the mysteries of Bletonism, I have selected
persons of a high impressibility, with a view of detennining, by the
excitt'ment of their organs, in what portion of the brain the power
of the bletoniat could be located. Knowing that it was a perceptive power, I discovered that any highl:y impressible person might
be endued with the power of the bletorust by exciting sufficiently
the sensitive and perceptive organs. In the greater number of
highly impreasible persons, these organs are spontaneously sufficien.lly active for our purpoaa; an~ such persons are capable of becomlng water-finders 1f they exercise theu power.
I discovered in my first examination of the subject, that any im-
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pressible person might be sensibly affected by proximity to a body
of water, and that, by exc:ting his intuitive perceptive organs., he
would be enabled to recognize ats presence whenever he approached
it. Thus, by placing a large bowl or pitcher of water upon the
table, and causing the individoal to pass around the room with his
eyes closed, holding his hand extended horizontally, I observed that
whenever his hand passPd over the bowl of water, not knowing
where it was, it would slightly descend as though attracted towards
it. After a little experience he would l::e t'nabled, by passing his
hand a round the room, to recognize the spot at which he experienced the action of the water. Thus, if a bowl of water should be
placed under a chair, he would be able by placing his hand, with
his eyes closed, upon each chair, to distinguish the one beneath
which the water was situated. After placing his hand over a bowl
of water several timf's, and observing a descent of his hand at
each passage, it was observed that if he stood stiU, holding his hand
in the same position, it would p;radually be attracted towards the
water, and descend, as if compelled by increasing force, the muscles
of the arm appearing to undergo a peculiar contractile and benum~
ing influence.
Having observed these facts, I sought an opportunity to applr
the princ1ple to the case of a 11omewhat noted water-finder. Thas
individual was an old man, a magistrate, residing in the country, of
good standing and personal character for integrity, and who was
mnch distinguished for his success as a water-finder. The old gentleman was brought to my office. I gave him a hint of my views
as to his pecuhar powers, which he rceeived with considerable
skepticism. Nevertheless, I proposed to test the matter by exper·
iment, and to show him that the whole mystery of water-finding
consisted not in any peculiar virtue of the divining rod, but in a peculiar influence exerted bv water over the human system. Bv the
experiment of holding his arm extended in different parts ot the
room over a bucket of water, and elsewhere I endeavored to convince him of the truth of the principle. He found that whenever
his arm was held over the water, it was stron~ly disposed to descend ; yet, it was not till after repeated trials an other portions of
the apartment, that he could be convinced that the water exerted
any pecultar influence, although h1s arm did not exhibit the same
disposition to descend in other places. Finally however, resolved
that he would not be convinced if he could help it, he determined
to hold his arm above a bucket of water, and not allow any inftu.
ence from that source to eft'~ct it. He accordingly held out his
hand, and steadily resisted the influence, which neverth«>less was
visibly cperating and causinp; its dessent. He continued this struggle until his arm was spasmodically agitated by his eff<>rts, and
yieldeJ the point only when he found himself unable to ruist any
longer.
After giving him this demonstration of his impressibility, I in-
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formed him that the same principle was applicable to other influences as well as that of water, and placed upon his forehead, in
suc,..euion, the letters of Judge S., General Jackson, Mr. Calhoun,
etc., from each of which he d.!rivt'd a strikmg and characteristic impression, corresponding to the characttu of the writers and the
mode in which he was accustomed to regard them. Thus we learn
that the phenomena of Bletooism are nothing more than a p{Jpular
and universnl mode of displaying the impreastbility of the nervous
· system, which Neurology bas demonstrated. The rod or twig, or
any other aparatus for the exercise of this power, is a convenient
method for ats exhibition, as the musclE's of the operator, while holdding the twig, are effected by the influence of the subterranean
stream. But in truth no such appnratus is necessary. The impressible bletonist may go forth with his hand alone-may recognize subterranean streams, indicate their course and depth ; and I
believe may not onlr indi~te the course of subterranean streams,
but may also determme the position of mineral strata.

LECT. LXIX.-DIETETICS.
As medicines exert their influl-lnce upon the constitution at the
moment of contact or of proximity, and the iofluPnce thereby exerted is diffused over the whole person, so do articles of food.
Food and medicine can not be distinguished by any accurate
bounderies. All articles of food are mC~re or less medicinal ; thlt
is, they modify the stnte of the constitution as to health or disease,
and excite the functions of one class of organs rather than another.
Perfect food-that is, consisting of substnncu incapable of producing p:tthological or therapeutical eft'~cts-does not exisl All substances nre pathogenetic, ,;hen used to a sufficient extent. (Water,
by its innocence, approaches nearest to the character of perfect
food .)
The Materia Medica, therefort, comprehends all substances ; and
the strictly alimentary class of the Materia Medica is but a small
and rather indefinite class. 1'here are few articles of food which
can be consumed in large quantities, and for a great leng1h of time,
with impunity. The greater number required to be used with
caution and moderat'on, and these not alone, but in connection
with other articles which may counteract their peculiar tendency.
There are many of our condimt>n!s which require to be used m
quantities as small as our medical doses. Vinegar, salt, pepper,
and mustard enD not be lurgely consumed with impunity. 'fhey
are, themselves, rather disngreeable when used as medicinal substances. The only rPal d.B'~rence between an alimentary and a
medicinal substance, is that the former may be used in greater
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quantity than the latter generally admits of. This, then, is the
distinction between food and medicine, that substances which p~
duce beneficial effects, in large quantities, are called food, and su~
stances which produce beneficial effects only when used in very
small quantities, are called medicines.
Medicines of the greatest intensity, and producing pathogenetic
~ffects in the smallest doses, are generally called poisons.
The
distinction, then, between poison, medicine, and food, is but a distinction in quantity. All substances become poisonous or injuriou!l
by being used in sufficient quantity ; and any poisonous substance,
specially so called, becomes harmless by being sufficiently attenuated, or diminished in quantity.
From these remarks, we perceive that the properties of food
may be ascertained in the same manner as those of medicines and
poisons, by ascertaining their effects in contact with the ?erson
externally; for it is not merely after a substance has been dtgested
and absorbed, that it produces its characteristic effects. These effects are instantant>ous and diffusible in proportion to the impressibilitv of the constitution.
Experiments of this kind demonstrate that animal food hu a
direct relation to the basis of the brain, and stimulates and developes the basilar organs. Hence, it gives great vital force, a ten·
dency to violent and inflammatory diseases, a muscular constitution
brutal passions, and a low state of the moral faculties. These facts
are illustrated by comparing the character of herbivorous and carnivorous Animals, as the lamb and wolf, horse and tiger, elephant
and lion, goat and hyena. Under the inftuence of the violent passions, the appetite becomes voracious and demands stimulating food
and drink-mobs are always readv for ardent spirits. Under the
influence of intellectual pursuits, or the indulgence of the affectiooa,
gross animal food and strong stimulants are exceedingly disagreeable. Hence, we observe that hard students, refined ladies, and
persons generally of a very refined and amiable character, are
averse to a strong, stimulating diet; while those of· angry passiooa,
restless habits, and strong impulses, generally desire a stimulatiog
diet-the very al'ticles the former reject. All the lower occipital
organs demand stimulus. The gloomy and morose individual needs
some stimulus from without to raise his apirits, which are depreseed
by the basilar organs.
The organs of the coronal region produce a happy frame of
mind, which originates no desires and requires no stimulants.
They also restrain the activity of the muscular apparatus and digea·
tive organs, so as to diminish the demand for food. Consequently,
the constitution, governed by the coronal organs alone, demands
but a small quantity of food, of a mild, unstimulating character. I
do not mean to affirm that all good men eschew animal food an4
stimulants, and that all bad men use them to excess; for, in truth,
men with a full development of the animal organs may use all
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kinds of food in various proportions; and a bad man may be vicious in consequence of moral defects, special or particular excesses
among his selfish faculties, without having a large, general development of the animal impulses. But it is still true, that the moral
and intellectual organs, in proportion to their predominance, tend
to withdraw us from gross animal and stimulating diet, giving us a
fondness for fruits, vegetables and farinaceous food; while the animal organs, in proportion to their predominance, render such food
distasteful, and give us violent, coarse, carnivorous appetites. An
appetite for alcoholic drinks, pungent &timulants. and raw tlesh, is
the legitimate result of animal predominance. The fact that such
an association exists between the diet and or~anic action, indicates
that as the organs seek the diet, so. does the daet seek and stimulate
the organs. An abundant flesh and brandy diet tends to brutalize
the man, as a vegetable diet tends to elevate his intellectual and
moral nature.
Heliogabalus, dte brutal emperor, spent thousands for a single dish of peacocks' brains. Howard, the great
philanthropist, hved chiefly on garden vegetables. Religious zealots have often endangered thear lives by- fasting; but millions of
profligates have shortened their days by gluttony and drunkenneEs.
Men aevoted to a studious and virtuous life often exhibit the meagerness of an imperfectly nourished body, while those living for
1elfish, animal ends, as often exhibit the coarse and bloated person
produced by unrestrained appetites.
While it is easy for the more careless observer to discover the
natural association between animal food and the animal organs, and
vegetable food and the moral organs, it is a delicate task to determine in what proportion the different species of fo<ld should be
used, and in what manner combined to produce the bt!~t condition
of health, or to improve the original dt>Tects of constitution. It is
manifestly wrong to lay down an arbitrary system of diet, to be
followed by the whole human race.
Each article of food produces specific effects upon the moral and
animal nature, and may, under certain circumstances, become specially appropriate to the existing condition of the constitution. The
only proper method is to ascertain, distinctly, the exact value and
influence of each separate ar~icle of diet, and then, knowing the
peculiarities of your constitution, to adapt the diet to its existing
condition.
.
The first object, therefore, of dietetic science, is an exact survey
of the physiological and mental influence of each article of food.
This subject is so extensive and important as to requirP a specia.
treatise, which I expect to prepare hereafter.
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LECT. LXX.-JMPROVEMENT OF THE HUMAN RA.CE.
TaE original organization of each individual is more important than
his education. Centuries of education would be required to elevate
an interior stock to a high position in intellect, virtue and physical
devel(lpment. Bu~ o~ t.he othP.r hand, th~ world always cont~~os
a large ntimber of mdtvtduals whose phys•cal and mental quahttes
are of a superior character, and whom education might render tit
for a h :gh social condition.
In vam do we educate and elevate a portion of the race, if the
improvt"d bein~s thus produced commingle with the mass of feeble,
diseased, p11ss10nate, selfish, ignorant, superstitious, criminal and
miserable beings who constitute the inferior strata of society, among
whom the p··ocess of degeneration may be as active as the procesa
of elevation can be made by the teacher.
If this commingling could be prevented, and the proJngation of
the nobler po1tion of the race alone permitted, we shoula witness a
rapid advancement of mankind in wisdom, happiness and power.
The perfection which has been attained by breeders of dome~tic
animals, the dog, horse, cow, and sheep, might be more than
equalled in the improvement of mankind.
No other agency for human improvement is so important as tbis.
Could any system of legislation, or any social combinations, thus
correct the propagation of vice, crime, ignorance nnd disease, gi•ing free scope to the growth of intelligence, truth and virtue, such
n movement would ensure the speedy redemption of the race from
ignorance und suffering.
There is but litt'e probtbil:ty that this will ever be done by legit·
lation, for philosophy hns but too litt'e inftuence in government.
Criminals and the most debased members of society oug~•t su1ely
to be prevented from prop~ating their like, but for this great object we must rely upon in::hvidual intelligence. The entire com·
munity should be duly enlightened upon this subject, an:i should
act as a vigilance committee to reprobate ani to condemn vicious
unions, and above a'l, to prevent alliances of women with base,
unworthy, and miserable men. But our reliance for human improvement mu~t be principally up~n females. When women are
uni ver8111y instructed in the importance of selecting the b?st possible parentage for their offspring, and when thev are encouraged
and sustained in such a course by their friends, the Jower classe:~ of
society will no longer be perm:tted to perpetuate their vices. Let
all parents impres:t it upon their daughters, as a sacred principle,
that they should never permit the human race in their own persons to degenera(e, but Should always secure, in the:r matrimonial
allinnces, qualities superior to their own, thus rendering it eer·
tnin that their offspring would exhibit improvement rather than
degeneracy. The instincts of every good and enlightened woman
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lead in this direction, but, unfortunately, the fear of dependence
and poverty, the love of wealth, and the influence of selfish,
managing relatives, combined with youthful ine1 perience and
credulity, often attract good women into unhappy and degrading
unions, with their moral or intellectual inferiors. Jf such unions
were prevented by the intelligP.nce and independence of women,
a most effectual restraint would be imposed upon crime, ignorance, and degradation. Having secured the proper parentage,
we may calculate, that in the usual course of events, the ott:.
spring will exhibit all the conjoined characteristics of both parents, and thus each generation exhibit, in slightly varied forms,
the 11aroe sum total of the various qualities of humanity which
belonged to the btltter portion of its predecessor ; but this transmission is modified by the influences operate upon each generation, to elevate or lower it, and the character transmitted is not only
the congenital but the acquired character developed by the force
of education and circumstances. Especially are those qualitiee
trangmitted, which are in the greatest activity and power, during
the period of conjugal union, and during conception and gestation. The father and mother, during the year preceding the birth
of each child, should take the utmost pains, not only to preserve
the highest possible condition of health, but to maintain their intellectual and moral faculties in the highest state of activity, .and
to cultivate such society and such intellectual vocations, as would
have the happiest influence upon themselves, and through them
upon their offspring. Children born from a period of great intellectual excitement and heroic exertion, inherit a natural energy and genius which may render them distinguished in their sub ·
sequent career, while others, hom under more tranquil or indolent influences, sink to a common-place level. Hence, we see
in children of the same family the contrast of genius, with
fatuity, or of honesty, aud moral worth, with profligacy and
.felony.
If the mother be of a highly impre:5sible temperament, she
should !'\Vail herself of this impressibility to maintain her constition, and especially the brain, in the highest condition. By associating exclusively with persons of a superior organization,
11he may invigorate her noblest faculties, and by resting bet·
hand upon the shoulder, the forehead, or the superior regions of·
the brain of such persons, she can obtain the specific nervauro.
which her constitution requires ; and when such an opportunity
is not convenient the autographs of eminent men will enable bet·
to place her mind under the best phy~Siological, intellectual, and
moral influences.

18
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LEC1'. LXXI.-NORMAL NOMENCLATURE.
To construct a n1omenclature, which would accurately indicate
the functions of al the organs, when acting in the normal sphere
of beneficial activity, would be one of the moat difficult tasks of
the Anthropologist. When an organ baa a marked tendency or
result, which is easily expressed, it is difficult to find a term wbiob.
will give a correct idea of the tendency, (without indicating er
referring to ita reaulta wbea in predominance,) and express met"ely. a mode of action entirely beneficial. Such an underta.kiJaA'
would prove so diflieult, notwithstanding its practical utilit)', that
I cannot formally adopt eucb a nomenclature at present.
Meanwhile, it may be remarked, that the normal action of any
of the inferior class of organe, in conjunction with the higher
faculties, which keep them witbi~ their legitimate sphere, resultl!
in a more elevated manifestation, corresponding very nearly to a
more elevated class of organa, situated higher in the head. Tboa,
by elevating each of the organs of the lower part of the head,
toward the region of Virtne, Health, and Intelligence, we may
learn theil: sphere of normal action. The organ of Disease, fOr
example, when elevated in character, becomes merely the extreme Sensibility, which renders us liable to impressions that
may produce morbid results Fear and Hypochondria rise to
the rank of General Excitability; Destructiveness aad Hatred
rise to the rank of stern Combativeness and Energy; and Aoquisitivenesa assumes the character of a eautioua, conaervative
care of property. Thus, throughout the brain, the elevating iaftuence of the healthful and virtuous region, develope• functioDS
of a higher character, and elevates the lower organs to the sphere
of respectability; as, in like manner, the predominance of any
basilar influence, tends to degrade the higher organa, giving to
Combativeness the character of violence ; to Cautiousness, the
character of Fear and Avarice; to Secretiveneaa, the character
of Basenesa; and to Ambition, the character of Arrogance.
No\ only do OlU" own basilar organa thus degrade our higher
powers, but tb6 basilar organa of others degrade their conception
of our character in a similar manner.
A normal aomenclature, t.berefore, would be simply a description of the action of a brain, in which the basilar organs were
eft'ectually and thoroughly controlled. Hence, i\ would not be
the exac\ and complete description of man which ahould be derived from a thorough analysis of his nature.
The analytical view of the brain derived from experimental
psychometric investigation is no doubt the true scientific view of
man. But those who look at this analysis need to have sufficient
synthetic power in their own minds to conceive the separate or·
gane u parta of a harmonioue "hole.
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He, who in looking at dte anatomy of man, ebould conceive a
flexor muscle as the orp.n of permanent rigid flexion of the arm,
and its antagonist as the.organ of permanent rigid e.:tenaion, would
Ja.ave as incorrect a conception as he who should regarfi tile aaterior part of Benevolence ae the organ of prodigality, and ita
antagonist, as the orpra of miserly avarice-or who should re«ard the mastoid region u the region of Murder, and .dae Alima.
tive region, as that of gluttony and drunkenness, without harmonlt&ing theae cODCeptiOM with pneral integrity and symmetry fJ{
character.
Organs, lUre muaeles, ue not habitually in operatiou to thelr
extreme extent, but lie at ease prepared for action in a certain
.direction, while their analytic name indicates the exteat to whloh
that actioa ca go without determining the invariahle extent of it.
He who derives hi• ideas of human nature from names which indicate the moet extreme aotion.of the organs, without nndentaading lower grades of excitement, obtains a very eJTODeons conception of the habitual aetioa of the brain, as thoae extreme dieplaye,
do not constitute the greater part of life, but occur only under
.-our excitement. If namee eould be found for organe which
would expresa not only their extreme effects, but their general
tendency and various degreea of excitement, such names would
be much more eatiafaotory and convenient.
The nee of the analytic nomenclature is not objectionable, provided it be correctly undei'IJtood and used eynthetically, but the
synthetic aomenelatur.e, whiohezpre11e1the normaloharacterof.all
the organs, and intiT11tlk1 their spasmodic capacities, is difficult to
construct, if not almoet a pbilosophic impossibility. Some o( the
organs beiog eo esaentially abnormal, that their normal action is
difficult to conceive, and when we have found a term to expreBB
1he normal action, it ie inadequate to express the abnormal,
which is Jtill eaeential to a philosophic and complete knowledge.
Gluttony and drunkenneae may be reduced to Alimentiveneee
-Felony, Deeperation, and Hate, may be grouped ae Destruotivenees, Disease may be reduced into· the group of Sensibility,
BueaeBB called cuaing, and Insanity called passiota ; but
.Done of these terms will convey a full knowledge of the trait. of
eharaeter actually displayed, as many minute specifications by
analytic terms will be requisite to convey a knowledge of the true
impulset~ and paesione which are manifested.
A clear view of the whole may be obtained by arranging tocether the analytic aad aynthedc nomenclatures, the former representing the ultimate ~the latter, the normal and harmonious manifeatatioD.
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SYNTHETIC NOMENCLATURE.

ANALYTIC NO,IENCLATURE.

(Kxpreulog the conjoint action or lbe orgau,j (Expreuin~ lhe leolaled • · tlon and ultima
each being reatralned by lu anlagonlola, and lendencleo or lbe dbtlncl oreana.)
regulated by the enUre brain.)

ALtME~TlVENESS.

AMATIVENE
AMBITION.
AUTIJORITY.
ARDOR.
AcQUISITIVEliESS.
AvERSION.
ADuE IVENESS and
APPROBATIVENESS.
BE EVOLENOE.
CAUTIOUSN'E s.
COLDNESS.
CoNou~;'ToR

ORGANS .

CmLDJSIINES
COARSBSE .
COJ118ATIVENESS.

CuNNING.
DESTRUCTlV&N&SS.
ENERGY.
FIRMNESS.
HARDIHOOD.
HEAJ.TU.
HoPE.
.lzrrEGRfTY.
INHABITIVENl!'.SS.
LovB.
MoDESTY.

ALIJ\IENTIVE Ess--Hunger, Thirst,
Love of stimulus (Gluttony,
Intemperance).
A tATIVENEss- ( Licentiou ness,
Rape).
AMDITION -Moral, General, and
.MiJitar·y or Criminal, Vanity.
ARROGANCE-Love of power.
CA LORIFICATION.
AcQUISITIVENESS-Con erv a ti ve,
Trading, and Avaricious.
Hatred, Disgust.
ANIMALITY- Clannishness, Bigotry, Stupidity, Ignorance.
BENEVOLENCE-Liberality, Devotedness.
SANITY -Cautiousness, An iety,
Indecision, Fear.
CoLDNESs.
CoNDUCTOR ORGANS oa ORcA s OF
MANJFEBTATJON-Intelle c t u a l,
Moral, and Occipito-Ba>~ilar.
CmLDJ uNESS- Careles ness, Idiocy.
CoARSENESS.
CoMBATIVENE: s-1\foroseneP ,Opposition or Contentiou nc ,
Harshness, Stubbornness, Censorioueness, Hostility.
BASENESS.
Turbulence, Desperation, Felony, Profligacy, Ir-ritability.
ENERGY-Indust1·y, Application_
FIRMNEss--Fortitude,lndilf; renee,
Perseverance, Intrepidity, Decision.
IIAaDmooo-lnsensibility.
IIEALTII.
Hor.t::-H a p pines a , E tacy,
Trance.
INTEGRITY-Justice, Honor, Fid 1ity, Gratitude.
JNUABfTIVENESS.
LoVE-Conjugal, Filial, Parental .
MoDESTY-Purity, Horror, Bashfulness.
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MoBILITY.
PATIENCE.
PATRIOTISM.
PBJLAHTHROPY.

277

Rashness, Restlessness, Impul:.
pulsiveness.
p ATIEHCE-8erenity.

p ATlliOTISM.

PBILAHTHROPY.

PLAYFULNESS.
PENSIVENESS.
PASsiON.
REVERENCE.
RELIGION.
RESTRAINT.
RELAXATION.

PLAYFULNESS.
MELANCHOLY-Suicide.
INSANITY.
REVERENcE-Servility.
RELIGION.
RESTRAINT.
ReLAXATION- Indolence, Intoxication.
Socr ABILITY.
SociABILITY-Mirthfulness, Imitation, Politeness, Versatility, Admiration, Esteem, Friendship.
SELF-ESTEEM.
SELF-EsrE~f- Pride, Self-confidence.
SENSIBILITY.
SENSIBILI1"Y.
SELFISHNESS.
SELFISHNESS.
ECRETIVENESS.
SECRETIVENESS.
SKEPTICI ~f.
INFIDELITY.
SuBLIMITY.
SuBLIMITY.
SoMNOLENCE.
SoMNOLENCE-Reverie, Dreaming,
Optic Illusion, Somnambulism,
Somniloquence.
T.EMPERANOE.
TEMPERANCE-Abstinence.
TRUTHFULNESS.
TRUTHFULNEss-Expression, Sincerity, Faith.
INTELLECTUAL ORGANS.
INTELLECTUAL ORGANS.
From this it appears that the only material difference between
the Analytic and Synthntic Nomenclature lies in the basilar region. The intellectual orJ!ans are the same in each nomenclature, and the moral organs have no great variation.
[The region of Insanity is marked as Passion, meaning thereby
that intense and partial activity of the organs which destroys the
mental equipoise and tranquility. Every organ when over excited or impassioned, destroys the soundness and accuracy of the
judgment, leads to errors of action, and tends to derange the condition of the br·ain. The word passion belongs especially to the
basilar organs, but it is applied also to the higher regions of the
brain, as well as to gaming, avarice, revenge, etc. The extreme
manifestations of the higher organs are regat·detl as passions, and
tend to monomania. Every extreme excitement of the organe in
nervauric experiments produces illusions which would be insane
if they continued. From this remark, however, the region of
Firmness, Sanity, and Health, must he exempted as producing
very httle tendency to the illusions of passion.J
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NEUROLOGICAL SYSTEM OF ANTHROPOLOGY.
PART 111.-PATHOGNOMY.
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
The word PATHOS, signifying feeling and also diaeue, its derivative PATHOGNOMY signifies in medicine the recognition or indication of disease, and in Phrenology, the study of the natural
language, or manifestation of the organs. The word, however,
is but very little used in either sense, especially in the latter,
although the adjeocive pathognomic (commonly written palkogMmonic) ie common in medical writings.
For fifteen years past, I have ul!ed the term P ATBOGNOMY to
signify the science of mental manifestation, consisting cbiefty of
the mathematical Jaws of muscular action as governed by the
brain.
This science embraces the study of1. The manifeetation of character through the general aotion
of tbe mascular system in gesture, movement, and attitudewhich may be distinguished as BueNOIIY, or Blagnomic Pa7
thognomy.
1. The manifestation of character through the movements of
the hand, in writiog, which I have termed Caraoa•oMY.
3. The manifestation of character through the movements
and developements of the face, which baa borne the title of
PsY8100MOMY •
4. The manifestation of character by the sounds of the voice,
waich may be termed PHONOGNOMY,

LECT. LXXII.-8CIENCE OF PATHOGNOMY.
In the tim dieoonnected ob•ervations of Gall, for the discovery
of natural signs or indications of eharac\er, he was necessarily
Mn1ok wit.h the fact, that every human faculty waa accompanied
by certain gestures and atdtudee, ae weU aa by certain organio
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develepemente. In obeerviag the aUitude• and geeturee, he could
aot fail to remark a etriking relation or correapondence between
the gestures, expressive ot' any faculty, and the localhy of ita
cerebral organ ; and when be detected in the gestures or natural
language of an organ, an evident relatioa to its position in the
brain, be considered this relation an additional proof of the correctneae of his discovery. The pathognomy which he thus incidentally developed, was, however, 88 crude and inaccurate 88
it was incomplete, beilag, in fact, bu& an incidental matter to
which he paid no great attention. Not realizing the importance
of pathognomy, or the existence of simple and univereal laws,
g~verning bumaa maaifestations, he left but his incideatal and
detached observations on the subject, wbicla have beea but little
improvecl by subaequeat inquirers.
Space does not, at present, permit me to make a formal review
of his suggestions as to naturallangaage, to point out their iaadeqoacy. Ja my own earliest obeervatione of aature, I endeavored, by the faithfulstody of cerebral pathognomy, to render
it a complete and pbiloeopbical portion of the science. In thla
investigation, I soon discovered erron in the suggestions of Gall,
and a laek of harmony in his detached observation•. As aoon
u I had methodized my views upon the aubject, it became apparent that a systematic pathognomy waa not oAly incompatible
with Gall's views of natural language, but very decidedly incompatible with aome of his phreaological doetrines. I had observed
enough to satisfy me beyond a doubt, that the natural laagoage
ol the organs was governed by one simple law, viz: that every
organ manifes&e itaelC by action, in the direction of its own orcaaio developement. Knowing that natore is governed by a few
eimple and invariable laws, I was aatietied that a law of which I
AW so many exemplifioatione, must be a universal law of nervous
action. I therefore eontinued the joint study of organology and
pathognomy, with the view of rendering all mental phenomena
harmonious, with this simple mathematical law, that every organ
manifests itdelf in the line of its developement, as the coronal
organs manifest themselves in the upward, the basilar in the
downward, the ~terior in the forward, the posterior in the back·
ward, and Lhe lateral in a lat.eral direction. Af~r several years
of caref11l study of nature, I became entirely aatisfied that cranial·
ecy fully eustained this patbognomic law, and that phrenology
and pathognomy, illustrating and proving each other, acquired
a pleasing and demon&trable simplicity.
Theae new views baaed upon the anatomy of the brain and
the entire body, revolutionize the entire aspecc of the seience.
Instead of deriving the patbognomic tendencies of organa from
the position of their external developement upon the buet. I re·
ferred to the fibrous developemeot of their convolutions in the
brain, and their relation to the muscles. Thus, for example, in-
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tead of taking the organ of Religion as a single organ of the
upper surface of the h ad, 1 found two organs with different
pathognomic lines, each pointing outward and upward toward
the oppo«ite eide. In like manner, all the organs on the m dian
line ha\·e their pathognomic lines, diagonally crossing each other.
And the entire ma s of cereb1·al organs, instead of expr ."in
certain relation for the whole body, express a certain patbognomic tendency, in the left hemi ~ph re for the right half of the
body, and in the right hemi ph ere for the left half of the body,
thus giving a different character to all the lines and movements
from what wa t~uspected by Gall and Spurzheim.
This study of pathognomy, guided by the duality and decus ation of the brain, and the relation of its fibres to the muscle-, of
the body. produced results of the mo t exact and striking character. The pathognomic science was so exact, that when ver I
assum d the attitudes or ge tures in accordance with the anatomy
of the brain, the charactet· indicated could be recognized by the
most inexp rienced ye. In demonstrating th~ e di.-co\·eri
before my cla::J es, I was accustomed to exhibit faithfully the a titud es and mo\·ements mathematically produced by the variou
organ , and every one recognized, at a glance, the truth of pathognomy a a law of nature. That the organ which corre ponded in their lines with the attitudes and gesture r ally
belonged to the ame faculties, had ah·eady been partially ·tablished by Gall and purzheim, and my own discoveries compl ted
the pamlleli ·m between pathognomy and phrenology. The
demon trations of pathognomy gave me greater confidence in
my craniological observations, and the coincidence of the two
produced a po!litive conviction of their truth. Pathognomy and
phrenology concurred in demon trating that the functions a cribed by Gall to the region which he demonstrated Philoprogeniti ... eness, could not be true, and that the amiable function
were incompatible with any po ·ition in the basilar region of the
brain . When the study of pathognomy, in connection with ~uffi
ciently numerous craniological obset·vations positively rejected any
portion of the Galli an system, I did not he itate to follow nature;
and when, in 1 41, the entire phrenological sy tern was brou,.ht
within convenient grasp, by my di:<covery of cerebral impr ,;,..iuility, 1 found pathognomy and craniology su tained. The sati factory
demon;;tration of the enti1·e system require but an e\' nina p nt
in the study of natural language, as mathematically de,·eloped.
The:1e demonstrations, wl1ich 1 nave been accustomed to give in
per on, cannot be conveyed through the printed paue. But I
can r fer with plea ure to certain striking facts, mysterious and
in xplicable to physiologists, which demonstrate the unive1· lity
of the pathognomic law, that movement::~ at'e governed by the
line of tht>i1· controlling nervou fibres.
The fibres of the muscular nerves attached to the spinal cord,
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derive their innervation &om the basilar region of the brain, adjacent to the medulla OOltmgata, from which directly proceed all im·
pnlses to voluntary motion. In experimenting upon this region,
Majendie, Fodere, and others, have developed the most decisive
illuetrations of the patbognomic law. 1'he cerebellum, lying in
the baeilar poeterior portion of the cranium in man, occupies a
still more posterior position in animals, being the most po~terior
part of the encephalon. Experiments upon the cerebellum,
which is closely connected through the Medulla Oblongata with
the spinal cord, produce a marked effect upon the muscular sys~
tern, the muscular pf'wer being greatly impaired in animate,
when a large portion of the cerebellum bas been removed. But
the remarkable fact was displayed in the experiments of Majendie, that the ablation of large portions of the cerebellum, instead
of impairing muscular power, generally and uniformly, destroyed
merely that propelling power, which ie concerned in locomotifln,
and which enables the animal to advance. After a consitterable
portion of the cerebellum bas been removf!d, the animal becomes
incapable of advancing, and actually recedes in its attempts at
progression. The ducks, for example, would swim backwards in
water, and animals on land would walk backward, or rest in an
attitude of retrograde movement, the fore legs being thrown forward, as if in the act of backing. Rabbits, becoming entirely
incapable of flight, displayed only retrograde movements, sometimes of a convulsive character.
These results, which were amply verified by Majendie and
Fodere, admit of but one explanation. The cerebellum, grow·
ing backward from the metfuJla OOlonf(ata, its fibres are mainly ap•
propriated to movements in the posterior direction, by which the
body is advanced. Movements in the line of those fibres which
were severed by the vivisector, were paralyzed, and onward loco·
motion became impossible. That this fibrous direction wae the
cautae, was demonstrated, when the mode of experiment wae
changed. When the right and left halves of the cerebellum were
cut apart on the median line, the transveree forces belonging to the
connecting fibres were deranged, and the animal unable to balance
the opposite forces, inclined or tell alternately from one side to
the other. When, on the other hand, the fibres at the anterior
portion of the cerebellum, by which it is connected with the medulla nbltmgata, were divided, the result proved that these fibres
of connection, or the c1·ura cerebelli, which run backward from the
medulla OOlongata, exert a force in the direction of their growth.
When the cr~U of the right side was divided in the rabbit, the
propulsive power of the left side acting unbalanced in a postP-rior
direction, caused the left aide of tbe body to be propelled. while
the right side was unable to keep up, and consequently produced a
rotary movement, or a running around to the right ; this rotation
Wall extremely rapid and uncontrollablP-, not only continuing for
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hours after the experiment, but kept up Oil tbe aucceediog day.
Dividing the left cnu alone, he established a rotary movement
in the opposite direction. But when botb of the crura were
divided, the paralysis being equal or balanced, no snch rotation
occurred. The same rotary e1fects were produced, when large
portions of the cerebeMum were removed ; as, for example, when
three-fourth• of the cerebellum were removed from the right side,
and one-fourtb removed from the left, the unequal balance of
power caused the animal to torn to the right, until the left cnu
being divided in the aame animal, the balance of powu again
changed, and the animal turned to the left.
Thus, we perceive distinctly, that the fibres running backward
from the meduila oblongal4 through the body of the cerebellum,
exercise a propulsive energy in a corresponding line through the
muscular system, but that when they tum to cross the median
line, the direction of the power changee, being concerned in the
opposite movementa from side to side. Again, if we trace the
connecting fibres of the cerebellic hemiepherea through the Pona
Varolii, in which, anteriorly, they cross from right to left, or left
w right, we find that in this horizontal curvelinear course, they
become sources of movement, in the direction of their fibres. A
division exactly upon the median line of pt:JM wrolii, produced
an unbalanced coadition, while a division upon either aide of the
median line gave a decided tendency to rotation in that direction-thus showing, that the fibres of the poM varolii conducted
a motor intluence in the direction in which the fibres depart from
the median line. In other word~J, that the pt:JTU tJ4rOI~i is eoa·
cerned in movements of rotation, while the crura of the cerebellum, and a great portion of its subslance, are concerned in
movements of propulsion, all parte acting in accordance with
their line of developement.
Although auch experiments cannot be made upon humaa
beings by the vivisector, they are sometimes made by the operations of disease. The eminent French pathologist, Serr.ea, baa
described theca~ of a shoemaker, greatly adicted to alcoholic
intoxication, who waa attacked by an uncontrollable impulse to
turn round, and continued his gyratory motion until death, wbea
upon the inspection of the brain, the only change that could be
diacovered, was a diseased condition of one of the crura of the
cerebellum, a disease which rendered his condition nearly identical with. that of the rabbite experimented upon by Majendie
and Fodere.
In the anterior basilar region; we have additional illustration•
of the saree law. According to ~endie, the removal of both
of the corpora atriata (portions of the brain which grow forward
from the medulla o61ong8la} was followed by a violent impul&e to
rush forward in a straight line. A rabbit upon which he made a
public experiment, by removing the «~rpora ltriata, rushed for-
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ward violeatly agaiut whatever stood before it, incapable of
arresting ita progress, and, finally, remaining in the attitude of
progreuion, thus showing, that the corpora striata exercise the
anterior power by which we arrest our progress-a power which
&bey exercise in the direction of their fibree.
A similar checking power appears to reside ia the optic thalami,
u the removal of one optie tllaltmau, after the removal of the
c.,-pora •triata, modified the balance of power, leaviug it still to
advance, but causing it to turn toward the injured side. The
removal of the remaining .thalamus restored the balance of itt
ebeckiog powere, ancl ita rotation ceased. In fact, it remained
tranquil, with its bead directed backwards, the direction of ita
propelling power, being either unable to guide its movement, or
exhausted by the experiment. Thae we perceive t~, from tbe
JMdulla o!JUmgata, the entire anterior fibrous developemeot of the
brain of the rabbit, e:aerts a c~kiog or a retrograde influence,
while the entire poeterior developement, in the cerebellum aad ita
crura, exercieee a ~terior propelling power, the transveree
&es of the cerebellum producing balancing movements, and
the traosverJe fibres of the pou tJarOlii producing the horizeatal
mevements of rotatioa.
If, then, all the fibres going to the formation of the encephalon.
observe, in their first departure from tbe medulla obl01tl(al4, the
.,eat patbognomic Jaw that the direction of the nervou fibre
4etermiues the direction of the movement which it controls, it M
aot improbable a pri&ri, that the same law goveraa all the convo-lutions o( the brain ; and no one can observe, for a few minute~,
a correct representation of the attitudes of the various orgaoe,
without perceiving clearly the geaeral truth, that all cerebral
w,ans are governed by the patbognomic law.
Perhaps the mpet striking exhibition of the prevalence of thi•
law, is, that gi\'ea by the experiments of M. Flourene, upon the
Mmi-circular canals of the ean of birds, which are published ia
the Memoirs of the French Academy of Sciences. Tbeee canals,
which are merely portions of the labyrinth in which the auditory
aerve ie situated, have no anatomical connection wilh motor
nerves, which would account for the wonderful phenomena coa·
nected with their lesion. There are three semicircular canals in
the internal ear, in which the auditory nerve and its membranes
are expanded; two, which run in a vertical direction ; and one,
horizontally. When the horizontal canals were divided, no effect
was produced, if the bone alone was cut, leaving the contents of
the canal undisturbed; but when the horizontal canals were completely divided, the horizontal balancing powers of the animal
were strangely disturbed. The bead removed rapidly from right
to left, and from left to right, and it was difficult for the bird to
preserve its equilibrium. When the inferior vertical canals of
both sides were divided, the direction of which is backward and
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downward, violent vertical movements were rrodoeed, and the
equilibrium destroyed; the bird, as if deprive of its sustaining
power, fell backwards, and lay upon ita back. When the superior vertical canals were divided, \vhich run in the opposite direction, there wae the same loss of balance in the vertical line, in
an opposite direction, and the bird fell forward on its head.
The experiment wae also made upon a pigeon, of dividing all
the canals alike, which resulted in violent and confused movemenu in every direction, as though all guiding power had been
lost.
Why the expansion of the auditory nerve should exercise tbis
guiding power over the movements of the animal, it would be
difficult to explain ; and it would be an intricate problem also,
to determine why the intellectual organs should cause spontaneous mo\·ementa in a forward direction, or why the coronal organt
should produce upward mo~ments. Bat all these facts alike-the movements of birds, in connection with the auditory nerve ;
the movements of man, under the guidance of the intellectual,
moral, and animal faculties ; and the movements of birds and
quadrureds, under the guidance of the basilar parts of tbe
brain-demonstrate the simplicity and beauty of the grand latn
which govern the existence of the animal kingdom-from the
movements of the smallest insect, to the highest displays of
thought and affection in man. Nor are these laws limited to the
animal kingdom alone; they belong to the entire world of life
and mind-to the entire realm of t~piritnal life, and to the Divine
plan of creation, so far as it is displayed upon our globe. The
grand movements of nature, her sunshine and t~torma, the rich
growth of forests and fields, rising from the surface ef the
earth, laden with beneficence; the arrangement or mountain anti
valley, garden, desert, morase, mine, and volcano; the sphere of
the bumming bird, the eagle, the rattlesnake, and crocodile, are
all illustrations on a grander seale of physical magnitude, of the
same pathognomio law, which is so perfectly demonstrable in
man, and which carries mathematical science from ponderable
masses of matter and physiological life, up to the infinite reillma
of spiritual existence.

LECT .•LXXIII.-MATHEMATICAL NATURE OF ORGANIC
ACTION.
Every cerebral organ evolves or projects a vital force in the
line of ita fibres. Ita tendency is to impel everything upon which
it acts in that line, or from its central to its distal extremity. In
acting thus upon the external world, action and reaction being
equal, exactly an opposite effect to that which is produced upon
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\he olijeet will be experienced by the agent, viz: as the occipital
organs act in a line running backward, their influence producing
backward motionlf, and repelling objects behind us advances OW'
person, and thus gives os a great amount of propelling energy.
1'he action of these organs upon othere tends as much to retard
them as to advance ourselves.
The coronal organs which tend to elevate everything upon
which they act, tend to depress us proportionally as we bear the
weight. The organs of the forehead which exercise a projectile
influence fi)rward, tend to dimish our prC#pulsive power, and diminit~h the energy of c.ur pursuit of various objects.
The basilar organs acting downwards tend to pull down and
destroy tverything upon which they act, but by their action
downward they repel us from the earth, and enable us to stand
up. (The arrangement of muscles in the human body changes
this proposition to a very different pr.actical result-but I leave
tbia general proposition to be qualified hereafter.) That line of
action which is downward and slightly backward combines the
reqnittite forces for walking.
• 1'he organs of the lateral occipital region attract objects towardz~ ourlftlves, and impel us in pursuit of them if they are stationary.
The organs of the median lines repel everything from us, and
cause us 'Vice versa, ~to retire within ourselves-opposite in thia
respect to the lateral organs which carl'y us out of self in pursuit
of surrounding objects which they attract to us. Hence, the
head governed by the median line may seek a, hermit life, while
the broad head will seek eociety and bueiness.
Another mode of illustrating the pathognomic law is this : every
organ produces muscular contraction in the line of its fibres.
This muscular contraction approximates two points, the origin and
the insertion of the muscles-if one be more firmly fixed, the
other moves-if both move, they move in opposite directione.
Consequently the action of every organ is associated with two
oppoHite movements upon its pathognomic line. One of theHe
movements being executed by the limbs, the other will be executed by the body, and the effect of every organ upon the person
will be to mQve it in its pathognomio line from the distal toward
the central extremity, or in other wordto, the limbs will have the
centrifugal, and the body the centripetal tendency. Thus the coronal organs will deprt>ss, the basilar organs elevate, the occipital
half of the brain impel, and the frontal half retard the body,
while in the gestures or movements of the limbs, or whatever
be moveable, we shall find that the coronal region will elevate,
the basilar region depress, the occipital throw back and the
frontal throw forward. Phrenologists have fallen into errors from
non-acquaintance with this law of centripetal and centrifugal
movement on the pathognomio line. Jeffrey was, hence, enabled
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to ridicule the science by aaking in reference to Adhesiveness, iC
ii-iends were ever found drifting towards each other stem foremost
according to the phrenological theory. If we mark a horizontal
zone around the head about an inch in breadth, running above
the top of the ears, and through Consciousness in the forehead,
we shall make a group of organs of nearty horizontal action,
which, as they point neither upward nor downward, decidedly,
maintain very extensive and active relations with surrounding objects, extend the sphere of our relations to the widest poesible
extent, and pointing to the whole horizon and all visible object.
around us, are the organs which give the greatest activity, diversity, and scope of action. In this range do we find excitement
and alarm, Acquisitiveness, Adhesivenet~s, Coarseness, Ambition,
etc. The horizontal zone is the source of our movements in various directions when it eooperate3 with the organs below, which
«ive muscular power and· enable us to sustain the body, bot
when cooperating with the superior organs which are sedentary,
it would rather attract the objects to ou~lv·es, or move them in
various directions than move ourselv-es to or from them. Tbe
region of Acquisitiveness, for example, if associated with the
basilar organs would lead us to go in pursuit of the objects of
9ur desires, aa by war, hunting, commerce, and other active pursuits, but with the coronal organs, lnhabitiveness, Pride, &c., it
would rather remain fixed and attract the objects to ourselves, u
by quiet industry. The re!'ion of Fear would repel us violently
from the· scene of danger, but if ov6rruled by occipital orgau
which would cause us to advance, it would repel the dangerous
objects from us. The region of .Modesty would impel us from
society, but if Ambition or Adhesiveness baa compelled us into it,
then it would simply repel society from us by a distant manner.
Hence, we perceive that organs of opposite pathognomic linea
instead of simply nullifying each other by their action produee
decided results, which results although opposite and fully devel·
oped in different directions, and do not necessarily impede each
other. Thus Acquisitiveness and Liberality may be very large
in an individual who would thence be rendered capable of accumulating largely and using it generously. We often find Pa.
tience and Irritability largely developed, producing great capaei~
ties for manifesting either calmness or temper, and displaying
them simultaneously to different persons.
.
In the normal action of opposite organs, neither runs to eKceM.
The centre of gravity being sustained, the centrifugal ~lldency
of each organ is displayed without disturbing the ceatre af
movement.
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LECT. LXXIV-GENERAL PRINCIPLES-THE VERTICAL
LINE-LANGUAGE.
ALL science is mathematical.
Mental seienee, moral philosophy, and all that relates to man, are as distinctly subject to the
laws of form, magnitude, and number, as the physical world.
The action of the organs, the play of thought and feeling, and
all the various acts to which they lead, are go\•emed by a few
simple mathematical laws, the e~istence of which may be detected in man so easily as to make us wonder at our previous
ignorance. A true philosophy shows us that the mental and
physical, instead of being widely separated and in contrast, are,
. in reality, elose together, strictly parallel, and that whatever
may be affirmed of one, a similar proposition will be true of the
other.
The fundamental mathematical law of the brain is, that all urgaM act ia that line of direction in whkh their ji6re& point. By the
application of this simple principle, all movements, gestures, attitudes, and pbyl!liognomical expressions are at once analyzed
and referred to their cerebral sources. Not only do we thus gain
a philosophical understanding of aU the manifestations of human
nature, but by the application of this principle, we may learn
the true function of any organ from its position, and also the
nature and degree of the relations between difl'erent organs. In
my craniologiett.l studies of nature, the discovery of this mathematical principle was of inestimable value as a guide to my
investigations, furnishing a satisfactory clue to that ·which had
otherwise been a succession of labyrinths. No one can realize
the importance of such a clue, until he has wandered in the
mazes of physiological psychology, without it, or until he has
attempted, from incomplete materials, to construct a boundlen
ecience. The architect who finds the scattered stones which constitute the ruins of a magnificent temple, that he aims to reconstruct, would be extremely grateful for any authentic groundplan or outline of the building, which would indeed be indispensable to its proper construction. In like manner, the
mathematical law, which constitutes the ground-plan or outline of humanity, is indispensable to the construction of a true
.Anthropology.
The lines of direction of the various organs (called pathognomic linea, as they belong to the science of pathognomy) point
in every direction from the brain, as the radii of a sphere, pointing to everything in the universe. The organs acting in these
lines, establish universal relations between man, and all that
~.xists. Their relations to each other are calculable by the relalations of their lines. The brain being a double sphere in ita
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pathognomic relations, the pathognomic line of each organ, or,
rather, pair of organs, is double, and the pathognomic ·lines of
the right and left llphere sustain vat·ious relations to each other,
which, when understood, are highly instmctive and satisfactory.
The pathognomic laws, which are discovered in man, are not
limited in their operation to him ; they are part:t of the general
plan of the UnivertSe, the tracing of which i:t intensely intere:ttiog. and give!! us the skeleton of a divine philosophy.
The vertical line is every where a~sociated with strong characteristics, the cause of which is unintelligible until we explore the
brain. The upward tendency is Msociated with pleasing emotions and thoughts, with the conception of moral excellence,
goodness, greatness, etc. The doward tendency is, inseparably,
associated with ideas of evil. The etymology of those words,
which indicate goodness or any very desirable condition, 8tl8o- ·
ciates it with the idea of physical elevation. Thus, the man who
has a preferable character or capacity to another, i~t said to be
superiD1· to him, i.e. above him. The man of poor capacities, or
character, is said to be an inferior (below). In the application
of these words-superior and i.nferior, which mean simply higher and lower-we see the universal prevalence of the principle.
All things which are better are ranked as superior; all things
worse, as infet·ior. The man who is entitled to command, in
consequence of better faculties, is said to have a natural superiorit!J to his fellows, and to be entitled to. a higher rank. The
man who has an important authoritative position in the government is said to be in a high rank, and the writer who is greatly
admired and respected, is said to have a hig/, reputation. The
man who increases in reputation of power, is said to be advancing hi{(lur, and in proportion as an individual gains more
or less of our esteem, be is said to be rising higher, or sinking
lower in our opinion. When we wish to express the worst estimate that can be formed of an individual, we pronounce him a
man of very low character, by means of a term of Latin derivation, that is, we pronounce him a base man---&uis, in Latin,
meaning bottom-bas, in French, low. The word low might be
equally expres11ive of moral inferiority, but as it bas a familiar
use in the simply physical sense, it ioi not so efficient or intense
an epithet as base, which is le~s familiarly used in the physical
sense.
The definitions of the word base, by Johnson and Webster,
illustrate this matter forcibly.
" BASE (has, French) mean, of mean spirit, of low atation, of no
honorable birth, illegitimate. Applied to metals, without value.
Applied to sound, deep, grave. Low in position or place.
BAsE (basis Latin), the bottom of anything; the pedestal of a
statue ; that part of any ornament which hangs down; the broad
part of any body, as the bottom of a cone.
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There is perhaps no word in our language which expresses more
of evil or sinks the indivadual deeper in the pit of iniquity than this
word a . Place an individual m the best condition of goodness
and greatness, and he is said to be at the 1ummit of human ezcellmce. These words, summit and excellence, imply great H&JoRT,
If anything diMinishes his reputation or . power they are said to
declme. If he loses them entirely he is said to jall. If his charlie·
ter proves to be baH his reputation is said to rink, and he is eaid to
be degrtJtletl. The noblest title that we can give an individual at
the 81UMIIit of power are those of his ezceUency and his hig4neu.
The recognition of his 8UF,orityis shown by bo~ down before
him; his position in pubhc halls is made llfly; the kmg, the judge,
lord, general, bishop, etc., are assignl'd the highal places, and are
said to contle,centl when they hold famili~tr conversation with one
of an inferior rank. Degradation or taking a lowef' rank, is considered the consequence of everything that injure• the 1n0ral and
intellectual powers. Such injury is never associated with the idea
of tlt'Dation; one rf'aches the depth of inf~~omy, disgrace or devadation, !>ut the height of honor, di1tinction, vartue, ftlme, exceffenoe,
power, etc. The great man is above us-the man of equal powetll
and 9ualities with ourselves is on our lewl, the mnn who has Je.
intelhgence, energy and virtue we consider inferior, and the man
whom we have considered an equal may, by an ret of baseness or
any act demontttating his great inferioritr, sink " bnte414 our notice," or, u it is eometimes expressed," Wow evell contempt."
Thia is an esteuive theme, and a very interetting volume might
bo made in illustration of the universal atructure of language, and
tJ.e striking correspondence or identificaJion of the mental and
ud phyaical iA thear geometrical lows.
The brain being constructed upon the same plan as external na·
tare, esbibita ·the same arrangement in reference to the vertical
liae ; orgaae of good, elevating tendencies point upwards and are
locued on toe superior surface of the brain, and in proportion u
IUl otpn devia&ea from noble, virtuous tendeneies, or Jeuda to Pvil
and degradation, it is located nearer the basis of the brain, and
points more ditec&ly doWD ward.

LECT. LXXV.-JNTELLECTUAL PATHOGNOMY.
The ascertainment of the pathognomic lines was to me a matter
Their demonstration require•
bat their proper exhibition to the eye by a correct elocutionist.
The pathognomic lines generally pomt in the direction of the·
turfac~ of the craniWilt at which we mark the organs. Those of

o( assiduous inve-stigation for years.
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the coronal organa point upward-of the ba11lar downward, of the
half backward, and of the frontal half forward. But it
must be borne in mind that the brain is double, and consequently
there are two pathognomic lines for everr organ instead of one.
Hence the idea that any one direction wtll adequately represent
the character of each organ is extremely fallacious.. The pathognomic lines for the r~ht and for the left brain are reversed, viz :
CautiousneRS on the raght points opposite Cantiousness on the left.
(See fig. A.) The o~ns along th~
median line, borderang upon the
longitudinal sinus, point outward
and consequent! v croiiiJ each other,
as in Patience, l'tetigion, etc. The
\i§§:::::;;:~ouL' coinci.dence of co!respon~ing organs 1n the opposate hemiSpheres
as to their pathognomic line, occun
only in those upon the middle of
each cerebral hemisphere, which
point neither to the right nor to
the left. Thus we may trace corPZ
responding zones on the two hem·
ispheres, the organs of which
would be parallel, like the r.pokes of parallel wheels, (Fig. A., P. Z.)
It is necenary to bear in mind
that each cerebral o~ relates
to the opposite siU ot the body,
and that its pathognomic lines,
to be rightly understood, mU8t be
applied to that side. Thu1 Cautiousnell and Acquiaitiveoe•
would draw the hands together
and close to the person, while
Patience and Religion would
extend them upwards and apart.
(Fig. B.)
As the organs of the lateral sarface of the brain which points
right and left would point towards the median linP, when acting
.upon the opposite side of the body, their influence would be to
draw the movements inward, and to give the circulation a conge•
tive tendency. The organs of the median line, in consequence of
their outward direction, are centrifugal and opposed to internal
congestion. Their movements are of an open and expansive
character.
The pathognomic lines of the front lobe point forwardconsequently, when one is engaged in study or thought, he
habitually inclines forward, either when sitting at his desk or when
walking about. The head is seldom held up and never thrown .
o~cipital

\
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back under intellectual excitement The body bends forward,
and in proportion as a speaker becomes enfPlged in his subject,
and is earned away by th" intensity and actav1ty of thought, he
bends forward in a manner calculated to arouse and interest the
attention of the audience. If speaking directly to their Sagacity
and Intuition, as is most frequently the cue with eloquent popular
orators, his ~estures are forward and outward. If engaged in a
train of log1cal remark, reasoning by the links of causation or
practicing analysis, he will be apt to gesticulate in a straight line
forward-a line corresponding to the organs of analytical reuoflt
which lie vertically over the eye.
But when engaged in a more ingenious, synthetic argument, in
which Reuon, Ingenuity, Plann~ and System are concerned,
he illustrates the line of those
orgt~.ns by gesturio~ in a le• diffuse manner, bringmg the banda
nearer to the median line, and
frequently crosaing the line or
bringing them into conjunction.
(See~. C.) The organs of the
aide oi the head generally display
this tendency to approximation of
the hands. The reg1on of wonder,
admiration reverence, and modesty in the temples produces move- ·
menta of conjunctiOn like those of
synthetic reuon, but as their Jines
project leu, the hand• are not
thrown fonh much, but are clasped
nearer the person, as we see in
man;r exclamations of wonder,
adm1ration, awe, etc.
The perceptive organs of the
brow _point forward and downward, 1n a direction in which their
objects lie, (Fig. D.) The organ
of Form, wh1ch perceives obJects,
points forward and outward 1n the
line in which we recognize the greater number of objects by the
opposite eye. The organ of Distance, pointing forward, and that
of Size more downward, are properly arranged for viewing small
objects near us or for looking afar. The organ of the sense of
sight points neither to the right nor left.
Order and Calculation point downward, forward and inward,
especially the latter. This line adapts them to intellectual, percepo
tive action and to acta of combination. Senae of Force, Order
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CaJeolation, Invention and Syatem have pathognomie tines which
capacitate for combination as they point forward and toward the
median line of the body, suiting the combined use of the hand in
the arts. Tbe eyea by this influence would be directed to objects
near us, instead of extensive observation, and would thus be fitted
for the labors of art, science and literature, which dep«:nd upon this
lateral group of intellectual organs. This proximate VJiion is adapted
to the functions of Calculation and Order, u it enables us to umtize
a group and take a number as an object or simple conception
grouped near us, instead of looking abroad, around us.
The reason of the different lines of the perceptive and judging
organs, is obvious. The former act upon objects which are upon
the t>arth, supported by it and more or less near to it. The latter
generalize and compare our perceptions-consequently, they look
over the landsca~ to form general nnpreuions, (See Fig. JJ.) The
former are strictly physical-the latter occupy a higher sphere, and
are more far reachmg; not limited to the physical objects before
them, but pointing on to the future-that which is before us at an
indefinite distance and invisible. The knowledge of the propertiH
of objects-or their tend ency to action-and power of ~u,
requires a line either horizontal or upward in its tendt>ncy. This
line is found in the judging organt. In their aetion, we know ~y
are influenced by the orgads of the feelings, which modify our ideas
of the external world according to their pathognomic line. Thus
the superior organs influence our judgmenu-give every thing an
upward tendency. Hope gives the maximum of this teftdency, ·
being most vertical-it prevent• our perceiving any thing to produce degradation or a downfall, and enables us to perceive every
influence of an t>levating character. The inferior organa give an
opposite tendency to our opinions; under their influence, we aee
nothing rising or improving in others, or in the external worldthere is no progress, no elevation, no noble capacity lying dormant.
Every where we see failure, downfall, de~radntion, baseness, and
our langu~e is consequently that of croakmg, derision, or slander.
In such persons, the future has nothing good and human nature
110thing noble.
The organs of the median line, Ardor, Benevolence, Religion,
Firmness, etc., give expansive views, in accordance with their
pathognomic lines, while contracted, belittling impressions arise
under the influence of the lateral 01 gans of Cautiousness, Coldness,
Fear, Acquisitiveness, etc., whieh are mathematically incompatible
with expansion.
The range of Memory has a horizontal action, adapted to bringing the past to the present Being the only intellectual region
which is horizontal in its average direction, it is the only region
•hich can point to the past, (by its central ntremity) and thus
.erve tQ recall il The same direction projecting into the future,
give• us a conception of the future merely u a monot.onoua cootin-
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uation of the puL It can not give the true foretight, as future
action requires a sustaining impulse which ia not found in the horizontal liDe. Memory o.lone but brings the future to the present,
and sugestl its perpetuity.
·
The line of the inner portion of Memory, (the recent) points to
a broader sphere of objects nearer at hand. The outer pointa
directly back, and therefore is adap~ to the leagthened range· of
oae'• eatire life.
Time acting in this horizontal line, necessarily recalls the whole
J1Ul88 of the PfUitltl or puL Language thus 18.Dctions the idea, that
time lies in the horizontal line bebina and before us, as a portion of
our road which we have ptUMl and anoOler portion to which we
are approaching. Time put ia behind, and the future before us.
System and Invention have pathognomic lines suited to combina..
tion-tbe former to combination more for its own sake, the latter
with a view to results. Syatem l»resenta its results by the progress
of time-Invention produces a v11ible result.
The power of eombination with a buoyant energy, producing
objects which advance and act with power, belongs to the upwnrd
and inward patho~omic· line (upward, sustaining-inward, combining) which is found in the region of Scheming and Ima~ina
tion. (The line of the combming
organs is shown in Fig. E.) The
pnthognomie lines I l of the left
hemisphere, belonging to Ideality,
Invention and Scheming, act on
the right side, as in the lines
C M, while their corresponding
organs of the right hemisphere
act through the lines D M, and
thus these combining organs cooperate on the median line at M.
The intuitive, intellectual or·
gans of the median line point outE
ward, in a diffusive manner, thus
relating to all about us. Their upper portion relating to tendencies
and results, (or, in other words, to the future) is calculated to trace
the numerous and diversified results arising from a single object,
power or prmciple, rather than to trace the production of a result
by numerous objects or powers acting in conjunction in one operation, which is recognized by the or~n of Scheming (Fig. C.) It is
true, \he line• of these organs are s1milar in course, though different
in their point of origin. Thus, if an object be before us, Foresight
readily appreciates ita tendencies rather than its causes; for the
right eye, governed by the left hemisphere, dt>es not look much
behind the objects toward their past career, as its line is visible only
in its onward movement to the righL The left eye, for the same
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reason, loob only forward and to the left. On the other hand, the
organ of Scheming, when looking through the right eye, looks chiefly
on the right side of the median line, and consequently sees the posterior ~rtion of the pathognomic line-the line of anterior causa·
tion. The liDes, however, of Foresight and Scheming are coincident, as well 88 their functions; but for the reason just given, the
former is better adapted to the exploration of the future conseq_uences, and the latter to the exploration of co-operative causa·
taon.
The patbogaomie line of Ideality, pointing too far inward for
exterior observation, is rather adapted to concentrated, internal
tho~t, 88 when we direct our attention to about the region of
the 1orehead (which is common in deep study, with lhe eyes
closed.)
The pathognomic line of the co-operating region of Intuition and
Ioapiration pointing outward, tends w turn the eyes apart and give
a verr extensive range of obeervation. (The position of the eyes
in animals would indicate that this region was active.) The c-.o-o~
eration of the Ideal, Spiritual and Imaginative with the Intuitive, IS
.seen in the united glance of the eyes to the right or left, especially
in looking toward the sky.
Spiritualitr, Marvellousness, upper Ideality, Pliability, lmagioation, etc.,..pomt toward the sky, the home of spiritual, poetic fancies
and changing forms of beauty.
Beyond Ideality, where the pathognomic line forbids distinct vision, is the region of Modesty and Reverence, which turn the eyea
still more inward and forbid us to look about with idle curiosity, or
to gaze at any thing but what is directly before ua.
The functional doctrines indicated by these pathogaomic lines,
are in hannony with the results of direct experiment on the organs.
The organ of Consciousness, however, in pointing outward, would
seem adapted to exterior observation, unless we conceive that it
bears relation to the opposite hemisphere, toward which it points,
and thus prompts to self-observation or self-conscioumesa. Its
co-operative, the meditative region of Ideality, clearly dil'f'Cts the
attention inward and concenwates upon the subject of thought.
Its influence upon the opposite hemisphere. concentratu UI_)On the
intuitive region. Thus the Ideal and Intuitive regions, wath parallel palhognomic lines, are nearly identical in function, aod the
highest manifestation of the Intuitive power requires an Ideal, Spiritual, or Somnolent condition.
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LECT. LXXVI.-OORONAL PATHOGNOMY.
The lines of the soei11l sentiments point forward and upward,
hence they belong to the checking, subduing faculties rather than
to the impelling group. Their line is adapteCJ, like that of Bene,·olence, to giving forth from our spiritual abundance, but not in so
diffusive a manner u Benevolence, as their pathognomic line is less
diffusive. The utterance of the voice and the ordinary gestures of
unimpassioned intercourse, are in the line of the social sentiments.
Tbeir function is to impart to others an agreeable influence, and ns
every organ desires sympathy, they, of course, desire the society of
persons who exercise the same faculties. Tbeir p!Hhognomic · lioe
11 entirely ioeompatible with the downwnrd and backward movementa of Combativeness, and represses all harsh nod hostile actions.
Liberality, Sympathy, Expression, Sincerity, Faith, Politeness, Imitation, Mirthfulnees, Pliability, Vivacity, Admiration and Friendship
form a group, all of which tend to give gentleness to the voice,
walk, muners and sentiments, as they are all incompatible with
that downward action of our muscle• which produces loud, hanh
~<tunds and vehement manners.
Tbe line of the social and kindly feelings is more elevated lban
that of the inteJlectual. That of Benevolence points upward, forward and outward, by which movements we sustain, advance and
diffuse, or enlarge the objects of its action. (Fig. D. and Fig. A.)
Liberality pointa more forward and less upward than Benevolence.
It would, therefore, advance rather than sustain its object-its line
of action is better adapted to giving than to upholding-both are
accomplished by Benevolence. Friendship and Love do not point
so far from ourselves-their line is more nearly vertical-hence
their energies are exf'rted in sustaining more effectually than it ia
done by Benevolence. Unlike Liberality, they do not point out to
objects at a distance, and are, therefore, adapted to sustain iliON
,._,. to u; hence they co-operate with Adhesiveness. The regions
of Friendship and Sentimental Affection are the most anterior, and
hence imply the least approximation-Conjugal and Parental Affection being more ~terior, establish a more intimate relation.
The strong attraction felt to the object of affection is the result
not of l..ove, which of itself asserts no claim, but of Adhesiveness,
which is on the occiput, so situated that ita line of action necessarily attracts to us, as is seen in embracing and in gestures which
beckon another to approach. (See Fig. F. on next rage.) The
acts of parental affection have heretofore been ascribed to an organ
on the occiput, which has been called Philoprogenitiveness; but
their pathognomy is incompatible with this theory, and eoincidea
with the results of craniology. The principal act of parental affeotion-siPporting the infant-carrying it in the arms-is not in the
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line of oecipital action, being an upward movement in the direction
of Parental Affection, on the upper surface of the brain. A horizon•
1.o
tal, depressing movement adap\ed
•
"
to rend or pull down, is entirely
incompatible with affection, but
\
strictly appropriate to the instincts
of carnivorous animals, iD whom
this region is large.
The pathognomic liaes of Hope.,
Philanthropy, and Religion, ar.e
nearly vertical, except that thote
of Religion are decidedly outward
and expansive. Hope or Happiness is probably the most vertical
organ Of the brain ; we .uppoee
that the point of true ¥erticality
i11 in the organ of Mortality, the
-poeition of which would indicate that it inclines neither to the r~t
nor to the left., and neither backward nor forward. Its functiOn
alto being the loftiest., would coincide with its poeition., for the loft.
iest function of Humanity is to ascend by Death to the spiritual
world of Imrnortalitv.
Philanthropy differs from Benevolence in bf.ing a more inteoee or
eDetffetic function, in conaequenee of its more posterior JM?aition,
and an being more vertical-hence loftier. Its aams are hagher, in
consequence of position, and its apirit ia more hopefill aod eerene,
being adjacent to Hope and Patience. It inspires the lofty schemes
uf human happiness and greatneaa, which are called Utopian.
The organ of Religion points to the breadth of the Univene-to
the upper world-and not to aught that is inferior or downward.
The vertical influences of Philanthropy and Hope, or Goodness and
Happiness, elevate man into the sphere in which Religion expands
his sentiments. Its pathognomic line indicates that ita objects are
above and about us, and that we must ascend from the sphere of
the inferior faculties to be in their presence.
The lines of the virtuous or happ)' sentiments being all more or
less vertical, their influence is sf>en an an open, elented and pleasing expression of the countenance, (see Lect. on PhysiognomyJin an elevated bearing and gestures. The orator in appealing to
our strongest and noblest emotions, throws his arms aloft; it is not
by down ward, backward or contracted gestures that he Bives dignity
to his theme or grace to his delivery. The highest rehgious fervor
r~uires lofty, out-sp1·ead gestures, which every artist assigns the
rehgious teacher or apostfe, becauae they are natural under the
jnftuence of religious sentiments.
.
The physiological inftuence of the vertical organs is necessarily
sedative and ex.haustive to the body-attracting the excitement
upward toward the upper part of the chest and brain, from the
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muscles and abdominal viscera-hence liable to producing the 4angerous congestion of the upper part of the chest, under which death
occurs witliout apparent disease, and the congestion of the upper
part of the brain by which the basilar organs are compressed 8.nd
vitality extin~ished. They tend thus to destroy all the grossness
of the constitution, and diminish all excretions but those of the
head, bronchial vessels, mammae and skin. The general character
of the superior region of the brain, is that of an aoodyne sedative;
hence, the highest degree of amiab1lity is often found connected
with a quiet and feeble constitution.
The upward direction of the organs of happiness and the downward tendency of their antagonists, the basilar organs, acr.ount for
the common expressions, "elevating the spirits" and "depressing
the spirits," which are physiologicallr true.
The organ of Patience, between Religion and Firmness. points
exterior to the vertical line. (Fig. A.) It suppresses all v1olen.t,
downward and inward movements, and diminialies the congestion
of the heart and other internal viscera. It favors sedentary habits
and a catm, healthy condition of the system. It produces seden·
tary habits, simplr by diminishing excitement and by ~i"'
with the organ of Tranquillity, which is their actual cnuse. It IS
favorable to the exercise of the arms, in preference to the lower
extremities-of the brain and upper part of chest, in pr~ference to
the muscmar system, and faYOrs a centrifugal rather than centripetal condition of the circulation.
Conscientiousneu or Integrity acts nearly in the vertical line.
Its position behind Love renders it an o'Wln of greater energy, and
better adapted to co-operate with the occ1pital organs. Its attitude
is very' erect, its gestures firm and lofty. It has none of the graceful bending forward, which belongs to the anterior organs of virtue.
It produces an .,.tgAt man. The attitude of oath-taking, with the
illustration of the hne of Integrity.
hand u~ld, is
The 1nftuenee of the virtuous organs upon the attitudes and movements, it extremelr plealring; the attitudes are erect, the arms easily
and gracefully ratsed--the foot-fall light-the countenance open,
elevated, bright, and attractive. The erect attitude which belongs to
the virtues and energies, should be carefully cultivated to ennoble
the character.

an

LECT. LXXVIL-OOCIPITO.OORONAL PATHOGNOMY.
The organs of the healthy energetic region point upward and
he.ckwt;U'd-hence they give erectness to the head and body, and
prevent everything like drooping. The muacles by which our
limbs are elevated and the bod,y kept erect, contract u~ward toward their origin, and hence act m the line of the energeuc region.
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The virtuous region elevates and throws somewhat forward-the
energetic elevates and throws backward. It therefore produces a
very erect attitude, the shoulders and head being thrown a little
backward and well sustained.
The organ of Firmness produces an elevating and somewhat
expansive effect, giving a firm, manly attitude. Pride and Selfesteem are also erect, but when the head assumes their line,
it is slightlr thrown back with an air of self-possession and
dignity, wh1ch is more marked and imposing than the simple atti·
tude of Firmness. The range of Ambition descending the occiput
from Firmness bas a more and more horizontal line as it descends ;
hence the movement is gradually less elevated or dignified and
more horizontal, which renders it more assuming, selfish, vain and
defiant. When the head and arms nre thrown back in the line of
the lower part of the ambitious region, there is a striking air of
vanity, bravado and impudence. Ttie lines of Self-esteem, Love of
Power and Ambition are external as well as backward.
When we embody in our attitudes the· various pathognomic lines
of the ambitious region, we make a striking picture of the dignified,
the distinguished, the ostentatious, vain, overbearing and domineeri~ characters which it produces.
The region of Hardihood,
Health, Industry, Temperance, Energy, Playfulness, and Restraint
is similar to Firmness, except that it is Jess expansive. Restraint is
even slightly contracting, and being in the opposite line to the
direction of innervation of the limbs, es~;»ecially the arms, tends to
paralyze theit movement. The sustainanfS and bracing inftuencee
of Health nre illustrated by its pathognomac line which is adapted
to producing a general contractility of the muscular system, (with
but few exceptions.) an erect attitude and expansive chest.
The line of action of the energetic Qrgans is calculated especiaUT
to divert the vital forces from the abdominal region, which is thear
true effect ; the energetic region arrests abdominal action. Hence
Industry and Temperance are naturally associated. By diverting the
vital forces from the abdominal region, the muscular, pulmonary aa4
cerebral organs are reinforced, and the powers of the coastitution
greutly enhanced. A similar effect isfroduccd by the contraction of
the abdominal muscles which expe the blood and nenous forcea
from the abdomen, and thus ener~e the constitution. This com·
presaion of the abdomen occora m every vigorous effort that we
make, and is effected by muscles which act in the line of the energetic and the occipital organs.
We observe that at. the outer edge of the energetic region, a
paralytic effect is produced by the organ of Restraint. This is ex·
plained by the fact that the hemispheres connect with the body
diagonally, each relating to the opposite side of the body, and consequently the line of transmission of cerebral influence is somewhat
oblique-antagonistic to the pathognomic line of Restraint, which,
therefore, represses the transmission of mental influence to the limbs.
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Tranquillity, anterior to Restraint, exercises a similar influence,
and is also opposed to progressive locomotion.
Cautiousness, which is also a paralyzing negative organ, has a
line very similar to tha.t of Restraint, but gradually assumes the
horizontal as it descends to Fear. Its influence is not so sedative
or paralyzing as that of Restraint, and is more exciting as its tendency is more centripital. The centripetal organs tend to repress
outward manifestation, and to produce intense activity in the l:irain,
lungs and heart. In Fear the line becomes a descending one, and
the excitement becomes more intense but also prostrating, for it is
opposed to the region of Energy, and therefort- tends to enfeeble
muscular action in the main, although it accumulates an internal
excitement, which rroduces increased action of the heart and
violent efforts, unti the exhaustion prevails. The upper part of
Cautiousness produces quiet, restrained movements with nothing
expansive. The movements of lower Cautiousness are nearly
horizontal, and have but little progressive force. They are seP.n in
the unsteady vacillating gait of verr, cautious, timid persons and
in the impulsive dart~ from side to s1de which is produced by Fear.
The attitude of Fear IS more stooping or crouching than that of
Cautiousness, and instead of advancing, its impulse is rather to
retire, or at any rate to change lonatioo-the accumulated excitement producing a high degree of restlessness.
The negative region generally, (viz., Cautiousness, Restraint,
Coldness, and the unintellectual organs,) has a decidedly negative
tendency as w manifestation. Its pathognomic lines would keep
the limbs near the person, and prevent their being thrown out with
any freedom, but while it has this negative paralyzing eifect, it also
tends w approximate us to surrounding objects, or to bring them to
us; the lower portion, especially, has the horizontal line, suited to
the function of attraction, and this we find, by experiment, which
proves the functions of Adhesiveneu and Acquisitiveness to lie in
thie region of the brain.
The pathognomic lines of Adhesivene11s point variously backward, and impel us to objects before us, as well as attra~t them to
us. Its movement is seen in the act of bukoning, embracing, and
shaking of bands. The latter, however, IS influenced by so many
organs as to render it very characteristic. Every movement of the
hand in this friendly salutation is characteristic of certain cerebral
organs. ln shaking bands the hand should be sufficiently drawn
, toward the person to gh·e the expression of Adhesiveness, and
ahould be sufficiently elevated to produce the pleasing and kindlr
expression of the superior organs. In proportion as the hand IS
held down or held off, the impre88ion imparted is disagreeable and
repulsive. Every characteristiC of the various organs may thus be
imparted to the hand in this salutation, which is the natural expression of Adhesiveness.
The pathognomic line of Adhesiveneas forbids all repulsive
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move~JM'ntl, and eaablea ut to grasp and bo&d o.. with powet: It
has no grand or expansive movements, but is oppoaed to all a~
tending to concentrate the movements as well aa thougbts near the
person. It is selfish and unwilling to part with anything or see it
go frolD us. Nevertheleu it is favorable to the uttennce ot the
voice, aa it favors that action ~f the abdominal muscles by which
the air is expelled in speaking. Speech, however, re41uirea the ~
operation of the aocial aod moral group which pemuta the expWaaon of air from the lunga by relaxing the diaphragm.
AdheeiveneBB forbids the drooping attitude of the head, prod.ucecl
by the inteUectual organs and favors an erect carriage, the head
being thrown somewhat backward.
Coarseness, intermediate between Ambition and Ad..eaivenaa,
bas a similar backward path~omic line giving it a place amoog
the impelling organs, which invago.rate backward movementl.
Acquisitiveness, in its anterior portion, has a pathognomic line
adapted to collecting and preserving objects, in its posterior portion, it is better adapted to their retention. Its pathognomic line
beios lower than that of Adhesiveness its objects are not 10 much
cher111hed or esteemed aa those of the latter.

LECT. LXXVIII.-ANTE'RO-LATERAL PATHOGNOMY.
The region of Debility and Disease anterior to the ear, which
tends maioly to mental weakness or weakn888 of purpose, in the
temples, and to bodily weakness in the lower tempOral region, bu
patbogoomic lines incompatible with exertion or progreas, beiag
exactfy antagonistic to thos., of the energetic ~s.
The region of Modesty ud Reureoee pomting forward aDd
. inward, antagoow~ the Vanity, Ambition and ArTopoce of the
occiput, and poiotmg in its superior portion somewhat upward,
checks every movement of advance and elevation for ourselves,
though perfectly compatible with the progress of others. Hence,
the modest mao would retire and push forward others, the ambitious
man would advance and pull others back in relation to himael£
Such is the inevitable effect of the patho(oomic lines of theae
regions. The temporal re'gions are o.eceasanly aedative aad relax·
ing to the muscular system, and the occipital stimulat.ins and impulsive. The pathognomic lines of Modeaty and Reverence show
that, while they sive softness and delicacy to the person, they
increase the activaty and delicacy of the internal viscera, rendering the heart more disposed to palpitate and the whole .ensitive
visceral life more acute. Modesty and Reverence antagonize the
erect, swelling attitude of the Ambitious re~on, and tend to restrain
the outward movement of the limbs.and d1minish the ap~nt bulk
of the peraon. Modeaty, Reverence and Fear make one feel small,
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alld unwiBing to oeeupy mueh space. The outward, expansive
)inee of their antagonists suggest the idea of ex~ansion and great·
neas; henee, the proud and ambitious desire physical magnitude
and believe themselves larger than they really are, while the mod·
st and timid feel small-and when one's pride is checked, he feels
belittled.
The drooping tendency of the organs of the temple is shown in
the act of bowing, which is their natural eJtpressioo. A low bow
springs from their lower portion, and woutd be in the line of Ser·•ility. The region of Politeness promp~ only a gentle inclination,
an4 woald hold up the head. The influence of the temporal organs
upon the attitude, keeping the limbs together and in front of the
person_.,•ventiftg broad, open, coarse attitudes and movementsesemplifies their relation to a modest deportment. Jn their action
upon the eyes, they prevent gazing about. turning the eyes in ward,
aDd the most humble portion directing them downward.
·
The antero-lateral reg!on· from the Zygoma downward (marked
apon the face,) antagonizing Energy, etc., points downward, in
front of the person (see Fig. F.); hence it is prostrating-it would
throw us upon the ground when in predominance, and such is the
effect of Indolence and Disease. It might be supposed that these
organ• which thns ~int downward, woufd, in accordance with the
general ~hognomtc law, repel us from the earth or protect us from
falling, although they produce these drooping gestures and attitudes.
But here a remarkable anatomical fact modtftes the practical results
of the great ·patliognomic laws. Tbe muscular action by which
we should be sustained or repelled from the earth, can not be per-:
formed in the line of the debilitating orsaDir· The extensor museles which ad upon the limbs to sustam and .repel us from the
earth, neceuarily act in the line of the en~tic organs, their insertions being below their origi01r and their line of contraction consequently upward. The muscles on the front of the thidl, which
straighten or extend the leg, contract in a ntarly vertical line.
Even if we take the Pectoralia, which bas a contraction downward in ita ordinary action o~n the arm, we find that if, when Iring
pr_one, .e attempt to rise by bearing down and sup~rting ourselvea
with the lland against the ground, tile action or the Pectoralis musel~ is really UJ"!ard, for t!Je arm then becomes the fixed and the
body the mOftble ~nt which ascend•. The anatomical eonstmc.
tion ol oar bodies, therefore, compels the organs of Relasation and
Diseaee to exercise merely a debiHtatiug and prostrating effect.
This character extends to the whole lower anterior part of the middle lobe, including all the abdominal !JI'8&0S.
.
The· organ just aboYe Disease, is the f>!g8n or general Sensibil·
ity-this woufd coincide with the facf, that ita pathognomic line
seems to ))Oint to the region of the solar plems ana the epigastrium,
ot a loea6ty adjaeeat to th6 stomach, wliich is· the bodily seat of an
.aate IIDiibiUty. .
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The Condw:torOrpas, like all anterior to the ear, have the geaeral character of ~ to debility. In fact, exhaUition .is their
necessary effect-the exertion of some of our mental and physical
powers may be invi~ting, but the manifestation or display ie
exhaustiJ!g, and compels us to ~use by the fatigue, debility, or eli.
ease produced. Restraint, on the other hand, preserves our vital
forces from waste, although it would allow them to grow sluggish
from want of exertion. The ~hognomic line of tlie Cooductor
Organs is quite anterior to that of the abdominal. Thete is ~ba
bly a genEral coincidence between many of the conductor aiid tile
intellectual Ol'g!UlS. The conductor or~ being the ~ns for the
transmission of nervous influenoe, theu line should be downward
and forward, as the transmission from the brain is downward to tbe
~inal cord, and from the spinal cord downward and forward to the
hmbe and viscera.
The reBiona of SulleDDeiS, or Melancholy and Mental Deranpment, whtch point downward and outward, are included fn the group
anterior to the ear, the lines of which point more or less foriranf.
At the ~sterior ed~ of Mental Derangement, the line pointing
more backward, the function becomes more energetic, chaiiging to
~ and Turbulence. In this case, lines whicli point anterior to
the person, although they point downward, are necessarily debilitant, and in proportion as they point backward become comft!teDt
to display energy. The line of the basilar orr.ns not antenor to
the ear, u downward, and hence coincidea Wlth the discharge of
nervous influence from the brain down the spinal cord. The vitalizing of the cord bl cerebral influence, is effected in the vertical
line of descent, which belongs to the organ of Vitality, and tho.
organa which act in this line excite the muscular system, and tend
to give it a predontinance over the cerebral.
When lnc1olence, Disease and Relaxation predominate, they give
a drooping character to the attitude, depriv10g it of the erectnea
and firmness which are produced by the occipital o~. Alimentiveness co-operates in a similar airection, and is well adapted to
bri~DJ the mouth down to the plate.
The mtellectual organs tend to produce debility, and their pathognomic line is 1uch as to favor a drooping attitude, since 6enc~i!i~
forward necessarily carries the body downward. Thus, under the
conditions of terrestrial life, excessive intellectual predominaDce
necessarily runs into co-o~ration with the dej[l'lding tiaailar organa,
while the anti-intellectual, which hold the "head erect, co-operate
with the coronal n:gion in giving an elevated attitude. This co-op.
eration is shown also by the character of their functiona-Adheeiveneas co-o~ting with Love and Friendship_, while intellect teDde
to dimiwsh our relations to individuals, arid to lower our ~
for them as we ~rceive their mental deficiencies. Superior intellects, turning to God and Nature, are necessarily ee~ted from
their cotemporaries, unless they have enough of occipital dev~
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ment to come into contact with the ignorance and rudeness of
society and enjoy it. It must be remarKed, however, that the tendency of intellect to co-operate with basilar action belo~ to the
lower portion of the front lobe, which acts u~n material nature
and does not recognize elevating, prosressive tendencies. The scientific intellect which coldly anatom1zes man and society as they
are, diiFers widely from the philosophic intellect, which recognizes
his capacities and future career.
The region of Sublimity, lying between Reverence and Cautiousness, hu a centripetal tendency concentrating excitement
upon brain, heart and lungs, while checking outward movement.
Its attitude ia seen, when the arms are held aloft and brought
together.

LECT. LXXJX.-BASILAR PA'fHOGNOMY.
The tendency of the basilar OJWlns is downward or degradingthev pull down others and sustaan self upon the downfall. Their
pathognomic lines being all downward, whether forward, backward,
1nward, or outward, their neceSBary tendency is to degrade, crush,
scatter and destror. the objects of their action.
These four modifications of the basilar influence may be selected
to represent the elementary tendencies of the region. The backward indence enables us to approach, to advance, to assail, to resist
difficulties-the downward to pull down, overcome and crush-the
inward to collect, compress, excite, belittle, crush, annihilate-the
outward to separate, rend, scatter, dh·ide or destroy. The combination of these dift'erent tendencies in various proportions, constitutes the tendency of each basilar Ol_'gllD.
Those which po1nt backward and downward being propulsive,
give greater energy and eagerness to attack or resist, as as the case
with CombativeneBB and Arrogance, Those which point outward
and downward are calculated to tear, break, scatter and destroy in
the fiercest and wildest manner ; this Jine belongs to the regions of
Cruelty, Hatred, Turbulence, Rage; such a line must be inftuential in
eamivorous animal". The line pointing downward and inward
beloogs to the region of Proft~c)' and Felony ; it combines the
inward tendency wbich is acquisative and selfish, with the downward
tendency, which is violent and degrading-hence it produces a
reckJea violence for selfisb purposes, leading to gaanbling, highway
robbery, murder, etc. The inward line which belongs to Acquisitiveneu, and the tendency of which is essentiaUy collective, becomet modified as it turns backward and produces a selfishneu,
which is the neceuary rt'sult of the line of collection, when combiDed with the line of appropriati~n, (backward and inward) be-
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comes modified as. it descends, by the. greater degree or vioelnee
thus produced, and tbos changes from sample Selfishness to Felonious violence. But aR it goes backward, fosing the collective cllaraeter produeed by the· inward line, it has a less special reference to
property, and becomes adapted to contention or assumption-to
encroaching on the rights of others, or defending our own. This
line is combative and domineering. The fibres of Combatrven~
superiorly produce a less violent fonn of resistance, rather more
fised and less exciting or active, as etobbomnt>ss, dilbelie~ etc. •
lower down the resistance is of course more violent-the aet ol
fighting belongs te the posterior inferior portioa.
Anterior to the fighting region the fibres asmme a more selfish
cast, as they approximate Selfishness, but lose their intensity of
violence and become adapted to the kind of opposition dictated by
selfish intellicence, intrigue, jealousy, deceit, suspicion, etc.
The encroaching viofence of Combativeness descends as the Jine
points downward to the firmer and more gloomy violence of despe,.
ation, in which the evil passions reach the acme of intensity, and in
which the object is evil or ~olence, without reference to acquisition
or Lrogress.
n the. region of Turbulence and ~gradation, on the neck~ the
line is downward and outward. Hence those organs disqualify for
the pursuit of any object, nod for any settled coune of life ; we 8y
with restless impatience from every place of pursuit, and are di.
qualified for any useful occupation. The line of the turbulent and
restless region, as it turns backward, coincides nearly with that of
the ~ crum, which are the immediate channels for the traDao
mission of the muscular impulse from the brain and the le.ioa of
which produces paralysis on the side opposite the lesioo, tbat ie, OD
the side to which the fibres of the crus point.
The relation which the locomotive organs sustain to the crura,
(their lines coinciding,). and which Vitality sustains to the spinal
cord for a similar reason lead to the inference that the aetion of the
crura in transmitting or emitting a cerebral influence along their
fibres is the most thoroughly animal and impulsive function of the
brnin, and that the mfluence which descends the spinal cord is the
immediate t~upporter of the functions of life.
In the organ of Baseness the pathognomic tines of Profligacy ud
Felony blend with those of the region of Fear, Turbulence or fte..
laxation, and hence produce the intermediate line of action unfitted
for exertion or opposition, and fit only for feeble, timid aDd onprin·
cipled courses. The line is downward and slightly forward and
lateral. Embodied in the attitude, it produces an air of furtive
meanness, which would tempt an officer to arrest the individual u
a suspicious character, and which would preYent his winning the
confidence of any society. The sidelong glance, the ~roaching
movements, and the incapacity to stand with manly erectnea, or
to face another steadily, render the pathognomy of this organ quite
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striking when it is predominant. The success of the base in their
impositions arises from coronal and occipital organs which disguise
the pathognomy of Baseness. For a full display of the patho~o
my of the basilar organs we must seek the lowest classes of SOClety,
where intellectual and moral restraints are lost, or scenes of violence in which the passions have full play. The line of
~mbativeness and Arrogance is seen in the menacing arm drawn
back to strike or to defy, and in the whole attitude of the angry
combatant, or in the movements of the wrestler. The pathognormc
line of the organ of murder is perfectly displayed in the position
of the assassin, crouching to stab his prostrate victim. Acts of
violence not otherwise intelli~ble may probably be solved by
reference to the pathognomic hne of the conductor organs.
The location formerly assigned the organ of murder by Dr. Gall
is not only erroneous in point of fact, as a little observation will
show, (bemg too elevated} but is incompatible with the true pathognomy of murderous acts, which indicates a lower position ;
the line must point decidedly downwards, to suit the attitudes of
the murderer.
The position heretofore ossigned the lower part of the occiput
near the median line is the most incompatible of all with the pathogn.omio line of the part. Its pathognomic line in the lower portion indicates cruelty, destruction, harshness, &c.; it is peculiarly
adapted to the act of rending and tearing down. If this were the
organ of any gentle, kindly emotion, the principles of pathognomy
would be reversed in this instance, and the science of man wouln
fall back into a confusion which never exists in the beautiful and
simple order of creation. There is no necessity for supposing any
such anarchy. The facta that the lower posterior portion of the
occiput is almost invariably among the .Predominant and active
organs of the worst murderers, that it lB a predominant organ
among 'hose famous murderers, the •rhugs of India, that it
has been found large in infanticidal mothers, (as Margaret GQtt·
fried,) and that it is generally larger in carnivorous than in herbivorous animals, and as large or larger in male than in female crania, sufficiently show that this portion of the brain acts strictly in
accordance with the universal pathognomic law.
That portion of the organ which lies farther above the tentorium, the upper portion of what Gall called Philoprogenitiveness, is
adapted by its line to acts of authority or arrogance and subduing
others to our will. It finds a pleasure, of course, in the presence
of inferiors which it may govern, but it produces none of the
kindly, sustaining acts of parental love :-authority, not love, is
its tendency.
It might be supposed that movements in the direction downward and forward could be calculated from the antero-basilar organs, and that these movements would sustain the person in a
haughty attitude, but snch results are entirely forbidden by the
20
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anatomical conformation of the body. Muscles acting in the &!l·
tero-basilar direction could only operate to pull down the body,
as there ate no limbs with which they could produce an elevating
eft"ect; consequently, the aBtero-basilar o~ns have a degrading
tendency. But as we do display our pride by repelling ~at whidi
is before and below us, 88 well as our pugnacity by Msailin~ objects before us, which we are certainly not tempted to assail by
the organs of Intellect, Disease, Modesty, Fear, &c., this remarkable fact requires an explanation to show that our acts are in b.armrny_ with the pathognom.ic laws.
In inflicting a blo'f u~n an advel'S8.l'J.:, we take the arm whieh
is hanging down in a b88ilar attitude and direct its ex:tremi~ forward, applying its exterior, hostile surface to the enemy. In this
blow the propulsive poweJ' of the arm is derived from a contraction of its extensor muscles, which tn striking operate in the limB of
tM lower occiput. In assailing with the feet, we raise our lower
limbs from tlieir actual position 88 supporters of the body, and by
ap~lying· them to our opponent, change our relations, placing bini,
as 1t were, beneath us, tn the direction of our basilar forces.
When we observe the anatomr of the downward movements
which express the tendency of the basilar organs. we find that
downward movemenfB are not always produced by muscles COB·
tracting in the same direction 88 the movement.
the contrary,
they frequently result from muscular contractioD8 in the opposite
or nearly vertical direction. This exhibits the truth of the pro~
sition, that the region of Energy and Firmness co-operates With
the basilar organs. In fact, eacli is accessory to the manifestation
of the other--without the basilar organs the nervous energy would
not descend into the muscles, and without the region of Energy,
&c., the necessary reaction for their upward contraction could not
occur-there woUld be that lack of tone which is produced by extreme excitement of the passions. Irritability and Desperation,
the common sources of acts of violence, produce comple~ exhaus·
tion and prostration in their exceesive action. These basilar organa
by overpowering the region of Firmness and other coronal organs,
diminisli (in such extreme cases) that vertical contractility of the
extensor muscles of the lower 1imbs, b! which we elevate ourselves
and crush what is below us. The downward action, although
performed by a ~art of the body corresponding to the basilar organs (and requirmg the basila.r organs to ;produce the action) ia
nevertheless connected by ita pathognomic lines with the posterior
coronal energy.

on
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LEOT. I.XXX. PHYSIOLOGICAL PATHOGNOMY.
The explanation of physiological and J>&thologi~~enomeaa
pathognomic law, is no less simple and sa ·
tory than
tliat of the phrenological. The physiological explanation has already been partly given.
Every organ determines the currents of circulation and nervous
influence throughout the body in accordance with its pathognomic
line. The superior organs, yointing u.Pwards, determine circulation and excitement upward, thus givmg a predominance to the
brain, lungs and arms-leaving the digeStiw organs torpid, and
die extremeties cold and feeble. Sucb. is the effect of intense
mental and moral excitement, which is an exercise of the superior
organs. The basilar o~ pointing downward, diminisn the
mental and moral energies of the brain, and throw its excitement '
into the basilar region at the expense of the coronal. They give
a predominance to the muscular system and the digestive apparatus,
tllus producin~ a gross, sensual, muscular and thoroughly animal
appearance, comciding with the brutish character which tlie basilar .
organs produce.
The violent passions of the basilar ~ produce a great per. turbation in the body-the circulation and muscular action liave
an almost convulsive en~. The calm and kindly influence of
the supe;rior organs subdues this animal excitement, transferring
the activity of life from the body to the mind. In fact the coronal
o~ns transfer man entirely from physiological to psychological
existence, as they inolude Jfortalit:y. The passions then (the sources
of evil,) appear to be n~ to anim81 life. (Yet animal life
is not nece88Q,rily associated With the display of evil passions, for
the superior organs ~ and should ovetTule and elevate the infe·
rior into a higher sphere. Thus, under the coronal influences, the
OTgaD.s which, unmodified, might produce gluttony, d:rwikenness
and rape, produce the most unexceptionable and pleasing act&.),
A certain amount of passion is therefore obviously necessary to
the perfection of the Dody, which without the due supply of cerebral influence degenerates into an unworthy instrument of tae
mind.
While the basilar organs generally, and the organ of Vitali'J
especially, direct the cerebral energies into the body, all the eerebi&l organs exert a mociifJing influence over the corporeal exoi&ement. The tendency of the lateral organs, as they point inward,
is centri~ and that of the median organs centrifugal-the f~r
mer BUBtain, in consequence, a more direCt relation to the visoera,
and the latter to the limbe. The range of organs relaug tD the
viscera is found on the side of the head from the tempor.a.l arch
extending down the head and face. These organs censequent11
contribute little to the vital energies, and when we examine t.he~r
~the
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psychological functions, we 1ind that their mental inftuence is alao
aebilitat.ing to that energy of chamoter whlch ~ control of ov
fellows. '!'his might be anticipated, for it woUld be absurd thai
any mental power whieh contnl>u.tes te lhe 10ree of tlle ohan.cter
ahowd be Uiwaned by ita tmldency in the body, or that a trait
which enfeeblee the strength of purpoee ahCMlld mowd a OOM8&&·
tion for steady and untiring action.
The basilar organa wbieh are locatecl upon t.Ae neck, ex&eDding
to i1ll juncticn with the head, correepoad with the lower liml&
The middle organs of $Ae occiput ~the median line-exieQd.
lng from Firmne81 dow:ra, correspond With 't.lae ana&. That deputment of the brain which is marked upoa the neck may theNbe
be ealled the crural Ngion, and diM con:espondiag to 1M U'llll,
the brachial.
From the braclrlal region to tlle organ of Caatiowmess, tM ~
gans of the occiput sympathize with tbe b.ck. The froat.al lWf
of the bead sympathimes with the frontal half of the body.
In all these sympadrlee, the J)atllognomio lines indicate col'l'edl:r
the ~dent regions. The bftchial region ~inta olBw'Ud
· to tile arm, upward to t.be shoulder and doWDwaro to the Mad.
The crural region points downward and outward to the leg. The
cephalic region attracta upward and inward. to the brain; the
tnonio inward and ligh&ly upward to the ~ ; the eardiaO in·
ward and downward to the heart; the
unrud and cJowa.
ward to t.he li-fer; the abdominal down"Wlird to the ~ intelo
tiMe, spleen and kid.neya; the out.a.neo118 region of the obi:D. ou.
ward to the ll11l'6.oe.
None of these -riacera1 organs can be conaidered atagoniMio te
each other as to their patbognomic liuee. ar as to their tunctao-.
The nearest approach to an an~nism is that of ~ cutaneo111
and pulmoll8l"J organ~. This comcidtw with t.he fld that a te~aarkable invene sympathy exista between teem ; a chill of t.ht
IUface producin~ a congestion of the lunga, a auppreeaion of perapiMtion, producmg a <lOld or pulmoa.uy diseaae, and warmtli of
tile surface relieving tbe lungs, are fAmiliq ooounencee. To some
extent a similar refation exista between the skin and &1te abdoJDi.
nal organa, bat it is lesa marked than with the lungs.
The o~ of antagonistic linea to the cephalic are found in tM
erural regton. The legs ~erefore are the pliyaiologieal an~
of the brain. This ia strikingly clemonst.re.t.O in the relief whiell
warm foot-b&tba give to congestion, paia or Geitement in the headis the 8Udden thrill of excitement whioh il thrown upon the baia
~ plunging the ft!et in oold watel"-in the b.ead-aclle ud oare1:nl
determinations ea~ by cold feet, and in the eft'ec\ of inlell
study and emotioD, which leave the feet and leg& feeble &Dd oold
-in the effects of~ fatigue upon the mental facultiea. ad
in the~ cab~ a~y shown by ticklin.g ~solei
$( the teet.. Tbe oerWral ana pulmoury OJ'IIUII being Be&l' to-

.tie
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~' the antagonists

tJl the bmer would be •'!'Y Marly ut~g
onistic to the latter. Heooe there is a great deal Of inverae ~
fldbl between ihe lower limbe and the Ch~ but leas decided &ad
~e than with the bram. The whole reg~<>n below the bee ia
especially antagonistic to the brain.
"The pathognomio lines indicate a more decided antagonism. between the lungs, or at least their anterior porWm, and the arma. I
laave not ftl'Veyed the boundaries of these sympathetic l"efPons
with any accuracy, but infer from experiments ~ai Ule lower limN
generally antagonize the brain, while the arms, especially from elfaoy to shoulaer, are the special pulmonary an~msts. The
p t amount of relief which pulmonary oon~tions receive frora
~ and from rubefacient applications to the arms and thigba,
and the remarkable promptness with whioh a chill of the anna
from ·cold air or cold water aft'eets the lungs are obvious ill~
tions of this inverse sympathJ. The sudden relief which is af.
Amled in pneumonia by ltl~g from the arm is owing to thia an·
~nistic lelation. Tlie flow towards the arma whether produced
bj a local stimulus, or by the lancet, produces the aame effect aa
to the depletion of the lungs, and the tkoility with which this ia ~
~plished b~ the 1aneet lias prompted to a very frequent aud ia·
junous use of it.
The pathognomic line of the organs acting on the heart antago.
nlzea tliat of the ut>per b:rachial region of brain, con-esponding to
the shoulders. ThiS inverse aympath;r exp~ns the faCt that paia
in the shoulder is one of the diagnostic symptoms of heart disease
The pathognomic line of the hepatic organ also antagonizes thai
of the shoUlders, and the existence of pain in the shoulders aa a
~tom of liver disea8e is a very familiar fact.
The pathognomic line of the GastriC organ antagonises that of
Temperance, which, from its position in the bodytnolds an intimate relation to the bl'ain as well as to the shoulder. The v~
iJltilnare sympathy between the stomach and the brain, which 18
1Ulivel'llally observed, is a consequence not only of this inverae
Jl!tbognomic relation, but of the fact that the latter is the recipient
of leDSation from impressions made upon the former, and lienee
~pathizes with the stomach as witli all other ~rtions ot the
bOd.J. The inverse sympathy whi~thognomy mdicates is seen
in tie stupifying eft'ects of exceesive · g, and the beneficial effects
of temperance or abstinence upon the intellectual faculties, when
it is not carried so far as to enfeeble the individual. It is equally
eeen in the destructive effects of hard study and mental excitement
~ the digestiTe powers. Universal experience shows that over-lOading the stomach hinders cerebral actio11, and that overworking
the 1miin destroys the <ligestiTe health. The ~ognomic line of
the lower bowels is still more nearly antagonistic to Energy and
Playfulnees, and is not very far frOm that of lnsaniti. Hence
any accumulation of excitement in the lower bowels. or from fecal
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matter or stntctural diaeaae has only a ~ous eft"ect upon the

brain, beclouding the intellect, deranging the moral faculties, and
the individual incapable of enjo:ri_ng life, but produces a
general unpairment of nervous energy. The ~t mental relief
experienced from the operation of laxatives and the peculiar clearness of the intellect up to the last, under the attacks of Asiatic
cholera are illustrations of the same principle. The upper portion
of the lungs being intimately connected with the brain, participates,
to aome extent, in these sympathetio relations with the alimentary
renderin~

canal.
The pathognomio line of Sanity throws some light on the phibophy of Mental Derangement. It is a near_!y parallel line with
that of Firmness and lies between those of Tranquility and Restraint. Hence it appears that mental soundness is intimately
connected with quietness and self.cqntro~ or in other words, thai
all wild and uncontrollable excitement is destructive to the mental
soundness. Perhaps the best test of Sanity would be the question,
to what extent are the cons and faculties beyond controL
The pathognomio line of lmity coincides nearly w1th that of the
oephiilio organ, but points further back. Its tendency, therefore,
is to produce a predominance of the cerebral organs over the corporeal apparatus, but also to give a Blight predominance in the
brain of the upper occipital over the frontal ~ and to render
Firmness the paramount organ, thus giving a steadiness of purpose,
a healthy soundness of action and a power of resisting extern&l in·
1luences whether physical or moral; which deprives them of the
ability to disorder the mental action. The line of Sanity indicat.ee
a certain amount of cerebral determination to be necessary to men·
tal vigor and soundness. We know, from the common principles
of physiology, that a sanguineous determination to any organ is
n~ to its vigor and activity. The fact of a sanguineous determinatlOn to the brain being necessary, not only to its activity
but to its functional soundness, as is indicated oy pathognomy,
must, if a true principle, be sustained by pathological !acts. Patho1·
ogy does sustam this proposition, by showing tluit a deficient supply
of· blood is the cause of cerebral rammollissement, or softening of
structure, and also of irritability of the nervous system. (This orief
work, not being designed especially for the professional reader, details and arguments drawn from the physiology and pathology of
the alimentary canal and brain, are neCeSsarily omitted. The mere
~nunciation of the doctrines is as much as can be expected.)
The Pathognomic line of Disease coincides so nearly with the
position in the body of the portal circulation?. as to induce us to
consider the latter its corporeal region. The physiological character of the latter would be sufficient to maintam this opinion, without pathognomic evidence. The portal circulation is the region in
which we find the greatest departure from the conditions of health.
The blood in the portal circUlation is more degenerate and desti·
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tute of the charactms&cs
a vigorous healthy vitality than in
any other part of the body. The influence of any accumulation
in this region is also known to be highly morbi1ic. It is therefore
clear that the portal oireulation in the body co~onds to the
organ of DiseaSe in the brain. The pathognomic lfue of Health
indicates the shoulder to be antagonistic to the portal region, and
provee the upward to be more healthy than the downward ten·
aency. Hence the erect attitude, with the shoulders thrown back
prominently, is universally recommended for health, and drooping
attitudes are condemned ns the source of disease.
The J>athognomy of 8kep indicates that it is one of the faculties
designOO. for self-preservation, by hindering the waste and in· .
j:n!J' of the vital ~wers. It lies between the restraining and S&l., ·•...: ,.. ·•· •: ·
fish groups. The highest intuitive faculties tend to abobsh selfish·
nCSSt and sleep, if indulged to exCE'J!S, and even to endanger Sanity.
The patho~omio lfues of the external senses JX?int to their
spheres of action-vision forward, hearing lateral, feeling forward
and downward to the region where we use the hands principally
in examining objects before us by touch.

'
LECT. I.XXXI.-ORGANIO CO-OPERATION.

or

The existence of corresponding halves
the cerebrum, each
complete in its spherical relations, establishes interesting connections between the hemispheres. Certain lines in one hemisphere
will be parallel to certain lines in the other. The o~ acting
in these parallel lines must, therefore, on the pathognoinlc principle,
coincide in the tendency of their functions, and yet they are very
di1ferent organs. Does experiment point out any such coincidence
in dift'erent organs, and are the organs, which thus coincide, so
situated as to have corresponding or parallel pathognomic lines?
If we·find cranioscopy, experiment, and anatomy to coincide in·
showing that the organs wliich have similar lines, although organs
of distirict faculties have similar functions, the result will be highly
~tifying.

By experiment we find a very remarkable correspondence and
similarity between the organs on the median line and those on the
temporal arch :-anatomy shows their pathognomic lines to cor·
responj, and observation shows the striking similarity of their
gesticulation and physiological influence.
The organs of the temporal arch point inward, those of the
median outward- they are consequently nearly at right angles to·
each other- yet the organs of the median line, though at right
angles to the organs of the temporal arch of the same hemisphel'e)·
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-.a ~ tl) tboet ot ~ ~te aicie. HRoe the ~ of
the median line of Olle ~liere coincide aad co-operate with tht
organs ot the temporal 81'Cii of the other, and unfe. their ftmo.
aons yrove upon experiment to be coincident, the pa1hognomio
)Wine~ple would be subject to veq sin~ exeeptioDL CoiDoideld
lines must, if they determine the functions, produoe coincident ..,.
This .P.rinciple is, however, too well est&Olisbed by the uaifi:ma
coinetaence of gesturqs ~d _path~omie linea, under our dailJ
observation, to De invalid&W even if exceptions should ocoar.
The comcidenta in~ cue ant
a
v~ re!DaJPble; ~us, we hue
Patience~ the median 1iDe,
~ill!·~
·, correspodain~ to which, u~ the
t.em~fal areh, is Tranquiliiy.
(See Fig. G.) These di1fer ODI7
in the faot that the former ia more
·interior and men~e IaUer
affects more decidedl,Y the body.
Beligion on the mNhan line cor~nds in ~thognomy wi&h
Reverence on the tempoial &ICh
-functionssosimilarasto becoa·
tinually confounded. Spurzheim
incorrectly su'bstituted the term Veneration for the religious senti· ·
ment of Gall. · The Jeligio\18 sentiment is of a spiritual celestial
tendency-Reverence is more external in its relations, and is rather
terrestrial. Benevolence appeal'S to coincide ~~ 1\mction wi&h the
outer portion of L>ve, in Junction with Reverence and Modestythe ~on of social affection--end with the region of Spirinality.
The descent from Benevolence along the median line lnternaJir,
through the organs of Intuition, presents us with ~ognoauo
lines according with those of Spirituality, Imagint.tioo, and
Ideality-the coincidence of function here is striking. The former
is the organ of the ~best powers of mind, and the avenue ol
inspiration-the latter 18 the source of the most profound, original
and brilliant manifestations of genius.
Continuing our obeen-ations, we find that the whole aiJo1e of
~s of the median line coincides remarkably in funotion with
that circle of organs in the other hemisphere, which preaenta coin·
oident linea. Thus we find the following remarkaDle group of
organs which have been demonstrated by ~ent and oraniological observation, coinciding in function ana pathognomJ.

Q

PATIENCE.
RELIGION.

T!u.NQUILITY.
R.EVERENCE.

BJINBVOLENCB.

SPUUTUAL

INTumoN.

IDliLITY.

SHA.DIC.

PsYCHOLOGICAL

SOBS.

APncrlOJJ.

SoJIINOLICNCB.
~.
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SENSE OF HEIGHT AND
DIRECTOR 0BGANS.
EXPIRATION,
INsPIRATION.

DEPTJL

CALORIFIOATION or ABDOB. }
hrPoNDEBABLE SECRETIONS.

MENTAL DERANGElrlENT
or INsANrrY.

·

}

lrlusro.
SENsE oF FoRCE.
LANGUAGE.

Subtlest Sensibilities which recognize imponderable media.
Grosser Sensibilities, viz. : the
thermal, electric, galvanic, and
magnetic sensibility.
Bodily Derangement or Diseas&and mental depression from dle
lower part of Fear.

NUTRITioN.

ALllrlENTIVENESS.

WILDNESS, RESTLESSNESS, }
FLIGHT.
RAGE, TURBULENCE.
LicENTiousNESS, TuRBU· }

FEAR.

LENCE1 SCORN.
A!mOGANCE and
}
LoVE OF P.oWER.

SELF·EsTEElrl.

FIBKNESS..

.

IRRITATION.
PRoFLIGACY.

CoKBATIVENESS, ADm:siVDJISS.
APPROBATIVENES&
STEADINESS, or RESTBAINT

SANITY.

and

Here is somethin~ very remarkable. The imperfection of Jan.
and of ex~nment _Prevents a full expre8Slon of the beauty
an.d accuracy of these comcidences. What renders it still more
de~htful to myself is that these coincidences were not forced or
far-fetched-they were generally not perceived or even sough~
during the experiments by which these organs were discovered.
Some of them have been developed ·by functions which were
demonstrated contrary to my preconceived opinions. It was not
until long after the principle of coincidence was forced upon me
by the obvious parallelism of certain organs that I su.ooeeded in
completing in a satisfactpry manner these circles of coincidence,
embracing coincident functions and coincident pathognomy.
The intricacy of the subject would render it difficult, (even
with the a.ssistance of a teacher1) to understand the application of
these pathognomic lines to the orain, and this intricacy, while i~
has embarrassed the conjoint study of pathognomy, anatomy,
craniO!!ICOpy and impressibility, has rendered the result still more
interesting and triumphant when these four ,Paths of investigation
coincide and meet in the great central doctrine of Anthropology,
the simplicity and mathematical regularity of the divine plim.
· The discovery of these eo-operative organs, and the laws of
co-operation between the hemiapheres, not only serves to explain
various affinities, and laws of association between the organs, but
goes far to explain the final cause of the existence of two cerebral
hemispheres, m this diagonal connection with the body. Each
hemisphere acts upon the opposite side of the body con1ir'?lling its
~e
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muscularity secretion, circulation, &c.--ooneequently each hemis·

'Phere conti-ols the other. It is a beautiful study to apply the
l'athognomic lines of one hemisphere to the opposite side of the
body and opposite hemisphere, and trace the modus op_erandi by
which each organ executes its mental and physiologic8J tendency
through the opposite hemisphere, and opposite half of the body.
As an example, let us take the organ of Tranquility. This organ,
operating upon the opposite side of the body, withdraws excitement from the limbe, towards the brain an(! chest. In the brain
it throws the circulation from the inferior lateral organs (Irritation,
Profligacy, &c.) toward the superior organs of the median linemore especially towards Patience. Thus does Tranquility produce its effects, and in like manner Patience in one hemisphere
operates u~n the other hemisphere so as to produce a predom·
inance of Tranquility. Thus every organ on the median line
produces when in action a secondary effect or echo on the tern·
poTralhisareh.
. 1B
. not oonWl
..o_ed to ..Wiese
1..
•
1es w hich con·
co-operation
two Cll'C
ltitute our example&-it is the general law of the brain. Every
~ of.~ hemisphwe h4a a co-uperative urgan of similar pat/wg·
ROmW line ln the oiher.
The doctrine of co-operation h$5 an imJ>0!1ant bearing in practieal J?hrenology. The organs of the median line have greater
actiVIty and power when sustained by the co-operation of the
temporal arch. Hence, a broad, coronal region may produce as
much moral excellence as an elevated developement. If we over·
look this prin~ple, we shall do injustice to many broad heads.
This prinCiple enables me now to explain the cha.facter of heads,
whicli in 1840 were entirely unintelligible. A good citizen with
a low, broad head, worse, on the old phrenological principles, than
any from the gibbet or the penitentiary, was so utter1y inexplicable
a tact, that I could not forget the anomaly. It is now explained.
Each organ of these co-operative circles should be observed with
reference to its co-operator. Thus, for example, Fear, Irritability,
and Pr9fligacy may be manifested to a much greater extent when
ihey have the co-operation of a broad neck. The cowardice of
Demosthenes was perhaps as much owin~ to the traits indicated
by the breadth of the anterior _part of his neck, as to any other
element of his constitution. We may often observe a deficiency
of the organs of the temporal arch, producing sad defects in the
character, and, on the other hand, we observe m&n,Y broad heads,
especially among the German race, to which Gallian phrenology
was far from doing justice.
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r,xxm~BRAL

HARMONIES; OR LAWS
OF OO-OPERATION.

The cerebral organs have innumera.b~e relationa to each other,
aftsing from the laws of antagonism, co-operation and contiguity.
Every ahade of difrere~ from perfect co-operation to perfect antagonism exists between each organ and the whole of the remain.
!ag organs. For example (see Fig I) we may auppoee the organ A
hal a dind antagonist on the organ Z.-It will have a zone of
~neither deCidedly co-operative nor decidedly antagonisti~
Hi modifying, u NN,-an immense number decidedly co-opera• .
tive 88 GG, and an eqUal number
· deoidedly an~nistie 88 FF, and
80 on ad in~ilwm. The ooun$:te. number of organa, susta.iniq
these numerous relations, require
to be 80 arrallged in the brain as to
produce the pro~ relations by
iheir positions, and thus to form •
systematic whole, suitable for UJd.
tary action. The intricacy, bea!UY
and harmony of these compleZ
relations is beyond an~g that
has eTSO been attained by tho
philoeophical invention of mu.
Their exposition in fall would constitute a voluminous treatise.
The fact that neighboring organa have the ~pathy of contiguity and consequently must liave a similarit}- of functiou., originates an in~g set of relations between the organa, and ol
COITeSpOndencea betWeen the cerebral structure and the arrangements of the exterior world. The C&lUieS in the external world
which inftuenoe man ~ ~ to ~ tJIMr .a'milar tD 1M
f'IJlalionl Qf 1M certbral organ~. Hence there is a oo~ndeoce
between tne inner and outer world, by meana of which each ruy
be aid to illuatrate the other. For example we may refer to she
oc)Dnexion between

'

..

I

COLDNBSS
ABDOB

and

RE8PmATIOB'.

TRANQUILITY
REL.UA.TIOlf

SLOP.

or l>BBILI'l'Y

CoLDNB88.

DISUSB.

lUlu>mooD

lb.u.TU.

HOPE
CHASTITY

CoLDNJ:SS.

E'miiN8.

In these instances the connexions are obvious betweeD the
functions and between the causes that promote their action. n ia
equally obvious between all neighboring ,organs or portiou ol
a convolution. A review of these connexions woald be a complete
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'1111 ~ntU81D"feyB of the
regiooa, I bave faucl an inew.tible 80111'e8 of intere&* in lAdy.
~g these ooADGiome 81ld. in oblerriag the muner in which die
dift'ei'ent spherel ~ &h• Of8Ul8 in nature OOnDect and act llpoll
1Mb other.
,
The relati<u ll'iling Awl ooa.tiguity are limple in prineipM,
though complex in detail. The countless 'Y&lieat~t of oo-o~
and &D~nietio aoaon are a18o matter~ of 'VOluminoua detail,
lather than of phil~ precision, but there ia ODe co-opera1ive relation, which arises frOm the oo-relaUoua of Ute two hemilphereS, which may be oa.Ued the dual oo-opera!ion. I' ia the cooperation of orgau mw.wr.e poNioM arismg from tile cbaatity of
tie brain.
The two h~hena oooupy inveme position& The internal of
ene corresponds With the ext.ernal of the other, u when nro ~
eona faee each other, the right hand of one coneeponds to tbeleft
of the other. Bence organs of the let\ ~here pointing in·
wards, OOl'l'ellpODd to organa of the right he~here pointiag
outwards. Thu we peroeive the patho«nomie line of Patience in
~e left hemisphere CO!feBPOnds with ihat of Tranquility in the
t'ight and vice versa. In accordance with this prlnciele, we have a
1a0ge .ef organa on the median line, co-operating With the range
along the temporal a10h-an intertlal circle and an extemal c:ircle
·ef o~ in dual co-operation.
(Fig. H Page 813.)
This principle is applicable to all the ce~ebral organs. ~
~ bas ita Ciual ~"e. Thole which are 'ftl'tical in theU'
lirie of action are ideatioal in the two hemispheres in other wvrdB
-the orsan coooperMe& with itael£ All organa lyi!ag on the same
meridian with thoee of tlle vertical poaiiion are likewise eelf-oo~ve beeauae the lines are the same in each hemiaphere, (see
!fig A.) but all others oo-open.te with organa ~ from themfiGI'VtJY oth brata.

t·

ra

m

.... ..,..,.

-telvee.

A.. singular coincidence ia obeervable among ov orgaD1J wmoll
...,- be explailled I think upon mathema1ical princliplee. We bel
~ of tbOee in the basilar region manifesting facUlties 10 oloaely
llimilar te the nobler faculties of the moral and intellectual ~
ibat we are tan~ to regard them • the ti&IM power pe"
!Jy direction to baser~ Thus the 01'gaD of FICTION or
lirAGilU.TIOB, the 10\lNe of hannlesa and amusiDIJ romane&eoiDcidEit ain~ly with tllat of LYING, in the legion of Basene~~.
Their action JB indeed occasionally confounded by ignorant per·
IODI wbo look upon the play of fancy aa wilful lying. SPEO'J'UL
!LLVSIOl' coincides atill more nearly with INi.ANITY; SPIRlTUALITY
eoineides with Smcms as it iDtroduoes D8 to Spiritual eocietyil holds in a~ee, but does not directly destroy the Tdal FiDei·
~ LoVJ: OOlDcides Ql01ely with UATITDBSS 01' the lerial Dn•
k~ with which it is intimately connected. The o~ of
TBFULNBSS coincides with the organ of LAUGBTU, a pol1ion
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otthe En>IRATO:&Y region; EXPBBISIO!J coincides with the organ ot
8P:UCH in that region, and SYKPATHY coincides with the organ of
·INSPIRATION in that portion which produces SIGBDfG; J,mERA IJTY
coincides with the wasteful eha.iacter of the 0A'RJUJCS8 region.
FIRMNESS coincides with COMBATIVENESS, and the stub'bozn
pugnacity of the latta' organ is often confounded with the firmness
and higli toned coumge of the former. JUSTICB coincides with
REVENGE or HATRED which BUggeSts retribution or punishment, and
.with CoNSOIENTIOUSN:r.as, whfcn condemna every departure from
-duty. ENBBGY coincides with VITALITY. SBLF·ESTEEK coincides
with SBLFISHNBSS, and AMBITION with ACQUIBITIVENBSS.
When we observe the locality of these organs, we find that a
?Ontinuous ran~ o_f organs on ~~ upp~ p~ of. the h~ e~d
mg from: Imagination to Amb1tion comcides m function Wltll
.another continuous range in the basilar region extending from
Baseness to Acquisitiveness on the inferior 8UJ'face of the brain.
. Co-OPERATION IN A.CTION.-The tendency of the Org&DS to
establish a co-operative or united action is most obviously illutrated. by experiments upon CaJorification. Whenever Uris oqpm
is excited, tne developement of heat is determined by the functioD
in predominance at the time. By exciting the various organs we
may cause the heat to be developec). in the upper or lower limbs,
he&d, chest, or internal viscera. It is upon the same principle,
that whenever an inflammatory diathesis exists, it will oo found to
concentrate upon that organ which is most active or excited.
The same tendancy to co-operation which is manifested by Caloriftcation, is manifested ~y au other organs, when brought into
simultaneous activi9'. ~ for instance, Ambition prom!! to inbitioR
tellectual pursuits tlie intellect acting in connection with
as modiflea by ita associate, and an ambitious style of thought ia
.the result-a prompt, energetic, showy intelltd is produced, Calculated to impress and attract attention, while Ambition itself, modified and refined by the intellectual influence, becomes a gentler
and lees impassioned element. Love, when excited in conjunctica
with predominant moral and intellectual organs becomes a gentle,
happy and delicate sentiment-when associated with predominant
basilar orgatlS, it becomes an excitable, anxious, fierce, and jealou
emotion. Not only are the manifestations thus different in eharac. .
ter, but the action of the organ of Love is itself different in these
oases. The organ being modified in ita functional operation b1
those with which it is asaociated.
These remarks tnight be extended to every organ, and would
then constitute a key for the explanation of every remarkable
character-the art of portraying Character suooessfully, depends
largel1 upon the power of thus unfolding the details, and s!J.owing
how the action of f!J!erJ individual faculty is modified and d.irecMd
by those which predoJ:Dinate.
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The relations of man to man are determined by the pathognomic
lines of the organs, and the various bearings they assume in di1fer·
en!_positions and attitudes.
The organs of the celestial region of the brain, which act in vertical lines, pointing to the zenith, are necessarily sympathetic and
oo-operative, arresting manifestations of violence, dimmishing un·
happiness or discontent, and cillfusing a serene and kindly mood
ofnappiness ; each organ ronses a SJ!Dpathetic response to itself.
In like manner the antagonists of the celestial organs belon~g
to. the basilar or destructive region, and having the opposite patho~omic line, are impersonal in their relations, and operate by
~ve sympathy to produce violent passions and gloomy
sentiment&
But those organs which do not play upon a vertical line, being
neither of the central coronal nor of tlie central basilar region, have
relations which vary with every change of attitude. Thus, for example, the pathognomic line of Combativeness, which is downward
and backward, would entirely coincide with the pathognomic line
of Combativeness in another head, if the two heads occupied parallel positions---i.e. were looking to the same end. Hence when
two persons have similar objects, Similar friends and enemies, Com·
bativeness in one (strictlyooinciding in its pathognomic line,) ronses
Combativeness in the other, and the relation of the organs is that
of direct sympathy. But when the two stand in antagonistic po·
sitions, the patho~omic line of the Combativeness diSplayed l>y
one, instead of comciding with the Combative line of the other,crosses it nearly at right angles, and ronses the anterior basilar re·
gion of the bram-the region of Fear, Irritability, Servility, .Relaxation, Disease, Melancholy, the conductor organs and the percep·
tive organs, all of which have lines similar to those of Combative·
Bess in our antagonist, and conseq.uently are roused by its action.
Hence it is that hostile Combativeness if exerted with sufficient
power to make a controlling impression upon us, excites our fears,
prostrates our resisting energies, renders us servile and submissive,
a~resses our spirits, and even renders us sick and sensitive. The.
abJect and often punished slave becomes a servile wretch, broken
in spirit and incapable of an:vlhing manly. Parents and teachers,
by the exercise of their authority in a hostile manner in harsh
punishment, serionsly enfeeble and de~e the character of their
~dren, as well as inJure their constitutions, and render them liable
tO disease. At the same time they are rendered more sensitive,
impressible and snbmi~~e! and the power which we thus gain
~y be employed for goou purposes.
A moderate exercise of
Combativeness or Firmriess, not degraded into Violence, may thus
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aaswer a good purpose in proouring submission. But as the evils
in the characters of children do not arise so much from the region
• of Firmness and Pride, as from that of Stubbornness and Violence,
the true antagonistic line to their evil passions is that of Dignity,
Finnneee, Justice and Love.
It is well known that CombativeneBSt when not exerted with
su.flicient energy to terrify or conquer, commonly rouses Combat- ·
iveness in the assailed individual. This is because Combativeness
conflicts with the organs of FirmJWSS, Pride, &c. in the assailed
pany, and th~ organs being too powerful to be overcome so
easily, have roused their basilar co-operatives in the region of Combativeness. Thus the brave~ beoomescombative wlien attacked,
while the man of but little Firmness is paralyzed or ~htened.
Combativeness in an antagonistic position, powerfully excites
the perceptive organs by coincidence ()£ tendenc;r.. No one when
vigorously assailed can avoid noticing the 88Sallant, and there is
no keener exercise of the perceptive organs than that which occurs
between two antagonists m duelling or pugilism.
. The fact that the exercise of Combativeness, if successful, tends
•
to debase and par&lyze our opponent, as well as to render him
aubmissive, indiaa.tes that it is seldom justifiable to brin~ the whole
force of this organ to bear upon a human being. It IS only the
superior occipital region which _poeaesses the power of subduing
the evil passions of another by direct antagonism. Thus we know
that a man of great firmness, dignity and elevation of character
at once subdues all resistance to his authority. If a teacher, his
boisterous pupils at once become orderly in his pMence. If a.
parent, fretful and disObedient children become pacified and obedient; when he approaches a public assembly, lie subdues disor·
derly manifestations, and quells t.he violence of the mob.
Does the organ of Self-esteem or Pride act simply according to
~e law of diffusive sympathy? No !-on the contrary it produces
1D$DJ' effects which are entarely distinct from its own character.
The proud man commands r~ and often excites admirationhe occupies a standing and w1elds an influence which cannot be
occupied or wielded by one of less intrinsic dignity.. This is all
exp18.i.ned by reference to the pathognomic lines of Pride, and the
.relation which they bear to the organs of another brain.
In ot:der to make this oom~n, let the reader stand erect and
U1row up his right arm in sUch a. direction as to assume the path·
~omio line of Pride, while another standing before him, face to
&ce, ~ a pat.hognomio line of p<.ny~lkl direction with both
his arms. The latter will then be foUnd to pMent the pathog·
nomic lines of the co-operative resions of Religion\ Reverence and
Kodeslly. Hence it ia that Dignity in ma.n invanably and inevitably eommanda tlle ~ and deferen<:e of fellow beings, as it
dileCtly rouses the organa of respect.
Let us nm aasume t.b.e attituae of Firmness, and we ahall dnd
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its parallel !ElSPOnse to be in the region of Sublimity, and st ths
junction of Patience and Religion. Hence true Firmness produces
a dignified calmness in an opponent, and heroism commands the
respect of the most inveterate foe.
Let us assume the attitude of Patienee, and our parallel response
will be found in about the same position, embod.~Patience and
Tranquillity, or perhaps receding a trifle further bac:
Thus calmness, or patience and serenity, reproduce themselves in all around.
These cO-operatives are not mathematically uniform, as a sligM
variation of the general carriage may vary the pathognomic correspondences between two individuals. As, for example, the Patience of a ha~ty man will more nearly coincide with Firmne~~~,
the pathognomtc line bein~ changed by the attitude of his head,
and the Patience of a mild mtellectual man will resemble Religion
and Benevolence in consequence of the anterior droop of his head.
But usually Patience will evolve Patience and Tranquillity.
Religion will next give us an attitude, the ~nse to which is
an attitude of Firmness, Dignity and Restraint. Hence it is that
in enterin~ a temple of religious exercises, our demeanor becomes
calm, dignified and restrained. The freedom of action and impulse which is indul~.: in social parties. is felt as entirely inappropriate under religxous services.
Let us now go backward. The region of Self-esteem, Love of
Power, and A.Dlbition exhibits pathognomic lines which call forth
a response anterior to Religion-thus the most posterior organs
have the most anterior responses, and, fJi.a versa, the same anterior
organs, in action, have posterior ~nees.
The ~nse to Self-esteem, LOve of Power and Ambition
comes froiD: the parallel regions exterior to Benevolence and Truthfulness, viz.: Reverence, Modesty, Ideality, Imagination and the
outer portion of Sociability. This will be more apparent as we
examine the special functions of the different organs. In the social re~on we have Faith, Imitation, Friendship Admiration, and
Pliabihty. Hence it is that those who pursue the elevated career
to whicli the organs of Pride, Ambition, &c., lead us, become the
objects not only of the reverence, but of the admiration, friendship.
faith and imitation of the rest of mankind. The great leaders of
thought in the different spheres of human progress secure to themselves an amount of submissive and almost passive faith, which
enables them to control the opinions of man1. generation& The
careers of Alexander, Caesar and Napoleon still call forth the admiration of mankind, and Aristotle and Galen each held control
of Euro~ intellect for a thousand years.
Such is the tendency of the ambitious region of the brain,
and such is the ardent desire of those who are governed by that
region. They desire to attract to themselves the admimtion and
friendshi,p of society, to have their dicta received with ~plici~
faith, thetr examples followed, and their presence reoogniaed by
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the most deferential politeness. In proportion as these or~ans are
more energetic, they give us greater power to realize thetr aims,
and to receive admiration and influence in society. Indeed however we may disapprove the conduct and principles of those who
are governed by tliem, we cannot withhold a certain amount of
approbation and admiration from the demand which they make
u~n

us.

Hence _phrenologists have given to a part of this region the
name of Love of Approbation, or Approbativeness, and we perceive that the frontal region from which the apprebation comes,
responds by mathematic&l necessity: to its demands. The region
of Pride comcides by its _parallel pathognomie line with Reverence,
and we observe accordingly that proud men demand especially
the respect of their fellows. Ambition coincides in its line with
the Modest and Ideal region anterior to Reverence, and accordingly desires the deference and admiration which its displays are
calculated to elicit. Thus Vanity desires to be admired for beauty,
and elicits that admiration from Ideality. The lower EOrtion of
Ambition and Arrogance coinciding in tendency with the servile
~on, tends to reduce others to the most abject condition, and
Turbulence coinciding in line with Fear1 necessarily: rouses excitement and alarm in thoee against whom 1t is directed.
The higher portion of tlie lateral occipital region called Approbativeness coincides more nearly in its pathognomic tendency with
the social re~on, with Adm.iration, Iinitation, PolitenE'SJ, Faith,
and Friendship, while the lower portion called Adhesiveness, coinciding with more anterior responses, desires the intellectual recog·
nition, the permanent recollection or the temporary notice of our
fellow beings. The lowest form of this kind of ambition is that
which merely seeks notoriety and attention. A higher form addresses the recollective facUlties, and desires to be permanently ,
remembered-a still higher form addresses the reasoning faculties
and desires to be understood, ("Strike, bnt hear me/') while the
highest form desires approbation and admiration, and seeks 'to call
forth the pleasant SOCl&l emotions.
The re~on of Coarseness or pt:actical energy evolves the action
of Schemmg, Invention, and Order, which are n~ to direct
i~ while the Adhesive and Approbative organs desire to win the
admiration of mankind.
Below the Adhesive ran~ Combativeness acts especially upon
the conductor organs, rousmg immediate impulses of action and
quick perception, producin~ injury:, disease, eXhaustion, bea~ pasSlon, ~~ while tlie most VIolent of the contentious passions produce absolute Insanity. Every organ adjacent to tlie conductor
organs is roused, producing keen pet"C!6ption, hurried respiration,
mCreased heat, turbulence, passion, melaiicholy exhaustion and disease. Hence an occasionaf combative encounter, though injurious
to others, might be beneficial to those in whom the combative aDd.
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conductor organs are renttered inactive by Restraint. Those pos8E8o
sing large Restraint, Health and Firmness, would be qualified folo
combative encounte~ being able to resist and prevent these e1fecta.
To deoormine the ~ial ~rtion of the hostile region which particularly tends to the productlon of Insanity would & a difficult mathematical problem, but from the character of the functions we maysu,J>pose that the region of Jealousy and Censoriousness (the antagoo.lst
of,Admiration) would have the most deranging eft'ecl• One of
the most certain modes of degrading any one is to vilify his character and thus. to wound his feelings, lower his self.respect, depre811
his spirits, and keep up an agitation forbidding any~ of mind.
An excellent illustraUon of this is afforded by the msani~ which
results so often from denunciatory: preaching, which represent& the
poor hearer who has not adopted the preAcher's faitli, as a~
reprobate, destitute of all moral worth and prepared for infiJilie
punishment. Below the combative range, the organs approach so
nearly to acting on the vertical line, as to respond to eacb. othez directly. The entire range running around the head from righ\ to
left through Patience, Turbulence, &c., will act by diffusive sympathy, as not only the vertical lines but the horizontal lines (wliich
are at right angles to the vertical and also at right angles to the
antero posterior diameter of the head) act in mutual co-operation.
Thus we may describe a vertical plane, ex~ding througli the ears
and the anterior portion of Patience upon whichdlane the o~
of different headS are disposed to co-opera~1 an command each
o~her, while the organs be'bind that plaDe will command organa aa
far before it (the uprr commanding the upper and the lower commanding the lower.
If we should draw upon each hemiB{>here an antero-posterior
meridian, intermediate oetween its interior (the median line) and
its exterior (the temporal arch,) the organs upon that line would
respond to each other according to the above formula, and the organs of the interior and ~terior arches just mentioned being oo~uve with each other, would respond to each othez Defore and
behind the vertical plane as above mentioned.
Thus far I have considered the mathematical relatio.ns of the
organs, when one is acting directly upon another face to face.
But when manifestations are made before us, not especially addressed to orltselves, t~e mathematical principles are equally applicable in determining the impression which they must make
u~n us.
Evidently the impression must be different. Our feelin.P:s are
very different in wi~neasing a oombat a,nd in being attacked per·
son&lly-in wimEaJing an act of generosity, and in receiving ourselves a generous otfer. The spectator of a tragedy feels ve~ dif.
ferently from ~e actors in a simihr scene in re81 life. COrreapoa.dent sympathy is not the law in suoh ~ uor is the reciprocal parallelism just deacribed, the guiding rule.
. . . . ....... ., ~lllldlallllllJ.
f
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To obtain the mathematical solution of this problem, let us place
the parties before us in action, and compare their pathognomic
lines with our oum, which respond. Thus, when a combat occurs
between two parties before us, their pathognomic lines in action
correspond to our Excitability, Fear, Restlessness, Turbulence,
Ardor, and, to some extent, the Conductor Organs and Intuitive
perception. Hence we become very much excited, restless, appr,.:
hensive, and quick in perception. Our combativeness is mode·
rately excited with the other basilar organs, but if it be an organ
of predominant activity in our character, it becomes fully excited.
When we witness an exhibition of Benevolence or Generosity,
the pathognomic lines which correspond in ourselves are those of
Reverence, Sublimity, Patience, Religion, Devotedne~hence an
~bition of Benevolence produces a serene pleasure, a lofty reverence and ennobling of our whole nature.
When we witness an exhibition o! intellect, the pathognomic
lines of which are less elevated, the parallel response can be given
only by our internal intuitive region, which we exercise in grasp·
ing the thouuht or spirit of the speakers, and by the region of
Ideality whict we exercise in meditation and in admiration of the
beauty or perception of the spirituality of the discourse. It also
impresses with equal or greater force our Modesty and Reverence.
Hence the pleasant, calm, reverential and refining influence which
we experience in listening to intellectual conversation and harangues. In a public audience, all is calm, modest and deferential,
and the more so in/roportion as the lan~age used is more intellectual and elevate by the influence af the moral organs.
When we witness an exhibition of Pride, Self-Esteem or Ambition, their pathognomic response in our own heads is from the
entire later8.1 range of organs above the horizontal, producing
cautiousness, coldness, restraint, tranquility, reverence, &c. Hence
we run into coldness and stiffness of manners in the soeiet.r of
proud ambitious people. This influence extends as far forward in
the temples as the re!rion of Modesty and Ideality.
The lower occipital organs of the median line sustain nC'arly the
same relation to us in their mere exhibition, as combntivenf'i'S docs
in its personal application to ug.........i. e. they coincide with and therefore arouse the conductor organs, and gwe us a disposition to act
forthwith. Now, if we observe this region we find that it contains
Arrogance, Tyranny and Cruelty; and it i~ remarkable that
wherever we see oppression and cruelty practised, we are excited
and tempted to interfere by remonstrance or by nction, not so
much on account of our sympathy with the o~presscd as on account of the indignation exCited by cruelty. !'he cry of distreM
from the persecuted and oppressed, always rouses action in their
behalf. Even among hogs the cry of one in pain soon rouses the
whole herd. Some of these lines of cruelty coincide nearly with
the region of Disease; hence the sickening and fainting at the sight
of cruel punishment or bloodshed.
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The organs of the- same range, ~er up, excite the inteHectual
and ideal organs. The region of Dignity and Moral Ambition coincides with that of Imagination
Benevolence as well as Rev-

erence.

ana

The explanation just given of our excitability b;r acts of cruelty
and our admiration for ilistinguished men, is based upon the particular attitudes of those before us. If the objects of our attention
are advancing from us, having surpassed us in the career of life,
then we sympathize directly with their occipital manifestations, as
all our pathognomic lines become parallel. Their greatness stimulates our pride-their ambition and progress render us emuloustheir harsliness renders us harsh. Thus the army imitates its general and parties follow their leaders.
The general law of pathognomic reciprocity may be thus ~-

~s

pr
acting in the vertical line upward and downward,
sympathize directly......and all organs, in proportion as they a&et in
upw&.rd or downw&.rd directions, do to tJuU extent sympathize with
each other as to the amount of elevation or depression they produce. In other words, the entire amount of upward and downward tendency, in any brain, however manifested, sympathizes
with the entire amount of upward and downward tendency in any
other J?roxim.ate brain, with which it is in sympathy. Hence, in
ascertaining the reciprocal action of any organ we may simplify
the enquiry by giving it a direct sympathy for the degree of ascent
or descent which its action implies.
2. In proportion as organs have an anterior or posterior direction, the1r reciprocity is simply inverse. The anterior rouses a
posterior response, and the posterior produce an anterior ~nse.
Hence wlien two individuals associate, they maintain a direct
and uniform sympathy as to their tendencies to good and evilthe ~ood man benefits, and the bad man injures, his associatal.
But tn reference to the occipital and anterior organs, a different
law obtains. The man of occiyital energy does not energize, but
pacifies. He excites the anterior organs of intelligence and submissiveness. Hence it is necessary to those of great force of character, to meet others of oo~nding gentleness, whose anterior
or~ could give them freedom of action. Men of pride and ambition would be in a v~ discordant position if tliere were not
reverence, modesty, kindriess and reason to prevent collision and
to ~tify their feelings. In man, the strength of the occipital energu~.s is usually gratified by the Ji.elding nature of woman, whose
force of character is less developed by lier mode of life, and who
therefore yields to the influence of the occipital organs, which ex·
act devotion, attention and submission.
In like manner the eentler characters, governed by the front
head, desire stro1_1g occi,Pttal characters to which they may pay their
deference and admiration, and in which they may feel a lively interest.
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Ia llllions among persons of full and symmetrical characters, the
reverentW faculties of one must be su.fficient to justify the ambition or self:.will of the other, and the ambitious Caner of each must
be sufficiently strong to elicit the deferential re
of the other.
here are but three
8. A third law remains to be illustrated.
oardinal geometrical lines on which organs can act, from which
three lines all other lines are compounded (as the various colors
$1'6 said to be oom,POunded of three, the red, blue and yellow).
The first is the vertiCal, the second is the antero posterior, and the
third line of direction is the horizontal, or inward and outward, or
right and left, in referenee to which latter the law of reciprocity is
inverse ; right producing left, and left producing ri~ht.
Finally, therefore, we may affirm that all recipl'OClty on the vertical line is sympathetic, while all reciprocity on other lines is
anti-pathetic, or opposite.

THREE OUBIC LINES.
There are three lines of cubic dimension; length, breadth, and
depth, The brain has its three lines of antero-~or length,
rignt and left or bilateral breadth, and vertical depth or height.
These three lines in their normal results are lines of progre88ion,
of elevatWn. and e:xpamion.
The antero-posterior is the line of l!rogression-progression for
all-(frontal organs}-and progremon for the individual(oocipital energy).
In their abnorinal or excessive action they beoome organs of
l'etrogression. The occipital becomes the region of retrogression
fur the race toward barbarism, w bile the frontal becomes the organ
of retrogression, of the individual toward poverty, insignificance,
feebleness and death.
The VERTICAL is the line of ELEVATION-the normal function of
the coronal being the elevat:Um of aU-the normal function of the
oocipito basilar being the elevatWn. of 1M individual, or rather the
support of his body. The abnormal or excessive action of the
coronal resulting in the physical prostration of the constitution of
the individual-the abnorrilal or excessive action of the occipito
basilar resulting in the destruction or degradation of humanity,
by despotism, cruelty and outrage.
The HORIZONTAL or right and left, inward and outward, or
bilateral, is the line of EXPANSION and greatness in its normal
action, or of contraction and diminution in its abnormal excesses.
The region of the median line which has the outward or expansive
tendency, is the source of greatness. It contains ardor or warmth,
which expands as coldness contracts; Intuition, which vastly
enlarges the sphere of the mind, as sleep contracts it to mere
animation of the body; Pride and Will, which lift us to personal )
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~atne8s; and Love of Power, which extends-our authority vastly,
m opposition to Servility, Fear, and Reverence, which reduce us
to personal insignificance. .All-of these influences which expand
and develope the character, thus appear to be on the median line,
pointing outward, while all of those which contract and belittle
it, appear to be on the lateral region pointing inward-Sleep,
Coldness, Indecision, Fear, Servility, and lower Reverence, are
thus located, and we may add to these, Profligacy, Selfishness,
Acquisitiveness, lower Cautiousness, and lower Sublimity. (An
excessive sentiment of grandeur and grandiloquence on small oc·
easions are characteristic of a feeble spirit, to which minute affairs
may_be great, as a cup of water is a vast lake to animalculre.)
We may speak of these three lines as lines of
PRoGRESSION AND RETROGRESSION-{Antero-posterior.)
ELEVATION AND DEGRADATION-(Vertieal.)
EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION-{Bilateral~

Or we may regard them merely as lines of progression, elevation,
and expansion, susoeptible of an abnormal developement in retro~on, degrac:lation and contraction.
The reason that both these modes of expression are we, is that
man consists of two opposite elements and tendencie&-the material and spiritual-which move in opposite directions and oon·
tinually tend to separation-the one asc::ending to the sphere of
the Iriftnite-the other descending to the most finite state of
matter.
These opposite elements may be developed harmoniously, or
either in excess may encroach upon the other-whatever gives
excessive developement to the one detracts from the other. The
elevation of one is the depression of the othel'-the expansion of
the one is the contraction of the othel'-the advancement of one
the recession of the other-unless the two are simultaneously ad·
vanced. The superior organs, devoted both to the elevation,
advancement and expansion of the spiritual, tend, if acting alone,
to the depression, retardation and destruction of the body-the
inferior organs, devoted to the invigoration, adv~cement, and
expansion of the body, tend, acting alone, to the deterioration,
contraction, and destruction of the spirit.
Hence, if we speak of organic act10n on any line, in reference
to the spirit alone, that line becomes a line of spiritual elevation
and depression, exP.ansion and contrn.ction, or progression and
retrogression ; and if we speak in reference to the body alone, we
have the same opposite tendencies in each line revenred, (the eleva·
tion of the spirit being the depression of the body), bnt if we apeak
of the lines as lines of normal action for both bOdy and spirtt in
nonjunction, (the vertical line, fur example, operating npnrd for
t.he spirit and downward for the body, at the same time,) the three
lines are simply lines of elevation, expansion and progression.
ThA.t the regton of spiritual contracllon is the regton of corporeal
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develo~en~ remains to be shown. This region ia eert.Amly
through Sleep, essential to life, and through Acquisitiveness
Selfislinesa, nece!!BarY to the means of keeping life. It is also the
source of excitement and activity, by means of which the spiritual
energy is diverted from its higher functions to sustain the activity
and aevelopement of the body-excitement with the consequent
action being the general means of developement, as it increases the
oiroulation and organic activity of all part&
The public speaker, by speaking in a strain of intense excitement and animal force, mVJgorates and developes his own consti·
tution, and every active proce&B of the body is accompanied by a
certain degree of excitement. The spiritual nature is developed in
&erenity, and the corporeal in action or excitement.

and
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A large portion of the mente.! phenomena of man depend 10r
their explanation upon a knowled~ of the mechanical laws which
8QVem the cerebral circulation, which laws bein~ of a mathematical
nature, belong to Pathognomy, the mathematical department of
Anthropology.
The e~ansion of any portion of the brain in consequence of
increased vital activity and sanguineous aftlux, neoessarily causes
a diminution in the supply of other regions, which receive a proportionally smaller quantity of blood. It is obvious that the
~&nguineous expansion of the brain at any ~on .of its surface,
must produce a pressure extending in every direction, which, if
the entire brain were a fluid mass, capable of transmitting pressure
instantaneously and equably, would produce an equal pressure
upon all the organs, diminishing their activity and thus tending to
an immense and indefinite increase of the local function of the
hyperemic organ, at the expense of the entire brain.
· The more soft or fluid the constitution of the brain, the greater
the facility with which local excitement may concentrate an enormous and preponderating power in a particular organ, at the ex·
pense of the entire mass, thus producing a disorderly action, similar
to monomania. But when tlie supply of blood to the brain is not.
excessive, and the texture of its nervous substance has a sufficient
degree of firmness, no such excessive local hyperemia will occur,
and the balance of organic power will be more unifhrmly sustained.
Thus a brain of fine constitution will be liable to few excesses and
irregularities of action.
As the brain is never in a condition which would yield to the
laws of fluid t!quilibrium, but has always a moderate degree o£
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solidity, it fOllows that the internal mutual pressure of its'various
organs, will obey the law intermediate between that of solids and
that of fluids. If the entire brain were strictly a solid mass, pressure upon one portion of its surface, would impel it in the opposite
direction, and produce a corresponding :pressure on the opposite
J>O!tion of the cranium. The expa.nswn of cerebral organs,
although it occurs chiefly at the surface, undoubtedly extends
considerably inwards, ~ially alon~ the surface8 of the membranes lining the sulci; this expanston must therefore extend
laterally as well as internally-compressing the n~hboring organs, as well as transmitting a J>ressure to the op~te region of
the brain. When the orgamc expansion is considerable, and
occupies an extensive surface of the brain, it will be transmitted
with considerable compressive force to the opposite surface. But
the expansion of a sniall organ could not be transmitted in so
definite a manner to the opposite locality. On the contrary, the
pressure would be somewliat diffused ana lost, producing a more
mdefinite result, unless ita excitement should be di1fusea among
its immediate neighbors, to such an extent as to cause a general
expansion. But a sudden and extreme excitement located in any
convolution, will not produce any corresponding expansion or
excitement around it. On the contrary, the expansion of a convolution will be so much more rapid than the sympathetic expansion of its neighbors as to encroach upon them by lateral prescmre,
thus producing a circle of arrested functions, around every strikingly excited organ.
We may therefore lay it down as a general law arising from
physical causes, that every cerebral o~an, under sudden and
powerful excitement, compresses and partially paralyzes its neighbor, although under a slower and gentler form of excitement, it
gradually increases the cerebral determination to its own neighbor·
liood, and tends to develope ita own group by increasing their
supply through the more active current in the principal blood·
vessels.
To illustrate these principles, let us look over the brain and
observe whether neighboring organs are capable of exerting this
mutually controlling power-whether antagonism may be a function of neighboring as ~ell as opposite organs. That neighboring
organs in ~neral possess congenial functions, and co-operate in
most of thetr acts, 18 so obviously true as to need no illustration.
A single glance at the cerebral map, will show a blending congeniality of the entire system of organs. Our illustrations may be
taken from any portion of the map, as the law in question is the
universal law of the brain. Let us take for example, the organ of
Fear. Fear is connected with an anxious, indecistve, and cautious
condition of mind, which belongs to its neighboring region of
Cautiousness, with which it generally co-operates; but when Fear
is powerfully excited, we are no longer anxious, inchlcisive, or cau·
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~ aot with the
greatest promptness ana rashness, often running direetly into danger. Fear is mtimately connected with Irritability, and we know
that unreasonable apprehensions and petulance usually go together,-but bodily fear is a remarkably prompt corrective of illtemper. A threatened ~lation immediately suspends quarrelsome and ill-tempered maniiestations. The timid usually feel the
necessity fur food and stimulUBy and enjoy active appetites; but
fiight entirely arrests the action of .Alimentiveness. 'l'he steady
operation of fear, greatly increases our sensitiveness to pain; the
dread of a surgical operation often overcomes the fortitude of the
patient; but sudden and severe fright renders us almosi uncon·
acious of physical injuries, occuring during the paroxysm.
Fear co-operates with the neighboring organ of Servility, producing a sei-vi.le and submissive d.ispoeition; but sudden terror
overcomes all ideas of respect to persons, and breaks up the disciplined armies into a mob. The auditors of public assemblies,
frightened by the cry of fire, rush out like wild animals, trampling
each other to death. Thus Fear in strong excitement paralyzes
all its neighbors.
The organ of Love, in its steady and healthful excitement, cooperates with the social and friendly feelings,-with hope, modesty,
and reverence-producing a happy, delightful, and refined character,-and, with the or~an of hltegrity, producing an exalted
fidelity to the responsibilities and duties of affection ; but in the
intense and passionate excitement of Love, it .Paralyzes all its usual
associates ;-instead of being social, confidmg, and affable, the
lover becomes jealous, stern, and solitary,-wishing to monopolize
his love, and remove away f.t'Om human observation. . Instead of
serene and contented hope, he enjoys his passion with aJloomy
and desperate energy. Instead of a modest and deferenti spirit,
he becomes scornful to society, imperious and exacting in hia
requisitions upon the object of his love, and destitute of diffident
mOdesty. Carried away by his passions, he disrewu-ds the rules of
integrity, violates the riglits of his rivals, and the just claims of
authority of the family of his beloved. Thus may we explain the
idea that the course of true love never runs smoothly :-the elope·
menta and seductions, the jealousies and quarrels, the over-bennng
and indelicate deportment, the moroseness and gloom, the desperation and violence, connected with passionate love, are all clearly
explained by reference to the position and association of neighboring organs.
Without adducing any farther illustration let us now trace the
consequences of the hydraulic law, which renders each organ in
high excitement, incompatible with its immediate neighbors :-a
law of the highest importance in explaining the associated action
of the organs, and the ordinary workings of human nature.
.As e¥ery organ is incompatible with its antagonist. its in~nse

tious. On the contrary1 in the extremity of fright,
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excitement is necessarily a manifestation of ita own increasing
power and yredominance, resultin~ in the absolute suppression of
1ta antagonist. But as this increasmg power is accompanied bJ a
corresponding suppression of its immediate neighbors, and as the
suppression of its unmediate neighbors leaves their antagonists in
predominanCE1 it follows that every excited organ, being at war
with its own Immediate neighbors, becomes connected in aetion
with their antagonists. In other words, every excited organ,
natmally associates in its excitement with the neighboring organa
or rivalS of its antagonist. For illSWlce, Fear, while it destroya
Firmness by direct antagonism, and destroys Cautioll81less by the
rivalry of proximity, co-operates with Rashness. In like manner,
as it destroys Irritability l>y rivalry, it co-operates with Patience,fear rendering the most turbulent individual decidedly meek.
Thus, excited Fear co-operates with Patience, Temperance, Hardi·
hood, Self.Confidence, and Rashness,-as impassioned Love oooperates with Combativeness, Secretivenees, .Ambition, Arrogance,
Baseness, Turbulence, and Desperation.
Let us now review the virtuous region, and observe the inte:resting manner in which the highest and lowest faculties of humanity
beCome associated in passional excitement. Let us take the ~on
of Truthfulness and Secretiveness. According to the prinmple
just illustrated, the organ of Truthfulness would frequently oooperate with the neighboring organs of Secretiveness, while the
organ of Secretiveness would frequently be found in alliance with
the neighbors of Truthfulness. 1he central portion of Truthful·
ness, the region of Frankness or Sincerity, antagonising the oen·
tral portion of Secretiveness or Deceit, will exhibit this diagonal
association. The truly deceitful and insincere, are usually polite
and amiable in their manners, with a frank and easy address, and
a great power of imitating whatever manners are neceswy to
acco~pliSh their purp~. Indeed, a certain amount of fr&nk·
ness, IS necessary to deceit.
In this, we perceive that the organ of Deceit, while suppressing
Sincerity, co·operates with its neighbors,-Benevolence, Imitation,
Sympathy, Expression, Faith, and Politeness,-which give to
decett its remarkable power of imposing upon all who are D?t
~rotected against it by a sufficient endowment of Sincerity lil
themselves, to detect its absence in others, or by a sufficient en·
dowment of Deceit, to appreciate ita workings.
While the deceitful man thus wears the unvarying good natured smile of politeness and kind sympathy, the man of uncompromizing frankness, necessarily often sacrifices the ~lite, fmnk, gOod
humored, ,nd imitative qualities. He scorns to deceive by imita·
tion, he violates politeness by uttering unpalatable truths, or he
holds him.~lf in entire reserve, becaU!e he cannot honestly sy_mp&:
thize with those about him. He must often appear reserved and
sterf?, or gruff and harsh, where one of more Secretiveness, would
appear perfectly amiable and polite.
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Thus we perceive, as Deceit is naturally associated with PoliteneM, Benevolence1 Imitation, Sympathy, and Expression-sincerity or Frankness, ti:>nns a similar a.ssomation, with the combative,
reserved, selfish, and harsh organs around Deceit. Moral, intellectual, and social reformers, in warring against the falsehoods of
society, commonly acquire this stern harshness of manner, which
forms so great a contrast, to the perf~tly deceitiQ.l smoothness of
fashionable society.
The organ of Imitation, the next neighbor of Sincerity, fre.
quently displays the antagonism of the rivalry of function. In
the acting of the stage, it is essential to suppress effectually, the
natural influence of Sincerity, and conceal the real thoughta or
emotions of the actor, while he plays his part. Thus, in all our
social intercolll'Be, our imitations are highly successful only when
frankness is suppressed, and Imitation co-operates with SeCretiveneS9.
Anteriorly, Imitation connecta with Mirthfulness. The comedian, who allows his Mirthfulness to act in his displays of imitation,
spoils his performance. Hence, Imitation suppresses Mirthful·
ness as well as Frankness, and produces a certam soberness and
moroseness of countenance, in its hi~hest humorous manifestations.
Those who are the most successful m setting the table in a roar,
by their wit and imitation, or manner, preserve the most sober and
immovable countenances.
The polite and friendly social emotions, which lie at the posterior and exterior borders of Imitation, are also suppressed by it8
activity. The hollow mannerisms of imitationLare incompatible
with true politeness, and the ejq>ression of cordial friendly sentiments. Imitation is the organ of Ma.nneri.sm,-and, although a
certain amount of it is desirable for the most expr~ve display of
our sentiments, any great amount, is highly offensive in friendly
intercourse. In fact, a highly cultivated mannerism, entirely forbids the delicate relations of friendship and sincerity, and serves tO
re~l any undesirable intimacy.
The antagonist of Imitation, the stubborn and contentious element of character,. is perfectly compatible with frankness and ex·
p~ion. Contention, or argument, leads to a very free expression
of our thoughta.
The organ of Religion affords one of the most striking exemplifications of the hydraulic laws. Surrounded by Patience, Philanthropy, Faith and Benevolence, one wouJd suppose that Religion would always render men as it should, more meek, loving,
confiding and kind-full of universal love, toleration and philanthro~y. Yet, the entire history of the world d~monstates that in
reli~ous excitements, the organ of Religion suppresses ita neigh·
boring organs,-Patience, PhilanthroP.y, Faith, and Benevolence;
..,..and, thus, co-operating with Irritability, ~elony ~r Destru.ctive·
ness, Jealousy and Selfishness, becomes m tta practical manifest&-
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tion, one of the most quarrelsome, jealous, tyrannical, and murderous, of all our faculties. There is no subject upon which men and
nations quarrel more readily, none upon whicli they are more in·
tolerant or unkind, or whiCh leads more rapidly to violence and
blood-shed. The religious wars, despotisms, and assa.Bnations,
which belong to the liistory of relig!on down to the present time,
form a terrible illustration of these physiological principles, which
show why a frenzy of religious excitement becomes so terrible a
curse to a nation.
These terri.fto results are most apt to~ when the moral or- ·
• gans are small in proportion to the
·
, and easily become
deranged by any inordinate excitement.
While Religion thus asaociates with moral corruption, war, and
murder, its antagonist, Profligacy, forms corresponding moral associations, and, by suppressing Irritability, selfishness, Acquisi·
tiveness, Felony, Secretiveness, &c., gives to the profligate a Char·
acter of patient good-nature, general kindness, liberality and
frankness, which are remarkably pleasing.
Hence, we often find among gamblers, and other profligate char·
acters, an open, friendly, benevolent, and confiding manner,-a
liberality in the use of their means, a general kindness and gener·
oeity, and even good temper, which render their society liighly
attractive.
Thus, in the usual course of nature, a prominent vice in the
character, becomes compensated by a ~up of virtues,-while a
virtue, running to a passionate excess, becomes linked with a
group of vices. The organ of Philanthropy, for example, when
cultivated to excess, interferes with its netgbborin~ virtues; and
!>Y suppressing the organs of Relig!on, Hope, Fruth, Politeness,
Patience, and perhaps Integrity, prOduces an irreligious and profl.i·
gate character, ready to sacrifice moral rules, to attain the end of
promoting human welfare; irritable and impatient in the attain·
ment of its objects, desperate in overcoming difficulties, dissatisfied
with the condition of society, suspicious and harsh in its criticisms.
Such are the vices linked to great virtues, especially in brains too
imperfectly developed to give a harmonious fullness to the entire
moral nature. The pious become quarrelsome and cruel ~utors,
the philanthropic become. censorious, ~tisfied critics, and reck·
less destructive reformers. The former massacre mankind to the
glory of God,-the latter, disturb social harmony, and produce
bold or sanguinary revolutions, to accomplish their ends.
While the pieti8t and philanthropist, thus exemplify the law of
diagonal asaociations am.on~ cerebral organs, the J>rofl.igate and
felon, exhibit the same law m another sphere. Profligacy associ·
ates with the generous and kindly ctuillities, as already stated.
while Felony, or Destructiveness, assoctates with the ne~nbors and
rivals of Philanthropy-with HoJ>C and Love-Inte!Vlty, and a
portion of Sociability. Thus, the auelist, soldier, or ptl'ate, is sus-
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tained in his fierce career, by the activity of Hope, and manifests a
degree of firmness, and sense of honor, which are oft.en lacking in
the more peaceable members of society. Nothing is more common
than for the warrior, to appeal to the protection of Providence-to
advance with the most sanguine confidence-to believe himself in
communication with the Deity, or under the especial care of Di·
vine Providence-to manifest zeal in behalf of religious servicesan'\ although nearly destitute of true benevolence, to exhibit in
his mterco'urse with men, a polite and honorable bearing, which
are highly attractive. Hence the caste of felons, or warriors, has
ever been greatly admired by the mass of mankind, and has
always associated in mutual sympathy and respect with the priM·
hood. Even the miserable felons who die on the scaffold, general·
ly close their career in the midst Of religious fervor.
These horrible associations of religion with felony, war, and
. massacre,~f philanthropy, with profligacy, violence, and scepti·
cism, have been the order of nature up to the present time, but
they do not constitute the eternal plan of humanity. They arise,
simply, from that feeble and immature development, whtch per·
mits excited organs to encroach upon and suppress their natUral
associates, and thns destroy the symmetry of the character. In the
fuller, firmer, and ampler develo~ment of man, which belongs to
his future growth, thiS rivalry and confusion of organs, will cease
to exist. The ample exercise of any moral organ, will not involve
the paralysis of its neighbors; the firmer structure of the brain
will resist such changes, and the passional excitement will not be
sufficiently violent to produce hyperemic excesses, and the consequent disOrders.

LECT. LXXXV.-CEREBRAL HYDRAULICS OF THE
OCCIPITO-LATERAL REGION.
One of the most interesting and instructive applicatioM of the
hydraulic laws of the brain is found in the region of the unintel·
lectual or~ of the occiput. When these organs are in full play,
antagonizing the entire ~oup of purely intellectual organs, they
nece&'larily 'become assomated with the next neighbors of the intel·
lectual, the organs of Sociability, Benevolence, and Truthfulness,
above; the Conductor organs of Intellect and Sociability, below ;
Intuition, internally; the region of Ideality in the temples, and, if
Ideality be included in the intellect, the region of Modesty. Hence,
we see that the unintellectual region must be connected with social
manifestation; in its highest and most vigorous displays, it becomes
associated with kindness, social and playful humor, intellectual
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~ and freedom of ma.nifet.
tation. This justifies the character -which has been attributed to
the adhesive region, and shows why it may be regarded as a region
of Friendship and Sociability.
A farther examination of its special antagonism to the variol.lS
. intellectual regions, may give us a more satisfactory and philosophic
view of its function, than can be derived from experiment, smoe
experiments upon this region are peculiarly difficult of comprehension, and difiicult to harmonize with any philosophical system.
The intellectual region bein~ divided into tliree strata of perceptive, recollective, and reflective organs, its antagonists presen!Jlrecisely the same arrangement,-the lower ~on of the nnjn~ec
tual organs, being antagonistic to the refiectlve, the middle to the
recollective, and the upper to the :perceptive.
It is obvious that the lower regton is especially the region of
Adhesiveness ;-antogonizing the refiectiv~ SJ::<>Up, it necessarily
co-operates with the social, friendly, truthful, and benevolent
organs, above, and the intuitive, conscious, and recollective organs,
below,-thus producing, in addition to kindness, s.rmpathy, frankness, and the most delightflll social feelings, a vivid r8collection of
our past social intercourse, a disposition to dwell upon our pas&
aoci&l emotions, as well as upon ihe recollection of the sentiment
and character of others. Adhesiveness also associates with Ideality,
Marvelousness, and Spirituality, in the temples, thus giving a ready
mental receptivity if not credulity, in everything relating to our
friends, or in receiving their assertions.
The range next above .Adhesiveness, antagonizin~ memory,
brings into vigorous operation the reflective and perceptive organs,
including Consciousness, those producing accurate observation and
discriminating judgment,-while, the organ of Time being suspended, the lapse of time is unnoticed. This unconsciousness of the
lapse of time is more apt to be produced when the subject of investigation is one of a profound character, requiring intense exercise
of the reasoning faculties. But when the subject of S<.W'\Uiiny
requires merely the exercise of observation and sagacity, withoul
especially taxing the reasoning powers, the organ of Time, which
is situated more exteriorly, is not necessarily pa.ralyzed,-but may
be more perceptibly active, giving a more vivid perception of t.b;t
duration of time, and making de~, therefore, appear greater and
more intolerable.
· That the antagonist of the memory should produce wa~
is the necessary consequence of i~ function. In the total absence
of knowledge, we are com~lled to rely upon our ~tiona, to
scrutinize eagerly, and study carefully everything around 111.
From this necessity we are relieved by the accumulation of
knowledge in our memory, which renders us fsuni1iar with objects
around us, and diminishes our watchfulness. In this view I find
asatisfactory explanation of ~e watchfulness which in my Q:periments I have found manifested by the adhesive region.

sprightliness, modesty, refinement,
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· In the regton antagonistic to the perceptive organa, I was much
· embattassed at finn, by finding a tnnction of Approbativeness which
did not appear to bear any definite relation '<> the frontal organs·•
but as the suppression of memory brin~ us '<> an ignorant
watchful condition, so does the suppresston of the perceptive or·
gans produce a peculiar frame of mind. The antagonist of the
perceptives necessarily oo-operat.Ps with the upper Conductor
organs, and the organ of Memory; hence, it is connected with a
consciousness of knowledge, and dESire to show oft' what we know,
with a com_plete unconsciousness of those about us, and of the reeouroes and imposing powers of nature. Form, Size, Weight, Distance, and the ~ychometric sense being repreesed, there is a super·
cilious uncon.sc1ousneas of Jl61110ns and their character, while im·
mense distances, the grandest objects, and most overwhelm.i!lg
displays of power or knowled~e, lnake no impression upon the
mind. At tlie same time that external objects are thus depreciated,
there is a vivid coDBciousnees of our own reBOUI"'e8 of knowledge,
derived from the organ of Memory, of our own ph:rsical powe1'8t
derived from the sense of Foroe, of our own menta1 strength, derived from the organ of Consciousness,-end, withal, a constant
disposition to display our powers by the active Conductor orgau.
1n short the antagonism of the perceptive organs, tends to produce a supercilious self-importance-eometimes unconscious of the
character of others, and eaSily imposed.upon'; but in other oases, in
which the psychometric sense is ncn repieseed, peculiarly vigilant
in understanding their character.
An o~ produoing such manifestations would OOI'I!.8J)Ond
elosely Wlth what phrenolo~ have deecribed as Approba:tiveness, being self-importAnt and supercilious, yet deligli~ in a
tuJ>6rl.ioial display of the social sentiments, but anrae to drY, eolid
8Clentific studies. The study of mathematics and the p1iysioal
sciences generally is quite adverse to Ap~robativenEWM, and produeea an humble sense of our own insigni1icanoe, amid the greai
objects and powers of nature. A further illusU'at.ion of the oh&raeter of this region is derived from the &ct that ita pathognomio line
quali1les one to elicit and receive the admiration and 8ooial regard~
Of others, &B may be seen by comparing ita path~o~ line with
tba~ of the social region. Hence, as men of grea~ ~y command
eur involuntary respect, those of stro~ ApJ:obativeneaa have a
~ capacity for forcing us into aocial re · ns and eliciting a
eenmnen~ of apt>robation or admiration.
That the manifestations of the lateral occipital organs allould thus.
be chiefly displayed in connexion with the antagonistic frontal
Jegi~ arises ?rom the fact that our intellectual orgaoe are necealalily m constant action while we are awake, and the ~tion of
their action arrests consciousness and all voluntary actioB. Hence,
in studying the JD81lifestations of the anti-intellecmal region, we
4nd i~ &eceai8.1'J to take them in tha~ connexiou indioateci by the .
22
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hydraulic laws, as they cannot be found pure and isolat.ed during
our waking moments. No such necessity arises in reference to
other organ , since their isolated action does not put a stop to our:
conscious existence.
With this explanation ,,-e perceive clearly why the description
of the occipito-Iateral organs is so embarra ing, accordinO' to the
analytic system, which d cribes organs in absolute prepoudemn~
since such a system reduces these organs to ne!W.tive manifi 'tatio
in their psychological character, and leaves them chiefly physiological in their action.
In following out the analytic system, we can but come to th
conclusion that their action physiologically is restorative to the ex.
haustion and debility produced by the uninterrupted action oft e
intellectunl organ~ustaining the function of nutrition and.
givinO' u renewed strength for intellectual labor.
With these rema.r~ I dismiss the subject of cerebral hydrauliC!\
the full exposition of which in reference to all the organs of t.h
brain would require a volume.
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As it has been already seen that all our muscular movemen
are governed by certain mathematical laws of the brain; and that
each movement indicates the influence of a particular organ,-i
follows that the movements of the band in the act of writin" m, y
be o.s expressive of character as the movements of the f.'\CC1 or ili
attitudes and gestures.
The movements of the hand in writing are not merely m
ical,-nor limited b.r the mere purpose of forming letters of a rtain shape. In walking, we design merely to effect progr ··on·
and in writing, to produce legible charactem: but, in ither
·
the mode of effecting our object will be modified by th motiv
or forces under which we act. Under the influence of viol n
p< ion, for example, our gait will not have the same tranquili
and mildness of movement, as under the influence of benevC>lcn
love, or ideality: and in writing, it would require rigid habits indeed, to render our penmanship uniform under the infiuenoo o(
different passions, and different conditions of bodily vigor.
Every change in a man's cerebral developement gives him n 11
style of being which tends to express itaelf throughout his
person, in every fibre, every fluid, and ever7. movement. Co
q_uently we might discover the whole ma.n, if we
.
c1ent sagacity, from the consideration of any part of hi }X! • or
any class of his actions. The physiognomy will reveal the wbol
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fo the~ obeerter; '&he gtStttres will do the same; and
the sound of the voiee conveys irresistably an impression of tJte
eharncter and condition of the ~er. In the general eon tour of
the body, if we were aooustomoo to observe it closely, would be '
tnmd the expre'!Sion of the man; and I have no doubt that the
mere chemiclil analysis of the solids and fluids of his body, would,
it chemical science were sufficiently perfect, illustrate his whole
mental and physical constitution. That there are differences in the
blood of different temperaments may: be demonstrated even in the
present state of our chemical knowledge. When the basilar organa
are predominant, there is more of fibrin urea and bile in the blood,
than when the coronal organs predominat.e. The more pe~
0111' knowledge, and the finer our powe~ of observation, tlie 1•
do we require ·as an index to the wnole being.
It may appear an extravag&nt assertion,-and will doubthe
provoke the incredulity of those who have no experimental knowledge of the subject, 6ut it is neverthel~ true,-that the smalles&
portion of the human body is sufficient to reveal the entire phyaieal and mental conditions,-not, it is true, by any direct scierule
that we p<>ll8e88, but by meaftB of the sympathetic and perceptiw
powers. These powers at present go far beyond the regions ef
~tive science; but science, slow-paced as it is, must in time overiake their lightning speed. It mut in time di8oover the natul'e of
those emanations by which the dog detects the footetepe of his pl'Qy
f1l' his master, and by means of which the Intuitive perception
recognizes the charaeter of beings long since departed, who
left the imp:rese of their min.ds upon letters or other objecw by
peJ'fJOnal contact.
The science of Chirognomy is one of the methode by which we
ttray guide OlD' perceptive powers with mathematical accuracy, ill
determining the expression of penmanship; but these mathe~
cal deductions are far short of the brilliant perceptions of the Intuitive Intellect. Chirognomy simply professes to analyze the
movements of the hand in writing,-to refer each movement to
eerebral source, and to infer from the predominant characterilllill
of the penmanship the predominant organs of the brain.
The term Chirognomy is derind from cheir, "hand," act
ed gt'nosco, or gignoma~ "I know." It signifies therefore, the U'l
ofknowin~or understanding that which relatea ·to the hand, beiDa
analogous m its etymology and application to the word PhysiogIIOmy, which is popularly used to signifY the art of knowing or
wnderstanding tlie expression of the countenance.
.As we are natural Phyeiog~tomists, so we are namral.~iro~
mi8t8. Every one sup~ himself to be e&J>!-ble of distingWIDiftg 'hetween the male and the female handwnting, and of inferring
frOm the writing the age of the writer,-a~ least of detenniuillg
dether be was old or young, a school-boy or an octogenarian.
Those who poaesa habits of alirewd oblemation will even veldaft.
m&1l

nave

*
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to jud«e of the refinement or ooaneneas, the neataess or care1Mf.
ness, the force of charaoter, talent, &c., indicated in the peniiWlabip of a letter. This judgment may be pronounced merel.r from
empirical observation, unsustained by eeience. Any one of ordinary perceptive power, who would apply himself to the study of
handwriting, would soon be enabled to perceive the leading traiiB
of character indicated by a letter; but if instructed in the acienti1ic principles of Chirognomy, he might in much less time acqmre
a much more accurate knowledge,-it.ttaining the same su~~
over the unscientific observer that the acientific physician hu iD
oomparison with the uneducated praetioner.
It will be objected to Chirognomy that the handwriting eaDilOi
be very expressive, since it is often of an artificial character, and
h~uCed m a merely mechanical manner. It is true that the
dwriting may be trained into an artificial stiffness and unifur.
mity, by the efforts of the teacher; but whenever this conmaint
is removed, the writing will again become expressive. However
stiftly the individual may have been trained, whenever he si1B
down under the influence of haste and passion to write a leUer, a
will exhibit but little of the primitive regulari\y of the teacher.
In proportion as he is agitated by any strong excitement, his handwnting will assume a -peculiar character, and w·ll ~resa mare
forcibly his mental condition : in this respecl it is subJect to the
IIUJle laws as all other forms of expression. Children may be
taught at school to wear a very demure countenance; but whea
any of their paasions are excited, or any of their faculties called
fOrth, the monotony of the countenance cea8l"J!, and the physiognomy becomes an interesting study. Men may be trained to a
fixed and uniform style of marching, whioh restrains the natural
peculiarities of their gait; but in tile diversified movements of
society, their natural style of motion will still be apparent, at lea&
when under excitement.
We do not cease to study the countenance because it may be
subject to some artificial restraint; nor the gait, beeaue n may
have been drilled into military uniformity; nor should we negleel
handwriting because it may sometimes oo eehooled into a monotonous stiffness. Human nature contin~tends to break through
this artificial restraint, and to express i
in that univeraal JaB.
~ which "he that runs may read."
- It is sometimes objected that penmanship may be artific;iall1
disguised or counterfeited. But tliis is equally true of the traita Of
the countenance. People may counterfeit a character that doel
not belong to them in their face as well in their handwriting;
and the counterfeit arises from the fact that there is an expreEive
ori~al which they imitate, which it would not be worih their
while to do if it had not a decided character.
The handwriting co~nds to the countenance in other •
;epecte. Ita expression is highly variable, and, it may be aaid tba&
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it does not, at any one movement, express the entire character
Before we understand a man thorouglily, it is necessary that Wt
see his countenance, not only in re~ but under the variout
feelings of which he is susceptible. In like manner in Chirog
nomy, it is necessary that we see the handwriting not only in the
ordi:ila:,y tranquil state, but in all the stages of excitement to which
the individual is prone. Thus in seeing a variety of writings of
the same individual,~ see his entire character, when from a sin·
gle specimen we might obtain only general outlines, or particular
aspects of his character. Men of a stern, unpliable nature, generally have a counwnance of fixed character, with but little play of
e~ression; and for the same reason, they generally have a hand·
wnting of a strong uniform character. But persons of a sensitive
and variable disposition, change the expression of their featureB
with every scene into which they are thrown. Such persons generally have a handwriting of a very variable character. Frequently
in the different portions of a letter, we will observe a striking contrast-the expression of the handwriting varying as much as the
sentiment expressed. We may in such letters trace the dift'erent
emotions of the mind, under which the different passages were
written, with as much ease 88 if we had been gaz~ng upon the
countenance of the writer.
The countenance changes from youth to age, and under the
influence of different habits and associations: so does the handwriting. The ~ful penmanship of the young man, engaged in
literary and phtlosoehical studies, full of romance and unu8ed to
the heavy responsibtlities of life, is often a strong contrast to his
autograph after ten years of labor and stern responsibility have
hardened his character and frozen up the springs of romance ud
imagination. Contrast the handwriting of the inexperienced girl,
and of the laborious matron, -or a letter from the manly, tempetate and virtuous citizen, with one from the same individual when
years of profligacy and drunkenness have pl"'Otrated his moral
nature,-11Jld the practised eye will see 88 great a contrast in the
~manship 88 in the countenance.
In fact the expressive power of penmanship is irresistible, and
he is dull indeed who does not draw some conclusion from the firat
glance. For my own part, I consider penmanship one of the most
&mking means by which man manifests his nature. The cultivated
and the uncultivated man, the philanthropist and the profligate, the
gentleman and the rowdy, the genius and the dullard, are not more
strongly characterized in their general personal appearan~ than
in their appearance upon paper.
A certain style of penmanship fills me at once with respect for
the writer, and gives me a certainty of his intellectual power; other
&tJles are merely .Pleasing; and others again indicate a coarse,
VIcious and repulsiVe nature. It is not the style that would please
a mere writing·master, that indicates talent, or anything of an at-
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tnative cb~. Nor is a careless, illegible atyle of wnting, void
ttl mechanical beauty, a.ny evidence of interiority of c~.
On the contrary, there are many ~ens of writing which would
mr.eite the ridicule of the mere mechanical penman, which would
excite the admiration and reverence of the chiro~omist. As &he
~men may be recognized when trembling w1th infirmities or
Clothed in rags, eo does a great mind make itself visible even
~ugh the imperfections of a alovenly penmanship. A defective
peamanship is, bowever, no more a.n eVidence of greatness, than
a alovenly d~either is it of any .greater importance as an
indication of intellectual infirmity.
The principles of Chirognomy are strictly mathematical, and
although in their application there is great room for the exercise
(){tact, and for those bold efforts of genius which reach at one ~
the conclusion of innumerable mathematical processes-6till tDe
rules are but few and simple. It is but a s~ application of the
gezteral principles of Patho~omic acienoe which have been stated.
Every cerebral organ acts 10 the ~e in which its fibres point:
ttrery musculaz action, in obedieooe to a cerebral organ, is in that
liM. '11he problem which Chi:to:a_~l presents to us is ~
How are the pathognomic lines
· ested in the movements of

thTr~l~e

this problem we must-fancy the individual engaged in the
set of writin~, and sitting in a certam position, in reference to tho
paper. Let h1m occupy the o~ position of a writer,-his ~
before him, his head slightly droopmg, his hand moving in acooro·
&Dee with the lines then operating. In this position, the lines of in·

,

tellectual action will !Pve upon the ~aper a progressive movemen~
More especially is this true of the wtuitive, perceptive and ~
oient intellect. It follows then that clear, strong and vivid mental
•on will be indicated by an open progressive style,-the letter&
adnncing across the paper, and tlie spontaneous or incidental
movements of the pen tending forwards. The termination of each
letter has a progressive appearance, and does not turn back or
descend. Hence, under the most vivid intellectual excitement,
when the ideas anticipate the rapidity of the J>eD, a few word8
stretch across the page, and the termination of each word ~
quently runs on into the beginning of the next, thus rnakinl( a
continuous connection. But when we write more deliberately,
with a paucity of ideas, our letters are more fully furmed and leas
expanstve. In unintellectual persons, and those who are governed
by the occipital organs, the writing instead of spreading across the
~e, becomes cramped and crowded together, aevoid of the open
advancing style which is characteristic of intellect.
Moreover, in the chirography of the intellectual man, there are
generally a clearness, grace and facility, which strike us at the fu:a
glance. These qualities, however, are entirely distinct from the
meehanicdl beauty of the well-trained penman,-as distinc~ as the
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lMiarin8 of the rahed ladJ from that at the drilled soldier.

Thill
intelleetul elegaaoe it is unpossi.ble to describe by words: it must
be learned from observation.
Whea the intellect is the predominant element of eharaoter, the
predominance of the intellectual movement producing an openna
Of R,yle, will be very conspicuous. But when the othu elements
of st;yle are more conspicuo1.18 than the intellectual power, the
writing will not be :remarkably open, but will manifest a proportiouat.e tendency to opennes.~ together with the clearness, ease and
Bbilring effect \\'hioh the iD*ellect produce&.
The general pa.thognomic tendency of the intellooWal orga.DB
-cg>on paper, may be repreaented by a horizontally advancing line,
tlia1 of the reasoning intellect sliglitly elevated aoove the horizon·
tal, and that of the perceptive organs slightly depressed,-the ten·
dency of these organs being to adhere closely to the lines UJ>O!l
which we write, neither descending mueh below, nor riSing muoh
above. The moral organs tend entirely above this line, and ~ne. l'ally manifest their infhaeace by giving elevation to the wnting.
They produce no long and heavy mokes below tlte line, but give
alrogether a light impression. Their antagonists, the animal organa. manifest themselves below the line, and by a heavy impft&o
sion. The lines of the two el&88e8 are exactly opposite,-tbe
moral lin~ being upward, light a.nd vanishing: the animal line,
downward, heav~d emphAtic. It is therefore a prepoeeessing·
e the pen moving freely above the line; and
oUcumstance to o
an objectionable feature when the tails of lettera below the line Mt
elongated and heavy.
Not only do the tops and tails of the letters indicate the moral
or animal furces; but in the spontaneouemovement of the pen in
the tennination of each letter, and in the gratuito1.18 flourishes or
. dasllea we observe the ~ominant tendeney. The animal organ•
giv• a tendency to fini$11 each word by a downward or backWard
movement, the moral to finish it by a light ascending stroke.
When the animal organs are inacnve or overruled fur the time by
the moral, the upward movements preponderate eo greatly over
the downward, that the writing ascends above the line, or mani·
fest:s a continual disposition to climb towards the top of the p&pe!.
In the opposite case there is a downward tendency, and the words
frequently fall below the line, or the line of writing descends from
its ..
· Th~~tbogaomie line of Benevolence, Religion, and Firmn-,
ia upwal'd ana advancing,-Benevolenee being the most progressive, which is nearly allied to the Intellectual Organs. The line
of Lovt; Hope, and Integrity, is more nearly vertical. The linte
of Oe.utiousness, Sublimity, and Reverence, point UJ>Ward and
backward, and thus tend to give a round, erect, open Character to
the writing. Ideality has a Similar tendency, but is not marked
by bold or elonga.te(llines: its movement& are light, smal~ and
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delicate. The lines of Fear and Seoretiveneee tend direetly backward, the former being heavier than the latter. The effect of
organs which p<>int backward, when their own movements are not
conspicuously displayed, is frequentl.Y shown in preventing forward movements, and giving the writmg a more compact character.
Profligacy, Destructiveness, and Combativeness, tend backward
and below the line. The region of Hatred and Violence tends
generally downward, and bears upon the pen more heavily dum
the Selfish or Combative Region. The movements downwald and
forward indicate Restlessness, Arrogance, Disgust, and Impulsiveness.
· The predominant organs are to be ascertained not merel1 by
the movements which are positively executed, but also by thoae
which are omitted; the predominant organs having a tendency to
auppress those which are smaller or more inactive. There are
many movements in which the different organs seem contending
for the masterj, and in which we observe that the predominant
organs take the lead and impart their own character. The fins
powers of observation are required to ascertain in the combined
movements of penmanship, which directions take the lead,-t.o
discover in what proportion the elementary foroes are mingled,and to infer from these indications the prominent organs,-end
from them again the character of the individual. Yet I know
that it is practioable in this manner to ascertain the predominant
traits of character,-the e&p&C?ities, habits, c.ranio~c&l developementa, and even physiological peculiarities. Not that all of theeo
things will be determined in all cases, but the more imporant will
seldom fail to be obvious.
We may often find a handwriting which is comparatively
barren of expression, and which, like an unmeaning countenance,
will be scarcely worthy of our examination; yet, even in this
· case, the common-})lace character of the individual will be dietinctly indicated. We will also find many specimens bamm of
interest, because they have been written mechanically, aa when we
are making a copy of an important document. In this caae the
mind or character of the writer being inactive, but little exprealion
or character is imparted to his writing.
To judge of th18 matter with facility we should plaoe ourselves
in the position of the writer-we should learn to associate the different movements of the pen with the feelings they eXJ>res&then, aa in imagination, we follow the course of his pen m writing, we will find that its movements spontaneousl.Y suggest to the
mind the pla;r. of his thoughts, and the state of mmd in which he
wrote. As, if we imitate the walk or conversation of the man, we
sympathize with his character, so by mentally followin~ the writing we ~thize with the spirit, which aictated his peculiar
~ship. When this sympathetic tact baa been highly cultivated in connection with clear mathematical perceptions, the re-
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IUlta whieb we may attain are truly wonderful. I have been
frequently astonished at my own success,-having detected in the
writing the mental and physical constitution of the writer with an
accurac1 which would not m advance have been deemed probable,
and which when accpmplished seems im~ble to repeat in a
aecond instance: but thiS success was attamed by a ~ter in ten·
aity of mental eft'ort than I have known in any other mvestigation.
The data for our conclusions in Chirognomy are so delicate and
complex, that a high degree of success and certainty in the prac·
tice of the art, is attainable only by assiduous cultivation and
vigorous application of the mind. Still with a little practice any
one may learn to understand at a glance those specimens of Chi·
rognomy in which the character is distinctly marked.
Chirognomy will sometimes blend with spppathetic Psychometry, as the chirognomist if of an impressible tem~rament will
giadually find himself s~g from impressions not derived from
mathematical perception. The discovery of autographic psycho·
~has materially diminished the practical value of Chirognomy,
but 1t still deserves to be studied as a valuable addition to our
means of determining character.
The principles of Chirognomy were first discovered and system·
atized by myself in 1886 and '87, and durin~ the tim five years I
made many a:{>plications of the principles With a suooess beyond
my own anticipations; others to whom I have communicated the
art or science, have informed me that their success in its practice
was highly satisfactory; but since the discovery of Psychometry,
I have given but little attention to the more laborious and intrir
cate practice of Chirognomy.

LECT. I.XXXVU-PHYSIOGNOMY.
There are two sources of the physiognomical character of the
face.
.
1. The qrganic developemenl8 indicated upon the faoe, as upon
the cranium, by prominence.
2. The. muBCUlar action, controlled by the pathognomio laws.
Let us first apply the mathematical principles of pathognomy.
The tendency of the superior organs being good and that of the
inferior evil, we may expect that the action of the muscles undecontrol of the former would give a noble or pleasing expression,
while the appearance of the latter would be everything that is re·
pulsive and undesirable.
Let us then construct a countenance in accordance with the
pathognomic line of the superior organs, and observe ita expres-
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sionl in contrast with one constructed ~ embody the lina. of tlK

basi ar organs.
The moral ooronal act upward-hence they elevate the brow, the

ufper and lower eyelids, the all8 of the nose, the lips, the oornera
o the mouth and the moveable parts of the face. The same parta

•

are depressed by the basilar orga.ns-hence the coronal and bUilar
physiognomies make an extreme contrast. If, in drawing two
profiles, we elevate all the moveable portions of one face and depress all the correBponding portions of the other, we immediately
perceive thnt one is altogether noble and the other altogether
brutal. Heads thns drawn servj;) to illustrate large coronal and
basilar organs in contrast, and the furms of oountenance which
they necessarily yroduce. In the coronal head, the forehead is
~ in proportion to the face-in the basilar small and low.
The brow in the latter is deprei!Sed, and also somewhat lower iD·
ternally, near the nose, than at the external end. This gives Ill
animal character to the countenance, as the hwnan brow is distiA·
JtOished from the animal by ita horizontal position. The depresSion of the brow produces a frown which is universally reg&rded
as the indication of angry, gloomy, stem, morose and unbappy
feelings.
The upper eyelid drooping upon the pupil of the eye and the
lower lid drooping below it, prOduce a remarkably repulsive u·
pression, such as is seen in brutal cha.racrers, or under the beas&ly
stupefaction from ardent spirits.
The eye, which is literally as well as pathognomically, the
highest portion of \he countenance, is larger in the coronal than
in the basilar head, and the iris is more equally and fully displa~
between the lids; it is also more moist, which contributes to lfa
soft and pleasant expression. The lachrymal gland and eye are
dependent upon the anterior organs, hence the occipital do no~
produce the large soft eye which is developed by the intellectual
and amiable organs. The elevation of the lower lid, which is accomplished in the line of the anterior, superior or~ produces a
very pleasant expression, and is often seen in social enJoyment of
an animated kind, when mirth, friendship and joy are bursting
forth.
The downward lengt..lt of the nose is necessarily ~ in the
basilar than in the coronal head, while the predommanoe of the
fuoe over the forehead, and of the lower over the upper part of &he
face, renders it more projecting below than above, as well as longer:
downward, thus altogether approximating greatly to the style of
the 81Wut or true animal nose. The resemblance is rather incieased
by the depression of the ake which comes from basilar influen<:eA slight elevation of the al18 always takes place in smiling and.Ul
pleasing expressions of the countenance-they sink under the JJl•
flnence of tlie bad passions. The inferior orsans also compress dle
nose by muscular action, thus not only dimishing its prommenoe.
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but rendering tbedomun narrow, producing a pinehed expression
not very prepossessing. The coronal organs sustain and shorteD
~ upper lip, giving it a tendency to froject sl~htly with a beautiful curve at the edge-a form seen m pmft:ction among y01mg
and beautiful females. The basilar organs lengthen, depress and
compl'688 the lip, producing the long hard, thin upper lip, which
is diSliked by good physiognomists, and which is commonly though~
to indicate a sour temper. The lower lip is elevated and lengtll·
ened by the coronal or upward tendency. It is firmly sustained
and not allowed to droop. The basilar organs produce a drooping
lower lip, short and tending to curve downward-ita expression
is extremely repulsive and depraved.
The proper e1evation of the lips and angles of the mouth, produces tnat form which is recogniZed as the standard of the beauti·
fnl. The outlines of Apollo's bow, as it is called, are due almos&
entirely to the predominance of the elevator over the de~t
muscles. The same elevator and depressor influencea which acl
upon the muscles act also upcm the growth or formation of the part
ploducing a similar effect. The character of the mouth is so eBsily
changed by muscular action as to render it a very cottect indeX
to the feelings, and to the changes of.character thrOugh life. The
striking difference of expreEion produced by elevatin~ and depressing the angles of ~ mouth; ia f&miliar to all pamters ancl
physio~omists ;-the depression may be gloomy, sad, fierce,
hypoentical or mean according to the C:letai1s of its execution.
· The ear being moveable by certain small muscles, and beiJll
modified in form by the pathognomio laws of growth is an elemeut
of physiognomical expression. The basilar infiu.ence tends to develope the lower lobe of the ex;ternal ear-400 coronal to develope
its su.perior portion-the occipital to d.evelope it backward& The
influence\of growth in these directions ia heighumed by the path·
ognomic motion of the ear.
The contrast of expre&'!ion in the coronal and basilar heads, ia
produced, not only by different muscular action, under coronal
and basilar influence, but by the difference of craniological devel·
opement and facial growth. These principles may be illustrated
with great force by taking a single head and altermg the posnion
oC the features in aooordailce with the pathognomic linea.

LKCT. LXXXVIIT.-PHYSIOGNOMY-ORGANIO.
However valuable the biagnomic physiognomy (or physiognomy

'based on muscular action) may be, as a guide to expression in the
general style, position and movements ol' the features, it. is not capable of leading to the exact analysis of character or to any very
aocurat.e result& These must depend upon ()rganic developement.
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The most important method of physiognomical examination which
we have is Similar in principle to cranioscoPY.·
The conductor organs, or organs of manifestation, indicate by
their developement the manifestation or activitv of the organa
which they represent-oonseguently the developeinent of the con·
duotor organs JS a valuable cr1terion of character. If, for exampll\
the moral organs are large and yet their conductors very feebly
developed, we may infer an inactive or restrained condition of the
moral organs which should place them in the background in a
portrait of the character. It may not be an indication of vice or
crime, but it certainly indicates that these organs have not been
Dourished and stimulated into a condition of activity and copious
manifestation, the finer emotions in such individuals are not so
warm, active, vivid and outpouring. They may be sufficiently
active to check any decided violation of the dictates of virtue, bu~
they are not sufficiently glowing to impart much moral or pleasant excitement habitually to those around them.
The situation of the Conductor Organs being such that we mark
them in the face, every portion of the face beComes expressive of
some particular mental trait. This doctrine proceeds upon the
opinion that the developement of the face corresponds to the developement of the organs behind it, which we should not be able
to affirm if we were limited to mechanical views, for the convolu·
tiona behind the face are manifestly incapable of changing its form
mechanically to any extent commensurate with the influenoe of
other causes. The correspondence between the developement of
the face and of the inferior anterior convolutioDI! of the middle lobe
behind it, is the result of the unity and harmony of the human
constitution. The exterior developement of the cranium corresponds to the interior developement (of the brain,) not because this
sot\ viscus can mechanically protrude the hard unyielding skull,
but because the laws of physiology connect the growth of the soft
parts with the absorption, removal and chaoge of form in the hard
parts adjacent. Through a similar but more circuitous functional
connection, the facial developement and the subjacent cerebral action are associated. This, I assert, not a priori, but as a matter of
gen~ observation upon the human countenance.. . It is simply. a
question of fact, and each one bas ample opporturutles to ascertam
its truth or falsehood in every face he meets by the application of
the physiognomical principles of Neurology.
(This connexion is probably pathognomic and nervauric. The
influence of the nervaura of each organ radiating through the face
may possibly be the means of stimulating or controlling the growth
of the part. The direct influence of the pathognomic laws m~
also modify the growth of the different parts of the face and tb;e
muscular movements which are governed by pathognomic prinCl·
pies also modify its form.)
The Conductor Organs correspond in an inverted manner to
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The most convenient way of convey·
mg an idea of their position is to suppose the head scalped and the
qlp drawn forwarii down upon the face, and contraCted to one
fourth or 1ift.h of ita previous dimensions. In this oase the intel·
lectual organs marked upon the forehead and scalp would come
upon the eyes-the mor81 organs upon the face, parallel to the
nose-the occipital upon the lower part of the face, and the lMt~ral
apon the side of the faoe. The six principal divisions of the head
would therefore co~nd with the face as shown in the outline
of Ph,Ysiognomy. Page 850.
This arrangement corresponds with the universal experience of
observers and rules of artists. The intelligence of the countenance
is derived entirely from the ey&-it is the principal organ of ex·
pression and the mediwn of mental sympathy. Like the intellectual organs it is the medium of the expression of every passion or
emotion, but chiefly of thought and will. The general prominence
of the eye indicates the activity and frequent manifestation of in·
tellect. A full, prominent eye, therefore, indicates a person of
active mind. He may not be profound if his intellectual organs
are moderate, but he will be ready and showy in proportion to his
abilities. The develo~ent near the brow mdicates a predomin·
ance of the pe~_!)tive faculties-in this ease the eye appears close
to the brow. When the eye stands off below the brow, and the
principal developement is marked on the lower lid, there is a grea'
predominance of the upper over the lower range of the intelleCtual
organs. Memory, I have thought, was indicated by the developement of the middle of the eye, but in this matter my observations
have not been sufficient to authorize a positive conclusion. Im~
agination and Ideality we find at the external margin of the lower
lia. The general ful1ness of the lower lid adds much to the richness and intellectuality of the countenance. It is often seen among
men of distinction, whose intellectual pursuits have been of active
laborious character, and have been accompanied by a great deal
of social intercourse.
The social region is at the junction of the lids, and cheeks, where
the organs of Benevolence, Sincerity, Sympathy, Mirth, Imitation,
Pliability, and Admiration extend from the nose to the organ of
Imagination near the outer angle of the eye.
Benevolence, Reli~on and Firmness extend along the nose
from the eye to its wmgs, (ala) and the organs-which lie by their
side upon the cranium have a corresponding arrangement here in
their conductors. Philanthropy, Hope; and Love extend acroea
the upper frontal portion of the face on the level of the middle of
the nose, and Reverence, Hwnility, and Fear extend on the side of
the face near Disease. Firmness, Hardihood, Energy:, Conscientiousness, Sanity, Cautiousness, Acquisitiveness, extend across the face
on the level of the ale of the nose. Self· Esteem and the occipital
organa extend from Fmnness down the face. The criminal region
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will be found below a line drawn from theanglesohbe mouth back·
ward and upward. On the side of the face from the level of the
al~e of the nose downward, we find ~utiousness, Coldn~ Sleep
and Stupidity-the region of negative characteristics-and from the
eame level upwards we find the indications of moral and physical
weakness and disease.
The most superficial observer cannot fail to recognize the truUlfulness of these arrangement&. Every artist or caricaturist. knowa
tbM the beauty and nobleness of the face are derived from the UJ>
per portion, and that the lower portion is coarse and degrading m
1tB character. In every figure desi~ed to be beautiful and refined
the lower part of the face is diminished and the upper more fully
developed. The Nympbs and Gracesz Venus, Diana, Juno, PB:rche,
Apollo and the Muses, furnish mythological illustrations ol this
remark, and every effort of a ~table artist to depict the beauful is guided by this rule. When a coarse or vulgar character is to
be depimed, tlie breadth of his jaws, the fullness of his cheeks, the
predominance of his mouth, and the general predominance of the
lower over the upper parts of the face and forehead, denote the
class to which he belongs. In accordance wi&h these principles
artists ot\en flatter their sketches of the living or the illustrious
clead, by increasing slightly the fOrehead and all superior ponioDB
f){ the face, or proportionally diminishing the lower portio~t.
In sketching the inferior class of charactenJ, the most haggard,
wretched and fierce expression is ot\en produced by depriving the
upper part of the face of ita prol>er fullness, while the 1ower ~
tion near the mouth is left snftlclelltly prominem to give a OO&I'Se
fieroeness to the expression.
The strength of the countenaece is derived from the lineamenta
located anteriorly and below the level of the middle of the 11oee.
.When the S\U'l'Ounding organs are defective-when the negative
O!g&ns of the cheek present a cavity and the upper pan of the
oheeks (the moral region) is depreSsed, the prominence of the
part around the mouth l>ecomes extremely auiking, giving a
JwSh, fierce and strong character to the faee.
·.
In walking the street, most persons determine at a glance the
oomparative value of the persons whom they meet. A oertain
cliltinguisbed appeara.nce immediately oommands their respectwhile thousandS pass by on noticed, whose i8ces claas them at once
lfi.th the commonplace multitude. This impression of a strong, in·
lnential, or su~or character, is moat frequent!J from the parta
abollt the nose and moutll which indicate strength of purpoee and
etftcien.t ambition. A career !X energy and perseverance developea
the pans near the al• of the noee. -In young men who ha.ve n~
yet 8lltered upon the active datiee of life, or occupied responsible
Rations, Finnneas, Pride, nd Ambih<>a are not oo~icuov.s in tha
the faee ;-theM localities are flu ad the faoe is therei>re insipid
.-ad void .of strong chancter. Sublequently, if Self·Esteem ~
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grati1led by honorable rank, and Firmness exercised in the duties
of life, the face becomes more striking. There is generally a Arik·
ing cillrerence in this respect between the face of the student. and
that of the eminent professional man. Thoee, however, whose
pursuits place them in subordinate, dependent situations, in which
the will has a more limited sphere of exertion, and in which self.
esteem and ambition are not nourished by any extemal gratifiea·
tions, conUilue through life with faoes nearly as fiat and void of
obaracter as in youth. I have often seen a contrast thus produced
between the cranial and facial organs. For example, in examining
a private cl81!8 in '46, I found two gentlemen with small eelf·esteem,
and two with the organs (\uite large. Those in whom the organ
was large gave lei!S indication of it in their manners than those in
whom it was small The latter two were physicians, whose professions had necessarily cultivated their eelf·respect and ambition;
the former were mechanics of humble circumstances, whose eelf·
respect had no extrinsic support. The facial developements in tbia
case corresponded to their manners. The facial organs of Self.
Esteem and Ambition were as prominent in the physicians as they
were deficient in the mechanics.
The facial organs around and below the angles of the month
which develope the fiercer and more violent passions are eeldom
seen prominent in females, and never in those in whom true feminine
gentfeness and refinement prevails. They are found in those of
strong animal traits, vehement passions, great muacularity and
corpulence.
The unintellectual region lies upon the centre of the cheek&
This indolent and sleepy region ~nds rapidly to the chan~
of character. Those 10 wliom the intellect is overtasked, and
whose duties deprive them of rest, soon show b.Y the hollowness of
the cheeks the fact that the organs of mental mdolence have but
little gratification. The organs of Relaxation and Indolence
(which are not Conductor O~s) lie a little farther backward and
upward, and generally coinCide m developement with the region
of which we are now speaking. This hollowness of the cheea
adds much to the gener&l strength of the expression and is generally observable in men of strong characters and laborious pursuit&
The smooth round face of the child never presents these d~
sions, for the child is a greater sleeper than the adult, and is not
capable of the same laborious exertion. A hollow cheek-ed ohilcl
would excite our compassion as a victim of disease or labor. Bu
the same conformation in an old man, (who sleeps but half~ much
as the child) would be re~ed as a matter of oowse. If the old
man preserves the juvemle rotundity of face, he is preaBled to
have led a comfortable life, and to have escaped the h~
mental excitements which plough the furrows 1n the cheek. The
smoothness of the cheek bespe&b a life of ease, and is rather a
pleasing feature, though not heroic. Too great fullneaa, howewr,.
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gins a gran, iadoleat or ~d app181'Uloe, espeoially if ~ re~n of the eyea is aot well developed. _ _
The breadth of $he tao&, like that of the Jaead, is enfeebling, llll·
1eat it be in the lower occipital region. In ~ uppel" portion, near
tile cheek bolle. it indicMel the facial organa of mora.f weaknessa Modesly, Reverence, Humility Fear, &o. This region of Modesty in Ua8 lace is the region in which we peroei.ve most readily the
fiush which belonss to that trait of charaCter.
The region extending from Ideality, Modesty, Reverence and
SUblimity, tothenoee, isthatofVirtue. Hence, itohiefly originates
•e aoftneM and richness of our facial expl't!lllion. A full development of tbia region ia aa characteristic and appropriate to a lovely
woman as $he development lower down {regton of Energy) is to
the masculine~.
AP. these are the o~ of happine~S, their development is indieatin ~.-a happy lit6, and of the power of dift\Jair::·
n Da.ppiness for
others; while illeir deprearion, wlaich ~ a
· r.r wretched
look, indicata that the enjoymeilt of life has
hinaered, and
-.ba$ it haa been a matter of eertion-not of pleasure. Guided
lJy a tnae:system oCPhysiognomy, ho.- many facea do we recognise
011 which the seal of Tloe and ~ has been stamped. LoOk M
a hauard &oe aaleded from $he lower c1asaea of eoeiety. The hol·
low Clieeb indioa11e uadue toil.
The deDclen$ organa of aelf'-reepect indioMe that the individual
has never beea plaOed in a s&ation of much ~bility, bu$ has
been thwaried in hil reasonable ambitioo. The deficiency of
Hope, or Happiness, indicates a ~ominaaoe of gloomy and J'eG.
leM hotn'll' ewer thole of light and enJoyment A deficiency . in
Friendship and Faith reveals the uniOrtaDate ~ence whioh
has deatrOyed. ooaidenoe in his fellow-men ad depnved him of true
friend.ehip. A cie&ieney of the aoeial organs mdicates a life ot
isolaWD,; A defieieDOy of Love indicatM the eolitary old bachelor or maid; and a deicieocv of the JUlective OlpD8 shows a
bli,{htai~
..,
The oompariaoD benreell the ConducOOI', or Faeial orgaus and
the CI'Ulial, is exuemely interesting. In ihe dfad we may oompare the eD.ernal fonn of the skull with U1e intanal marks of cer&
btal activity. In the ~!f we compare the enernal indicationa
of the orpa wi• tile
· indicatioDs of their activity, and thus
learn m.eh of the mental bistor,Y and aclucll ~ of the in·
dividul. TJae Gharacter is continually chaugiAg throoP life, and,
the facial orpaa aloDe ue capable of revealiDR ~ oAu~ distiaetly to the eye. The approaca of 8@8, whiOh implies a «i'adually ~~of the eonecious orgau over ihose of
sleep, is indior.ted in the face by the~ Sa--. or liollow·
ness of the cheeks, and the increase of the marks around the e~
-the same foot prints of time. A life of vexation1 diffioulty, and
disappointment, is necessarily indicated by the rurrows or the
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meagemees of the faoe. Beneath the eye, the o~ of virtue aud

hapJ>iness gradually diminish, if there are not enough of ple&sure~~
A life of bold
heroism and energy produces a deciaed increase in thoee prominences around the mouth, which give foroe of character. How
striking the contrast between the faces of a regiment of veteran
soldiers and the same number of ~ful citizens, whose lives
have been spent in sedentary pursuits I Here the same class Of people-with similar cranial developments, are educated into oppoeite
traits of character, and these -are adequately displayed onlyoy the
facial o~tbeir crania are not Sufficiently pliable to beCome
true indtoes of the changes. The contraat between the bloated
face of the sot, and the more becoming outlines of the temperate
man, is very_ remarkable ; even the internal examination of their
crania would scarcely prove as striking.
The most remarkable change is that which OOOU1'8 in every individual in the course of life. In infancy the facial organs predominate over all others, and hence the life is more corporeal
than mental The lowe!' yortion of the face is es~ly rema~k·
able, showing that the ammal nature is in the ascendancy. According to tlie indications of the infantile face, there is more of
sleep than in the adult-more of perception than of reason-more
of Adhesiveness than of true affection-more of Ph~cal than of
Moral force-more abdominal and respiratory action than mental
In the adult the proportions of these faculties are changed.
The changes of co1or and condition over the face form an interesting study. The hue of health and vigor is eeen upon the
cheeks, near the nose and mouth. The "bloom of beauty" hovers above this and approxima8 the outer angle of the eye. The
blush of modesty is slightly exterior to the roseate hue at beauty.
The flush of disease occupies a similar J>OSition, and extends upon
the organ of Disease. This is particularly observable in the heCtic
flush of consumption. The cranial organs of centripetal visceral
determination, .which are marked upon the side of the head, have
their facial conductor organs on the face, near the cheek bone, in
which region the best sympathetic diagnosis may be affected, and
at which the accurate observer may trace external indications of
the condition of the viscera.
a:iirThese CUTANEOUS INDICATIONS are often of pathological
and phrenological value. At every spot of the face, neck, and
head, we may find superficial indications of the past conditions ot
the organs ; the beat, tendemess, tension, numbness, pricking, throbbing, paleness, coldness, inflammation, pimples, &c., &c., which are
often observable, indicate, in the majontr ofC88e8, some important
mot in reference to the action of the subJacent organs.

ana kindly feelings to maintain their prominence.
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Tm: BBOW.-Elevation of the brow ooincides with the

o~s

of Virtue, and is therefore a pleasing indication of all the amtable
traits of character. DeJ>:resston of the brow coincides with the
downward tendencies of the basilar organs, and therefore indicates
the stern, violent, and gloomy traits of character, 88 weobaerve in
the frown. It ia to be remarked, however, that the organs of the
anterior inferior patt of the middle lobe, and of the base of the
front lobe (the perceptive organs) have also a downward line,
which might be expria1ed in a frown. There may then be a frown
of debility and disease, or a frown ofmere ~ption, 88 when we
are gazing at any object. In these cases, however, the brow is
rather drOopin~ than depressed. It is not so forcibly drawn down
as by the 0001pital base which produces the genuine frown of
moroseness, anger, murder, and liostile resolution. The organs of
the selfish, reckless, and _profligate traits of character, point laterally 88 well 88 downward, and tend to draw the brows together at
the root of the nose, thus giviniJ. them an oblique ~ition, by no
means :prepossessing, and demdedly animaliied. This form of
brow comc1des with a small depressed mouth.
The regio~ of Cautiousness, Reverence, Sublimity, and Ideality,
also tend to approximate the brows at a higher point of union, not
depressing them toward the nose, but uniting them across the forehead. A junction·or close approximation of the brows, therefore,
may: indicate either a calm, cautious, modest and refined character,
if taking place at a sufficient elevation; or it may indicate a gloomy,
secretive, timid, petulant and selfish character, if taking place lower
down; or if still lower, it may indicate great profligacy and violence, or even baseness.
The elevated separation of the brows coincides with the line of
the Org&Jll\. p~ducing intuitive intellect, benevolence, reli~n,
calmness, dignity: and a strong elevated will. Hence, in the
noblest forms of head the brows are elevated and open-there is
a decided space between them. Yet if the separation of the brows
be not accompanied by elevation, it produces a ooarse, inferior
character. It indicates an unintellect\1&1, restless, violent, muscular1 impulsive, bold, wilful, reckless, rude being-decidedly an
animal, for separation and depression of the brows coincides in
line with the organs of the neck, and of the lower internal portion
of the occiput. The best illustrations of this, we find. of course, in
animals, in whom this character is fully embodied. In the mOllkey, the dog, ho~ hog, cow, &c. In birds, and in :fish, we eee
still greater separation and depression of the brows, which in aoiimals a.re depressed, diminished, and merged in the eyeli~ :r.
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results from ~eae considerations, that the noblest form is tba\
in which the brows are quite elevated abon ~e eyes, and emend
sa.ftlciently from the eye toward '&he mediaal line, yet leave a ~
siderable space between them: of which form, a gOod example is
presented m the portraits of General W ashin~n. The influence
of the intellectual orgue t8ds ~ giTe the
simple prominence, and cause the haira to project more decidedly from tbe
forehead. The poinbng of the mdividual hairs upward or down•
waro may indicate, witli the position of the brow, tlae coronal ar
basilar organs; or it ID8J" merel,Y indica&e the relatiTe infineaea of
the superior refiecbve, im~&tivo Je&801ling organs, and the iDilo
rior organs of merely pbystoal perception.
Wrinkles are produced by tlie monmen\ of \he brow-Hori•
zontal wrinkles by its elevation. TheBe are ~uently am~
the indications of the coronal organ& V enical wnnklee near the
nose arise from the approEn&aon of the brows, and may be higher
or lower in position, aocording to the eleT&tion or depression of
the brows, consequently their signmoanoe ie to be learned by~
ferring to the approximation, of which they are the inde:a; ad
which has been aoove described.
TUB EYELIDS.-The opening of the epa being eifected by the
liftin(t of the upper eyelid, is upreesive of tlie action of t8e
oocipito-coronal quarter of the brain-especially of the region of
Energy, and when the eyee are widely opened; in a wild, sta1'iDg
manner, the movement belonga to organs p<lfOOrior to En~,
nearly half way down the occipvt, and ia therEfure more indicative
of an1mal excitement. The drooping ~ maaifelltB the line of
Relaxation, and may CJOoOperate with ~ builar OJgaDS, which
would give it a sullen expression.
The lower eyelid is raieed under the influence of the coronal,
especially the social and affectionate organa, and particularly a
its outer portion. Generally, it bas not inuch to do with ~
sion, as its motions are limited.
TBB NosE.-The ala of the noee are elevated under the influence of the coronal organs generally, and depressed by the basilar
organs. They are expanded under the influence of the lower
posterior ooo1pital organs, and contracted by \he antero lat8ral
organs. Hence the broad open nost;ril ha8 a 0081'116, de=a
energetic, gen~ carelees expreasion,AVhile \he narrow n
·
~reeees a more, refined, cautious, modest, and perhaps acquilitiTe

1)1'()•

chiracter.
'
The body of the noee becomes elevated and broad under the
influence of coronal organs. but sharp and depreBBed under the
combative and basilar influence. The combative, acquisitive and
intellectual organs in combination produce the pronunent, sharp.
narrow nose, which distinguishes tlie adult from the child, and
European from theNegro. The fiat broad noee indicates the want
.offore,hougln and conservative energy, u wellM the general de-
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ftclency of the utero l.ateN1 organs. Napoleoll WM right in
a prominent n01e for mili&ary o~ u thiJ prorni.nenoe,
iadicating. a ~ ~hood, exliibita the ~t ~eparture
hln the abeeility of childhood. The erdreme pronunenoo ie
more tolerable in man thaD in woiwm, u it gives a masoulino
e~ression.
·
THE MoUTH.-The positfon of the mouth,. being elevated by
ooronal and depressed by basilar influences, approximates the nose
or the chin, as good or evil predominate.
·
XHE CHIN.-'The fleshy portions of the chln bek;l~n susceptible
of movement, we observE} in good faces a rounded
ess, especially of its upper portion.
Tm: TEETH.-The coronal ~ndeney produces short teeth in
the upper jaw, and long teeth in the lower jaw. The basilar ~n
dency produces long teeth in the UJ.>per jaw, as in carnivorous
animalS, but short teeth in the lower Jaw.
Tm: EAR.-The form assumed by the ear under the influence of
the intellectual. coronal, occipital, and basilar ~ndenciee, is quite
diversified. The intellectual influence developes ita fore part, the
ooronal its upper portion, the occipital its posterior border, and the
basilar its inferior portion.
Under the influence of the cautious, lateral organs, it lies cloee
to the head. The bolder organs of the med.iari line give it a
decided a~:uon.
THE
is susceptible of a great variety of expression. Firm
and erect, it displays the line of Firmness and Energy, or of occipital force; fiat and drooping it shows the lack of force of character. The erect, Jacksonian style, is appro:pria~ to manhood, but
is not found in woman or in children, as 1t evinces a degree of
energy which they do not ~ The hair of man may properly
stand-erect, that of woman should droop.
Curle, which are the expression of Ideality, are most pro~ly
loca~ upon that organ, which is the proper position for the dij.
play of diamonds, pearls, and other ornaments of the head. The
vmed arrangement of the hair and head dress may be made quite
expressive, and a knowledge of the principles of Pathognomy is
necessary to a correct taste in heail-dre88. For example, the
nthered hair of the matron has a greater degree of digruty than
the drooping hair of the girt The helmet, for a similar reason,
bas a very firm, commanding expression, and the plume has an
deairin~

exp~onoflo~en~ueiasm.

The cap or wreath which displays its ornaments across the
range of Love, Ideality, Modesty, &c., is peculiarly appropria~ to
woman, and the crown on the p<>sterior part of the coron&l region
is appropria~ to authoritr. Pathognomy, indeed. gives us a com·
plete science of costume, by showing the inevitable exprtsion ot
any species of dress or ornament in which we may be arrayed.
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PlroNOGN01fY.-The science of the expression of ebaracter by
the sound of the voice, is based upon the same principles as the
Biagnomic Pathognomy. The muscular movements concemed in
the production of the voice are to be studied, like other muscular
movements, by the pathognomic laws, which give them signiDc&nce.
This subject is postponed to a fu~ publication.
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NEUROLOGICAL SYSTEM OF ANTHROPOLOGY.
PART IV.-SARCOGNOMY.
SAlwoGNOJ(Y is the science ~f corporeal developement, whiell
recognizes the indications of mind in the bodily frame, and trace&
the entire correspondence of the body with the brain and minithus doing for the body what craniology bas done for the brain.

LECT. XC.-SARCOGNOMY-THE CHEST.
The fact that the mind is connected with the body, and to a
extent controlled by its conditions, renders it necessary to.
mvestigate the nature and laws of this oonnexion. While their
mutual sympathy and dependence are so well known and so often.
referred to, why have tJie nature and method of this sympathy
never been ascertained? If such a connexion exists at all, ~
must exist in a definite manner, and through specific channels.
That it is thus definite and specific as regariis the brain, is well
ascert&ined and admitted. E&ch mental faCulti.has a speciftc portion 'of the brain with which it is connected, but as ihe sym~a
thetio relations of the brain and body have been overlooked, the
relations of the mind and body have been left in a chaos of generalities which belong to no science.
Yet the observations of minute anatomists sanction the idea that
each ~nion of the brain is connected with a specific portion of
the bOdy. The most learned and accurate anatomists affirm distinctly that the nervous fibres are entirely separate and distinct in
their whole COU1'8e between the brain and the body.
. We do not need the decisive testimony of anatomy, for it is sufficiently obvious to the eye of reason, that the connexion between
the brain and body cannot be arbitrary and veid of law. It is
as absurd to sup~ that there is no particular organolo~ of the
body, connected with or corresponding to that of the bnun, as to
suppose there is no particular Orgal!ology of the brain conespond·
ing .to ~e faculties of the mind. For the brain sustains to tb

~t
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body the same relation which the mind sustains to the brain.
ThiS relation is one of correspondence, sympath~, and connected
developement. To what extent the dift'~rent reg~ons of the body
coincide with their correspondi~g regions of the brain, I cannot
say :-1 believe there is a constant tendency to corresponding
develo~ent, although various circumstances may impair the
correspondence in the corporeal 88 well 88 in the cerebral phren.;
olo~.
This sympathetic correspondence is demonstrated by nervaurio
experim~ts. All the mental and physiologieal phenomena which
may be produced by the application of the hands to the head for
the excitation of the organs, may also be prod.uoed by the apt>lication of the banda to the body up<tn oorresponding localities.
The clothing does not very materi8J.ly hinder these operations.
The psychological effects produeed upon the body are generally
not qwte so clear and diStinct as those of the brain1 though in
many cases the difference is imperceptible. The physiological
etfeots, however, are rather more satisfactory u~n the body.
The correspondence between the body and the brain 18 soch,
that we may: say the upper portion of the brain and the upper
portion of the body correspond, and the basilar portion of the
brain corresponds with the lower half of the pePI!Oil. The organs
of the antenor half of the brain correspond with the anterior suriaoe oC the body, and the posterior half coincides with the arms
and posterior surfaoe. The organs of the neck coincide with the
lower limbs, and the corresponding region of the arms is found on
the median line of the occiput.
The corresponding region of the intellectual organs is found
upon the anterior BW'face of the ohest along the sternum, exterior
to whioh are the virtuous organs, oooupying the whole anterior
surface of the chest. Benevolence, Religion, Patience and 1irm·
n~ occupy the highest thoracic surface, at the junction of the
neok and body. Firmness extends upon the shoulders, and the
gentler emotions lie anteriorly, Love oooupying the mamme, below which we find virtues of a feebler character, (as Ideality, Modesty and Reverence,) from whioh we descend through Feart .Alimentiven~ and Sensibility, to the region of Disease and Deoility
u~n the abdomen.
The p<)8terior 8Ul"f8ee of the ehesl il ooonpied by the organs of
Health, Restraint, Sleep, and the unintellectual impulseS ;-the
lateral surface, by Ooldness, Cautiousness, Sublimity,-tbe inferior
margin, by Fear, Acquisitiveness, Irritability, ProBigaoy and Selftahness.
The Nlionale of these loeations is highly interesting and important. The upper, median, and anterior portion of the ohest, appears
to l>e the region of purely gentle, non-impalsive influenoee-of
thought and emotion-while the lower and po&'erior portiouue
connected with organs of a very vigorous, exciting cha:iacMr. The
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acitanen\ alarm, irritation, CO'Vetoua desire, and reckleM imEul&e,
which iheee organs produce, roue the whole constitution ana im·
~1 to vigoroua action, giving to Ule passions the most aotiTe play.
, That theae exciting and impulsive faculties should be connected
with the mmnor portion of the oh~ ia explained by the :facta of
r:,r-ology. In all quiet, sedentary pursuits, in whioh the intel·
and emotions are more exercised than the piBSions or muscu-

lar powers, the respiration is limited, and does not expand the
1owW portion of ihe chest. The sedentary attitude compreeses
the lower portion of ihe lungs, by forcing the diaphragm upward,
especially in the stooping attitude of the student. But, when
eD.gaged in active, violent exertion, the expansion of the chest is
pat, ihe diaphragm descends, and the lower portion of the chest
'being mnch expanded beoomes more protuberant; at the same
time this grat expansion of the chest produces a fur greater oxy·
geaation Of the blood, and thus supplies a ~werful stimulus to
ihe wh61e constitution. Thus, we perceive, the lower portion of
1lhe chest, when brought into play, exerts much the same influence
u certain inferior cerebral o~s, with which it is associated; it
imparta a powerful physiologtcal stimulus to the body and the
mind. A practical illustration of this is furnished by tlie fact that
ie quite exhausting to speak long on a high key, or from the
11pper part of the chest alone, but it iB quite invigoratin~ to speak
in a m<ne energetic manner, employing the lower portion of the
chest. The violent outcries of the fiercer passions-terror, rage
&c.-when contrasted with the gentle sighs of love, add the mild
uu.eranee of all the amiable or elevated emotions, atrord another
evidence that the higher faculties connect with the upper portion
of the ehest, and the inferior with the lower.
The connection of the basilar, invigorating, vitalizing organa
with the lower portion of the chest, is so intimate that the C!lepth
of the chest becomes an important indication of constitutional
vigor, and counteracts the p~osition to pulmon~ oonsump·
tion. This disease is favored by that form which is sbiillow in tlie
vertical direction, but little developed backward, and full in the
anterior SUJ.?6rior direction-in otLer words, prominent in front,
round. and shallow. It is in the upper portion of the lungs that
tuberculous deposits occur, and in tne Tower ~rtion that pneumonio indammations are found-a fact which mdicates the fonner
to have the asthenic, and the latter the stbenio character. The
pneumot1ic indammation and BOlidi1lcation of the lungs, which oc·
OW' in the lower portion of the chest, are connected with a rich,
ibrinous, highly vitalized state of the blood, and have been usually
' treated by bleeding-the tuberoulous disease, which occurs prima·
rarily in the upper portion, is connected with an im~verished
state of the bloOd, ana is always injured by bleeding, but benefited
by nourishment and tonics. The latter disease attacb feeble constitution& and is alarmingly fatal-the former assails a more vigor-
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ous clasE:, and is seldom fatal, if rightly treated. Tlms, we perceive,
the lower portion of the lungs is more robust, even in ita dieeaaea
and the superior portion in diRease, has no vigorous reaction. n
~u.ently produces, however, an intellectual and moral brilliancy,
which is quite remarkable, and it is especially remarkable for the
activity of Hope.
Hope and Mortality are located on the upper portion of the
chest, above the mamnue. This would imply that morbific irritations of this region would exert an elevating, rather than depnaing, effect upon the spirits, and that a high degree of mental pleasure and serenity might, in such cases, accompany the most rapid
inroads of death. This is well known to be often the cue in pulmonary consumption, and something similar occurs in cases of
pulmonary congestion. This congestion often produoes sudden
aeaths, called pulmonary appoplexy, and sometimes terminatee
life very quietly, without any appearance of disease. There is a
strange condition some.UUes oocuring during or after pulmonary
diseaSes, in which the upper portion of the chest beComes congested, a disposition is sliown to bare the breast for freer expansion and ventilation ; the eyes have an unnatural brightness, and
there is no striking indication of disease or suffering i on the contr&!,J, the functions appear tranquil and regular, anll the pulae is
80 httle affected that lt
been styled morbidly natural. yet this
is in reality a condition of imminent danger, in which a few hoU1'8
may terminate life.
·
There are many sudden deaths connected with pulmonary aft'ections, which are rendered intelligible by knowmg the peculiar
physiological character of the upper portion of the lungs. The
peculiar functions of the organ of Mortality, and ita location on
the head and chest, may explain a great number of oues of sudden
death.

nas

LECT. XCI.-SARCOGNOMY-INTELLECTUAL.
The location of the intellectual organs upon the sternum has a
satisfactory physiological explanation. Tlie fact of a sympathy
between this region and the front lobe is illustrated in cases Of
bronchitis by the accompanying pain of the forehead which is produced by the bronchialUTitation. It is illustrated also by the cerebral symptoms of hooping cough, and by the fact that engorgement and hepatization of the lungs, often precede and produce
apoplectic attacks. The relation of the lungs to the body is similar to the relation of the intellectual organs to the bram. The
lung~ arc the source of that influence which vitalizes the whole
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system. Without their infiuence, sensation, muscular po'\rer1 and
every attribute of life, are promptly arrested. Thus, without the
conscious intellectual principle, all cerebral action ceases-there is
no emotion without consciousness-no passion without the conception of an object to develoJ!6 it. The fungs receive their stimulus
from an external source-from the atmosphere. The intellect receives its stimulus mainly from an externill medium-light. The
reception of air by the lungs is called inspiratiun, and the reception
of intelligence by the intellectual organs, from the highest sources,
is also called inapi.ratioo.
The vitali~ and perfection of the whole organism are somewhat
proportioned to the reception of atmospheric influences by the
lungs-in like manner the activity and energy of the brain are
proportioned to the reception of ideas from external sources. By
ihe lungs, the bod] is brou~ht into communication with the external
world, and receives its iniluences from varied and extensive
sources; so, by the intellectual organs, we are brought into communion with nature. The lungs derive from the material world
physical life-the intellectual organs derive from spiritual sourcea
conscious or mental life. The conjunction of this material life and
spiritual life, one coming through the lungs, and the other through
$he conscious mental apparatus, constitute the complete humaR
lite. This junction of tlie brain and body (or of psycliological and
physiological life) is effected through medulla oblongata, the section of which eeperates our mental and animal ~wers and termi·
nates human life. The medulla oblongata, which is the highest
portion of the nervous system of the body, commencing immediately underneath the cerebrum, is also the source of the great
pulmonary nerve, the pneumogastric, which exercises so important
an influence over the process of respiration.
The cessation of respiration :fills the whole system with venous
blood-60 the cessation of intellectual action leaves the brain in an
inactive condition-a state of sleep; and diminishing the arterial
oirculation, gives a preponderance to the venous.
The general correspondence of the pulmonary and intellectual
functions bein~ thus established, the reasons which indicate the
posterior infenor region of the chest to be connected with the inferior portion of the brain, and the superior region to be connected
1rith the virtuous organs, indicate the remaining portion-the frontal-on the median .Line, aa the special correspondence of the front
lobe.
The location of the intellectual organs upon the sternum is such
as to .Place the perceptive faculties most internally-the intuitive
faculties superiorly-the deliberative and ideal inferiorly-the
horizontal range of the forehead being vertical on the body. In
consequence of this arrangement, sensibility ~ located upon the
epigastric region. This location is illustrated by the fact that this
is the region ofthegreateaaensibility of the body, a very slight blow
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upon that spot bein~ painfully felt, and a severe blow being fatal.
It is the spot at wh1ch the endermic and epidermic application of
medicines is most effectual. This extreme degree ef sensibility,
and medical impressibility at this region, is owing to the great
amount of nervous apparatus which it contain~the plexusea
of pnglionic nerves located near the stomach and the communicating filaments of the pneumogastric nerves, render this ~t a
focus of sensibility. Whatever aeoumulates excitement in tliis r&
gion, 88, for examplt}, gastric inflammation, greatly increases the
medical susceptibility. In cases of gastritis, mediCal doses must
be reduced to the smallest possible quantity, and often there is nothing which can be retaine<i upon the stomach.
The epigastrium being the region of sensibility and impressibility, those passes which concentrate excitement upon it are well
c&lculaied. to render the patient more impressible. Hence, a few
passes from the shoulder to the epigastrium, followed .b y perpeu·
dicular passes upon it, will heighten susceptibility to an mconvenient or morbid degree in those who already ~ il Few
highly impressible persons can bear the appliCation of the banda
in this manner.
The region of Somnolence, which is connected with the moat
extraordilia.ry sleepwaking phenomena, is located just above sensibility, at the end of the sternnm. Hence, puaes, or manipW.
tions towards the end of the sternum are rationally calculated to
induce somnolence, and are generally used~ magnetizers. Manipnlations to this spot, from the head or from tDe shoulders, ue
calculated to produoe the somnambulio condition, · and establish
sympathetic relations between the operator and subject; w.lille
every operation which disperses the excitement from the epj,ga.
tric regton and 8CI'ObicultUJ cordis must necessarily rouse to an independent wakeful condition. Henoe, the most rational procedure
tn terminate natural or artificial somnolence, is to throw the excitement, by manipulation, from the epigastric region to the
shoulder or region of Firmness. The applicaQOD of cold water
upon the region of Sensibility and Somnolence, will answer the
same purpose. The soothing influenoe which is often exerted over
suffen~g patients by placing the hand. upon the foreh~ or. ~poll
the regton of Somnolence on the body, 18 now perfectly mtelli@N.e.
We perceive also why, in natural and arti1i'cial somnambulism,
there appears to be a partial transfer of the intellectual facultiee
in the oody. The sternal and epigastric regions, being the corporeal seat of intelligence and impressibility, are cenainly ~ oiily
appropriate regions of the body for the transfer of the mtellectual
faculties. Wlien, therefore, i' is stated. by the French oommittM
that their subject read the printed words lield before the epi~
region, and by the observers of natural sc:)mnambulista, tliat they
~ppear to see by means of the same region, we are authorized, by
N ew-ology, to pronounce the ueertion plausible.
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The connection of ~e lWlgB with th& front lobe is farther iDuatrated by ~ir extreme st18Ceptibility 1io every species of influence.
The influence of medicines is more perfectly pioduced by inhala·
tion, than by taking them into the stomaCh: EthEl!' never dieplayed ita ,POWer of prodt~Cing insensibility so well, as when inhaled
-opium 18 a more effecW&l narcotic when smoked than when
wallowed. Cal'bonicY acid gas is deadly only in the lungs, and an
inappreciable quantity of miasmatic emanation annually senda
~ousands to the grave. .Asthmatic pments are affected oy inap·
preciable circumstances in diJferent looilities, and their auacks
bro~ht on as if by caprice. A susoeptible and predispoeed con·
atitution is seriously affected by being long in ~e vicinity of a con·
8umptive patient, and breathing the same air. For several yeant
I have not been able to attend consumptive patients without im·
bibing some of their symptoms in a very decisive manner. Even
symptoms and sensations of which I had previously no knowledge
or suspicion, have thus been made quite manifest lD my own pe~
eon, and contrib'l\ted some assistance in the diagnosis. This -has
occurred when I did not come into direct contact with the person
and whether, as a consequence of inhalation, or of proximity,
~not say-though it is probable that each was oonoerned.

I

LECT. XCll.-8ARCOGN01lY-THE AFFECTIONS.
The. location of the affections upon the chest is in hannonyt no\
onl;r with Physiology, but with the universal ~ence and in·
tuit1ve oonsci01181la8 of mankind. The orator refel'8 to the emotions which swell his bosom. The breut is continually !p<>ken of
by writers, and orators, as the seat ol every ~ection and incideni
of our moral natur&-it is said to be disturbed, agitMed, convulsed,
troubled, soothed, calmed, &o.; and the idea conveyed by these
expressions is that our eTTWtian8 are affected in that manner. The
breast, therefore, is reoogoized by these expressions as the seat or
organ of our moral nature, and our mental oona:llousness.
The language of Shakspeare :
.. 0 1 - &he !0111 boeelll or lu perlleatlld."-

'

indioMel that the bosom is regarded as the depository of our
ihought& and of the various impressions which have been made
upon our feelings.
Henee the propriety of Ule gestare which places the. hand upon
~e
whenever we refer to our emotiona. Love, Hope,
Honor, Benevolence, Patriotism, Reverence, are universally retered to the breast aa their especial seat, and the hnnd is
placed upon the breaM, wi~h a graoefu1 propritny, whenever
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such allusions are made: This is not an unmeaning move·
ment. The man of stfong feelings is really conscious of that
agitation in the breast, and that swelling sensation of which
he speaks-hence, the universality of the custom which refers
the emotions to that spot in which we are conscious at the
moment of a vivid sensation. Men are really conscious of emotion in their bosoms, and if it were not so, such expressions could
never have become the universal style of animated speaking and
writing. Our own consciousness and sense of propriety eriforoe
the truth of this association j for while we
pleased with the
~ropriety of action in the orator who refers to his breast, we
should think him Ve!J ridiculous, if; in appealing to his honor
or his love, he should place his hand upon his abdomen as their
seat. Nor is there any other portion of his person, than the chest
to which such an appeal could be appropnately directed.
To apply the ·hand to the head, w1th Phrenological accuracy,
when making an animated appeal, would be supremely ridicUlous. The lover who should tlius attest his affection, or pledge his
honor; would probably excite more mirth than sympathy: by his
craniological gesture. Mankind never have recognized the head
aa the seat of the emotions, and they never will. They are right;
universal consciousness-universal common sense-seldom errs in
a simple perception. The head is not the exclusive seat of the
emotions, when we mew the entire constitution. All the passions
and emotions belong also to the body :-the brain is the seat of
the pure intelligence-the guiding pnnciple-the central directing
power, in which, as in our conSClousness, all our principles are
concentred and represented, but which is itself; ·chiefly of a
spiritual nature.
A predominance of the brai~ as an element of the constitution, moreases the intellectuality, but diminishes the power of the
passions. The .Paasions and emotions, which give strength to the
character, ;e<J.Ull'e a proper condition and developement of the
body for the1r vigorous manifestation. The chest and muscular
s~m are important to force of character.
The fullness of the upper portion of the chest gives great beauty: to the form because it is associated with the nobler elements
of character ; tbe breadth of the lower portion is not pleaaing. It
is associated with inferior elements of the character, and, lienee,
degrades the beauty of the form, givin~ it a more vulgar char·
acter. The perceJ>tion of this fact bas gtven rise to the feminine
fashion of diminishing the waist by the compression or tight Jao.
ing~ (Of which hereafter.)
The beauty of a round fullness of the chest, in fron" may be
pleasing to the eye of taste, but it is by no means n~ to
vigor of constitution. It is the posterior and inferior pomona
ofthe chest which are the source of physical vigor; higli, broad
shoulders, with a prominence backwaid, and depth of chest are the
criteria of vigor--:the elements of a powerful constitution.
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The region of beauty in the human form, is the upper and an·
terior, in both head ana body. In the bod~, it is especially upon
the sternum, the mammm, and the intervenmg space. The space
between the neck and mainDUB is also of a lofty, pleasing character. The shoulders, as the organs of Firmness, &c., mdicate stre~h
and dignity of character. For these reasons, it is ob\iously judicious, wnen we would perpetuate by painting or soulpture the imagee !>f those we ~ to select for representation the regions
which we have just shown to contain all that is spiritual and
noble in the constitution-the head, and the superior anierior
portion of the cheSt. These are all tha' are most commonly
preseThnted.
· · of the ma.mmm wt·th t he sentimen~
·
:
e assoc2ation
of 1ove, JS
very obviously true. They are more developed in woman, in accordance with the fact that love is a more prominent element of
her cbaracter and life. Their developement is connected with the
period of the greatest activity of tliat sentiment-a.nd with the
existence' of children, upon whom the sentiment concentrates. The
whole physiological history of .Parentage illustrates this matter
very forcibly, and the psychologtcal associations are nearly as decisive. Caresses of the female bosom excite irresistibly the amiable
emotions, and the !light of the breasts in full developement excites
the love of man. Loveliness is so essential to our oonception of
woman, that a full developement of the breasts is necessary te
female beauty and attractiveness.
Were it not for this greater predominance of love in the female,
children would fare badly, but the pleasure of this intense materBal affection, renders the duties of a mother comparatively euy
and pleasant.
.
SO de~dent are the breasts upon the emotion of love, they are
Dot only developed by its influence, and kept in action by ma~al
aifedtion, but tlieir secretion of milk is entirely deranged by the
oppo&te influences. Violent passion has sometimes so ~t an
tdrect as even to render the milk poisonous .to the child, and pro.
duce sickness, convulsions, or death.
How admirably are these ~ciples expressed by that familiar
old phrase "the
hu:mo.n ltindnu~." A great collection of
passages might be
e from standard authors, all referring to the
bosom, or breast. aa the seat of affection.
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The location of Diseue upon ~e body i8 at ~e margin of 1M
ri~ exterior to the epigastric region. The name given to tail
Ngion shows by its populal' aeD88 that the usooiated fa.cultie& 111'8
ndb.er morbifio and .aej>reseing. The regions under the margin ol
the ribs are called the- hypochondria, and the hypochondrilc, ar
man oontrolled. by the hypochondria, is regarded as ihe 'rictittl of
imcied dileaae. He is tliought w be subject to a morbid and
melancholy ~ation. All this is exJ>lained by the ~ tha&
aloag the margm of the ribs· we have Initability, Fear, Kelan·
choly, Disease, and Seositivene., aDd just aboTe the latter, lie
IdeM:~ and ~tion. It is obvions, therei>re, tha• the mind
which dwella upon the hypochondriac functions, or ia controlled
bv tDe hypochondriac mtlueDce, muH be 6lled with thoagbt. of

d1'sease aiia bodil

sufferln •

·

.

The
&Alt w~ 111nctions UW. location, is •e emteooe of a portion of the body which may be considered the foca
of morbid inftuencee. The blood in ~g through fftfe1Y portion of theiJBtem acquirel a ~ulial' CbaraCts froni the_ phyaiologieal influence of each ~in the lunga, tbr example, 1he blood
attains the high~ degree o£ ~ As evrsry aeareting organ separates peculiar elements, and all mber pans of tbe IJody
are continually taking from the blood their .ap~ noarisliment and retu.ming to it a.ir effete material, there-~ ~
varieties ·in the character of the blood in di1ferent parta of the
body than chemistry has yet described. The blood of the porul
veeee~ whioh collects ftom the intestines to go to the liTer, ia more
depraved aad abnormal in ita constitution than that of any other
portion of the body. It ia eharact.eriud by conditioJlBt whiala,
were they pre:valent through the oiroulating ~ would plao&
the body iA a state ofunivenal diseue, or even death. Thia ~
depraved blood undergoes a double pumlcation, (by the liver ..a
then by the lungs,) before it is tit to re·en• the systemic circulation. The acoumulati.on of the blood in thi8 region of phyalolOfr'
ieal depravity, is one or the most common fea.tuies ol diseUe. Ia
proportion as disease is more general and Mea strietly 100&1, n ill
characterized by this portal congestion. Such conpo~ being
apecifically morbifi<; rapidly prostrates the vital powers, and brings
us to the brink of death, as we see in cholera, ana in the most fi.t&l
forms of fever. Fear and every other mental condition which
causes this congestive recession of the blood to the portal region,
tends to enfeeble and invite the attack of Disease, while active exerci8e and everything which throws the circulation to the surface
and into the limbs with equable diatribution, contributes to maintain health. So promillent i8 the ~of partal OOl:lpltion, that a
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fiunou medical professor, (Dr. Cooke, of the Transylvania and
Lou.iavill.e schools;) has for many years taught and published the·
doctrine that this congestion was the most essential· feature o£ W.
ease, which might be removed with the congestion, by the infiuence of cathartic cholagogue medicines upon the liver. Portal
congestion is incompatible with physical vigor; henoe, wherever
it is overcome by mechanical compression, as by a girdle, we feel
braced or invigorated, and whenever the pressure is removed, the
bracing influence is lost We cannot malte any vigorous exertion
without the bracing influence of pl'Cj!Sure upon the abdominal
region, and in the usual course of nature this pressure is al!:l•
supplied by our own muscles. We never run, walk, leap, or
e
any other vigorous exertion, without the assistance of compression
by the abdominal muscles, vigorous in proportion to the energy
of the eft'ort. The compression in this caBe is effected by the as-·
sistance of the diaphragm, which is supported by' the confuled air
of the chest. If we are prevented from closing the l~nx so as
to confine the air, oar efforts are materially impeded. rhe experiment of cutting OEE!n the trachea, so as to hinder the confinement
of air in the lungs, has been made upon do~ by a French physi?logist, with the effect of materially diminishing their strength in
leaping. It is certain, therefore, that the compression of the internal
viscera invigorates the muscular powers, and that their congested
condition is debilitating. 'l'he maximum of debilitating and inju;
rious tendencies, we ascribe to the portal region, which we suppose corresponds to the function of Disease, as its expansion 'is
necessarily morbific, and its contraction invigorating.
The region of Relaxation and Indolence, the source of debility
and langour, is located upon the abdominal surface, below Disease. The connexion of these functions with the abdomiaal
viscera is obvious in the fact that exces.~ve eating produces an in·
dolent, dull and languid condition. It is still more strikingly exemplified in the effect of malaria, which acts so powerfully upon
the liver and other abdominal viscera, producing their enl~ent
and producing that general depravation of the whole const1tution
which is the legitimate eflect o( such enlargement. The connexion
of a debased and d~raved constitution, with enlargement of ~
abdominal viscera, which we may discover in malarious regio118,)
proves the true ten ency of the abdominal apparatus.
Tho organs which control tho alimentary canal, have their locations upon the abdomen, in a crescentic line, extending from the
lower ~rtion of the ribs to a position between the umbilicus and
groin. Manipulations along this line produce the same peristaltic
acceleration as UJ>On the same regiQn of the head. The success of
abdominal mampulations in the treatment of dyspepsia, is explained by their application to the appropriate locality, and by tbe
1m~arted influence of the operator's constitution.
l'he Conductor Organs have their bodily location upon the
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anterior surf8ce of the abdomen, below Sensibilitv, and extending
around the umbilicus toward the site of Calori:fl~tion, which is
located halfway between the umbilicus and pubis. The anterior
proJection of the abdomen, therefure, is rather an indication of the
activity of the temperament or manifestation than of sluggishnees.
In this respect it corresponds with fullne&'5 of face. .
The hypogastric region, between the umbilicus and pubis, is the
seat of Ardor or Calorification, above which are the organs of
Relpiration. This location explains the sympathy of the lungs
and lower part of the alimentary canal. Worms in this region
may produce so great an effect upon the lungs as to establish a
tedious cough, and even result in pulmonary consumption. Any
foreign substance maintaining an irri~tion in this regton may produce a similar result. Dr. Chapman mentions a case, in which the
son of a distinguished citizen of Philadelphia, after swallowing a
pin, was attacked by a cough and other _pulmonary symtoms, and
came near dying of phthisis, when the pm was extracted from an
abscess in the groin, and he speedily recovered.

LECT. XCIV.-SAROOGNOYY-SELFISH REGION.
The selfish or evil propensities are located below the waist upon
the lateral and posterior surmces of the body. The organ of
Irritability lies at the margin of the ribs, nearly on the level of the
elbow; Profligacy and Selfishne&'5 extend from this toward the
Spine, and ~m the latter, Combativeness descends upon the pelvis
to the region of Hatred. The organ of Basene&'5 lies along the
posterior margin of the abdomen, and between the ribs and ilium,
connecting above with Irritability and below wtth Melancholy,
through which it approximates the re~on of Mental Derangement.
The range of basilar organs Profligacy, Felony, Desperation,
Hatred, finds its location upon the back Just below Baseness, and
cx~n~ to the thighs. These organs of the criminal region are
the seat of great physiological and muscular power. Vitality
Nutrition and Reproduction or Amativeness arc located among
tho ba.'!e:r organ&-Vitality at the junction of the thigh and body-Nutrition Just below upon the lateral posterior surface of the thtgh,
and Amativeness upon the median hne at the end of the spinal
column where it unites with the bones of the pelvis--a location
easily reoognized by a slight depression which 1t ~ually exhibits.
ThiS location is a matter of great practical importance as the reproductive functions in either sex may be effectually controlled by
local applications upon this spot. The intimate connexion of
Vitality with the spot assigned it is illustrated by the serious eft'~
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of blows and eonc1l88ions upon that part of the body, such accidents are exceedingly rare but the effects they produce are quite
alarming. The shock produced by slipJ>ing and falling backwards
as if sitting down, is more violent than by any other possible fall
unless we strike the bead. Wounds at this spot are 'Very danger~
ous. Hunters I have been told consider a shot in the upper part
of the thigh of a deer from behind quite fatal. Amputations of the
thigh are among the most dangerous of surgical operations. Out
of 201 amputations in the Parisian Hospitals from 1836 to 1840
inclusive, only 74 of the patients survived. This location has a
philosophical propriety-Vitality or animal life is one of the lowest elements of human nature nud is a downward tendency-it is
maintained by a continual influx downward of nervous power
from the brain.
The character of the lower portio)) of the body renders its large
developement by no means desirable-it lowers the beauty, of the
figure as much as it contributes to the strength, and in t:xcess becomes odious and disgusting. Physiological excitement in this
region, tends greatly to lower the moral and intellectual faculties.
Even a stimulating plaster upon the back, may have a powerful
effect upon tho temper, and maintain an irritable pugnacious
feeling, although not of an irritcaing nature in itsel£ The natural
process of gestation is always accompanied by some loss of men·
tal and moral qualities for the time. The mind is less clear ADd
vigorous, and the temper more irritable or gloomy. Constipa·
tion and hemorrhoidal disease have also a gloomy becloudmg
effect upon the mind. They tend to deprave the temper, increase
the antipathies and disgusts, and injure the structure of the brain.
How great the contrast between the purifying elevating influence
of the action of the lungs, the delightful sensation with which we
inhale the fresh life giving breeze, and the debasing influence of
every" function in the region of the pelvis.
SO strongly are. the feelings of aversion unpleasantness and
disgust assocmted with the lower part of the body, we studiously avoid all reference to it, and even the man of science hesitates
in BJlC!Lking of it, unless he knows that those whom he addresses
have had their minds purified by previous familiarity with scientific investigation. The common mind in our Anglo-Saxon race
is too active in its inferior elements, to survey the whole human
form with the pleasant feeling which should be excited by that
masterpiece of divine skill. It looks with pleasure upon the
superior and more honorable portion of the person, but with
aversion and disgust upon the inferior half. The latter is eon·
cealed-the form~ is displayed by busts and portraits. Science
teaches us to look upon the whole passively as a matter of
interesting inquiry-virtue teaches us to admire, love, and rever·
enoe the whole divine plan of the Jmman form.
The harsher passions not only loathe portions of the human
form, but destroy our kinclly regard for the entire person.
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The upper and lower limbs p~nt a remarkable analogy in
their psychological character, wliich, for a long time, escaped my
observation. They differ materially in their moral graae-the
lower limbs appearing to be a copy, in a lower and less intellec·
tual sphere, of the upper.
The arm to the elbow, appears to correspond to that }><)rtion of
the occiput which is on the median line, extending from Firmness
nearly to the occipital protuberance. The elbow is nearly upon
a level with the organ of Irritability on the body, and the fUnctions to which it corresponds on the-occiput, are such as directly
co-0perate with Irritability-being very similar in their patbogno·
mic line, though more impulsive. The thigh, which corresponds
to the arm, except in its destitution of intellectual and moral
character, appears to be calculated to execute that which the faculties of the arms may suggest. 'l'he posterior surface of the ann,
corresponding to Love of Power, may be said to have its physical
or executive counterpart upon the thigh anteriorly, in the region
of Muscularity, the lower portion of which, being more violent,
corresponds to the harsher tacultie.'~, near the elbow. Ambition,
upon the anterior surface of the RPm, corresponds to Turbulence.
upon the posterior surface of the leg. The region of muscular
labor, on the oatside of the thigh, corresponds to that of Coarseness, upon the exterior of the arm; that of Idiocy corresponds
with Hardhihood. The whole thigh and pelvic region together
correspond in like manner to the arm and shoulder, or region of
Health and Energy, the difference being that the superior limbs
exert a power which is AOmewhat intellectual, and wliicb is com·
patible with virtue, while the influence of the lower limbs tends
to destroy both virtue and intelligence.

LECT. XCVI.-THE MICROCOSM.
The analogie.c;, connexions, and mysterious relations, between
man and the universe, arc too obvious to have been entirely unknown heretofore, although it has been impossible heretofore to
understand, with scientific accuracy, the nature of these relations.
The opinions of preceding writers, on this subject, I need not
quote-nor am I sufficiently acquainted with them at present to
state them correctly. It has been my desire to avoid 6orrowing
from my predece880rs, or being in any way influenced by their
suggestion.~ hence I have avoided that literary re.search which
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might have made me acquainted with many valuable confirmations
of my doctrines, but which woulJ have partially diminished thevalue of any coincidence of opinion, whicn might be detected be·
tween myself and those who have arrived at the truth by other
paths and under different circumstance..c;.
The universal relations of men are based upon the mathematical
laws of pathoznomy. Human nature may be represented by a
sphere tlie radii of which point to all that exists-to every region
of space. Cerebral organs acting in the lines of those radii, main·
tain the universal relatioris of man. Those things to which the
organs are related, exist in the lines of tlwir myanic action.
The organ of the highest happiness, the organ of ascension from
mortality to immortality, points upward to the highest heaven.
The organ of deepest dejection and misery, points downward to
the deepest hell. 'J.lhe organs of terrestrial life point around to
the ·ObJects upon which they act. They point to the past, the
present and the future-to things of beauty, and things of deformi·
ty to the material, and the immaterial, to the external, and the in·
ternal, to the universe, and to self-they point parallel to all the
lines of terrestrial physical and moral aetion, and not only: by their
direct relations connect us with their different spheres, but by a
great variety of combinations c&tablish the most perfect and intri·
cate correspondence between our mental life, and the world around.
The most astonishing of these relations, is that which shows the
connecting link between man and the inferior world, below
hwn:mity. Man is a portion of the great animal kingdom of which
he is the highest form. In him are found the elements of all that
stand below him. It might be supposed that his organic faculties
would be limited to Humanity proper. But as Humanity is mere·
ly the perfect evolution of that which is imperfectly dcyeloped ,
lower in the scale, it contains at its foundation the same organic
elements. There is nothing that we know, below the Divine plan
of Humanity. It includes at its foundation not only the elementary_ forces of the animal kingdom, but the organic forces of vegetable
hfe, all of which I believe arc includea in the vast plan. The world
of inorganic matter too has its representatives in the human eon.
stitution, and it is by no means improbable that the most extensive
and sublime geologwal revelations, may yet come from the self.
conscious investigations of the inorganic world of man. Naturalists
and Phrenologists have been accustomed to deride the Philosophy
which sought to know humanity by sounding the depths of consciowmess,-but true :philosophy shows that we should admit both
the exterior and the mterior methods of inve..<>tigation, and that
each method is but in its infancy. How meagre and superficial
the results of consciousness heretofore, in comparison with the
limitless exploration, which is now within our power. And how
little has been done by craniologists, and other naturalists, in com
parison with what liiiAY now be accomplished by an inYestigation,
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in which the brilliant li~ht from Anthropology, shall guide our
. explorations of the physical sciences.
Tho experimental fact which gives the most remarkable illustration of the microcosmic relations of man, is this, that the region below the knee, appears to be a region physiologically below humanity
proper. Below the knee, M in the corresponding region of the
neck, we find a series of conditions below tlie human, corresponding to different grades of developement in the animal kingdom.
The anterior surface of the leg exterior to the edge of the tibia,
correspon<ls with the lower or cold-blooded divisons .of ve11cln.red
animals--to fish and reptiles. 'l'he next region pas.-.ing outward
on the extemal and anterior aspect of the leg, is that of the rest
higher grade of the animal kingdom, corresponding to birds, and
of the warm blooded active temperament. The class of mammalia corresponds with the intemal and posterior surfaces.
Under the influence of these regions, the iin~;>ressiblo human being is brought into their re.~pective conditions, JUSt as he is thrown
into conditions of love, intellect, or selfishness, by organs of n
hi~her location. l~or example under the cold blooded forms of
ammality, he acquires the senseless condition and peculiar instincts
of the fish, losing tho jdea. of locomotion by the feet, and being
entirely: adapted to the aquatic state of being. Under the wann
blooded influence he is restless, perceptive, unintellectual, vigorous. Under the mammalian influence, he personates some quadruped, as the dog, or horse; or, under the various excitements, he
may attain a state of being which he cannot describe, and which
corresponds to no animal life within hi.~ knowledge.
In these animal contlitions there is a great physiological value,
as the,r arc hi"hly applicable to the treatment of disease. The
aquatic or cold blooded condition is especially valuable, as an
antiphlogistic agent in cases of inflammatory irritation, or excessive activity in the brain and lungs. It soothes and tranquilizes
the respiratory organs in a very remarkable manner.
The rationale of these wonderful sub-human conditions, is fum.
ished by embryolO'.}y, which shows that in the formation of the
<'mbryo brain, it, like all other parts of the human body, ascends
from a lower to a higher type of developement, passing in il~ anatomical structure, throu7h successive conditions, corresponding to
th03C of fi.:;h, reptiles, birw and mrunmalia, ending in the complete
.
organization of man.
The fibres and globules of these rudimentary forms ofthe nervous system, do not cease to exist when they are hidden by the
great superincumbent developement of humanity, and in ex~ri
me~ting upon t~e ?~silar re~<?n throu~h the neck, I have ~rought
to hg"bt these prurutivo conditions, whiCh are more fully displayed
in ex:.periments npou their larger region on the body.
'Befow the le~ on the foot we find a region corresponding with
tho vegetable kmgdom and also with the mineral world. There
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is much that is beautiful and· curious in the exploration of

·

the&~

regions-the developement of which I must postpone to the future.
The comic relations of man appear then to be based upon his
dynomic identity with the anima.I kingdom, the organic forces of
which are represented in himself, and a similar connection with
the vegetable and mineral kingdoms; also upon the fact that his
nature is spherical in it8 relations, and capab1e of sustaining relations to all physical kingdoms, and to th.e spiritual world. But
however extensive or grand the picture which such a statement
gins us, it does not show that any little world in man corresponds
to the great world without ;-either to the Earth, the Solar system1 or to the Astral system to which our Sun belongs; nor yet,
to tne universal system of which that is a part. Nor can we say
that he present8 a miniature world, corresponding to the spiritual
world, except so far as this proposition is nearly true from the
spiritual world being filled with human beings. Nor are we
authorized to say that the spherical existence of man coincides in
character with the great being from whom the universe proceeds.
It is true we cannot well conceive a Deity, without giving to him
the essential attributes of humanity, intelligence, volition, and
affection ;-and hence the various religions give to the Deity an
.Anthropological character-the only character which can readily
be conceived by mankind. Yet, there is 4 radical difference between 1he human and the Divine.
Man is developed as a subordinate being, and lives upon a globe
to which he gravitates. Upon this fact is based the distinction of
his higher and lower nature-his energies, his guiding and restraining faculties. .A being placed under no such limitations and
restrainm, is essentially different from man. Having no antagon·
izing moral and aninial nature, with balancing frontal and OO·
cipital organs for a limited sphere, the faculties of a Divine being,
must necessarily differ widely from those of man. Such a being
from whom all things proCeed, sustains all relations in every
direction, and can be regarded only as an omniscient energy,
from which proceed in all directions alike, the creative benevolence and wisdom.
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ADDENDA.
AGE, SEX, AND NATIONALITY.
LECTV8E XCVII.-AGE.

The difference between the young, the adult, and the old, are
greatly elucidated by cerebral science. The brain of infancy is of
a soft, pulpy constitution, and incapable of any powerful manifestation, the temperament of the infant being cephalo-abdominal. The
· most vigorous manifestations of the infant proceed from the basis of
the brain ; and if we critically obserYe the course of life, we shaJI
find that in the successive course of developement, the cerebral action
is at first confined to tht base of the brain, and that, in the progress
of time, organs are successively developed higher and higher, until
the whole brain becomes mature and ar.tive in manifestation, which
constitutes the perfection of adult life,-the highest maturity of the
individual-after which, the organs which were the earliest developed begin to decline, and sucr.essively diminish from the base of
the brain upward, until the vital condition of the individual is too
much impaired for the continuance of life. Thus, in iufancy we
find that nutrition or active growth is the leading power. Anterior
to birth, Nutrition or growth is almost the sole faculty displayed.
The next capacity manifestt>d, is that of muscular motion. The
third capacity displayed (at birth) is that of Rt!spiratioo, ia connection with which necessarily arises Calorification. Next follow
Alimentiveness and abdominal action, and at nearly the same time,
the organs of the external senses, seeing, bearing, and feeling, come
into activity. The basilar organs thus early developed, although not
yet powerful, from the soft, semi-fluid character of the temperament,
are predominantly active, in consequence of the fact, that the higher
controlling powers are not yet vigorous.
The infant grows more rapidly at first than it ever can afterwards ;
its pulse is about twice as rapid in the frequency of its beats, as it
wiJl be at maturity ; its respiration is proportionally frequent, and its
appetite is several times more urgent, for ftequent gratification. It
is aocapable of bearing the prolonged clbstinence which is easily endured by the adult. As the whole basilar region is more active,
there is of course very little firmnea or energy, great restlessness,
general excitability and irritability, general indolence and relaxation,
and a strong tendency to disease. The immense mortality of infants
under five years of age, nmounting from 35 to 60 per cent. of all that
If<! bom, demonstrates that infancy is sreatJy defective in the healthful
atamina of maturity.
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In the next stage of developement, active perception, Excitability,
Irritability, 'Fear, Combativeness, Acquisitiveness, and Arrogance,
are displayed, producing a troables01ne character-requiring the coo. stant regulation of nurses and parents-but at the same time unconscious of the deferenr.e which it ow£:s. It is true, Acquisitiveness
is not shown in a systematic accumulation of property, as it is not
associated with lndustr¥; it iR, however, definitely displayed in inordinate desires, and 1n gra..~ing every object which pleases its
.
fancy.
At a later stage of developemt>nt, the idt>as accumulated by the
perceptive organs, give rise to the activity of Memory, and develope
a respectable knowledge of surrounding affairs. A greater intellectual activity and skill are displayed, aud the frequt'ut recognition of
the authority of parents, developes the sentiment of Reverence, while
Cautiousnt>ss is developed by accumulated experience of mishaps
and dangers. Adhesiveness, too, bP.comc~s developed from the
effects of association with parents, nurses and companions; while
the spirit of Ambition, emulation, and self-will, becomes developed
by competition and the perception of difterence of rank.
This is the stage of boyhood, in which there is knowledge, but
not wisdom,-reverence, but not of tb~ highest order,-a. certain
degree of cautiousness, but not absolute prudence,-strong gregarious attachments, and social emulation,-all of which qualities,
belong to the horizontal group of organs, running around the middle
of the head, on the level of Memory.
The next stage of developement, which gives us the higher reftective faculties-wisdom, philosophy, and foresight, with the lofthr
·range of thought, which belongs to Ideality and S•1blimity, the
hiaher dt>gree of Reverence, which preservt>s the decorum and
order of society, the patriotism, prudence, love of home, and power
of self-control, all of which belong to the highest range of lateral
organs on the level of the upper portion of the forehead, consummates the developement of adult life.
We· may, therefore, speak of three distinct stages of developemPnt,
that of infancy, perceptive and animal-that of boyhood, knowing
and active-tl1at of manhood, judicious and calm. The adult developement, includin~ the organs of the temporalnrch, necessarily includes also, by the laws of pathognomic co-operation, a corresponding developement of Benevolence, Religion, Firmness and Pride.
In otht>r words, in reaching the adult developement, our benevol~nce as well as intellect, becomes more expansive-we realize our
religious duties and social relations,-we feel our personal dignity,
·we pursu~ a determined course in life, and from the patriotic region
we feel a g..neral interest in the affairs of our country, as well as a
strong local attachment. At this atage of developoment, with our
powers mature and complete, we are recognized b1law as responsible citizens. Prior to this time, we were recogoazed not as com-
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petent and responsible persons, i,ut as proper subjects for the guardian care of older persons. From this time onward, the highest
range of organs, Philanthropy, Hope, Love, Integrity, lndustrr, and
Sociability, become controlling elements of character, acquirmg an
ascendancy which subdues the restless basilar organs, and gives a
calm dignaty to our deportmtnt. Ideality, Modesty, Imagination;
and sentimtnta1 romance, belong to our early manhood, gradually
yielding to the deeptr feelings and obliltations of Love and Integrity,
as the duties and affections of a family surround us.
.
In the meridian of life, we have a long period of high physical
vigor ancl moral enjoyment, and of increasing preponderance of the
higher powers, until, from the increasing inactivity of the basilar ororgans, the diminution of passion and appetite, the loss of sensibility,
perceptive power, and muscular activity, \Ve find our physical efficiency impaired. Nutrition declining first, we cease te grow; the
person becomes thin, and the surface shrivels, the animal temperature declines, the pulse becomes slow, and infrequent, Alimentiveness and sexuality are impaired, the muscular strength is diminished,
and, as the moral sentiments are no longer over-ruled .by the vehement passions, self-controlf or restraint becomes an easier task. Restraint and Tranquility giv.e quietude to our muscles, while the organ
of Mortality, at the summit of the brain, gradually predominates
over Vitality at the base. The ambitious impulses and desires also
decline ; Memory takes the place ot perception, which is becoming
dim, and finally JUdgment takes the place of memorr, which is becoming impaired, and we have all the characteristics of old age,
thus developed by the gradual decline or exhaustion, commencing
in the basilar organs, and going upward in the same order in which
·
the organs were matured.
.
If the links which bind us to life are not soon ,broken, we may go
on, losing all our senses, our appetihls, our locomotive powers, our
passion!!, and our interest in life, until we should fetl that it was unnecessary to linger in the midst of a scene which bad lost its interest,
or to sit at a ieast for which our appetite was exhausted. But before
this extreme decay has occurred, Mortality commonly severs the
thread of life, Vitality becoming too much impaired to hold body
and soul to~ether. The organ of Nutrition, ha\:ing ceased to perform its duhes, the continual dissolution of substance is not repaired,
and the vital organs become incapable of performing their duties,while the basilar organs of the brain are incapable of sending down
sufficient innervation to rouse and restore the decaying apparatus.
Such is the healthful and natural termination of life. Life is a
gradual ascent from vegetative growth, through restlessntss, senst•
ality, and violence, to moral and intellectual enjoyment, terminating
finally in the exhaustion of our animal nature, and the predominance
of the moral faculties, preparing us contentedly to take our departure, and fitting us in spirit for that higher spiritual realm of tranquility, to which the organ of Mortality points.
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LECTURE XCVIII.-SEX.

The sexual difference' of the race are doubtless determinable by
reference to history and daily observation. The entire history of the
world exhibits the uniform aiCendancy of tl•e male in physical vigor
and governing power. It also exhibits the fact that a greater
amount of crime is perpetrated by males than by females, and that
the violent passions and impulses, which are the source of crime, are
tar stronger in the male than in the female sex. At the same time,
it exhibits the fact, that the intellectual guidance of the world is
principally masculine, and its greatest intellectual achievements are
from the male. The entire survey of animated nature corroborates
this view of mao, showing superior strength, energy, and violence
among the males, and a general ascendancy of the male over the
female.
While the entire history of the human race exhibits woman as
occupying this·more limited sphere, it also exhibits her as comparatively free from the crimes of the male, and mainly devoted through
life to the performance of the duties of kindness and disint~rested
aft'ection in the family circle.
Universal experience through so many centuries, and under so
many varieties of circumstances, is probably sufficient to determine
the relative characteristics of man and woman. StiJI, in' consequence
of the numerous exceptions to general rules, isolated facts may be
easily adduced as arguments against their existence, and various
doctrines may be maintained on this subject, as to the natural capacities and characteristics of the two sexes, unless we can find in the
essential constitution of each, necessary or~nic causes of their differ·
ent characteristics. The careful anatomtst and physiologist could
report much as to the different stature and conformation .of male
and female bodies, indicating their different sphere and capacities.
The superior muscular and thoracic development of the male, indicates a much higher temperament as re~ards general energy and
power of achievioa practical results,-whtle the inferjor muscular
and tltoracic deveFopment of the female, and consequently greater
relative predominance of the cephalic and abdominal viscera, indi·
cates her tempt>rament to be more sensitive, yielding, placid, amiable, delicate, and refined; more delicate, but less powerful-more
sympathetic, but less impressive.
In her craniological developement, woman is generally slightly inferior to man. Her stature being smc.ller, and her bones more delicately formed, her cranial measurements are somewhat less, although
the brain, as an t=lement of her constitution, is more influential than
that of man. The differences of developement in the male and female
bead, are so small and so difficult to determine, in consequence o(
the immense varieties of individuals, which greatly exceed in amout
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. the differences between tht> sexes, that it would be difficult to make
a positive statement in reference to the cerebral organs generally;
yet certain fundamental differt>nces may be mentioned with confidence. The conclusion at which I have arrived, from a large number of calliper mt>asurements, is that the only conspic11ous and general difference between the male and female bead, lies in the superior
developement of the basilar organs in the male, their depth and
breadth bt>ing decidedly greater than in the female bead. This difference is sufficient to account for the observed differences between the
aexes; the superior muscular and vital force of the male, his greater
sensuality and tt•ndency to crime, his restlessness and greater ltdaptation to out-door lite, and the remarkable adaptation of man to active courage, while woman excels in passive endurance.
The assertion comtnonly made by phrenologists upon theoretical
grounds, that woman t>xcels in the developement of the lower part of
the occiput, (the so-called Pbiloprogenitivene~s of Gall and Spurzheim,) is not sustained by the facts. The smaller development of
the basis of the brain, particularly in the Combative and Destruc. tive regions, may give to the middle part of the occiput in woman,
an apparently fuller developement, but there is really no greater
prominence.
Mu.cb of the differences between the male and female characters,
is to be found not in the comparative size of organs, but in their
comparative activity. In the sphere of feminine pnrsuit~t, the animal forces are less excited, while the organs of Adhesiveness, Inhabitiveness, and Love, are rendered much more active. This
difference of organic activity, is displayed in a marked manner in
the female countenance, which bas in' conr.~quence more of symmetry and beauty than that of the male.
The anatomical difft>rences of tbe male and female, n~essar:ily
imply- a different organic activity in the brain. The mathematical
ptiociples of physiological pathognomy, indicate that the female
brain must nect>ssarily have a greater activity in the middle coronal
region ; and that, in consequence of thit~, the female countenance
should present a fuller development and more rost>ate color, in its
upper portion. The mathematical principles which demonstrate
that proposition, I need not now detail ; suffice it to say, that they
clearly demonstrate the superior organic activity in the coronal region
of the ft>male.
The different spheres of the sexes, as a general rule, are therefore
indicated by nature ; the one more domt>stic, refined, and lovingthe other, more adventurous, coarse and powerful. At the same
time, the differences between the two are so moderate, that individuals of either sex, may often be found excelling in those things
which Rre more characteristic of the other sex, when the customs
and laws of the country do not forbid such spontaneous develope·
UleDt.
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LECTUBE XCU:.-NATIO!ULJTY.

Guided by a true Neurology, the dift'erenees of races and nations,
become far more intelligible and interesting. Craniological differ·
ences, which are the most important characteristics in the study Ethnology, constitute a comparatively meagre and mechanical study at
present, as the science has been explored by naturalists. A few
~neral remarks upon the characteristics of national crania, neurologacally considered, may serve as hints in the prosecution of ethnological st-.dies.
The just remark of Cuvier, that there is no exception to the stem
law of nature, which condemns nations with crania depressed and
compres8ed in front, to inferiority to those with a more favored organization, will scarcely be doubted by any one acquainted with
natioual crania. Nations with receding foreheads, having heads of
a ·moderate length aatero-posteriorly, and with but little prominence
in Croat of the ear, are aecessarily 6f very moderate intellectual
power. If the forehead be very narrow as well as receding, thev
will probably occupy the lowest grade of barbarism, being defective
in innate refinement, and lacking the capacity to originate arts, scieuces, and literature. The narrowness and the breadth of the front
lobe, are perhaps the most decisive indications of the tendency of any
race to stagnate in barbarism, or to advauce to tbe highest state of
civilization. According to a sketch in Lawrence's Natural History
of Man, the front lobe of the African race is the narrowest, that of
the Caucasian or European is the broadest, and that of the Mongolian occupies an intermediate position. The narrowest national developement which I have seen, was that exhibited in the skull of a
New Hollander, a race occupyin~ the lowest position as regards
their igaorance of art, and incapacaty for cultivation. Among North
American savages, there are many specimens of fine cerebral developement, and I have noticed, especially among the Choctaws, many
crania indicating a high capacity for ci rilization. The barbarism
of the North American savages is not owing to a Jack of intellectual ability or capacity for the arts, but rather to a deficiency in
iadustry and love of indolence, owing to a strong developement
of the base of the brain, and a fondness for rude or savage life, owiag to the developen:ent of the re~Pon of Coarsene11s in the occipllt.
Nations with a broad and promment or.cipital development, are
likPly to adhere to barbarism, and progress but slowly, even when
their intellectual ability, artistic skill and literary genius, would
qualify them for rapid adnncement in civilization.
A atate of war, by exciting the occipital and basilar organs, powerfully contributes to maintain the spirit of conservative barbarism.
Domestic factions, civil discord, and high political excitement, have
a similar tendeACy. The progress of races in civilization cttDnot,
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therefore, be inferred by intellectual developemeot a~ne, either by
ita prominence or breadth, as the ir.dolence arising from the basis of
the middle lobe, and the coarseness of taste produt:ed by the occiput,
are as efficient in retarding the progress of the arts as intellectual
deficit"ncy. As the tendency to indolence gives breadth to the
·middle and lower part of the face, it bt"comes a very satisfactory observation, to look at the skull from above, comparing the breadth of ·
the front lobe with that of the facial bones. In ihe engraving given
by Lawrt'nce, the bones of the face project around the front lobe
much more in the Mongolian and African than in the Caucasian. .
If, on the other hand, the face be narrow and the front lobe broad,
we have the indications of an active, nt.!rvou11, and intellectual temperament, as in the bead of Mazzini. Breadth of the forehead and
upper part of the head, is one of the important characteristics of
national superiority. A nation characterized by narrowness or lack
of breadth across the upper part of the head, from the right to the
left temporal arch, will be more addicted to the excesses of the animal passions generally, and less controlled by the higher inteUectual
and moral powers. This breadth at the temporal arch gives activity
to the moral faculties, and general activity to the brain, indicating
thereby a much more elevated character than bt"longs to the narrow
head. Races having this broad conformation, are fitted not only for
civilization, but for ordt'rly and harmonious !-ociety. They make
peaceable and patriotic citizens, and give but little trouble to a good
government.
In the heads of middle Europe-the German, Polish, and Hungarian-this breadth of developement is quite remarkable, and indicates capacity for immense advancement in civilization, in art,
science, philosophy, government, and social happiness. Races of
narrower beads are more disposed to be factious, turbulent, meddlesome, overbearing, grasping, and tyrannical. Their domt'slic affairs
~tre disorderly, '\nd contentious, and they are best harmonized by
being enga$ed in foreign war. On the contrary, heads broad in the
coronal regtons are inclined to peace, to domestic life, and the proper sources of enjoyment.
It is difficult to speak with confidence of national crania, on account of the immP.nse numbt.>r of observations n('cessary to form a
correct opinion, but from the observations which I have made upon
national varieties of developt'ment, I regard the people of central
.Europe as better adapted than any other people, to the pt•rmanent
establishment of a peaceful, stable, and happy condition of society.
In what is callt'd the Anglo-Saxon race, the elements are not so
happily balanced, the occipital energies being less counteracted by ·
the temporal breadth, the character consequently being more ambitious and aggressive. Hence, we observe in Great Britain and the
United States, a remarkable spirit of enterprise and national aggrandizement, l'Wlning into aa overbearing love of conquest. This ten-
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dency, however, in the United States ill modified by th.e intermixture
of va1ious races, the results of which are still undecided.
The height of the cranium in different races indicates the strength
of the moral sentiments, as well as the dignity and heroism of character. Upon this subject, we have not much satisfactory informa·
tion, in reference to the different races. Heads that measure largely
from the top to the bottom, indicate great strength, both in the moral _
emotions and in the passions, and con tequently imply great force of·
character and moral influence. Heads that are remarkably shallow
and narrow at the basis, indicate a feeble race, and will be found
only among people of small or meagre physical dovelopement. Giganti(: races will be characterized by great depth in the cavities of
the cranium, breadth of the basilar region, largeness of the cerebellum, and the great size of the foramen magnum, and $pace between
the petrous portions of the temporal bone, as well as a lar~e developement of the foramina for the blood Yessels in the bas1s of the
·
cranium.
In savage races, the inferior portion of the middle lobe will pre·
sent a greater relative developement, indicating thereby their indolence and sensuality; while in the civilized, the breadth of the
face, bears a juster proportion to the elevation of the head in the
region of Firmness and Energy. The breadth of the cheek bones
tn the inferior races of mankind, compared to the Caucasian, is what
we might expect from their inferior energy.
In comparmg the occipital elongation of crania, we may regarcl
those nations most prominently developed in the occiput as the most
grasping and ambitious, a111l hence most likely, if they have a sufficient amount of civilization, to exercise. a lending influence in the
affairs of the world. So far as I can judge from my observations
upon German and French heads, they have less of t~is occipital
elongation than we find in the English stock. The occiput in the
French and Germans is broad and rather deep, indicating a considerable amount of impulse and energy, but not the intense love of
conquest, display and superiority, which belongs to the elongated
occiput. The love of glory in the French and German does not so
decidedly demand the subjugation and humiliation of opponents. nor
in the social life of the French and Germans so incessant a struggle
for ascendancy, and so fit>rce a rivalry of·rank, as prevails among
those who speak the Englh·h language. The simple, easy, and natural politeness of their social intercourse, is quite a contrast to the
stiffness and reserve of the English, a great portion of which has
been transplanted to Am•~rica. These differences are owing to the
proportion between the occipital length and the temporal breadth, the
former predominating in the English and American devdopement,
the latter in the French and German.
If I should venture to speak from general impression produced
by observation, and by the statements of travellers, I would say that
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the English fGrebead it more characterized by promin..ee-tbe
French and German by breadth. In the German head, the brea4th
is combined with the fullness of the reflective organs, giving a symmetrical developement, and in the French bead the breadth of the
forehead being associated with a more marked developement of the
perceptive, but less developement of the reasoqing or!Plns. The
breadth of the temples, gives to the French their skill xn the arts,
their taste, thEir natural refinement of character, their delicacy of
sensibility, and their prompt excitability.
The habits of nations, in reference to residence and mode of life,
depend much upon the Iohabitve region which widens the bead
at the upper part of Cautiousness and Sublimity. Nations broad at
this region, are disposed to settle down steadily in industrial pursuits,
and provide for themselves a satisfactory home. But those in whom
this region is narrow and the occiput deep aad broad, are inclined
to wan:Jer about restJessly,. and care but little for the attractions of
in-door life. This is another of the important influences determini g
the tendency to civilization or barbarism.
The tendency of races to political freedom or despotism, may also
be judged from the occipital organs. Occipital elongation, although
it may give a spirit of conquest and domination over others, gives
also the love of liberty for ourselves, and makc!s us scorn tp submit
to any despotic power. This is the source of the love of liberty in
England and America; and a more moderate development in the
French and German races, qualifies them to submit more patiently
to the decrees of arbitrary power. The mere love of liberty, how'ever, will not secure political freedom without a sufficient Integrity,
Patriotism and Philanthropy to sustain good government.
The adaptation of races to climates may be learned chiefly from
the basilar organs. In cold climates, a higher degree of physical
force is developed ; the lower part of the face and the chin becomes
more prominent, the region of Sensibility in the temples is diminished, and the occipital organs generally are better developed. In
warm climates, the head tends rather to roundness of developement ;
the occipital and basilar organs are less prominent, Sensibility and
Ideality are more fully developed, Alimentiveness is smaller, the
region of Coldness anJ Cautiousness is fuller, and the lower part of
the face, if prominent, bas less breadth, and the chin is less conspi~
uous, while the lips are rather more prominent and the whole face bas
a smoother and more juvenile outline. Such at least should be tbe
results in aceordan<'e with the known effects of climates upon the
mental and physiological faculties of man.
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In the "Outlines of Lectures on the Ne1rological System of An•
1hropology," I have presented a very brief and concise abstract of a
boundless Science. Like a miniature eegraving of an immense
·landscape, it will hardly yield even to intellects of microscopic and
;telescopic powers, any adequate conce,tion of the great original
from which it was taken. Hence I fee1 tempted to add a few words
of .commentary upon the scope, the l&ilue and the bearings of the
Sctence.
The grand idea which is represented by the word ANTHROPOLOGY,
the science of man individ~ally and collectively, (embracing not
only the relations of man to the elements of Nature, and the powers
and destinies of the human soul, but the past, present and future
nations) is still inferior ia dignity and scope to the idea which is re.presented by the word NEUROLOGY, . since the former is limited to
man alone, while the latter embJ&ces, in addition to man, all animated
Nature. Hence the latter is ~e term which I have generally pre·
ferred to use in designating my researches. Nevertheless as the
present treatise does not cov~ the entire ground of Neurology, but
•refers to man especially, I h~ve adopted the title of ANTHROPOLOG'V
lin preference. There is another reason for this choice in the fact
'that the publie mind h.a.s become somewhat accustomed to the word
Anthropology, in giving qurrency to which I have had the co-operation of many writers, bu,t is still unfamiliar with the word Neurology
(the use of w.hich in its comprehensive sense bas been confined t&
myt~elf) and it is difficu.lt to give that word in the popular mind its
true meaning and dignity. Notwithstanding my frequent and careful definitions of the word in my popular lectures on .Neurology, the
public mind genera.l:ly limited. its mealling to the nervauric experiments for the excitement of the impressible brain-the "isible experiments attracting far more attentiOD. than the infliaible science,
which they served. to demonstrate. It was indeed a little proToking
to find that educ~d gentlemen and ~v..~ave profe~ors of. medi·
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cal science were not above this peurility. Nothing exhibits so
forcibly the ftndamental defects of our system of educatio.n, as the
general incap1city or indisposition to investigate any subject of a
philosophical tharacter, and the extreme facility with which the
most peurile ani superficial ideas that can be suggested by prejudice
or indolence bteome current, even among the most enlightened
classes of society
The leading notives of society at the present time are ambition
and self interest. Hence, whenever one would sketch the great
· future of Humanit! or delineate the grand truths by which that
· future is to be ushe~d in, the thought! are so entirely foreign to the
habitual mood of m&:~'s minds that they generally make little or De
impression by their ONn strength. It is only in proportion to the
eloquence and energy with which they are urged that they move
evt>n for tlie moment the dull inertia upen which they have to
act, in the minds of the majority.
There is, however, an increasing class of those who are dissatisfied
with the present and the jlast, who perceive the limited and defective
character of our Anthror.ological sciences, and who are eager to
receive from Nature her 'reatest and most beautiful truths, loving
them all the more for the f<.ct that they have so long been bid from
mankind. To such this wo~.c is mainly addressed, and I cherish the
hope that however brief an~ condensed my exposition of Anthro·
pology may ·be, they will not be indifferent to that great future which
.... is Q~P now at hand, and to which these truths are the open portal.
After making a hasty demonstration of the fundamental principles
of Neurology before a literary committee at New York (in 1842,) of
which the learned Dr. Forry was the most. active member, the opin·
ion was expressed by the committee in their report that "they have
bad sufficient evidence to satisfy them that Dr. Buchanan's Tiews
have a rational experimental foundation, and that the subject opens
a field of investigation second to no ot!er in immediate interut,

and in promise of important future results to 1nence atUl
humanity." Yet are those "important future results" obvious to
.all minds, after reading a condensed synopsis of the principles demonstrated? I would fain hop~ they were, but the numerous questions that we bear in society, in reference to the practical utility of
principles and discoveries of the most obvious importance may convince us that it is only those who receive a truth with cordial and
genial appreciation, that realize its tendencies and its utiliry.
The tendencies and utilities of the Neurological System of A.athro"pology may be considered under the following beads. .
I.

EXPANSION OF TB£ MIND.

One of the great eauses of the follies and miseries of mankind is
the contracted developement which the intellect re('eives in the
mere study of facts and effects without acquiring an adequate knowledge of causes. The constitution of man, a ~reat epitome o£
sciences, being continually before the mind, with tnnumerable facts
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to which the explanation is wanting, a habit is generated of resting
contented with mere facts and ignoring philosophy. 'I''his is especially true in that unsatisfactory department of knowledge. the science
of medicine, the influence of which as taught at present is by no
means favorable to philosophy.
The constitution of man, mental and physical, being the master
piece of creation, the mind is necessarily greatly expanded in its
contemplation. The mind of man assimilates in character to the
subjects of its thoughts; if they are si'mple and monotonous, as when
one is confined within the! four walls of a narrow cell, mental dull·
ness and vacuity are the result; but if complex, profound and diversified, yet intelligible, the intellect is continually invigorated by
such subjects. Of all subjects of human thooght there are none so
profound and so truly intellectut.l as the human mind; ar* I can
declare from personal experience that I never have such clearness
of mind, such facility of perception and fertility of thought as when
engaged in the experimental investigation of the mind.
It bas long been the habit of the world to discard without investigation new and marvelous facts merely in consequence of an incapacit,r to perceive how such facts could be reconciled with facts or
doctnnes previously establishecl. A mind properly expandt•d by
the study of a true Anthropology will seldom fall into this common
error. The new modes of thought introduced by a true Anthropology prepare the mind for an indefinite ainount of future progress,
and, by indicating what may be expected in the future, prepare us
to welcome new truths os they are presented.
D.

SELF STUDY AND SELF tMPROVEMJ.:NT.

The Neurological system portrays character with remarkable
minuteness b,Y the details of Cranioscopy, but in addition to this, it
gives us poSitive information of the power and condition of every
organ of the brain by Caniological Psychometry. If one is in doubt
as to what are really his governing motives, the Psychomet«>r by
touching over the various cerebral organs will determine readily
which are the governin~ powers. If be wishes to know whether
his mind has that harmomous balance which leads to the best results
in character, the Psychometric diagnosis will enable him to ascerta?n
it. If he wishes to know whether any predominant passion is liable
to mislead or pervert his judgment-the Psychometric inn!stigation
will inform him. It realizes Burns' wish "to see ourselves as others
see us," or rather enables us to 1ee ourselves in a faithful mirror.
How many are there, indeed, of the passionate men who lead and
mislead society, who would be greatly benefitted by the dispassionate
investigation and friendly advice of Craniological Psychometry.
There is a great field of usefulness open hereafter to the true
Anthropologist as a friendly monitor of society. When the science
is adequately established in the public mind, the friends of any one
who is following unwise impulses will lead him at once to the shrine
of Philosophy for the correction of his errors. They will subject
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him to Psychometric exploration, and the results attained will be
received by '11 as the dicta of impartial and passionless truth. All
who sincerely desire to do right wiO rejoice in the opportunity of
obtaining this assistance and even these wbo are not stnctly conscientious will feel a curiosity to know what is the result when their
character and capacity are guaged by an accurate and truth telling
sciertce.
These results were never satisfactorily attained by the Gallian
Phrenology, for aside from its inaccuracy and incompleteness, it had
no power of penetrating beyond Craniological developem.ent to determine the actual condition of the organs as modified by education
and the circumstances of life. Hence to evil characters the old
science told rather a ftattering tale, informing them of theirinherited
capac4jes for goodness, but saying nothing of the degenerac1 of
those faculties produced by a vicious life, or of the morbid acttvity
of their evil passions arising from their over indulgence. A system.
of so little accuracy and so little penetrative power, abounding,
when practically applied, ia Battery and errl)r, could not rightfully
assume that high function as a social monitor and moralist, which
belongs to the Neurological system.
Under the new system, the Anthropologist becomes one of the
important members of society,-not rue rely the ttratifier of an idle
curiosity, but a practical teacher of virtue and wtsdom. His function is similar to that of the Clergyman, and in fact although the
Anthropologist may not be formally a Cler~man, every Clergyman
should be, for the fulfillment of his own dulles, a thorough Anthropologist.
It is not merely in Craniological and Psychometric examinations
that we may realize the inftuence and guidance of Neurology.
When we are familiar with the localities of the various organs of
the brain, we may watch their action by means of local sensations.
In my own bead, the local sensations are always sufficient to indicate the activity or inactivity of the organs, and not only do I find in
this an additional certainty of the organic functions, but it gives me
also an accurate knowledge of the condition of the brain. I never
fail to recognize over every very active organ a sufficient amount of
local sensation to indicate its condition, while on the other hand inacth~e organs are indicAted by an entire absence of local sensation.
In self study we derive material assistance from the indications of
Physio~omy. When changes are occurrin~ in the character, it is
highly mteresting to be able to watch their mdications in the face.
An admonition from our looking-glass that certain traits of character
are declining may pr•mpt us to adopt the necessary plaos for their
cultivation and developement. If in the intense industrious exertion
of our faculties in the pursuit of intellectual and moral objects we
gradually exhaust and undermine the physical constitution, it. will be
a striking admonition, when we discover that we have thereby
marred the symmetry of the countenance, and that the depressions
which have occurred in the lower half of the face are a palpable
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record of our Physiological decline-a record continually reminding
us of our errGr, until by sleep, relaxation, agreeable exercises, &c.
we have restored our constitutional symmetry and the regular beauty
of the countenance. If, in the collisions and pursuits of business,
our affections gradually decline from the absence of all lovable
objects and the presence of much that is annoying or offensive, we
are admonished by a loss of the roseate beauty of the upper part of
the face, and by a positive depression of the surface, that much of
the beauty of our moral nature is taking its departure. Early atten·
tion to this hint, by cultivating pleasant society and forming intimate
attaehments may restore the declinin~ faculties and preserve the
symmetry of our nature. The energehc cultivation of our various
faculties is rewarded by a distinct expression of each in the face
which is gratifying as a direct testimony to our success, and is also
a proper reward, as the cultivation of the nobler faculties produces a
great improvement of the facial expression.
It may be supposed by some that the study of character for setf
improvement could be prosecuted with equal facility independent of
any Craniological or Physiognomic system; that self-scrutiny and the
observation of society could teach us our own defeczts and lead us
on in self-improvement; but in fact such unscientific observations are
very inadequate to the proper criticism and development of character. Without an accurate science of the brain, the self-student is
like a student of Geography without a map or globe; be may have
cottsiderable knowledge of the details of his subject, but it is in a
very confused copdition; the mutual relations of the faculties are not
understood, an~ it is impossible that his knowledg~ should be com•
plete or accurate. It is very common for the self-st11Jent, unassisted
by Neurology to persever~ with laudable energy in the cultivation
of his character according to certain models, entirely unconscious
that in doing so he is departing from symmetry, and decidedly mistaken as to the nature of the faculties that he is really cultivating.
For Religion he often cultivates the organs of the sidehead, mistaking a reverential fear and cautious self-restraint, belonging to the
group of cold and selfish faculties, for the warm ennobling influence
of Religion. For Conscientiousness or Integrity, be cultivates a
liberal comminglins of Combativeness, Hatred and Disgust with
the true faculty, mtstaking his opposition and railing against evil,
for the exercise of a virtue. For Firmness he often cultivates Combative stubbornness, losing the calmness and self-control of the
former faculty; and acquiring an unamiable bigotry, if not a gloomy
harshness.
How common is it, too, to suppose that we are cultivating the
virtues, when we are only assuming the external forms or performing
certain acts, without exercising the corresponding emotions. . oe
mere performance of just or benevolent acts without exercising · he
corresponding emotions, produces but little real improvement of
character, and does not elicit that gratitude and esteem from others
which respond to genuine feeling. Neurology enables us to make
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that critical survey of self, which detects the abseu.ce of the proper
emotions which should accompany each act. The manners which
we assume from a sense of duty or propriety are often an inefficient
formality, productive of no good either to ourselves or to others.
One may go through life, living up to his own highest conceptiont
of duty in his manners and acts, :yet fail entirely to produce those
satisfactory impressions on the mmds of others, to win that social
influence or to secure that esteem and gratitude which be deems his
due. Unacquainted with the causes, he can but repine at his fate
and reproach society for its insensibility to his merits; bot with a
proper knowledge of Anthropology, he perceives the true causes of
failure in himself, he perceives that the vital warmth, the moral
energy which belongs to a brain of symmetrical activity are lacking,
and that his external failure is a mere consequence of his own internal defects according to the just and invariable laws of nature.
Neurology guides us in that profound criticism of self which
shows that ·virtue consists not of external acts, but of the internal
emotions and impulses from which the acts arise. In the common
conception of virtue, external deeds alone are thought of, and ·
morahsts, while directing our attention to particular acts, do not
teach us. how to cultivate or bow to recognize in ourselvf's the
organic energies and impulses which constitute a superior character.
One who bas this superior character is more respected and admired
while trampling on many of the rules of society than others of
inferior endorsements in observing the strictest propriety. True
goodness or nobility of character is superior to all rules. Authropology alone gives us a just idea of this nobility of character and
points out in. detail the mode of cultivating and strengthening its
development.
The accurate criticism of Neurology continually points out faults
errors and defects in our life and conduct which the ordinary moralism of society overlooks for the want of a scientific knowledge of
man. How common is it for example, to indulge in gloomy views
of every subject, which produce unhappiness and render those
about us unhappy, without being aware that in so doing we are
making war upon some of the highest virtues? How common to
lay aside the obligations of industry whenever our pecuniary circumstances are capable of sustaining us in idleness, without suspecting that our course is vicious? How common to seek a luxurious escape from the ordinary exposures and duties of life until the
constitution becomes degenerate and feeble? And bow common to
indulge in wholesale expressions of contempt or censure against
classes of society, against parties or doctrines, or even against unexamined truths, unconscious that we are violating important laws
of our moral na,ture?
111.

REGULATION 01' SOCIAL INTEJlCOUJlSE,

Our deport~ent in society is governed either by our own impulses or by traditionary usage. '!here is no standard of the prin-
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ciples of society to which we can refer. That standard JDUSt 'le
found in the science of man. I find in Anthropology a distill(
indication of the answer to all social questions.
If an inquiry arises as to the amount of deference due toward
different individuals in society,-whether the oriental st}le of
homage or the democratic Yankee abruptness is the more consonant
with the dignity and . elevation of human nature-we have several
distinct principles in the science of man, by which the question
may be answered. We have but to enquire, what is the legitimate
function of Reverence, Modesty, and the social faculties; what it is
that they demand when acting vigorously, but not sufficiently pre.
dominant to injure the strength of the character and constitution.
·Whatever is the legitimate demand of these faculties, should be
complied with, whether it coincides or not with our individual taste;
and as there are many varieties of deportment, in the matter of
deferential politeness and personal honor, those who differ very
widely in their taste, may learn to tolerate each other, by recognizing
the legitimate varieties of character and deportment, which are
·
compatible with rectitude and happiness.
The question-what relations pe-rsons of different character and
social position !lhould bear to each other, in society, would receive
a different solution by every one, according to the character of his
own mind; or, in other words, according to the proportional devel. opment of his organs;-and there is no possibility of harmonizing
the various ultra democratic and aristocratic tendencies, except by a
comprehensive science, which points out the merits of each code of
manners, and shows the exact benefits and injuries arising from each.
Democracy and aristocracy, must continue for ages to struggle for
the control of society, Anthropology alone, can be their arbiter.
If a question arises as to the relative amount of gayety and ~vi
ty which should characterize our manners, and their relative tnfluenee upon socillty, Anthropology distinctly indicates the relative
influences of the humorous or mirthful, the playful or cheerful, and
the grave, morose, and melancholic moods. It indicates too~ the
importance to our health and happiness, of keeping up certain
sprightly gayety, through life, even in that adn.nced old age which
many consider the proper time for gloomy f&avity. Neurology, indicates clearly that an animated ~yety should run through life, and
that cheerful sports should constitute a part of the daily recreation
of the entire community.

a

If a question arises as to the relations of the sexes, and the degree of familiar association which should occur between them, Neurology affords a satisfactory answer, by showing the io1lueneu
whieh cultivate Amativeness and Love, and the influences which
these organs exercise upon the whole character. The entire question as to the relative spheres of man and woman, is embraced by
this science, whicb points out the peculiar charuteristics of each
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set, and the proper mode of giving them their highest development~
a1 weU as the influence which each can exert upon the other.
On all of these subjects there is a great deal of traditional opin.on, and conventional usage, which it not strictly founded in the
laws of nature, and which would be greatly modified by the inflaenc~ of science. Nations and communities differ widely upon all
questions of social intercourse, yet there is but one science, which
should regulate them all, and which must ultimately approximate
the nations of the earth, in their views upon these subjects. to the
standard of truth.
lV.

EDUCATION OF THE YOUNG.

Anthropolo(O' indicates the entire plan of education;-shows
what it really ts as to its results, and what are its most important proeesses. It shows the sympathetic power of the voice of the teacher,
and the intportance of oral instruction. And while it shows that a
proper education consists in the complete development of the entire
man-which few would be disposed to question-it points out in
detail what that development should be, and what are the proper
exercises for the cultivation of each trait of character. It not merely
gives the general plan of education for all mankind, but indicates
by 1ts critical survey of character, the modifications appropriate to
the case of each pupil, in order to bring out his powers symmetrically. It explains to the teacher the defects of each pupil, and
thus prepares him to overcome them. If, for example, he diseovenr
that the backwardneas of the pupil is owing, not to ignorance,
incapacity' or wilfulness, but to the discountging influence or the
deficiency of the organ of Self-confidence, he will not sacrifice the
capacity of such a pupil, by neglect or by harshnt>ss, but will encourage and sustain his deficient confidence, until be is enabled to
do justice to his powers.
If be finds tile dullness of a pupil, owing, not to any deficiency
in the organs of the higher understanding, but to some Jack of development in the pt>rceptive organs, he will not confine him to mere
lessons of dt>!lcriptive details and denounce his incompetency, but
will address his understanding rather than his memory and thus give
a pleasing activity to his mind. If he finds his pupil deficient in
those organs which give vital Physiological force, he will be warned
against taxing too heavily, his intellectual powers, and will perceive the necessity of dt>veloping his charactt>r and constitution, bJ a
mort> vigorous out door life, and by placing him in situations whtch
will develope his force of character. If he finds his pupil deficient
in the organ of Reverence, he will be careful to surround bim with
proper moral restraints, and to guard him with especial care, from
associating with recklt>ss, overbearing and turbulent spirits. If he
receives for a pnpil, one who has acquired a bad moral reputation,
ke will readily perceive whether this is owing to a fundamental
deficiency of his moral nature, or whether his higher faculties are
well developed, and need only vigorous cultivation, to throw oft"
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previous evil influences. In short he will understand when .and to
what extent, to apply physical restraint or punishment, and the
moral influences which develope tbe nobler qualities. If he finds
in a youth of superior moral and intellectual qualities, a tendency
to depression or melancholy, he will not overlook this, as one of
the inexplicable my11teries of providence, but will in11titute a course
of employment, and pleasant excitement to give preponderance to
the cheerful faculties.
Education, guided by Anthropology becomes an exact process.
The individual is educated to a definite end. If his natural capacities, and the circumstances of his parents, indicate any definite pursuit, be may be trained with exactness to excel in that vocation, and,
whatever may be his natural failings, eveD such as would not be
developed in childhood, he may be trained and guarded against
them, from the commencement of his life, so as to counteract aU his
natural errors. The constitutional tendency to intemperance, and
to gambling, are marked in the cranial development, and there can
be no doubt that vicious tendencies, properly controlled and subdued
from the first, may be prevented from displaying themselves in after
life. The entire regulation of the character a~td constitution of the
young is so complex 'l duty, that we need not be surprist>d in the present
state of ignorance, to observe one half of mankind dying in infancy
and the surviving half afflicted with vice, disease and crime. (The
mortality of the civilized nations at the present time is much less
than this estimate.
V.

BEDEMPTION OJ' CBIMilf.ALS.

The educational powers which are adequate to rear the young for
an honorable life, are also adequate to take the victim of neglected
education, and materially renovate llis character, by the systematic
and vigorous cultivation of his higher powers, and a rigid paralyzing
restraint upon his misleading faculties. I would hope to see the
time, when the State shall no longer abandon her most unfortunate
children, (the criminals,) but shall extend a parental care to that
class, a'J Wt'll as to the insane and the sick-curing all that were
curable, and providing amply for the efficient restraint of the incurable class.
The idea of the redemption of criminals, may seem visionary to
those who look only at existing facts, without reference to the fundamental laws from which those facts proceed. These fundamental
Jaws assure us that each human being, as he enjoys all the faculties
of his nature, is capable of exercising all his higher powers, unless
he has degenerated so far as to become an irrational and irresponsible being. They also assure us that when the temptations of the
animal nature are withheld, the higher powers can be brought into
predominant activity, by suitable motives and objects presented to
. them, or by the sympathetic energy of the same faculties in others.
The voice of a warm-hearted eloquent man, if listened to for two or
·three hours each day, would exert great power over the inmates of
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the State prison, and the presence of lovely women, continually
calling forth the affections and sympathies, in connection with moral
and intellectual training, would gradually change the nature of the
sternest felon. An extensive course of oral, literary and scientific
instruction, occupying two or three hours daily for a number of years
would give such a predominance to the anterior half of tb~ brain as
would bring the vicious impulses under the control of judgment and
eonscience, if the moral faculties were strengthened by proper
exercises.
VI.

FOJlliU.TION OF FRIENDSHIPS AND MARRIAGES.

In the formation of friendships, our natural Ps1chometric capacity

is generally sufficient to enable us to choose a 8\lltable friend. S&ill
there are many errors in the selection of friends, rand many vague
painful doubts of their character, from which Neurology might relieve us. The extt!nt and novelty of the revelations which it makes
beyond empirical observation, may be realized by one who hu
known a friend for years, by observation, and believes himself
practically familiar with all his · characteristics, but afterwan:!s becomes thoroughly acquainted with the principles of Neurology and
applies the science to the estimation of a character, previously
experience. Such an application of science Plakes a
known
wonderfu improvement in our knowledge. It is like the rising of
the Sun on a foggy morning-bringing every object into distinct
view. However familiar our personal knowledge may have been,
there are many portions of the character, of which our estimate is
rather indefinite, and which we would be puzzled to estimate in the
exact language of science. When we observe in the exact conformation of the bead and face, indications similar to the character
which we have known, but in all respects more definite, precise and
satisfactory than our previous knowledge, we are impressed widl
the practical value of sucla a science. Indeed, so very diiferent are
tile just an•l accurate conceptions of science, from the vague notions
of common observation, that I frequently hear the confession from
persons to whom I have given a minute phrenological description,
that the account of themselves, or their friends, was more accurate
than they could have given themselves. Although their actual
bowled~e was, necessarily, more thorough and minute, as to the
daily habtts of themselves or their friends, they were unabiP. to gi¥e
to that knowled~e the systematic form, the clearness, precision, and
accurate estimation, which belong to Neurolo~cal science.
If benefits so remarkable, may be produced in the ordinary investigations of characters, which we have had full opportunities of
studying, bow much more important must such a science prove, in
forming the permanent alliance of marriage. It is difficult for pereons of opposite sexes, whose intercourse is necessarily restrained
hy their relative positions, to have anything like that accurate personal knowledge of each other, which may occur betweea friends,
familiarly associated ia business, and, even if the molt unreserved
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intimacy existed for years, the parties are still, in an entirely dift'erent relation from that which they occupy after marriage; and in the
relation of lovers, indulging pleasing anticipations of future bappi•
ness, their defects are . mutuallr disguised, and their pet:uliarities
eftectually modified by this posttion. Hence, there may be a great
deficiency of proper mutual knowledge, even after loag intimacy,
much more after the short acquaintance and courtship, which so
often prectde matrimonial engagements.
That thousands of unfortunate and unhappy connections, have
been made from these causes, and that persons who might have
been happy in other relations are thus often brought together to their
mutual unhappiness, is a proposition which no one can doubt.
Hence, I think there is an imperative necessity that Anthropology
should be considered an essenlial part of every course of liberal
education, since, without its assistance, we often advance under the
guidance of a vague instinct alone, in the most important and criti·
cal undertaking of life.
In making the matrimonial selection, upon which our happiness is
to depend, the hesitating, indecisive feeling, produced by a lack of
satisfactory knowledge, is promptly removed'by the definite information which Neurology affords, and thus we are enabled to advance
rapidly in the research and discrimination which are necessary to a
iUperior choice. Nor are the advantages of the science limited to
personal inspection. On the contrary, a correspondence at a distance, aided by the power of Psychometric investigation, and the
revelations of a daguerreotype, may insure a better mutual adapta~
tion, than is frequently produced by personal intercourse.

I

VII.

.UOVATION 01' SOCIETY.

A society in which a true Anthropology presides over the education of the young, in which each is assigned his proper place acroroing to organic development, in which familit>s are formed according
to principles of mutual affinity, and in which public opinion forms
an accurat~ appreciation of each character, may be copsidered a
well regulated community. But in addition to these individual
operations, there are certain grea~ principles for the organization of
society itself, and the mutual relations of its members, There is a
science of society which points to the difterent principles upon
which it may be organized, and the different results which these
pnne•ples produce, for each element of human nature, has its particular social tendency,-a tendency to organize society in a certain
manner; and a complete Anthropology, pointing out all the forme
which society may assume, under the influence of our different
organic impulses will enable us to choose rationally, that form of
society, and of domestic as well as governmental abd commercial
relations, productive of the greatest happiness and the most rapid
advancement of mankind. What estimate Anthropology must form
of individualism, guaranteeiam, limited association, and special 01'
general communism, I need not now expreN, as the subject is too
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extensive for a casual notice, farther than to remark that each form
of society appears to be the natural expression of a certain cerebral
development, and consequently most appropriate to a people among
whom that development if' most prevalent. But as each form tends
to educate mankind into a corresponding character, that form of
society which belongs to the most elevated development, should be
encouraged as much as possible, however impracticable it may
appear in the present condition of human nature •
VIII,

.

:RENOVATION OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

Anthropology, gives us the same view of moral Philosophy, as of
societ} ; that is, it points out each doctrine, or system of moral Philosophy, as the product of a certain condition of development or
orgamzation. When each organ, or group of organs, has expreued
its natural Philosophical system; we may recognize that as the true
system, which belongs to the higher groups of organs, and the
amount of selfish debasing intluence, belonging to any particular
doctrines, may be determined by the character of the organs which
espouse them.
U:.

:RENOVATION

oJ TBEOLOGYj

The same process which is applied to moral Philosophy, may be
applietl with equal success to theological doctrines. We may determine readily, which have the greatest intermingling of the basilar
passions, and which is the purest expression of the truth and goodness implanted in the constitution of man, with which, all Divine
truths, must necessarily be in harmony. If we discover that the
perv~rting influence of the fiercer and more selfish or more profligate
passions, prevalent in the past history of mankind, has been the
means of developing particular Theotorcal doctrines and views of
the nature of the Dei!f, we shall be JUStified in discarding these
~oss perversions of Dtvine truth, and adoptin~ views more nearly
1n harmony with that Divine light, which flows toto the souls of all
who are open to receive it.
·
X.

llENOVATIOIJ OF BISTO:RY A1fD BIOGUPBY.

The operation of Anthropology upon human knowledge, is not
entirely prospective; its retrospective action will be rich in the curious
and entertaining. Psychometric investigation is not limited to living
heads, and recent manuscripts. Ancient manuscripts and other
recorcls of the past, furnish remote stand-points, from which the
intuitive faculties may review interiorly, the characters of statesmen,
heroes, and authors of the olden time, and even cast a pryil'l~ glance
into the hidden details of history. As the geologist finds to fossil
remains, and geolo~cal strata, the early' history of our planet, so
may the Psychometric explorer, call forth from the material present,
the historic past which it ~ntombs.
That humanitarian history may thus be revealed, bas already been
demonstrated, by my own Psychometri«! explorations; and [ deem it
highly probable, that the same intuitive power may accompany the
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researches of the Palxontologist, illuminating t~ vast an·d remote·
regions of science, which comprise the successive development of
the vegetable and animal kingdoms, and the revolutions nf mineral
strata. As the individual when he bas attained the adult development of man, understands the history of his own generation and
infantile development, so I believe, will the race, when it has attained intellectual maturity, be enabled to comprehend its own
origin, its primeval history and final de&tiny.
It will be deeply interesting to witness the first applications of
Psychometry in determining the true character of such men as
Cromwell, Napoleon, Calvin, Luther, and other historic celebrities~ concerning whom different opinions are entertained by zealous
partizans.
][1,

:aUOVATION OF MEDICJNB.

That Neurology will ultimatel}.' t'ft"ect a thorough renovation of
medicine, and place it upon. a Phdosophieal basis, will be rendered
obvious by a few considerations. The art of medicine, consists in
adapting remedies to our numerous infirmities and disorders. The
difficulty, heretofore bas been: First, that medicines have been
selected not by a judicious and thorough exploration of nature, but
merely by brin~ing into use such articles as happened to have been
successfully tested in the treatment of disease. Hence, we are
indebted for our materia medica, mainly to accident, instead of
scientific exploration. Neurology, enables us by experiments upoa
the human constitution, to carry out a systematic exploration of
nature, and seleet our remedies from uotrodden fields, instead of
depending merely upon what chance has giveo us. Second: whea
remedies have been introduced into use, their application has been
based, not upon a philosophical vie\v of their relations to the human
constitution, as d~termined by accurate experiment, but mainly upon
the empirical fact, that, certain remedies have been used with a
certain degree of success, in certain diseases. So much of our
science of materia medica, rests upon this empirical foundation, that
the whole medieal art, presents a very repulsive appearance, to
minds which demand philosophical perspicuity and rational explanation. Medicine is often denounced as a chaos, or a medler of
empirical observations, even to a much greater extent than is JUst.
Much has been done from time to time, in ascertaining the relations
of drugs to the human constitution, and removing this reproach.
The followers of the homreopathic system, have been pre-eminently
industrious in their explorations of the materia medica, and have
made extensive contributions to its Philosophy; but their investigations have been too much controUed by a reference to a single
principle, or Therapeutic law, and have been far less profitable and
satisfactory, than they would have been, bad they been assisted in
their progress, by a system of Neurology, capable of developing
the fundamental principles Gf correlation and sympathy between the
various organs.
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A course of experiments, elucidated by Neurology, and taking a
comprehensive view of the relations between man and mt'dicine,
will furnish all we need, to render medicine a philosophical system.
XU.

DEVELOPMENT OJ' DIETETICS AND HYGIENE,

The science of health and the science of diet, are rapidly acquiring an empirical development. Palpable £actR in reference to the
ei"ects of food and regimen upon the constitution of man; .are continually accumulating, but in this we have, the same chaotic development, the ~~ame incompleteness, as in medicine, we have no satisfactory Philosophy of health and disease, and we have less philosophic
knowledge of the effect of diet, than we have in reference tof medicine. The Psychological influences of diet, are but little known
indeed.
Upon this subject, a scieDce bas to be created, and Neurology
points out the mode in which it may be done. Such a science
would furnish us the means for cultivating any d.esirable faculty or
trait of character, by the propt'r selection of diet.
Hy~ene and dietetics, must ultimately take precedence of medicine, m popular utility aDd importance. They are grossl7 neglectei
in the infancy of the race, and overshadowed by medicane, but the
time is comiBg when medicine will be restricted to a narrow space
in the history of humanity, and when hygiene and dietetics will
sustain manktnd, in a position in which they will be inaccessible to
aay formidable inroads of disease. The knowledge of the laws of
health, happiness, procreation, and education, whiah will be diffused
among the a. asses, will render severe diseases or epidemics rare and
remarkable events.
·
XIII.

DEVELOPMENT Oi' RATIONAL THEil.APEUTICS .AND PATHOLOGY.

The t'stabli1hment of rational views ot medicines in their applications to the human constitutions requires a proper conception of the
nature of distase in general, the relations of various diseases to each
other, and the modus Of.erandi of their cure. Our existing Pathology is certainly rich in tts treasures of facts, and minute descriptions
of disease. But our whole system of Pathology bas no unituy
bond in the science of the nervous system and central life of man.
Hence, however voluminous and accurate it may be, it cannot be
Philosophical; and for want of Philosophy it fails to indicate a just
l)'stem of Therapeutics. At the same time, the existing Therapeutics, being principally based upon empiric:al observation, it may be
affirmed that the entire science of mediciae, defeclive and empirical
alike in its Pathology, Therapeutics and Materia Medica, is incapa·
ble of completing its growth into a perfect science, because it ia
lacking in one of the essential elt'ments of thorough science, lacking in Philosophy, lacking in oentral principles, lacking in a knowledge of the correlations and sympathies of organa and the modus
operandi of Therapeutics.
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In far.t it is a brainlesa ·science, (having ignored the functions of
the brain) and like other act>phalous monsters, incapable of progressing to a complete de'nlopment. That tbe development of the
aefective department of. medical science, which supplies its Philosophy, will renovate and complete the whole, is perhaps, nearly a self.
evident proposition.
.
XIV.

PERFECTION OF .ART.

Like practical medicine, dietetics and hygiene, the fine arts, have
been mainly empirical. Witlaout a science of Sarcognomy, and
without scientific Physiognomy, there was no such thing as a scien·tific delineation of the human form. However perfect the artist
might have been in anatomy, his knowledge of expression, was
derived from casual observation and Psychometric or intuitive tact.
It cannot be denied that, highly gifted men, may thus empirically
produce great works of art, just as gifte~ individuals and clairvoyants, may work out wonderful cures in the treattnent of disease, yet,
no one would decry the value of science, because genius and industry may accomplish much without its assistance. Guided by the
principles of organic and Biagnomic Physiognomy and Pathognomy,
the expression of character in thP human countenance, in the person
and in the attitude becomes as dear and accurate a science as its
expression in the conformation of the cranium. Nor are the contributions which this knowledge will give to practical art, of trivial
importance. It bas enabled me, already to view the works of celebrated artists, from a totally different point of view from any occupied
by critics, to point out errors which commonly escape notice, and to
realize, how very far artists have fallen short of doing justice to their
own powers by the lack of Physiognomic and Sarcoguomic knowledge.
There is a far higher walk of art, for the scnl{ltor than any yet
have reached; and, painters, aided by Anthrof.ologtoal science will
yet crt>ate a school of art, so· new and beautifu , as to reveal by com•
parison, the barbarism, or rather, empiricism, of our predecessors.
It is not merely in reference to man, but in all the creations of art,
that new canons of taste will be evolved. ·Pathognomy elucidates
the principles which render architecture imposing, and which give
dignity and beauty to the landscape; and the Psycho-chromatic
se1ence, based upon experiments on the brain, by which I have
aacertained the relations of each color to the various emotions and
faculties of man, shows how and why colors are expressive and
beautiful, what are their harmonious relations, and how they may be
made to elicit the human emotions.
This subject, (Psycho-chromatology,) has not been embraced in
the present .pubhcation, because a subject of so beautiful and delicate a character, could not be judiciously presented in the brief
limits, and upon the condensed plan, of the present outlines. The
science of light and color, with the science of sound and music, I
reserve for future publication.
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XV.

DEVELOPMENT 01' ELOQUENCE.

If there be at the pret~ent time, in the world any scientific exposition of the art of eloquence I am not aware of it. There can be no
10ch science, until the nature of man is thoroughly understood. We
must understand the Pathognomy of each individual organ, the
Pathognomic relations of man to man, the effect which the speaker
produces by sympathy and by induetion, and the mode of cultivating
and developing in himself the various Pathognomie elements of
eloquence. These are all furnished by Neurology. It is true that
a brain, incapable of eloquence, in consequence of defective development cannot obtain it; but much may be accomplished by any one,
whose organic development is not defective. Every symmetrical
human being, should be capable of speaking with eloquence, if
properly instructed in the science, which fumiahea every principle and
every detail. that are neeeaaary.
XVI.

PBILOIOPBY OF IDIDRJg AND PNBtJ11ATOLOOY.

The host of wonderful faC18 developed and developing, in reference to
the action of one human being upon another, the power of mind over matter,
and the power of die-embodied mind in physical and intellectual manifestations, are overwhelmin! to one who baa no philosophic science to
account for the phenomena, and give to each its appropriate place. To
the thorough Neurologist, there ia nothing in the phenomena of human
nature, r.o atrange as to be startling. Every thing falls within the scope
of the fundamental principles of the constitution of man,--and apiritual
mysteries, are beautifully elucidated, by the complete cor~?Spondence, and
mathematical harmony, between the spiritual and platerial laws of our
being.
To the thorough anthropologist, the "Night aide of Nature," ia not altogether a region of moon-light, shadows, mist and darkness. He sees
distinctly, and understands satisfactorily, the myeterious facts of this
shadowy realm, without feeling that he ie lost, or that he baa been lifted
ftom a sure resting place on terra-firma.
·
XVII.

UNIVERSAL ADVANOEIDNT 01' BCIBNCB.

~

In conclusion, I would aUude to the universal advancement of scionce,
which begins with the establishment of Neurol~gy. Existing sciences
will advance by oew methode of investigation, sciences unknown and Ull•
suspected, will spring into being-and here 1 feel tempted to allude to dyaamie scieneee, of imponderable agents, and psycho-physical sciences,
lying undeveloped, as well ae to grand cosmic •cient>ee, of which I have
learned the fundamental principle•; but I must withhold the magnificent
romise, too much Of anticipation and as. sertion,l have already given; but
cannot forbear giving, at least, a vague allueiun, to the future, for the gratification of those who are looking onward-who have realized the steady
security of the steps whic;1 I have already taken in demont:trative science,
and who have faith in our future progress.
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